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Short-wave Receivers
A British Opportunity
N the B.B.C. Annual just published there is included a special
article discussing the development of the Empire Broadcasting
Service, and much interesting information is included. There is, however,
one paragraph on the subject of shortwave receivers to which we should like
to call particul"ar attention. The paragraph reads :" Not only does the design of the
short-wave receiver play a large
part in the amount of interference
a listener will experience, but it
also materially affects the general
standard of reception of the Empire
Service. The Empire Broadcasting
Service has considerably increased
the saJe of American all-wave
receivers, not onlv in the U.S.A.
but also in EmpirC' countries. The
1935 Olympia Radio Exhibition,
however, showed that the British
manufacturer is at last making an
effort to meet the demand for
British receivers suitable for use
in Empire countries to receive the
short-wave service from Daventry.
The production of good receivers
at a price the Empire listener can
pay is a most important factor of
the development of the Empire
Service."
We have already expressed the view
that the British manufacturers have
been so slow to market efficient shortwave receivers that their present
position in relation to the competition
of foreign producers, and in particular
those of the U.S.A., makes it seem
rather hopeless to begin now with the
idea of being able to catch up to a level
with competitors in this field unless
unusual methods are adopted.
We therefore take this opportunity.
on the st:r:ength of the vie,:;'s expressed

I

in the paragraph quoted above, to
reiterate our suggestion for a standard
short-wave Empire Receiver of competitive design to be agreed upon by
British manufacturers collectively and
manufactured to the same specification
and to sell at an agreed price. We
believe that by this means alone could
a set be produced having all the
necessary features which would ensure
a welcome for it whilst keeping the
price competitive at the same time.
But perhaps the. greatest advantage of
a standard set for this purpose would
be the simplicity of supplying spare
parts and servicing.
Great responsibility would rest upon
those whose duty it was to approve the
final design. but it is a responsibility
which we have every confidence could
be ably shouldered by technicians in
the various m:ll1ufacturing firms in the
radio industry. If success is to attend
such a scheme it must be put in hand
at once, there is no more time to be lost

Noise Suppression
Importance of a Ntw Development
HE system of noise suppression
just developed in America and
described in our issue of last week
is one which appears. on theoretical
grounds, to show. great promise.
The system works when the peak~
of interference are short and stronger
than the signal.
I t seems likely that its most useful
application will be in SW reception.
It should be clearly understood that
the system is not likely to be of any
benefi t in the case of certain types of
interference; the claims made for it,
and they are substantiated by theoretical considerations, and practical tests
carried out by The Wireless World,
are only tliat it will reduce those forms
of interference which consist of short
and strong pulses.

T
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PA
Amplifier
TVVELVE .. VV A TT
HIGH .. FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

By W. T. COCKING

,----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ I

i
LTHOUGH,most domestic requirements are met by an amplifier
having an undistorted output of
4-6 watts, there is no doubt that
there are many cases where a larger output is needed. When rooms are exceptionally large or it is desired to operate
several loud speakers together, an output of about 12 watts becomes necessary,
while an output of this order will often
suffice for many public address requirements. The figure needed for PA work
naturally varies considerably in different
cases, but some 12 watts will be found
sufficient for most purposes, such as dancing in small halls, announcements at local
functions, and so 0n.
The Wireless World P A Amplifier is
based on the well-known Push-Pull
Quality Amplifier, which has proved itself
over a period of years to be reliable and
trouble-free while giving practically perfect results from the electrical point of
view. The circuit diagram of the amplifier appears in Fig. I, and it will be seen
that the output stage consists of two
PPS / 400 valves in push-pull operated in
accordance with their maker's rating.
The maximum un distorted output of 12
watts is secured with a total load impedance of 6,000 ohms, and the stage requires
a total input of about 64 volts peak. This
is too much to obtain safely from a single
valve with resistance coupling, so that the
penultimate stage is also of the push-pull
type.
In order to prevent parasitic oscillation
both grid and anode stopping resistances
are employed in the output stage. In the
anode circuits RI3 and RI4 are given the
usual values of roo ohms each, but the
resistances Rrr and RI2 in the grid circuits have values of 1,000 ohms only,
since it has been found that higher resist-
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THERE are many cases where an undistorted output of

watts
is necessary in sound reproduction, and all amplifier which
combines this output with an exceedingly good frequency response is
described in this article. Details are also given of a feeder-unit
embodying a wide range tone-control circuit of novel design.
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ances lead to considerable attenuation of
the upper frequeneies with the output
valves employed.
This is because the
PPS/400 has a much higher input capacity under operating conditions than the
smaller PX4, principally because of its
higher mutual conductance.

The LF Stages
The valves in the penultimate stage are
of the MH4 type, and the coupling resistances RS and R6 have values of 25,000
ohms.
Decoupling is provided by the
IO,ooo-ohm resistances R7 and R8 in conjunction with the 8-mfd. electrolytic condensers Cs and C6. Grid bias is naturally derived from resistances in the
cathode circuits, and R3 and R4 have
values of 1,000 ohms and are shunted by
the 2so-mfd. condensers C3 and C4. The
grid leaks of the output stage R9 and Rro
have values of 0.25 megohm, and the
coupling condensers associated with them
C7 and C8 have capacities of 0.1 mfd.
Since any leak in these condensers would
have a disastrous effect not only upon the
performance, but also on the life of the
output valves, these condensers are df the
mica-dielectric type, and are rated for
working at 500 volts. In the case of the
coupling to the intermediate stage, a leak
would not be attended by such serious results, and paper-type condensers of 0.1
mftt (CI and C2) are accordingly employed at this point, in conjunction with

o.s-megohm grid leaks RI and R2.
The two output .valves are operated
from separate filament windings on the
mains transformer, and grid bias is
derived from the voltage drop across resistances connected between negative HT
and centre-tappings on these windings.
These resistances RIS and RI6 have
values of 500 ohms, and are shunted by the
so-mfd. by-pass condensers C9 and CIO.
Turning now to the HT system, two
entirely separate supplies are used-one
for the output stage alone and the other
for all early stages and speaker fields.
Although at first sight wasteful, this
course is not really so, for at most it involves an extra smoothing choke and a
slightly more expensive mains transIn compensation, however,
former.
most of the smoothing condensers can be
of comparatively low voltage rating, no
difficulties arise about voltage dropping
nor about. energising field windings of
widely different characteristics, and,
furthermore, feed-back effects from the
output stage, their usual source, are entirely eliminated.
Referring to Fig. I, it can be seen that
the 500-0-500 volts 120 mAo winding on
the mains transformer supplies the HT for
the output' stage in conjunction with the
406 EU rectifier valve which has its filament heated from one of the 4-volt 2.5amp. windings. The reservoir condenser
CI:1. has a capacity of4 mfds., and is rated
for I,OOO-volts working.
Smoothing is
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effected by the 12 H. choke ChI in conjunction with another I,OOO-volts condenser ClI of 4< mfds. capacity.
The total voltage required by the output stage is some 400 volts for the anodes,
32 volts for grid bias, 6 volts loss in RI3
and R14, and, say, 9 volts loss in the output transformer, or roughly 450 volts.
The unsmoothed output of the rectifier is
some 510 volts, and the requisite voltage
drop is obtained partly in the DC resistance of the smoothing choke (200 ohms)
and partly in the 300 ohms resistance RI7.
The 0.5 megohm resistance RI8 is included to prevent their being any possibility of the condensers retaiBing a charge
when the amplifier is switched off.
Now the second HT supply is obtained

rnA. is drawn a potential of some 250 volts
appears across this last condenser and constitutes the HT supply for the early stages.
As will be shown later, speaker fields can
be energised by being connected across the
HT supply at this point.

The Feeder-Unit
The amplifier proper, with its mains
equipment, can be used with any feederunit or receiver which is designed for the
Push-Pull Quality Amplifier without
alteration to either. A special feeder-unit
has been designed for it, however, since
in PA work a microphone is commonly
employed, and, moreover, a wide range
tone-control is often needed. The use of
this unit, however, is not confined to this

bias is obtained by the 2,000-ohm cathode
resistances R26 and R3I shunted by the
50-mfd. condensers C23 and C26. In the
anode circuit of the amplifier a, 50,000ohm coupling resistance R28 is used with
a 50,000-ohmdecoupling resistance R27
and 8-mfd. decoupling condenser C24. A
o.I-mfd. coupling condenser C25 to the
phase-changer is employed and a 2megohms grid leak R29. This next valve
has 50,000 ohms ,coupling resistances R32
and R30 il1 anode and cathode circuit:;
respectively, and the AC voltages developed across these are used to feed the
push-pull amplifier. Anode circuit decoupling is provided by the 50,ooO-ohm resistance R33 and the 8-mfd. condenser
C27·
The' phase-changer gives an effective

SPEAKER
/SOOKET
OHOKEl

R17
300n

011

4mfds

R18

012

0'5MO

4mfds

500-0-500V
120mA

R1
R16

5000
5000

SPEAKER
FIELD

+

R2

0'5Mn

015

4mfds

02

0'1 mId

350-0-350V

06

120mA

R14

loon

8mfds

AO
MAINS

Fig. I.-The complete circuit diagram of the amplifier. Two separate rectifien ani

from the 350-0-350 volts winding and the
MU I2 indirectly heated rectifier. The
reservoir condenser CIS has a capacity of
4 mfds., and is of the electrolytic type.
Preliminary smoothing is effected by
means of a 12 H. choke Ch3 and an 8-mfd.
condenser C14, and it is completed by the
36H. choke Ch2 and another 8-mfd. condenser CI3. When a total current of 120

smoothin~

amplifier, and it can equally well be used
with the PPQA when the smaller output
will suffice.
The circuit appears in Fig. 2, and three
valves are used; of these one is a phasechanger, another an amplifier. and a third
a part of the tone-control system. The
amplifier and phase-changer are straight.
forward; D4 type valves are used and

systems are use:! in the HT supply,

gain of about I.8 times, and the amplifier
preceding it a gain of roughly twenty-five
times, or a total of about forty-five times.
This is nearly enough, and the amplificatirn given by the first valve and its coupling is only two or three times. This first
valve is fitted primarily to make up for
the loss introduced by the tone-control circuit.
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valve is provided with a grid leak R25 of
0.5 megohm in order to prevent an open
grid circuit being obtained at certain settings of the switches. In view of the low
effective value of the circuit resistances
the coupling condenser CI7 has the large
capacity of 0.5 mfd.

The tone-control nor nally fitted to receivers and amplifiers merely permits the
response at the upper audible frequencies
to be reduced when required. This is by
no means an ideal arrangement, but it is
the simplest method. A better system
would undoubtedly be an arrangement
whereby the bass and treble could be independently controlled and raised or
lowered as required.
A reduction in the bass response is not.
often needed, however, so in this amplifier arrangements are made for it to be
lifted only. The treble can be raiseci
or lowered, however. Referring to
Fig. 2, it will be seen that the first
valve is conventionally connected in
that a 50,000-C!hm coupling resist-.
ance R2I is used with a 50,000ohm decouplirig resistanceR22
and 8~mfd; decouplihg condenser Cr8. Grid bias is obtained by.means of the 2,000ohm;,resistance R20 shunted by
the' 50~mfd. condenser CI6,
while two input plugs are pro- .
vided with a fader-volume control RIg:
This'permits a microphone a,nd pick-up to
be permanently conilected '. and a ra,rid.
change-over fr.om. one to the other to' be
made.
'
The tone-control circuit comes in . the
coupling between the two yalves. Consider the state of affairs when all ,switches
are in their centre positions. The 3,000ohm resistance R24 is then conneCted to
the earth line, and it forms a potentiometer
with the .50;ooo-ohm resistance R23" so
that only 3/ 53rds. of the voltage across
R2:l' is applied to the second valve. This

A view of the feeder-unit showing the controls.·

Now, in these switch positions the freqqency 'response is normal, and the two
resistances R23 and R24 merely throw
aWay most of the amplification given by
th~ first valve. When SI is lIlQved to the
next stud, however, a condenser (20 of
0.25 mfd. is interposed between R24 and
the earth line. As long as the reactance
of this condenser is smaIl compared with
3,000 ohms it has negligible effect and
the response at medium and high frequencies remains normal. At low fre-

quencies, however, the reactance is no
longer negligible, for it increases ,in a
manner inversely proportional to frequency. The total impedance between the
grid of the second valve and the earth line
consequently rises, and a greater proportIon of the voltage developed across R2I
is applied to the second valve. Actually,
an incre,!-se at 50 cis of some 10 db. is
obtained. On the next stud of the switch
a smaller condenser, CIg, of O. I mfd.
capacity, is inserted, and a greater rise in
bass is secured. The rise at 50 c / s is then
about ,20 db.
, A similar arrallgement is used at high
frequencies, but here a choke is inserted. When S2 is fully rotated in
a clockwise direction (on the feeder
unit) the 0.54 H. coil L is inserted
in series with R:i4, and a rise of
some 20 db. at IO,OOO cis is obtained. The next position of the
switch connects R24 to the tapping
point on L and the inductance
jn use is 0.18 H., giving a rise
of some 10 db. The switch
S3 gives a control reducing the
response at high frequencies, again in
steps of about 10 db., by shunting R24 by
the condensers C2Ior C22 of 0,015 mfd.
and 0.05 mfd. ,respectively.
The two switches S2 and S3 are in practice on a common shaft and form the
treble control.
When the control knob is fully rotated
in an anti-clockwise direction the respopse
at 10,.000 cJs is about - 20 db. ; in the
next position it is some -.10 db., while in
the centre position a flat characteristic is
obtained. Ifhetwo further positions give
resporises of + IO db .. and' -1- 20 db. re-

FEEDER PLUG .

[IO,ooooR'22

x
R23

60,0000

3,0000 R24

!

..,CK-UP
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mf:I

0 ;
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I-

r,1

::>
a.
::>

I-

o·

Y:ol·W
~6mfd

2,0000

r-OA2~~~---o sa

:;fl.,

0'015mfd

+ ..
02

~

g

Fig. 2.-A fader-type volume control is used in the feeder-unit, while a wide-range tone control is included.
to be raised and the treble response to be raised or lowered at will.

This permits the bass response
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spectively. In the case of the bass control SI, the first three positions are the
same, and the two last (clockwise) give an
increased response at So cis of about
+ 10 db. and +20 db. respectively.

If it should be required to obtain a
reduced bass response this may readily be
done by arranging the unused half of the
switch assembly to connect additional con-

densers
of the
tion of
will be
issue.

in series with C17. The assembly
components, wiring and operathe amplifier and its feeder-unit
fully dealt· with in next week's

The amplifier with the
mains equipment is built
on a steel chassis.
Fixed Condensers
I
mfd. Tubular, C21
T .C.C.300
I 0.05 mfd. Tubular, C22
T.C.C.258
2 0.1 mfd. Tubular, C19, C25 T.C.C.258
I 0.'25 mfd. Tubular, C20
T.C·C.250
I 0.5 mfd. Tubular. C 17
T .C.C.250
3 50 mfds. 12 yolts DC working, Electrolytic.
CI6, C2l, C26 T.C.C. "FT" or" AT"
3 8 mfds. 450 volts peak working. Elec,
trolytic, CIS, C24, C27
T.C.C.50%
(Dubilier,
Ferranti, T.M.C.-Hydra.
Peak.
Polar-N.S.F.)
nesistances
:> 2,000 ohms ~. watt, 1l20, R26, Illl
Bulgin HW5
I 3.000 ohms ~. watt, 1124
Bulgin HW7
8 50,000 ohms t watt, 1l21, 1l22, 1l23,
1l27, 1l2S, 1l30, 1l32, 1133
Bulgin HW23
I 500,000 ohms ~. watt, 1125
Bulgin HW31
I 2 megohm t watt, 1129
Bulgin HW34
(Amplion, Bryce, Dubilier, Graham Farish,
Ferranti, Claude Lyons, Polar-N.S.F.)
Volume control 0.25 megohm +0,25 megohm
1119
Dubilier "Fadover"
4·way connector, light type
Bryce
S.way cable with twin 70/36 leads and 5-pin
plug
Goltone
3 Vl'lve holders .'i-pin (without terminals)
Clix Chassis Mounting Type V I
2 SWitches, Double-pole, fiye-way, with knobs
B.T.S. C125
2 3.pin plugs and sockets
Belling.Lee 1119
:\ Shrouded terminals, Output (2) Earth
Belling.Lee " B ..
Miscellaueous:Scientific Supply Stores
2 lengths systoflex, small quantity No. IS
tiI1llPd copper wire, etc. Screws :-16
(,BA tin., 2 4BA iin., all with nuts.
Metal baseplate with mounting screws B. T .S.
Valves ! I 4IMH, metallised
Cossor
2 'D4
Ferranti

oms

AMPLIFIEIl.
I Mains Transformer, Primary; 200/250 volts
50 c!s.
Secondaries; 4 volts 2.5 amps.
C.T., 500-0-500 volts 120 mA, 4 volts 2
amps. C.T., 4 volts 2 amps. C.T., 4 volts
2.5 amps. C.T., 350-0-350 volts 120 mA,
4 volts 9 amps. C.T., witb screened primary.
London Transformer Products L.60!!
(All Power Transformers, Bryce. B.T.S ..
Challis, Heayberd, Partridge, Savage, Sound
Sales, Vortexion.)
2 Smoothing chokes 12 H. 120 mA, 200 ohms
Chi, Ch3
N. Partridge WWI2
Smoothing choke 36 H. IZO mA, 500 ohms
Ch2
N. Partridge WW36
(BryC{·. B.T's., Davenset, Ferranti, Heayberd,
London Transformer Products, Sound SaL's,
Varley, Vortexion.)
7 Valve holders 5-pin (withont terminals
Clix Chassis Mounting Type VI
Fixed Condensers
2 4 mfds. 1,000 volts DC working, C tI,
CI2
T.C.C.III
20·1 mfd. Mica, 500 volts DC working, C7,
CS
T.C.C.340
20.1 mfd. Tubular, Cl, C2
T.C.C.250
2 8 mfds. 500 volts peak working, Electrolytic, C13, Cl4
T.C.C.902
I 4 mfds. 500 volts peak working, Electrolytic, CI5
T.C.C.902
2 8 mfds. 450 volts peak working, Electrolytic, C3, C4
T.C.C.501
2 50 mfds. 50 volts DC working, Electrolytic, C9, CIO
T.C.C.521
2 250 mfds. 12 volts DC working, Electrolytic, C3, C4
T.C.C.501
(Dnbilier, Ferranti, T.M.e.-Hydra, P,,,ak,
PolaroN .S.F.)
Resistances
2 100 ohms t watt, 1l13, 1114
Bulgin HW37

LIST OF PARTS
After the particular make of component used
in the original model, suitable alternative
products are given in some instances.
4 1,000 ohms t watt, 1l3, 1l4, Illl, IlIZ
Bulgin HW3
2 10,000 ohms, t watt, 1l7, IlS
Bulgin HWI5
2 25,000 ohms ~ watt, 1l5, 116
Bulgin HW20
2 250,000 ohms l watt, 1l9, 1110
Bulgin HW2S
2 500,000 ohms ~. watt, Ill, 112
Bulgill HW:U
I 500,000 ohms I watt, JUS
Erie
2 500 ohms 3 watt, RI5, 1116
Claude Lyons
I 300 ohms 20 watt, 1117
Bulgin PRI
(Amplion, Bryce, Dubilier, Graham Farish,
Ferranti, Claude Lyons, PolaroN .S.F.)
3.pin plug and socket
Belling.Lee 1119
5.way connector
Bryce
Fuseholder complete with 3 amp. fuse
Uelling.l.ee 1045
4 Shrouded terminals, Input (2), LS (2).
Belling.Lee " B "
Miscellaneous : Scientific Supply Stores
6 length systofiex, 2 ozs. No. 18 tinned
copper wirt>, etc. Screws:-4 zBA iin.,
34 6BA lin., 22 4BA tin., 12 6BA tin.,
all with nuts and washers.
~Ietal baseplate with mountini: screws B. T .S.
Valves:Osram or Marconi
2 MHL.t. I MU12
Mazda
2 PP5/400
Cossor
I 460BU
FEEDEIl UNIT
1 Tone correction choke, L
B.T.S. WWI
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New .Electron Multipliers
HIGH,POWER HF GENERATORS DEMONSTRATED
ECENT advances in "multipactor" tube design, announced by P. T.
R
Farnsworth before the Institute oj Radio Engineers in New York
on March 4th, make it possible to gene¥ate kilowatts of powe¥ in a" coldcathode" tube, at frequencies as high as 300 megacycles. Applications
of the new tubes in oscillators and radio-frequency amplifiers give efficiencies
not possible with conventional hot-cathode thermiQllic tubes.
EW tubes, capable of producing manner of operation is the basis of all
several kilowatts of high-fre- electron multiplier tubes; it permits exquency power without the aid ceedinglygreltt amplification to be ob. of a hot filament, at frequencies tained ina single tube, and because it
even higher than the" ultra-high" region, amplifies the current directly (witbout the
with efficiency as high as ninety per cent., necessity for converting the current into a
weie demonstrated in New York on voltage drop and then amplifying the
March 4th by Philo T. Farnsworth, Vice- voltage, as is done in conventional cirpresident in Charge of Research of Farns- cuits), the signal-to-noise ratio of the elecworth Television Incorporated. Following tron multiplier tubes is many times higher
closely on the heels of a paper delivered than that of the usual valve amplifier. A
by !Dr. V. K. Zworykin on Electron Multi- tube of this kind has provided seve-al
pliers (see report in The Wireless World, watts of audio power when its input was a
November 22nd, 1935), Mr. Farnsworth's few microamperes of photoelectric current;
demonstration held unusual interest this feat, accomplished by Dr. Zworykin,
because, while u.sing the same basic pheno- was hailed as a great advance. But the
menon, his tubes perform in a manner power output of the Zworykin tubes was
quite different from those of Dr. Zworykin not more than a few watts, although they
and lead to results quite as spectacular and could probably be made to deliver higher
perhaps of even greater immediate prac- power.
tical valqe.
Both the Zworykin and Farnsworth
Up to Four· Kilowatts
tubes depend on " secondary emission" of
The Farnsworth tubes, on the other
electrons from. a cold cathode; In.the conviinti(mal thennionic. valve, the electrons hand, are expressly designed for highare emitted by . heatmg the cathOde to a . power output. Three distinct forms of
sufficiently high temperature; in the elec- "multipactors," as Farnsworth calls his
tren; multiplier tube electrons are caused tubes, were shown; their tentative power
to b0mbard the cathode. As each electron output ratings are 200, 1,000, and 4,000
hits 'the specially prepared surface of the watts. The largest size was about a foot
cathode it liberates from three to ten long and four inches in diameter. This
.. secondary" electrons--that is, the great increase in power-handling ability
original electron is multiplied, or .. ampli- is based on two factors: the method of
fied," three to ten times. By this method obtaining the electron impacts, which is
the electron current in the tube is ampli- described below, and the material used in
the cathode surface which emits the
secondary electrons. The surface used by
Dr. Zworykin and other workers in the
field of electron multiplication is a ccesiumoxide-silver deposited on a silver base, and
is very similar to that used in high-vacuum
photocells of the ccesium type. The disadvantage of this type of surface is the
fact that it cannot stand high temperatures, and that it can be destroyed by
bombardment of positive ions fonned
within the tube; because of these limitaFig. I.-Principle of the electron multitions,
high-power tubes, which must necesplier.
sarilyoperate at high temperatures, cannot
fied, and if the newly liberated .. second- be. built using the ccesium-silver surface.
aries" are made to strike the cathode A new material, the details of which are
again, each one liberates from three to ten not yet available, has been developed by
additional secondaries. By successive Farnsworth, however, which will operate
impacts of this kind the electron multi- satisfactorily up to 1,000 deg. C., and
plication is made to build up cumulatively which will deliver as many secondaries per
until the original electron impact has been electron impact as the ccesium-silver suramplified many millions of times. This face. The material, which is an alloy

N.

By Our New York Correspondent
having a special surface treatment, can be
used even at red heat, making possible
compact and efficient high-power multiplier tubes.
The electron multiplication action depends upon many successive impacts of
secondary electrons. Various arrangements have been used to obtain the
required action. In the Zworykin tubes
many separate cathodes are used, each
maintained at successively higher positive
voltage. The original electron, attracted
to the first cathode and liberating several
secondaries, produces an amplified electron flow, which is then directed to the
second cathode, and so on, each cathode
liberating a current multiplication of from
three to ten times. This action is shown
in Fig. 1. The final amplified current is
collected at the plate and conducted to the
external circuit. The original electron is
produced by illuminating the surface of
the first cathode, which is photo-electric.

-

1------1 +

, Fig. 2.-The new Farnsworth tube in its
elementary form.

In the Farnsworth tube, in its elementary form (see Fig. 2), only two cathodes
are used, and they are maintained at the
same potential. The electrons are caused
to fly back and forth from one cathode
surface to the other (multiplying as they
go) by applying a· very high frequency
voltage between the two cathodes. First
one cathode and then the other is made
positive by this HF voltage, and the electrons fly back and forth in response to the
pull of whichever cathode is positive at
the time. The central anode is .maintained positive at all times by the battery,
and serves to attract the electrons in their
flight. To prevent the electrons being
collected by this anOde, in the simple form
of tube, a magnetic field has been used to
direct the electrQns away from the anode
and toward the cathodes. In this manner
the number of free electrons inside the
tube is enormously increased, until a cloud
of electrons (a "space charge ") is formed.
This cloud prevents further increase of
current (space-charge equilibrium) unless
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trons from flying clear across the tube, proportional to the input electrons, which
it is removed through the anode to the resulting in improved performance, means that some means of controlling the
especially for radio-frequency amplifica- input electrons must be provided. Two
external circuit.
schemes are available for doing this. The
To do away with the necessity for the tion.
If the HF voltage used on the multi- multipactor may be made in two stages
magnetic field, and for other reasons, the
form of tube shown in Fig. 3 was de- pactors is obtained from the action of the (both inside a single glass envelope), the
veloped. It consists of an outer cylin- tube itself, the result is a self-sustaining first stage supplying the input electrons
drical cathode, with the special electron- oscillator circuit which takes energy from to the second. A diagram of such a double
emitting sur f ace
tube is shown in Fig. 5. The other system
turned inward. In-making use of a more conventional
side is the anode, a
method-uses a heated filament surhelical coil of wire,
rounded by a grid (Fig. 4). The input
very similar in apradio-frequency energy is applied between
pearance to the grid
the grid and filament, resulting in a flow
CATHODE - - - - - 1 *
of electrons having the same frequency as
of con v e n t ion a I
EMITTING
valves. Because of
the input, in a manner exactly analogous
SURFACE
to that of the thermionic triode valve.
the open spaces in
this anode, electrons
The electrons flowing through the grid
strike the surrounding cathode of the
liberated from the
multipactor, which then proceeds to
surface of the cathamplify
the current by electron multiode can pass across
or 500-'
plication, finally delivering the amplified
.1.2,000 VOLTS
the tube and hit the
radio-frequency energy to the. tuned circathode on the other
cuit connected to it.
From this tuned
side, there liberating
circuit the energy may be fed to the aerial
still more electrons.
or wherever else needed. Such HF ampliThe frequency of the
fiers display efficiencies of from 60 to 9()
HF voltage applied
Fig. f 3.-Arrangement of electrodes in a practical "multipactor."
per cent.
between the cathode
md ear this so
:hosen with respect to the time it takes the battery in the anode circuit and conFuture Possibilities
the electrons to fly across the tube that verts it into radio-frequency energy in a
The high efficiency and high-power outthe electrons make many trips across the tuned circuit. Such an arrangement is
tube, each time adding greatly to the shown in Fig. 3. The initial electron flow put available with the new multipactor
current, before they are finally collected needed to "start the ball rolling" is freed tubes indicate that they may become
by the anode. The same space charge by the shock to the tube when the HT serious competitors to the now universally used thermionic triodes. This stateformed in the simple tube of Fig. 2 is thus battery is suddenly connected across it.
formed within the cylindrical cathode and Thereafter, the flow of electrons across the ment applies especially to the production
is eventually collected, at least in part, by tube is so timed that it gives energy to the of radio power at ultra-high frequencies,
tuned circuit, and, as a result, oscillations where it seems certain that the electron
the anode.
are sustained. Frequencies from as low multiplier has many advantages over the
as 100 kc/s to as high as 300 mcfs have thermionic valve. The multipactor is
A "ThHmionic Multiplier"
been produced by.
In another form of tube a second this method. In the
SECOND STAGE
cathode is placed in the centre of the tube demonstration before
ANODE
(Fig. 4). T~is second cathode does not the Institute of Radio
emit secondaries, but it does emit by Engineers a one-tube
thermionic. emission, being an ordinary transmitter, cons:stheated filament. The use of this second- ing of a multipactor,
ary cathode, in addition to supplying, a single tuned circuit
initial electrons, is to prevent the elec- and a HT power
supply, was used to
transmit music on a
carrier frequency of
about 10 mc / s. The
FIRST STAGE CATHODE
modulation was ob(PERFORATED TO ALLOW
ELECTRONS TO REACH
tained from a gramoOUTER SECOND STAGE)
phone
record,
the
ANODE
SECONDARY
modulation voltage
EMI'TTINQ
being applied in the
CATHODE
Fig. 5.-Farnsworth tube used as an HF amplifier.
anode circuit. The
power output of the
tube thus connected was about 25 watts.
essentially an electronic oscillator, in the
Such
multipactor
oscillators
can
be
same
sense that the Barkhausen and magHEATED
crystal controlled, giving aU of the desir- netron tubes are. It depends for its freFILAMENT
able frequency stability available in this quency of oscillation on the transit time
system, and at the same time can deliver of the electrons flying across it, and since
very great amounts of power. The fre- this time can be made very small by high
quency is controlled either in the tuned voltages and small spacings the upper
circuit or by means of a previous driving frequency may be higher than 1,000
megacycles.
stage.
The second practical application of the
The importance of the new tubes in telemultipactor tube demonstrated by Mr. vision transmission cannot be overlooked.
Farnsworth was its use as .a radio-fre- Not only' do they supply power at the reFig. 4.-Typical thermionic multipactor
quency amplifier. When so used, the quired high frequencies, but they are
combining thermionic action with electron
output HF current from the tube must be capable of passing the very wide band of
multiplication.

New Electron Multipliers-
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properties of biological materials; this will

thought that it would be less confusing to

frequencies made necessary by high de- prove of great use to the physicist hitherto the reader to have the equivalent sizes of
finition visual transmission without at- unacquainted with this class of work. The condensers in microfarads instead of centiquestion of •• Energy Absorption" is ademetres, a system to which many workers ill
.
tenuation.
quately dealt with.
this country are not accustomed. Otherwise
It seems likely, also, that the electron
With a further 40 pages devoted to the
the translators are to be congratulated on
multiplier principle will be applied to technics of .. Short Wave Measurements and their effort.
R. W. C.
everyday amplification problems, with Therapy," the reader is thus furnished with
gratifying results. A single multiplier tube a very comprehensive introduction to the
can be made to have a mutual conduct- physical problems. The remainder of the
ance measured in amperes per volt rather book, some fifty pages, is devoted to the
than in the microamperes per volt of medical applications; this is somewhat
The principal contents are given below of
comprehensive in its nature, and when
typical thermionic valves. Likewise fre- read
the April issue of The Wireless Engineer.
in conjunction with the bibliography
quency conversion, as used in super- which appears at the end of the book it
Tbe Magnetic Recording of Sound.
heterodynes, can be accomplished by the 'should provide a fairly complete survey of
Variable Selectivity and the l. F. Amplifier.
same multiplication principle, providing the medical literature on the subject, that is Part II. By W. T. Cocking.
The Anode to Accelerating Electrode Space
conversion gains of 10,000 in a single if the reader has access to the various referstage and thus eliminating the necessity ences quoted; but it is' anticipated that to in Thermionic Valves. By]. H. Owen Harries.
Voltage Measnrements at Very High Fre.
for IF amplification. Also, because the the physician or biologist reading this secquencies---1I (Concluded).
By E. C. S.
tion
it
may,
perhaps,
appear
disappointing.
output of multipactor tubes can be made
Megaw, BoSc., D.I.C.
very rich in harmonics, a single tube may
Abstracts and References.-Compiled from
A Faithful Translation
use a low-frequency crystal control and
the world's wireless journals,
still supply large amounts of. high~fre
Some Reunt Patents.
For instance, th~s section is entirely void
quency power in the output.
of illustrations.
This is no fault of the
The prospect of such revolutionary translators, as the book as a whole is a very
Opetadio. - The equipment for P A andevelopments is not immediate, b~cause faithful translation of the original German
under this name in our issue 01
there are many difficulties in the manu- work. The original includes a list of suit- nounced
March 20th (p. 16, Adverts,) was incorrectly
able German valves with their characf~ctl1re and practical application of the
described as. " 18 watt Power Amplifier" and
tubes to be cleared up first. The prepara- teristics.
.. 18in. Electrodynamic Speaker."
This
The
translators,
very
advisably,
have
also
description should read ,. One 8 watt Power
tion of the electron-multiplying surface,
a list of suitable valves manufac~mplifie~," and
.. One 8in. Electrodynamlc
on which the characteristics of each tube included
tured in this country. As a suggestion it is
Speaker.
depend, must be carried out with great
care to prev.ent variations; and' such factors as length of life and other service
requirements must be established. But
there seems to be no doubt that the electron multiplication principles, as exempliIndependent Listening Channels for Each Ear
fied by both the Zworykin and Farnsworth
fewer, than six valves and their associated
XCELLENT as is the performance of
developments, can be expected to take the
components, the reduction of the overall
the modern single-microphone deaf
place of the valves now used in' many .
aid from the point of view of quality
dimensions to the figures given must be reimportant applications, particularly .for
of reproduction, there must inevitably be
as no mean achievement.
photo-electric purposes and ultra-high- something mi~sing by comparision with garded
We have had an opportunity of testing
frequency transmission.
ordinary listening where there are minute , this instrument under a variety of conditions
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A New Binaural Deaf Aid

E

Foundations of Short Wave Therapy.
Physics and Technics by Dr. Wolfgang
Holzer. Medical Applications by Dr.
Eugen Weissenberg. Translated by Justina W1lson, F.RCP. (Edin.), andChatles
D~wse, B.Sc. Eng. (Lond.).
228 pages,
53 illustrations and 10 tables. (Hutchinson, 34. Paternoster Row, E.C.4. 12s.6d.)
J\ S the number of works written in English
rl.. on this subject is very limited, the
translation from the German of "Grundriss
der Kurzwellentherapy" is very welcome.
The translators have succeeded in producing
a very accurate translation, having overcome
the many difficulties which must exist when
translating a technique, which in this instance is of a pioneer nature, from one langnage to another.
The book is divided into two parts, Physical and MedicaL The lay-out of the former
is well proportioned.
Anyone studying this subject would no
doubt already possess a knowledge of the
fundamental theory of electrical oscillations;
nevertheless, some forty pages are devoted to
•• An Introduction to the Characteristics,
Phenomena, and Various Methods of Producing Electrical Oscillations." This survey
serves as a very useful refresher to the reader
about to study the subject more seriously.
A further 60 pages are devoted to •• The
Action of Electrical Oscillations." This section is particularly well written, as it includes a carefully compiled list of electrical

differences of intensity and phase at the two
earS. ,
To simulate the conditions of normal
binaural hearing, Amplivox, Ltd., 106,
George Street, London.W.1, have developed
a deaf aid in which entirely separate microphone-amplifier-earphone channels are provided for each ear. Each amplifier consists
of three stages, and the microphones are of
the piezo-electric type. These are provided
with independent volume controls and are
disposed on opposite panels of a case
measuring less than 12 x 3! x 4t inches. The

and there can be little doubt that it marks a
distinct advance over ordinary" monaural"
deaf aids. The directional effect at distances
up to five or six feet is most striking, and
it is easy for a person blindfolded to point
to the exact position occupied by a speaker
as he moves about the room.
The directional properties of the instrument do not, however, exhaust its virtues.
There is less confusion from room reverberations with binaural listening and a general
improvement in naturalness. This is easily
proved by starting with one earpiece
only and then bringing in the other by
turning up the
volume control.
The 2-volt accumulator supplying the
filament current to
the miniature valves
gives 20 hours' service on a charge, and
Amplivox binaural deaf
aid. Separate
microphoRes
and amplifiers are associated with
each earpiece.

HT and LT batteries are housed in a central
compartment, and when it is realised that
space must be found in addition for no

the HT batterf life is of the order of two
months. We understand that the price of
the complete instrument is 30 guineas.
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Set,Making at Hayes
A TOUR OF THE" HIS MASTER'S VOICE" FACTORY
LAIMED to be the largest of their
kind in Europe, the "His Master's
Voice" factories at Hayes, Middlesex, cover more than sixty acres. With
the exception of valves, every part of an
"H.M.V." radiogramophone or radio receiv('r is made in these factories.
\Ve begin a tour of the works by entering
a stores wherein can be found no fewer
than 1,000 tons of raw material-including

C

chassis blank goes under a soo-ton press and
comes out with all its holes neatly cut out.
On the way out from the deafening noise
of the Press Shop one comes across a
machine making a completely shaped valve
leg in one single punch. It is fed with a
coil of nickel silver, and in a day of ten
working hours produces a quarter of a million legs.
l\1t'anwhile, in the Screw Department
machines are making bolts for the chassis
from the initial rod nwtal. A heading plant
industriously churns out 7,800 heads for the
short lengths of rod that will eventually
become bolts.
At the same speed other
machines successively slot the heads and
put on the thread.
In another factory it is possible to see
how all these parts from the preliminary
unit gradually assume the shape of things
to come. Naturally, the first stage is the
perforation of the bare chassis to take the
various components. The cadmium-plated
chassis emerges from the automatic plating
process room ready to be bushed and fitted
with various small bakelite panels.
All the top deck of the chassis is fitted in
these early stages .

the intermediate frequency, ganging and
tracking of the main gang condenser unit,
as well as exhaustive tests for such effects
as images, sensitivity, selectivity, automatic
volume control, fidelity and top note cutoff.
Finally, the set's scale has still to be calibrated under a studio test, this being done
not only with local oscillators but on actual
local station reception. The tester puts

...

This riveting machine fixes valve
holders to the chassis.

Most of the chassis wiring is
carried out on jigs on which
colour-plans of the wiring are
painted.

nearly every known type of
metal-iron, copper, brass, and,
of course, steel.
The first stage in the transition of the material from its
raw-but thoroughly testedstate to its appointed place in
the final receiver occurs in the

himself in the place of the eventual buyer of the set, critically
trying all the knobs to see they
are properly screwed on and
generally giving it a last lookover.

All present and correct! Components of a
"Station Selector Ray" receiver ready for
. assembly.

Final adjustments to wide
speakers.

angle loud

Press Shop. Hl'Ie, during normal production times, a million piece parts are prodiKed per day. A l,ooo-ton press comes
down on tIlt' tool that "bangs out" the
turntables for radiogramophones.
The

Between thirty and forty operators share
the work between them of fixing coil cans
and gang condensers, a specific process being
allotted to each operative. At this timt',
too, the cable form with its coded colour
It'<lds is dropped into place underneath the
chassis.
TI1\' chassis is now taking shape, passing
011 to the continuously moving line where
the soldering girls are waiting to connect
up a certain number of leads. Gradually
all the small tubular condensers are wired
into the chassis, which then emerges, wired
up and ready for its first test. Each chassis
is put on the M.e. (main continuity) tester
for a general check-over of the wiring. No
valves are used at this stage, equivalt'nt
impedances being inserted in all the valve
circuits. This tester, which is worth an
article Oll its OWll, is an ingenious arrangenwnt wherdlV the whole circuit is succcssivl'ly explon:d by switching the single main
meter to each part as needed.
Now follow tests for hum, ganging of

The final studio test is carried out on local
oscillations and actual broadcasts. Note the
special cardboard container to prevent
damage to the polished receiver.

Nothing has been said of the cabinet factory, where the sets undergo spraying.
shellacing, cellulosing and polishing.
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Listeners' Guide for the
Outstanding Broadcasts at Home
by distinguished experts in
aviation from all parts of the
world. It is hoped that there
will be speakers from Russia,
France, Germany and the
Ul1ited States. M. Pierre Cot,
many times French Air Minister, will contribute. We shall
also hear Sir Francis Shelmerdine, Director of Civil Aviation; Captain Lehmann, in
charge of Germany's new Zeppelin; Admiral Byrd, the Antarctic explorer; and probably
M. Kokkinaki, holder of the
Soviet altitude record for .m
ordinary aeroplane without
oxygen apparatus.
-1>

WORDS FIRST, MUSIC SECOND

.. YOUTH AT THE HELM." Owen Nares and Adele Dixon in one
of many bright momen~ in the Globe Theatre productio~ of the
comedy by Paul Vulpius 'which is to be ,broadcast on Monday at 8.15
(Nat.) and Tuesday at 7.15 (Reg.). Jack Melford will ~e the part of
Ralph Warrender and Ann Trevorwil1 be the typist.

cur

out all music and tomorrow would still be a
bright Saturday from a broadcasting point of view.
At
II. 15 a.m. a running commentary on the Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race will be
broadcast, the commentator
following the race as usual on
the launch "Magician," on
which it is hoped this year to
install a receiver so that the
launch crew can listen to their
own efforts instead of having to
rely on hand signals from the
roof of Harrod's Depository.
Hammersmith.
At 2.50 p.m. " Soccer ..
fans, and not a few ordinary
folk, will tune in to the
National programme for the
match between England and
Scotland at W embley. George
Allison, the commentator, will
give a summary of the game at
half-time and a commentary
on the second half. England
and Scotland have met on 59
occasions. Scotland has won
27 games and England 18, the
•
rest being drawn.
At 4.25 there will be a commentary, with genuine" sound

effects," ontne British Empire
Trophy Amateur Race at Donington Park, Derbyshire, the
commel1tators being F. J.
Findbn and W. Graham
Walker;
..:,-"
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PICTURE· INSPIRED SYMPHONY

A FA M 0 U s altar - piece,
painted by Matthias Grunewald, in the Colmar Museum,
Alsace, inspired Hindemith's
symphony,
"M a t his der
Maler," which the B.B.C.
Orchestra is playing in the
Orchestral Concert at 9.20 on
Sunday under the conductorship of Adrian Boult.
This altar piece, which dates
from 1509, has nine painted
panels which are considered to
be among the greatest in medieval religious art.
CONQUERING THE AIR

THE "Conquest of the Air"
talks have aroused tremendous
interest among listeners, and it
is fitting that the eighth and
last programme, to be given at
10 on Tuesday (Nat.), is to
comprise sound records made

ARE the words more important than the music of a song?
Bruce Sievier's ' . Words-With
Music" programmes suggest
that they are. The underlying
idea of these short presenta:'
tions--the next one is' on Wednesday at 10 (Nat. )-is to concentrate on the lyrical content
of the songs chosen.
Mr.
Sievier chooses works by one
dead composer and two living
composers, and himself relates
the history behind the lyrics.
Next week's fare: .. Love's
Old Sweet Song," "In Old
Madrid," and" Love, Could I
Only Tell Th~e."
<!>

<!>
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MAUNDY THURSDAY

PRIOR to Good Friday the
most notable religious feature of
Holy Week is the Maundy
Thursday programme, entitled
.. The Passion of Jesus Christ, "
written by Ellis Roberts, which
will be produced on much the
same lines as his successful
Christmas programme, .. Unto
Us." It will be of a strictly
devotional character, and the
cast will include Robert
Speaight, Felix Aylmer and
Karen Stanley-Alder.
" LAW AND THE CITIZEN "

ALTHOUGH next Wednesday's National lecture is the
seventeenth of the series it will
be the first not given from a
broadcasting studio or in private, for on this occasion Lord
Macmillan will be delivering his
lecture, .. Law and the Citizen," to the Royal Philosophical Society at Glasgow, and it
will be broadcast on the
N';I.tional wavelengths (8. IS).
The National lecture broadcasts were inaugurated in 1928
when the late Poet Laureate,
Dr. Robert Bridges, delivered
the first on .. Poetry" on February 28th of that year.
MAN IN THE STREET

WHO is the .. Man in the
Street" ? Many have been the

A PLAY ABOUT BLUFF

THAT delicious sati,re on
mod ern business methods,
"Youth at the Helm," is the
main programme feature in
next week's programmes. The
play, which is adapted by
Hubert Griffith from the German comedy by Paul Vulpius,
had a successful run at the
Globe Theatre a year ago.
Owen Nares was in the leading
part of a young man who, as a
complete stranger, walks into
the .. Metropolitan Bank" and
by sheer bluff dominates the
Board of Directors and negotiates loans which set the wheels
of industry turning. The part
of the young man, Randolph
Warrender, will be taken by
Jack Melford in the broadcast
version; and the part of that
charming distraction, Dorothy
Wilson, the typist, will be
taken by Ann Trevor (Monday,
Nat., 8.15; Tuesday, Reg.,
7. 1 5).

By courtesy of the

H

Dai'y

EX/1ft'S;."

SPICE OF LIFE. Next Sunday's
talk in this interesting series is
to be given by The-Man-in-theStreet, who is often known by
his other name: Sl;rube's Little
Man. (Reg. 9.)
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Week
and Abroad
-----------------------------------1
i
I
I mCHLICHTS OF THE WEEK I
FRIDAY, APRIL 3rd.
, Nat.. 8.40... The Crimes of Burke ,
:
and Hare. 10.20. B.B.C. Con . . :

I

!

tt

:

temporary Music Concert.

1

1 Reg., 8.30, B.B.C. Orchestra.

9.30. 1
:
Fred Hartley and Novelty Quin- "
tet. 1030, Lou Preager and his
Band.
I,
Abroad.
: Stuttgart, 7.10, International Music

:

:

Festival from Baden-Baden.

1
:

i

SATURDAY, APRIL 4th.

: Nat., 11.30 a.m., Oxford v. Cam- I
:
bridge Boat Race. 8.30, Variety, I
:
'iLew Stone and his Band.
I
Reg., Bernard Crook Quintet. 9.30,
:
Medvede{f's Balalaika Orchestra. I
: Abroad.
: Hilversurn (II), 7.55, Excerpts from I
, .. Boris Godunov "(Mussorgsky). ,
,
SUNDAY, APRIL 5th.
•
:' Nat., B.B.C. Empire Orchestra.
7.20, Pianoforte Recital by Harriet
, Cohen. ,Old Ballad Concert ,
: (B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra).
I
: Reg., Celebrity Trio. 9," The I
: Spice of Life," by" The Man in I
:
the Street:"
~Adrian Boult 1
conducting Sunday Orchestral
, Concert.
, Abroad.
1 Vienna, 9.20, New Benatsky Musical I
: Comedy: ,.. The Richest Man in I
: the World."
,:
MONDAY, APRIL 6th.
Nat., 8.15, "Youth at the Helm." I
: ,world Affairs.. , .. The Little
: Show."
: Reg., 8, The Story of the Calliope. I
: ~B.B.C. Dance Orchestra. ~Les I
: Allen and his Canadian Bachelors. :
: Abroad,
I
: Kalundborg, 7.45, Slav Orchestral
I Music.
I
TUESDAY,APRIL 7th.
Nat .. 7.30, UncenS01'ed Debate on
,
Films. Wiolin Recital by Carl ,
: Flesch.~· Conquest of the Air." I
I Reg., 7.15, "Yquth at the Helm."
I ,B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
I
.
I
I Abroad.
l Berlin (Funkstunde), '7.10, Schubert I
: Festival.
II
I
:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8th.
I
i Nat., Ceraldo's iangoOrchestra. I
: 8.\5, National Lectur~ by Lord :
: Mac!"i!!an.
'''Words-witb:

I

I
i

:,

II

!

I

attempts to run' this elusive
creature to earth, and at last
the B.B.C. claim to have been
successful, for none other than
he is scheduled to speak on
"The Spice of Life" at 9 on
"Sunday (Reg.).
Usually "The Man in the
Street" is not supposed to extract much spice from life: all
allusions to him suggest the
drabbest of existences, but
there may be revelations in
store for us on Sunday.
~>

<$>-

<S>

" FIRST NIGHT" VIA ETHER

LISTENERS who enjoyed
"White Horse Inn" at the
London Coliseum two years
ago will need no coaxing to
tune in a new musical comedy
by the
same
composer,
Benatsky,
entitled
"The
Richest Man in the World,"
part of which Vienna is relaying at 9,20 on Sunday night.
The only other light opera
events of note are two Lehar
items, "Frederica" at 8-45
to-night (Friday) from RadioParis and "Wiener Frauen"
at 6.30 to-morrow from the
same station.

I

THE "O.B. ' Ol" THE
YEAR. The Oxford and
Cambridge Boat' Race
starts at II.I5 a;m. tomorrow, and the B.B.C.
launch "Magician" Will
follow in the wake of the
crews.

is a happy operatic alternative boxing championships from
to-night in Verdi's" IJ ~r~va~ Co~ogne a~ 9.30 <;>n Sunday.
tore" which Munich is relay~ "~.
~
ing from. the Natiqnal Theatr~ LOVE IN FOURTEEN
at 6.35. Verdi isalso"on the
LANGUAGES'
air" on Sunday, afternoon;
Tw,o Scottish folk soogs' will
Hamburg giving . electrical be'induded in an iB~ereSting
records of" The Masked Ball" Pt~gran'tmewDi(:h:;:J;'4iip~g is
at 4.30.
givingat,7.tl>on&~lJday:evenOther operatic high:lights .. ,..iqg ~rititloo.~'~Melody of
next week are Warsaw's per-"Love." ltwille'· "~(jf the
"IQv.~,~ng~orfo .,.' . different
Eu.rQP~n· .o()u~tries , '~a~h of
;Wliich- may be regarded as an
,,"iMeKto the national character.
~,

STRAUSS IN PERSON

!

i
I

I

RICHARD
STRAUSS,
the
famous German Gomposer, will
himself conduct the performance of his " Till EuIenspiegel's Merry Pranks" in the
Cologne studio at 8.40 on Monday.

!

,':,

<i>

I
!

:

,MUSic.

-:

I Reg.; Leslie Bridgewater's,Quintet.
8.IS. "The Fol:de-,Rols."
I ~B.B.C:s MilItary Band.
: Abroad.
: Toulouse. 9.10, Operetta: ..
Noces de Jeanllette .. (Masse).
:
THURSDAY, APRIL 9th.
: Nat., Carroll Gihbons. and his
Band. 8.40. Maundy Thursday
: Programme:" The Passion of
: Jesus Christ. n
: Reg., B.B.C. Northern Orchestra.
: 8.40, Radio Play: "My Lady
I Frayle." ~Roy Fox and his
Band.
I Abroad.
: Radio-Paris, 8.30, Sacred Concert
: by French National Orchestra
and Raugel Choir.

:

!

I

!

Les:
I

!
I

:
:

:
:

I
I
:

:
:
I

I
:
I
I
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ALL RUSSIAN

MUSIC IN THE OPEN. The Aalborg Open Air auditorium fr.om
which the Aalborg Symphony Orchestra will broadcast a concert via
Kalundborg from 1.50 to 3.50 on Monday.

PUCGNI FESTIVAL NIGHT

CERTAIN of the shorter operas
are almost invariably performed together, and this is the
case with that interesting
Puccini triptych, " Ii Tabarro" "Suor Angelica," and
"Gianni Schicchi," which
Milan is relaying from the
Royal Opera, Rome, to-night
at 7.35. The first of these oneact operas is tragic to the point
of melodrama, the second has
a mystic subject, and the third
is pure comedy. The contrasts
are
extremely
effective,
" Gianni Schicchi" in particular delighting even those
listeners who find little to praise
in Puccini's other works.
For the unconverted there

formance of Wagner's ., Flying Dutchman" at 7 on Tuesday, and Moscow's concert
version of Mussorgsky's "The
Fair at Sorotchinsk" at 7 on
Thursday.
<$>

<i>

,<i>

RAIDS ON GERMS

<$>

How the Russians are conducting
" air - raids"
on
malaria germs is the subject of
a talk in English from Moscow
to-night at 9.5. The swamps
in which the germs breed are
sprayed by aeroplanes.
<i>

",>

DENMARK goes •• All Russian" on Thursday, the whole
evening being devoted to Rus~
sian literature and music. The
festival begins at 5.20 with a
lecture on Russian literature.
followed at 7 by Russian
pianoforte music, and at 7.20
by Tchekov's "Three Sisters."
At <}.IS there will be recordings
of Russian music, and at 9.30
till 10.5 Russian songs and
balalaika melodies.

..,>

FIGHTING IN GERMAN

A PUNCH on the nose comes
to the same thing in any
language, so listeners may find
fun in the relay of the German

~

<i>

MUSICAL CONGLOMERATION

.' MIXTUM COMPOSITUl\l" is
the queer title of a queer prOgramme which Oslo offers tomorrow night (Saturday) at 7.
Actually it will be a potpourri
of every type of music from the
Chamber variety to cuttings
from the film, "Broadway
Melody of 1936." This is a
challenge to the strongest
musical dls-estion.
THE AUDITOR.
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New Apparatus Reviewed
"
NEW AVO" OSCI LLATOR

Recent Products of the Manufacturers

the many interesting features of the
O Fnew
Avo Oscillator made by The Automatic· Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., one that will appeal as
much as any to the service engineer is its
very small size, for it measures only
6 x 4 x 3in. overall. Yet it is entirely selfcontained and comprises a single-valve HF
oScillator covering medium, long and IF
wavelengths using the fundamental frequencies only, while provision is made for
modulating the output when required. The
one valve, a Hivac midget triode, serves
both purposes. It contaiI:\s dry-cell LT and
HT batteries, 3 volts for the former and 12
volts for the latter.
Coils with variable iron cores are employed, and the cores are adjusted during
the calibration of the oscillator to give exact
agreement with the engraved scales, which
are graduated in kc/s.

New Avo modulated test oscillator.

needed only at long intervals. For example,
the' HT consumption is a shade less than
0.3 rnA.
This model costs £5 lOS., and at this price
represents very good value for money.

IMPERIAL SHORT-WAVE SIX

B

llTISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES, Ltd.,
who have been supplying kits of parts
for the Imperial Short-Wave Six since its
introduction, are now prepared to construct,adjust, test and deliver the set ready
for use. Coincident with this decision, they
submitted to us a receiver complete with AC
power opack for examination and test.
In all essentials the B.T.S. model complies
with our onginal specification, for the fact
that some of the components are of different
make is of no consequence whatsoever, as
their characteristics are identical.
Assembly and wiring are both very well
executed, and we have nothing but praise
for the adjustment and lining up of the
circuits. Its performance could not be improved by any readjustment on our part.
Reporting on its performance is an exceedingly delicate matter, sincc it is a
Wireless World design, but perhaps it may
be permissible to say that for several days
short-wave programmes from America
were received as early as 12.30 p.m.
on wavelengths below 20 metres, the
principal station heard being W8XK on
13.92 metres. That the shorter of the shortwaves were particularly good during the
period of our tests is apparent by the excellent reception of other U.S.A. stations in
this region during daylight. Needless to say,
all the principal European short-wave transmitters have been tuned in at different
times, and the performance of the set is fully
up to expectation.

The frequency bands covered by the unit
arc 1,600 to 500 kc/s and 280 to 100 kc/s
respectively, the eqllivalent in wavelengths
being 188 to 600 metres and 1,071 to 2,998
metres.
Whilst fundamental frequencies only are
employed on these ranges, harmonics of the
medium wave-range can be utilised to provide short-wave signals for testing on the
lower wave-bands of all-wave sets.
The 100 / IIO kc / s superhet intermediate
frequencies are included in the long-wave
range, so is the 500 kc/s one, but a 465 kc/s
signal can be obtained from a harmonic of
232.5 kc/s in the long-wave range.
" The output is controlled by a variable
attenuator, not calibrated, while the signal
can be injected into the
receiver direct or via a
built-in dummy aerial.
There are three output
sockets, the outer two
are used with the
dummy aerial and the
middle and earth one
when it is not required. The Imperial Short-Wave Six constructed by British Television Supplies.
A screened output lead
The price of the receiver complete with
fitted with crocodile-type clips is supplied.
power pack and valves but less cabinet is
With the attenuator is ganged the on-off
switch. There is one other switch which in
£25 lOS.
one position gives a pure HF output, and
T.C.C. WET ELECTROLYTIC
in the other a modulated output. MediumCONDENSERS
and long-wave switching is duplicated on
both HF and modulated positions of this
HERE is one feature of the wet-type
switch for convenience in operation.
electrolytic condenser that hitherto has
We can find no fault with the frequency
not been given the prominence it would
calibration, and compared with standard inseem to deserve, and that is its ability to
struments very close agreement was found
act as a voltage regulator in AC receivers.
at all parts
the scale. Althougp quite
This is rendered possible by the fact that
small dry batteries are fitted, the current the wet type is virtually indestructible,
taken is so small that replacements will be and voltages much in excess of the working

T

of

value only result in internal flash over and the
passing of relatively heavy
currents until the valves in
the set take the load and
bring the voltage down to
the normal working value.
The condenser is not
damaged by use in this
manner, and it serves as a
Improved T.C.C. aqueoustype 8-mid. electrolytic
condenser rated for 440
volts DC working.

safeguard to other condensers in the set,
possibly not rated to withstand the initial
peak voltages present between the time of
switching on and the time when the valves
t:lke their full load current from the mains
rectifier.
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., not
only condone, but recommend, the use of
their wet-type electrolytic condenser for use
in this manner, and it is also understood
that several improvements have been made
recently in the design.
The latest models, which are ostensibly
the same in appearance as the earlier style,
have a much-improved power factor, though
the prices remain as hitherto. They are
described as the Aqueous type, and are made
for normal working potentials of 440, 460
and 500 volts DC. The 440-volt models,
Type 802, are available in 4-, 8- and 16mfd. sizes, their prices being 55., 6s. and 75.
respectively.

The Radio Industry

A

WELL-PREPARED catalogue dealing
with power transformers of all kinds has
just been issued by London Transformer Products, Ltd., L.T.P. Works .. Cobbold Estate,
Willesden, London, N.W.ro.
The series is
exceptionally varied and includes types for
medical and cinema purposes, in addition to
chokes and such specialised products as Wireless Warld multi-ratio output transformers.
The latest Mullard Valve, Type PMzzD, is
a high-sensitivity pentode for battery sets.
G.E.C. public address equipment is to be
installed by the Southern Railway at \Vater100, Portsmouth and Bournemouth stations.
The G.E.C. has also supplied a special receiver
for use in relaying programmes by "the new
Palestine station.
<;>

<;>

<:>

<;>

A catalogue describing Clix wall plugs and
adaptors, "etc., as used in connection with mains
receivers, is now available from Lectro Linx,
Ltd., 79a, Rochester Row, \Vestminster, London, S.\V.I.
As in previous years, Exide batteries are to
be used for the broadcast commentary on tomorrow's Boat Race.
<;>

<;>

<;>

<;>

Control of the vast crowds gathered at Southampton Docks for the arrival of the Queen
Mary was carried out through Marconiphone
public address equipment.
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Frame A~rials ?---------l

By "CATHODE RAY"

O

listefler with an extra weapon against
NE gets into the way of thinkHowing that the latest invention in interference from other stations.
any particular field is an advance ever selective an "open aerial" receiver
on what came before. \Vireless may be, it cannot possibly cut out intertelephony, in the general view, is an im- ference on the same wavelength as the
provement on line telephony. Yet if the wanted station. But if the directions
order in which they were made available from which the two transmissions are
had been reversed, line telephony would arriving at a frame aerial set make a
certainly have been regarded as a great reasonably large angle, it is possible to
and valuable improvement upon the wire- separate them by turning the frame
less telephone.
around so that it is broadside on to the
It is much the same with frame aerials.
interfering station. It may not then be
Once upon a time, when broadcasting was actually pointing at the wanted station
-which would be
very" new, nearly
the best position to
everybody who
wanted to listen
have it-but it is
only within, say,
had to erect an
aerial in the garplus or minus 30
den. There was a
degrees off the
broadside position
great trade in steel
masts, flag staves,
that reception falls
A.--r--+--I--~~~.8
and builders' poles.
off really badly.
Later, the portable
(Fig. 1.)
set came, with a
There are several
built-in frame aerial,
reasons why this
and took Britain
scheme is not' so
y
by
storm.
In
useful as it may ap~
I928 it was almost
pear. '{O be really
Fig. I.-The pair of circles in figure-of-eight
as difficult to sell a
effective as an information is an angular graph showing
set requiring an exterference excluder
relative strength of reception by a perfectly
ternal aerial as a
a frame aerial has
balanced frame aerial standing in the A B
car with acetylene
to be much more
line and located at its cen~re. Reception of
transmitters situated in the directions A or
lamps. Then, just
carefully balanced
B is a maximum, and is zero for those in
w hen everybody
electrically than the
directions X or Y, but drops below half
was
thoroughly
average broadcast
maximum (as indicated by the inner dotted
" aeri al-l e ss"
receiver can mancircle) only within the shaded sectors of
± 30°. Therefore a station S may be
minded,
so m e
age.
Then here,
completely relieved of interference from
people started conon
the
edge of
another X, only 30° apart, without serious
necting 0 u t d 0 0 r
Europe, there is
weakening of S. (The modem receiver will
aerials to self-conan unhappily large
compensate for variations in received
strength in proportions of hundreds to one.)
t a i ned receivers
probability t hat
and discovered that
the interference is
the range was enormously increased, and coming ftom nearly the same directhe background noise (they were all-mains tion as the wanted ,programme. Moresets by then) greatly diminished. Eureka!
over, the direction which .is best for
A great discovery! And since then the receiving most stations is usually quitean
open aerial has almost entirely displaced
inconvenient one in which to make a
the frame variety.
habit of placing the receiver in the room.
Now that the emphasis, more than And if stations qre spaced around in
ever, is on an impeccable exterior, with
different directions the frame aerial .beno loose parts or trailing wires to intro- comes a bit of a nuisance when one does
duce a discordant note into the furnishing
not happen to want to cut any of them
plan, it seems a monstrously retrograde out.
step to reintroduce aerial and earth leads!
So in the end this directional business
The importance attached to seU-conmay be more bother than it is worth.
tainedness is certainly not less than it was
eight years ago.
And now that even
The Designer's Bugbear
cheap receivers are so sensitive, the lower
catchment of the frame is not the drawEven the matter of external appearance
back it once was. Further, the con- is one with regard to which the frame,
stantly increasing number of stations although clearing away the outside wires,
makes the possibility of cutting out inter- introduces problems of its own. To be
ference by means of a frame aerial still
reasonably efficient as a collector it is
more attractive. There must, therefore,
bound to be fairly bulky. It is an awkbe objections to the frame aerial now that ward, uncompromising component for the
are substantial enough to outweigh even cabinet designer to enclose along with
these augmented arguments for retaining it.
everything else. He has to. be clever if
It is true that the frame provides the he is not to introduce complications for
.

BACKGROUND NOISE i
i
THE
I
!L ______________________________________________
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i

!
I
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I

!I
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the service engineer as regards dismantling the set. The modern all-metal
chassis introduces yet another thorn into
the problem; the radio designer will have
a lot to say if anybody proposes to situate
the chassis close along the wires forming
the frame aerial. And he is generally
not too thrilled to find it right inside the
frame.
In the Den of Lions
When all has been done that can' be
done, the frame is wretched as an aerial.
Even the meanest piece ,of. wire around
the room or over the windQw:sin can beat
it as a collector. And;while it is tru.e that
the greaUyenhancedsensitivit:¥ of.m.odern
receivers renders them less. deptmdent on
how much the aerial. hands to them~ that
is only onesidrof the story; an:d the less
important 'side at that. While the frame
is (normally). indoors" more or less
screened by the walls from the programme waves without, it is right.in the
den of lions so far as the rapidly increasing brood of electrical machine noises are
concerned (Fig. 2). Even when they do
not actually originate within (as interference from vacuum cleaners, switches,
fans, etc., does), they are likely to be introduced by the house wiring and picked
up with great readiness by the frame.
. Noise is perhaps the most acute modern
problem in radio reception.
Another difficulty is sometimes quoted

Fig. 2.-The frame aerial indoors picks up
very little o( the wanted radiation, which is
largely kept outside by the exterior walls ;
but is very susceptible to interference from
indoor appliances, or external interference
brought in by electric wiring.

against the frame aerial-that involved in
matching its tuning to the other circuits
so as to allow of effective gang control.
But that is the sort of thing that engineers
are paid to overcome; and they do it if
necessary.
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Why Not Fra:ne Aerials?

Those comparatively few models that
can be bought with frame aerials inside
them are not designed by nitwits who are
ignorant of the foregoing arguments. The
designers have carefully considered the
matter and have decided that there arc a
sufficiently large number of people whose

requirements justify a frame aerial model.
There are even now places where electrical noise is slight, where people do not
live in steel-framed buildings, and do not
want to listen to distant stations most of
the time, but where they are anxious to
have no more wires about the place than
are strictly necessary.

.

Below 100 Metres
NTIL abClut Sunday, March und,
there had been considerable visible
sunspot activity, and conditions had
been continuously very good since February
28th, but for the last few days-that is,
from March 22nd until M<!.rch 24th-only
two sunspots have been visible instead of
the five to fifteen of the past weeks.
A direct result of this decrease in activity
may be seen in the falling-off in performance of the higher frequencies (above
15 rnc/s), particularly after nightfall. This
effect is more noticeable on some of the
broadcasting stations. which use relatively
simple antenn.e (often merely a vertical
half-wavelength of copper tube attached to
a wooden telegraph pole) than on the commercial telegraph stations, such as those of
the R.C.A. and Mackay Companies near
:New York, which latter use highly developed transmitting arrays.
. A number of observers have noted from
time to time that, in spite of a rqaximum
power limitation of I kW, quite a number
of the U.S. amateurs in the 20-metre band
put better signals into this country than do
some of the U.S. broadcasters in the 19metre region, and one feels sure that this
difference is directly explainable in terms of,
or lack of, high-angle radiation.
Those U.S. amateur stations which give
the best results here on 20 metres (I am
thinking at the present moment mainly of
the 'phone transmitters) will probably be
found b be equipped with either long-wire
harmonic aerials (of the order of 4.\) with
a major lobe directional horizontally on
England, or to be employing some form of
phased horizontal array.
Starting with Wednesday, March IIth,
we can now review conditions during the
past fortnight. A very good signal this
evening at IO.45 p.m. was the Easton transmitter WIXAL on 25-45 metres.
Little or no direct advertising is ever
heard through WIXAL, whose broadcasts
appear to be mainly of an educational
character, and we may add here that educational broadcasts seem to be growing
rapidly in popularity in the U.S.A.
Ultra short-wave reception was logged as
nil on Saturday. During the afternoon
PMA was a very strong signal on 15.51
metres, and at I I p.m. HJ4AEA, Medellin,
was a very good signal on 25.38 metres.
At this time only weak signals were being
intercepted from W2XE on 25.36 metres,
and W2XE was also being jammed by
RTM. This problem of Russian interference in the broadcasting bands is getting
quite serious, but presumably little can be
done until the Cairo Conference. In the
Ig-metre band we have interference to FYA
and GSI from RIM, Tashkent-a position
aggravated by RIM's over-modulation-and
in the 25-metre band PHI is troubled by
RSV (?) and GSN, and W2XE by RTM.
So far, the 3I-metre band is clear, but the

U

49-metre band seems to be in too bad a
tangle which I will not try to unravel.
Another source of trouble comes from the
key-clicks of stations situated just outside
the bands.
A stranger in the shape of CJRX on 25.6
metres was heard fairly well just clear of
TPA4 at I I p.m. Saturday, and W8XK was
rather better on 25 than on 19 metres at this
time.
Quite passable signals were obtained from
W2XE on 13.94 metres at midday on Sunday, and even W2XEN was quite good on
9 metres at 7 p.m. At 9 p.m. for the first
time for some weeks W2XAF was completely blotted out by LKJI !
Early Monday evening, March 16th, both
W3XAL and W2XAD were very good, a
temporary improvement in conditions, and
later, at 11.45 p.m., CJRX was again fair
with muffled quality, whilst W2XAF was
excellent, and WIXK fairly good.

The Norwegian transmitter LKJl again
blotted out W2XAF on Tuesday evening,
March ] 7th, and it was noted that silence
reigned below 20 metres by I I p.m., except
for that harbinger of spring, the Chilean
transmitter CEA on 17.17 metres.
Nairobi VQ7LO was a fair signal on 49.31
metres at 7.30 p.m. on Thursday, and,
although bothered by static and interference, the signal was very steady and of very
good quality.
At 8 p.m. the half-wave of PPH on ]2.6
metres was heard at R9 (PJN was also
heard on 12.5 metres at this time on Tuesday), and it was noted that the floods in
Pittsburgh had put W8XK off the air oa
all frequencies.
W 3XAL had also announced at I p.m. that <it, too, was leaving
the air, but in this case in order to conduct special transmissions.
Ey Saturday, March 2]st, W2XAF had
been reduced to a poor-to-fair signal at
10.40 p.m., but PRF5 was noted as rather
better than usual, and HJIABD was passable on 31.25 metres.
Later, at I I p.m., our old friend CNR
(Rabat) was heard broadcasting Arabic
music on 37.33 metres at full loud-speaker
strength and quite good quality.
Indications at present are that an improvement in conditions will set in about
the end of the month, as it seems unlikely
that the sun will be ·content with a 1934sunspot performance in 1936, and an increase in activity and the subsequent general
improvement in conditions may therefore be
expected shortly.
" ETHACOMBER."

The Multitone "Addaphone "
A Specialised Headphone Attachment
for
Broadcast
Receivers

An automatic voltage regulating
circuit pre ve n t s
overloading in the
.. Addaphone " unit.

T

HIS unit not only enables a deaf
person to listen to broadcasting at a
satisfactory volume level without inconveniencing other people, but it also
confers ~he benefits of " unmasked hearing ..
which is a notable feature of all Multitone
deaf-aid devices. Eriefly this depends upon
the partial sep:ua tion of the high and low
tones, and their application to opposite ears
so that the subjective masking effect of high
tones by low is reduced.
The instrument is provided with an additional general tone control so that the
response may be adjusted to the requirements of the individual.
There is also a
volume control fitted with a loaded leather
strap suibble for use over the arm of a
chair.
Probably the most interesting feature of
the instrument, however, is the system of
automatic volume control.
Anyone who
has done much headphone listening will
have had the disagreeable, if not painful, ex-

perience of accidentally applying inputs
which have overstepped the threshold of
feeling. In the" Addaphone" this cannot
happen as there is an automatic currentlimiting device which prevents overloading.
This consists of a bridge circuit, one arm of
which is formed by the resisbnce of a flashlamp bulb. Normally the bridge is out of
balance, but as the input is increased the
temperature of the filament rises and with it
the resistance, so that the bridge approaches
a b:llance and prevents a further increase in
the volts applied to the headphones.
In
practice this scheme works extraordinarily
well, and does not introduce distortion
over the range of volume used under normal
operating conditions.
The input circuit to the instrument is
adjustable for matching to high or low impedance extension loud speaker terminals
and leads of ample length are provided.
The price of the complete instrument is five
guineas.
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Five-Metre Field Days
Notes for the Guidance of Organisers
By Lt.-Col. II. ASHLEY

SCARLETT, D.S.O.

s considerable interest has been shown lately in 5-metre operaA
tions with apparatus of a mobile character it is possible
that the observations made by the Golders Green and H endoll
Radio Scientific Society during last year, and now embodied
in this article, may prO'l'e useful to other societies.

T

HE eccentricities of reception of
ultra-high frequencies in an
unknown area make it most
necessary. to reduce the variables to a minima. Reception or nonreception of signals offers quite a large
enough field of investigation for the most
ambitious. The following points should
therefore be given the closest attention by
organisers of short-wave field days:-

Watches should be synchronised and a time
table of transmissions arranged. It is a good
idea to have a signal on view when the station
is transmitting.
With new receivers it is worth while at first
to test these quite near the transmitter.
Ensure th;lt.the frequency to be transmitted
is. kept .co~tant during the wJ:tole period of
operations.
Arrange a rendezvous for a general discussion at the dose of the meeting, otherwise
valuable observations are often entirely lost.

A three-valve super-regenerative receiver was used at the transmitting station
with a separate half-wave dipole aerial
rigged on lOft. masts and connected to
the receiver by a 600-ohm impedance
feeder.
Mr. Corfield (SCD) was responsible for
the design and construction of the station,
which could be erected in ten minutes, and
proved most reliable.
The receivers used by the various groups
representing the following Radio Societies,
Southall, Thames Valley, Northwood and
Southgate, were most diverse in circuit
design and in construction. Unquestionably the most popular circuit was the
super-regenerative' type, as this was pro-

The dipole can be quickly changed from
horizontal to vertical, and orientated for
.
directional reception.
From the coil two -lin. brass rods are
taken down the inside of a llin. diameter
brass tube and terminated at a small
helical coil coupled to the grid circuit of
a super-regenerative receiver.
Separate and independently controlled
HT supplies for the detector and quench
valves are used. A 1,000 cis filter is incorporated, and this has been found
efficacious in reducing background noise
when receiving morse signals, the transmitter being modulated by a 1,000 cis
note.
This receiver was constructed and used
by Mr. Maurice Child and the author.

The type of transmitter used at these
meetings consisted of a push-pull oscillator
mounted in the centre of a half-wave
dipole aerial, the whole affixed to the top
of a 12ft. pole.
The ~rans~itter ~as
modulated by choke control from an amplifier on the ground, and the HI' supply
of 500 volts obtained from anl\LL. converter driven by batteries. The aerial
could be pivoted in any direction and
arranged as a horizontal or as a vertical
dipole.

Fig. 2.-1n order to avoid the use of feeders
the detector circuit was located at the top
of the mast'and tuned by the remote mechanism shown here.

Fig. 1. --A dipole aerial joined direct to a
tuned circuit with a remote control was
use:! with this receiver.

Fig. 3.-A loop of large diameter was used
with this receiver, provision being made to
orientate it in the vertical and horizontal
planes for directional observation.

ductive of easier tuning and greater
sensitivity at low cost. A great deal of
thought had been given to the design of
the aerial arrangements, as will be seen
by the illustrations reproduced and briefly
described as follows.
The aerial system employed in Fig. I
consisted of two lengths of copper wire
attached for support to oak rods, each
28in. long, and joined between them is a
four-turn coil of tin. diameter. This is
tuned by an 0.00001 mfd. variable condenser. operated by a remote control, the
cords of which can be seen in the photograph.

Remote Tuning Control
In order to obviate the use of an aerial
feeder the receiver used by Mr. E. J. E.
Hubbard, M.LE.E., the circuit of which
was similar to that described in The Wireless World last year, was constructed with
the tuning circuit and the detector valve
in a separate box, hoisted to the top of
the pole supporting the aerial rods.
Tuning was effected by a thin wooden
rod with a flexible coupling, as shown in
Fig. 2.
A large loop aerial tuned by a small
condenser and with feeders joining it to
the receiver at the base of the supporting stand formed the arrangement
favoured by Mr. J. C. Emerson, B,Sc.,
and illustrated in Fig. 3, while a more
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Five-l'tIetre Field Days.orthodox. dipole system, ;Fig. 4, mounted
on the receiver, was employed by Mr.
Stevens, of the Southgate Radio Society,
and in Fig. 5 is shown the layout of one
of tht receivers, the quench coils of which
can be seen on the right.
Ihe majority of these sets gave reliable
reception at distances up to 40 miles and
more in favourable country.
The transmitter was situated on high
ground and in very open country near
Ivinghoe Beacon. The weather was very

Scarlett, D.S.O., 60, Pattison Road,
Hampstead, N.W.2, at least two weeks
before the day of the meetings, stating
whether transport is available or required.
As an introduction to these meetings a

Random

Lisburn

lecture on 5-metre reception was given by
Mr. D. N. Corfield a t the Regal Cinema,
Finchley Road, N.W.2, on March 25th,
a notice of which appeared in The Wireless
World.

Radiations

THE new Northern Ireland station at Lisburn seems to be giving a very good
account of itself. I haven't yet heard how
the anti-fading aerial is working
in its own service area, but in
my locality, at a range of just
about 300 miles, it provides an
excellent signal not only after
dark but also in daylight hours.
It comes in actually nearly as
strongly as Midland, though the
latter's distance is under 100
miles as the crow flies. The coming of . Lisburn increaEe3 the
number of Regional stations
that I can receive with first-rate
quality and strength to five:
London, West, Midland, Northern and Northern Ireland. Lisburn must cover a great part of
Fig. 4.-A compact portable set with a dipole aerial
these islands, after dark at any
mounted on top of the case.
rate, and as the Regional prosunny and the atmosphere clear and dry. grammes tend to display more individuality
The following general observations were it should give many listeners another string
to their bow.
made by the various groups.
Many of us had a shock a few nights after
After 12 noon signal strength declined, its opening when Lisburn suddenly became
although the transmitter output was con- silent in the middle of its programme.
stant throughout the day.
Luckily there was nothing wrong at the staA hill at 100' yards distance and 80ft. tion. The trouble was caused by a failure
higher than the transmitter appeared to of the power supply.

have no effect on
reception 'at distances of from two
to six miles.
Similarly, a range
of hills three miles
away had no effect
on reception at total
distances of five to
ten miles.
Reception to the
north, north - west
and south was reported as R6 at distances of 20 miles,
but to the east signals
were extremely weak
at three miles.
The Thames Valley
Radio Society group
Fig. s.-Layout of a five-metre super-regenerative receiver, typical
of the kind used on these field days.
had a car receiver
which gave excellent results. They reported good signals The Queen Mary
until they entered Fenny Stratford, when I WAS listening to the broadcasts first from
signal strength fell off considerably, bilt
Clydebank and then from Erskine Ferry
on leaving the town and built-up area of the progress down the river of that wonder
signals were again received well.
ship the Queen Mary when Mr. George Blake
In order to encourage 5-metre work gave us a picture of all that was happening
the Golders Green and Hendon Radio during the two ten-minute periods that he
Scientific Society are organising meetings was allowed. I can't help thinking, though,
on June 21st, July 12th, September 13th. that the B.B.C. missed a great opportunity
in not making more of an event which was
1936, open to all interested in this aspect of
the widest national interest. Surely it
of the ultra-short waves. Two field trans- could have been arranged for one or more
mitting stations wiII be erected, and these stations to give us reports at, say, half-hour
will work with two or three fixed intervals of that amazing journey. It was
stations.
very disappointing that the first commentary,
Those wishing to join the party are 'Jetween 10 and 10.10 a.m., had to come to
asked to write to Lt.-Col. H. 4shley an end just as the manceuvring of the ship

By

II

DIALLIST "

out of the fitting-out basin was coming to
its most critical moments. One would have
liked to hear how they got her across the
river and then worked her round until she
was pointing downstream. The second commentary at 11.50 was also broken off at a
thrilling point; the ship, when it ended, was
just about to enter the Bowling bend, the
most' difficult part of the whole course.

.......

More Monthly Revues
IT is good to learn that the B.B.C. has
had to change its mind about bringing
the Monthly Revues to an end. Mr. Eric
Maschwitz had thought of giving them a
rest for some months, but so great has been
the demand from listeners that they should
continue that a new series will start again
shortly. The B.B.C. has always described
them as being of a more sophisticated
nature than other entertainments of the
kind. I know what they are driving at, but
if you care to turn up sophisticate in your
dictionary you will find that it means "to
spoil the simplicity or purity or naturaln€s3
of, to corrupt or adulterate or tamper
with." I don't know which, if any, of these
processes have been applied to the Monthly
Revues! But they are jolly good entertainment in any case.
Nelson Keys has
appeared, I believe, in everyone since they
started and I am glad to hear that he is to
continue to give his inimitable performances.

......

The Finest Invention
THE other day a lay reporter asked that
great scientist, Sir William Bragg, what
he thought was the finest scientific invention
of the past fifty years. He replied without
a moment's hesitation, "The thermionic
valve." Few will doubt that he is right for
the valve has done amazing things for the
world. It has enabled wireless to become
not only a means of communication but also
one of the greatest social and international
forces of to-day. It has made long-distance
telephony over the land line a completely
different thing from what it was but a few
years ago. Most of you will remember that
any call over a distance of beyond about
fifty miles was apt to be faint; but now the
repeater, operated by means of valves,
makes a call from Land's End to John o'
Groats as clear as a local one. Thanks to
the valve the submarine cable can be used
as well for telephony over great distances
and you can now speak with the greatest
ease to people in any part of Europe. The
short-wave radio-link-due to the valve,
again-has made telephony from one side of
the world to the other an accomplished fact.
Television is another thing that we owe to
the valve and in industry nowadays its uses,
sometimes in partnership with the photoelectric cell, are legion. There is no saying
what the valve may not do for us in the
future.
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Current Topics
Addis Ababa calls
"Wireless World"
WAR news from Addis Ababa
can now be heard clearly
in this country on Sunday evenings, when all English bulletin
all 25.09 metre;; is transmitted
from 21.30 to 21.50 G.M.T.
This information was broadcast on Sunday last, coupled
with a request for the Editor of
The Wireless World to publish
the times for the benefit of
short-wave listeners in this
country, from whom reports of
reception will be welcomed.
Correspondence addressed to
The Wireless We>rld and marked
"Addis Ababa" will be forwarded to the station.
During the opening bulletin
on Sunday the speaker apologised for poor speech quality,
stating that an old carbon
microphone was heing used. The
whole bulletin was, however,
picked up clearly by Mr. H. G.
Dynes, of Chelsfield, Kent,
w hose report was the first to
reach us, and by many other
amateurs.
Jap~n

is Fourth

J

APAN is the fourth country
in the world in the matter of
receiving licences issued. At the
end of December last Japan's
total was 2,304,479, closely challenging France with 2,717,387 at
the end of January.

First Radio Taxi
AMERICA recently claimed to
have possessed the first
radio-equipped taxi, but a
strong challenge is issued in the
Paris radio Press. It is stated
that M. Horace Hurm fitted a
taxi with a "Lilliputian" set
in 1922. He picked up the EifIel
Tower concerts.

EVENTS OF THE WEEK IN BRIEF REVIEW
Amateur Television
in Yorkshire
THE Yorkshire
Television
Association is applying for
a licence to erect an nltra-short:wave station at Gildersome, near
Leeds, for television experiments.

World Short-wave Plan
THE Brussels Control Centre
of the International Broadcasting Union has been officially
empowered to collect shortwave broadcasting data from all
over the world. This is the out<;ome of the recent interContinental conferenc~ in Paris,
when first steps were tllken to
unify ~hort-wave practice on an
international scale.
It is probable that the next
year or two may ~e the formation of a world short-wave plan
on the same lines as the Lucerne
Plan of Europe.

plete guide to the theory and
practice of tuning for speed.
The price is 2S. 6d. net, or by
post 25. 9d.

"Radio Marconi"
"RADIO MARCONI," the
Ilew broadcasting station
which is being erected at Marconi's birthplace, Bologna, is to
be officially inaugurated on
April 21st.

A RecQrd

AMP~RE

A

CORRESPONDENCE record is claimed by ]he
Czecho-slovakiari station, Brno,
which received'no~fewer than
12,000 letters, -fpltowingthe
recent broadcast 'of aq opera
Esperanto, viz., "The Bartered
Bride" by Smetana.

in

Electric Supply in
Birmingham

THE popularity of all-mains
sets has no doubt led
builders in supply areas to
Two Road Books
make more general provision
TWO attractive books for road
for electric lighting in modern
users have just been issued
houses.
The wording of a
by our publishers.
" More
recent report that the BirmingSketches by Casque" will in~
ham Corporation Electricity
stantly recommend itself"to ali
Dept. was prepared to make
happy possessors qi, the,> fU'!!"i:,:special arrangemen~\.for t1l.
Sketch book by S. C. H .. DaviS5 snpplyof'curre~t for:ladi o
of The Autocar. Here, in bl3.ck
pli>Sesiu houses'
'ab:eluij
and white, we have the. start-',. ,wired i~" however, capllble of
lirigly humorous tmth aDQutmiSinterpretlltion:
",
racing, rallies, and trials ... ""
. We now uqderstand t~e.yosi'
The book, price 2S. ,)s o~taitl- , ,.t~on .to. be that an .applIcant ,is
able
from
all
booksellers,
supplied under statut9,Fy terms.
stationers, or post ,ftee 25. 3d'.
Whether the connectiori'isin-

not

pur:

should make themselves acquainted' ~ith' th~ ~harges for
domestic installations as: a
whole, together with lighting
and power rates.

" Arabian" Broadcasting
has opened
RADIO-MAROC
its first Arabian studio in
the palace of Dar-si-Said, 'which
is well known to tourists.

Easter Holidays
THE approach of Easter necessitates slight alterations in
our printing. schedules. Miscell!aneous advertisements intended
tor the issue of April 17th
should be received at this office
'not later than first post on
J:hursday, April 9th.
,Next week's issue of The
Wireless World will be on sale'
on April 9th.

",

Ten-minute Politics

FOLLOWING the example set
, ,in. Great Britain, France is
exertiQggreat care in the allotmentof broadcast time to politicians wishing to address the
country before the General Electiori~'of April and May next.
M. Mandel, the P.M.G., has
arranged for twenty political
transmissions of not more than
ten minutes' duration.

Growing German Set
Market
ONE German radio factory is
supplying over 17 per cent.
of the entire receiving set market
in Europe, excluding Germany,
France, and England. This is
Telefunken, which announced at
a recent Press conference that
they were prod ucing over forty
different types of receiving set
and were conducting export
business to most European
countries, despite restrictions
imposed by Customs' duties and
foreign exchange regulations.
In conntries where imports
from Germany are not possible,
Telefunken factories are being
erected. There are seven of
these-in Italy, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Austria, Denmark,
Latvia, and Poland,

STA,MP. The anni-,
versary of the death .j)f'i?~','
great electrical pioneer,is to? bth
celeDrated at his native I.yc;inS:~'
during July. Above is the n,ew,'
commemorative stamp.

"People's Set" : A
Misfire

Reports of reception from the 3-kW short-wave transmitter at Addis
Ababa are invited from readers of The Wireless World

from Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
" Speed and How to Obtain
It," an invaluable book for the
motor cyclist, has reached its
fourth edition and is now a com-

tended for lighting or radio or
both, the ordinary connection
fee, including fixing of meter,
etc., is ISS., and there is, therefore, no occasion for a special
scheme for a supply of current
for radio sets.
Local dealers

NORWAY'S effort at providing a " People's Receiver"
has failed.
Four firms submitted tenders for the production of a standard receiver, but
all four offers were rejected,
partly for price reasons and
partly because they did not
comply with the technical requirements.
It is understood that a new
appeal will be addressed to the
industry shortly in an endeavour
to emulate the German" Volksempfiinger. "
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
,

,

By Our Special

Correspondent

Those Women Announcers

wo months ago I suggested
T to Mr. Gerald Cock, the
B.B.C. Television Chief, that
variety would be a boon even in
the matter of women television
announcers. He readily agreed,
and I now understand that two
ladies will alternately face the
scanning apparatus at the Alexandra Palace.
Even better news--or is it
only rumour?-is that both d
them are to undergo a period of
preliminary training as ordinary
announcers at
Broadcasting
House. In which case they may
be expected "on the air" in
perhaps a fortnight's time.

Lisbum Pleases
THE new Northern Ireland
transmitter is. giving quite a
healthy signal in the London
area, without serious interference by Paste Parisien, which is
only f6 metres up the wavelength scale.
Belfast is apparently so delighted that remarkably few
reception reports have reached
the B.B.C.-always an indication that all is well. It is when
stations fail to please that the
British public spends money on
stamps.

concert or will his impressions
of the programme be merely
reinforced by vision at intervals? Will there be continuous
or intermittent pictures ~o
illustrate the talks?
Will
speakers be profoundly affected
by the thought that they are
being seen as well as heard?

Television Posers
The writer does not venture
to answer these questions, but
hints that their solution will for
a long time tax the powers, no
less than they will engage the

Sir Noel Ashbridge Says:
II No"

N0Ashbridge,
less a person than Sir Noel
Chief Engineer

of the B.B.C., denies the truth
of one of the most technical! y
interesting "stories" published
in the lay Press in recent years.
What a pity!
The" news," as it appeared in
a journal with a two-million circulation, was that the B.B.C. is
now using ultra-short waves as a
wireless link between Broadcasting House and the National
and Regional transmitters at
Brookman's Park.

Fillip for 5-Metre Work
It would have been grand to

intercept the studio output
before it even reached the COlltrol Monitor at Brookman's
Park; indeed, the possibility of
doing such a thing \Vould have
given a real fillip to the 5-metre
set industry.

"No Usefr:d Purpose"
Sir Noel, however, considers
that no useful purpose would
be served by such a link, as the
existing cable gives a frequency
range up to 10,000 cycles. No
ultra-short wave link has been
attempted, and (unless the
cable blows up) no such link
will be attempted.
But it was a very good
.. story."

0'lt6"'l~~

America Takes Up
" Wireless"
HE good old word "wireT
less" has been rather
buffeted of late, which makes it
all the more pleasant to record
that America is now taking up
.. wireless" in preference to
.. radio."
And this is why. For a long
time local relay systems have
been m i s call e d .• network
radios." A new system is now
becoming popular, whereby a
central receiving station picks
up signals from a distant broadcaster and relays them by wireless to local transmitters of low
power for distribution to listeners in the neighbourhood.
Obviously, it would confuse
everybody to call these .. network radios," so we have the
.. Corn Belt Wireless Network"
which has just been established
in Indiana.
Others are to follow.
So.
swings the pendulum.

Living in the Past
THE first of a new series of
fortnightly talks of high entertainment value will be given
on April 19th. The series has
been given the generic title of
.. Living in the Past."
, The past that the various
speakers will tell of is the past
that is mentioned in none of the
history books. They will describe the humdrum, day-to-day
activities of the multitude,
which still go OIl though battles
rage and dynasties totter.

Intercepting Studio Output
We all know, of course, that.
"ultra shorts" go out daily
from Portland Place in connection with television experiments and are picked up on
mobile vans, sometimes in the
neighbourhood of the London
transmitters; but the dream of
ourselves enjoying high fidelity
results is shattered.

tion so interesting that it would
grip the imagination of people
who have heard nothing of
broadcasting, to say nothing of
those who have. Altogether, an
excellent half-crown's worth.

.QRGAN., ~The n!!w B.B.C•.organ for St. George's Hall is
already in course of erection, and this pictute shows the winding of some
of the coils required- for th!! .. allele,dric" action of the instrument.
Everyconcei.vable "cinema organ effect j , will be incorporated, though
it will be possible 'to use the organ for renderillg serious music.

£10,00g

Transmitters Must
If Hoop-proof II

be

I

AM surprised that more
fuss has not been made of
the little boy who stopped the
Northern Irish broadcasting
service soon after the opening
of the Lisburn transmitter.
Apparently his steel hoop got
out
of . control,
trundled
through some railing, and
shorted the power supply.
The minute-and-a-half delay
occurred while the auxiliary
plant was being" warmed,"
.The mains cables are now to
be made hoop-proof.

up.

The B.B.C. Annual
as to the
SPECULATIONS
future of television are not
the least interesting feature of
the B.B.C. Annua'l for 1936,
just issued. Will the listener of
the future watch an orchestra
playing throughout an entire

" All the World's a Stage

II

As an impressive pictorial
record of an impressive year
the Annual would be hard to
beat.
A special supplement
deals with the part taken by
King George V in the encouragement of broadcasting, and IIlcluded are the speeches of His
Late Majesty: on Jubilee Day
and at Christmas, 1935 .

\Vhatever century we live in
we cannot escape the trivial
activities of living, but though
the act remains the same, the
manner of it changes. It is of
the dilferences in the conduct of
our da'ly lives throughout the
centuries that this series will
treat.
The talks describe how our
forebears went to the theatre,
how they travelled, how they
took their meals, how they
gambled and made or lost fortunes, how they took their holidays at the seaside, C:lrried Ja
their courtships, and ventured
upon the ever-uncharted seas of
matrimony.

Technical Developments

Mother-in-Law

The technical section gives a
good summary of station development to date, with new
photographs of the Maida Vale
studios, the recording equipment, Lisburn transmitter, and
the North Scottish Regional in
course of erection.
'
There is a wealth of informa-

BIG BEN is a public benefactor in more ways than
one. In a letter to the B.B.C.
an Empire listener writes:
.. When
my
mother-in-law
listens to Big Ben she is silent
for ten minutes. Carryon with
the good work." The B.B.C.
has replied: .. \Ve are."

interest, of all concerned. \Vith
which everybody who has pondered these problems will almost
certainly agree.

Pictorial Retrospect

<Cl

""

"'"
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i
responsible for the opinions
of his correspondents
______________________________________________
JI

I

The it Radio Companion"

I

AM writing to express my appreciation
of the "Radio Companion,""' a,nd
especially when travelling.
~t short notice, I had to go to Italy, and
decIded to make up the .. Radio Companion " mainly in order to receive the
news bulletin from England, since there is
no free Press in Italy.
This part of the Riviera is screened by
the Alps, and although only being able to
receive on the "frame" London's carrier
wave, yet by connecting about 6ft. of wire
with crocodile clips to the .. grid " end of
the frame and allowing the wire to trail
along the fioor, and" earthing" the other
end to the hot-water radiator system of the
hotel, London Regional was received at very
good strength every day without fail.
It was interesting to keep in touch with
England during the journey, but reception
was only really satisfactory while the train
was stationary, owing to extraneous noises.
It is worth while carrying a fe", feet of,
say, 0.028in. gauge wire as the "earth"
connection, and perhaps a short aerial
helps considerably when the station is a
distant one.
This set is also very convenient, as it
fits in the overcoa~ pocket, thus preventing
any questions being raised.
As a matter of fact, many people here
who have seen me using this piece of apparatus have mistaken it for some deaf-aid
equipment.
ROBERT SHUTE, Grad. I.E.E.
San Remo.

to the Editor

be as " boomy " as it is? In practically 110
other B.B.C. transmission is it so bad"
Speech in plays and talks is generally more
natural and in the" Unrehearsed Debates"
series is excellent.
Even in the news
bulletin when a commentator comes to his
microphone and "takes over" from the
announcer a noticeable improvement in
quality is apparent. Why is this? Is the
B.B.C. aware of the importance of these
matters in these days of "quality"
receivers?
GUY CLAYTON.
Rotherham.

Recording
IT was with extreme gratification that I
read your Editorial on 'the present system
of recording.
There is little doubt that had the "hill
and dale" system been developed with
modern electrical recording there would now
be v;ry little . difference in quality of reproductIOIi 'obtahiable frbm such' records as
compared with broadcasting.
Furthermore, one of the worst of all 'the
defects in the present system: that of
seriously impaired quality due to rapid
wear, CQuid be entirely' eliminated. "I
have at the present time some hundreds
'of Blue Amberols, recorded, twenty-five
years ago, many of which, when reproduced
on a modern amplifier, by means of quite
. a poor pick-up adapted with a diamond
p.oi~t, are infinitely sup~ribr in quality to
SImIlar records of recent' date.

Transmission Quality
MR. ELLIS considers that the B.B.C.
Dance Band is in no way deficient ii1
bass. If that is so, then there are a lot
of transmissions which are overdone in this
region. It must be one thing or the other!
C. R. MOSCROP.
Aylesbury.
IN support of Mr. Beasley's contention
that there is much scope for improvement in the quality of certain of the B.B.C.
transmissions I append two complaints.
First, with reference to the top cut-off
in the case of orchestral relays from Northern Ireland and South Wales and occasionally from Bournemouth and Edinburgh.
The quality of these transmissions is dull in
the extreme and reminiscent of 2LO days
and receivers cutting off at about 4,000
cycles.
Presumably, the orchestras at the aforementioned places do possess triangles, but
a:; at present relayed they are rarely, even
feebly, heard. As a result, the relay is just
as good (or should I say as bad?) with one's
tweeter disconnected. Is it not time that
the landlines concerned, which are presumably the cause of the trouble, were brought
up to date?
My second complaint refers to the quality
of speech in the news bulletins. Need this

* The

details for constructing this receiver
were given in The Wireless World for October
25th, 1935, and further notes appeared in the
Issue for "November 29th, 1935.

expressed opinion, and sincerely trust that
we may hope for an early revival of a
recording system which should never have
been neglected.
J. R. WRIGHT.
Canterbury.

CW Interference

A

TYPE of interference with broadcast
programmes which seems totally unnecessary is that by continuous-wave telegraphy. \Ve know that spark transmissions
by ships have such a "spread" that they
must interfere; but why should I get CW
telegcaphy on Paris PTT, for example
(from a four-letter "G " call)? And why
the high-speed C\V working on Stuttgart
and Beromunster, as another example?
(Hard to read, but one transmissionappeared to be to OAF from EAA).
It looks like harmonics; but surely it is
an easy matter to suppress these? \Vill the
commercial interests explain?
R. RAVEN-HART.
La Ciotat, France.

Freak Reception
, I HAVE a truly remarkable freak reception
,
to report.
The Air Ministry weather
,forecast from Heston for commercial air. craft, . which, I believe, is broadcast by
radio-telephony on about 250 m., was
. heard· here to-day at 2.30 G.M.T., as interference to the B.B.C. Empire transmitter,
GSF, on 19.82 m. This must have been
; a harmonic of the Heston transmitter.
If harmonics are
going ·to get out like
this it would appear
that the great improvement in propagation on the lower
short waves which is
now being observed,
due to the sunspot
maximum appr;oaching, is not going to be
an unmixed blessing.
HEPTODE.
Singapore,
March 3rd, 1936.

A reader has written
to point out that in a
letter to the correspondence columns
w h i c h appeared on
page 250 of our issue
of March 6th, the word
" telewriter" is used
where teleprinter iii.
intended.
The accompanying
photograph which he
sends us illustrates the
teleprinter so extensively used to-day.
These Amberols must have been reproduced thousands of times by three generations, and, in spite of being stored like so
much firewood, in cupboards, and without
cases, the surfaces are apparently as perfect
as when new.
I feel certain that countless lovers of
quality records will be grateful for your

Hunnings Microphone

1\1AtypographIcal,
Y I poi~t o~t an err?,.. probably
your artIcle, " Micro111

phones," by H. B. Dent in the March 20th
issue .
. The first microphone illustrated should
be the "H unnings, " not "H ummings, "
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as printed. It was invented by my greatuncles, the Rev. Henry' Htinnings and his
brother John, who collaborated in this and
other experimental work.
'
Although patented by, and generally
ascribed to the former, the latter, John,
carried out most of the research.
Incidentally, its evolution was at least
contemporary with, and probably prior to,
Hughes' pencil type.
As early as 1872 my mother spoke
through one of the early models on the
telephone line between the house and the
laboratory, some distance away.
C. EDINGTON SUTTON.
Wimbledon, S.W.I9.

on sale in this country, operated by a
miniature caloric motor.
We timed the
running with one fill of spirit; it ran over
fifty record:a, but from what we remember it
was at that time rather an expensive affair.
W. J. D. TRENGOVE.
Kuala Lumpur,
Federated Malay States.

Pro gramme Distribution

youdistribution,
ask for readers' views on programme
together with reception

AVC which will overcome the fading. This
may be true when a mains supply is available, but in this district electncity'is scarCe
and battery sets are very prominent. It is
my experience of battery sets that three predetector stages are necessary to obtain anything like the requisite gain control. This
necessitates a minimum of five valves, and
I have yet to find a well·designed battery
set of this size under £15-£18.
Mr. Gordon suggests that there are millions of licence holders who cannot afford
/)0-£12 for a set. I have yet to find the
labouring man earning 50S. or considerably
less a week who has not got a set costing
£10-£20 and not more than two years old.
But conditions are far superior in the
southern industrial area to those prevailing
elsewhere.
As a final note I must express my welcome
of the B.B.C. 's new late evening pro:
grammes, more particularly the late
" News." There are an enormous numbe'r
of shift workers in this district who' arrive
home from work about II p.m. It is also
useful to hear the latest before going to bed.
Greenhithe,
A. W. GRlMSEY .
Kent.

reports. I must confess that, being accustomed to your firm leadership in high technical common sense, particularly in respect
of quality of reproduction being the main
5-Metre Activity
objective of ,the art of wireless, this leader
of yours struck me with dismay. Here. are
" ETHACOMBER'S " note in your issue
my reasons:
of March 6th of increasing signs of
(I) The service area of any medium-wave
activity on the 5-metre band is encouraging
station (approximately 80 miles) in which
to those who are working in that part of the
fadeless and distortionless reception is
radio spectrum.
possible, is not appreciably extended after
I am rather isolated here for ultra-short
dark by even very large power increase of
wave work, but would be glad to hear from
the transmitter.
stations within, say, twenty to thirty miles
. (2) From this I deduce that high quality
for collaboration in tests.
reception can never be achieved from more
ERNEST H. ROBINSON
than twO'stations, Droitwich and the locil1
" Langmead,"
(G-5YM).
Regional.·' . '
.
.
.
.
Pirbright, Woking, Surrey.
AM sending you these notes in response
(3) The adoption of more alternative proto your Editorial. As 1 am situated
The Little Nationals
graIl1mes from more stations must therefore
pretty far North, the position as "regards
NOTE there is again talk of the.;Li:ttle
be'acct>mpanied by an inevitaple decline, in
receptiol! of the B.B.C. stations is probNationals being extinguished.
1. sin- . qllality'. . AVe- and variable sdectivity
cerely hop~ t;baU:llis will not OCCJ.l,r :nntil $I.' ca~.not,.achieve tpe impossible, and they 'ably: a good deal worse than that of the
great majority of listeners.
.
better sUOstitute than Droitwich. .is ayail~
alone a;~ hlsp~n~ible for this propOsed plan,
.Fi:r~t let ,me say that for some years past
which,,:o/il1 involve this sacrifice:
" .
able.
,
"Tnwtii~'~sueappears quiteclear......:.etth~I I have concentrated on quality, as far as
This wi§:I!.' is' Pr0Il1pted by the· fllct . th~t
.I
Droitwich hllS a ra:ther severe cut-off in ,tpe llyai able programme materialsll0pid be , a reas,opable amount of long-distance receptiqn,"permitS,. aJ:}d am now using a 1936
'.
" .
.
further divided, 'l-tnong mores~tions ;thet:e.
the upper regtster, ilnq the finest q,ua1i,ty 'by .redueing the choice of material Jjyt~e
l\foll()dialSuper coupled to· an autophase
is net, the!efw;e. ohtai!1able (r,0111 tlus "disc:f;ltni.Iig listener, . or tlie"best ma~ei:iaf , and push-pull amplifier and a Voigt
station... .. , P .. G. A. H. VOIGT.
.,~honld..c col11mue,;to be" l'adiatedby two domestic speaker.
London,$.~,.
statioll~,gi~iB,.g good, Eeception in each area.
With this equipment all the B.B.C. 50 kW
." ·..· ' z ; • . • .
.I s~ngIY 'urge the latter.
stations and the synchronised Nationals,
Hot-mr 'Gl;tU1topltone Motors
Finally, here near Portsmouth, there is no
and, of course, Droitwich, can be received
;il,re~aiiyth~u'sands of people we true alternative to Droitwich, for all the to a moderate extent in daylight in the
winter. I do not yet know as to summer'
feel sure who would be glad to purchase
Regional programmes fade hopelessly,
conditions.
a record changer if there were some other
accompanied by severe distortion after dark.
There is bad fading on some, and one
means of operating it than electric supply,
The worst offender is London Regional. Let
could not call it absolutely reliable recepfor it Imist be realised that those who live
us first strive to obtain one alternative protion. North Regional is generally the best;
in places not fed by electric power cannot
gramme!
G. W. HARPER,
on the others noise ratio is apt to be troubleavail themselves of this innovation.
Havant.
Lieut.·Comdr.
some. These remarks do not, of course,
Some time back we wrote to a well-known
apply to the two Scottish transmissions,
British firm, makers of such apparatus, sugMUST endorse everything Mr. A. K.
both of which are perfectly reliable.
gesting that a caloric motor (similar to the
Gordon writes in his letter published by
At night, however, they are all easily rewell-known KyKo fan) would do the work
you in The Wireless World dated March
ceivable at excellent signal strength apart
admirably, for this could be operated by 6th, re alternative programmes from more
kerosene, gas, or, in fact, any form of heatfrom the inevitable fades, and I can even
distant stations.
open out tl).e,~selectivity control to some
ing.
I am situated eighteen miles from Charextent on most of them.
The first reply indicated that this firm
ing Cross, on the banks of the Thames but
considered the, idea worth looking into, but about 300ft. above sea level. During dayThe synchronised Nationals, although givafter some' months they wrote saying ours light the West and North Regionals give
ing fair signal strength, are not very muc~
was the only request for such a thing, and,
use here for reliable quality, as, due no
good programme value, apart from the
therefore, not worth considering.
doubt to the reflected waves coming from
Locals.
Scottish is usually lost under a
We are inclined to suggest this is rather
different distances, there are some weird
heavy cloak of atmospherics.
After dark
a short-sighted policy. How came the first
distortion effects at times.
the Scottish Regional gives the best prochanger to be marketed? 'Vas it by the
Droitwi<;:h is, unfortunately. not very re"
gramme value of the three being almost free
request of a large number of enquiries, or
from fading, but the North and West fade .liable for quality, and fades at times.
did the makers put it on the market and
On broadcasts which originate in the
so badly that at times their signal is comwait results?
South I frequently tune in to the transpletely lost under the prevailing atmoWith any electric element there is always
mitter which is radiating the original, and
spherics.
a risk of burning out or some breakdown.
by so doing very often obtain much imThe Midland Regional is useless as a pro~
Spring motors wouh;l not, we think, be too
proved quality. Possibly"this. is due to im,
gramme at any time owing to electrical iIP
good; they would have to be large and
perfect land-lines.
terference from gas cleaning plant at a faccumbersome, and would be costly to manuIf the 50 kW stations were increased to
tory over a mile away. (This has been with
facture.
The caloric motor, on the other
100 kW or thereabouts, as most of the prinus for three years.) On one occasion an
hand, is simple, and, we suggest, cheap to
cipal Continental stations have been, it
aerial 100ft. high was temporarily rigged
make. We feel confident if some enterwould result in a greatly improved service
up here and daylight reception was possible
prising firm put a caloric drive gramophone
to the country as a whole and would exabove the interference from Midland, but
record-changer on the market, such a step
after dark fading again caused the signal to
tend the service area of each transmitter,
would not be regretted.
fall below the prevailing interference.
bringing the possibility of high-quality reSome years ago we saw a table gramoI must,disagree with you when you state
production within the reach of a greater
phone of, we think, German manufacture,
that £10-£12 can purchase a superhet with
number.
Alternative program~,:.'l might

I
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thus be extended somewhat. Even now,
however, there are very frequently alternative programmes on the various Regionals
in the evenings, which is, after all, generally the chief and often the only possible
listening time for most people.
At the same time, the alternative programme idea might easily be overdone,
especially in the daytime. Much increase in
this direction would involve a questionably
justifiable increase of expense 011 what
would for the most part be mediocre talent.
On this question of power one feels that
our country is getting left behind somewhat. If the B.B.C. say they cannot afford
it, then surely a greater proportion of the
licence fees should be allocated to them.
The country is paying a large sum and has
a right to the best possible service, and
whatever proportion of the licence receipts
is necessary for the purpose should be forthcoming. This, I feel, is a moderate view!
In addition to increase in power, one could

PARMEKO

J5 1
suggest many other improvements. I put
forward two: the provision of the best
microphones for all transmissions, and the
more frequent engagement of really good
talent to speak, sing, or play before them.
I gather that the difficulty about the latter
is that the fees are not sufficiently attractive.
One other suggestion: Plays, films, and
books are criticised publicly in the general
Press. Why not broadcasts? No doubt this
is a little difficult, but I should like to see
something of this nature done, not only as
regards the performance, but as to i~s
delivery to the listener.
It would be a pity if there should be a
slowing-down of progress, and plenty of
publicity is generally the best way to keep
things on the move.
If I have rather wandered from the point,
I apologise, but the whole subject appears
to me to hang together.
Forfar.
JOHN OGILVY.

RECORDING

EQUIPMEN~,:

by a lever, while the depth of the cut if
controlled by an adjustable counter-weight.
The cutter has an impedance of 600 ohms,
and is designed for use on cellulose acetate
discs only. It requires approximately six
watts for full modulation, though adequate
amplitude is obtainable with four watts, as
we have found by test.
The amplifier supplied with this apparatus
is a four-stage model terminating in two
PX2.5 valves in push-pull, and gives between
10 and 12 watts output when fully loaded.
Frequency correction circuits to suit the
cutter are embodied, and, as full correction
is not required for reproduction, for which
three amplifying stages only are usually
sufficient, the change-over switch from recording to play-back automatically adjusts
the frequency response. Separate volume
controls are fitted for all input points.
Recordings of broadcast as well as of
speech were made, and for the latter we t::cd
the Parmeko Junior microphone, a goodquality carbon model at a reasonable price.
Excellent results were obtained, though
the radio version was somewhat superior to
th~ microphone recording, which is perhaps
qUIte natural, for to achieve comparable
quality a really high-grade microphone
would be necessary. However, Panneko include a Piezolectric microphone among their various
recording accessories.

Well"designed
Apparatus
Suitable for
Home Use
T is by no means an easy matter to give
a precise definition of a home recorder,
as a large percentage of the apparatus
evolved for recording sound could be so described, for it can be acquired by anyone
to whom the initial cost is of no consequence. A price limitation seems hardly
practicable at this stage of development, so
in an arbitrary classificatioil we might be
justified in including all apparatus that will
operate from wireless receivers and amplifiers of the type designed for ordinary broadcast reception.

I

Thus, The Wireless World Quality Amplifier is quite capable of operating the
recorder, though for best results its frequency characteristic, which is practically
uniform throughout the audible scale, will
require slight modification to match the
characteristics of the cutting head. We
understand that the makers of the machine
will be able to advise interested experimenters as to the degree of tone correction
necessary to achieve this end.
The recording machine and
its motor are embodied in
two separate units joined together by a driving shaft
with flexible couplings. Solid
teak cabinets are used for
both units.
The f6rmer
comprises a gear box, t:1rI1table, cutting head, and
traversing mechanism, while
the latter houses a heavyduty synchronous electric
motor. An endless rubber
belt drives the traversing
mechanism from a threespeed pulley on the turntable
spindle, the three ratios available giving respectively 85,
Close up of the recording machine.
95, and 120 grooves to the
inch on the recording disc.
A steel worm driven from the belt pulley
Within this category, which is admittedly
a wide one, since price does not enter int<;>
by a two-to-one reduction gear propels a
cast gunmetal carriage, to which the cutting
the question, can be included tbe recording
head is attached, the carriage being engaged
apparatus made by Parmeko, Ltd., of
Leicester, for with an amplifier giving an . with the lead screw by a split nut, and reundistorted output of about four watts perleased or engaged by a quick-acting pawl.
fectly satisfactory records can be made.
The cutting head can be raised or lowered

The impression gained from our tests was
that a little too much high-note lift remained on the reproduction side of the
amplifier, for when the records were played
with The Wireless World Quality Amplifier
there was a noticeable improv~ment in
general balance,. On the other hand, the
correction is necessary for recording as
records made with the Q.A. receiver and
amplifier, uncorrected, but for fitting a suitable ratio output transformer, were less brilliant than with the Parmeko model. A
corrected Q.A. would undoubtedly produce
a first-class record.
Most noticeable of all was the almost, tire absence of surface noise, or needle
scratch. Steel trailing needles were used for
the reproduction.
The whole equipment is a fine engineering
job, soundly made, and capable of hard
wear. It is AC operated, and comparatively
simple. to handle. The one criticism we
venture to make regarding the play-back
side of the amplifier is of small consequence,
as it could be corrected with very little
trouble.
Prices are as follows: Recording machine
and motor unit, £70; recording amplifier,
£68. Junior microphone and battery box
with table stand, £5 lOS. ; and crystal microphone with pre-amplifier, £35.
Recording blanks cost 2S. 6d. each for
double·sided win. and 3S. for I2in. Singlesided blanl,s cost IS. 9d. and 2S. each in
IOin. and 12in. sizes respectively. H. B. D.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(This list is included in the first issue of each month.
Station.

kels.

TuuiDg

Positions.

Metres.

Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in h_vy type)
kW.

Station.

ke/s.

Tuning

Positions.

IIhtres.

kW.

------------------------------1-----1--------1-----------11-------------------------------1------1----------------Kaunas (Lithuania) ..
.,
..
..
155
Brazov (Romania)
..
•.
..
..
160
Kootwijk(Holland) (RelaY8Hilver8um)( 10k W.
160
till 2.40 p.m.)
166
Lahti (Finland)
..
..
..
..
172
Moscow. No.1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
182
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
..
..
..
..
187.5
191
Deutschlandsender Zeesen (Germany)
..
200
Droitwlch
..
..
..
..
..
Minsk. RWlO (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
•.
208
Reykjavik (Iceland) ..
..
..
•.
208
Motala (Sweden). (RelaY8 Stockholm)
.•
216
Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.s.R.)
..
..
217.5
Warsaw, No.1 (Raszyn) (Poland) .•
•.
224
Luxembourg..
..
..
..
..
230
Ankara (Turkey)
..
..
••
•.
230
Kharkov, RW20 (U.S.S.R.) ..
.,
•.
232
Kalundborg (Denmark)
..
..
..
238
245
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.s.S.R.)
•.
Tashkent, RWll (U.S.S.R.) ..
..
•.
256.4
Oslo (Norway) . .
..
..
..
..
260
Moscow, No.2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
271
Tillis, RW7 (U.S.S.B.)
..
..
..
280
Finmark (NOl'way) .,
..
.•
•.
355
Rostov·on·Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.) ..
..
355
Budapest, No.2 (Hungary) ..
.•
..
359.5
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.s.s.R.) ..
.•
•.
375
Banska.Bystrica (Czechoslovakia) ..
.•
392
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Sotte1l8) ••
401
Moscow, No.3 (RCZ) (U.s.S.R.) ..
••
401
Voroneje, RW25 (U.S.S.R.) ..
..
••
413.5
Oulu (Finland). .
..
•.
••
••
431
Ufa., RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
.. ·436
Tartu (Estonia)
..
..
..
..
517
Hamar (Norway). (Relay,OBlo) ..
••
519
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
••
519
LjUbljana (Yugo!llavia) -••
..
••
527
Viipuri (Finland)
.•
••
••
.•
527
Bolzano (Italy)
..
..
..
..
536
Wilno (Poland)
..
••
.•
..
536
Budapest. No. 1 (Jlungary), •
••
••
546
Beromiinster (Switzerland) . •
.•
••
556
Athlone (Irish Free State) • •
..
.•
565
Palermo (Italy)
..
..
..
..
565
Stuttgart (Miihlacker) (Germany) ..
..
574
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France) ..
•.
•.
583
Riga (Latvia)
..
..
.•
..
583
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
.•
••
592
Rabat (Radio Maroc) (Morocco)
..
..
601
Sundsvall (Sweden). (Relays Slockkolm) ..
601
Florence (Italy). (Relays Milan) ..
.•
610
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt) ..
..
..
620
Brussels,No. 1 (Belgium). (French Programme) 620
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
•.
..
629
Triindelag (Norway) ..
..
..
..
629
Prague, No.1 (Czechoslovakia)
..
•.
638
Lyons, P.T.T. (La Dona Tramoyes) (France)
648
..
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany) ..
658
North Regional (Slaithwaite)
..
..
668
Sottens (Radio Suisse Romande) (Switzerland) 677
Belgrade (Yugoslavia)
..
..
686
Paris, P.T.T. (Palaiseau Villebon) (France)
695
Stockholm (Sweden) •.
•.
.•
..
704
Rome, No. 1 (Italy)
••
••
•.
713
Kiev, RW9 (U.S.S.R.)
"
.•
•.
722
Tallinn (Esthonia)
..
..
..
731
Madrid, EAJ2 (Radio Espana) (Spain)
..
731
Seville (Spain). .
..
..
..
••
731
Munich (Germany) ..
..
..
••
740
Marseilles, P.T.T. (Realtor) (France)
•.
749
Katowice (Poland)
..
..
..
•.
758
••
•.
Scottish Regional (Falkirk) ..
767
Stalino (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
"
776
Toulouse, P.T.T. (Muret) (France) ..
..
776
Leipzig (Germany)
..
..
.•
..
785
Barcelona, EAJI (Spain)
..
..
..
795
..
..
..
..
Lwow (Poland)
795
West Regional (Washford Cross) .•
..
804
Milan (Italy)..
..
..
..
..
814
Bucharest (Romania)
..
..
..
823
Moscow. No.4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.) ..
832
Berlin (Germany)
..
•.
..
..
841
Bergen (Norway)
••
..
..
..
850
Solla (Bulgaria)
..
..
..
..
850
..
..
..
..
Valencia (Spain)
850
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
859
Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) ..
..
..
859
Poznan (Poland)
.•
..
••
..
868
NOT~.-S.i.nce

1935
1875
1875

London Regional (Brookmans Park)
••
877
Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna) .•
•.
886
100
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
..
..
895
Hamburg (Germany) ..
..
..
••
904
1807
40
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
•.
913
1744
500
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
..
..
..
922
1648
80
Brussels, No.2 (Belgium). (Flemish Prog'mme) 932
1600
5
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
..
941
1571
60
Goteborg (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm) ..
941
1500
150
Breslau (Germany) . .
..
..
..
950
1442
35
Paris (Posta PariSien) (France)
..
•.
959
1442
16
Odessa (U.s.S.R.)
..
..
..
•.
968
1389
150
Northern Ireland Regional (Lisburn)
..
977
1379
100
Genoa (Italy). (Relays Milan)
..
••
986
1339
120
Tomn (Poland)
..
..
..
"
986
1304
150
HHversum (Holland). (15 kif. till 4.40 p.m.)
995
7
1304
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) ..
..
.. 1004
1293
20
Midland Regional (Droitwich)
..
. . 1013
1261
&0
Chernigov (U .S.S.R.) . .
..
..
. . 1013
100
1224
Barcelona. EAJ15 (Radio Asociaci6n) (Spain) 1022
1170
25
..
..
..
.. 1022
Cracow (Poland)
1153.8 60
Konigsberg No.1 (HeHsberg) (Germany) .. 1031
100
1107
Parede (Radio Club Portugues) (Portugal) 1031
1071.4 35
.. 1040
Leningrad, No.2, RW70 (U.S.S.R.)
845.1
10
Rennes-Bretagne, P.T.T. (Thourle) (France) 1040
845.1
20
Scottish National (Falkirk) ..
..
. . 1050
834.5 20
Bari (Italy)
..
..
..
. . 1059
800
50
Paris (Radio Cite) (France)
..
.. 1068
765
30
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.)
. . . . 1068
748
1.3
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (France)
.. 1077
100
748
Zagreb (Yugoslavia) ..
..
..
•. 1086
72610
Falun (Sweden)
..
..
• . 1086
696
1.2
•. 1095
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
688
10
Madona (Latvia)
..
..
..
•• 1104
0.5
580
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
•. 1104
578
0.7
Moravska-Ostrava (Czechoslovakia)..
•• 1113
578
1
Fecamp (Radio Normandie) (France)
•• 1113
569.3
5
Alexandria (Egypt) ..
..
..
•. 1122
569.3 10
Newcastle
..
..
•• 1122
559.7
1
Nyiregyhaza (Hungary)
..
•• 1122
559.7 16
Horby (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm.)
•. 1131
549.5 120
Turin, No.1 (Italy). (Relays Milan)
•• 1140
539.& 100
London National (Brookmans Park)
•. 1149
531
60
North National (Slaithwaite)
..
. . 1149
531
4
West National (Washford Cross)
..
.. 1149
522.6 100
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague) .. 1158
514.6
15
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) ..
..
. . 1167
514.6 15
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg) 1176
506.8 100
Kharkov, No.2, RW4 (U.S.~.R.) ..
.. 1185
499.2
25
Nice (La Brague) (France) ..
..
.. 1185
499.2
10
Frankfurt (Germany)
.•
_. 1195
491.8 20
Prague. No.2 (Czechoslovakia)
.•
•• 1204
483.9 20
Lille. P.T.T. (Camphin) (France)
•.
•. 1213
483.9 15
Trieste (Italy) ..
..
..
..
. . 1222
476.9 20
1231
•.
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Brealau)
Cork (Irish }i'ree State). (Relays Ath./one) ., 1240
476.9 20
470.2 120
Swedish Relay Stations
..
..
. . 1240
463
Saarbriicken (Germany)
..
..
• . 1249
90
465.9 100
..
..
.•
•• 1258
Kuldiga (Latvia)
449.1
50
Rome, No.3 (Italy) ..
..
..
• . 1258
443.1 25
San Sebastian (Spain)
. . . . 1258
437.3
2.5
Niirnberg (Germany). (Relay8 Munich) •• 1267
431.7 120
Juan·lea·Pins (Radio Cote d'Azur) (France) 1276
426.1
55
Christiansand and Stavanger (Norway)
.. 1276
420.8 50
Dresden (Germany). (Relays Leipzig)
., 1285
415.5 36
Aberdeen..
. . . . . . 1285
410.4 20
Austrian R,elay Stations
..
•. 1294
Danzig. (Relays Konig8berg)
..
•• 1303
410.4
3
410.4
Swedish Relay Stations
..
..
• . 1312
5.5
405.4 100
• • 1321
Magyarovar (Hungary)
..
..
· .. • ...... 1
400.5 90
German Relay Stations
..
•.
•• 1330
395.8 12
Montpellier, P.T.T. (France)
..
•• 1339
50
391.1
Lodz (Poland) . .
. . . . . . 1339 . . . . . . . . . . 1
386.& 10
Dublin (Irish Free State). (Relays Athlone) 1348
386.& 120
Milan, No.2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
1357 ILY'~'
382.2 120
Turin. No.2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
.. 1357 r·~··'·:·
Basle and Berne (Switzerland)
..
.. 1375
377.4
7.5
377.4 16
Warsaw. No.2 (Poland)
..
..
.. 1384
373.1
50
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (l<'rance)
..
. . 1393
368.6
50
Tampere (Finland)
..
..
..
. . 1420
International Common Wave
.•
•. 1429
364.5 12
360.6 100
Miskolc (Hungary)
..
..
..
•• 1438
356.7 100
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
..
•. 1456
Pees (Hungary)
..
..
.•
•• 1465
1
352.9
Antwt'rp
and Courtrai (Belgium) ..
•• 1465
352.9 50
Bournemouth ..
..
..
..
• . 1474
3
352.9
349.2 10
Plymouth
..
..
..
..
•. 1474
International Common Wave
..
•. 1492
349.2 100
International Common Wave
..
.. 1500
345.6 16
Liepaja (Latvia)
..
..
..
. . 1737 I.......... .
the publication of t,he previous list alterations have been made to the foUowiq stations; Moscow No.1 (U.S.S.R.).
7
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:::::::: ::i

50
7
10
331.9 -100
328.6 60
325.4 32
321.9 15
318.8 12
318.8 10
315.8 100
312.8 60
309.9 10
307.1 100
304.3 10
304.3 24
301.5 60
298.8 - 13.5
296.2 50
296.2
5
3
293.5
2
293.5
291
100
291
5
288.5 _ 10
288.5 120
285.7 50
283.3 20
280.9
0.8
280.9
4
278.6 50
0.7
276.2
2
276.2
10
274
271.7 50
271.7
1.5
269.5 11.2
269.5
5
267.4
0.25
1
267.4
267.4
6.2
265.3 10
7
263.2
261.1
20
20
261.1
261.1
20
2.6
259.1
257.1
15
255.1 10
342.1

338.6
335.2

253.2

10

253.2
251
249.2
247.3

60
25

245.5
243.7
241.9
241.9

5
60
10
5
1
1

240.2

17

238.5

10

238.5
238.5
236.8
235.1
235.1
233.5

233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7

227.1
225.6

224
224
222.6
221.1
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
209.9
208.6
206
204.8
204.8
203.5

203.5\
201.1

200
173

1
1
2
0.8
0.5
0.25
1
0.5
0.5
1.25
1.25
2
0.8
1.7
0,5
4
0.2
0.5
2

25
0.7
0.5
1.25
20
1.25
0.1
1

0.3
0.5
0.25
0.1

WfiIf®n®~~ ,
W@TI'll@l
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SHORT.WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
Arranged in Order of Wavelength and F r~quency
(N B_Tlmes of Transmission

Ketrel.

kc/a.

\

~Iven

station.

Call
Sign.

In parentheses are approximate only and represent G.M.T.)

To.ll.iog
POSltiODl.

Metres.

kc/s.

Call
Sign.

8tatiCIII.

Tuning

PO!itiODS.
-75.0
- - ---- ._---- ---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- -------------------- -----

4,000

CT2AJ

70.2

4,273

RVI5

67.11
68.31
51.28

4,.t70
5,145
5,850

YDB
OlCUIPT
YV5RlVlO

50.60

5,930

IIJ4ABE

60.26

5,969

HVJ

60.16

5,980

lUX

50.00
50.00

6,000
6,000

Xl<~BT

49.95

6,005

VE9DN

nW59

Ponta Dclgada (Azores).
(Wed., Sal.,
22.00 to 24.00.)
Kharbarovsk (U.S.S.R.). (Daily 06.00 to
14.00.)
Sourabaya (Java). (Daily 03.30 to 06.30)
Prague (Czechoslovakia). (Expf-rimenlal)
Mara<>.aibo (Venezucla). (Daily, 22.00 10
02.00.)
Medellin (Colombia).
(IJailJ/, 16.30 10
lS.30, Sun., 1·ues., 1·/wrs., 23.30 10
0:1.00 al.•o.)
Vo,tican City. (Daily 19.00 to 19.15, Sun.
10.00 al.•o.)
Trnjill.) (J)omenica). (Daily, 12.00, Sun.
00.38 (I~'o.)
lIfcxico(~tv(~Iexico). (DIII'ZII 00.00 10 09.00.)
lIiOA"OW ({I.S.S.H.).
(Relays No.1 Stn.)

6,018

ZITI

49.88

6,020

DJC

49.75

6,030

IIP5B

49.75

6,030

VE9CA

49.87

6,040

WIXAL

49.67

6,040

W4XB

49.67

6,040

PHAS

49.69
49.5

6,050
6,060

GSA
WSXAL

49.6

6,060

W3XAU

49.5

6,060

OXY

49.42

6,070

OER2

40.4

6,072

CTIAA

6.079

49.35
49.33

fj,O~U

n.DI
ZHJ

49.33

6,080

W9XAA

49.33
49.31

6,080
6,O~3

CPS
VQ7LO

40.3

6,085

2RO

40.26
(0.26

6,090
6,090

VE9BJ
CHCX

40.2

6,097

ZTJ

49.18

6,100

W3XAI.

(9.18

G,IOO

W9XF

'19.1
49.1

6.110
6,110

GSL

49.08

6,112

YV2RC

49.02
49.02

r..120
G,120

W2XE

48.92

6,130

ZOE

48.92
48.86

6,132
6,140

COCD
W8XK

vuu

YDA

48.78

6,150

CSL

48.78

6,150

YV3RC

48.78

6,150

CJRO

48.4

6,1!l8

CTIGO

47.50

6,316

HIZ

.(7.05

6,375

YV4RC

46.69
46.52

6,425
G,447

W3XL
IIJIAIlB

46.21
48.0
45.31
46.0

6,490
6,520

IIJ5ABD
YV6HV

6,620
6,667

PRADO
HC2UL

42.88
to
41.10
42.02
41.8

7,000
to
7,300
7,140
7,177

.. .. .. ....

39.95
39.37
38.48

7,510
7,620
7,797

HJU.BB
CU6AA
JVP
ETA
HBP

36.5

8. 214

HCJB

.............. .

34.29
32.88
31.8

R,750
9,125
9,428

ZCK
HAN
COCH

.............. .
.............. .
............ '"

...............

31.58

9,500

PRF5

31.55

GSB
VlC3ME

31.54

9,510
9,518

...............

31.408

9,530

LKJl

...............

31.48

9,530

W2XAF

.............. .
...............

31.45

0,540

DJN

...............

31.38

9,560

D.TA.

·2i.00
23.0'0: :::::::::::::::
01.0010 03.00, Sun. 04..30 to 06.30 also.)
Singaporo (Malaya). (Mon .. Wed .. 7'hurs. . ............. .
23.00 to 01.30. Sun. 03.40 to 05.10.)
ze~~~o(~O~f~~g.v· (Dailll 22.30 to 03.30, ...............
Panamo, City (C-entral America). (Daily...............
17.00 to 18.00, 01.00 to 03.30.)
Calgary (Canada). (7·kurs. 14.00 to 07.00, ...............
Sun. 17.00 to 05.00.)
Boston. Mass. (U.S.A.). (Sun. 22.00 10 ......... ......
24.00. Wed .• Fri. 00.30 10 01.45.)
Miami. 1'111.. (U.S."'\..) Daily 17.00.to 19.30, ...............

31.38

9,565

VUB

31.35
31.32
31.32

9,570
9,,,80
9,580

W1XK
GSC
VK3LR

31.28

9,590

W3XAU

31.28

9,590

VK2ME

31.27

9.595

HBL

I'ernambuco (Brazil).
(Daily 20.00 to
00.30.)
Emllire Broadcasting
...
...
'"
Cincinnati. Ohio (U.S.A.). (Daily 12.00 to
01.00, 04.00 to 06.00.)
Philadelphia,
I'll,.
(U.S.A.).
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 01.00 10 04.00.)
Skamlebaek (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg.) (Daily IS.00 to 24.00, Sun. 16.00

...............

31.13

9,635

2RO

...............

31.09
31.0

!l.f.!\O
9,677

CTIAA
CTICT

...............

30.43

9,S60

EAQ

..... ..........

29.24 10,2RO
29.04 10,330

PMN
ORlC

28.01
27.93
25.6

10.710
10,710
11,720

JV;\I

25.6

11,720

CJRX

25.57

11,730

PHI

1I1~~~~gI7~,?a~a~.3·~t~ily 04.30 to 05.00)

::::~ g:8~g ~MMlHI ~i~~':,,":a(~~gg~~:a) (Daily
49.85

...... ... ......

22.30

to

to'

05.00.)

...............

also.)

Vienna Experimcntal.
(Daily 14.00 10 ............. ..
22.00.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (Tues., Thurs., Sal . ............. ..

21.:-10 to 24.00.)
ZceSCIl (Germany)...
...
...
'"
PenaIlg (MaJaya). (Daily fT. Sun., 11.40 to
13..l"; S"... 12.40 10 H.~O)
Chieago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Relays WCLF.)
(S."•. 19.00 to 20.30.)
1.11. paz (Bolivia). (Daily 00.45 to 02.15)

FYA

.............. .
.............. .

............. ..
Nairobi (Kenyo, Colony). (Daily 16.00 10 ............. ..
111.00, Sat. (0 20.00, Mon., /Ved., Fri.
10.45 to 11.l!i al.•". Turs. O~.OO to 09.00
also. 7'hurs. 13.00 t" 14.00 also, Sun. 17.45
to 19.00 also.)
Romc (Italy). (Mo"., Wed., Fri. 23.00 to ............. ..
00.31l.)
St. John (N.B.). (Da;Zy 00.00 to 01.30)... .. ............ .
llowmanvillc, Ont. (Canada).
(Mon.,... ............
1·UC8., Wed. 20.0(J to 05.00. 'J'hurs .. Fri.,
Sat. 12.00 to 05.00, Sun. 18.00 to 02.00.)
Johannesburg (S. Africa). (Daily r.r. Sun. ......... ......
04.:10 to 05.:l0, OS.30 to 12.00, I <l.oo to
20.00 (Sat. to 21.4.5), Sltn. 13.00 to 15.15,
17.:l0 to 20.00.)
Bound llrook, N. Y. (U.S.A.). (RelallslV JZ.) ...............
(Mon., Wed., Sat. 22.00 10 23.00, Sal.
05.00 ta 06.00 also.)
Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Daily ex. Mon., ...............
Wed., S.m. 21.00 to 07.00.)
Elllpiro Broadcasting
...
...
'"
...............
Calcutta (India). (Daily 07.00 10 08.00 ...............
;rregular 13.06 10 16.36, Sat. from.
12.3fi, Sun. 04.36 to U7.36, ("reoulaT
12.3(; 10 03.36.)
Caracas (Venezllela).
(Daily (x. Sun • ...............
15.:10 10 17.:l0, 21.00 to 03.00, SUIl.
14.30 10 15.:lU.)
Bandoeng (.Java). (Daill! 10.30 to 15,00) ............. ..
Wayne, N.J. (lJ.8.A.). (Rewys W A.BC.) ............. ..
(Dailll (!3.00 10 04.00.)
Kuala. Lumpur (Malaya). (Sun., Tues., Fri. .. ........... ..
11.40 10 13.,10.)
JIav'~lJa (Cuba) (Vaily 23.00 to 05.00.)
.. .. ............ .
Pittsburg, 1'a. (U.R.A.). (Relays ]{DI{A.) .............. .
(Daill' 21.:!0 to OG.OO.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (Daily 11.00 to 12.30, ...............
I S.OO to 22.00.)
Caracas (Venezuela).
(Daily 20.30 10 ............. ..
01.30.)
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00 10 05.00, ............. ..
Sat. 21.00 10 06.00 also, Sun. 22.00 to
0:).30.)
Parede (Portugal). (Dally ex. ~l'ue8. 00.20 .............. .
to 01.30. Sun. 16.30 to 18.00 also.)
TrnjiIJ<I (Domenica,l.
(Dm'ly 21.40 to .............. .
22.40. Sun. 16.00 fo 17.:)0 also.)
Caracas (Yenezucla).
(Daily 21.30 to ............. ..
03.30.)
Bound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Expcdmental) ...... .........
narranquilla (Colombia). Da;/y 21.30 to .............. .
03.30.)
Cali (Colombia). (Daily 00.00 to 03.00)... .. ............ .
Valencia. (Venezuela).
(Daily 17.00 to ...............
18.00.23.00 to 03.00.)
Riobamba (Ecuador). (Fri. 02.001003.40) .............. .
Guayaquil (Ecuador).
(Sun. 22.45 to ...............
12.45, Wed. 02.15 to 04.15.)
nand o[ wavelcngths alloted to amateur ............. ..
transmittcrs.
Jlianizall"s (Colombia)
...
...
'"
Lobito (Angola).
(Wed., Sat. 19.30 10
21.30.)
.
Tokio (.Japan). (TueR., Fri., 19.00 to 20.00)
Addis Ababa (AbYR~iUla)...
...
'"
lladio Nations, l'rangins (Switzerland).
(Sat. 22.30 to 23.15.)

JV~I

.............. .

25.53 II, 7 50
25.49 11,770
25.45 11,790

nSD
D.TD
WIXAL

25.40 11,810
).\a.3>! 11.'20
25.36 11,830

2RO
nSN
W2XE

25.29 l1,S60
25.27 11,870

nSE
W8XK

25.23 11,880

FY A

25.09
25.0

J<~T A

11 .'l.;.;
12,000

HW~9

24.83 12,082

CnCT

24.52
24.2

12,23.;
12,396

TF.T
CTIGO

23.39
22.94
22.00
21.42
to
20.84
20.55
19.84
19.82
19.76
19.74
19.72

12,830
13.075
13,63.i
H,005
to
14,39.;
14,600
15,123
15,HI)

CNR
VPJ)
i:ll'W

1".1~1)

15,200
15,210

.TVH
HV.T

GSI!'
H~O

DJB
W8XK

19.71 15,220
19.68 15,243

PCJ
],'Y A

19.67 15,250

WIXAI,

19.66 15,260
19.64 15,270

W2XE

Gsr

19.63 15,280
19.60 15.:~1 0
19.6
15,300
19.56 15,330

DJQ
(;:-;t'

19.52 15,370

HAS3

17.33 17,310

W3XL

16.89 17,760
16.89 17,760

DJJ<;
W2XE

16.87 17,780

W3XAL

16.86 17,790
16.42 18.270
15.93 18,~31J

ET.\
l'LE

13.97 21,470
13.94 21,;;20

GSH
W2XE

13.93 21,530
13.92 21,540

W8XK

CP7
W2XAD

Gsa

aSJ

Quito (Ecuador). (Daily ex. ,Sun., Mon.
00045 to 04.45, Sun. 21.45 to 04.15.)
Hong Kong <China). (IJail!IIO.OO to H.OO.)
Budapest (Hungary). (Sal. 2:~.00 to 24.00)
Havana (Cuba
(Daily 16.00 10 17.00,
22.00 to 23.00, 01.00 to 02.00.)
Rio de Jo,nciro (Bro.zil). (Daily 22.30 10
23.15.)
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
...
Melbourne (Allstrali,\).
(Wed. 10.00 to
11.30, Sat. 10.00 to 12.00.)
JeWy (Norway). (Relays Oslo.) (Dally
10.001013.00.)
Schenectady, N.Y. (U.S.A.).
(Rela./I .•
Way.) (IJu1'ly 23.30 to 04.00, Sal. 19.00
10 22.00 olso.)
Zeesen (Germauy). (Daily OS.H to 12.15,
13.00 to 16.:~O, 22.15 to 03.30.)
Zcesen (Gcrmany). (Daily 13.00 to 1(1.30,
22.151002.00.)
Bombay (India). (Sun. '13.30 to 15.30,
Wed., 7·hurs., Sat. 16.30 to 17.30, t'rreoular

Mon.)

Millis. JlIass. ({J.S.A.).
(Rcwys rvBZ.)
(Dai?y 12.00 to 06.00.)
Empire llroadCMtinjf
Lyndhurst (Australia). (DaillJ t';.
08.15 to 12.30.)
Pbiladelphia,
Pa.
(U.S.A.).
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 17.00 to 24.00.)
Sydney (Anstralia). (Sun. 06.00 to 08.00,
10.00 to 14.00, 14.30 to 16.30.)
Ra<lio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland).
(Sat. 22.:l0 to 23.15.)
Rome (Italy). (Tues., Thurs., Sat. 00.45
to 02.15.l
Lisbon (Portugo,l) ...
'"
...
...
Lisbon (Portugal). (Thurs. 21.00 to 23.90,
Sun. 12.00 10 14.00.)
Madrid (Spain). (Daily 22.15 to 00.30,
Sat. lS.00 to 20.00 also.)
B<1"dOCIl1l' (Java.). (Sun.,I:!.00toI5.00) ....
RUysscloue (Belgium). (Daily 18.30 /0
20.30.)
Tokio (Japan). (Turs., Fri., 19.GO to 20.00)
Tokio (.Japa.n). (7'1""., Fri. 19.00 It) 20.00.)
P<1r18, Radio Coloniale (France). (Coloftial
Stll. Ie·W.) (Daily 06.00 to 03.00, OJ.OO
1006.00.)
Winnipeg (Co,nada). (Daily 00.00 to 05.00,
Sal. 21.00 to 06.00 also, Sun. 22.00 to
03.30 also.)
Hlli7.en (Holland). (Daily ex. 'Files., Wed.
13.0010 I 5.:!O, Sun., Sat. to 16.30.)
Empire Broadcasting
...
...
...
Zecscn (Gcrmany). (Daily 17.00 to 21.30)
lloston, Mass. (U.S.A.). (Daily 23.00 to
00.30.)
Romc (Iroly). ClIon., Wed., Fri. 23.00) ..
Fmpirc Bro;dcastiog
...
...
...
...
Wayne, N.J. (U.:-l.A.). (Relays IV ABC.)
(Daily 20.00 to 0:1.00.)
Empirc Broo,dcasting
Pittsburg, l'a. (U.S.A.). (il~lays Z':DKj:i
(lJaill, 21.30 to 03.00.)
Paris, H<1dio Colonia Ie (Jo'rance). (C%nial
Sin. N·H.) (IJaily 16.15 to 19.15, 20.UO
to 2:!.00.)
Additi Ababa (Abyssinia.)...
...
. ..
lIIoscow (U.S.S.R.). (Rela!,., No.2 St".)
(Sun. 03.00 to 04.00, 11.00 to 12.00,

Sun.

............ ..
..............
I....
·...... ·..

I

15.00 to 16.00.)

Lisbon (Portugal). (Sun. 14.00 to 16.00, ..............
1'lmrs. 20.001021.00.)
Reykjavik (leclmHl). (Sun. 18.401019.00). I.... · .. •.. · ......
Paretic (Portugal). (Sltn. 15.00 to 16.30,
'1'ues., 7'llUr.... Fri. IS.00 10 19.15.)
Rabat (Alorocco). (Sun. 12.30 to 14.00) ...
Suva (f"iii). I Daily cr. Sun. 05.30 to 0:;.60)
WarRaw (I'oland). (Dailll 16.30 to 17.:10.)
Band of wavelengths allotted to amateur
t!'a'lsmitters.

I

No,snki (,lapan). (Tlle,_ .. Fri., 19.00 to 20.00.)
Vatican City. (lJaily 10.00, 15.30 to 15.45)
li:mpire Broadcasting
...
...
. ..
1~:nlpir0 Bl'o:}.:lca;ting

...

...

. ,

Zcc"cn (Germany). (Daily 08.4.5 to 12.15)
Pittsburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays [(DILl.)
(Vail:1 1:!.00 to 21.15.)
EindbO\'cn (Holland). (Experimenial) ...
l'o,~i$, l:adio Coloniale (I'·ranee). (Colortial
Stn. KJV.) (Vaily 12.0010 16.00.)
Boston. Mass. <U.S.A.). (DaillJ 1;;.50 to
18.30.)
Empire Broadca.~ting
'"
...
. ..
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays W ABC.)
(Daily 18.00 to ,,/(1.00.)
Zcesen (Germany). (Daily 04.30 to 06.00)
Emt)ire HI'~)ltdcasting
...
...
'"
La Paz (Bolivia)...
'"
...
...
Schenectady, N. Y. (U.S.A.). (Daily 19.30
to

:lo.ao.)

Budapest (Hungary).
(Sun. 13.00 to
H.OO.)
Bound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.) (Daill/ 16.00
to 22.00.)

Zooscn (Gcrmany). (Daily 13.00 to HI.3~)
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relay" WABe.)
(1)<till/ 16.00 to IS.OO.)
Dound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays WJZ.)
(Daily ",,"cept Sun. 14.00 10 15.00, Tues.
Thurs., Fri. 20.00 to 21.00 also.)
Empire Broadeasting
'"
...
.. .
Addi. Aho,ba (Abyssinia) '..
...
.. .
13andOeIl'4IJo,va). (1'ues., Thurs .. Sal. 15.00
/0 15.30.)
Empire Hroadcasting
...
...
. ..
Wayne, N ..I. (U.S.A.). (Relays IV ABC.)
(lJaily 12.30 to 16.00.)
Empire Broadc......tlnl!'
Pittsburg, I'a.. (U.S.A.). ·iDaily"i2.00 10
H.OO.)
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Recent
LOUD SPEAKEnS
LOUD SPEAKER of the cone
type is fitted with a baffle or
disc ins,ide the, cone. . The disc is
made like an iris diapntagm so
that its external diameter can be
varied, and it is carried on a
screw 'spindle which allows . its
distance from the apex of the cone
to be adjusted. The object is to
modify the tone. response of the
speaker at will.

Inventions

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvernents issued as patents
uiill .be inclqded in this section

A

R. R. Glen. Application date
Tu'/'y 4th,I934,6 0No.
440 7 26 .
0 0

, ..

TUNING INDICATOQS
names of the stations are
T HE
. printed on .the dial in a series

of vertical columns. Behind each
column isa slot such as A, AI, A2
containing a metal ball B, which
is moved' up to indicate tl;te station
being received by a bar magnet 1\1.
The latter is moved horizontally
along the back of the dial by the
tuning-control. A lower transverse
slotS is marked ,with the wavelen.8th~ale..
.
As the magnetM . moves from
right to left it carries the ball in
each. slot from the bottom of the
slot to. the top, where.it tiroPs·tor
the time being into a recess. For
instance, as shown, it has de-

Magnetically' operated tuning
indicator.
posited the . ball B in the two righthand slots in the top recess, and
is about tp pi~k up the ball in the
bottom of tM'second slot from the
left of the panel.. .Meanwhile, the
ballin the centre slot has been carried half-way up, to indicate the
station to which the set is tuned.

Ideal. Werke Akt. fur draMlose Telephoftle. Convention date
(Germany) I6th April, 1934. No.
44 0 535.
o 0 0 0

The, fOllowllltl .".tracts .~~red. ,wtJ~.the permission.'
of· the ControU.r "jr II.M; StBdoneryo Ofttce. from Sped.ftCl!tions .,ob~~le att!Je Patent omce, ~5, s~mp~
BuUdlJll1!i, London, W.c.2, price 1/- eaeb

quencies: at, their proper value. On
the (l~.p,er. hand,for •• ,itlteileayed ,"
scannillg, each .f~me mU1;1t be r,peated ')-t' the rate of
per
secori~, . and.· some adjus1ilUent IS
th,erefo'r~ required if one wisqes to
televise'ibe;:picture with'the sound
accphipanime(lt: Usually, t06, in·
tt;deaving ~involves a fractional relation' b€itween the line and frame
t):equl'oo~es, anatnis:further compJicates th~ prQPlein.
The diffiCulty is overcome, accp!:dini fo)he invention, by using
two sY!lCnrOIlOUs, dxivj.n,g lliotors,
and' compoundiI:lg' their motion
throjlgh :step-dowllepicyclic gearipgtq give the. required fnidional
relation 'between tne film and the
scanning-drum.
C. O. Browne. A,pplication date
4th July~ I934. No. 440]2!').

so

o

0

0

0

PUSH·PULL AMPLIFIEQS
CLASS' .. B" amplifier is
"
arranged so that any difference
in the operating characteristics of
the valve is automatically balanced
out. The two push-pull valves V,
VI are fed through separate se·
condary windings from the input
transformer T. Grid bias is derived from a source S, which is in
series' with a resistance R and with
the anode-cathode space of a control valve C, the latter being
shunted by a resistance R I. The
push-pull valves are initially biased
from the tappings shown, the control valve C then acting automatically to offset any subsequent
fluctuations in the supply voltages. For instance. if the anode
DC voltage varies. a corresponding change occurs in the bias applied from the resistance R 2 to the
grid of the control valve C, and
this is reflected in the voltage-distribution along the resistanceR.
Telefunken Ges. fur drahtlose
Convention
Telegraphie m.b.h.
date (Germany) 29th ]',fay, 1934.
No. 440612.

A

up to one part in 200.000 and a
small trace of silver is then added
as a phosphorogen. together with
a very minute trace of nickel to
inhibit the ~fter-glow. The nickel
content should not be more than
one part in fIve million. The mixture is subsequently dried and
heated to a temperature of 1,200
deg, C.
L. A. Levy and D. TV. West.

Application date 20th july, 1934.
No. 440818.
o

0

D

0

CATHODE·QAY TUBES
HEN magnetic control is used
.
either for concentrating the
electron beam in a cathode-ray
tube, or for deflecting it in scanning, difficulties arise owing to the
stray fields, which amongst other
things, tend to produce the socalled .. ionic cross" on the
fluorescent screen. Also owing to
the fact that the coil control 'is
located outside the glass bulb, relatively large energising currents
must be used.
According to the invention these
difficulties are (lvercome by using
a magnetic system which is located
partly outside and partly inside
the tube. Two permanent halfring magnets, for instance, are
located outside and as close to the
glass surface as possible; and near
the cathOde'structut:C. T}vo corre~
sponding pole-pieces are similarly
pl~ed against the glass wall but
inside the bulb. so that they apply the requin'd magnetic fIeld at
cli;ise quarters to the electron
beam, The internal pole· pieces
may also be given a biasing-potentiat and used for electro static controL
Radio Alit. D. S. Loewe. Convention date (Germany) 27th May,
1933, No. 44 0 560 .
LTIIOUCH
magnetic fields
A
. have been used to control the
frame-scanning electrodes in . a

I

o

0

0

T

o

+

Class "B •• amplifier circuit.
FLUOQESCENT MATEQIALS
phosphorescence, a mixture of
zinc and cadmium sulphides; is
freed from heavy-metal impurities

0

0

I

01

Metal-oxide contact oscillator.
order to facilitate the use of such
an .. oscillator," one electrode is
provided with a number of projectmg, fiat-ended metal points C.
which are pressed against a flat
surface CI covered with' an oxide
layer.
The metals may be
alnminium or magnesium or their
alIQiY,s., 'I'h!! hyo electrodes may
be rotated, relatively to each
other. and are kept in contact by
spring pressure. .
"lV.
Ludenia
and
Helmut

Bruders. COllvention date (Germany) 16th july, I934.
No.
44 110 7.
o

cathode-ray tube, it is difficult to
use them for line-scanning because the higher frequencies involved
create
corresponding
10!'lSes in tire magnetic circuit.
According to, the,'jnve~1?ion the

0

0

0

OSCILLATION GENEQATOQS
THEHMIONIC valve comprises a pair of disc electrodes,
which are mounted, with' their
faces parallel to the electron
stream, between the first grid and
the anode. Owing to mutual repulsion, some of the electrons in
the stream spread towards and impinge upon the disc electrodes,
tl1U~ nrodllcing a flow of current
which gives the valve a negativeresistance characteristic. The oscillations so produced are built up
in a tuned circuit connected tD the
disc electrodes; and ate. fed to the
transmitting aerial through a coil
in the anode circuit,
E. H. I'Qllkers. No. 2002238.
(U.S.A.)

A

0

0

0

SINGLE SIDE·BAND
QECEPTION
l\lETHOD of dividing a given
frequency-band
into
subbands is based upon the use of
phase-discrimination
after
the
baud has been modulated by a
carrier wave, which is subsequently suppressed. The method
may be applied to receive one only
of the two side bands of a modulated carrier-wave, thereby increasing the selectivity of a set.
E. T. Green (Assignor to American Telephone and Telegraph Co.).
No'.' 2020409. (U.S.A.)

A

prodncing fluorescence subF ORstantially
free from after-

0

DQY·CONTACT
.. OSCILLATOQS"
T is known that a metal to
metal-oxide contact can be
used to produce' sustained oscillaitons in a suitable circuit.
In

o

0

TELEVISING FQOM FILMS
HE standard "talkie" frlm is
recorded at the rate of 25
frames a second, and i~ normally
projected at the same speed in
order to preserve the speech fre-

Radio Akt. D. S. Loewe. Convention date (Gennany) 8th july,
1933. No. 440810.

W

MEASUQING DISTANCES
T is possible for a navigator to
estimate his distance from a
raclio beacon station by measuring
the field strength of the received
signals. The rate of attenuation
with distance follows a straightline law, within'say a near limit
of 2 to 3 and an outer' limit of
fifty miles. For use in this connection, a high-frequency coupling
is provided with a cam-shaped
slot whicH, as it is rotated, gives
a reading directly calibrated in
miles on the scale of the receiver.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., S. B. Smith, and F. !J{.
Wright.
Application date july
6th, I934. No. 44 0 745.

difficulty. is _overcome. by usirig a
magnetic core of low hysteresis loss
and high permeability, such as
carbonyl iron powder, or an alloy
of aluminium. iron, and nickel.
The core is prepared from strips
of paper which are coated with a
mixture of the magnetic powder
and an insulating .. binder" of
low dielectric loss,
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FEEDER UNIT
COMPLETE KIT, including Drilled Aluminium

:e0t

B.SiWi
12T.C.C. Specified Condensers
1

14
1
1

Chassis

... 30/3

2

...

£4
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BELL-LEE lllOPIugs&Sockets 2/6
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you work in any branch of the
electrical industry, you need the new
book, and we invite you to examine
If

-

I

HOME RECORDING

-

-.

.

SPECIAL ITEMS FROM THE.
p

SUCCESSFULELECTRICAL WORK OF THE YEAR

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES. (WIRELESS) LTD.,
126, Newlngton Causeway, London, S.E.1.

'Phone

for on w k
all chargé or ob1igation to

your own horn
of

THE ELECTRICAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA.
THE MOST

L

wc

m

free

-

purchase.

UNIT.

GREETINGS & MESSAGES TO
SEND TO FRIENDS ABROAD.
SPEECH & MUSIC FOR HOME CINES.
PRICE, ssithfaIIisstractioss,3 17 6

t

-

-

-

6 SpecIfIed Valses 87/6 extra.

Valses 33!6 extra.

i

-

t

-

THE Q.A SUPER
A COMPLETE 3 - VALVE POCKET I-4 ICH QUALITY
RECEIVE R
RECEIVER.
DESIGNED FOR USE WITH THE
AMPLIFIER
QUALITY
Igdd d d II
d
p
th h
COMPLETE KIT (less Valves)
plug.
COMPLETE KIT (less Valees
£10 io o.
Batteries 9/9 extra.

and
-s.

.

-

BULGIN -matt Resist acces .. 7/- 3 BELL-LEE" B"Terminals .. 1/6
SCIENTIFIC drilled Chassis including
DUBILIER "Fadover" Control 6/6
valveholders, eyeletted in position 9i6
BRYCE 4-may Connector ...... 1/9
Miscellaneous nuts, mash ers screms, mire and systofiex. 1-/O.

RADIO COMPANION

___________________________
-

.

1

...

3PARTRlDGESrsoothingChokes 43/-

Electrical

L

4-

-

BRYCE 5-may Connector ...... 2/3
BELL-LEE 1045 Fuse & Holder 1/6
4
Tereiea Is ... 2/99/8
BELL-LEE
15 T.C.C. Specified Cocdense,-s
SCIENTIFIC drilled Chassis Including
14/6
18 SpeCified Fixed Resistances
in position 18)6
valveholders,
eyeletted
1/3
i BELL-LEE 1119 Plug & Socket
Miscellaneous nuts, mashers, screms, wire and systofie 2/6.
i L.T.P. L608 Mains Transformer 57/6

-

-

-

I

£12 2 8

Ch

12 0 extra.

I

FREE

KIT$J

ALL PARTS EXACTLY TO "W.W." SPECIFICATION.
ALL OR ANY OF THE COMPONENTS SUPPLIEDAS REQUIRED.
COMPLETE KIT

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A

HOP 1800

Handbook

Practice

for

Modern
the Working
of

Electrical
Electrician

Geamal Edita,: S. G. Btaxland Stubbs.
Editors: Arthor Arnold, A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.J.Mrrh.E.,' Editoi
f c'The Poo,
Esgiuw,." R.A. Ba,ston, BSs. (Esg.), A.C.G.I. Philip Kenap, M.Sr. ('tech.), MJ.EE., M,i,.
AJEE.. Head of she Polytechnic Scheel of Engineering. S. O. P,grson B.Sy., A.M.I.E.E.

AdatO

USE

S.AastenStig,,st,M.f.E.E.,F.Aos.l.E,E. G.W.Stabbings,B.Sg.(Land.),Fln,tP,,AMl.EE,

THIS comprehensive work contains sound, up-to-date;
authoritative information written by experts in

every4 Volumes

branch of the profession, and covers thousands
problems and questions of everyday work.,

g%1ouse

of

,

The rapid development - of electric technology means an
enormous increase of opportunities for the electrical engineer

AND

METAL

who keeps

REcTIFIERs:

DO N T

fragile filaments to burn
or wear out. Nothing to
break. No replacements.
Constant output. You can
rely on Westinghouse
Metal Rectifiers,
No

-.

"The All Metal Way 1936"
contains full details of, and
circuits for
I

use

with, these

reliable rectifiers.
A 3d. stamp to Dept. W.W.
will bring you a copy.

-

I

WESTINGHOUSE. BRAKE &
SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.1.
.

advancing knowledge.
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opportunities NO\V by the aid of "The
Electrical Encyclopedia." Whatever your particular subject
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MISCELLAÑEOU$ ADVERTISEMENtS
NOTICES

NUMBERED ADDRESSES

TItE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

IL

columns is

12 words or less, 3f- and 3sLtor every
additional worst.
Each paragraph is charged separately and nanee and
address must he counted.
-

HEARING is BELIEVING
The other day a friend of ours was asked by an
amateur kinematographer to recommend a very
good amplifier for his private installation.
Our friend naturally recommended our G.A.12.S.
amplifier, and suggested that be should come out
to our place and hear it for himself.
The amateur kinematographer then asked

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Adeerlisees
as follows au orders for conuecutiee insertions, proesded a
codtract is placed in advance, and in the absence o! frosts
instructiOns the estire "copy" is repealed teosa the
previous issue 13 consecutive insertions 5% 20 cnnnecutive, 10% 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS 1er these columns ore accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
tu date at issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset HOuse, Stamford Street, London, SEL,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street. Birmingham, 2; 260, Denusgate,
Minchester, 3 ; 26e, Ren,fleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Readers who reply lo Boa No. adreelis,'nieesss ix-e w,,rsed
agaioot ses,disg ,semilt,,sce lheeeigh th,e pest creeps is
eegieleeed eeiveteepes cisc all seich casco i/ce sise of 5/ce
Deposit System is ,eeo,scmeecled, asid I/ce eocelope a/could
be clearly ,e,aeked "Deposit Depasleeeicl."

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Readers who hesilale to send money to advertisers
in these calumas may deal in perfect safety by availiog
themselves nl nor Deposit System. If the honey be
depossled with "The Wireless World," bolli parsies
are adcissed of its receipt.
The tosse allowed joe decision is three days, coasting
from receipt of goods, after which peñad, if buyer
decides not to retain goads, they sonst he resumed to
sender. It a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, bot if not, seller instructa ns lo return
amount to depositor. Cueriage is paid by the boyer,
but in the event of no sale, und subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carnage one ssay. The seller takes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for sehicts see take no responaibilily. For all transactions sp to f10, a deposit fee of
2/- is charged: on transactions noce Ill) and under
£50, the fee is 2/0; oser f50, Is!-. All deposit matters
are straIt with at Dorset Rouse, Stamford Street,
Laudos, S.R.l. and cheques asset mosey orslcrsshould
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to ndyeetiuemeats and receive no unswer to their enquiries see
requested to regard the silence au an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed ut. Meertiters often eeceis'e so many enquiries that it is qmte
impassible to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an sdveriiaer, stomp tar return
should also be included tor sise in the event nl the
application proving osssucceaaful.

Now, I imqthtourethatthere are manyrcaders
of the WIRELESS Woictu who quite sincerely
believe that a good amplifier cannot be made and
sold at a price which is leas than the cost of the
components when these are bought in a shop.
It is possible, and this company is daily doing it.

..-'
,__.-'

Postal Orders and Cheques sent la paynseot for airer.
payable to ILIFFE
tisemeots should be made
N oteo betag
& SONS Ltd., and Crusted
untraceable il lost in transit should not be avalas
remittances.

The "Wireless World Push-pull Quality
Amplifier" was designed to enable readers of this
Journal to build a better amplifier than could be
bought in the ordinary way of business. The
Cost of the components was nearl £15, and the
undistorted output was 4 watts.
I. and my company have combed the market

AI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which io printed at the end nl each advertisement
asid the date nl the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors sre not responsible Sor clerical or
priatero' errors, although every ca is tahen to avoid

issistahes.

I

looking for high class bits and pieces and raw
materials to enable us to offer a better amplifier.
I have sent one of our amplifiers to the WIRELESS
Woju,n to have it tested and reported on.
I have not asked them what they think of it, and
Ido not know *hen they are going to report on it.
I only know that the sample sent to them was
takdñ straight out of our stock, and its performnce was exactly the same as you can buy
any ,day. You will see the report when it comes
Qut,, and you, can judgé for yourself if we have
turnéd out à first class job or not.
I contend we have, and we are offering you
not 4 watts but 12, and our price, completely
assembled and with all valves, is

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Easter Holidays, the issue
of "THE WIRELESS WORLD" for
April 17th must be closed for press
earlier than usual.
MISCELLANEOUS. ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in thatissue can
be accepted up to
FIRST POST, THURSDAY, APRIL 9th.

A
DEGALLIER'S OSee BesndNes, Receirecu;' midgets.
table modela, coteries ansi chassis, eoeey one guar.
anteed in England agniost faulty ssorkme.nship and
materials, by actual distributors; these ,-eeeioers. in handsome meinst cabinets, ssith MC. upeukern, read to lug
in sithost annoying estese; receisees hering 3lIre choit
guerenteed to get stations os these bauds, includjug the Amechas, etc.; all sets befos- eush with osder or
cod. peretoan; illustrated lists aseilable; SAE. with
Gonerotee ta Eccelse the Americat Transmissions
UTE
VV at Full Prcgeasnstee Stiesgth. commencing 5.30 each
day; thote'inteeested oricomed sssthout oblagatson.
A MERICAN Valses oc Firsts for Every Americas Radio
.L1. from 1920 to Date, metal, glaso, metal-gloso and glass
counterparts; reIsen oedeeiog just state type; 7/6 eriC/s.
/6.-Dooblet artist systems, complete reode for
soitts neo type matched iospeilos,eo
3 2 /orection,
coupler, casorios 4/4-2,400 metres, oith full iostrsactioess,
post Od.
7x10x6, 5.vals'e T.R.F. med. ansi
L3/10.-Midget
long, 5m. MC. speaker, illuminated aieplane dial:
throo midgets really get stations, not. os in most T.l&F.e.
getting there only, carriage 1/4; operating on 200-250e.
AC/D.C.; ideal loe trasellers.
"Chollenger 650." 91,4x12',4X7'h 6-calve
L7.-Midget
superhet., illum/onted dial calibrated in meteco.
AYO, tono control, PU. terminote, tapped input loo.
250 AC/D.C. too line cord to bother soitht. strielsied
coil system, 3 bands, 17-50. 190-550. 990-2,000 essetees:
caceiagi 2/6. Sam e chassis incorporated io table enodel,
cabinet 17x13x19, typs 600. sills loege aprairee; £5;
carnoso 3/6.
(Thin advertinement continned in third caducan.)

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
ITOO,o fraI calvnsn.)
L13/13.-Table G,00ad De Luso "Challenger 8." 21x
s5hx1sh, 8-oche aupeehet., 16 tuned circuit, (4

bands), 11.32, 25-100, 190-sSO, 900-2,500 meters, prooisio,
foe
' Doublet
aatf-interleeeiace aerial," delayed A.V.C..

oenuitieity contel, PU. terminaD,- dual abo- motion dial.
split second tuning, haa on lip, stage tuoed on all Irequescieu, push-pull uutput triodes un AC. model and pen.
tadeo nu AC/D.C., gioing 7 und 5 c'atta reupectively.
espscitat,oe and magnetic coupling gier maoionum effirienry
on all lacado, regenecutive lcequency changing gices annacquai' runcession gain, available in AC. oc Unicersal
AC/D.C. cacciage 4/6.
L12/18.-Sue roperimentec's Challenger 8, len, cabinet.
compleic i s eeery other detail; carriage 4/.;
tbi, rhaon, run also he supplied cibla matched British
itola (1.12 high fidelity speaker, 12m. diametee, S'A. type,
loe an additional 40/-; carriage 5/-.
Model 8 Console, 375,-4xl93Axi2i4,
L17-Challenger
acme chassis as i500sporated in £13113 soude!, complete with British Bola 0.12 12m, diameter high fidelity

past exploiting the high quality ' market, but
my company's policy is to offer a high grade
article at a price which is a true reflection of the
cost of manufacture, and we know how to make
good stuff at fair price. If you are content
to take my word for it, I suggest that you
indulge in better amplification now, whilst we can
deliver from stock. If you çan come and hear it,
do so, but if you can't and won't believe me,
then you may bey? to wait for delivery when the
world wakens up to the fact that we have done
something outstanding.

A

-

copy.

soperhet. Midoest Cousnie Model,
41,4.2,40u meters in t bande, A.C. 000
250 volts. procisisn tor -- Doublet" aerial, banda calibrated in metres. megarycles, and K.C., illuminated
pointer indicator, silent toting ustomutio visual bond
selecter, Fidel-a-stat programme regulator, silent tuning
control, bent nucillator, all metal salseo, shielded switching, no dead spots, 38 tuned selector circuit,, 00 tuned
circuits in ratcede, eutput 20 s-attn undistorted, ssïth
Olin. Public Address speaker, poner audit deisee stage
double A.V.C.; oeerioge 14/-; leer cabinet, R.T.l8, £2615:

L30115.-it.enla'e
39%x24X04's4.

carriage 10/.,

24-valve Royale

-:Illsistrated literature will

-

speaker; ceste (not returnablel 5/-, raeriage 8/..
to -. The Wireless Wend,' Febesary 7th, osees
REFER
138-139, lue full eeport ou Challenger 8, or o cite ior

.

-

I

(l'isis adcsrtisems,ot cost inned

.10. 0
£13
There have been far too many people in the

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

!

Why should I? "-to which our friend very
properly replied that the wise buyer would not
rush into the first shop be saw and buy the first
amplifier that was qifered to him.
The amateur kinematographer then said" Tell
me more," and Our friend then described the performance in detail and mentioned thatthe price
is £13 sos., which produèed the retort that
the ampliuler could not be very good because
it was so cheap.

Advertisements that arrise too late loe u particular
issue will automatIcally be asserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this sectian most be strictly prepaid.

-s.-

For the cossveniesce of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to aunsbers at "The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of fil, to defray
the cost of eegistretios sud to rover postage ou replies
meist be added to the advertisement charge, seltich most
include the words Noei 000, c/s "The Wieetess World."
All replies should be eddcessed to the Box number
shown to the advertisement, c/a "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Sta,atnrd Street, London, SEl.

tojo chassis, uRb

3
L50.-Midurot
mobbed epeuker, 4'.4.2,400 metres, 40 or.stts undistorted; carriage 17/-; this recri ocr ssoailsble 'outer 7th

April, limited number only,

-

be sorn

galsised to

fees on request.

intending purchasers

co

TEAREST Point Marble Aecb, sfo::'n Bayssoatec Rd.
.L
2nd eight Albion St., top Albmou asd Soathwic
Streets, in Souths, ich St.
of Business, 11.30 g.m. until 7 p.m.. Satoeday
HOURS
9 p.m., or later demonstrations by appointment,
'Phone.
Ltd.. 20, Polygòn Mess South, London
flEGALLIER'S
W.2.Paddsugtoo 2745.
(0776
RADIO Co.
-

T

HARTLEY- TURNER--

RADIO
-

I

LTD.,

ALT

American Receisees, All-Wave msdrls, American
936 reeeptior
1
guaranteed, 6 and 11-s'stce receivers in
chassis form lar cadiogramophooe soork; olso midget recris-ceo, from £3/10 roch; any type ol Americen reeriorr
osspplird on request; send tor lists; latest Doublet aerial,
All-Wace type, complete, 27/6. post free; car radio, Amori.

--'

THORNBURY ROADe
ISLEWORTH,, MIDDLESEX'
Telephone:

HOUnslow

4488.

I

e't

Radio Data Charts," 4 Series of Abacs Post/ree 4/IO..

nu;n. nercicc.-Write

-

21, EasI

RL, NL

CIeejl

'
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RECEIVERS

:

ARMSTRONG' "
lo WATT PUSH-PULL

KINO Offer You the Very latect In All-caos
AIRHigh
Fidelity Radios coith soave bends cocering
14-2,250 metreo, laco! prratfng the neocet oil-metal calces
and houoecl io beautitol Eoglioh band-rubbed piano.
finished cabinets,
J(INO. tabla model 213, 9-volee AO.

-

.

.

with Self-contained Pre - Stage for Microphone
complete with ROLA G.12 Speaker in one unit

SOVEREION console nudel 217, 9-calve AC.
table model 209. 6-noIse AO:

1O'ì'gns.

pRINCE.

-

-

-

-

console model 219, 6-caIne AO,

R

table model 211, 7-ralee AO/DO.

C0T

connote model 220, 7-calce

AO/DO.

A LL Sete Fully Coarse teed. ordees taken by pont, cash
catch order or cod., you are cordially incited to
iospct und handle these models at the lolloain address.
Ash your loCal dealer le demonstration, or \srlte asking
immediate delicacy nl all, modela
br " 5kW.' test report; oholeialees
and retailers equ ire
cas he aounecd. Ageols.

lorspecialtrems.

'

-

A IR KINO RADIO. 115. SI,oltrnbufy An., Cambridge
21. Circue. \V.C.2 (first floor ahuse Barclays Bank).
'Phose: l'empIa Bar 8116. Open ill day Saturdays,
[1501
All al oar rayeivera assembled io England..

-

A-

Yours; compare nue pescas; oc aro
)dkX Saeing is ioapoetern;
emit ou r sbo:er000ss or poet
Ilse as-tuaI
order mit/c complete eoofideoce; eue priceo loe quality
merchandise ase the loceat.

lidelityall.sïaoenuperlirtei'cctYne

9/I9/6--8-eals.e
chanci,, 4 anca-bande,

11.2,000 meteco, 'the finest
6-eat oc eceeicer acailabir. band-spread micen.
AC. 110-230 colts.
sefioeoaents.
many
and
toning
meter
8 satt, output. geason fitted loe ntaodoed ne doublet
A,orsis-an

arcials; matched speaker, 15/6.

l'all I ll.-Comsrlete

ececirer in soagaifleent cabinet, table
model, specifics ien su obese AC-iNC. mosiet same
peioe; 24/-, atl.oaoe doublet uccisi, the lutent and best,
osundeetut anti.interlercnceeenuits. complete ssth ali
onodeieu. isnulatere, inoteseDeno. etc.

6.oulse5ul,crheterOdYneCboa,

3-

L6j00.-All.aoe
bande 17-2000 meteco AC., oc AC-D.C. 1102300..
eotermly sennitioc cod poo'ertui skaI.
3

oatts output,.

-a-re eneeptssn, a breed cese line and the cent in its
class; ,sctrned peeaker, 12/6.
£7/12/6.__CamPtetn eoceeer an bnndsooce Lobte model.

5-eatoe eeccieer. 2-turnt Stales, tice
L3/6/6.-Midget
only -rally efficient midget eeceioce, cooeeieg bug
und ohuet cace-bande, AC-D.C. 110-230e.. boautclatti
finished.
4-calor AC-D.C. radie io beautifully
L2/19/6.-7'iidget
finished dnme-shuped -abinet, orge pentodo nntiaut
and b:eaoy moo-ins coil epeaker, aebuouledged to gier
repsoductior equal tu luli-siae r000ioees, medium cacto
hanse

nu-

This amplifier can be used for Public Address or
Band Repeater work, or for ordinary home use for
bulb radio and gsamophone amplification, where
high quality reprnsluctiosl is required.
cIRcuIT-High frequency Pentode microphone
pre.stage, RC. coupledtoTrioctestoge.TransfOrmer
cQupled to 2 transmlttiag Triodes in Posh-Pull.
Plug aed jock for microphone stage. also plug
and jack for second amplifyieg stage. Fuli,range
sealuenc canerai also manual control for tone
correction. Speukec transtormer built in ghassis.
Ail Amplifiers sen t ouf complete with valves,
Rota G.12 Speaker and thoroughly ieoted
ready for use.
Technical data sheets willingly sent on application.
Carrlagt and packing 5/-. United Kingdom.
ARMSTRONG USUAL 7 Day.' APPROVAL & 12 MentIs,' OUARAN'FEE,

ARMSTRONG

loo,

MANUFACTURING CO3

King's Road,

Camden Town, N.W.l.

Telephone: Gulliver 3105.

bout midget radso, opec'
meteco, s sonder-

Seido

L2l19/6._Pemeelul
ateo elf 6-colt batteey, 180.2,000
lui Speing oSee.

Cacees!

7(7.-Magni0cent neoceudie, chennuiom eassog uhd
iiluminateoi remote content. 6.caloc cupecbeterodYee
circuit, perfect A.V.C. and noise ,upscenuioo, coosplebe o'ith sundries und plug suppresses', aine nustabte
boat, listed at 16 guineas, tIsis rcpeenoetn an
Irr une

wiee!ccnthssia,l

[1787

DOTAL RADIO Ca
.

EiS

1908.

finesse in the Trade lar very latest All.

C AR

8,und

6,

51 salsee.

Value Compacts.

FIVE

by Ourcelecs opalnst
and Material.
Types ut American Vuiseo and Sporca.

Sets Guaranteed

ALL

s ENDlor

Catalogue

pay os a

e

DE9IONSTEATION Any Time

by

See that FLUXITE is always by

you-in the house

-garage-workshop--wherever speedy soldering

is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturero. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see th3 FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialComplete with lull instructions, 7/6.
Write tor Free Book on the art 01 "SOFI"
SOLDERING-and ask for Leaflet on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
TO CYCLISTS I

Yosse wheels will NOT keep

reusd nul

true unlesstheopohes nan tied with fine wire at the clouslogs ASID SOLDERED. Thin snakes a much stronger
wheel. It'ssimple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

i

i

THE FLUXITE GU

VieiL.
AppeintmeoL

always ready le put F1ux1t
an the soldering Jo) instantly.
prensare pacea lbs
A little
right quantity on the right syo! ¡Z
and one charging lasts ter ages.
.
Price 118
t
is

[1674

11ÁIU4AUR RADIO.
111gb Ojoso Guaranteed 1938 Ansertcon.Boscle Alt
FORWoes Seto, Freed-Eisemonn uniserea I ras-rinces, miel.
ewedinsn cad meg meces-arcadia Raytheon
types.
get
salons, etc.; deal with Ituemaur Radio Co., 1,6cl. Trado

'

j

:.
s,.'

H

6h

S

I

°
ENRY FORD RADIO, Ltd., Electronic flotte,
Hooland St.. Tottenbam Court Roi. Buscona 5675.

NOTE-Ne
-

ddresn

(0511

-

Eles esitary Principles
s

Sopeeheteeco
-

squelch controls. 100-1 sesicro-reenTer drier, nsanu:l
scratch fitter soul tone contest operates no gcancophnne.
pick-up loads may be permanently connected; prnraoiou
lar operating peemareot muguet, orli-energisest or D.C.
speaker ce/thnnt attreatinr-, circuit, tesoulpass input, octode
irequrecy changer. banstpnss conpiesi HF. pentnste, bandpass conpird dnnbte diede. RC. coupled amplifier, D.C.
enupled to large corrected proteste; componentnu-sactty
ano-valve denceihed abase; price 9 gainras, complete sitie
RSISTRONCi

5-vetni 0-etage

A
Sopeeturtercdpne Radio-ti.
graos (Reacio. inyoepoeoting Q.A.V.C. salssme and
tane controls. clock tare toning, banstpa,o input, Heptasdo

trrsueney changer, busnslpans coupled to HF. pentode.
boodpcsn coupled to double disseto triodo, ftC. coupled 3'/
sattu pentode nutput, British thrnughnut; £7/18/t. us.
eluding calece.
5-ratee 7-otage Superheterodyne RadIo.
ARMSTRONG
gram Chussin, oith AVG., duela lare tuning, eta.;
£7/7, iseloding solves; Bu-1kmh iheonglsoot.
7-stage Channis, A.V.C., 3
A I1MSTRONG Uninersat

Cisasnis are Sent 7 Days' Approval, ene.
paid.
R3ISTRONG 5IANUFAFUR1NG Co.. 100, King's
2& ltst..Camden Toso, N.W.1.
'Phases Oulliree
3105.
'
[1615
'PRANS-ATI,ANTIC RADIO Co. 0lire Unbeatable Value
io butent American ucts
1J°317/6.-5.velae I'.E.F. compacto, M. aoci L. aunes,
AC/D.C. 100.250 yolts. M.C. speaker, ittnmiaatesl
duale. tesel oaeoepoeated, with airplane dial £3/S/I;
aopeehrte, £411816
Table Ceoeos Superhets. 6-soler. 14.2,000
ALL-WAVE
nortees,
unieras; 8-solee 12-2,000 metres. 7 watte
ootpot, 13 goiwoae.; rie.
'FRANS-ATLANTIC' RADIO Co., ly. Percy St., WI.
Museum 3006. Sete raeeiage paid; send lar lists.
¡smeei0455 calece, poets dos-heal. All ceta erpotreol, [1774
Radiograneoptsoors, cnnr'ent type; as listed
J]ALYCON
ut 24 guis-ras; 57 galeras.
Con Supply Kilo al Specified Parts with Valeen toe
'57E
VV any
' 9Viaelren
hVertd" Res-riu'ee or eareplifire. including the " 5936 Monodiot A.C. Soprr Rereisee."
Quality Ampliller," und lmprrisl Short \Vave Sie. Slier
pueehose teems ene he arranged on the chace pondu and
any othee radia equipment, Detente upen application.
Amplifiera, with undisloeted output nl
UMVERSAL
8 natte, 2 pentea is pueeitel in nottut otage.
Lt/lO; AC, easplifiers, double ECC. push-putt, with 2
tniedes In output stage, oeediotorted output sI 5 scotto, £7.
'(lIARD. 46, Furrisegeton St.,' London, ECl. Tel.:
VV. H,etheen 9703.
10458
OWARD RADIO, The Broadnose Co., Park Parade,
J] SViltsudre, London, N.W.14. Wittesden 7268.
loe Vase Car-Loading saches in stock; Philips.
RADIO
Phitco. Bosch, Howard, Moeesni, Motoeola, etc.; re.
demassteatiott and pact sochunge modela ut bargain pelees.
A

-

22.from

'

7-calce All'soase

gourani.
T

ALL MECRANICS WILL HAVE'Se51,

.1_A

IIARMAUR RADIO Co., Ltd., 8. Clifford St.,
T11ENeo. Bond St., London. 9V.1. Regent 4336.
(0459
.RVe

olnnial

ARIISTRONG
dyne Radiogeism Chasoii; this populae chassis coceen
3 nasebonds, und gives really goad quality neproduction
refrarenseels isclode uucet AVG., toue, nomme an

A RMSTRONG
nage

Faolty

RADIO Co.. 5, Buckingham Rd., South Wood
ROVAL
load. London, Ein. 'Phone: Bockhorst 2736.

s

cand,

A ItTsISTISONG 4-catre AC. Redingrom Clsassls, band.
ogunre peak, 3 prntodeo £511016, including
oalses
RMSTRONG
COMPANY Can Supply any CessaIs on
A

with FLUXITE.

Rodio.

ALLWoekuuanahip

Colonial 8-onice All-maos Super/cetera'
AItMSTRONO
dyne Chassie, sa/ng te0500s Ittiog colore in poshpoll- designed to gire good perloemoore on three inanebande, together aitis quality repeoduetion on rodio and
geoenoebooe; ebaonin incoepocotes quiet A.V.C. cailla
inusual control, provision to operate permanent magnet.
sell-eneegineol or DC. speaker, 1110 to i micro-oernier
drice Is fitted, abo colunic, toree and eqoelch colee con.
Orals, pick-up leads may ha persnanentl consected, circuit bandpasa Input. Oetode Irequenry changer. boodpass
coupled HF. Peotode, bnndpons coupled double diode.
RC. yonpled L.F, amplifier, parallel trosslormor coupled
laega triodes in pooh-pull; eoesponests, all Bsltinb.
Weorito mainn teasslermee, Weoril.e smootbisg choke,
Wearitc coils and IF. teasolormeen, Wearite aeitching.
Ceotealab nolume, tone, and squelch controls, Jackson
'Broc, ganged
T.C.C. rossiensees, Weorite PCsh.
poll trosnlorsssre, heasy steel chassis;, price 10 garneoe.

Estended Payments.

Co.
Dept.
A NuLO AMERICAN RADIO TRADING Nene
Oolned
Wit King's Head Toed, Ceptis- St.,
Termo cook ne
St., Leerlos, W.C.1. Muneum 9607.
cod. Cureta ge change, all models, 2/-. Aerials 1/..

CHEAPEST
ease Res-cecees.

-

otudisg valses.

'

leaF

L4'

ESTABLISHED

RNSTI6ONO COMPANY lotrodace Iseo Reso Chassie
el Unusual Design sod Outataucliug Pcrtorcoaove to
meet Ilse 1)eocaed tor Large teiode Ootpat; illueteatesi
teyhaisol date sbeet desgeibing these models cent ore
req uro L
6-calve
Supeeheterodyne Radiogsuro
A RMsTRONO
Cbusais, oith truossnittiog
catee oslpsl; this
cbaa,in lias many cefinemento, ioeluding qaiet Ayo..
sobare and toce controlo, olas peocieioo lo ose permanent mogoet, selI-eneegiscd or D.C. alseaker aithoot chassis
altreatiss; geaamopls000 sastcbing complotely oeparating
radio lenes gramophone. piek-up leada may br lelt permanently ceonecte,l, solume oeil trino scratch filter controls also operate ou gramophone; circuit, hnudpasn iopat.
Octodo leequency changer, band soncos pled saciable-mis
11F. Pentoole. bondirais coupled to double-diode, RC
cnapled teieole onrplilt,er, it,C. coopted large triodo output;
rompanents. British throughout, include Wearito mains
,teansloemer. SVearite orooc.thing choke, Weaeite co/la soil
IF. tr000lormrrs, \Veorite saitrbiog. Centralab enlomo
and tono controls, JacI:nou's ganged coodcnaer, T.C.C. con,
decorre, beaey stool chassis; £711916, completo oith

ÌL

catIs ontput; 7 gssiness. o-ith salven.
A RMST5LONG Uninersaf 4-catre Rasliogram Cha'sis. lull
.ti.
bandpaso. oqnore peak. 3 peustndrs; L5/18/6, io-

1

Bockte buce Rd.. South Woodlord, London,

s)

-ti.

-

Deeaactt,

unprecedented oppoetuebty.
i0.-Eleeteedynamic rotaey c000eetec. 90

5,

3

AND AMPLIFIERS

NEW RECEIVERS

°'

A

pAWN.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ET Ve Quote You Releer Tau Boy Cur Radio; repeat
fitting undeetakea; any snub w cas radin insiallnal at

moderato cost.
OWARD Rome

-

fl
-

SIMPLIFIES

.

.

.

ALL SOLDERING-'

7f.UXiTF.J.Tfl..Peei.5V.'5'.13OAO0NWORXO,5lR51ONDS,,E.

of

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

by

Rodio,

American oldest

the Soest obtainable, made
mariulacts,ses, 5-soI

rodio

AC/D.C. All-noce Special Sfr. Ilooard World Secco,
Seule Junior Grassi, 1looaed Gesand l9.vular; pelees
6

ensefope.

to 95

guineos

eatelogoc on

receipt of SA.

TTOWARI) RADIO. The Broasfsrayr Co., Park Puesde,
[1. Willeuden, London, N.W.I0. Willeodon 7268. (1138

Third Edition

Post free

8/.
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The finest value in All-wave receivers!

NEW

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
the Finest Value io All-sosse Remiser,, sea
FORMcCarthy asloertiseoaent ou this page-McCarthy
Radio; Ltd., 44a, Weothous'ue Croce, London, W.2.Telephone: Buyoocutee 3201.
[0501
UTESPMINSTESI CHASSIS Co., Ltd., now oller their
new 1936 noode3 ehanois, idcal for fitting isstu e,siot'
ing cabinet, bookcase, etc., or cabinets; loud apeakees ausl
complete sets can be supplied,
R-VALVE Superhet Chassis (7-stage), complete with
B.R.V.M.A. valses, u-iced, 'ready ti switch no
(speaher cRy entra required), 9kr separation, delayed
AYO, cloak-lace toning, AO. and nis'eroal models;
£717.
MadrI, £711816, as shore plus quiet A.V.C, tenuRG.control
und cpecially fitted lar radiogesm work,
Sets Nuis Available u-uk Loud-speaker, in
COMPLETE
artistic cabinets
4 .C. Soperhet., £9/15; AC, Superhet. De Lune,
.t.
410/55; ltadiogcam, £15115; Radiogram De Laxe,
£18115.
A LL-BRITISSO Throughout; components by world-lamons
11.
ultasrera; T.C.C. Wearite, T.J5l.C.,' etc.; 12
months' gaa,-antee; iosusediote delivery. caeeiage paid, 7
dnyo' appeosaat deterred teems it desired; tallest pacticu:

larson

BUSH

H

' nnpes'het Bush, perles-t condition;
Sproole, Velmead Bd,, Fleet, Slants,
-

',i

Sale,

Doeset.

ALL-WAVE, ALL MAINS
SUPERHETERODYNE

7

A.C.

-

RG.D.
rhonger,8reeerdo,tu.inspeabees,per)eytrondjtio;

rest £62, sccept £2t; appointment-B. Ray, 112. Peutonritle ltd., London, Nt.
[1705
Mudel 2202 Autonsatir Chancee Badin Grame.
RG.D.
phase lue hlisaasal, neo- Nosember. 1935, und i,,
absolutely ness cosaelition, cast £112/7; a-j)) rancid ce reasanable offers-Apply, I'. anal E, Hammo,od, Basti, Ersgineers. Peris Rd.. Bearosstleld.
11717

-

W.W. qUALITY AMPLIFIER
IXT.W.Q.A. Super hteeeiner, brassaI neo, s'ith vats-es;
best offer to gssinras.-Feancis, 4, G[astonbuey Nil.,
Base, 3.
[1748

Poosecotec

lus.
-

3201/1

5--0

IMPORTANT

-

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

CONTACTS.

P.
P.

-

The Designer of the PA. Amplifier
find its Feeder Unit shows great and'
justified faith in Clix perfect con
tact components by specifying 10

Clix Chassis' Mounting
Valveholders.

-

'

-

-

.

Gd.-:

5-pin

PA.

W.W.
omplifier moine teens lormer
L2-Paramount
to epecifir-.ntion, pont entre.
/6.-Pacomount W.W. P. t. choke, ¿16h. 120 oea.
12
500 ubms, punt gel.
/.-ParOmount W.W. PA. chul:e, 12h. 120 m.u. 255
I

r

climi, pont 9d.

L8ocomoet kit of pouls lun- W.W. P.A. amplifier,
hit of pur-tn br W.W. PA. lee-dec
unit, less sain-en..
L3/1Pamuunt
W.W. PA. umplifier and feeder unit,
L20.-Paramount
:e-ith. eprtificub yolsea, erie-ed rncnplete.
W.
Øi)
qualily amplifier te-onu.
bed I .-Pncumnunt
lucnrer.
st 1/3.
_.-Pucumount ìnput and nutput tn-annburmeru, any
15 /
-

(aeaperlfied)

-

The Clix range of contact compo.
-

Amplifiers.

-

-

-

pARAMOUNT Maine Pcanufurmrcs."

pA.

5.pin

-

11754

-

-

nents includes over 40 lines and one
or more of them are incomporated
in 90% of Home Constructed and
Commercial receivers: Secure 100%
contact efficiency by fitting Clix.

-

-

SI

-

Reader nl W.W.

isly tn000lormer io OIL.

SATISFIES)
in every rosy and io cert.sinty lt-e bent c-aloe for
.-Paeun,nnot ooto mains tronolormer;, leo molts

/-.

F5
100.120e. tO 200.250e. nr cire cens-,,, sisronded,
1016, putt Ott.; 60 rest-to, 8/.; stornodo,t, 9/-, putt Od.
/ -250-0-250e. 60 mo.. 4v. 2a., an, 40., CT.,.
9I
obconded. 115., pool Od.
_.-350-0-3500. 75 na,,. 4r-. 2.50,, 4v. 4e., CT.,
1 Iohrouded, 14/- pool
'o.ois
'
120 mo.. 4e. 2.5a., 4r. Sa., On. 5e.,
1 I I/ _.-500-0.500v.
CT., 450e. nr 400t'. 'canse pelees, otseenited,
59/., post 1/3.
150 errs., Or. 2.5a., 4r'.
4v.
/6_500.0.5000.
4e.la., 4e. la., CT.. 450o. or 4e.,
400r. tante
prise. ohroaded. .25/-, poet 1/3; filaments croo br oltered
te yosse rrttoiee,oeoto, oot esceediug n'atiage, oli pritsaeira
200-250e. 50 cycteo,.
-Paramount mai00 choke, 30b. 60 ma. 500 ohms,
y si./
post od.
Storno Tranafurorero."-lO ft. Salier.
PARAMOUNT
8ß. BruIt-rId Rd., Vrimbteelon, SWig.
'Phoor;
.
Libeets' 3226.
[1775
toc AC. Changer, ILT. and L.T.-Bla.
TANTALUM
reell's Sletallurgical Woriro, Ltd., Gaeston, Lieer'pool.
[1504
Trseotormev, and Chokes Officialle
PARTR0S)GE
romorended by Mollard, G.E.C., sod l'uogoerr'm toe
their PA. conotrnctt000l anepliflero; quotations pee retoco; ttoodarbt trises stach; " speciolo ' thrr.r tta't.
.

C1/Xr CONTA CT

Od..

2

l O tao

(ÓNSISTENTLY SPECIFIED
For apparattto deoccibedin O Wirr'teaa

LECTRO
79a

LINX

p.

World."

LIMITED

ROCHESTER ROW, LONDON,

S.W.1

"Handbook of Technicat Instruction for Wireless Telegmaphists

-

5

22

DDRESS EQUIPMENT

']'gjf.R. 8UPPLIES.-Remoeha bIc nppoetuoit,, brand nere'
Wrbstee 15 natI rae omptiliero. A.C., 100-250 eolio,
with built-in nsicnophooe otage, complete a'ith neo calero
und full oortsing isotroctiono in ont-ers' original roars;
£35 mortel for 10 goiness, careiuge paid; 15 only; taise
immediate ads'aotage et tfsio ¿-sceptional offee,- Mtl. Suppilca, it. Nra- Oxford St.,. Loodon, W.C.1 (itotboru. 7058f.
[1778

EXCHANGE OR WANTED

Radio and Accessories, e-sr buttery drin-re, seo ht.
CARbatteriee; ntntr cache, lu,cest price, il long nnd short
muye os shunt nnly.-Buea 7212, rio The Wieelveo l'on-id.

Watt PA. Ontfit, 2-otugo B.C., coupled io front of

D.O,26's in PP., too input- pasaagen, oompleto
o'itls raIceo io robinet; £6-Rub. 08, Sugli St., L ming-

-

1172f

Days' Appensal.

ton.[1750

-

rnmpnnents, £5/5; battery cingle spun, os abuse, Li/ls;
Permeability 4. us above. -L2/10; all ut le-ne Iban peine-e
ol ealoes.-Loondn, The Cuttage, Old Lrntoo, Nottingham.
-

9'7,,

PUBLIC

-

MISCELLANEOUS
4 MATEURS Suepinu Appaontnn.-,-W.W. battery SinnenLi dial, cumpicte. coceinily constructed, uil apecified

44a, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, W.2.
o

-

-

Fall particatars, circaitdiagrams,'etc. ne app'licatine.

Tcicphuuay

11741'

-

-

McCAFII.lLL1C

5-vals-e Marconi Radiograso, scarcely esses); sacrifice £lt.-Pakeukam,. Gordon house, Wimhorsse,

11753.

Complete u-ilk hoabs, pilot laa,spa, s,oi/eo cable will, coe,bi,,aliou
pfsg. Ssita,ble Speakea-s asad Cabinets is clock. Ia,o,solfls'
goaa-aolee. 0e co deferred feries fr,m: The Losdos Radio
Se/sp/y Co., ai, OuI Laste, E.C.a.

N.W.l.[1678

BA'7

SHooter Rd, Bronsley, Kent,
[1771

R.G.D.
Itaadiogvarnophone (AC.), cost 74 guineas;
11GO.
bargain,
£22/l0.-Gramepkone Eachange, 121.
Skoftesbuey An.. Landen, W.C.2.
(1734
ltadis-tirarn., 2935, 7-raIne stiperhet. auto.

stage all - wave band - pass superheterodyne,
employing b valves with seven tuned Circuits, Delayed
A.V.C., with manual control on "squelch" circuit
valve for inter-station noise suppression. Illuminated "Airplane" dial, with principal station names,
Wave ranges covered approximately t7-52, 200-550,
800 - 2,000 metres.
Octode frequency changer,
3.5 watts pentude output. Energy for mos'ing-coll
speaker. Pesition on switch connects gramophone
pick-up.
£7 cash on 7 days' approval.

RMSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co., 100, Ringo
Rd., Camden Toen,
in Radio.-Sorpluo clock of 5736 cosIjo seto.
nero spd unused, offered belose cool price 5-eatee
ouperhet table modelo froto 6/4 guineos de Loue rad,sgoioeax; cernee and inttsltr,tion corroed
gronso from
out in London arec; a limited enrober only o callable.To view demoontrotion range, ring Ken. 6057 oller 6.30
p.m.
[1777
A

-a.-

3,

PYE
almost nero; 22 gnsinms or near oiler; demos.
TP/AC.
stratisn.-205, Beaeside Avenue, Pateham, Brighten.

Complete with B.V.A. valves
or AC/D.C. types with multi-voltage input.

8 -

ECl10500

[tMSTRONG Usual

-

MARCONI

listed £10110.
/_-Ameeicnss Bosch 5-ruine AC-D.C. superhet.
sJ I
l1U
illuminnteul occupions dial, n-omet c/besnrt,
listed £919; original pacteug.
L8/55._American Prince' 6-sulco A.C: superhet,
three eurobonds, ueropinsee dial, 9kc. nelceten-sty. fuit
A.V.C.. 5 uyntts undistorted output, large 8m. dynamic
speakoc, anmut cabinet; ditte ail-nase 1-anteo AC-D.C.,
listed 16 guineas, fur £9.
SEND for Illustrated Leofiets; euch mitin nrder, ruer.
paid; cod., carriage forward-Kay, 167, City ¡tel.,

A.

[1762

HALCYON
Halcyon rudiagram, AC/D.C. model, perfect

FORorder; £14-N,,

oU

Compony also bore o feo Battery
ARMSTRONG
Operated Superheteeodyne Chastio, npecificat000
AO. o,aioo model aboco; peiee 4 goinerso; guaranteed

CLARION

'I Q3t

AMPLIFIERS

un-itoh on

(1737

-

/

P.
A

veay

-

guineas.-

London, 34.12.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

L

5

'UTALNUT Console 7-cals-e Clarion Superket, AC/DOE,'
4 wavebando, Q.A,V.C. Shadow tonisig, calces alose
listed £4/15; nucrifice, 47/7-102, Toeeiugton Park,

-

ARMSÍRONG Cumpony linee br Disposal lese o-singe
Snperheterodysu Radiogrneu Cbauoin, these chorean
ncc fitted esith fully delayed A.V.C. (but nut Q.A.V.C.).
are brood ness thrnughout, and oflee aso enceptmnnel
opportunity ta oculuire no Armstrnng chosunu ot consider.
ably less thun lint price, spccificatinn as under.
ARMSTRONG 5-u'uloe 8-stage Radingroou chassis aun
muy deloycd A.V.C., lull oonge volume and tune
couteul npecnting nu radio and gramophone, oontuhlng
separating yodla lease gvumupinone. peck-up lends crup
br pecmonently connected: circuit, band pana nient,
heptude frequency changer, band pass coupled to H.P.
pentude, bond r- san cnn pled to double dinde Icinde. StC.
rumpled tu large pentode output. indirectly heated rrn-tnfier price 5 guiaron, numpletd with vein-en, aerial tested,

AC.

18-guinea

prim

-

UTESTMINSTEE CHASSIS Co., Ltd., 21, Westminster
VV Palace Gardens, London, S.W.1.
Trade Enquiries
10446
tns-ited.

otter these oma,in' clearance bargains; slightly
C.. Ltd.,
soiled demonstration encrent rondels, in eeiginal cartons; cod., caeeiage paid; immediate delivery teem stock;
satiotaction guaranteed nr money retunded,
"Drake" Band Pass 4, 200-250
L4/19/t.-Aeeoalyne
AC., corn let, saltb B.V.A. saben, Rola loudspeaker in light soalnut koeioontat cabiuet, s-erticol
straight line dial calitseoted la meters, listed £9115, as
ness- in s,noden packing casa.
n'salo e sopeebet., 200210 AC-D.C.
L7/7-Halcyon
(Model 4501), complete B.V.A. salves, Westinghouse
certifier, and Westertars, A.V.C. visible tossing melee.
ota.tio, seamed dial, illuminated u'eit,cbing, and 3-position
eceelerrtune routent. in istleid eminent cabinet, theses
sente the finest AC-D.C. e-encrier yet suade. listed £14114;
ditto, model A.C.7. 200-250 AC., hareng neon tonesng.
Ltd., 54, Lamb's Conduit St., W.C.1. Relboesn
15693
PA-°
6860.
I ..-Regentosee 5-neisse nc. conselette, super soler.
l '-JI - tine bnndleosn. A.V.C., sociable tone control,

FOR SALE

WANTED

('bUICK Sale-Officer gone abroad;

-

-

AND

USED SETS

-AND

,

eeqaeat.

RECEIVERS

'APRIL 3RD, 1936.

30 W. Constructional

Amplifier, cs,o
PARTRIOCE
built tor £10 conspiete; detotlo free, trade only.
DARTRIDGF. N.; B.Se.,A. MIRE., Eins's Builsling,.

I

Dean Stonley St., London, S.W.1.

[1107
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W1RELD

THE

APRiL

YtDVERTISEMENTS.

5-

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

V

V
rtJOTICE the Hoary Core CorrecUy Sq0000d Up 0lth
the Itliaimum of GappiatS and no bolto parsing
throagh the tirio laminations.
JOTlCit the irVindinga nl Best BI. Wirr and Bert
NoahYgr5aC0Pi0 Intorlonsini t'opro. perfeCtlY layer

=-

XTOTICE the Cieozs Lines oi the Pressure Die-cost
Shroudisegs Locating Core, und giviog comunico to
the oeot et the set,
NOTICE the Price which Ojees the Micimom et Profit,
audthe ossosser io Voetenioe.
Borough
U7E Supply the G.P.O.. B.B.C., L.P.T.B.,
Councils, ucd esosI people who most hose eutrems
0000cac5 roel ohcelote ehhiability.
OS6TEXJON Specified Qnolity Amplifier or Monodial
l'ransloemer, 425-0-425-12.0-150 ma., As. 6-8e., 4o.
30.,
Sa. la., 4V. lo,, all CT.. sopee shrouded model,
regulation, 26/-, eurriage 1/'; GA, output treos/4Z
tormes to W.W specification 17/6: multi ratio, 20/;
speaher field epluoement chohe, 1,250 or 2,500 ohoic.

CKNOLEDGEDTHE8ES1
Components are Specified

B. T.S.
''ut,

c

It.

V

B.T.S. YAXLEY TYPE SWITCH B.T3. Tone Correction CHOKE

400 nr 550. or 500-150 ma, aupar, 4e.
4e.. 4e. 2a., Ss. 2e., 4e. 2a., 45. 2.50., uil CT.. 2i/aZ
regulation, open, 26/.; shrouded, 30/'; post 1/'.
or 450 ne 500-120 mn., 5% regulation. 3 fila to
apeo., Opec type, 19/'; shrouded, 23/-; post
1/.; 36042-350 ne 7, 3503-0-350, 120 ma., 40. 2.5. Sc. 40..
4e.2-2a., 16/6; shrouded super model, 45. 4'7a., 4V, 2.5,
40. 1'2, 4V.' 5'2, ali CT., 23/., slseosaded.
'iV.
2.5, CT.. 'iV. 3.5. CT,, 15!-, shrouded.
350.60

VOTb0N.

4 00

ORTEXION
shrouded.

-

Imperjal

13/6;

S.W.6,

open,

i.BT.5.

OOe-

the acknowledgod

II.

cod topped, oIl filaments Centre topped, stoot ol.ceissinm cfoospo, teesoio.'sl oteipo te all modelo, obs-oodcd
modelo fitted cith coreos leven/soIs throoghoot.
HOVNEfi.-Speeified without olternotive by "W.W,'°
toe Vorioble Selectixity IV; 13/6, post 5/-.
IIOYNE'S.-250-0-250a. 60 ma., 4V. 1 to 2a., 4a. 2
to 4a.. po/om 10/-. post 9d.
HOYNE'S.-A.C.3 or Fe oe,arì III, 250-0-350a., 60-70
ma., Or. 2 tr 3a., 4'. 2 to 4a.. prim 12/6, poat
2/-; oit/a eatra 40. lo. osioding, 13/6, pont 1/-; shrouded,
17/6, post 1/-.
HOYNE'S.-350-O-350V., 120 non., 4V. 2 to 3a., 4o.
4 t firs., 40. 1ro., 4e,. io., 00/0e 18/-, pooL 1/-.
HOVNES.-500-450-0-450-5000-., 140 mo.. 40. 2 to 4a.,
4o. 4 to 6a.. 40. 2o., 40. Ia.; price 27/6, past 1/-;
or heatrrs to any specificrat000 ont eooeeding oattroge.
HOYNES.-Qnality amplifier translormer, 25/-, post
1/3; 7/30-henry choke. 9/6, post Od.; 20-henry
o/robo, 7/6, port 9d.
.JOVNE'S.-' \51.W." Qurrlity Amplifier, complete to
I speoifirrrtiou, wired rod [rated, leon oaloes; 05/17/6;
co ceptiosso I value.
HO'NE'S.-Ckobes, entton interleared, 20 01. 120 no.0.,
9/6, post Sd.; 30 H. 340 mrs., 12/6, post 1/-.
HOYNE'S.-Toanstnrmers built to specifiCatien, keenest
pelees, host motor/al and ororkmanship, quotation by

-i
'I

'-

19/6

.

FEEDER UNIT
CHASSIS

B.T.S.

seId spveehcatsoo.
Type L.C.12.
02H., 120 ma.,
200 ohms.

4

'

1/

26H., llOns.a..

500 ohms.

._

'

/

J

s

-

5',aa

,.1spsYl0
'

/

I

I

'

..,

B.T.S. Smoothing Choke, 36 81. 020 ma.,
boo ohms ..................
15 T.C.C. flood 000dr'usern
.........
2
I

.

15
4 15

8
8

7

0

DUBILIER 3-a-ato flsmi reoislrsrsrocs, 500
ahora
SULGIN 2tbroaltflsrd-resislrsvcr,300okms.

i

O

6
2

0
0

1

3

i

6

2

0

19

6

................

.

1BELLING.LEE'l.pmpbsgrsnslsocket

Complete kit of parts for Feeder Unit only
less valves, as detaIled m
acT' mine
I m
°
.

......

ASSEMBLED CHASSIS

:..

i

BELLING-LEE fasvolrolder, with 3-amp. tuse

.

BTÇeaslystricsICastossLeso.plrslVsts/savais,
ooitfs salveholders eyeletted io pssitiav..

All evrosas-v

ETC.

rs

01

trost

an

h ro road

ta ret

.

AMPLIFIER Ready assembled by
B.T.S. radio experts on B.T.S. Cadmiumplat d ted cha s
th 5 spec fled
valves. Exactingly

u

FEEDER UNIT

11733
Doug/os, 10M.
Motors, AC., brood neu, 200-240v., 1,425 cens.;
orsroiapr paid; lists loer.-Eascs, Elretriral
[0455
Service, 18, ristun Rd., S.W.9.
220v. D.C., 230v. AC., 250 w., robinet, filter,
just from mhkees, not unpacked; lie,terl 022/5,
otters;
Wee Megges-," tenth er case, oro-, listed 09/15,
11742
otters. Boo 7356, e/e The 16';celeurs World.
EL,EÇTRIC Dynamio Cooseetee. mond prool cabinet,
input D.C. 220 volts entput. AC. 220 volto; prior
40.-Onurtenoy Dodd, 14. Archers Mansions, Southampton.
[1729
L'LECTBO DYNAMIC Rotary Conoerters, complete with
omoothin and vilroce robinet, input 200-240 D.C..
nutpot 220 sotto AC. 50 cycles 120 orattv in nro cendition; 06/10. carriage forward.
WARD. 46. Fnkringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.:
[0512
V
Ms/born 0703.

i

fiTS. Tone Correction Choke

Fd'o\s

i

E,

i

-

KIT
only less

B.T.S. FEEDER UNIT KIT

:

14DUBILIERO-rsrosltfiveolrcvistaaces
...
ERIE l'urostt fiscal resistance, 5011,000 ohms.
i

_-I

..

-

joining column

£217

i

.

-

priooary.TypeW.W.P.A.

'

:

2B,attts?gChokrn,l3H.l2Om.ao
:

9/6

100/150 volts, 50es, Secondarien
4e., 2.5 amps. CT., 500-0--500v.
120 ma., 4v. 2 ampo. CT,, 4V.
lamps. CT., 4v. 1.5 amps. CT.,
SSO-O-350e. 120mo., 4v. llamps.
C.T.
with
scecessed

'

Typa L.C.36.

-

Exactly tospecitcat/oo. Primary:

>a

i

-

P.A.AMPLIFIER Mains TRANSFORMER

,__:;:1.__,

94

6.T.S. Type W.W.P.A. Mains Tcaoslorsser

02/8/9-

.

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS'
''

'-

.

lull.

CABINET Clearonoe.

STEEL CHASSIS

.

i

Canoerter, 12o. to 2300., 435 ma., D.C.. £515;
op.; brood neu condition-Diokinson, 32, Prospeot

CABINETS,

.................

B.T.S. COMPLETE KITS.B.TS. AMPLIFIER
Complete kit of parts for amplifier,
comprise the following
valves, as detailed in adAMPLIFIER

-

11.L.
.25.8.

-

.

1

-

:

HO'S/NE. All-pee-er Toonloosoers. Ltd., 018cc
and Works, fia, (llrrdotone Rd., Wimbledon, S.OV.19.
[1461
Tel. Liberty 3303.

4

sa

r

PA. AMPL!FIER Smoothing CHOKES
WsreJess
JItado ex.sctby to

J.

.LIJ.

lh.p.

j

B.T.S.
-

DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

\\

m;:wiv:1i

LjOYNE'S.-C coceo steed components, peimanies. sceeened

-

57

CADMIUM-PLATED

READY-DRILLED

holders eyeletted in position.
Every lole punched exactly
through

-

004 chokes,

fient specified.
Carrfuily
scuuod ss-ith high quality double
orth cosered ossee on a machined
ebonite loensee. Supplird rosoPlate with rod for mount/os

'

S51fi

2-f

5-aals

16/'.

4e. 1-2, CT.. 40. 2-4. CT., 10/'; open type,
12/6, shrooded.
250 ma. Transformers, 26/.; 1,0000. 250 mo.
trseofosmero, £215; oepacate filassent leansformero, 40-matt 18/6, 60-n-ott 12/6; clmply qoote sobes
need, English American or continental; ree/odo to the
teode; for ail receiver transformers most o'isdingn in
jtl
stock, beet prices 550 colts 255 ma, rectifiers,
bose, 6/6.
AUTO Transformers, 100-120 to 200-240. or eire scesa,
65 catts nheooded, 9/.; 120 eotts, 12/6;, 205 colts,
16/6; 800 catIs, 35/.,
CHOKES.-30h., 60 m.n., 5/6; flOh., 60 ma., 8/6;
7-13h., 120 oso., 10/6; 35k., 155 ms., 12/6; yOh.,
30 mo., 10/6.
REGULATION Choke, 7/6. ITORTEXION, 182, The lleosdaoy. Wimbledon, Swig
[1490
V
Tel,: Lib. 2854.

H.

%

The Sameus anti-capacity mollipole no'itch now manufactured n
Euglassd by B.T.S. under licence.
Wiih sail-cleaning siiver-plated
contacts and roller ioekiog desloe,
Toan ace nprcifsrd loe Ilse
"P.A. Amplifier. ......... /

1/

t.

A-60

-.

AMPLIFIER

P.A.

-WATT

the

for

2

....

oot

tested

...

FEEDER UNIT

u

.........
BRYCE 4-ursy connrctor
GOLTONE 5-ro-av rosbieassd ping
B.T.S. doasble- 'pote, 5-asay nu-itchev, vs-16h
..................

kooku

:::

i

S

3

6

'li

and tested. Including
first specified valves

O

--

.

i

i

9

Ail

Att

6

occeosary noto, bo/Is, vvanhers ansi connecttug maternal ...........

COMPLETE KIT

'

-

R ady as mbled
3

.

-

Complete AMPLIFIER-& FEEDER UMT
Assembled in a portable type cabinet with
two carrying handles and ventilating grille

the top and tsvo
sides. Including all
specsfied valves
in

£16 10 2

Compnnents listed ahnve are enarsnteed tu lit tise
htneprint esactty.

.

.

;

,

-

TO DEALERS AND FACTORS. Full trade terms are given on the above
Kits and -ß.T.S; Components. Send us your orders immediately.

-

R1OATEST Borg,sin.

G1/oØ "Liasen" Figosred Wrrlsnt Cobisrets, 15t,,Xl4,/(
3'
P/a, modern deaign, new, te be cleared at traeLionel cost

BRITISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES L1'°

priser.

Faraday House. 8-10, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

BEST Opportunity loo Ileoters assI Amateurs; 3/6 noch,
inclrrdiog strong outer, casts oitls oodrr, postage estro.
SPEdAL, Diocoont tor Quantities-Call or write immestiartely, .L S. A/len and Co.. 81, Frochosrrh St.,
[1750
E.C.3.(Royal 1718.1

Dictionaey

'l'tace: Tees.

of

Bar

8134.5,

Wireless Technical Terms

'Grsn,

Te/epiro, Leaçuso,. Loedou.

Second Edition

Post free

k
.

.

'

..
.
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THE \VIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.
CABINETS
1%1AM3FACTURE1

Clencance

Eereloed.-A large collection of high class toble
¡n fioeed oalnut, highly lisis/sed: j,ricee 6/6
to 18/6 (need dimensions of ehantos nod'apeokeel.
hALCYON Radiogram Cobioetc. rich. dark. figored
1.1. a/nut 33x23x21. 45/.; tletail, usad illu,ttttant

PROVED B

JUST
cabinets
n at

Itadiogram CutaneI, in figared ne-atout.
BRIJO6SWICK
£311916; mony othes's, 30/. upoardn; photua loe
neleytion cent on request.
Yone Set into a Itodiogruot by Standing it
CONVERT
on a Playing Denk; bureau 39/6; table nadel. 211-.
TTLTRA" Pedestal Cabinet. Isidso. walnut, sooderu
deaign, nra and undriticd. 345223 1250., 35/-.
SET and Speaker Cahinrto; 4/6 upoords.
" Table Cabinetn, 20xl614s19'/a (undrillcd),
IJLTRA
10/6; 2OlOX11 (drilled). 10/6.
SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 np'asnodu.

Qulity Surplus

F

fE

Q

-

particulars?

'DA.

Amplifier. Require Reully F.oeeltent Microphones,
at the " W,W." transecesca.arrrnt; complete
parto loo rsteos), 8/6 nett,
A. HIfODEtILICR, 2, Bridge Rd., London, N,W.lO,
[176f
MARLBOROUGH RD.,
UPPER HOLLOWAY,

(Contractors to
tite G.P.O.)

'

LIMITED 'Phaoe:A,ohoeclgfit.2.3

LORDON, 8.19.

One of These Genuioe Baegains Roo'.
SECUIOE
oedcrt. coming in cloily.
5,5E With Order or Cod,

c ULBERT,
J'

6.

Conduit St.. WI.

Repeat

(0457

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

RECORD Speech and Music'

AT H 0M E with Lesdix NO.2.

Puntel Toto'ca, Trocken Oiled mugoetie Cutter Bract, ONLY
5n.lse,toottachtoyoae,ollogesoi'echaattoaehlueeuittlng tone 27/6
Co,opfrle

d,ctloo 00e Na, i Cuitee del,'. ,pin.i rese Tcw'trc urcs,eaicly ico'ecm.
pick'opac,00 ble.Ok, sod cell, ,apctiiee eaSOec conta o.iy 5/.. 6' Olaolo

POCLI DomioO; otheco su table PA.; cleocing cheoply.
(1749
.Id_3, 08I's Voed, N.W.1. Museurn 1151.
enecgised. 2500 oc
TAUXHALL_AIu0005oX5I
V
6,500 field poil. lOin. cone. 17/6: 7m. pone. 12/6.
gneIs, unicersal,
TAiJXHALL._Mugn00 puons"t
V
cuitoble loe Class " B " olcee Oc peatcde, 70s. cone,
16/6; 101a. cone, 22/-.

snItcl,boncl

N.W.1.t759

u-AqNAV0X DC. 152 (91e. roce). 22/6; Msgsosoo
.L 154 /6/lis, cone). 16/3; sIl scAb busobueking coils,
peutc'zle tesasfor,oers, sod 2,500 oc 6,500-oboe.
M.sgoosos P.5)254. 18/-; Mo 600006 ['.5(252,

p00cc 0e

fields;

22/6.

ATTENTION to All Ordern Witbio 40 Roues; coreioge
pois); rush oAth ureter s.c CoAL; seed los list.
UT5.ND. 46, Forriogdon St., Londso.. E.C.4.Tel.:
lfulboen 0703.
[0351
i £2 /s).-Msgoocos P.M2S4, .gesuioe unused sorplus,
.LN.J
Peotode, pouce oc -, Clos; B' tronsformer:
Send iromedately oopply limitod: rotirfaction or coh re-

Vee Pulley.

j7

TA1JXIiALL,-Polar Midgct 3'gang condcosees, tteeiight
Y
Oraaperbet,, 819; Polar loll rioioo, horizontal or
Arcucatc dial und deinro, 4/8,
AUX1IALL,_Flat, olteet afuminmnm, hoed rolled, IO
gange, t2in,xiltn., 2/6;. 18x18, 9/-; other sioea pro

V

e'.

silh Asmodeo.

Oat

0'

/

,ftorloe tyfer

co

s,,toc, toi

Aste Cutout

0,,iu

et

ot2

etg'aootc?

1,

S'E5rF000'A.C.

March/April Baryum List

"W" Free.

RADIOS,
ELECTRADIX
Iondon,
Upper Thames

218,

Street,

_Tr1ephoele: CENtral

E.C.4.

4611......,

For

S A \.A'G E

Weotmoreland Road, Stanmore, Mdx.
Coiolomnae

mief.

mira 0.002, 2.000 mIt test, rod
0.01, 1/.; t mId, Monshridge, 1/3.
TAUXHAI.L.-lleoistsoces b.' ,.-ell-h,soo-n mossuloctucers,
V
i.ostt tppe, 6d. eoeh; oli
7AUXllALL.-Ceotee topped roo cored IF. tous,loloscro, bosco, terooiosls, 110 k/c; 6/6. gsscootee,l.
bLL.-Set mssulscturecs' ouepluo. obeletuo type
YAUXII
Wcotioghouue eectifiees. liT.8. 9/6; liT.9, fiTtO.
10/-; o-ompletc milk fis/ng bouchots; Westectors, Wa.
W.X.6, 5/9.
7AUXHALL.-Colcecs 0.1. 0.2, 0.3, er 6.1. 0.2, sed
V
GO. oupechet. typ;. 30/.; Colyako, £214; Pole.
deben, 4/6.
TAUXHAt-L.-Volume ronteol,, Ecie. Gober,,, Centre.
lobo, 2/.; sAh sojt,-is, 3/; oIl sunca, loom 3.000 to
V
2 mes.; Brejaelio rions -' B " tI055formect, l-15, to 1.

4

6/6.
TAUXHtLL.-B.T.lO. Missoe, 16/6; Senioc needle ores.,,
V
luye, 29/-; Rodiopboue, 14/6; others loom 10/-.
-NTAUxOIALL-B.T.B. Tru'yced gcomopl,one rnet-oeo,
V
30/-; Uni,ecu:sl D.C.- b.C., 47/6; cooled rocton,.
VAUXO0ALI..-Coltoro 32 model, 32/6; tjniecenssl model.
47/6; corn lote oeil, AC. 200-2500., first quslity
.

LIFIERS.:

SenI for

O

-

actor oc couac d,Oceo.
ELECTRIC 000LS-.4.C. tnductloo o,otec. 0es 054 pIng, i/Io Isp. dill.,
'estS poley. las cuolol. 1.900 cora. 25,'-. lAo't .6.C. LOtti 44Ib,. io I-Is.
oc D.C.. 130 gut'. pee Isolo to Oft.
67/6. Tojo El,etcto 5; CoopcessOcc. £5 lOs.
k\'.

4

SLL.-T.C.C,
V"»'
0.0001, 4d.; 0.001,

Bc,.lsg,,

,esol.00ss ouI ,s000loum

3/.;

mId,, 550 t'nit,

500 colt. '2/6; 450 colt. 2/5.
condenoec,,
fobs/ac,
VtoUX}fO.LL._T.C.
tiir, 0-1, 6d.; 50 nifd., 5m, working, 1/6;500'iodac.
50 mId,.
15°., 1/3; 0.05, 6cl,; 0.002, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.0001, ad.

Oultoh od Fuoco. Field lsegolotuc. 25/- oc 47/6 the psi,,
»OUBLE CURRENT GENERATORS. D.C.. 680 nOto, 100 o/o, sod
nOI, 3 sosos. 40/-.

.

WU1oughb

12 smf...
Typ, C, 25m-.

10/00

(1767
HARTLEY TITaNEN, 1205 obeso field, just ocorhouled,
botest rosse, osseo; £3115, offers-Lucy, 21, lOuches.

lee Teresace,

Displayed Adyeetioenieof on insida back cover,
[0400

y

Y,

co' O0NGALOW. YACHT an
CHAROINO. 110 nott Jlselar.rd

'SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC

Stond. W.C.2 (Temple Doe 9338).
[0456
HAItTLEY TURNER Speaker, 6 oolt pot. t:onsformrc,
perfect; 59/6.-Webb. Neu St.. Dusoasos, Noues.

IOEStIER SUPPLY STORES,

QEE

Y
costal dials, latest settioga; 1/9 each,
YT,tt7X1IALL.-T,C.C. electrolytic rondensere,

Note this special
Dynamo Bargain!
10'mma,

1635,

ICEM1ER SUPPLY STORES.

Oquarepfao deice large oblong orale
YAUX1IALL._J.B
bconoe, complcir with station namcd dial; 4/6.
'TAUX1iALL.-Pofac station named scaleo, foc bari-

Eïi
CELL

bIJXHAI.L.-Abocc. fully gnococtecd. complete sith
hurnbuchsng s-oils; stute pouce 0C peutode teososbesser; ssosuoed monulactucecs' clock.
VAUX0OALL.-ImmectiOte dclice0', Caeeioge pois), lj
Ieee roch oìth oedec or c.o.d.-Vauolsioll Utilities,

p
p

"°

;

T

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

P.

/fo

/.-D.C.

NEW COMPONENTS

-

/I

2

[1713

A

2,500. 6.500 ohms,
trottolormer, pouce.

reine, without trans-

2907.

VOMETER.-Fs,eeusti t ss,u. (rectifier type), 350Go.
rtectrsstutsr; uSers; scorro t Others, oit us sec:,-..
ItlarLuchtun, " Boicuig," Stesuthyru.
[176f

Ial quulcty speaker with die cast Ironie.

/6.-Permsoont aaagoet, ein. cone, oithout tratto.
fornire; with traissloensce, 15/6.
tOm, cone. esithout torus.
/6.-Per arrant magnet,
.1
formt'
with transformer, 17/0.
-Permanent magnet, 8m, cace, without trattoThese
16
ccc; ooitr tnofocnoe'r, 19/6.
speakees boce largo Aisoi caognetu, noted for enirieory.
tcuo
I__Premacest magoet, lOin, cone, ssithout
/
former; wt'a tranofortoer, .24/-; nitto large
Ami mogoets, ideal for qoslity receioers, dio cast forms,
Auditoriono, esergised. lOin, enponcntial
t)
cace, noted for realistic repi'ooluction, 30 to
9,000 cycles large magnet with fisorts0000 fius density,
one si the 6eot quality opeukees obtainable, ricorsi price
£6; price itocludea large ostpot trooslormee; Field reoist.
boceo. 1.250, 2,000. 2,500 oc 5,000 ohms, ideal toe WireF.oceptional bargais.
leon World Quality Amplifier.
e,' '7 j _.-A.C,
Auditoriom, energi,ed, loin, copones tint
bot with Wcotisghosoo rectifier
I cone a. abone,
ted full soroothing eqaipmeot, List price £9,
new cabinets for gin, speakers only.'

ccsditisn, £8710;

E

£17 10
COMPLETfi WITH VALVES.

O

new

VERSIIED und Vignoien 500-cult Neiger, in red buheIst,, scith currying cute; 54/5. us ness.
ERS SNT1 Test Meter, type U.T.I., 1,000 o.p.c., £2fl5;
0-25suIts, 17/6; 0-75 :sssjss., 06/6: 0-1.5 urne.. 16/6;
0-150 cuittu, 15/.; 0-500 colts, 500 opt., 32/6; 0-15 mus..
15/-; 0-150 ostie, 1.000 Op.,.. 27/6: tlueee-risssgc fiunis
putters, 0-75/30/.110 osa., 32/6; 75-150 colts "usd 75
se-u., port. typc, 32/6.
ENRY'S, 72, \fsitingtsn Ac., 16.15. Stumford Hill

PRICE

May we send YOU further

-

METERS, ETC.
Acsrnetce, in
¡JMVEBSA[,
Asomjocr, us seso, 30/-.

LAST, RUT NOT LEAST, Provision for change-over froren P.X.4 to
P.X.25 valves, ins, flew moments. Thin unique
arrangement places the SOUND SALES
"Wireless World" 4-12 WATT QUALITY
AMPLIFIER In a CLASS BY ITSELF, since
it is suitable for either PA. or Domestic use.

by one of 1h, bent known munut,sctssrers usi qsunlity osocissg
coil opeukess. The usuditsrissm mould, uce lifted with Ike
tutest curced or euipunentiul u-unes, und ut 59/6 untI 77/.
theyrepresrnt the finest busignhsn i., qsuuiity ssosing coil
upeuskees uwsiluhte ut the perseot tisse.
/g5.-Enecgised 7is.. cune, 6,500 0bps, pso'er pentodo
u.J/fl snotceront tronsfornoer.
-Eneegcod Oui, cone, 000, 2,500. 6,500 ohms,
I

ECl..

5.

Spmkeeu

10/6
/_.-Eoeegioed lOin cone, 2,100,
14
p00cc peotode ne unicorns

:

SIZE PRACTICALLY THE SAME
4 WATT W,W. Model apart
from Its mass(ve mains transformer which
brings the height to ihn.
3. INDEPENDENT VARIABLE GRID
BIAS on each output valve.
4. Over n loo mid. HT. smoothing
Including special high voltage paper con-

'UTHATEVER Your Requirement,, we risa supply tut
best mosisg coil sposkers chut rnooeycsun 1)03' ut
leus tkisn huit list fucire. .Thsiyurebruost nrssdmude

(0436

-

.

pr/rey, naainn trassiore,eru, etc.; a-rite (tar titIs-E. Pet.
loon, 94, Pnlnaeentcu Ceetceot. SII.
(5750
TALVES by SVeilkuoac Non-e/ng hfonufactuere.Gostpicte e-ange of battery, AC. moine rectifiern: brand
nra stark, with fi naootlan' gtsasantee. 2'colt detector.
2/3; povre-, 2/0; ncsern grid, Pesitoate. HF. Peotcdr.
5/-..-.Weite for ether prier, ta Guiri Electrical Co.. Lfd..
7. Liaayd St., London,
(0501
Valse,, aft brusad neo, battery type,, 2 colt.
CLARION
11.2. It.L.2, L.l'.2, 1/9; super
pewee, P.2, 2/6;
oceecoa and Lie'. pentadcs. 3/9; AC. main, 4.colt, naacp.
genres t posesor, 3/3; pasare-, 4/.; screen, end f,.F. pen'
tode,. 4/fi; fasti assen rectifice-,, 3/6; petage paid mob
with asedes os' cud. ocre 10J'.-Cloeion Valoro. Dept. W.,
895, Tybasn lIai,, Eadinglon. ltirsoinghsasaa.
11411

2.

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS

esame

\e-alaen..All normal typo-c 5/. racla; ales
AMERICAN
National Un/oto glato and metal calves at keroesat

AS THE OLD

2256;
(1766

first

Sperdanetl 3000.

cycles.

placement, less complication.

ETC.

9733.[0452
Vale-rn,

1. SINGLE VALVE RECTIFICATION,
a special valve capable of givIng 500 volts at
no less thon 250 milhlamps. Cheaper re-

RECORDERS

toe

Rolbarn

The SOUND SALES 4-12 WATT

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS AND

¡J ULBERT

10,000

to

VALVES
A LL Trpeo of Aonerieon Volees in Stock, of Raytheon.
Sylnonnia. end Arcturnn makes at competitese peloec.
guaranteed loe nit months. Send loe loll jot. 350 ohmo
line cords, 2/8.
AllO. 46. Furringdon St., London, E.C.4. Telçphone:
geode, in oil tepes,
AMERIC/aN
Ma/esIle ty petas-a (lubie; teade noyptled.-hfetro'
pal/tos Radin Sera/ce Co., 3021, Y/sableo Rd., N.W.lt.

"WIRELESS
type
WORLD"
QUALITY AMPLIFIER' is modelled
on the lines of the orIginal 4 watt
model plus the following rèfinements:

Particulars of Your Requirr,nentn fgaosng osee ol
cull and ,aaakc your chas/ce rosa on,
stacks o) over 100 d/ellrent types: (earn 3/6 to £4/to.
SN1TII and Co., Ltd., 207-9, Edt aare Rd.,
I'.L.
(0485
London, WZ. Tel.: Pads1. 5091.

old;

from 20

db.

.8

SENO
not, etc.), or

Needle Asrnture Pick-up. esentI,
BT.H.
cost £2.-fllersy, Bunk St., Neu-stuuy.

E

TI

The SOUND SALES 4-12 WATT
QUXLITY AMPLIFIER introduced
lfd months ago and certified by the
"WIRELESS WORLD" test to bave
a frequency response varying only'

e-esq samt.

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS,

APRIL 3RD

(Adiohiloj Qoerorbcr, Mer. 8rerloc,

Telephone: COLindale 713e

Radio Receiver Measurements."

(

Price 4/6

lines)

p/ck-ups osi! oolome control, 48/-.VAIJXIOALL.-T.C.C., 2CC mid. 10-oeIl, 3/.; Contineotol cobre holders toc Ua/oecasl calces, c/tb toe.

stosrols. 9d.

.

-

NrAUXHALL.-Cliu yolcekoldecs. teeminols. 7-pin 54.,
V
5-pio. 7d., N.B. 5-pin 4t,40d.; busebosr,l o;ouotieg, 64.;
poot poid 2/6, 0e o,ec, OS-cod.
7AUX16ALL UTIL3TIES. 163e, Strand, SV.C.2. over
Y
Deooy'e, the Bookreller. Temple Bar 9338. Send
poetcord loe liete free.

(C453
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE
LIENRY'S.

'

ETC.

SURPLUS
-

.

'

.

(IARI1A.RD A.C. 200-250 Ilecoed Changer, £6/Il, in
ne".
neo condition; Rnhs 052 P.M.. £31216,
FERRANTI Teansloemecv, in neo condition. A.F.5,
A.F.6 and A.F.7, 12/6; A.F.15c, 12/6; A.F.5c, 15/-;
A.F.3.7/6; O.P.M06c, 14/-; O.P.M.l5c. 14/; O.P.M.12c..
8/- Bl and BZ chokes. 10/- Feecanti mains tcansioemec,

.

.f5

v0'

s'

.50:3

1

5.11.18. 24/-.

TRUSTS

FI X E D

\voqs°5..

'-'

FERRANTI Wise Wound Cactridge Resistances, evith
holdeen. onoved, 1/3 complete; 500, 1,250, 2,000,

3,000, 4,000, 6,000, 8,000, 15,000. 20.050, 25,000, 35,800,

40,000.50,000, 60,000, 75,000, and 100,000.
HKO-VS 72, Wellington Av., N.l5. Stamlocd Hill

11784

2507.

-

FRANKS

H-

-

IS Teanaleeeing the Little Dessnosk St. Beanch to 83,
Neu Ooloei 8t., W.C.l. and to save removal ev
nl PA. ond talkie equipsc-rot at knock-out peires. All sensO be eleaeed by end
nf month. Callees especially incited. Stamp loe lists.Telephone: Temple Bac 2620.
11773
MIIMAY RADIO EXCHANGE

nliessaioege and vacied stock

OFFERS the Follooing Sound and Peeled, casis

oo'e
ev"

nito

'A1

RDb0

4'
--

pi

.

%

\-°4

/1

t

44
-

$noç.s

-

..;°

FERRANTI A.F.5 Teanslocosecs, brand neu osd honed,
5/- each; BO ehnkeo. 50 ma., ditto; 4/-.
Metres, 0-25 colt AC., 17/6; 0,50 mc..
18/-; 3-sangs m.a. 0-12, 0-12, 0-150. 25/-.
m.a. AC., 12/6; Silam O-30 ma., 10/-;
0-250
'UTESTON
Feceanti 0-150 volt 1,000 ohms. 14/-.
FERRANTI Tcansloemecs, A.F.4 5/-, A.F. 3 8/6, A.F.5
12/6, A.P'.6 15/-, A.F.7 12/-; O.P.M.lto, la/;
Bl hohe 10/-, BZ 10/-; paie Vaeiey Isa/s'pn Il, 19/-.
MILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE, 6 and S, Penlonville

.-

'lts

.-.

sedee oe c.o.d.
UTEBSTER Quality Aosplifiee, 6 oaths ootpot, completo aith salven, loe 230 volt A.C. mains', £5.
FERROCART FI, F2, F3 Coils, gouged; 22/6.

Rd., Lc:ssdsn, Nl.
and ENGINEERING SUPPLIES.

4"

'

ic0
-

-;

(1780

.

V.

CONDENSERS, T.C.C., dey electrolytic, 8 und 4 'mid., 450
s'nit,2/5; S and 4 mId., 550 soIt, 3/6; 4-+4 mid..
8+0 mId.. 450 volt, 3/6; 50 said., 12 colt, 1/4; 25 mlvi..
-25-vblt, 1/4; tabalar non-inductive, 0.002, 0.0025, 0.005,
0.01, 0.05. 0.08. 0.1. 0.15. 0.25, 450 volt, 4d
A MERICAN -Valves, any type, 4/6, all goacanteed;
calces by v-nll-kon,ss, uns-sieg manulaetsaeee, bctteey
and mains, gnaeanteevi, 2 volt det.ectoe 2/3, posses 2/0;
meeeh geld pentode. 5/-; vpite loe othei peices.
TRADE Enquicies; send stamp loe latest leads lists.

'

u

J

C54

.

-.

..

nised as a safe means of investment
which gives security and freedom from worry.

-

-

-.

OR the cautious investor who requires
value and security, Fixed Trusts are recog-

,

.

'-trust.
-

-

radio, too, there is an equiv aient means In security
avd freedom frnm ooery-T.C.C. Wei Eiecirnlyfins
(annitser form of Fixed Teust ') nnnd evsees you can
But more, condensers thaI show a profil return
by halving service costs.

'DARIO asd ENGINEERING SUPPLIES, 58. Edgssace
Rd., London. Phone: Pad. 6652.
[1782
IW.R. TRADERS-Special ollne loe Eaater.

In

'O

1936 P.M. Speakers, st knock-rot pcices.-Rnla,
12/9; Ittagnanon, 12/6; R. and A., 12/-;
Latos, 9/11; these ace nil complete aith transloemern
and guaranteed te be the latent typos, ssith Sin. nbbesi

-

°OBcand
1 00 megs

-

.

C

-

.

-

-

Ness Rodio Table Model Cubinets, in black
or anmut, to cica,e at 2/9 each.
Mains Sets loe Beenking Up: these nets hace

-

--

.

-

.

chokes; teaaslocsaes-s, T.C.C. condensers.
asad plenty of gear, only aneto beliening, 15/- each.
%'.R. TRADERS. 22, Onboca St., Whitechapel, El.
Phone: Bis. 8543. Open Sundays.
(1743
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

With

-

'Wets" employed as voltage regulators.
voltages-the most prolific cause of break..

T.C.C.

high surge

-

down-are kept

within safe limits.
due to switching on a mains
with the pentode out or
tormee tappirg in use
cannot

,fAINS RADIO 011er Gssaeuateed Ness Barga/sss; cdccinge paid; cali, 'phone Tudor 4046.
'F.C.C. Dey Electoolytics, 8 mId., 500-soit cocking. 2/-;
Dabiliee 50 mId., 50-volt, 1/9; 10 olher capacities

î

as belore.

POTENTIOMETEI48.-AI1 goaca eteod oouecd, peelect;
Iganio 10,000 ohm, vith soitch, 1/9: Estoc 25.000
ohm naidget, 104.; Contea/ah 500,000 'oho:. 1/-; Rotorohe,
osrgohm, vito solteh, 1/6.
RESIS'rORS. osso eott co/nec coded eesistocs, oice ends,
beet sache. any clon from 50 chose to 4 soegnhsno,
3',Od. rath, 3/- per 'docce; sosse ohoioe.
THREE-GANG Toeing Poche, as belege, 25/-; electria
soldreing icons, 200-250 colte, onoerd, booed. 1/5.
TUBIJLAR Condenceec, Oese, ojeo pode, 400-colt ooihing. best make, 0.0001-0.05 mId., 5d.
0.1 odd.,
64.; 0.25. 0.5 mId., 7d.; Nofo,coso 1 sold., 400-colt onels-'
log, Od.; SVego 4 mId., 450-colt coehing. 2/6.
mAG Cossdeoseee, 000eod, perfect, Teloosi 0.0001, 0.0005
sold., ld.; Hellecon 0.0003, Oemnod 0.001. 0.002
odd., 1½d.
CLIX Unused Chaceis o.-boldere. 4-pie l'Od., 5-pin.

I

-32

-

-

O

:,-

-

HERE

s

m/d., 16 mId., and
mid-the la/ter parliculaIy useful for Universal
4

-

-°°'

mid.,

8

-

IS

"No load" volts
with Speahee
the wrong transha!m components
nef

YOUR SAFEGUARD

-

graphically shown.

The dotted portion is the normal
and dorsgeroos voltage rise, and the solid portion shows
how the T. C.C. Electrolytic Condenser keeps the surge
'
.
within safe limits,

receivero. Send fo-das' for
full 'details and for special
terms to manufacturers.

s

2/5,-d.; Pleesoy 7-pin, 4d.
CONcO1ODIA 18-gaogo Tinned Copper 5V/re, /tlb. reels,
1/-; Syotsfies. boot qasslity, olaodurd, 14. per yard.
RADIOPHONE 110 he. LP. Troseloemceo screened.
toiessoeeo, col occerned lead; 2f-.

ELI5IINATORS, goarooteed teclee mostbs, best nahe,

SVestingh000r rectifier. 200-250 celte inosst, 150. 90,
00 colts sot 30 milliompo notpot; D.C.. 0/6; AC.. 20/-;
amp, te/chic s'/saegrc, 27/6.
AC., scith 2 nolte at

TALVES. uoaeed, meteco. F.aropo, maies valses, all
AC. and sm/versal j_18 o!nps.l types, 4/3; Hyteoo

V

M\S

R DIO

1ARfl46F
0-156
7/6;

DEvropsîT

doStT:h

AC., 12/6;

scud cash oc

London. NI.

46

Ves-s-anti

sssetoss,

c.o.d.-R. Roy,

112,

M

11159763
0-5.

16/6;

010

TIME

WET

IN

SECONDS

E L E C T R OLY T IC

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, W.3

Pentossille Rd..
[1786

"Radio Data Chasis," A

8668

Series

of

Abacs

Post free

4/ro
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

R°

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
Uolbo,n,

CLEARANCE. 63, 111gb
Tel ' Holbore 4631.
GENUINE Sale foe 14 Days Only.

0PPORTUNITIES thot

Occur Once

a,

CI.

W

3

ÇOMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

jr!'

SUPREMAC
1936

pass

5001

waedsrfal ecu Sarg, apeeeij lesi ireelt Su

Raed Pass 3 Battery Chassis. ss/lb valses,
as aboie; 57/6; aerial tested.
Basad Puss 3 Battery Chassis, lessen lees;
aerial tasted.
100 Stations Set, cosssplete in cabinet ocib'
LISSEN
salsas and speaker, serial tested, tes, only; 45/-.
AO. Tibien Chancis, 200 to 250 sotto, by assit.'
4-VALVE
ksoon peeprintaey noeiulaetnree. aMollued salesas,
hand pens tuned, suitable tas oes ssitb energisrd nssaisgcoil npeislses-, brand nere; 75/-,
AC. Set, 200 to 250 colta, be sneit-bnowe pro£prsbee,

phaocaitheisoostqaalisd. Rnproduetios nl aya-cnt osad seos/a i, oF the
highest order cod tise ra-sp oese torna

No.

ISIEN

L
-4216;

-

4-VALVE
Prietary

manuinctacee, Mallard noises. moa-ing-coil
band pana tuned, in handsome oal,sat cabinet,
brand alean, boned, bien purahuoe ternas can lac arranged

on applicai/osa; 105/a
S aleen,
01-A. 24A, 27. 30, 31. 32, 33. 35. 3'?.
38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47. 53, 55. 56. 57. 5?.
59. 71A, 75, 78, 80, 6A6, 106, 66'7. 2A3. 503. 12k1,
906A7, 6C6. 6D6, 12Z3, 25Z5' all tbeee namen carey
day guaa-antce alad Irre ccpseeeaa-nta. pa-onided that tise
iilseaent oc beater is intuct and the glane in not beckons

brand

Lineen Buyerhet Anarmbly. comprising 3.
COIIIPLETE
gang nu pea-bet Cosadennee, 126 k/ca oscillator section.
net nl ganged nuperhet Coito n'ittaaoil.ch and too 126,
k/Ce tic. traosloa-ma-cs; a wossdeeiui bargain, 8/6. '
Intermediate Fraequeecy 'Fratslormert, 126LOSSEN
h/cs. brand oeao, booed; -tint price 8/6, our peina

T

se'

-

issd

-

-

E

a

,nesha,ls alsanstruntian sed pcefssnd
keavcledae o) soutiens relniietssosnd
nesplilerneiss being i e the seen es nl
the botare-cIsc, eootrsctt.

-

-

,,-

C

-

MODEL MC.

Man-ing es/I seinen-

a

-

'

-

-

it
vetosssears
high ira-quettoics

oaasr, soy
hnos.

('IOILS-Voeley
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'

-

-

-

i

'

-

-
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s,

-

uitnea'astdhaaaed.
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-
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AC. D.0

LISTa.

li-12, POLLEN

STREET.

Trlep!,00r: M arraso

1001.

-

Wi.

Lt

mo.,

80

o-alta.

2-O-2

20-2

ampo.,

A-0-250,
2 1353
salto, 4 ampo.,, shrouded; 8/11.
6) E
Volto 120 mo.. 2-O-2 o-nIto
Or) Ø-O-350
2-O-2 cdt 4 onops., oheoodo-d; 9/6.
Volto 150 mo., 2-O-2 colto
A-O-350
3 s)E '-Y 2-O-2 oolts 4 .nopS., 2-O-2 colto
2,5

2.5

amp,.,

2.5 ampS.,
2 usoIo..
shs-oatled; 11/6.
AA-O-SeO Volta 150 ma.. 2-O-2 colts 2.5 ampo., 5-0-2
E
135353 salto 6 amps., 2-O-2 volts 2 ampo., 20-2 colta
2 ampo., shrooded; 17/6.
T,-onslormees, 250 solio. 60 ma,. 2-2 colto

J'T.8
4 amps.;
l'i_IO,

8/11.

's'ith

'CONSTRUCTIONAL

LL the Abose Trasooloemers are st firat-closo Mosalecture, brond no-o n,sd casey mahesa' guao-astee.
3-gang Midget Sopeehet Cesdessees. a/Ito
JJTILITY
110 k/co oscillator oeetion, Ial/y screened; 5/-.
A

LI.

PA

PLIFl[RS

A

30 W. CIRCUIT::_
distos-tiontess
matto actual output
f,'oeeo 30 ta 10;000 cycles; hum.feee;extea
HT, and LT. for radio cao be bo/lt by
the trade for
30

;

'flRITISII Rssdis'phnne 3-gaag Saperlset Canslesnera.
seith Ill) k/es osseilisator section, scascreeneel; seos.

derlui b gain', 2/11.
Q tolsi, and 4 mId. Dry Electrolytic Condensers, l.y
O sall-knoon meneslecturer. 450-salt working, 500.
colt peak, becad nec; 216.
186ER Contre Tsp Output Chokes, becad neo, booed;
T
.LJ list price 7/6, 1/6.'
inteesaire 8n,00thing Chokes, besad nein,
boned; 1/st pejes 7/6. tI-,
LISSEN
4 seid. Poper Condeesera, 710-oeil test; 2/6.

complete with volvos,
Deacrifalisce Isoebiol free, Insito assly.

Atestreport

oa akooe amplifier by the

City and Gailds College

Radio

Soocty

-

pRAE
hE

neid. Papee Condensers, 500-colt

1

norkino; 1/'.

mid. Pont Office 'fype Moisabeidge Condensers, 250roll, corking; 1/..
pROLLED Metal Cbsnsin. 3-ralee type; Od.

4

\Vstt Resistasireo. all
toree;

cieca,

Condensera. all

koosan nsonoirrturer;
T1JBIJLAIO

JJ(VAO

by

aloes

op ta

0.1,

by

cell'

Od.

Valses, Completa rasgo in steels; send lar tints,

j'i

.E.C. ito k/cs Intermediate FreqoenCy Coils. Complete
'L! seitis tino oc/macees; 2/..
500000 obeys Volume Controls, o/ti, suitcta; 1/3

Slonulecturees' Typo L.F. Transformers; 1/11.

.4LLOydeeeVulaelO/.OrOeer.CriugePuidloUnibol
il. Kiogdom; orders neider 10/- saat be acco,aspusied
onsouot al pootage; co ardere under 10/dealt syith coloso postage is beladest.
DADIO CLEARANCE, 63. 111gb Ilolburu. W.C.1.
(1655
JA, Tel. : ilolbern 4631.
soul be

35 cycles
,,50
,,
200

-2.0
-0.5

+0.8

db
,,

1000 cycles
10000 ,,
,,
14003

MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUITS

:-

-

00db

-0.8
-2.7

,,

A variety of amplif'ser Circa its aad fall
technical assistarce for adaptiag same to
speciaL reqaire meet may be obtai aed

o-cil-hocco monalse'

Od.

Cor

a-odio

und douaenlie

coded

asad

mocked, 36

osa

-

Card, asasorted capaa-itics;

Voloeo-.A tult ronge et naines lar li
s-ea-eioern st '1/- each astre
OUTNERN RADIO Braco-bco at 271.275, Otigh ltd.,
I',
Witlescten Green, N.W,lo; 46, LisIo St., W.C.2. All
mall ordeeo te 323, Rusten Rd., Lccdon. N.W.l,
OUTHERN RADIO, 323. Rasten Rd.. London N.W.1
(near Wurrec Street Tnbc(. 'Phone Iotnseotao 6324.

S

I

[1765
Cleaeence. 2Opp. 'nnrplas cute/Moe no-e ready,
RoChes-mol R-155 Tos-erter, 15/..
Chargers.-Frrront Weetioghoam 2-4-0-Oc.
BA!FTRRY
i-amp., 61/2/6; Karbut 6-12o.
£1/15;
ditto 15.',-omp.. Lt/iO; HT, model 250e. 2-amp.,
¼-amp., £2/5;
V.R.i326 50e. i-3-ampa £3/3; many etheco; oftero
inoiteil.
UTIRELESB World -- - Q.A. (modifiel IO-sceltI, e-ith
V
salse,. £8/iS/6; Soasad-Setes, 65/19/6; Radiogram lerdee tor obese. £3/tO.
UOTATIONS ter Q.A. Superhet sed PA. Ampti6er
per cetorn.-4O, SOabegreen Rd., Birmioog/,aao. [17721
Totscrophnne, 35/.; Stcaight Line i_cocker toe
FlIANES'
heme rcsording, £3/1O.-HnmlrCt, 8. Chester Drier.

RADIO
3d.;

PARTRIDGE

lIT.8 metal sect/See; 17/8,

tent

AMERICAN
American

Cored Oocillatoe Coito.- 126 b/rn, lastly
brand seco, bo,ed; list priCe 12/6. 2/St

oe,eened,
BRYCE MAINS TRANS1OR5IERS,
J..A

-

Muitimeter Ilatcet type), t.a-ange

a-oana-riosble

7/6 per bard.

-

-

lean

199071

an500d,

9/6 a-sob; boned and nec.
1hI1CI8OPRONES-Ace. PO. mis'a-epbosen, compia-te cilla
LOI. tronslormea-, c'an be oseal on any-set;
5/- each.
D ESISTANCES.-" Truohm" i matt, anice ends, a-sIeur

"ARDENTE "ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES,'
LONDON,

aa'ia-e

-

rleeta-ia-al aytaliancee,

COMPLETE

FOIl

-

Li nnrn

3-nrctioe,
POTENTIAL
60 sautt, 4,500, 3,000, 2,600 ohms 2/. each; 3setline. 60-acute 0,000. 12,000 und 35,000 ohms. 2/radi; 2-oectaols, 60 ,catt, 2.500 and 500 olsmn, 1/9 ena-la;
2.soetinn. 5 aa-att, 60.000 and 30.000 ohms, 1/6 each; ali
-saeananalgucrantea-aj

TELSEN.
ln'recre

£9.9.O
OV11TE

-

Dioidr,a,

-

-.

'

potasios.

aso

P18YJE

nausee peck a-oils. B.P.S eomptetr. 213
ros-ls; Trinen tutest type iron a-aced a-oils, type
naadget naCe, 4/6; type W478 (toisaI. 9,'. pnir;-typc W349.
W477

itripir), 36/. net; type W476 ltriptr. nuprehet ortes-tor
onal'nnaillolor). 16/.; oIl googeal coils ore mounted a-ose.
plrte anitta n'aitcb; i.F.trunolormer Coil, type W482, 5/6;

-

-

icnpcdneoc: lOaba:,.
Sloa- oF ssi000phooe: 30 X 3fl" X 3".
Finish: Chroaac.
Wri1t,t: Sib..

POLAR
2/il.

2/11.-

dalia

"ARDENTE'S" sdssscrd ssrntitc

os bqrla5a-ooad
tono acnpedsoeo.

2-n'oit Cieto B. Valaco, type JOB 220A, brand
LISSEN
neu', booed; 3/6.
S-gang Cendeneacs. 0_0005 section. usocerened;

-

asd

leithially coprodaecd. Aooaeiio
ford teak hetnneett toad saraI,er and
macrophoecasred000dtoaas:tstmaet,
sloe to sta flot responso tarea-, thus
pra-ositlieV elote operation to toad
speskca. Fa-starr, arS: sso bsttertrs,

a-rtacned to se;

eaetollioed,

satnat)

apcalfree, c'a.

ad

sa

12

disSected

-

3láAesplijîee

with electric inestable (20 ausSI,

is Free trato peeks
is cray sensismo and

TRIAD

5/6.
2-colt Buttery Vaincs.
LISSEN
neo, booed; 2/6,

-

coaipcscet. ea,espriaieg luye M1C Mavieg
CailMieraphese,5,syeZA

j

,

.

LISIEN
details

D

3

-

-

'i

Liedu

acheta

SURPLUS, ETC.
OUTHERN RADIO'S Wireless Borgate,'
ll goods
guarseteod asot seet post paid
Celestino, Sausdex
paeoanent magnet,
SPEAKERS,
51/-; Telacs latest type permanent nsugnet, 'sikh tes
rutie traenstormer for use ruth any
esser, excluding
Class B and Q.P.P.. 14/6 each; Te/sas tond speaker
anita, 2/9 each; all liess und baso-sl.
Melody Sluher 3-salsee Battery Rita. Model
COSSOR
341, complete s,'itb Cunuor salees, speaker and cabinet,
neo, in seiginal scaled cartons; E3/5.
Melody SUber 3-saleen All Stain Rite, tor
COSSOR
200-256 celte AC., complete snub calero, msoisg
coil speuber and cabinet, model 357, ness, in sealed cartons; £4.
EPIMABE 5/inet-saace Adaptor Kit, complete uitb oti
neassorrea tor aduptin net to 14-150 meters, 20/-;
supechat short-ssaeecensertoe hit, 20j-.
D.C. Mains 3-reise Sete, rnmplete sills
G.E-C-AC.
3 Oceans autors, In esqnisjte Baks,lite
reiCh
Osi-una MC, spesher, ready to plug in tocabinet,
sey moins,
sa ciel cessI eoll.uge, nea in scaled
csrtsns, Sully guaraeitecsl;
£311916 Iliet £7/15),
bargain, brand nra nue
o JITelephones_Special
band telephones, complete on
stand, n'itla ea roitbout
autamueae dials; cost £4 eue-h ns manai,ctuee.
10/-, each;
anali lelephones, complete soith generator, 15/. each,
LIMINATORS._Regantone, latest typo, AC, mi/na,
200.250 celta, type W.5a,
mitte trickle
charger, 39/6; Wi5, lass trickle complete
clsaegee, 30 osilliampn,
33/-; aIl ness and hosed.
ONDENSERS-Lotsn 0.0005, laity na-eeenrd, dials.
-,ena-uta-heon,
cts', 3'gaog, 11/.; 2-gang, 7/3; Dybtnck
nangle, 00505. nomptate, 4/..

f.

-

INTERESTING
CONTRACTS.
THE SEVEN-PRICE STORES,
OXFORD STREET, W.l. This

Battery Seis, coeneslete in hand0

LISSEN
coree asalnat cabinets, iron cosed ca/ls, band
Issued, P.M. esosing-ssoil epo-uher and salare, brand
list £5/IS, 70/.; aerial tsoted.

-

CLEARANCE,

Year Only..

Skyecesper 3 Chassis, les, salies, shop soiled
LISSEN
15/11; built and aerial tested.
Shysceapee 3 Chassis complete niCh salsas,
T ISSEN
shop soilcd; 25/11; built sud aerial testest.
4-salee Band Pass AO, Baien Set, screen
LISSEN
grid, detector, pentoste. salas rectification, seoscored coils baud pass taseal, SUed esergiaeal soaring cost;
a
upea bargain, list £9115. brand nra 84/-; serial
Bend Pass

APRIL

Messrs. G.E.C., Magnet Noose, kiagsasay,

Loador, W.C.2.
Messrs. Mallards, 111, Chariag Cross Rd.,
Londoa, W.C.2.

Messrs. Tungos-am, 72, Ooford St., Loados,

w-1,

Q

-[1731

North iteereco-,
RADIO-See cor displayed adnertisemfint,
RYALL'S
pege 5, Mas-ch 27th isaue.-Ryall's Bosh0, 280, Ii/gIs
Roihero, W.C.l. Its/bern 3529.
-(1779
XPERIMENTER'S Sorplan.-'Coleers Coipak, Ferran li
meters, A.F.5, B.2. Moititane, speaker, etc.; stacy
los- list.-10, Disiseeny Nonsions, Drake 81., W.C.1.
(1769
011er-SO nec macinC coil

micenybonea, raSPECIAL
potable soaker; list £5/5, one price 45/- ens-h; bihly
sesssiliye,
lolly guaeantmd.-Selseio'o, 76,Shakespeare
Rd.. NIe.
(1744
áfl

S.L!
4

P.O. Sorplon Candesseen.-2 mid., 800,-. corking, 2/3;
4 mId., slitte. 3/9; 2 mid., 1,000o. corkisg, 3/3;
4/9; postage Sd. or cod-Dc Ware, 364.

sold., slItto,

Folkem Ed!, 8.W.10.

4

(1732

'L'ERRANTI A.F.5e. 14/'; A.F.5. 11/.; O.P.3r, 9/-;
.L O,PJst.4s', 10/-; O.P.M.1. 8/6; Epcssls speaker.
09H,
complete seitla mains tranalermer and A.4 field rectifier.
45/--10. Holes-elI Rd., Welseyn Garden City, Reate.
[1747
675, Clsriatehnrcb Rd., Boscombe. Rants.
OLIVER.
offer Erie resiatesos-ea, l'soIt. caber coded all
caben 35/sl. each 3/. per deem; Clic cheesis mooalint
rssleebsldr/s. 5-pin. 3d. cas-ls; -7.yin, 4s1. each; igra,sia
s'elesse contraIs, 5.000 ohma, esitls assitch, 1/5.
COLLAI0O
eutontop,

Gramo Motos-s.

110.250e.

AC., Unitplale,

tabotssble. etc,; 23/6; consplete sejth
s,9, ja a'hmomi,sm and black, 37/6.

pis-5-

6/'; MTl. 8/6;
9/.; lIT.10, 9/9; Itadiopbaane screened IF.

'UTESTLNGHOUSE Rectifiers. L.T.2.
V.

PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS are officIally
recommended by each of the above companies.

N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
King's Ridge., Dean Stanley St., London, S.W.1.
'P/gui: I'IC 5035.

Elesssentas-v PrinciNes of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

-

"

10.1.9,

ls:sualorsoees, 465 k/c., 1/11.
A MERmAN Valses, Hytrou, all types, scaled boses, 6
tA. mouths goaeastee; 5/. each; Costinents,l replacements loe 0.2 amp., AC/D.C. salse,, side contact baum.

6/5; guaeooteed prefect.
0.12e, 79/' F.7a, 20/'; F620,, 24/.; F.720s,
ROLA
25/.; a less ooy.
LLECT11OLYTICS, BI. 8 mId., 2/4; 4 seId., 2/1, 50
.1_A
mId., 60e., 1/3; 25 asId., 25u., 1/1.

-

Chei,tclrurch Rd., Boscombe, Hauts.
OLIVER,
Orders ondee 5/- post 3d.

Third Edition

670.

cotTa.(1760

Post fice 8/-
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

C3MPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE,

RAD O

h2/40

A Rl'

I1

I

HEA0'10S.
EIeoto,- Ne,pe.
X d

W NIGHTINGALE (GN )
Lowest Prices, no junk: A square deal always

CONDENSERS.
405 ko.,

76;

2roug 0.6005, Stolkuob, a

1

N 1

[1755
rom.
G.12.

AC.

Sil,
eua'h.
[1763

EQUIPMENT

Ceesorat Meteeu. 17, Gil/irs St,, London, N.9V.5.

[1671
pont 1d.; gioco heut
toupee nl toppip rectes, ele., ea.stplog equipment,
clothing, eleetrir, ,aAto, perambukttors. sposto gosdo, rte.
NEWS," W.W., St. Matthews, Burton"ØLYMPIAN
os-Trent,
[1505
'TELEPHONY, radio and motee eogiseeeiag arcespsoding rapidly; three are loto et ooeoaeien; sur
Postal Courtes s ill suhr you rligiblr; adsire ou all

TRADERS.-" Olympian Ness,"

rpltE

oil

see-Dept.

[0505

FUSES. Tubular glass, , 1, 3 amp., 2d.; Temen
ois. 3d.; 4 ,osretod Trisen se/d o.k., 65. 12 .5/e, etite.t
satt pcoi,tassee, 2/ti.
MICROPHONES. Western Electric famous, 2/9;
aPA Oenn,iorirce sa ,slt, 1/6; Boot, rey.oad type, ,torked.
MIDGET JACKS. Igranic, 3d.; Bellinglee safety,
0,/so pisg od orket. Od. sedated toesa/sal,. n,,sdr sosos/tos,,
14. 6,op battery rad, sod ping,, Od.

"PIOANSMITTING Panels, i4is.00ioijn., amps,etee, 11W.,
J. trasasaitting."hfly, 15-stud rotary sititeb, ritarige-noer
ositth; 12/-. raeeiage 1/-.-Beoton's Eieeteio,ul Sttecs,
630, Chalk Faem Rd., N.W.i.
(1756
UTIRELESS Isdootry Oilers Wsll.paiit Ptots tri QouliY
Ocal M es; by ot.n,dyiog st boote siLk Oh, T.I.G.B.
yoa, too, tota bee000e qaaitteol; arito to-slay tor "The
Esgisder's Guide tas Stoseess," tree, oh/rb Contains sand's
ot/otest rho/en of ttipel,,s and
sgiseerisg courses, oser
200, and alone grins the parileuloro at tite esser/nation
regolatitto toc A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.W.T., ARadA., C. lsd
(i.. etc.; mention branch, post, or qaa.Iiflo'atiss Obst interests you-Tb, Technological Isstitutt at Crest Brim/n.
02, Trmple Bne Rouse, London, E.C.4. IFoundod 1917.
19,000 successe,.)
.
(0752

100

one

A.C. VALVES.

A.C.10.P.T.

A

.0.

Res, us

BArrERy
L.?.,

23;

5.5.9.0..
'27,

24,

5.015.1.

P.T.a.

4/it,

Non-ring HF., detector,
Oopooec, 3/3; Gase B. 4/6 0.1.2

VALVES.

I.R.S. P.S.

5/.;

/52,

ribes, 0/6.

Famous Continental A.C.V.M.P.,

SMOG., £0.50., ACH..
; o loo seat/tese.
219;

V.B.P.r., 5/O.

101PTa,

42. 47, 2.60. 2-07. 06,

45. 77.

.50ee/ras

70. 40. 00,

typee. 50.
81, 2575.

10

4/6;

BARGAIN PARCELS. Value 30/-, containing four
o. t. essd,saers, fose eutsoboldee,, biuooaiae, BCO..
saelabla,, elertrolyt/r,, ee,loOatrss. str., 5/-; todes,
sa/or orse 4410,1st 10/-;,tatc sait,' oc battery.

750

0.0000.

0.000/i,

posad

EXTENDED

rabiosO,, 2/1.1 ; rari/rai, 3/0 ; part ps,bag.3d.
sot stato;,', 12/A

SAlMO SUPPLY Ca. tE,titbli,bed 1925),
supply on toueraient teem,, eoerponesto, aeerotoeieo
J0540)0/9
asdsets.asymslae.i01 Ojosa,, balaneoosee 12 months.;
sénd list ai roqeleo,goo,ts-1I.' y ........
Ost Lose, London, E.C.2.
t
10337

ratel; Ekaarbea.aiana

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS. A fortn,iatc
SHORT WAVE.
.611 Rayntart short trave eoi/aauttfor,neronowmoulded
in "ltM4" bloss material.
INTERCHANGEABLE Short-wave Coils cover

1

2,9;

three, 713; n'oIt.
12-100.001cm.
Very pl1ient (cot," %Vee%n. 95.1.").
Od.

pet.caeo

10.5.

P
flETO-SCOTT,' oldest

e,taBllihSd' firm 'loe eeetc edio
need os easy teem,; accessories, bita, ready aecembied
instrument,, reisst,, eta/,; send us a tint of your seuise,nento; se will quote by settarn.-Peta-Scott Co.,
Ltd., 77, City Rd., London, ECL
[0500
.L

obOkoo

MICRODISC

51-

,a,sld.,

;

.

.

COILFORMS. Latest ribbed lijo. ojoso 4-pin, 1/6,
6-pS. 6th,, ,tas;)spt ne 7-pin socket typ;. 1/9; th,-ead;n,, 3d. g,
CONDENSERS. Iladioplione 000016 super ceramic,
316; ose/es gap loIn. 3/9 ,' ot oeueksbbo, II, 40
,a,atd., 1/3 ; i,o10et;te. 70 ,00f.i.. t,lo,set',, 44.

-.

MACHINERY, TOOLS, ETC.

-

Dciii,, used, srct/uditi,nnd; 19;9; alt colt.
Co., 7, Hígbboey Tescapo Mea,.
[1772

100

ELECTRIC
age,.-Asoel C,ne

DIALS.

famous high
Utility,
pclacti;n(llot8;elt.3/l1 lltasososd.46.;kp.,f.C.',.5/5; ostm.
bucket,. 3d. epeod. esI,,eth,o 0/,; i, Bd.
AMERICAN VALVESOCKETS.
Chaosis type,
53, etc., 1/-; SOs. lAis Mtol,trs dlet;oteie) osasti. 5030, '51. 4:6.
CERAMIC COILFORMS. American 4-pin, 1/6;
i-p/u .1,9; te,o,,otttog ge0000d, so2jt,.., 5,6.
TRANSM ITTING RESISTANCES, ELECTRAD.
at/,iocstu/tO.0000h,,at.30 catt 19:20 satt,2/8;7Ssntt.3/6;
tOO oust, 4/6; 21 soIt. socolle 36.
HAMMARLUND. National, UTC. Peak, Collins,
:

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS
and Co.-Poteet and Teado Macto tbsooghout the
GEEs odd.
P. GEE, Mess. SOGE.. A.M.I.R.E.. 51-52,
H-T.
Chasessy Lane, London. W.C.2. Eatabliolaed 1905

dooso learn Gpoesu,ornt Patent ORbe). 'Phono: Hoi.
born 1525. Handbook ices.
[0061
N. and W. S. SKERRErL', Ck.ssteord Patent
12

H.
Agents.
(Hoi. 0837),

CATALOGUES.
SHORTWAVE Revised A

12

eaia,eni ;lls,te,tu,0 eatotcese glee,
I10ppsou et

p

--

-

TRADE
receices,', quotation

ENQUIRERS must send
-,

[Ij

Retail Branches;

/

19, JOHN BRIGHT STREET
110, DALE END.

44

(G5N1)

E

MID

3254..

I

Handbook

of

.1

-

-;

It gives full information regarding
various I.C.S. Courses of Instruction in
Radio work.
The Radio Industry is progressing with
amazing rapidity.
Only by knowing
thoroughly the basic principles can pace
be kept with it. I.C.S. Instruátion includes
American broadcasting as well as British
wireless practice. It is a modern education,
covering every department of the industry..
OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Servicing which to-day
intimately concerns every wircicss dealer and
his employees. 'The Equipment Course gives
sound instructionin radio principles and practice.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman.; This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
svhtch enables- the -salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
Then 'there are Prepàratory Courses for
the City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
30

We will be pleased to send. you details and
flee advice on any or all of these subjects. Just
fill in and
post the coupon, or write in any
other way.

-

InternatIonal Correspondence Sohools, Ltd.
Dept. 38, International Buildings,
Kingssoay, London, W.C.2
Without rost or obiigatios, please scod mo your "Radio"
baoktrt oi iniorosation about Ike Courses I hase marked X4

D COMPLETE RADIO,
D RADIO SERVICING
D RADIO EQUIPMENT
D RADIO SERVICING & SALESMANSHIP
D WIRELESS ENGINEERING
D EXAMINATION (state mhich)
-

FORD RADIO, Ltd.,
.

cod British Rceeiooca.

____!

,:
0

EADING Seroice Speciatiots fac Amecican If.eceieees,
also. Brstsh;. tasde ooak particolarly; eatisoatee free.
aoci St., Tottooharn
R

SERVICE C

HOLLOWAY HEAD BIRMNGHAM1
Telephone:

ISTAVOX SERVICE.

HENRY

THE SQUARE DEALERS

ADOMART

11190

Ses01ee.-Aii make, oi Engligh and American
by setoso.
L.F.. ucd output tsansiosmes,.
REWINDING.-Moios,
opeakers. headphones, etc.; keenest terms for con.
teal/ta.
RADIO SERVICE Co., 315, Bonhitt Soso,
DOSTAVOX
London. ECl. 'Phoss: National 8589.
11573
ERVICE With a Smite."

thsaaandn 1
bath 0/3 tus 3d.

Out,

.

W.C.2

REPAIRS 'ANb SERVICE

psbi,b,d

duapOco,,

'1
bueoasoa, 104-;

-

necio,, aol

80-90. Chaneeey Lane, London,
and 24. Tempts Sos', Birmingham.

,alsen,lIi.
CLEARANCE catalogue
of

-

sOlcanO

PAYMENTS

L

SPECIAL Set Liosen 3-gang Superitet Coito, toso
Ltoeo 1F.',. S'gas/a ,upcebet posdco,er; roto,, 03/-. foe 10f-.
CABINETS. Climas hrlzo,ttal net and speaker

IM',4

92.

BE[4NETT COLLEGE, Ltd., Sheffield.

ceo,, oaokrsu alder tag.. Od.: rroioe5o,d ,okl,r,

2

ADIO

-

Pointiag.-1,000 billheada, 3/6; somplen l,re.
Perus, 18. Busted, Suturo.
[2555
11'1CROAM22ETERS, O to 260; 22/6. post Ieee.'-

mng,s, 25 no.10 umps.. Vkstul 000ltu erste,,, odgrsl'e, 5/9.
PUSHBACK. Connecting ss'ire )trdn., 6d.; heavy,
1

:-

CHEAP
Creten'ay

:

lee heater,, lid.

Book'et-Free

MISCELLANEOUS

4/0; baod-pas, 3-sg, 5/1,1; Liatru ull',suo, 2'ng lcoo,ret,o
8.5.3 ta loI-esse', 10/6; lesusceed ooeesor.I ,uut:krd call,. 2/11;
POTENTIOMETERS, Front wirewounsl 10,000
sopesot tongo,) to separate 50,000 lIst 15/6), 1/6; Cesta/ob und
Igende. 20,000, SonOs. loIrs,, jo,pa.,I neu., 2 mr;., 1/0; u/tb
HF.' 'HOKES. Temen, binocular (list 5/.) 1/11
Cl/otto bluse,dse. 1/3 Loto, lessree,d, 1/11 ; A,uplis,, soest
,o'ssned, 1/11: ToIson ,crno,d ,ks,t-eoyr, 1/11.
TRANSFORMERS.
Felsen Itadiogrund, 2,9;
Te/ugo, Ace, n'ode toi tonus, Ossu 111.5 7/6). 1/11 OuTIl. .psakse,
,lt oIIM.C. upoubees. 2/U: Poeats,d, 1/lt,
ROTARY CONVERTORS.
E.D.C., £7, sew,
output SaUr., 40 n.a., 0,. Input. 37/0 / 12,'., 29/-.
MILLIAMMETERS. Flush 21m., 5/9 super 21m.,
:

Lo

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

COILS. Lissen screen switched 3-gang nuperhet,

0/9

Us Sena You
This 40-Page

Let

2,000

'DADIOTofAItT Carries' Laegeot Stocks British and Assen.
IL cao Orar, E,O.I., Ceesmio coil lsrmn, hottles, Hum,oarl,ond gear, etc. For other short sayo lineo plessr neo
ose diuplot adoertierment na this page. Peeooso I astrotioo.-.GSNI, G2AK. 44. HnllSocy Heud, Birooinghaes.
[0507

tot/tee, 10/6;

O'.k

.

Bret,

L'V3/RYTHING for Roeles; cameras und peojeetoro loom
,04 25/- to £99; ose ttaio week's Tse As/atone I'tsofo
eapt:ee'o Big Bacgain Litt.-Illuot,a Entuepeises, 259,
Wa,doue St., LondOn. Gerrard 6809.
[0486

4--4.1/6;Ou,t&.2/11;16+S,3111:Sne/..1'3,
BIAS ELECTROLYTICS. T.C.C., Re/shy, 50 mOd.,
50e. 1/9: 55 001., 25,'., 15 uSI.L1005/. 1/' it old.. 2+5 nfl.. Od.,
DIALS. Polar, Utility, latest ttrtight line, 311
00/It, dIse, 1/0; Utitty o/endIte. 2/11.
SMOOTHING CHOKES.
¡cte teared Stalloy,
CT. SOhy., 020 too., 225 Oh,nu., 3/IL t.t es 'daho., 00 tu., 2/11
Llosen alSdoato,, 1/3.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 1/,yl'ot, etc., 350-350.
45.21 T.,4c.5 0.2.. ,keuoded. 12/6: tap'°t oats,, to 500tt.
H.T.8 ne 0.2.9. «,oh LT.. 12,6
SV,stisshso,e LT. trss,lse,u.,e,, 6/6.

y St

h

CINEMA

;

9/6;

SteIig, Wstn

om'p!1t

Bo

56

DEC.,

0-statt Amplifier and Laical Radis,
CELESTION
plete oiih spore opt t'soit salves, £2/b; SaIn
1,500 teao'tormer. I'P.PX4, new, £3/il; STR.
ehuegee, HT, and LT,, 15/-; Ferranti O.P.M.le,
arlo 12/t each; t'aeley PP. tr000/os'nuedt, new, 91-32e Bastett Ga,edeas,, Onterley, Sliddleoeu.

3-gangs, S.adiophone otsaight 0f
Uttllty ,ts,lght. s, flOOr., 5/9; SUlOy
o din d,'trr, 3111'; dItto, Osels dite.
2/3 ;siogzo, 0.0003.0.0005, Sd.; TeI,010 50,,, 0.0003, 1/3; 0.00015.
Polo,
O'uaug ttniksob und dal, a/eupacod, 4111.
1/SMOOTHING CONDENSERS.
Non-inductive
esotro,,,',, Dubilie,, 2,0.0., etc., 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 0.02, 0.002, 3d.;
a/gOt 0.5 std. packr. 1/9; 1,5005. tuboloer. ut duo' to 5.5. Od.;
0.55, 0.5, 82.; 4 nId. 708 r., t., 2/3 2 nOd.. 1/3; 1 nOd.. Sod.
Hrl,bpa5000ckiog.4n,ld..3/9;to,i,l..4J6:2r,ld.200.1/_.
ELECTROLYTICS. Hetby, etc., 500v. working
flOto. Poas

h

SURPLUS, ETC.

B.TH.. Siem,,,,

9

¿St0d

C°

aod Majestic Serolce Depot-IF, and
teansfoemersrem000d, Ameeican sobes o cod
trade supplied-Metropolitan Radio Service Co.,
Finchfey Rd., London N.W.11. Speedovell 3000.
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LONDON TRANSFORM ER PRODUCTS LTD.
L.T.P. Works,

WATT POWER RESISTORS

Cobbold Estate,

WiI!endei, N.W.10

Willesden 3560, 7743.

.

NGIMER5v
ARYQU

Thyh.ve

EARNING
PEP WEEK?
LES! ThAN tlO
to

li

/4r,

r.

special heat

6/

'

cannot afford
carry on without reading our
The book espiainu clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful
career. Among other things, it esplains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines HomoStudy Courses im, all branches o) Civil, Mechanical,
EtocleicaL Motor. Aera, Wirel000, "Talkie" Engineeeing,
Television, Building, Govt. Employment, etc., aod gives
details ot SSc., A.M.LC.E., A.TsI.l.A.E., AM/RE..
A.MJ.W.T., G.P.O., Mote/c., and all
Enanos, W Guarantee-" No Pass-No
\
0f so, you

-

268-page Handbook.

Im t

ti

.-enocuaocuouoascuaupaguss,aoujt

baods,givingvam-vingeesistascesalnesifdesmremt. Estreme
ty reliable and efficient, and accurate to ± 5%.
40-WATT TYPES,
100, 200), 480, 6"0, 1000,
e
',
'
1200, 1 500, 2000, 31)00,
Vlt
t'oo
'

,
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i
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LLU., LortOOs,
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YOURS FOB

20/-

PERMANENTLY

AMPLIFIER:

TRANSFOR11ERS

£1019-6
payments

P.A..

eac

SEMI-ADJUSTABLE
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Our New Catalogue describes over 400

20000, 25000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 75000,
100000, 150000, 200000, 250000, 3000/)0,
460 000, 500 000, 750 000, 1 meg., 2 meg., 3 meg.,
and 5 meg.

tapping

pool )6R5,4T

oct

36 stock salues (o ohms): 250, 5)10, 1 000, 1500,
2000, 2 500, 30/JO, 3500, 4000, 5000, 6060,
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SEMI-VARIABLE
BASEBOARD CONDENSERS

The Best costs very

little more-and

both fiscd and saciable condeosrrs
particolarly wheo these are used
for Short-scone or Television ap-

es

List

pp'S

No.
S.W.112.

F.

SLEED, 92, Finad, Acne,,,

Soultcses, Hoot,.

Thousands of ossne,-s of the Baker Super Pownr Speaker
(purchased betsseee, .1925 and 1936) can lenpeove re.
products ne, as above by fitting toe nee, Triple dia.
phragm, comprising a enai n cursed sided coneand
dual bakelite und duralucel n cones coenbined (Pros.
Pat.) Prsce 25f-, including suitable coil and ceeetreing
deosce. Futtngfreeat Works. A curcedsidedeone
s fitted as standard to thefumous Baker SopeeQuality
Tripiv speaker-the biggest udcue,ce yet coude ¡n
reulsstic reproduction, (Obtainable on Easy Terens
froc,, Lovdoe, Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat Lane, E.C.)'
Send noce for descriptive leaflet "Loud Speaker
Tailoring" .Yours for the asking.

S.W.54
S.W.55
S.W.56
.S.W.57

3.2
7.0 (
14.2 t
211.0)

43.0

56.0)

3/-

each.
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A genol knob should be free
Irons sharp rd4rsand "wobblr"
scheu rotated. These Neo 501gm

We can now supply

.

RADIO LTD.
Sannen.

licsslarty suitable fnr short.
o-uve controlo. With brass
insert, und Icen suak stonI
scene's. .Apprus. dia. 2)in.
Bere )io.
L'sI No. K.S2.
nach.

2d.
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AC-D.C.
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SUPERHET
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DOMINION Short Wave Rrceiders, SOUND SALES,
HARTLEYTURNER,HAYNES RAbIOaeed MCCARTHY
RADIO R eceiders and Aeeplifiers, and ROLA

TWO NEW KNOBS

front ul
cabinet oith isdiffereot
spoil
knobs run
the hole

possible

We speclaliue

"Ceramite"
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everyone

make

'spaced
plates ace built up
on u special mooldeni
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purpose type
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL OFFER
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Completely Revised

AI

SVICEIOe

fD

XX

Price-

at liait

[1781
'Phone: Derwent 2060.
DEGALLIETS'S, Ltd.. Radio Service-We undertake ropaies os English or America s receivers, lacent price
nith best naskmansluip; let us Quoto.
DEGALLIEItS. Ltd., 20, Polygon Mesas South, London,
[1279
W.2. Paddingtasa 2745.
ITALRADIO Inc Otepairn and Rwindiugs to Converters.
tars, transformers. s'asacasa clrgaees. etc-1,
[1764
Hills Place, Osfoed St., WI. Greened 2251.
GuARAN'rEEn Repairs-Any teassfsveere, chaise.
keenest
Boaster, armature, cassecter, dyssanac, etc.;
priera; ,ioasorsiiato quatations; prompt, dependable Bernice.
LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.).
[1650
Willesden, N.W.10. Eu. 35fi8 and 7743.
Transiormev Service-Repairs, rewinds, ne cas.
MA'rtd
Iteaction to specification o! roy type; competitive
prices and prompt service-Sturdy Electric Co., Diptcn,
[t516
Nencaotlr-an-Tysae.
"SIAJESTIC Seesice-Repairs to Moiestic and oil types
rrveisevs ussdertakrn by specialists; oli replacements
toe Majestic sotsr' write 'tee' dessus ol ase attese tise
7.5 ajrstic ret maderrsisation scheme.
IMPERIC (SERVICE) Ca., Ltd. (Iornsrrly Majestic
Electric Co., Ltd.), Majestic Works. Taciti Rd., N.17.
[1699
(Tattenhafli 4461.)
Speciality; cones
to Mooisg Coil Speohees
rices, including
REPAIRS
and, coils . 1/Led, fields altered;
eliodnators, quoted; ,)oad tpeakers, 4/-; L.F. end ostpos!
sot/election; teorie
tralseers, 4/,. post ieeo;.goaeanteed
invited; cot/motes ieee; prompt sersice.LondSpeoker

By'Pass, Suercy.

9d.

A

SERIES V'O

V

ABACS

Repair Woe/se,

-

WI

*

providing móst of the essential
Data required in Receiver Design
By

WANTED

V

R. T. BEATT.Y,M.A.,B.E.,D.SC.
Published

ADIO Teaieissg, all osorno., bm lees; prospecten ires,
-Roll Msnicipul Tecisnicel College.
[1673
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AC E
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ShOrt
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0.00015.
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000025
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o.00oo3. 0.00004. 0.00005, 6d. e..h.
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I
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ITEMS ADVERTiSED- j.AST WEEK ARE

hio,,pno,t,
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FERRANTI

"

CONSTRUCTIONAL
PÖWER-.Th

-

:"

J

.

Details for constructirg these remarkable amplifiers, whicñ
are superior to ánything hitherto made generally available,
are given in the Ferranti Booklet R 105 which will be' sent
post free on receipt of stamps or postal order ftr 6d.
Other Ferranti Books which you should have are?R 101 Ferranti Receivers-free and posi free,'
R 102 Ferranti Mains Components-1d. post free.
R 104 Ferranti Audio Transformers-1d. post free.
Or all three n'lu be sent together for 3d. post free.
FERRANTI LTD. RADIO WORKS, MOSTON, MANCHESTER, 10.

Another remarkable curve illustrated
in the Constructional Power Ampli.
fier Book shows the overall amplification of the
12 watt A.C. Mains Amplifier Type A.C. 12C
within
db. from 25 to 8,000 cycles.
-

-

These ewon are of the performance includin,?
the Output Transformer. On 1,5/I ratio.

-

-

THE BEST AMPLIFIERS EVER DESIGNED BY FERRANTI MUST BE GOOD

,

S.
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AC/DÇ7VALVES
o'
/
i
/

J

AC/DC Va'ves have been4eciall.y designed to gTve trouble-free performance
either type of supply voltage.
The insulation between heiter and càthode of these valves is sufficient to ensure4at
.

.

introduced throøÇh leakage.
.
s aviable for all the requirements of modern receiver design, and
the performance of thalves is fully equal to that of the famous Mazda AC rare.
hum

is

A complete range

.

.

THREE TYPICALVALVES:
:

TYPE VP. 1.321 Variable-Mu H.F. Pentode
Mazda VP. I3iis an Indirectly heated variable-mu HF. pentode for

.

/

/f

.,

j.

:

.

F

L

.

use In 4.e/DC or automobile
receivers. ThescreenMay be operated at 2C0 or 250 volts potential and a screen.4tentiometer Is there.
fore unnecessary. lt will handle a modsiated signal of O-volts peak carrier witbo'ut distortion.

..
62OTriodePentode
%

TP.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Mazda TP. 2dO s'an inthrectly èted triode pentode valve which isdesigned for operation as a self
osciIating frequency chrger. The pentodeceion has variable.mu ch;racteristics and can handle a l2.volts
n
dd t
has a h gh wo k ng4mpedanc
Th tr ode ost llator and
peak carr er w thout d to e o
pentode fr quency changer sectòns ar str enedn(rom
ch ocher a d are exc Pt for a common cathode
connection, completely indepefldentoÍ each .ther'koth funiqns niay..therefore, be carried out with
Ccircuit arrangements giving the best pòssible
Ow g to the complet absence of any e1etron c coupi g b tween the two sect ons the osc Ilator f e
yiquency is independent of the operating conditlonof chflrequency changer section:

oh

-

¡

operatior_/

PEN )520 AC/DC Matns
ÌRAT(NG
¡v5

I

IJ
ç,

Heler

j

".

.

Voltage

HetiCurre
maximum Anode Voltage
Max mum Sc edn Voltage1

.......

,

250

70

j

,,*ac EaJIOO;Eg=0

jnp

.45
02
250

Mutqi Conductance (mAJ

.

j

lnirectly

Heated Output Pentode

Anode Voltage
Sc en Voltage
Anode Current
Screen Current

Gr d B as
Opt mum Load

.........
.........

Self.bias Resistance (ohms)

(/HL..132o

ï

...

ALSO AVAILABLE
HL. OD. 132o PEN. OD. 4020

185

200

185

200
40

36.5
7.3

8.0

725

80

4 400

4 400

165

65

I

II

.

.
F

EDUSWAN..

'.

the MAZDA range are conlainedhi ihe MAZDA VALVE MANUAL
R.toz seni free o/i receipi of 3d.for pus/age.

Full dc/al/s of/his onda/I o/he; values lu
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JPI55

5fdRdth

1

Vdui

G,nI 8:/ui:

EDISON
i,

CHARING

fe: Tb: 8:/i/sb

UruM,,

ud

.4

SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
CROSS. ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
Tie,,,su,.

Ce. Lid., Le,,de:

R«gb,, s'id disbbbsbed by:

R.M.282
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'

pick-up at a reasonable pricedesigned and made by engineers who understand
the meaning of fidelity in reproduction.
A really first-class

-

-

IJ77'

PRIrE

PlCI(,pAT

-

Range 70-5,000 cycles

*

,'

* Output-10
*
*
*

.0

volt at 993 cycles
Self-contained volume control

perfect tracking
Beautiful finish

97%

-

'
-'.

Ask your dealer about it.

.

t
,

4fl
'IJP'

/j::vi

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
55. CHARINC CROSS ROAD, LONDON. W.C.2
Diso-ib,:o,-sfo,- the B,-itùh Thorn,o-Hottstoo Co. Ltd., Rogby
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MAGNAVOX "DUODE"

new

-.33 LOUDSPEAKER. says:-

.

:

"The DUODE marks a very distinct advance.'
THE DUODE incorporates a revolutionary departure in Loudspeaker design and performance. Send for
Technical Booklet giving full details, NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY REPORT, and Response Curves.

tz©

'DUODE"
MANUFACTURED

UNDER

BENJAMIN

ELECTRIC

THE

.

LOUDSPEAKER

3.3.,

MAGNAVOX PATENTS

PENDING

BRANTWOOI

LTD.,

PATENTS &

WORKS,

REGO.

DESIGNS

BY

LONDON,

TOTTENHAM,

Ñ.17.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

THE

Macaulay 2381/2

20-22, HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, SW.4.
Central 2833.
165 & 165A, FLEET STREETS E.C.4.

(Next Door to Anderton's Hotel)

All goods guaranteed perfect.. Set Manufaèturers' Surplus. Carriage paid over 5/-; under 5/- postage 6cL extra.
I.F.S. and Abroad carriage extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent C.O.D.
.

-

NEW

-

VARIABLE CONDENSERS'
Utility

d,,,,,,
0.0005

0.0005

SIc,

cd Ucikccb Tritrns,,,,, 3/11. UtiOty
,cr,,,d ,,ith T, ,.,,,c,,cd Illt,,si,,ct,,d

Mc,tic.t

3-c,tg lidi y

cdc,, 3/1-1..

Li,,,,, 2-gct, 0.0005 ,,itIt Frcct Tyim,,,, cd Disc D,'ie,
511. B,k,lit, R,',ctic, asd Tesis, Cc,cd,ct,e,. 0.0001,
Pyctsett,
0.00015, 0.000?. 0.0003. 0.0005, 0.00075, Od.
.002 rna'_, 6d. ,eh.
FIXED CONDENSERS
454. 650,,. (scsygs).

1'

.4

............. 1/-

Scsi. 50
15,,1. 00, .............

50,4.

12s ..............

4,4. l000.

1fU

Ds,bili,c:

4rn6. 500 ,, ........

8+4,4.

.

500s..........

50, ..............
2,4. 20, .............
25,cf. 25'..............
U.S.A.
50,c,1.

4, 8.

peal,

12,sf. 530 c.

3

3/4/
1/9
Od.

............. pcchl/9

S+4csf. 500,. p,ok

4±4,sf. 500,.

ppsk

04.8c4. 500,. p,,k
12+Ssf. 500V. pesi, '
12+4,.,1. 500. peak
Wcgc (,.1, 4530. 5y&iflg

-

.

2/3'
1/6
2)6
2/6
2/6

4/6/37'
10/6

cccykiss

'
--.
G.E.C. SETS
200.2,000 metres. S.G.
G.E.C. AC/D.C. Receiver.
Detector, Super Pentode, Rectifier, self-contained MC.
Speaker. 200-250 volt,, in handsome Bakelite Case.
Usted £7.10-0 at 79/ft
-

2,4. 350V. scccicics
1/6
CONDENSER BLOCKS
All 250 cdt, cccckieg.

1/-

Dcbili.r:
2+2+2,,f .............

2+2+1+1+1,4,

H.M.V.

...

1/6

4+4+1+1,4.......

3/-

1/-, 2.4. 1,9, 4,,l. 3/..

Byiti,h.ccsd. Mesi,, les, Meto,',.
Flash ssc6,ce. 20'
di,,sctey. 0-lO, 0-20, 0-30. 0-50. 0-lOO. O-150, 0-250,
O-500 s$ulicwps; 0-1, 0-3, 0-5 s'sp,. All ,,ad AC asd DC,
519 ,,,'h.
Mesi,,, Call Millis,,,tyr,. B.E.S ..... 6,,t
0-1 MA.. 20' dis,ssct,'e. 166, 0-1 M.A.3f dia,,.tpy. 22/8.
Melt/puce, (ce sacs,. otsy y,egc 1/' scsi,. All Mets,,, 6,sh
ba/cl/tp ,a,ps. V,5l T,s,,,,, M,sp, 6 ,5d 12

tw

5/-.

T*r,3l.

Mention oJ

-

-

-

-

O/LOO:; it

The Wireless World,"

ith.

1/6

wlin writing

,,

27(6

30
50

-

,,

,,

D.C.S.,, de AC.

a

.

,t

I

,,

as

I

,,

M5,/,, 40

.

37/6

soit,,

50/.

The f,Ils's/ng litt,, (d. ,,ch ce 5/. p- d5o,, -4-, 5- co 7-pie
Ba,rlso,ed op 4-, 5. ce 7'pte ChascO, Mc,stt;,tg Vcle, Held,-,,,
Atscetcae V5l0 Heldt,, I watt e.tisconccc, s-icc ,,d eseep
esloe; otabolar sei,', etod Cesd,tteces, 500 soit. eecy eic,
tn 0.5, 3 .mp.: 2- c 3.peSo Sscit,hm; Cyldas Dnohte
Teimmeoc; 6 yd,. Systcltss; I, .5, 2, se 2.5 esco. I yd. 7-sc'cy
Cabio; 91t. e,citt ,nr,d S0ldeo 6 yd,. po,h.baek C,,soeeti.tg
Wi,'e' 2ie. Kmh,. Any typo a,,d gcnneity tif Ie,tt-stse,tt
W;e, cc, hr ,uppl,ed Ire's stock.
Ssld,cing lost.,, 200-250 seit,; cstseaescc 0.2 stnp,, 2/6.

.

.

.h

to advertisers, will

-

PREMIER SMOOTHIPIG CHOKES.

Rs hast ,s&coinctce,e,. 200, 350. 500. 1,000, 2,500 5.000.
8,000, 10,000. (5.000. 25,000, 50,000. 100.000. 250.000. 500.000,
I
seg. 2 "cosi,. 5:000. 10,000. 5,000, 00,000, 500,000,
I so, With se-itch, 2)6 ach.
Dc,l Potentico,etaec: 10,000
nod 50,000, 5.000 sod 50,000: 5,000 asd 100,000: 10,000
d

17/O

2 9
2 MA.. 20 he,eyt ...
40 MA., 30 honey, ...
4MA.,
40
60
h,,ey, -. 5/6
ISO MA., 40 honey, ... 10)-,.

-

POTENTIOMETERS

.,

121F. AND LF. CHOKES
:5y,p,4
HF. Chnk,, 100.2,000 metre,, 1/6 etch,
Pyemi,e Sccr.sed H.F. Cl,ske. foe Sheet Wsspt, 10.200 scesero,
116 eseh.
Pc.teiee Shoot W55, H.F. Cheh,. 10.2011 ,tt,tcm,
94. Pcpm,e Msi,5, HF. Chnke, ceery I nmp., 1:6.
-

,cpsli,d.sc,si-sceicbl, ,t 6d. este,. 1,000 oic,c,, 150 ms.
tccsi',,eioht, R5/,t,5c,, 2/.. 000 o/cs, 250 s.,. Re,iste,c,
tappati (nr coy sets/ce cl 0.18 s'sp. oslm,, 3/6. 800 6,,

V.

t, 6

,, et I
,, et 2

Pe,tei,r

tacts,, .-tcy s-nIer op is 50,000 eh,,,, 1). och. 8 c'atte cp to
50,000 s/cs,, 1/6 ,,h. 15
op te 50,0011 oh's,. 2f. cch.
25 watts opto 50,O011n/,s, 2/6 each. 15. cod 25.we Rittne,

dc.

Ii

-

WIRE-WOUND RESISTANCES

350 to.,. toppod cetittosOc.

te 6

C nosce, io, Unit, loe
80 seott,, 35/..

4

.Sscf ..................

l_i,,,c'.

2

ldl

t

4+1+1+1+5+5+

2

Clac/cts Mcc'i,tg Light Sits's M,ttin,s Dial, with 2" kmh. !dpal
icr S/set 'LOses, 2/-. Utility D,,c D,,5-, ,,co.pl't, 'c-,eI, 2'
kt,nb.
(se Sbcyt Wa,,,, 2'.. 4' Bake/Sc Kcsb.Di,ls 6d.

2f
2/6

PREMIER LT. CHARGER KITS

All icc,,epoost, Wpstischcu,c Rectiftcec.
2ta6sslt..t4ecsp. 146

DIALS

-

METERS

j

.

-

Send
These are full-sized receivers. Not Midgets fl
for Illustrated lists of these asd other Rece,s'er Bargatns.

4,4. 2000,.
13/\V,,ceys El,c,ris
2!'(,sO. 250,. sse//cg
1 2s4. 250,. ,ccekic,,
lw) 250V. c,sdci,,,
6d.
4,,f. 350, ............... 2/6

'

8cs6. 500,...............

-

I

Dalcilie,
4ts1. 500,. s,c,kisg
4,1. 800,. ,,5,k/5
2cs3. 750,. ,ckisg

.

4l.

I

,

Ferguson S-valve Superhets.
l2.2.000 metres.
16 tuned circuits.
!00'250v. AC. or A.C./D.C.
7 watts output £12.10-ft

--

Electrelytics.
T.C.C.:
..
8ccf. S50c. (,cr5,) ...

.

,

_________________

-

"

PREMIER -EUMINATOR KITS

All i,scnrpoeatisg Wc,tisohso,, RestiO.,-,, high goelS,,' Maite,
,,so dC/c/ps. G po,soo, SmoothiegmdD.cnopliog
cocees,, d R es/stacee
20 etslt, 20 ,o..., 20/. ; with
Tpi,,klo Ch oegee 26/.. 50 s. 50 cc. 4., 3.., 2716 ; .4th Ted/I,
Cheese,, 35/.. i 50 seit, 30 ,s.. c'Si, 4
3-4,i. C.T.L.T.. 25/.
s-ith Teicklr Ch ccc . 32,'O, 250 seIt, 611 m., sciti, 4 s. 3-Sc',
C.T.L.T.. 30,-. 300 seise 60 so. c'th 4,. 3-5o. C.T.L.T.,
37,6, 200 snles lOO mc. '/4th 4 s. 0-S,. C.T.L.T.. 42/6.

-

f,,IIy,c,,ccd

rTypc,s.

LIST READY SHORTLY

ALL-WAVE SETS
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
FERGUSON 6-VALVE SUPERHETS. 17-2.000
METRES. 100-250v. AC/D.C. Li-15-O.

?-ccg bsk,litc di,kctric, se,yi-,hï,ld,d

Stc,, O-asca, 0.0005,
Disc Dri,e, 7'6.
,,ith T.-is,sw,-,, 5/6. .Pctcc 0.0005 ,,cith ,,lccc

1636

-

250 t.1,A., IS hemp, ...
611 MA., 80 he,cps

2,500 nhnt fer Speolire

Replsc.stpt,t..

20/5,6

,...

MICROPHONES

G,dspa ,sod,l snith ,tcsd .,d teaseln,e,ore, titeo!, button
type, 1016. Wo,tecn Elreteic type se, hasp, ic/tb' tys,,,tcycsn-,
4,6.
Home Brscdca,toe Mieespf,no,. tow ptic,d sc-S hcect,
type .4th trastisytn,y, 716. Caebao Micecphctse. cid, tOots,'
3

i

enure

krr.

pe6vz ¡'t

hidme Bkeiitec.
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N the interest of British prestige
and influence in world affairs.
we think that the appropriate
use of languages other than
English should be encouraged."
This suggestion is put forward i.n the
Report of the Ullswater Committee on
Broadcasting, and since there are no
reservations to it we may assume that
the Committee has expressed this view
unanimously.
The proposal is made in connection
only with the Ernpire Service, so that
it may be assumed that it is not intended that foreign language broadcasts
should be extended to the mediumand long-wave stations.
But if on short waves it is necessary
" in the interest of British prestige an~l
influence," then surely the effect would
be the greater on the more normal
wavelengths with an enormously larger
audience.
It would be interesting to know what
has prompted the Committee to make
this recommendation, particularly at
a time when it might have been considered inadvisable, in view of the
political situation in Europe, to embark
upon such activity which could -hardly
fail to cause resentment in those
coun tries whose languages were adopted.
As far as we are aWare, there is
nothing either in the B.B.C.'s present
charter or in the licence from the Postmaster-General which expressly rules
out broadcasting in languages other
than English, so why should provision
now be made for what is already provided for? The very fact that the
B.B.C. already possess the necessary
authority makes it all the more curious
that this recommendation should have
found its way into the Report.

In discussing this subject in these
pages some months ago, we said that
if it was proposed that )Jroadcasts of
a political nature should be made in
foreign languages. then they should
be banned. If they were an exchange
of ideas intended to acquaint nations
with each other's point of view, then
they might prove very helpful. But, we
added, "the difficulty is that almost
any talk of this kind made in Europe
at the present time would be regarded
by some nationals as in the nature of
propaganda.' ,
\Ve cannot see that any change of
circumstances has come about to justify
an alteration in this attitude to the
question, and we hope that the B.B.c.,
in spite of the Committee's e:nphasis
on their authority to cond,uct such
broadcasts, will move very warily
indeed in the matter.

Twenty-five Years Old
H

The Wireless. World"

HIS month we celebrate twentyfive years of publication. It is a
long life in the history of wireless.
and we may be forgiven if, on looking
back through all those volumes of the
past, we feel that we can count on the
endorsement of our readers that our
existence has not been in vain and that
we have contributed something, however small it may be, to the progress
and successes of the science.
In a very early number the
objects of The Wireless World were
summed up in these words: "This,
then, is our policy: to be of use and
interest to our readers and, through
them, 10 be a factor for progress."
This, our guiding principle of the past,
will equally direct our future efforts.
Our issue of May 1st will be in the
nature of a souvenir of twenty-five
vears: a milestone on the road which
lies <lhead.

T

Wireless World, April loth, 1936.
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Construction and
Operation of a
Quality 12-watt Unit
(Concluded froIn page 335 of last
week's issue)

T

By W. T. COCKING

HE tone-control circuit fitted to
the . fe~der-umt. permIts tbe bass
,
response to be raised and the
.
treble response to be raised or
lowered at will. The results obtainable
are ,.' shown by the curves of Fig. 3, in
which the full-line curve is the normal
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES

positions in which the switches are set any
of the five different curves in the trehle
region can be obtained in conjunction with
any of the three curves in the bass region.
Thus no fewer, than fifteen ,different
response curves are obtainable at will.
In general, for high-quality reproduction when the apparatus is used in conjunction with a re'"
ceiver the normal
response curve
,
should be used, but
-if the receiver gives
-I'-.
any appreciable de...:
gree of sideband
cutting the treble
should
be increased.
1,000
10,000
On
gramophone,
PER SECOND
however, with hor-

-

Fig. 3.-"-:The ov~rall frequency response
curve of the amplifier and feeder-unit is
shown by the heavy line, while the dotted
curves indicate the effect of the tone-control
system.

overall resp<mse of the amplifier with its
feeder, unit. At as Iowa frequency as 20
cis, the response falls by 2.4 db. only
. as compared with that at 400 c / s, whiTe
at iO,Oooc/sitisactually+o.8db. The
dotted curves show, the effect of the tone
control, curve A giving the response when
both bass and treble controls are set fQr
full lift, and curve B when they are set
.for reduced lift. At 50 cis, a maximum
lift (If 20 db. is obtained, and in the intermediate position an increase of 13 db.,
while at 10,000 c/sthe figures are 24 db.
and 14 db. Curves C and D show the
effect of the treble control in reducing the
upp'er regiister~ with 'the bass control set
fornotmal response. It should be clearly
understood that according to the precise
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ULL' details regarding this 12- I
watt amplifier appeared in last !,,
week's issue of" The Wireless World," !
and in this article the construction !
and operation are dealt with in !I
detail. The amplifier is one which
is well adapted. to the needs of those
requiring large volume, and u'ill !
be found particularly suitable for !,
operating several loud speakers -and
I
also for home-recording purposes.

!
!

L_____________________________________________

Ii

recording; the treble response should
be flat or reduced to avoid needlE
scratch .
When the amplifier is used with recording apparatus, the ability to increase the
treble will be found extremely useful.
In most cases, the best results will
be secured by recording with a flat
bas s - characteristic
and the maximum rise
in the treble. In reproducing records cut
in this way, a rising
bass characteristic is
.
needed and a falling
,
(8.)
response in the treble
in order that the
overall response shall
INPUT PLUG
be flat. The reproduction of the various
frequencies is then as
good as if a fla t
ch-aracteristic w ere
used both for record(bl
ing and reproducing,
but there is a marked
Fig. 4.--'-The connections to the input plugs of a pick-up and a
diminution of needle
microphone are shown here.
scratch.
mal recordings and pick-ups, the
With tpe switches. specified, the tone
bass response' should be increased controls will be found to be quite silent in
to compensate for the deficiencies of action and to have no appreciable effect
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.. Wireless World" PA Amplifieron the ,·olume. It is important, however,

to note that it is necessary to take great
care to a void amplitude distortion being
caused by any apparatus, such as a pickup, which precedes the feeder unit, jf
the ability to increase the treble response
is to be any advantage. This is because
if the input is distorted, the rising characteristic increases the percentage of harmonics.
Thus, suppose that the input
waveform is at 1,000 cis and contains

1,250 0
120mA

harmonic 2-45 per cent.
If the nsmg
characteristic is used to correct for a falling characteristic in the loud speaker, of
course, there will be no increase in the
harmonic content of the actual sound output, but if it is used to correct for sideband cutting in a receiver, and the distortion is due to the detector, then it will certainly appear. The indiscriminate use of
a rising characteristic is thus to be
avoided, but there are many occasions
when it can be usefully employed.

2,5000
60mA

1,250 n
20 WATTS

(al

SPEAKER
FIELD

SPEAKER
FIELD

SPEAKER
FIELD
2,500'0
10 WATTS

(b)

(el

Fig. 5.·-The connections f{)r single 1.250 ohms and 2.500 ohms field windings are shown at
(a) and (b) respectively. while the method of energising four 2.50o-ohm fields is indicated at tc).
I per cent. of both second and third harmonics. and that the full treble lift is being
llsC'd. The second harmonic in the output will become 1.7 per cent. and the third

The actual construction of the amplifier is entirely straightforward and need;;
no description beyond the remark that the
high-voltage smoothing condensers have

i3""~

ji~(

_PL_U_G_ _ _ _

Fig. 6.- The primary of the output transformer should be joined to the speaker-plug
in the way shown here.

their terminals protected by a strip of
Presspahn or other convenient inSUlating
material. The uses of the equipment.
are also obvious.
The input to
the feeder-unit should be by means
of screened leads connected as in Fig. 4.
a microphone being preferably energised by a battery to avoid hum
troubles. The connections between the
feeder unit and amplifier can be madf'
with twisted flex and can be up to two
feet in length, for the hvo units should
not be immediately adjacent. Should it
be found that hum appears when the tone
control is set to lift the treble, it is due to
pick-up by L from the mains transformer,
and it can be avoided by moving the
feeder-unit.
Turning now to the loud speaker, a
single 5,000-ohm 6o-mA field or two in

Underneath the amplifier d assis. where all the sma'! corr.t:on ;~1Is are housed,
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parallel can be connected directly to the
.. field" terminals provided, as also can
a single 2,500-ohm 120-mA fidd, or two
series-connected 1,250-ohm 120-mA fields.
A single field winding of this last type

must be connected with a 1,250-ohrr.
resistance of at least 20 watts rating,
as shown at Fig. 5 (a), while a single
2,500-ohm 60-mA field should be
connected as at (b) with a resistance
of not less than 10 watts rating. As

VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS.
Anode
Volts.

Valve.
Output (1)
Output (2)
LF (1)
LF (2)

PC

Ll<'

TG

PP5/400
PP51400
MBL4
MBIA
D4 .. .

4:50

4:;:1
1:50

BO

1;:)5

])4 .. .

}.to

41MB

170
With speaker

Cathode
Volts.
3a.5
33 '
:1.2
3.0
70.0
2.5
1.8

Anode
Current. (rnA)
66.5

64

4.15
4.0
1.5
2.0
1.3

drawing 120 rnA.

Full details are given in this drawing of the construction and wiring of the feeder-unit.

many as four fields of this
rating can be energised by
connecting them in seriesparallel as in (c). It should
be noted that 120 rnA can
only be drawn for field current when the amplifier is
used with the feeder-unit.
When current for working a
receiver is taken from the
equipment, it will usually be
possible to draw only 60
rnA for field windings.
It
will be noted that even when
the feeder-unit only is used,
the total current drawn from
the rectifier exceeds 120
rnA when this current is
taken for the field supply.
The overload is not great,
however, and should not
lead to a material reduction
in the life of the rectifier.
The output stage requires
a load impedance of 6,000
ohms obtained by means of
a transformer connected as
in Fig. 6. The ratio of the
transformer can be calculated by dividing 6,000 by
the speech-coil impedance
and taking the square root
of the result. The transformer should, of course, be
of high quality with a good
frequency response and
capable of handling a power
of 12 watts without introducing distortion. A primary inductance of about
40 H is adequate.
In cases where several loud
speakers are used the speech
coils can all be connected in
parallel if they are all of the
same type. The effective
speech-coil impedance to be
used in calculating the output transformer ratio is then
the figure for one coil
divided by the number of
speakers. Where dissimilar
loud speakers are used,
however, each must be provided with its own transformer. The figure of load

Wfiw®n®~~
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ANDWIRING_. CONNECTIONS

Practicallv the whole of the wiring is carried out on the underside of the baseboard.
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impedance used in calculating the ratios
should then be multiplied by the number
of speakers._
Suppose, for instance, that two Is-ohm
speakers are being used. The speech coils
can be paralleled, and the combined impedance is 7.5 ohms, so that the transformer should have a ratio of ",16,000/7.5

be impracticable, hO\vever, on account of
the leakage inductance, and a compromise
of about 60 H will generally lead to the
best results.
The placing of the output transformer is
not important. In general, with a speaker
having a speech-coil impedance up to
about 15-20 ohms, it should be placed with
the speaker and any extension leads run

ing the comparatively small number of wireless sets in use in the country, Italy is now
extraordinarily well served by broadcasting.
R,ome has three stations, Naples one, Bari
two, Milan two, Turin two, and Genoa,
Trieste, Florence and Bolzano one a-piece.
The second Rome station will also be using
a power of 120 kilowatts in the near future.
Another huge station due to be opened
shortly is Marseilles-Provence, which will be
rated at 120 kilowatts. It is sure to provide
good reception in this country and its coming will be welcomed by those listeners who
look to the Continent to provide a proportion
of their alternative programmes.
I am glad to note the disappearance from
the medium wave band, which may be temporary, though I.fervently hope that it is
permanent, of some of the small Belgian private stations which have been a distinct
nuisance in the past on account of their wavelength-wandering habits. They can't have
served any particularly good purpose even
in their. own country, for their output power
was minute. They have certainly been nuisances so far as other countries ~v('re concerned owing to the heterodynes and the
jamming for which they were responsible
from time to time.
It is understood that Sweden is to erect
a new lOo-kilowatt transmitter at Malmo.
Hitherto the southern part of Sweden has not
been too well served and the new station
should make all the difference. Swedish
stations come in well in Great Britain, and
the big Malmo transmitter shol,lld provide
us with a good medium for the reception of
the excellent programmes that Sweden's
broadcasting authorities send out.
D. EXER.

A New Wharfedale Speaker
The feeder unit seen from below.
:::;28.25-1 instead of the 20-1 rati'o which
would be needed for a single speaker. If
one speaker of .IS ohms is used with
another of 5 ohms, then two transformers
are needed. The Is-ohms speaker requires
one having a ratio of ",112,000/15=
28.25-1, while the s-ohms one needs a
ratio of ",I 12,000 /5 = 49- 1. The two transformer primaries should be connected in
parallel, and, strictly speaking, each
should have an inductance of twice the
normal figure, or 80 H. This is likely to

in the transformer primary circuit. With
a higher impedance speech coil, however,
it is perfectly practicable to run the leads
in the secondary circuit, provided that
heavy conductors are used, and the transformer can then be mounted with the
amplifier.

;-----------------------------------------------,

: Separate full-size blue prints of the amplifier I
! and the feeder lmit are available from the I
: Publishers, Dorset House, Stamford Street, :
! London, S.E.l. Price 1s. 6d. each post free. J!
L ______________________________________________

DISTANT RECEPTION
ET another Bristol reader offers an
explanation of the reason why at my
station Lahti is almost unreceivable
though Americans come in more than usually
well. I expressed surprise some weeks ago
that this should be so, mentioning that my
house was at 'the bottom of a narrow Chiltern
valley lying between ranges of hills running
from south-east to north-west. The screening effect of the hills to the northward may
be responsible for my failure to make much
of Lahti; but if that is so why shouldn't the
southerly ranges blanket me from American
transmissions? This correspondent suggests
that Lahti would be received by the. ground
wave, from which one set of hills would
screen me effectively, but that U.S.A. transmissions would come in by the sky wave, to
which the other hills would not act as a
screen.
I don't think that this explanation fills the
bill, for I can hardly believe that those who

Y

THE unit in this new t!xtension loud
speaker is of the latest \Vharfedale
.. Bronze" type with aluminium alloy magnet. Special attention has been given to
the requirements of the leading makes of set
in designing the matching arrangements and

NOTES

receive Lahti in this country do so by means
of the ground wave. Longwave reception,
however, is rather a law unto itself, for we
know that such transmissions are much less
affected by conditions of daylight and darkness than those made on the medium waves.
Still there undoubtedly is a longwave " sky"
ray, otherwise the "Luxembourg effect"
could not occur.
It will not be long now before Rome I
goes up to 120 kilowatts. The new transmitter is nearing completion and should provide excellent reception throughout this
country, for the present 50-kilowatt plant
has for long been one of the easiest continental transmissions to tune in and one of
the most strongly heard. Very soon now
Bologna will have its new 50-kilowatt transmitter at work, and once this is in operation
and Bolzano has increased its power (as it
will any time now), the Italian broadcasting
scheme .will almost be complete. Consider-

Wharfedale "Super Bronzian"
loud speaker.

extension

the speaker is available without transformer
at 60S. for low impedance circuits and with
universal transformer at 67s. 6d. for sets requiring high impedance output conditions.
Both models are equipped with 'the
" Truqual" volume control which maintains constant impedance and avoids variation of high note response with different
settings of the control.
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DC

New
T

HE users of DC radio receivers
and radiograms have always
been at a disadvantage with
,their AC brethren by reason of
the limitation imposed by the voltage of
their supply mains. The nominal voltage
of DC mains ranges between 200 and
250, according to localities, giving an
average supply voltage of 225, and this
is further reduced by the subtraction of
the bias for the valves and HT smooth-

mg.

To obtain the maximum power output
from the receiver at this voltage a pentode output valve is usually used, owing
to its sensitivity and to the low bias voltage required. At the same time, however, it is generally conceded that the
pentode requires a great deal more care
in the design of the associated circuit a.nd
components than is the case with the
triode. In particular, the output transformer must be carefully chosen if the
upper musical frequencies are to be reproduced naturally and the load impedance
has a critical value for minimum distortion.
The substitution of a triode for the pentode, while reducing the sensitivity of the
output stage, leads to more faithful
response without critical adjustments, and
the valve is more good-tempered under
varying circuit conditions.
The conventional output triode for AC

Mains

Output Triode
THE MAZDA PP3521
corresponding modification in the characteristics is unavoidable. With the directly
heated filament the lower bend of the gridvolts-anode-current curve is sharper
owing to the fact that it obeys a "5/2
power" law. Indirect heating results in a
longer tail to the curve which approximates
more to a lower power law. The difference
is slight but is nevertheless noticeable on
comparison, and necessitates the use of a
working point higher up the curve than
would be the case in a directly heated output valve.
The Mazda PP352I, of which thecharacteristics are given in Fig. I, has been
designed on the lines mentioned above
with particular regard to a high output at
moderate anode voltages. The valve is
illustrated in Fig. 2, and is seen to follow
conventional power valve design with the
exception of the indirectly heated cathode,
which is of the" AC / DC" type operating
at 35v. 0.2 ampere.
The maker's rating is as
follows:
Max. Anode Volts .. 250
Mutual
Conductance
9.0 mA/V*
Amplification Factor
6.0*
Anode AC Resistance
660 ohms*
Max. Dissipation.. IS watts
* At 100 volts anode and zero
grid volts.
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The valve is fitted with a
standard 7-pin base, customary in AC/DC valves.
and the connections are:-

~4h

'iJ

i.<'

"'"

I"

!l
I:.;i'
..... I'i:tl; ~.

ANODE VoLTS

400

Blank Pins 4 & 5 Heater
Grid
6
Cathode
.. 3 Blank
.. 7 Anode
..

Fig. I.-The anode-volts-anode-current characteristics of the
PP3521 valve.

circuits employs a directly heated cathode,
the bias being obtained from a resistance
inserted in the lead to the centre-tap of
the heating transformer. With a valve intended for use on DC, of course, this is
not possible, and the advantages and
stability of a self-bias circuit can only be
obtained with an indirectly heated
cathode. The alternative of separate battery bias need not be seriously considered,
as the deterioration and frequent adjustment of such an arrangement detract from
the smooth running of the all-mains set.
In changing the design of the output
valve from direct to indirect heating, a

Pin

I

2

For use as a single ol1tput valve, two sets of
operating conditions are

given : Anode Volts
..
Current (mA)
Grid Bias (volts)
Optimum Load (ohms)
Power Output (watts)
Input Volts (RMS) ..

175

200

60

70

22.25
25
2,800
2,000

1..1

15. 8

2·3
17·5

The maximum anode dissipation is IS
watts, and it will be noted that the above
figures are chosen to be slightly within
this value. In order to avoid the possibility of exceeding the maximum wattage
rating with different mains supplies it is
advisable to arrange taps for the anode
voltage as well as for the heaters.

Fig.2.-TheMazda
P P 3 5 2 I output
triode.

The resistance of the grid-cathode circuit should be kept low, and, including
any stabilising resistance, should not be
higher than 150,OOO ohms. The valves
should be individually self-biased with a
resistance of 360 ohms by-passed with the
usual condenser of appreximately 50
mfd., but this value may be modified, depending on the degree of low-note reproduction required.

Valves in Push-pull
Under push-pull conditions the output
obtainable is greater than twice that of a
single valve, owing to the higher degree
of harmonic distortion permissible in the
individual valves. It should not be forgotten, however, that strictly speaking
the harmonic distortion only cancels out
completely in the case of accurately
matched valves. The degree of total harmonic ,present is governed by the degree
of matching of the valves.
Referring to the curves of Fig. 3, which
show the available power output, the
anode load can be reduced to a value
giving as much as 8 per cent. second
harmonic with a corresponding increase
in power output. For a single valve
working at an anode voltage of 200 and
a current of 70 mA, a load of 2,000 ohms is
preferable, as variations between valves
become more apparent at lower anode
loads. With push-pull, an anode to anode
load of 3,000 is :.ecommended.
The curves of Fig. 4 show the output
obtainable with push-pull operation with
a quiescent feed current of 70 mA per
valve, self-bias being employed.
Curve A represents the condition for an
input equal to the quiescent bias (25 volts
peak per valve). Due to the curvature in
the characteristic, the anode current will
increase when an input swing is applied
to the valve, thus increasing the working
bias.
Curve B illustrates the pOVv'er output
when the input swing has been readjusted
to a yalue sufficient to swing to zero grid
volts. The input swing required to give
Curve B will depend upon the anode to
anode load, as the anode current rise will
increase as the anode to anode load is dc-

'APRIL IOth, 1936
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It will be observed that a greater anode
creased. For an anode to anode load of efficiency, i.e., ratio of power output to
3,000 ohms the input swing had to be inpower input, can be obtained by using
creased to 26.9 volts peak per valve.
lower anode loads and feed currents.
Twice the power output
given in Fig. 3 will be the
power output that will be
vrobtained on transient inputs
3
15
\
for push-pull working, while
\
!~
Curves A and B of Fig 4
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Fig. 3 (Above)-The variation of power output with
load impedance for a single
valve is shown here. Curves
A, B, C and D are for anode
currents of 60, 65, 70, and
75 mAo respectively.
Fig. 4 (Left).-The performance obtainable when
two valves are used in pushpull is illustrated by these
curves.

ANODE LOAD IN OHMS

dition with two practically matched
valves. The distortion actually present in
a given push-pull stage will depend en·
tirely upon the degree of matching between
individual valves, but in any combination
the distortion present should be under
five per cent. when the valves are used
under the recommended conditions.

5,000 0

~

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 6,000 9,000 10,000
ANODE TO

I)

i i Lower anode load"
should not be confused with the so-called low-loading conditions, for which the valve is not designed. The values of load and feed
current recommended have, however, been
selected to take care of variations between
valves, and to eliminate the necessity for
accurate matching.

Random Radiations
Wireless and the " National"
the control of the traffic
F ORAintree
neighbourhood
on

in the
Grand
National day the police made extensive use
of short-wave wireless. Observers equipped
with portable transmitting and receiving sets
were stationed at key points along the
various routes to the course, and were able
to report just what the volume of traffic
was at any given moment. Thanks to these
reports it was possible to divert part of the
stream to other routes when certain roads
looked like becoming unduly congested. At
some distance from the course itself the
streams of cars were split up when necessary, with the result that hold-ups and
delays were less frequent than they otherwise would have been. This system was an
experiment, but on the whole it worked out
very well. It certainly opens up big possibilities for the future, for, quite apart from race
meetings and other such big assemblies, the
traffic on our main roads is becoming increasingly heavy and more difficult to con·
trol without the aid of wireless. On a recent
Sunday, for instance, the number of cars
passing a point on the Portsmouth road was
3,600 an hour, or one a second.

By
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Lisburn's Success
WHEN I wrote last week I had not received any reports of reception of Lisburn, butthey have been coming in thick and
fast since. There is no doubt that the antifading aerial is proving a magnificent success in the station's own area, or that Lisburn is covering not only Northern Ireland
but a very considerable proportion of the
rest of the country as well. Like myself,
many people living in different places in'
England find that the new station comes
in strongly and well at all times when it is
working. It is, I see, officially stated to be
operating with its full 100 kilowatts, though
it was understood some time ago that it
. would open with about 70, keeping the remaining 30 in reserve. The station may
prove somewhat disappointing to dwellers in
England who try to receive it with straight
sets of a not very selective kind, for' it is
sandwiched between Genoa and BordeauxSud-Oeust, whilst Hilversum No. 2 is only
two channels away on the one side and the
Poste Parisien the same distance away on

the other. With a superheterodyne, however, it is received without any interference
whatever.

The Model Station
Unless any unforeseen snags crop up later,
which seems unlikely, Lisburn's success will
probably make it the model for the B.B.C.
stations of the near future as the older
Regionals and Nationals are rebuilt. Unfortunately, it will not be possible to build replicas of the Lisburn aerial everywhere.
Brookman's Park, for instance, is no great
distance from several aerodromes, and for
that reason the Air Ministry will not allow
a height greater than 200ft. for its masts.
The Lisburn main aerial is 475ft. in height,
and it has a sliding "top-mast" by means
of which another 75ft. can be added. When
the London Regional is rebuilt, as I foreshadowed a week or two ago ·in these notes,
it may be necessary to find a new site for it
if a mast of the Lisburn type is to be
erected. But it will not be ad easy matter
to find a site where this can be done, since
there are so many aerodromes around Lon·
don and so many aerial routes into them.

Safety First

A

......

SAD fatality recently occurred when a
man, who was apparently adjusting a
friend's wireless set, received an electric
shock which caused his death. It was stated
at the inquest that he was sitting with the
set on his knees when he suddenly collapsed
and died. The all-mains receiving set of
good make and good design is a perfectly
safe thing to use, but like most other mains
appliances it does demand certain elementary precautions. No one who has not a
considerable knowledge and experience of
electricity should ever attempt to fiddle
with the internal parts of a receiving set
whilst it is connected to the mains.
Some
people are very much more susceptible to
electric shock than others, and these should
be particularly careful.
I know many
people who think nothing of a couple of
hundred volts, but I am one of those unfortunates' who can receive quite a nasty
shock from a 60-volt battery, whilst touching the terminals of one of double that
voltage leaves my fingers and forearms
, tingling for some little time afterwards .

.. . ..

Kipling to be Broadcast
DURING his lifetime Mr. Rudyard Kipling would never allow any part of his
works to be broadcast. This was a great
pity, for Kipling's stories and poems would
have provided some magnificent material
for readings in the past. We shall, though,
be able to hear some of them in the future,
for it was announced the other day that his
executors had arranged with the B.B.C.
that the latter might draw upon a considerable part of his works for broadcasting
purposes. I very much hope that one of
the earliest of his tales to be read before the
microphone may be "Wireless," which I
mentioned some months ago in these notes.
That story was written when wireless was
in its very earliest days, long before the
war, and still longer before the advent of
broadcasting. Yet it shows such an amazing appreciation of the possibilities of wireless that it would make a wide appeal
to-day. Kipling is one of the most graphic
writers that ever lived, and for that reason
alone his writings are admirably suited to
broadcasting, which, until television comes,
must make its appeal to the ear alone and
not to the eye.
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CURRENT TOPICS
Amateurs' Trans-channel
5-Metre Link
OLKESTONE
radio
amateurs h a v e effected
what is believed to be the first
international
two-way
communication by non-professionals
on 5 metres, their station,
G2FA, having established regular contacts with the French
stations, F8NN and F8WY, of
Boulogne.
R7 signals have been received both ways. G2FA transmits regularly from 8 to 10
p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday on 56 megacycles. Between I I a.m. and
I p.m. on Sundays transmission
is on 56 and 1.75 megacycles.

F

"Radio Danmark"

o

assist
identification
T Danish announcers have
been instructed to precede remarks at the microphone with
the words "Radio Danmark,"
instead of the familiar call:
"Kobenhavn - Kalundborg og
Danmarks Kortbolgesender.' ,

Switzerland's Radio Week
WITZERLAND is to have a
S " radio
week"
in
the
autumn in order to popularise
wireless among the mountain
folk. This" great week of propaganda " will run from October 25th to the 31st.

Two-Channel Reproduction
SOME very entertaining experiments were included
in a lecture-demonstration by
Mr. P. G. A. H. Voigt to the
R.S.G.B. at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers on March
25th. Starting with a demonstration of a sound of complicated wave form emitted from
an electric motor horn suspended in front of his loud
speakers, the lecturer went 011
to some of the fundamental
problems of sound reproduc-

ing the original with the reproduced
version
transmitted
through a single channel and
also through two microphones
with
independent
amplifiers
and loud speakers separated by
the same distance as the microphones, viz., 5 feet.
It is believed that this was the first
demonstration of two-channel
reproduction to an audience in
this country.

Kaiser as Radio Listener
THE ex-Kaiser Wilhelm II is
reported to have become
" ae convert to radio." Until
two months ago the ex-Kaiser is
understood
to
ha ve
been
strongly
prejudiced
against
broadcast reception, but in order
to follow the funeral ceremonies
of the late King George V he
ordered the installation of a
receiver at Doorn.

Rome's New Aerial

THE Chief Constable of Liverpool has asked the Watch
Committee to authorise the
appointment of three civilian
wireless operators for duty in
connection with the police wireless system that has been operative in the city for the past
three vears.
The" idea behind this move is
to replace the three police
officers now engaged at the
transmitting station, who, the
Chief
Constable
considers,
could be better employed on the
police cars and motor cych~s
already fitted with radio apparatus. Further, the new men,
being highly qualified technically, will be available to deal
with maintenance and repairs.

IN BRIEF
REVIEW

Sir Joseph Petavel
THE death of ~ir Joseph
Petavel, K.B.E., D.Sc.,
F.R.S., on March 30th removed
a figure renowned in the world
of science, and one more or less
intimately connected with the
development of radio. As Director of the National Physical
Laboratory since 1919, Sir
Joseph was ultimately responsible for Government research in
radio as in other directions. The
late Director's signature was a
familiar appendage on radio apparatus test reports issued bv
the Laboratory.

TWO
special
short - wave
broadcasts for British listeners will be gi.ven by the
Madrid station, EAQ, on 30.£\1
metres on Saturday, April 250\
states the International Short.
Wave Club.
The two transmissions are as follow:(I) 20.00 to 20.30 (G.M.T.).
(II) Midnight to 00.30)
(G.M.T.).
Reports will be welcomed by
the broadcasting organisation,
which will send special verification cards to all enclosing a.
stamp with their report.

OSLO is to have a new Broadcasting House designed on
modernistic lines to the plans of
Mr. Niels Holter, the prizewinner in an architects' competition.

Civilian Operators for
Police Wireless

THE WEEK

Spain Calls British
Listeners

Norway's Broadcasting
House

HE Rome short-wave station
T
has just been adorned with
a new aerial which takes the
form of a metallic sphere 10
metres in diameter on the summit of a 800ft. mast.
The
mast, incidentally, has been de-.
signed to resist a 90-mile gale.
The previous mast was uprooted
by a gale.

EVENTS OF

" Beam " Broadcasting

FIRST PRIZE in the Hobbies Exhibition at PurJey County School was
won by this 4o-metre short-wave transmitter constructed by the prefects.

tion, with particular reference
to baffle and horn loaded diaphragms.
During this period
there was an interruption while
Mr. Voigt retrieved a concertina which some facetious individual had purloined and was
playing in a passage behind the
Lecture Theatre. Subsequently
it was revealed that both the
motor horu and the concertina
were loud speaker reproductions, and there was little doubt
from the applause which followed the revelation that most
of the audience had been well
and truly deceived.
Later in the evening Brian
Lawrence and his Lansdowne
House Orchestra phlyed in an
adjoining room and members
had an opportunity of compar-

So impressed was he at the
beauty and dignity of the broadcast that, it is reported, his prejudice against broadcast reception
has
" completely disappeared. "

National Field Day
AMATEUR radio's most important outdoor event of
the year-the annual National
Field Day organised by the
Radio Society of Great Britain
-is this year to be held 011 June
6th and 7th. A score of portable stations will be operating
in all parts of the British Isles.
Additional points are obtainable if other portable stations
are worked, in preference to
fixed stations.

BEAM aerial is to be a
A feature of France's newest
Regional station, viz., Bordeaux-Cantenac, which is about
tt) be erected at Cantenac in
the Gironde Department. The
new station, which is intended
to replace the existing transmitter at Carrere, will be six·
teen miles north-west of Bordeaux in the midst of the celebrated vineyards of Medoc and
will have a power of 120 kilowatts.
The station, operated by
cable from the studios in
Bordeaux, will have a beam
aerial with the object of projecting transmissions over land.
The use of a beam aerial
raises the question whether
such a station can, in the
truest sense, be regarded as
broadcasting. It also suggests
lines on which a new European
wavelength scheme might be
entered upon under which, by
the use of highly directive
antenna, numbers of stations
could employ the same wavelen.~hs
without
conflicting
with each other.
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Delayed Detector Operation
METHODS
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
NTER-STATION noise suppression
can be obtained in two distinct ways.
The first is to operate the detector
normally and to vary the amplification of some portion of the low-frequency
chain in accordance with the signal received, so that until a certain limiting
strength is obtained the amplification is
negligible and the set remains quiet.
Some of the considerations involved in
this form of circuit and the disadvantages
attached thereto were reviewed in a previous article. I
The second method is to suppress the
operation of the detector itself until such
a time as the signal strength has reached
a satisfactory value. The simplest and
most obvious way of achieving this is to
place a negative bias on the signal diode.
Any station of which the peak value does
not exceed tfie negative bias is then not
rectified, and consequently is not transmitted to the output valve.
This system, crude though it is, is a very
simple arrangement which can be quite
effective. It is used in some commercial
receivers.
The obvious disadvantage of
the method arises with a station which
does not exceed the negative bias by very
much. In such circumstances the diode
will function for weak modulation, but the
stronger modulations will not be properly
rectified, with consequent distortion.
Theoretically, therefore, the system should
only be used where all normal stations
provide a really large voltage at the detector. Unfortunately, with such an arrangement the amplification of the noise is
usually also fairly considerable so that the
negative bias on the detector diode requires to be increased, which defeats the
object in view.
What is required is some arrangement

I

1 "

Practical QA VC Circuits,"

1935-

Fig. I.-One method of obtaining muting
consists simply of the application of a
negative bias to the detector.

OF OBTAINING QAVC
IN~ER-ST~~ION muting is ~ndoubtedly' a desirable fitting to

hzghly sensItive broadcast receivers. but It is not one which it
is always easy to include. In this m·ticle some of the chief
methods and their characteristics aTe discussed in detail.
whereby the detector diode can be given in anode current, and as there are several
a large negative bias until the arrival of a valves all in parallel the change in voltage
satisfactory signaJ. Then provision must drop on the resistance R is sufficient to
be made to reduce the detector bias swiftly knOCk off most of the bias on the signal
to zero or some value approaching zero, diode.
A trial of this arrangement in an actual
so that the detector then functions in a
normal manner. If this can be done the receiver gave fair results. It was definitely
method has distinct advantages. In par- better than a simple biased diode, and it
ticular, since the amplification subsequent introduces little or no additional complicato the detector is not affected, signals tions. The diodes may, if desired, form
which only just F==============:::I part of a DDT, in
ope rat e the
which case the grid
" squelch" are as
of the triode section
faithfully handled
must be returned tel
as the stronger local
AVC LINE:_-...........
a suitable tap on
signals.
the cat hod e reOne
simple
sistor.
method is to use the
The arrangement
change in the anode
in Fig. 2, however,
current of the vari-ALL HF_-'I'"--_-+
has a number of
CATHODES
disadvantages, the
ous con t roll e d
yalves to provide
principal one being
the n e c e s s a r y
that the cathode
alteration in bias.
current of the preThe application of
ceding valves is not
Ave bias to the
R
all controlled by
val v e s preceding
the grid bias. The
the detector causes
oscillator an 0 d e
the anode current
current, for exof these valve;; to
ample, remains
decrease.
Hence,
Fig. 2.-If the detector is biased from the
tolerably constant,
if th~s anode cur_AVe controlled valves the bias falls on tuning
while the screen
d
.
in. a signal.
.
ren t IS pas s e
currents do not
through a resistor in a suitable position it vary to the same extent as the anode curwill develop a voltage which can start at a rents. Hence, the voltage across the refairly large negative potential and de- sistance R does not hll completely to zero
crease, on the ·arrival of a signal, to a suffi- : s it should do.
cient extent to permit the detector to
Secondly, if a DDT valve is used, the
operate.
bias on this valve decreases to a small
Such a simple system is shown in Fig. 2, value when the signal arrives, which may
in which a simple double-diode detector is result in some LF distortion, while the
used. One diode is employed for Ave fact that all the HF cathodes are tied to
and the other for signal rectification. The the common bias resistance is liable to
cathode of the diode is connected to the introduce some instability.
cathodes of all the HF and IF valves,
which are not independently bia"sed, and the
Separate Control Valve
total current of all these valves is then
passed to earth through the resistance R.
It is apparent, therefore, that the use of
The AVe diode is tapped down across a a separate valve for providing the necesportion of this resistance in such a way as sary release is desirable, and it is relevant
to provide the required delay voltage, while at this point to refer to tbe method successfully used in The Wireless World 193 6
the signal diode is connected to full negative so that it is considerably over-biased. Monodial A.C. Super, which was deOn arrival of a signal which operates scribed in the issues of July 26th and
the AVe, the anode current of all the con- August 2nd, 1935.
A circuit of this
trolled valves decreases. A relatively arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, and its
small change of grid bias on a vari-mu operation may be briefly described as
valve causes quite an appreciable change follows.

APRIL 10th, U)36
Delayed Detector OperationThe modern receiver, "however, which
arrangement is highly effective, and it has
The secondary of the last IF trans- the advantage that the control .of the mut- often has to work under conditions of
former is fed to the signal diode with a ing (i.e., the adjustment'of the negative serious interference, calls for requirements
load resistance at the low potential end bias on the signal diode when no signals in the way of muting which are unusually
severe. It is not sufficient to arrange for
returned to cathode
the set to be suppressed on signals below
in the usual way.
+HT
the ordinary Ave delay, for the interferTh!, top of the load
ence itself may be capable of producing a
resistance,
h 0 wgreater voltage than this. What is really
ever, is connected
required is a release arrangement operated
to the anode of the
from the signal· independently of the
muting valve, the
A
AVe, which should then come into action
cathode of which is
taken to the slider
after the signal has been admitted and has
of a potentiometer
exceeded the release voltage by a few
in the cathode of
volts. In other words, the delay on the
the DDT. The reAve line should be reckoned over and
sistance of t his
above the signal voltage necessary to
release the detector.
cathode network is
such as to develop
30 to 40 volts, the
Simple but Effective
actual voltage being
variable by adjustThe circuit of Fig. 4 shows an attempt
to obtain this condition. A double diodement of the slider.
triode is used for the sole purpose of detecUnder
no - signal
tion and muting. The cathode of the valve
conditions the muting valve is so ar~contains a bias resistor of about 2,500
ranged to t a k e
ohms, with which value, at normal HT
anode current so
voltages, the valve will pass about 4 milliamps, giving a total bias of IO volts. The
that its anodesignal is applied to one of the diodes, the
cathode resi~tance
return being taken to a tap about one-fifth
is small.
Hence
the poi n t A is
of the way down the cathode resistance
nearly at the same
and the grid of the triode section is con-HT~~----------------------------------J
potential as the
nected to this diode through a decoupling
cathode of the mutresistance and .condenser. Thus the valve
ing valve, placing a
Fig. 3.-The method o~ QAVC u~ed in the 1936 ~onodial AC Super.
has effectively 2 volts on the grid which
large negative bias
A spec1al valve 15 fitted for mutmg.
will give the 4 milliamps mentioned with
on the signal diode
about 200 volts on the anode. The second
and rendering it inoperative as a rectifier. are being received) can be carried out in- diode is used as the signal diode and this
On the arrival of a signal sufficient to dependently of the delay on the AVe line is tied to the full negative potential so that
. develop a voltage on the AVe line, the (which, in the circuit in question, was ob- it is normally inoperative.
grid of the muting valve runs negative, tained by connecting the cathode of the
On the arrival of a signal sufficient to
IF valve to a point
causing the anode-cathode resistance to
rise to a high value and effectively dis- a few volts up a
+H T
connecting the point A so that the negative network across the
voltage on the signal diode is removed and HT supply).
r-------------1'-------...~~Lbl
It is important
the valve operates normally. AVe voltage in this particular circuit was provided that the muting
from the preceding valve, which was 3. valve should have
a sharp cut-off and
WD40 having its own diodes.
Given a suitable muting valve, the be free from" tail."
The potential of the
point A is deter,..-----_+H .,.
mined by the potentiometer action of
the resistance R
and the m uti n g
valve in series, and
if under working
condition the valve
still has a resistance
~-------------~~~~+5TO
of the order of a
lOV
megohm or so, the
signal diode is left
with an appreciable
f rae t ion of the
original
negative
voltage and t h us
Fig. 5.-With the aid of a triple-diode-triode delayed AVC can be
obtained.
does not rei e a s e
AVC~_J
UNE
properly.
Sin c e
this only involves a current of some 20 to overcome the 2 volts delay on the first di30 microamps through the valve, it is by ode, the voltage on the grid of the triode
no means an impossible condition, though section will run rapidly negative,. causing
the success obtained with the I936 Mono~ the anode current of the valve to be
dial shows that the difficulty is not a reduced practically to zero-an additional
Fig. 4.-A circuit employing a duo-diode-triode
serious one.
Vlhich gives detection, AVe, and muting.
grid bias of 2 to 3 volts is quite sufficient

r---------...
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Delayed Detector Operation- .
to do this-releasing the signal diode which
therefore functions quite normally without
distortion, provided that the rest of the
constants have been satisfactorily arranged.
With this simple arrangement the Ave
for the preceding valve is taken from the
signal diode, so that there is no delay.
Using a trip)::: diode-triode, however, or
separate diodes, it is possible to arrange delayed AVe as shown in Fig. 5. Here, th~
bottom of the cathode resistor for the DDT

~----II--'-'--'VVIt\I'v--t

Fig. 6.- The use of a battery for delayed
muting simplifies the circuit.

is taken to a suitable positive point on a
potentiometer across the HT supply (or, if
desired, to a suitable point on the bias resistor for the output valve). The signal diode is returned to this point, thereby being
negatively biased in the same manner as
before, while the AVe diode goes direct
to earth, so that it has still a negative
delay to overcome after the release voltage
has operated.
This arrangement is simple and effective, its major disadvantage being that the
delay on the release diode D, cannot be

+HT

more than Ii to 2 volts because this diode
is tied directly to the grid of the triode
section. Any increase in this delay,
therefore, will make the grid negative and
reduce the anode current, which defeats
the operation of the circuit, since the object is to have an anode current which is
normally reasonably large and which is
immediately reduced to zero on the arrival
of the signal.
Moreover, the reduction of the anode
current of the valve flowing through R
reduces the negative bias developed on the
top portion of this resistance, and this to
some extent offsets the negative voltage
developed by the signal, so that the runback tends to be limited. With a small
release voltage this effect is negligible, but
if any attempt is made to use. a large delay
here the two effects tend to counteract one
another.

release of the signal diode and cannot be
employed for any amplification. It is,
however, possible to use it as a tuning indicator by including a meter in the anode
circuit, and this is often a convenient
arrangement with Ae! DC sets where
any voltage drop in the anode circuit of
the ordinary valves is to be avoided.
In an attempt to overcome the need for
the battery in the Fig. 6 circuit, various
schemes have been tried, and for the sake
of completeness an arrangement is shown
in Fig. 7 using a double diode-triode and
a separate diode, all for the purpose of
providing quiet AVc. If the voltage developed at the signal diode is sufficient to
feed direct into a high slope output pentode, then the extra complexity is not
senous.
The same general principle is used.
The signal diode is returned to the bottom
Battery Bias
of the cathode resistor of the DDT, this
The most satisfactory arrangement to point being slightly positive to the earth
overcome this difficulty is to use a battery line in order to provide additional delay
for the negative delay on the release for AVe purposes. The Ave diode is
diode, as shown in Fig. 6. The current· then returned direct to earth as already
explained.
taken from this battery is, of course,
The release diode is now entirely sepanegligible, since it is merely acting as a
rate
and for convenience is fed from the
source of negative potential, while the
grid can th;:p be tied through the decoup- anode of the preceding HF valve through
ling and diode resistances direct to the a condenser in well-known fashion. The
cathode of the valve. With this arrange- voltage across the diode resistance is apment 9 volts delay, or even more, can be plied through a decoupling circuit to the
applied to the release diode, and such an grid of the DDT triode, but the cathode
arrangement is very effective under con- of the diode is not returned to the cathode
ditions of severe interference. The grid of the DDT, but to a point some volts
of the valve is. not affected py the delay positive in potential obtained from the
voltage and therefore runs negative on potentiometer R R2 from HT +. Thus,
quite a small input signal and stays effectively, the anode of the diode is negative and the valve will not release the
squelched so long as the signal persists.
It should perhaps be pointed out that signal or AVe diodes until the signal
the DDT used for this arrangement is re- strength has overcome the release voltage.
lieved entirely from all functions of LF It is found practicable with this arrangeamplification. The triode section is used ment to run up as high as 20 or 30 volts
for the sole purpose of providing the delay, and the results are particularly
pleasing. The circuit is quite silent until
a signal arrives, when it releases cleanly
and sweetly with perfect quality.
j

r---------------------------~--------~+HT

H.M.V. Demonstration Record
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Fig. 7.-A completely mains-operated system glVlng delayed muting.
needed in addition to a duo-diode-triode.

A diode is

THIS record has been produced with the
object of providing a number of wave
forms suitable for r"production 011 an oscillograph. The record should be of particular interest to universities and schools, as the examples
givell are representative of many of the fundamental properties of sound. In all there are
ten separate bands on the two sides of this I zinch record, the catalogue number of which
is DB4033.
Starting with simple illustrations of the relationship between wavelength and pitch aud
amplitude, the student is shown the mechanism
of the production of beats between notes of
slightly differellt frequencies, and then of the
effect 011 wave form of the introduction ot
harmonics. Finally, there are examples of the
quality of musical sounds, including the playing of an ascending scale passage on the mustel
organ and of the same passage played on it
grand piano.
The record concludes with a collection of
examples of the characteristic wave forms of
the vowel sounds of speech. A stroboscopic
speed indicator is included, and the price of
the record is 6s.
We are advised that the price of the Black
Knob type K62, illustrated in the announcement of A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd., in the
issue of April 3rd, should be 9d. and not 2d.

'16;
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Broadcast Brevities
The

II

West" Mystery

T last I have discovered the
reason for the continued
delay over the new West Regional high power transmitter,
which we have long understood
the B.B.C. intends to build in
Devon, so that the existing
West transmitter at Washford
Cross may become "Welsh
Regional. "
Sites were surveyed months ago.

A

Chief Engineer Explains
Sir Noel Ashbridge now tells
me that the real reason for the
delay is the difficulty of finding
a wavelength.
"It depends," said the Chief
Engineer, "on the wave we
allocate to the North Scottish
transmitter at Burghead.
We
don't at present know what that
will be. We have a small transmitter testing up there, but the
tests must be carried out over
long periods if the results are to
be worth while.
We are not
yet certain how far synchronisation will be possible."
From what I can gather, the
Burghead situation may not be
cleared up before the autumn,
in which case the West Region
may be kept waiting for several
months yet.

By Our Special Correspondent
will probably be similar to the
North Wales model at Bangor.

Doings at Daventry
Big things are happening at
the Empire station at Daventry.
Yet another new transmitterthe third-is now on order, also
to have a power of 40 kilowatts.
Building is already in full blast
at Daventry, and the reinforced
service may be expected early
next year.
The two existing transmitters
may be rolled into one, so that
there will be a total of four in
operation.

Awkward Questions
A number of parents, too,
resent the notion of broadcast
lessons, the feeling in many
cases being that fees are paid
for personal tuition-not for the
reception of mass - education
from a loud speaker.
On the
other hand, Illany parents have
adopted the habit of listening to
the broadcast lessons on their
home sets, and are thus able to
put awkward questions to the
offspring on their return from
school.
This is quite a· fashionable
game in the suburbs.

Sir Noel Ashbridge's Plans
The latest information on the
new stations as given to me by
the Chief Engineer is as follows:
North Scottish, beginning its
tests in the autumn, will have
a power of 50 kilowatts. North
East Regional will definitely
operate on 100 kilowatts.
London Regional is to be raised to
70 kilowatts forthwith, and will
be re-equipped "some time in
the next few years, the power
being increased to 100 kW. or
more if international agreements
allow.

North Wales Relay
The North and West Regionals have, of course, already
been raised to 70 kilowatts;
Scottish is to follow suit.
The North Wales Relay
sta tion is "going on well," and
we may expect transmission this
year. The projected Plymouth
and Bournemouth transmitters

Not that the official name of
the station matters much. It is
never mentioned at the microphone; in fact, the only B.B.C.
station known by the name of
its locality is Droitwich. The
others - Westerglen, Moorside
Edge, etc.-might just as well
be labelled Auchtermuchty or
Sloowit for all that the public
cares.
All we want is good
signal strength.

Dropping Bricks
DURING impromptu debates
B.B.C. officials in London
listen apprehensively for dropping of bricks, At Birmingham
they are more stoical; the
official who organises "Midland
Parliament" on Midland Regional tells me he never has any
qualms-these impromptu discussions have been going on for
some time, and no one has yet
been indiscreet.
Challenging,
yes, but not indiscreet!

The Useful" Ribbon"

New Type B.B.C. Aerials?
Sir Noel is delighted with the
performance of the anti-fade
aerial in Northern Ireland, and
future transmitters are almost
certain to be fitted with a
similar kind of radiator, though
not necessarily of the same
engineering design. The B.B.C.
engineers believe they have
found a less .costly way of obtaining the same results.

Who Cares?

THE LUCKY HALF-MILLIONTH. A gold watch has been presented
by the Polish broadcasting authorities to the 500,oooth applicant for
a wireless licence. In this picture Major Starznski, Director-General
of the service, is seen handing the watch to the lucky listener, M,
Dunowski, in the Warsaw studio,
(I

I

Domination 01 Radio"

AM not surprised that a percentage of the teaching profession is beginning to dread
what the reporters call .. the
domination of radio." Naturally,
schoolmasters and mistresses,
or some of them, see a rival ill
the glib loud speaker, which
bales out concentrated education while the teacher himself
stands dumhly beside it, the
only job left to him being to
prevent little Johnny from sticking pen nibs in the speaker gap.

The Teacher's Job
But IS there no more to it
than this? Those educationists
who have mastered the real
technique of broadcast teaching
realise that the B,B.C. lessons
can do no more than sow the
seed, It is the teacher on th0
spot who waters the young
plants, bends them to his will,
and administers such salutary
chastisement as, fortunately,
the B.B.C. is unable to transmit
from even the highest-powered
of transmitters.

The arrangements of •• Midland Parliament" is interesting.
Debaters sit around a square
table, three on one side, two
opposite, with a ribbon microphone in the centre.
(This is
where new double-sided microphone proves handy.) Speeches
by the debaters are previously
rehearsed, but after each speech
three or four minutes is allowed
for free discussion.

Poor Blaris

Midland Auditions

J

WHAT the B.B,C. are ~p
against at auditions 1;>
shown by a recent Midland
talent-hunt.
Officials visited
Nottingham, Leicester, Coventry, NorthamptOll" Derby, and
Shrewsbury, hired rooms, and
listened to all comers. They got
between 20 and 30 " probables "
out of 200 candidates.
The
probables are now beipg .. reauditioned" over the microphone at Birmingham,
At all events, this, . talentsearch yielded one g.enuine
" discovery," so they claim.
This is a close-harmony act from
Derby, the Four Rhythm Boys.
They will broadcast 011 April
25th.

UST when the inhabitants of
Bbris, Northern Ireland,
were about to taste the wine of
fame, the cup was dashed from
their lips by Lisburn, the
neighbouring township, whose
name, rightly or wrongly, has
been applied to the new Regional station.
This was rough luck for
Blaris, considering that the
mast-aerial actually sprouts from
the Blaris Illunicipal cabbage
patch, and the seeds were SOW!l
for a deadly feud between the
two communities.
H

Lisnagarvey "

At last a kind of crude justice
has stepped in in the guise of
the B.B.C. Engineering Department, which has decreed that
the station shall henceforth
carry the official designation
.. Lisnagarvey." Al though their
dearest hopes are unfulfilled,
Blarisians will now die happily
in the knowledge that the
station will nevermore be known
as Lisbufn.

Max Beerbohm A'gain
BEERBOHM, the celeM AXbrated
wit and caricaturist of Edwardian days, has promised to broadcast q.gain on
April 19.
The subject .will be
"Speed," on which he feels
strongly.
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Pye "Empire" Receiver
AN ALL,WAVE SET WITH A COMPREHENSIVE
SPECIFICATION
FEA TURES. Type .-All-wave superheterodyne jor AC mains. Waveranges :-(1) 13-33
melres. (2) 30-82 metres. (3) 198-560 metres. (4) 850-2,000 metres. Circuit.~Var.mu
pen/ode HF amplifier-Qc/ode frequency-changer-two pentode IF amplifiers-double-diode
AVC valve-pentode second de/ector and muting valve-triode LF amplifier-push-pull triode
output valves. Full-wave valve rectifier. Controls.-(l) Tuning. (2) Volume. (3) .Tone.
(4) Variable selectivity. (5) Muting control. (6) Waverange. (7) On-of! switch. Price.28 guineas. Makers.-Pye R.adio Lid.

F

ROM the point of view of technical
design, this is probably the most
ambitious set which has so far been
attempted by the Pye factory. It
is the merit of the numerous devices giving
refinement of performance, as much as
the high magnification which has been
provided, that will impress those who
make a critical study of the specifications
of the receivers they propose to buy. The
push-pull triode output stage rated at
6 watts and the heavy-duty moving-coil
loud speaker also give promise of satisfying volume and quality of reproduction.
Special attention· has been given to the
reception of the short waves, which are
covered in two ranges. The quadrant-type
tuning dial with a closely sub-divided
degree scale at the longest arc gives facili-

ties for accurately recording short-wave
station settings. The accuracy of this
scale is fully justified by the excellent
mechani<;al qualities of the slow-motion
drive, which is quite free from backlash.
The drive has two speeds, and on the slowspeed knob there is a finger-tip button to
facilitate rapid rotation when moving from
one end of the tuning scale to the other.
All the waverange scales are calibrated in
kilocycles or megacycles as well as in
metres. There are no station names, but
a very comprehensive list of the world's
short-wave broadcasting stations is included in the instruction booklet, and
bands which are likely to be productive
of interesting broadcast programmes are
indicated by black lines on each scale.
The set is provided with variable selec-

Notable features of the circuit include a separate AVe rectifier for the frequency-changer
variable selectivity and the use of a pentode as a suppressed diode rectifier in the second detector stage:

I

tivity, inter-station noise suppression, and
an AVe system of advanced design.
Including the rectifier, there are ten
valves in the circuit, the first of which
functions as a radio-frequency amplifier.
A single tuned circuit precedes the amplifier on each of the four wavebands, and
transformer coupling with a compensated
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circuit to give uniformity. of sensitivity
throughout the range of the receiver is employed between the HF amplifier and the
frequency-changer valve. The aerial lead
includes a wave-trap tuned to the intermediate frequency of 465 kc I s. The
frequency-changer is an octode, and on the
ultra-short waveband additional coupling
is provided by a coil in the cathode return
lead.

H F AMPLIFIER VALVE A 50 M

LF
AMPLIFIER
VALVE
A30 B

Variable IF Couplings
Air-cored transformers with mechanically adjustable coupling between the windings are associated with the input and output circuits of the first IF amplifier. This
valve is controlled from the AVC system,
but the second IF amplifier operates at
full magnification under all conditions.
The visual tuning indicator is operated
from the anode feed circuits of the
frequency changer and first IF valves. It
consists of a flash lamp bulb which is fed
from the filament heater winding through
two LF chokes. The anode current to the
frequency-changer and first IF valves
passes through a third winding on the
same core as the pilot light chokes. As
the DC current through this winding
varies under the control of AVC, the
degree of saturation of the iron core is
changed and so determines the amount of
AC passing through the pilot light bulb.
The circuit is so arranged that when a
station is correctly tuned the bulb gives
a minimum illumination.
A separate double-diode valve is allotted
to the AVe system. It takes its input from
the primary of the last IF transformer,
and one diode serves the frequencyc
changer only while the other supplies the

AVC

.l.----r- VALVE

FREQUENCY
CHANGER
VALVE
ABO A

A 20 B

2nd
DETEOOR
AND
MUTING
VALVE
A50A

AERIAL
EARTH
SPARE
FUSES

RECTIFIER VALVE
A 11 B

Some idea of the comprehensive nature of
the specification is to be gained from this
rear view of the Pye "Empire" receiver.

control bias to the HF amplifier and the
first IF stage. The object of using a
separate control for the frequencychanger is to prevent grid current in this
valve from biasing back the rePlaining
control valves which might result in a loss
of sensitivity on some of the weaker transmissions received on the ultra-short wavebanel.
The functions of signal rectification and
inter-station noise suppression are combined in the pentode valve which follows
the AVC rectifier ill the sequence shown
in the circuit diagram. The output from
the tuned secondary of the final IF transformer is applied to the anode of this
valve, which rectifies as a diode. The
action of the diode, however, can be suppressed by applying a negativ.e bias to the
control grid, and this is obtained from a
potentiometer connected in the negative
HT lead. This negative bias can be cancelled by a special rectifier circuit, including a Westector, which is fed through a
linked coupling from the output IF transformer. The resonant circuit associated
with the Westector is very sharply tuned
and so avoids troubles due to side-band
shriek.
A separate triode amplifier follows the
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combined second detector and muting
valve, and its output feeds the push-pull
triode output valves through a parallelfed transformer. An interesting tone control circuit is associaled with this transformer. It consists of a variable condenser
across the secondary winding and a variable resistance in series with the primary.
These controls are ganged, the former controlling high-note response and the latter
the bass. The mid-position of the control
gives normal audio-frequency response.
Rotation in a clockwise direction attenuates the high notes without affecting the
low, and, conversely, rotation of the control in an anti-clockwise direction reduces
the bass response while leaving the variable condenser across the transformer
secondary at minimum.
In putting tpe receiver through its paces
on the two short waveranges it was gratifying to note that in spite of a very creditable performance in the matter of range,
background noise was much less troublesome than in many receivers of considerably lower sensitivity. The selectivity pro~
vided by the two tuned circuits which precede the frequency-changer was sufficient
to eliminate second-channel interference
and double-tuning points, and there were
ample opportunities for appreciating the
efficiency of the AVC system on these
waveranges. A slight falling-off of efficiency was noticeable below 19 metres on
the lowest waverange, but, even so, it was
possible to tune in Bound Brook (W3XAL)
on 16.87 metres.
Low Background Noise
On the medium and long waverange~
the comparatively low level of background noise, even when the muting control was deliberately put out of action,
was again a noteworthy feature of the performance. It is on these wave ranges that
the provision of variable selectivity is
perhaps of greatest advantage, and there
can be no doubt that those who have once
used a set incorporating this feature will
have little use for receivers in which a
compromise between selectivity and
quality of reproduction has had to be
made. With variable selectivity it is possible to adjust the response exactly to the
conditions required by each individual
station, and in general it will be found possible to lean more towards a wide IF
response and good quality than to knifeedge selectivity and consequent side-band
cutting. As a matter of interest, however,
the maximum selectivity was tested on the
two Brookmans Park transmitters when;
using the set in Central London, and it
was found possible to approach within·
one channel on either side of the normal
settings of the stations concerned without
picking up any interference from them.
The set should always be tuned with the
selectivity control in the high selectivity
position in order to ensure accurate tuning
to the station. In this connection it should
be mentioned that while the tuning ;ndicator was satisfactory for stations of
medium strength, there was a tendency

for strong signals to extinguish tne indicator light over rather too wide a band for
really accurate adjustment.
The muting control worked smoothly,
and the possibility of being able to adjust
to any desired level the threshold at which
stations were admitted is not the least
attractive feature of this receiver.
The long-wave performance was excellent, and the Deutschlandsender was
noticeably clearer of interference than in
the majority of.superheterodynes of similarly high performance. No trace of any
self-generated whistles could be found on
any of the four wavebands.
With the tone control in the mid position
the balance, between high and low note
response is good and the increased baffle
area provided by the console cabinet is
undoubtedly responsible for the fact that
the bass response appears to go down
much lower than usual. The output stage
is capable of delivering 6 watts to the loud
speaker, so that there is no lack of volume
at the command of the listener. At high
volume levels, however, a certain harsh~
ness, apparently due to harmonic distortion, was noticeable. Rough measure-

ments indicated, however, that trouble on
this score is negligible up to powers which
most people would agree are more than
enough for the average living room.
The receiver is equipped for the addition of a gramophone pick-up, and a lowimpedance external loud speaker may be
fitted in parallel with or in place of the
leads to the speech coil of the internal loud
speaker which are plugged into sockets
accessibly placed at the back of the lower
of the two chassis units. The main receiver chassis is mounted at the top of the
cabinet and is suspended on rubber. The
lower chassis carries the push-pull output
valves and the m1.ins rectifier. The mains
transformer, incidentally, is wound for
IOO/I50-volt as well as 200/ 250-volt supplies and a neat reversible six-pin plug is
used to adapt the transformer to either
voltage range.
In conclusion, a word of praise is due
to the instruction manual which includes,
in addition to a comprehensive list ,)f
short-wave stations, a time zone map of
the world and a reprint of the B.B.C.
handbook on the Empire Broadcasting
Service.

In Next Week's Issue

Hearing Aid for the Deaf
Two Valve Microphone Amplifier Un.it

IN

designing this deaf -aid unit it was
borne in mind that considerable amplification may often be required to enable
those whose hearing is very defective to
derive benefit from apparatus of this
nature. It was decided, therefore, to
employ a two-valve amplifier and a
microphone that combined high sensitivity
with a good speech characteristic in order
to ensure realistic reproduction.

UST OF PAins
Transmitter Inset
Siemens "Neophone" No. 13
.MicroplJone transformer, mtio 30: I
Savage .. HB "
Valve holder, 4-pin
Clix .. Midget"
Valve holder, 4-pin
W.B. J~igid Type
I LF coupling uuit Benjamin Transfeeda 8670
) Electrolytic condenser. 2 mfds., 200 volts
working
T.C.C. "AT"
Electrolytic condenser, ';0 mftis., J 2 volts
working
.
T .C.C. " AT"
Volume control (wire wound), 50,000 ohms
Claude Lyons "Clarostat"
Hesistance, 3,000 ohms, ! watt
Bulgin fIW7
3,spring automatic jack
B. T.S.
Telephone plug
B. T.S.
Telephone ear,piece. 2,000 ohm;; and hf'adband
Scientific Supply Stores
HT battery, 45 volts
Drydex X325~
LT battery, 2 volts 5 a.h.
A.E.F. Type M7
2 Wander plugs and 2 spade ends
Eelex
Cabinet
Peto'Scott
Valves:
) XD Hivac,
LP2 Osram or Marconi.

Heavier LT Current

Ea~e of operation, low upkeep cost, and,
most important of all, small overall size,
have all been taken into account; while
only standard parts, casily procurable, are
employed in its construction.

DUE to the use of illuminated dials and a.
higher average number of valves than
formerly, the modern battery set often requires a somewhat greater L T current than
can be effectively supplied by the small and
popular' mass" type of accumulator.
After reaching this conclusion, the makers
of Exide batteries have decided to introduce
a series of four new accumulator cells of the
thin-plate type to be known by the trade
name of "Hycap."
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UNBIASED
The Radio ,. Cop "
HERE does not seem to be much
T
liberty left on our roads nowadays,
what with speed traps arid Belisha
Beacons, and if certain officials in Whitehall were permitted to have their way
there would be still less. Indeed, unless
those of us whose interests'lie in radio as
well as in the open road do not pull our
socks up and do something about it we
shall very likely find ourselves hoist with
our own petard.
The reason for this is that certain experiments are, I understand, being conducted in the lonely fastnesses of the
Welsh mountains with a novel form of
wireless speed trap in which the errant
motorist is caused to stand literally selfcondemned.
In order to get this scheme working
satisfactorily, each car or other motor
vehicle would be compelled to carryon
its side a small spot light, but, of course,

C sharp or
C !]-atural.

such a thing would not worry those in
authority, who are generally only to.o
delighted to add to our burdens. Th.ls
lamp would have to be fixed at a certam
height, the idea being for the beam to
sweep across the lens of a special gadget
fixed by the roadside at certain spots.
Behind the lens would be a row of small
photo-cells, this lens being so arranged
that the beam of light from a passing car
would sweep across the cells one at a time.
The front of the lens would, of course, be
suitably hooded to prevent the entry of
an undue amount of extraneous daylight.
As I have said, experiments are already
being conducted with this arrangement.
The cells are connected to a small ultrashort-wave transmitter, the signals of
which are picked up by a wireless receiver
farther up the road and converted into
sound in the usual manner.
The greater the speed of the car the
higher is the pitch of the note heard in
the loud speaker up the road, and it is so
:trranged that thirty miles an hour sounds
the note of middle C; if the listening constable hears any note higher than this he
will, of course, at once stop the car as it
comes up the road towards him.
Now this may be all very well for Welsh
policemen, who have a natural gift for

determining the pitch of a musical note,
but who is going to arbitrate in a dispute
between a London policeman and Sir
Landon Beechwood as to whether a given
note is C sharp or C natural? Apart from

By
FREE GRID
this, there are innumerable snags in these
proposed schemes, and I am hurrying off
to the scene of action in order to investigate matters for myself.

paratively little research had been devoted
to the question of distortionless amplifiers
and microphones; this is, of course, true,
and a. distinct feather in the cap of
wireless.
As a result of the improvement in deafaids, to say nothing of their use by
cinemas and other places of amusement.
an enormous fillip had, so my manufac.~
turing friend averred, been given to their
sale. For some time past, however, he
explained, the trade done in them had
been beyond all expectations, even when
all these new factors had been taken into
consideration. This boom in sales had
become so marked in extent that a weIlknown firm of American business-efficiency
experts had been called in to trace the
reason for this unwonted prosperity.

Electric Blanket Blues
:2 the result of my detective work con-

cerning the
A
broadcasting by

interference caused to
an electric blanket, 1
have been inundated with complaints
from all quarters accusing me of spoiling
the programmes. It is quite obvious that
there must be 'a great many of these
devices at work, as the noise from my
blanket cannot possibly be heard from
Land's End to John 0' Groats, since, in
the interests of listeners, I have not used
it recently.
In several cases, however, I have had
letters written in a somewhat sarcastic vein
informing me that I must have obtained
my particular blanket from the British
Museum, since the best makes are no
longer fitted with thermostats. Anyone
of you, therefore, whose <esthetic feelings
are offended at the thought of my turning
blue with cold in my bed, has it in his
power to cut short ~ both his and my
sufferings.

Truth .,About Deaf Aids
T is astonishing what a large number of
instances of the ,. strange workings of
human nature you come across when con~
nected in any way with wireless; only the
other day, when engaged in conversation
with a manufacturer of -deafaid apparatus, a striking ex..:
ample of the sort of thing I
mean was brought to my
notice. .
W chad becn talking in a
general way about the benefits which science had bestowed upon the halt, the
maimed and the blind, in the
shape of appliances to lessen
the effect of their infirmities.
I had been lamenting the fact that aids to
eyesight in the form of good glasses had
been with us for generations, whereas
deaf-aids had only recently emerged from
the Dark Ages. He pointed out, however,
that until the coming of broadcasting com-

Startling Statistics
After a great deal of investigation by
many painstaking statisticians the astounding fact was discovered that over go per
cent. of the sales were to married men.
No reason, stated my friend, could be
found to account for this, for it was rightly
felt that most married men needed something to deaden, rather than to amplify,
the torrent of sound to which they were
accustomed. At last, however, the truth
was revealed owing to the pUblication in
the daily Press of the photograph of a weIlknown public man .lunching with his wife
and a friend at a West End restaurant.
The manager of the deaf-aid firm who
had made the apparatus wrote to the
public man politely pointing out that the
instrument was being used wrongly, as the
microphone part of it was towards him
instead of towards his friends, and he was
therefore receiving very poor reception of
their speech. His'secretary replied, however, that it was evident that the manager
was unaware that that was the very last

I

Lunchin~

with wife and friend.

thing that his employer desired to do, and
that he had, as a matter of fact, bought
the instrument in order to hear hims'elf
speak when in the privacy of his domestic
circle or when accompanying his wife and
her friends to any social function.
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Listeners' Guide
BINNIE HALE plays the
leading part in next
week's broadcast version
of "No, No, Nanette,"
which will be heard on
Monday (Nat. 8.15) and
Tuesday (Reg. 7.45).
The "book" has been
adapted by "Egg,"
otherwise, Henrik Ege.

ALTHOUGH the connection
may not be obvious,
everyone will rejoice that
Easter week has been chosen
to give the modern British
composer a place in the ether.
The number of new British
works to be broadcast during
the week beginning April 12th
is indeed remarkable, commencing with the Sunday Orchestral Concert, in whicl1 Dr.
Boult will conduct works by
Dame Ethel Smythe (" The
Cliffs of Cornwall"), Vaughan
Williams (" The Run n i n g
Set "), B. J. Dale (" An English Dance "), and works by
Holst, Moeran and Bax (Reg.,
9. 20).
Then, on April 15th, the
B.B.C. Orchestra, Section E, is
to be conducted by the wellknown woman musician, Iris
Lemare. The programme will
include a new Viola Conrerto
by Christian Darnton, a new
orchestral suite bv Elizabeth
'lVlaconchy, and ,;- Passacaglia
on a well-known Theme" by
Gordon Jacobs. Miss Lemare,
who specialises in the works of
the younger British composers,
is a daughter of the famous
blind organist, Alfred Lemare.
There will be more English
music on Thursday when Dr.
Malcolm Sargent conducts the
Elgar Serenade for Strings
(Reg., 9.15).

outstanding event being a performance of
" Parsifal" in the
Queen's Hall at 7.30
(Nat.),
when
Sir
Henry Wood will conduct the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, the
Philharmonic Choir,
and a choir of boys
from the London College for Choristers.
This will be the first time
that the 13.B.C. has attempted
to give "Parsifal" with a
choral background, i.e., with
the Flower Maidens scene sung
by Principals, Flower Maidens,
Chorus, and full choral effects
(with boys' voices) in the Grail
scenes in Acts I and III.
The Archbishop of Canterbury will preach at a service
relayed from St. Sepulchre,
Holborn, on Good Friday
morning.
As usual there will be a
special Easter service broad.

cast Nationally at I I on Easter
morning, this year from Liverpool Cathedral.
"'",

<?

<?

"NO NO NANETTE"

gramme
to - morrow
(10)
IS
" The
Power and the
Glory," a hair-raiser by John
Pudney, who, well known as a
short-story writer and poet, is
a producer in the Empire department of the B.B.C. The
play, fIrst broadcast in the
Empire programme on February 1st last, concerns a
young aviator on the eve of
his departure on a recordbreaking flight.
Rob e r t
Speaight fills the role of the
airman hero, and he will be
supported by Philip Wade,
Gladys Young, Gwenclolen
Evans and Leslie Perrins.

BI~NIE' HALE, who played
the leading part in the famous
musical comedy, "No, No,
Nanette," which ran in the
West End for over two years,
has been secured for the
broadcast version, which we
shall .hear Nationally on
Monday (8.15) and Regionally
on Tuesday (7.45). For this
production John Watt has also
obtained Floy Penrhyn, character actor; Reginald Purdell,
who sang in many of the
"Songs from the Shows";
SWING MUSIC
Eve Becke, back from pantoGEORGE SCOTT-WOOD, one of
mime; Patrick Waddington; 'the few Englishmen who have
Wyn Richmond, and Veronica made names for themselves on
Brady, who, incidentally, was
Broadway, is bringing the Six
in the first television revue, and
Swingers to the microphone at
sang the "Hallelujah' 'num6.30 to morrow (Regional),
ber in the stage version of when they take their place in
" Hit the Deck."
the new dance band schedule.
"No, No, Nanette" is wel!
" Swing" music has sprung
suited to radio production, for into great popularity, and tothe story is straightforward; it morrow offers a good opporhas, in fact, been necessary to
tunity to hear this type of
music at its best.
omit only eight pages of the
original. The book adaptation
is by "Egg" -the pen-name SUNDA Y SHA1l,:ESPEARE
THE
Oxford
University
of Henrik Ege.
Dramatic Society is presenting
next Sunday's Shakespeare
A THRILLER
programme wit h ,. Kin g
GENUINE thrillers are all too
rare in the broadcast proRichard II" (Nat., 5.30).
gramn:es. A promising speciDavid King-Wood, President
men III the National proof the Society, will play the

<!>

EASTER BROADCASTS

GOOD FRIDAY broadcasts are
restrained in character, the

"THE ORIGIN OF MODERN DANCE MUSIC" is the title of a talk to be given by that brilliant modern
composer, Constant Lambert, in the National progra~me at 8.30 on ~ednesday. next. Above is a f:,-mous
exponent of modern dance music-Roy FOX-With members of hiS band In the H.M.V. studiOS.
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Week

for the
,I---------------------------------~,

the Deutschlandsender, offering Mozart's "Magic Flute"
at 6.40, and Leipzig, which
provides a gala programme of
songs from favourite operas at
7 o'clock. The latter should
be especially attractive, as the
Leipzig Symphony Orchestra
and Station Choir and the
principals of the Berlin, Munich, Dresden and Weimar
opera houses are taking part.
Strasbourg has a relay from
the Paris Opera at 8 p.m. on
Monday.

:, HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK!,

,

,

: GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 10th.
Nat., 7.30, .. Parsifal," from the
Queen's Hall.
: Reg., 8, B.B.c. Theatre Orchestra.
:
9.15, 'Cello Recital by Raphael
:
Lane5.
9.45,': The Sea." a
Mosaic, with music by Purcell.

:

!
!

1

!

i

, Abroad.

1

I
I
:

,

: Radio-Paris, 8.45. Bach's" Passion" :
(St. ./ohn) by the National Or- 1
,
chestra. Rauge! Choir and Solo- ,

!
:
~

ists.

:

SATURDAY, APRIL 11th.

:

Hall. 10.30. B.B.C. Orchestra.

! Nat .• 7, Saturday Magazine. ~!Music
~

:

i

:::
1

:

Reg .• 7.15. B.B.C. Scottish Or- :

i
:

: Hilversum II, 7.43. Operetta: :
:
.. The Bayadere" (Kalman).
:

!

i

SUNDAY, APRIL 12th.
, Nat., Mantovani and his Tipica ,
:
Orchestra. 5.30," Richard II" :
(Shakespeare). 9, Leslie Jeffries :,
:
and Orchestra, Grand Hotel, :
:
Eastbourne.
:
, Reg., 6.15, Negro Spirituals relayed ,
:
from Fisk Chapel, Nashville, :
Tennessee, U.S. 9.20, Sunday:,'
:
Orchestral Concert.
:

!
!

I Abroad.

:

I Paris P.T.T., 8.30, Operetta: :
:
.. Monsieur Beaucaire" (Messa- :
:

ger).

:

,

~B.B.C. Orchestra.

!: Nat.,MONDAY,
APRIL 13th.
i
8.15. Binnie Hale in .. No, :
No. Nanette."

~orld

Affairs.
,
: Reg., 8.15, .. Harry HopefUl's Day
:
m the Dales "-a Derbyshire
1
Itinerary. ~B.B.c. Dance Band.

!

: Abroad.

,

1
:
I

i
:

: Berlin (Funkstunde), 7, Opera: :
:
:
.. Aida" (Verdi).

i
I
:

i

:
:
:
:

TUESDAY, APRIL 14th.
Nat., Boyd Neel String Orchestra.
9," Music from the Movies."
~Walford Hyden's Magyar Orchestra.
Reg., 7.45. .. No, No. Nanette."
~ .. Port of Brixham .. (Quayside
Nights, 5).

: Abroad.

i
:
:
1

:
:
:
:

:

: Paris P.T.T., 8.30. Chabricf Festi- I
~
val, from the Conservatoire.
:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15th.
i,
: Nat., 7.30, Iris Lemare conducts :
B.B.C Orchestra.
'l]Constant,
,
:
Lambert on .. The Origin of :
Modern Dance Music." ~Variety. I,'
, Reg.. AI Collins and his Dance
:
Band. 8.5. Chopin Recital (from
:
Warsaw\. ~B.B.C. Orchestra.
:

I
!

!

'b
: A road.

f

: Hamburg, 7.45, Operetta: .. Die
,: Fledermaus" (Johann Strauss}.
THURSDAY. APRIL 16th.
: Nat., 8. .. Eight Bells," produced
:
by The Old Salt, Harry Pepper.
:
~F rench Music by Laurence
:
Turner String Quartet.
\, Reg., 8, Radio Play: .. The Game,"
,'
by Philip Wade. ~Joe Lo,s and
,
his Band.

!

: Abroad.

,

:
:

,:

!
:
:
:
:
:,
:,
,

:

: Kalundborg-, 8, Scandinavian Sym- :
:

phony l\1usic.

:

1.I _____________ ----______ "'"' _________ J.:

RELIGIOUS "O.B." CHIEF.
Dr. Geza Koudela, who has
just been appointed commentator by
the
Hungarian
Broadcasting Company.
He
will specialise in describing
church processions and other
religious ceremonies.

llame pali. As usual. some
drastic cutting will be necessary, but this sub-editing is in
the capable hands of Felix Felton, who has adapted the
broadcasting version from the
production at the New Theatre,
Oxford.
.

during the next seven days include Elizabethan music which
Kalundborg is offering at 9-40
this evening (Friday); an
Egon Petri pianofOlie recital
from Moscow at 6 on Sunday;
and a recital by the Fehse
Quartet from Deutschlandsender at 10 on Tuesday.
OPERETTA

ONE of the finest military
bands in Scandinavia is the
Swedish l~oyal Guards Band,
which is bwadcasting a Wagner programme from all Swedish stations to-night at 9. The
band last visited London in
1871 to participate in an international music competition,
winning a special prize offered
by Queen Victoria.

THREE operetta broadcasts
for the coming week each deserve a star. At 8.30 on Sunday Paris P. T. T. should delight many listeners with Messager's "Mohsieur Beaucaire," rendered by artists of
the Opera and Opera-Comique; Hamburg broadcasts
" Die Fledermaus," by Johann
Strauss, at 7.45 on Wednesday, and M.oscow gives the
same composer's" Der lustige
Krieg" at 6 on Thursday. The
quality of the Moscow operatic
transmissions grows more excellent every week.

UNKNOWN MUSIC

FRENCH " O.B.s "

UNPUBLISHED musical works
are often shunned on the
erroneous supposition that if

THERE are two first-class
"O.B.s" from France on Monday. At I I a.m. listeners to

SWEDEN'S " CRACK " BAND

chestra. ~ Miller String Quartet. :
10.30, Henry Hall's Hour.

: Abroad.

Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

ALL ABOUT SHIPS

How ships are run and how
shipping works is the theme of
a llew scries of talks which
opens at 10 on Tuesday next
(Nat.), entitled "Sea Commentaries," the first dealing
with the Merchant Marine and
the speaker being MajorR. H.
Thornton.
Men whose lives are spent in
the industry are to contribute
to the series, and they will
touch upon ports, ship designmg, manning and handling 'a
ship, life on board, and running the ship. A highly topical senes if only because the
first voyage of the "Queen
Mary" has stimulated the
public imagination In all that
pertains to the sea.
LEIPZIG'S OPERATIC GALA

OPERA abroad IS naturally
somewhat curtailed this weekend, the majority of programmes being devoted to the
religious festival.
I n fact,
the only stations transmitting
opera music on Sunday \vil! be

OPERA FROM MOSCOW. English commentaries are a feature of
the weekly operatic broadcasts from the Moscow Opera House.

unworthy of pUblication they
are unworthy of being listened
to. It is often forgotten that
many reasons may conspire to
prevent publication of what
might have turned out to be
classics, and this may be revealed by the Leipzig station
at 6 on Wednesday, when '1
lecture-recital is to' be broadcast on "Unpublished Music
of the Early 19th Century.".
There arc to be violin, 'cello
and pianoforte illustrations.
Other interesting recitals

Lille will hear the Dedication
of the Memorial to Carrier
Pigeons who played their part
in the Great War. There will
be chimes and an address by
the Mayor of Verdun. At 1.30
p.m. there will be a relay from
Strasbourg of the Feast of Jonquils from Gerardmer in the
Vosges Mountains. Whether
or not we understand French, .
we can absorb the atmosphere
of the gay street processions
with music by the municipal
and military bands.
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British Broad casting
CONCLUSIONS
A 2,OOO~MILE

~

DRAWN FROM
RADIO TOUR"

1/

TER

my 2,ooo-mile "radio
tour" of the British Isles I returned to London more optimistic
than I expected about the future
prospect of broadcasting in the provinces.
Everywhere in the provincial studios I
found a rising spirit of independent enterprise, no longer dampened by the former
faint contempt, or even active opposition, from London headquarters. High
B.B.C. officials at Head Office are more
inclined than at any previous period to
give the provinces their head, with more
money, staff, and better modern equipment.
This augurs well for the future of provincial programmes-as far as they go.
I shall sllggest directions where they
might go farther. Similarly, it may seem
like flogging a galloping horse to criticise
the B.B.C. Engineering Department at
the present time, when they have no fewer
than six new transmitters either in erection
or on the drawing board, not to mention
studio developments in almost every provincial centre, but the tremendous efforts
now being made to improve the country's
system of transmitters and studios only
throw into bolder contrast those districts

where the B.B.C. service falls far short
of desirable standards.
The first is East Anglia. Over a wide
area of Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire
and Huntingdonshire no Regional programme gives reliable fade-free reception. A relay transmitter here is long
overdue,
The second is the South Coast, from
the Isle of Wight round to Dover where,

at a Glance

By LESLIE BAILY
r----------------------------------------------I

!
!
!
i
!
!
i
i
i

IN 2,ooo-mile"
this pithy summary of his !
radio tour" of !
I

Britain on behalf of "The Wireless i
World" Mr. Baily offers some i
challenging opinions on the B.B.C.'s !
handling of the Regional situation. !
Personal contact with listeners and !
his own experiences with a portable !
receiver have led him to the con- !
:'
elusion
that Repional extensions should II
! notu
be confined to Wales and the l
i North-East, as approved by the !
i UIlswater Committee, but should
I
I embrace East Anglia and the
!
South of England

B.B.C. certainly has promised a new Wes·
tern transmitter (or transmitters) to
remedy this, but time passes and so far
no announcement even of the site(s) ha;:
been made.
The sooner this can be done the
better, so as to complete the detachment
of the West of England from W ales. Thi~
division is good policy, and I find it difficult to understand why it was for such
a long time declared to be technically
impossible.
I received a painful surprise in regard
to the reception of Droitwich National in
certain outlying parts of the country, not-

!
-------------------------------Raymond Burke giving
a talk in his series on
jazz music, with gramophone illustrations, before the Newcastle
microphone. Below is
the B.B~C. Northern
Orchestra conducted by
T. H. Norrison.

similarly, the National is the only satisfactory B.B.C. programme. Since writing this, I have heard the news that the
B.B.C. is exploring sites for a proposed
new transmitter to serve the south coast.
The third is the West of England, where
the present West Regional transmitter
gives inadequate coverage and continues
,to annoy English listeners by its Welsh
" interludes," talks and plays.
The

ably North Scotland and North-East England. Fading and its attendant distortion
were worse than I had anticipated. In
both the above areas high-power transmitters are being erected to relay Regional
programmes, and local listeners are naturally asking why, while the B.B.C. are
about it, they do not provide twin-programme stations here, as at Brookmans
Park, Moorside Edge, etc .--and thus ensure good National, as well as Regional,
reception. It would be interesting to have
the B.B.C. 's answer to this question, but
my own impression is that the B.B.C. is
tending towards a policy of dependence on
Droitwich for National coverage (admitting that in this world .a perfect service in
all areas is impossible), and that, far from
there being any chance of new National
relays (even synchronised), the existing
" little Nationals" may be abandoned and·
their waves appropriated for the improvement of Regional coverage throughout the
country.
There is something to be said for this if
the various Regional programmes-Lon-
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don, West, Welsh, North, Midland, Scot,
tish and North Irish-are to be more
alternative to one another, and to the
National, than hitherto, but I can see little
or no value in building new and powerful
Rcgional transmitters, at the sacrifice (if
"little Nationals," if the new Regionals
are to (to little more than pump out the
same programmc.
I was much struck by the demand in
recent W ire less World articles by Capt.
P. P. Eckersley and Mr. Marsland Gander
-and the same demand in letters from

folly to force an all-round increase of
locally produced programmes; in several
Regions the material is just not there. It
would lead only to a drop in quality. All
the Regional programmes are capable of
expansion, some more than others, but
certainly none up to roo per cent. with the
possible exception, if only it had the staff
and the money, of the North Region.
An interesting suggestion has been made
that the North Region should broadcast a
roo per cent. Northern programme, and
a new Southern Region should put up a
100 per cent. Southern output, t1lU§ providing two main pro.
vincial programmes always contrasting not only
with each other but also
with National. The Southern Region would include the present Midland and West Regions.
The Scottish, North Irish
and
Welsh
Regions

Unearthing the aerial at North Regional,
Moorside Edge. Note the massive insulator
construction.

readers-for a greater measure of contrast
between the Regional programmes, and
lfter visiting all the provincial studios and
studying the local sources of programmematerial my conclusion is that, taking the
country by and large, it is possible to increase the qnantity of provincial programme-production without lowering
quality. In other words, to make each
Region depend more on its own resources,
so that there would be less common relaying of one programme. But this presumes
that London would be prepared to give the
provinces sufficient money to develop their
untapped resources.
Better Provincial Studios

It is a good sign that thousands of
pounds are being spent, as I have
described in my articles, in modernising
provincial studios, and increasing their
. number, and their staffs. This cannot be
too highly praised, for it should have two
immediate results: the exploitation of programme ideas hitherto neglected, and the
improvement of quality. There is no reason why "provincial" should be synonymous with "mediocre"; when this was
so in the past it was due largely to underrehearsal, which in turn could be blamed
on insufficient staff and inadequate studio
accommodation. Even now, despite extensions, the Regional centres at Manchester and Birmingham, particularly, appear
barely adequate to cope with modern
transmissions and rehearsals.
I have read suggestions of letting each
of the seven Regions produce a "100 per
cent. local" programUle.
It would be

The new concentric aerial feeders at the
London Regional transmitter. They have
been installed beneath the original openwire feeder supported on poles.

would remain as now. The idea is worth
serious attention.
Nor,th, recently increased by the addition of Lincolnshire, is by far the most
impressive Region, but staff and studios
are inadequate to cover this vast area. The
Manchester staff dissipates too much
energy in excursions to the sub-studios at
Leeds and Newcastle, where resident staffs
are urgently needed. Leeds Broadcasting
House, moreover, was clumsily designed
with one huge and one tiny studio, and
needs at least one more medium-sized
studio; and a studio centre at Lincoln is
needed. Alternatively, studios at Shef-

field could conveniently serve both Lincolnshire and South Yorkshire, and would
meet the objection of Sheffield broadcasters about travelling to Leeds.
I was impressed by the weight of Nottingham's demand for local studios, but
reception of Midland Regional is so poor
in this part of the Midlands that it seems
pointless to improve facilities for producing local programmes so long as those programmes cannot be easily received.
A
better ~i~land si.gnal for North NottinghamshIre IS a crymg necessity.
I come, therefore, to the conclusion that
tl:e ~.B.C. could further cultivate its provmCl~1 programmes with good results, but
that It should not say, "We will increase
local programmes in each Negion" by a
standard 20, 30, or any other percentage.
The natural resources must be examined
in each case, the first thing to avoid bein"
an extensioll of quantity at the cost ~f
quality.
There appears already to be an unfortunate tendency to standardise the
Regions. Each Regional centre has five
stUdios, ,although. the size of the Regions
~n? theIr pote?tIal programme-productiVIty vary conSIderably. The reintroduction of Regional orchestras is welcome, but
these orchestras are so standardised that
it is difficult to tell one from another on
the air. The amount of programmes
turned out by each Region is more or less
stand::rdised. I hope this tendency will
b~ ~eslst~d: let each Region express its indIVidualIty, pro.dueing ~s muc~ local programme matenal as IS consistent with
quality.
Mr. Baily's" radio tour" was described in
the following issues:1. Through the Midlands--October 25 th ,
1935·
II, Along the South Coast-November 1St.
1935,
III. The New West Region-November 8th,
]935,
IV. Across Wales-November 15th, 1935.
V, Over to Northern Ireland-Novembt.r
29 th , 1935·
VI. From Glasgow to Burghead-December
13 th , 1935,
VII. Burghead to Aberdeen - December
27 th , 1935·
VIII. Falkirk and Edinburgh-January loth.
193 6 .
IX. Over the Border to Newcastle-January 24th, [936.
X, North Regional Headquarters-January 31St, 1936.
XI. Moorside Edge and Leeds-Ft'bruary
14 th , 1936 .
XII. East Anglia and Brookmans Park-March 13th, 1936.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY

W

ITH reference to a note on the public performance of gramophone records in our
recent" PA ,. Number, we are asked by the
SynchrophoIle Co., Mead \Vorks, Hertford. to
publish the following statement.
Monthly supplements of first-class dance,
organ, and instrumental records are issued by
this company for free pUblic performance, provided the user already holds the appropriate
lict'nce from the Performing Right Socit'ty.
4

0-

4

F. \V. Lechner & Co., Ltd., have been appointed agents for the Singen Aluminium
\Vorks, which produce aluminium foil in thicknesses of from 0.005 mm. upwards for paper
and electrolytic condensers.
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Letters to the Editor
The Magnavox" Duode "
E agree with Mr. Fairhurst that greater
W
realism can be obtained by using a
number of speakers, because the source of
sound is thereby increased in area. The
proposal is not a practical one for most
users, and there is no noticeable improvement except in a very large room with a
much greater increase in the area than that
given merely by using two speakers instead
of one.
Now that it is possible to obtain in the
duode a single speaker covering the whole
frequency band with almost negligible variation from a straight line, we suggest that the
use of speakers with different characteristics
in combination is obsolete. The objective
is the same, but a single unit is preferable
because it avoids the troubles experienced
with the combination in connection with the
overlap, not to mention the difficulty over
impedance matching.
For those who can afford it a bank of
similar speakers, each with a range of 30
to 15,000 cycles, can therefore be recommended.
The figures given by Mr. Fairhurst for the
combination are, he says, approximate,
from which we assume that no accurate
measurements were taken.
The difference in realism between a combination with a doubtful range of 50 to
8,000 cycles and a single unit which really
does extend from 30 to 15,000 or 16,000
cycles has to be heard to be believed.
BENJAMIN ELECTRIC, LTD.
BURGESS DEMPSTER, Chief Engineer.
London, N.I7·

s

----

designer and patentee of the new f~atures embodied in. the Magnavox
"Duode" speaker, I am naturally interested iIi' the views expressed by correspondents with regard to high-quality reproduction. Points raised by Mr. Fairhurst, for
jnstilllce, are particularly interesting. He
questions whether one spea.ke.r to reproduce
the whole frequency range IS Ideal, and suggests that a combination of speakers s
better. Actually, the use of more than one
speaker, fed in the usual way from a single
receiver is fundamentally wrong. A source
of sound as transmitted" is that existing at
the microphone at a single and definite point
removed from the point, or points, where
the somid originates.
If this alone is considered, it should be
clear that the final link, the loud speaker,
should recreate sound waves in every way
similar to those picked up by the first link,
the microphone. If this final operation of
reproduction is performed simultaneously at
more than one point, the reproduced sound
cannot be but seriously modified, as the
sound waves from one source interfere with
those from the other, causing partial cancellation at certain frequencies and reinforcement at others, according to the effective
physical separation of the spe'7kers. .
If a ::.ingle loud speaker, wlth a smgle
diaphragm, can be made to reproduce the
whole audible range, the necessity to use
more than one unit no longer exists, and
the whole problem is simplified.
The
" Duode" fills this requirement, and much
has' been written about the unusually good
frequency response, as shown by the N.P.L.
and The Wireless World curves, but I consider that the degree of.damping and better

A

5

loading made possible by the new construction are equally important. Even when
dealing with a restricted frequency response,
the advantage shown is very marked, particularly on transients.
I need hardly add that my observations
on the use of more than one speaker refer
only to standard single-channel reproduction, and not to stereophonic sound, which
is quite impossible under existing broadcasting conditions.
Sussex.
A. CECIL BARKER.

U.S.A. 5-metre Reception
WITH reference to the letter from Mr. J.
Watts, of Bournemouth, claiming reception of a U.S.A. station on five metres,
I think it is most probable that the station
Mr. Watts heard is W8XWJ, owned by the
Detroit News.
This station is one of
several high-frequency stations, working on
31,000 kc/s (approximately), and, I believe,
used for experimental television transmissions. I heard this station on March 7th
at 16.45 G.M.T. at R6-QSAS. I have
written to the station, and if I receive a
reply I will forward any particulars .they
may send. If W8XWJ was the station
heard, then Me. Watt's receiver could not
be working in the 56 Mc. band. My own
receiver is an O-V-I.
R. SWANN.
Weymouth.

· ITH reference to Mr. J. Watts's letter
W
regarding reception of a 5-metre
American station, might I suggest that he
heard the harmonic on 6.96 metres of
W8XK operating on 13.92 metres?
I have heard this myself, but at such a
strength that identification from the caUsign given was easy.
Mr. Watts says that the letters "WJ"
formed part of the .call-sign, but as mistakes are so easily Jl!ade when receiving callsigns from a fairly weak telephony station,
the letter" J " may have been "K."
JAMES S.' K. STEPHENS, R.S.G.B.
ITH reference to the letter from Mr.
W . Watts published in your issue of March
27th, I am wondering if Mr. Watts checked
the frequency or wavelength of the "5metre" U.S.A. 'phone station he received
on March 4th. It occurs to me' that the
station he received was probably W8XWJ
working on about 30.500 kc. or 9.8 m.), as
this station has been well heard on several
occasions, and I think it unlikely that Mr.
Watts heard its second harmonic. His remarks on the above would be interesting.
It may also interest you to know that
when G2MV and myself were in three-way
contact with CN .8MQ recently on ten
metres, I asked "G2MV" if he had heard
U.S.A. on five metres, and he replied, via
CN.8MQ, that he had not, so that it appears, to date, no signals from U.S.A. have
been heard this side of the pond on five!
The period February 28th to March 17th
gave amazingly good conditions for East and
West working on ten metres. U.S.A. signals
were heard up to as late as 21.45 (about
three hours after dark), and contact was
made with several West Coast U.S.A. stations. On March 1st I made contact with
J3FK in Japan, but this was sJ?Oilt by the
sudden disappearance of his signals. How-
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ever, I had a good contact with him again
on March 10th at 09.00, this being the first
between Britain and Japan. On March 1st
ten-metre W.B.E. and W.A.C. on telephony
was completed, when 'phone was put over
to VU 2AU in India.
Since March 17th the only reliable signals
heard on ten metres have been from South
Africa and Central and South America, and
occasionally Russian. The South African
route is particularly reliable, signals from
ZS.IH in Capetown being heard daily any
time from 07.30 to 18.30.
I should be interested to hear if any of
your readers have heard a strange atmospheric" hissing" which occurs occasionally
on or around ten metres. It generally only
lasts for a minute or so, and cannot be
attributed to any form of man-made static.
It was last heard to-day at 17.45, gradually
building up to an R8 level and then fading
away again within a minute or so.
D. W. HEIGHT MAN (G6DH).
Clacton.
[A number of other letters have been
received from readers on this subject.-ED.]

Television and Interference
MR. M. G. SCROGGIE'S letter on " Television and Motor Car Interfenmce " in
your issue of March 27th was to some
extent answered by Sir Noel Ashbridge in
his lecture to the Television Society on
March 25th. Sir Noel said that, contrary
to expectations, high definition pictures
were very little damaged by this class of
interference. He also said that he' understood from America that the situation had
largely taken care of itself in New York
because the majority of cars were now fitted
with radio and, consequently, with adequate suppressors. * Sound reception on the
ultra-short waves would, of course, be
severely interfered with unless adequate
means of cutting out the spark signals could
be taken. In the quiet country district in
which I live I can hear cars at least a
quarter of a mile away, and the ignitiou
interference covers the whole band from
four to eight metres.
By the way, in connection with your
reference to the Baird television signals,
your readers may be interested to know that
a new transmitter will be in l1se from the
beginning of April with considerably increased power.
Hayes has been sending
out television signals recently, which have
been well received here at Pirbright.
I
understand that Scophony, Limited, will
shortly be sending out signals of low power
from their station on the high ground to the
north of Kensington High Street on 6.39
metres sound and 6.12 metres vision. The
B.B.C:s test signals (sound) are still being
sent out from the roof of Broadcasting
House.
E. H. ROBINSON.
Woking, Surrey.
[* Clifford N. Anderson, in a paper on
"Radio Communication in Mobile Services" in the March issue of the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
(America), in reference to telephony with
automobiles, writes: "Spark-plug resistors
for suppressing ignition noise have generally
been discarded. Instead various other expedients are used.
,"-ED.J
A 22
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Readers' Problems
A

Screened Microphone Leads

READER who has tried the effect of
connecting a microphone to a DC amplifier is not altogether satisfied with the
results. Quality and volume are reasonably satisfactory, but there is an annoying
background of high-pitched hum. Screened
leads have been fitted, but this alteration
appears to make matters worse rather than
better.
We advise, in the first place, that the
screening of the leads and apparatus associated with the microphone should be very
thoroughly done on the lines indicated in
Fig. I. Again, it must be remembered that
all DC sets and amplifiers present special
problems of their own, and it is not always
desirable to earth the screening directly in
the normal manner.
Perhaps this last
trouble may be responsible for our correspondent's trouble.

and the cathode-anode sockets of the valveholder will be short-circuited.
Provided the set is always to be used on
DC the rectifier performs no essential
function, aud so may be omitted. It must
be remembered, however, that there is
always the possibility of a reversal of
mains voltage, in which case the electrolytic condensers normally fitted may be
destroyed. In cases of uncertainty they
should be replaced (except in bias circuits)
by paper condensers or by double-polarised
electrol ytics.

A

Making Variable-Selectivity
Transformers

READER who proposes to wind hi"
own variable-selectivity IF transformer
asks our opinion on the suitability. of
variable capacity coupling between the
circuits.

Fig. I.-Complete
screening may be desirable for the connection of a microphone
working with a DC
mains amplifier.

Generally spe:tking, it is best to earth the
screening to the mains through a condenser
of about 0.01 mfd., and for this purpose an
extra pin is shown on the connecting plug
in the diagram.
Our correspondent will glean some useful
hints on the use of DC amplifiers from an
article that appeared in our issue of
January 24th.

1936 Monodial
ONSTRUCTORS of the 1936 Monodial
AC Super should know that since the
original description of the set slight changes
have been made in the IF transformers employed. In consequence of these changes,
the selectivity control now works in the
opposite direction to that described in the
constructional article. No difficulty should
be met with, however, if the terminals are
connected up according to their lettering.

C

A Resistance Test
IN almost every case the DC resistance of
all the signal-frequency coils in a
receiver should be the same; any appreciable discrepancy must be taken as an
indication of high-resistance connections,
short--circuited turns, defective switches,
etc. But whim making such tests the oscillator windings of a superhet must not be
considered as signal-frequency coils.
This is in answer to a queriest who, with
the help of the" ohms" scale of a reliable
multi-range meter, has fcund a discrepancy
of more than 50 per cent. between the
medium-wave sections of the two signalfreqnency coils of his superheterodyne.

Omitting the Rectifier
E are asked by the owner of a universal
AC I DC set, in which the rectifier has
failed, to say whether it would be permis.
sible to omit the rectifier entirely, as the
receiver is to be used exclusively on DC.
The heater element will, of course, be
replaced by a resistance of the same value,

W

In a variable-selectivity IF amplifier, the
primary requirement is that tuning shall be
disturbed as little as possible by variable
coupling. From this point of view the capacity method is not satisfactory, and magnetic coupling (by physical movement of the
coils) is much better. Even so, special precautions should be taken to ensure that
stray capacity coupling be avoided, and,
with this aim, adjacent ends of primary
and secondary coils should be connected
with their low-potential ends adjacent.
It is equally necessary to take care that
the wiring is so disposed that stray intercircuit capacity coupling be reduced to a
minimum.

All to the Good
A

CORRESPONDENT, who proposes to
add another stage of amplification to
his receiver in order to make it suitable for
working with a microphone, finds that it
will be necessary to provide an independent
source of anode-current supply for the extra
valve. This he can do easily enough with
the help of components already in his
t •• l •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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receivers described in The Wireless
leVorld, or those of commercial design which

time to time are reviewed in the pages of
Every endeavour will be
made to deal with Queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I, and
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possession, but he apparently regards this
as a make-shift arrangement and one that
is likely to impair performance.
We would assure him that, so far as performance and freedom from trouble are
concerned, there is every advantage in
using a separate source of anode voltage,
The possibility of inter-stage reaction which
often gives trouble when adding an extra
valve should be entirely avoided by doing
so. Exc::;pt for the saving of cost and bulk,
there is nothing in favour of a common
source of supply.

Out-of-Phase Speakers
AFTER reading an article in our recent
Public Address Number, a correspondent has come to the conclusion that his
failure to obtaill s'ltisfactory results from a
pair of loud speakers used in the same room
may possibly be due to incorrect phasing.
He sends a sketch of his output circuit and
asks how a definite test may be made as
to whether the connections are correct.
It is quite possible that phasing difficulties
may arise when two speakers are used in
the manner described. If, at a given point
within the area covered by the two instruments. a wave of compression produced by
one speaker coincides with a wave of rarefaction by the other, the two wiII cancel

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
EXTERNAL
SPEAKER

]1

/
/

"

EXT. SPEAKER
TERMINALS

Fig. 2.-Loud speakers "in step"; method
of testing connections for correct phasing.

out to a greater or lesser extent.
The
matter is really quite simple; the two
diaphragms should be moving "in step"
(i.e., either inwards or outwards) at the
S'lme time.
A simple way of determining whether this
is, in fact, taking place is to make a test
with a dry--cell connected in the manner
shown in Fig. 2. With the built-in speaker
in circuit, connEct the test cell momentarily
across the external speaker terminals (and
thus cross the speech coil) and observe carefully whether the diaphragm moves inwards
or outwards. Then connect the external
speaker and again complete the test-cell circuit with the same polarity as before. If
the extension-speaker diaphragm behaves
in the same way as that of the built-in
instrument, all is well. If it does not, a
simple reversal of its leads will put matters
right.
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Recent Inventions
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents
will be included in this section
DInECTION FINDING
F "fading" is in evidence, it
is difficult to judge the critical
point of minimum signal-strength
in direction-finding.
It is not
enough to take readings of equal
strength on each side of the supposed minimum, and to assume
that the correct bearing lies midway between the two" because
fading may occur during the
process of taking these readings.
Instead of a pair of headphones,
a stylus can be used to mark the
incidence of the critical minimum
point on a cylindrical sheet of
paper, and a comparison of a
series of such markings will then
show by their coincidence the true
critical points, and allow any
accidental "minima" caused by
fading to be distinguished and
ignored.

I

diminish according as the co-efficient of expansion of the .. bindel'"
or insulating mixture is
greater or less than that of the
magnetic' particles. The frequency
generated by the valve can in the
same way be safeguarded against
fluctuations in the supply voltage.
Alternatively the core of a
coupling transformer may be made
in two parts, which are bonded together (except for an intervening
air-gap) by a thermal strip which
varies the, width of the gap as the
temperature alters. This regulates
the magnetic .reluctance of the
coupling or supply transformer and
so keeps the generated frj"quency
constant.
W. j. Polydoroff and Aladdin
Industries, Ltd. Application date
27th October, 1934. No. 440877.
000

0

SHOnT~WAVE GENEnATO~S

factor in
A LIMITiNG
generation of very high

Schematic diagram of the DF
recorder.
As shown in the figure the
radiogoniometer coil L of a pair
of directional aerials A, Al is
driven by a motor M. The pickup voltages, after being amplified at V and rectified at D, are
applied to oper~te a stylus S,
which
records
their
varying
strength on a sheet of chemically
prepared paper mounted on a
cylinder C. The stylus is carried
on a screw-shaft S1, which
traverses it along the recording
cylinder.
R. H. L. Bevan, C. Crampton
and S. E. Trigle. Application date
july 24th, 1934. No. 441770.
a
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STABILISING HF
OSCILLA TIONS
HE frequency of an oscillating
valve, used, say, in a superhet
set, is stabilised against slow
changes of frequency due to varying temperature, by making nse
of the fact that the permeability
of the powdered-iron core, say, of
a coupling-transformer, automatically alters with its temperature.
The permeability will increase or

T

the
frequencies is the time taken by the
electrons to traverse the interelectrode distance between the
filament and the anode inside the
valve. One way out of this difficulty, used in the BarkhausenKurz type of generator, is to increase the acceleration of the
electrons by using a higher, grid
voltage" or to illsert a special
spacecharge grid between the positive grid and the cathode. But
then care must be taken to avoid
losses due to direct absorption of
the electrons.
According to the invention, the
auxiliary space-charge grid G1 is
formed of trough-shaped members
which are interposed between the
cathode wires K, and the ordinary
grid G. The grid Gr is given.
say, a negative charge of 500
volts, amI the grid G a positive
voltage of 4,000, whilst the anode
A carries a negative bias of 1,000
volts relative to the cathode.
A
~

The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission
of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, from Specl·
ftcatlons obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.e.l, price 11. each

tion against the wires of the grid
G where they induce high-frequency currents in the Lecherwire circuit L. This in turn sets
up corresponding currents in the
circuit L1 by capacity coupling.
The shape of the space-grid members G1 protects the grid wires G
during the upward /flow of the
ciectron stream, but not during
the downwqrd or •• reverse" flow.
I. Hausser.
Convention date
(C'ermany) july 17th, 1933. No.
44 1341.

small cone is carried by a screwed
rod R, mounted on a cross-frame,
so that its distance inside the
larger cone can be adjusted by
means of a knob K. A stop S,
on the rod R, prevents the inner
cone from making contact with
the surface of the outer one. A
small hole H, at the apex of the

000 0

TUNING INDICATOns
N order to be able to display
a large number of stationnames on a dial of comparatively
small dimensions, the names are
printed on a spiral strip of still
paper or cellnloid, which is then
threaded over a spindle, so that
the printed names form a kind of
screw-thread which can be collapsed concertina-",ise.
The tuning-control gradually
unrolls the strip, and, owing to
the springy nature of the material,
each name springs out in succession to one side, where it comes
under the light from a lamp.
j. A. Wiegand and P. R. Weenink. Convention date (Holland)
May 8th, 1934. No. 4406°7.
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SCANNING DISCS
HEN using a rotating disc or
mirror drum for scanning,
the lines traced out on the screen
are slightly curved instead ot
being straight. In consequence,
they tend to crowd together at
one end, whilst they open out and
leave gaps between them at the
other end of the screen. This defect becomes particularly noticeable when .. interleaved" scanIIing is employed.
III order to overcome it, the slots
on the scanning disc are made
wedge-shaped, so that when they
are used in conjunction with a
fIxed aperture, the effective size
of the slot through which the ray
of light passes is gradually increased from the beginning to thE'
end of each scanning line. ThiE
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Constructional details of the
loud speaker.
inner cone, allows some of the
sound to emerge at that point.
R. R. Glen. Application date
july 4th, 1934. No. 44I06r.
000 0

VOLUME CONTnOL.
OR some purposes it is desirable to control the volume of
it win'lf'ss receiver according to the
degree of modulation, instpad of
according ,to variations in the
amplitude of the incoming signaL
This is accomplished by using as
rectif,er one or more saturated
valves, arranged so as' to produce
an output current which is a
logarithmic function of the input
voltage.
Alternatiwly, the incoming signal mav be used to modulate the
intensit"y of a source of light
which, in turn, varies the emission
from a ph()to-electric cell. The
number of t>l('ctrons liberated in
the cell is a logarithmic function
of the light intensity, and so
serves the same purpose.
H. O. Roosenstein and W. Runge
'(Assignors to Telefunken Ces. fity
drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.h.). No.
2014509 (U.S.A.).
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Circuit of the short-wave generator.
The electrons, under the inflnence of the various static fields
of. force, stream from the cathode
wires K, through the gaps between the grid members G1, and
past the openings between tne
grid wires G, into the space between the latter and the anode A.
Here they are suddenly" braked"
by the strong negative field and
are thrown in the reverse ditec-

offsets the curvature and fills in
the gaps previously mentioned.
j. L. Baird and Baird Television. Ltd. Application date December 19th, 1934. No. 440917.
o
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LOUD SPEAREns
N order to improve the tone response of a loud speaker, a small
inverted cone Cr is placed inside
the ordinary cone-diaphragm C. Tl1e

I
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BACK·COUPLED CATHODE.
nAY TUBE
F a fluctuating voltage is applied
to the control grid of a cathode
ray tube, as used say for recording the sound track on a cinema
film, and a telephone is inserted
in the anode circuit of the tube,
the sound impnlses are found to
be present in amplified form. This
fact is utilised to introduce reaction between the control grid
and anode circuits, so as to increase the intensity of the light
effect produced on the fluorescent
screen. The anode variations may
be fed back to the grid through
the medium of an auxiliary valve
amplifier, or an extra electrode
may be inserted in the cathode
ray tube for the purpose.
F. W. Hehlgans (Assignor to
General Electric Co., U.S.A.). No.
2004790. (U.S,A.)
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the ccrvriren of private advertisers, lettera
may hr addressed tonoushees at "The Wireless World"
Office. Whra this is desired, the sum of Od. to defray
the cost of registration aod to corre postage os replies
mint br added to Ihr advertisement charge, which most
include the creeds Bas 000, c/n "The Wierjess World."
All replies should be addressed to tIte Boa number
shown io the advertisement, e/o "The Wireless World,"
Derart House, Stamford Street, Londos, S.E.l.
Ressdeeo who reply fo Box Nc. cidveeliseneols are warned
agaiosl seaIing rensittaece fhrosgl, the post except is
registered escoto/ces
is all onch cases Ike ssc of the
Deposit Syolons is recommended, cod the esisetopo shcald

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
12 words or lens, 3/- and 3d for every
additional word.

PORTABLE BOOM

Each paragraph is charged separately and naine and
address most be counted.

IN

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
rontract is placed in advance, asad in the absence at trrsb
instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previosa issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
no

GERMANY

Revelations at the Leipzig Fair

be clearly marked "Deposit De/cortecce!."

By Our Special Coreespondenl

ADVERTISEMENTS tor these columns are accepted
np to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, SEl,
or on SATURDAY SCORNING at the Branch Offices.
19, Menton Street, Coventry ; Gaildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 200, Deanscate.
Munchesler, 3; 26s, RenSeld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

The above headline in the 7 Wireless
World." has inspired one of our customers
to write thuswise

Readers who hesitate to orad moisry to advertisers
in these coluosass may deal in perlect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. It the money he
deposited ss'ith "The Wireless World," both pailles
are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, alter which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods. this most be rrtssrsrd to
acodes. II a sate is effected, buyer instructs us to ermit
amount to seller, bot ti not, seller isstrurts sss to rcloe,s
amOunt to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
bot ii, the event u no sale, and subject to sheer being
os differest aerasgement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage ose may. The seller takes the elvIs el loss
se damage in transit, foc which sse take no respossi-.
biute. Foe all tra,ssactisns up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is charged: on transactions osee £10 and ondee
£50, the fee is sig; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt ssitfa at Dorset Hos,se, Stamford Street,
London,
and cheques and money orders should
be wade payable to f bife & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to adrertisemonts and receive no answer lo their enquiries are
neqoested to regard the tifSoce au an indicaliun that the
goods sdsertised have already been disposed st. Advertiser, often receive tu many enquicies that it is quite
impossible io reply to etch one by post. When sending
remittance, direst to an advertiser, stamp 1cc retscn
should also tse intloded loe use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

:-

"Dear Harley,
I knew that the German manufacturers (like certain English ones)
went in for Boonl-but why on earth
start carrying it about with you?
Yours ever,
G .........

Advertisements that arrise loo late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following sasse
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

-w

Postal Orslero and Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to ILIFFE
tisements slsnuld be matie
Notes being
&SONS Ltd., assd crossed
untraceable il lost in fraisait should not be tent as
remittances.

I don't suppose

All fetters relating to advertisements sbnuld quote the
number which is printed at tbe end of each advertisement
and the dote ol the issue in svbicb it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' erroys, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.
-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Easter Holidays, the next
Issue of "THE VIRELESS WORLD"
(dated April 17th) is closing for press
earlier than usual.
Inaccortlance with the Notice that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which
Miscellaneous Advertisements
could be accepted for-the above issue was
FIRST POST, THURSDAY, April 9th.

NEW RECEl VERS AND AMPLIFIERS

A.
A.
%TOTICE.-We close traes 7 p.m. Tharsday, Apeil 9th.
outil 11 am., Tuesday: 14th, 1er the Easter Holiday;
mail orders attended to as usual each day.
the F/em for 'Otra Shoet-nuor Rodio;
DEGALUEWS,
all goaruoteed su Englund against faulty aoelpnaes.
ship, sesO couspounnts; prices to suit every pocket. from
Midget 6-valso TOtE, operating on AC/D.C. 200-250
cofto asithout alteration, nsedious and long soue (ideal
to take ou yossr holidays), ut £3/SO to a 24-soleo Midwest
tnOeeOeiSeeeooe'ng rs-rey buono o'geeband theossghosst
thu world, 4)4-2,400 meteor (t hands), with 3 mat-bed
speaker-s at £50; inteenseolis,to peices,. Chrslle,sgoo's at
£7, £5. £13/IS, £12118, £04100; MLlwrst 38 salve,
4)'a-2,400 metres, £36/IS (all of these types in stock),
illss/tratcd list as'ailable, SAR, seRb all enquiries. or
ree "W.W," this column dated the 3rd April tor fullest
detail,, data, measurements, voltages, wasehands, etc.;
dersassteations slss-ays, god 'oe guarantee to get American
l.rssnsmissiars,s; callers ss-elromed ssith nu obligation sc
pcesss,yo to huy; or gee plassed ta see you.
TEAREST Poist, lilarbIe Arch, doo-u Buysa-ater Rd.,
2nd right, Albisu St., top Athiou St., top Albiou
and Southwich Str., in Soutlswick SL

sai,

that all witty listeners

are Hartley-Turner enthusiasts (although
many of them are), and our correspondence
files prove, alas, that not all HartleyTurner customers are witty, but I can
say that our mailbag produces quite a lot
of chuckles and sometimes immoderate
laughter, although the humour is sometimes unconscious.
Whether it is our products or our policy,
the fact remains that we have a high
percentage of friendships with our customers, and we like to pull each other's
leg as often as possible. I think it must
be because we do make good stuff, and if
we do drop a brick, well, we will admit
it, and rectify matters. (I can imagine
several correspondents dipping their pens
in vitriol to reply to this, but I will
remind them that I said, if we drop the
brick. Sometimes our customers do, and
they don't know it.)
However, to revert to Portable Boom.
I agree, why carry it about with you?
Far better to buy Hartley-Turner and
leave it behind in the shop!

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

A

You the Ves-y Latevt in Alt-asee
Radice oitli 'ocre bande coves-log
14-2.250metres, inels-poeatsn the ceuest all-metal valoes
and hoosed in beautitol English band-rubbed piano.
Pniebedynbineth.
ING. table model 213, 9-valve AO.

RING Otter
AIRHigh
Fidelity

.

K

SOVEREIGN console model 217, 9-volee AO.

pRINcE.
pAWN,

table model 211. 7-valve AC/D.C.

c

OUNT. convole model 220, 7.vat,e

5.

Backjngham Rd., 154tO, Woodlsed, Laudan, E.lS.

ESTABLISHED

Illustrated literature

describing our prodlscls
which do mol boom, statically or peripatetically,
free on request. Inleresling leghnigal discussions
em "New Notes in Radio," price 0/-, post free.

House is the Trade lse very latest All.
CPIEAI'EST
sossscReceisees,6,8,ssadllvalseu,
Vals-o

FIVE.
CAR RadIa.
ALL

SEND

Lb Typer st lIcensees Suppliod,-1936 All-uovo mudels
complote oc is ctsass,'s loras loe eadia-gram ssoek,
lesm S to 11 salees, peices to suit all pockets; all cevejeces fully guaeanterd; American reception guaenntcrd
vs short's-use recoisees; latest Dsublct aerial, 27/6 rausplete; car cadio cor-clercs, American s'aler, call und inspect sae stss,'h.-21, East Rd., 24.1. Cleckersosell 4073.
A
t1

[3821

-

LL Sets Guarasteed by Oueselses against Faulty
ti.. Worhmaoship aud Material.
Types uf Amer/coo Valves and Spare,,

Ltd.. 20, Polygon Mess, South, Marble
DEG'ALLIER'S,
[1791
Arch, London, W,2. Paddsngtou 2745.
-

Csmpactr.

A

of Business. 10.30 am, tu 7 p-m., Satucdayo
by appaistmerst; just 'phone.

RADIO Co.

AO/DO.

Sets Fully Gnaeanteed, orders taken by post, caeh
ALLsoith sedee
or cod., you ore cordially incites! to
ioepeet ocd handle these moelcio at the Iotlov.icg adds-eve.
Aek your local dealee tor demonetea.tion, ne oeitc osbing
toe ' W.W., teat report; immediate deliveey of all models
eon be nssnred. Agente, ubolesalee, and retailers rnqniee
tor special terms.
A IR KING RADIO. 115. Shstterbuey Ae., Cumbeidg,
Cseeus, W.C.2 )fiest floor- hose Raer/ay, Bank),
'Phoue Temple Bac 8116.
Open uil slay Saturdays.
All of sac erceirecua'_,emkted in England,.
[1501
ROT.tL RADIO Ca

ITOURS
9 p.m., or latee

ART

table model 209. 6-volee AO.

convole model 219. 6-valve AO.

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
THORNBURY ROAD,
ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
-

Telephone: EfOUnslow 4488.

Radio Data Charts,"

A

Series

oJ

Abacs

foc

Catalogue se pay au

a

Visit,

DEMONSTRATION Any Time by Appointment,
BADI0 Co., 5, Bachingham Rd., Susth WoodROYAL
lord. London E.lu 'Pkuno Bucklsurst 2736.
r-

[1674

with a Smile.

FOR» RADIO, Ltd., Electrusic

HENRY
Hoo'land St,, Tottesham
'TOTE.-Nro address.

Coud

Rd.

Hossue, '22.
Museum 5t75.

[0533

Post free 4/To

e
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NEW

RECEIVERS

APRIL 10TH,

"The sensitivity of the set on all
three wavebands cannot fail to

AND AMPLIFIERS

give satisfaction."

A
A

9ZActual

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
COMPANY lotesduce Too Pro Chum/s
ARMSTItONG
01 Unosuul Design and Oulstonding Perlorovunce ta
meet tise Deossod loe Longe tr/ode Output; illustrated
teche/cal dota sheets describing these models seat on
requeSt.
6-ralee
Soperheteenelyne Rodiogeam
A I1MSTItONG
Chassis, c/tb transmitting oc/co ostpst; Ibis
rhoueiu bas. many refinements, including quiet AVG..
use) tono routes/n. aiea monisme la aun permanent magnet, sell-energived ne D.C. speaker nithoot chuuuis
allocution; gramophooe suite/e/sg completely sepoec tint
radio/ram gramophone, pink-up cods muy be le/I permsoeotlycoflnrctrd, enlome und iene nerate h fi/ter controls oleo operate on geamophese; circuit, bundpaos input,.
Octode Ineqoency changer bandposs coupled saciable-mu
H.P. Pentodr, baedpsse coupled to double-diode, itO.
coupled te/edn omplifier, RC. coupled loege triode output;
cam pones/a, He/tie/s throughout, include Wecrite mc/ns
trunslormer, Wear/to sneocilsing chohr, Wrcrite co/lo cod
LP. teauoformrro, Wrorite sae/tele/ng, Crntraluls column
und tone controle, Jceksoea ganged condenser, T.C.C. coodessuers, h racy uteel chnssis; £7118/6, complets a/tb

NEW

'-'

-

Sae/ng

ic Yours by Dealing Direct seith the
Importers.

9/19/6.-8-cala e sil-sesee su peehelerodyne chano/e, 4
,suce-bands. 11-2.000 saetees, O esalta. oatpst,
matched epraker, 15/6; complete reveiaec io cabinet. 10

L

guineas; AC.

AC-liC.

110-239e.
chassis, 17-2dO metres,
eeoc/ncr, £711216.
AC-D.C. chassie. 2 tosed stages, oil
9/6.-4-euira.
I
Pentuelo circuit, eoceptioosl cash value;
rpeakee (ecca/ng coil), 10/6.
I_-All-asce doublet aerial; the best; erces set
0e

all-soave

L6!10.-6-es/ee
npenken. 12/6; complete

H

4

2 4 I,shossidhucresne.

1-

S)d. Stamps Secures Camplete Listo. Here/see,, chess/s.
e) salees )lrooa 3/6); eilt osee you pounds; demon'

otesliono doily.
4 NGLO-AMERICAN RADIO TRADING COMPANY
.L. Iflept. W.2), id/cgo Hesd Yard, Caplic St., Nese
Oulord St., Leudan, W.C.1. (Telephone: Mauesem 9607.)
11840

11ARSIAUR RADIO.

ALL-WAVE, ALL MAINS

High Clans Cu outeed 1936 A airou.Bcsch All
Sete. Fd-EiseuOauu
mema I receioere, midget types. med/am end long 1000e caz rodio Itoythesu
coloco, etc.; .c1aI nith Haincour Rodio Co. Ltd. Toado

SUPERHETERODYNE

FORWaco

Complete with B.V.A. valves
exceflenl results on' the short wavebanni
all European short-wave broadcast stations come in
a
iOh signal strength comparable wtththe performance On the medium waveband . ,"-" Wireless
a'

IIARMAUIO RADIO Cu., Ltd., 8, Clifford St.,
T11ENeu bond St., London. V.1. Regent 4336.
(0499

RADIO. The Beoudnore Co., Park Parade,
7268.
foe Voue Cue-Leading neutro an stock; Philips,
Marconi.
Mntoeolo,
RADIO
etc.; en.
Pleiteo, Bonda, ktoueard,
alernonetrotdoo and poet enrico age models ut beegaae pricas,
[Jo

-

.

World."

Willeoden, London, N.W.14. Witlroden
HOWARD

paso

sciperheterodyne-

s stafie, all - wave bond
tened circuits. D.A.V.C. with "-squelch" circuit
yuyo for noise suppression. Illuminated" Airplane"
dial. Ocrode frequency changer. 3.5 watts pentodo,
Switching for gramophone pick-up. Wave rungesl
17-52, 200-550, 800-2,000 metres.
-

-

ColonIal 7.rolee All.eo ce Superheteeo.

dyed Hodiogrom Choosie; thie popular
ARMSTRONG

7

Quote You Helare Von Boy Cor RodIo; eol,ert
oedertakre; any melee cur radio inotsiled at

LETfitting

approrol, coreplaelc cri/ti Ocelo, filet ¡ao,/'a
,,aaioa cable u'ijla co,elc:soliO,a plug. Se/table Speaakera a,cd CabaOr ori deferred ferreo
so t,roelha' goaeoelee.
ire/o io alocO.
from: Tire Landas Radio SappIy' Co., un, Oct Lune, liCo.

Radio, the finest obtainable, mudo
HOWARD
by Americas oldest rodio moeulaetucer, 5-valca
AC/DC. All-noce Spend Sia, liocord World Scorn.
t.oafee Jsniar Greed, loosed Ocoed 19-calce; ponce
from 6 ta 05 guineoe; catalogue eu receipt al SA.
Home

Fall parlicolurs, circait diagrame, cIt. on application.

MtCAJLflU

RADIO, The Bcood000e Co.. Pori, 'Pocode,
Willeaden, Losdon, N.W.l0. Willesdon 7268.
(1138

HOOVARL)

Telephose

:

Bayewolee 3201/2.

io ss'olout cobinet. elau'k diol, speaker, brand oea,
built loe Colonial use; £915.

buy

guaro ntred, specially

1tjIAINS All-care 7.oalse

Supee'het,

£9116.

cosupletechuce;

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS

1U'AINS 5-osise A.0 Super Deo&mic, £7; mains 5-ralee
AC-D.C. sopee dynamic', £7; battery 5-salue supee-

47'

heI, £6115.

SEND loe List of Bue sins; 'ad, or "W.W." deposit
o/Cn1em.Hoemer, Fyïiogdgles, Collingh000, oc. Leeds.
(1804

3004.[1829

14

-.

.47

-

'

-

'/e
-

-,
-

(0501

AC. Mois,, 200 IsOlO

V.

50eyeloe. Oletsh

Ree-

Id'

,rgututoee, obseno rte adloetees.
MODEL R. WESTINGHOUSE. 'isole eleruit, no!
tope, 9' 010's 11'. 230V. Ac.. b.c 18 ceS, st I ante
Safo £5 10'.
Ditt6 kegoeo,ulel. boe2l'O V
D.C.
230 o,A. ostpot, elan lOolW o 24', £7 10..
Asotlsee Il, Typ. tue 200/SMI ispet, u itt. outpsl.s
ut lila AScoltI os'ls. elrosllo,22'u 121'o7' £7 los.

$"

' Sr

""'1 1''

FOR the Finest Valsse in All-muse Receisees, ope
)lc'Cuethy odsectisement us tlsic page,-McCa rthy
Rodio, Ltd.. 440, Westbuoroo Ceuse, London, W.2.Tele.
Boyos'atee 3201.

rue

-

'ISO

TRANS-ATLANTEC RADIO Cu. Stock All Types of
Midget liecoicers lesso £211916; All-oase models
teoso £7; Americon raiceo, etc,; ascite loe lista-15, Percy
St., Wi. Museum

phone

ti

f'

BATTERY CHARGERS

'

10

I

ncgo puid.
ARMSTRONG

.L1.

l-rAssIt IleetlOera io pt'io

muso!, ta nupply al Isp. D.C. Molar uOA.C. Seals,.
230V. A.C. us 220V, D.C. Game,., ,,ltbae,, basil.

s.l.

11,1.,

£O2PHILEPA 3inlTradsC!horseefae6Oesfle,ol(b30euhttseup.
new. S' uS' 015'. Sale £0 1110.
AT TUE OTHER END. W, hace uew 15.wstt ChaMes,, 930 V, d.C.
tea V/SEll cop. D.C. loe 30/- asd AC, 76061e Chsegre, los SIT. and
LT, cell, 1cr 37/6. Cor Cbseuor,. 77/6.
CHARGERS STILT TO ANY SPECIFICATION AT LOWEST PRICt9.

Fr-VALVE Supeetset Chassis (7-stage), complete with
B.I0.V.M.A. salees, wired, ready to switch on
speaker ooly est
rrqoiredl, 9l scparu/ioo dr/ayed
A.V.C. clark-lace tuning. A.0 a,sd Uoisersul models;
£717.

e)

00.0.

250 V. to

ROTARY CONVERTORS.
sorio,, lee, ood tHeo trou

AC. ru op.,

SOto 250

precious ad,'reto.
SIGH VOLT S.C. 50 ry. TEST OUTFIT foe 225 V. D.C.
56 nuhosy osd 10.000 V. Tesselsemee, LS 10'.

Model. £7/18/6. cit utanoC plus quiet A.V.C. toce.
routeol cod opec'iolly fittest loe radiogrom cork.

n.'

Sets Hou Asailahle with Ianud.speaker, io

-

E141

De Luce,
De Luce,

Dm0215

Lossg

St.,

F2.

218,

Upper Thames

----------'Phonet

11839

Can Supply itils of Specified Pacts csith Volees toc
coy "Wieeleou World" DescOcer or tsstsplitìer. io.
cludiug thu " 1936 7.tuoodiul AC. Super Recei,er,"
Quality Amplifier," and Imperial Short Wore Siso. Hire
eu tice abeee goods cod
put-chase teems can be areasg
coy a/bee eadia equipraeut. Details opon application.
Amplifiers, celi/o uodislorted outpost 01
JJNIVERSAL
5 toe/to, 2 peotodes ¡u parallel ¡o osltput stage,
£6110; AC. amplifiers, double 30CC. posb.putl, with 2
triodes is oh/put stage, unetietorted output ol 5 watts, £7,
UTÀRD, 46, Feeigdon St., Lodo, ECl. Tel.:
VV Jlolboru 9703.
(8458

'UTE

-

EVERY
ad,

Dorset

Street,

"Elementary Principles of

6560.[1837

Auserirao Prince" 6.s'olce AC. sut perhet,
arloplase dio!, Ohr. seleeticity, loll
A.V.C., 5 mutt o soodistoeteot oust ut, laege Sim. dysiomie
opeaker, Walnslt robiset; ditto a/S.s-uro 7.colee AC-D.C.,
listed lt guineos, loe £9.'
ter Illustroted I,esflet; cash oith ordrr, cure.
SENO
poid; cod., carriere lseo-ard.-Kay, 167, City Std..
[0500

E.C.4

ECl.

pOULTRY'
WOIILD

-

PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL

THE PREMIER POULTRY JOURNAL
Poultry keepers everywhere mill lind this
journal uncommonly interesting sod hrlptol,
Specimen copy of recent issue tree 00 requeSt
from The Publisher
House, Stansbord Slreet, Londoo, S.S.s

Offer! f!

Gui ocas ussomblesl, 8 guineas his; Vnrtesios 20
2 utott 4-stage PA. ampliliee, io steel rese, fiis.x
1gm/cOin. high tsith carrying bondIe, ¡spot with euole/,ta
loe microphone ond pick.up. asd tone control, oatput foc
7b4 and 15 ohm epealsees, sceight S5Ile.; onty 55,4 s'cinesI
with colors.
7ORTEXION, 184, The Broadeecy, Wimbledon, S.W.iq.
V
See also Ness Mains Equipment.
[1815

81
I

II [h.99

TVireless Telegraphy and Telephony

-

LS/lS.-"
three stus'ebisod,.

CentraI 4611.

J

,notoe, piek.up, Input loe mike, 200.250

sat

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
London,

Trade Enquicies

AMPLIFIERS

PA.C..

1,000 altee Baegaie,. is Nest Sale List " IV," Poet F,-c,

21, Westmiostee

AND

Folded Esposestiul lloro. 15/.; Rune loudTRUVOX
speaker suet coure diuphregm, 10/-.
Abuce re Uses), but is goost ordec.-Wotosups,
ALLLtd., s, Beaschassp St,, Ilolhorn, ECO.
[1797
toy List ul gjles,eooce Bsegsiso; Ultra, P'Irtodyse,
SENO
Heli-yos, Climes. ('AC. and Aerodyoe, all moine,
seoul hell price.
set
Ltd., 54, Lamb's Conduit St., W.C.I, Ilolburs

I1/s,ouo,l Reeeedinr ts'ee.lIo
mdlugean. 5,15 27/8. thos,,t pelee £4
tu ose
C
Ch,cp heiss lesrlee'a ort,
Pu/at.
Who
sut
lesos
Mosse
Nues tu as.ntbee
etopIrIs ailS bnllerp sud bu,s,s, es ss/ssl fis/e, 4/S.

los itetl.
[0446
LSASTWOOD.-Latest 6.rslce 8-stage all-oase AC-D.C.
.8_a
superhet eadiegram chassis, liuto the u'orld at you,
fisgertips; lull details by retaco; price £611.8. s itts

s-alses.-Write 10,

[T geomophose

Snide ta a/toeS

lees on reque9t.

Pulsar Gardens, London, SW.1.

(1615

woltu AC., £11.

TRACKER SET fitted Co/tre l'iek'uP sod

Ll..BSITISH Throeglouot; cumpuse,sts by uorld.lamous
T.C.C. Wroeite, T.M.C., etc.
12
,uootlis' guacootre; immediate delicery, carriage paid. 7
days' appeesol; deleecesl teems il desired; lu/lest portico.
Y

Msit.% 000

HOME RECORDING.

A
1.mauuloctscecs;

Golliser

Kent Rereioer cod Louol-opeaher, 100-250

e,

rufJ

100, Kiog's

ATTWATI/R
mIt AC., £3; cr005ing equipment, loud-spesker. 3.
Stage amplifier, 6 scotto output, mike, sSid-ecssl mama,
£4/IS.
IGHGAIN Amplifier, sndiut-ucted, output 20 setto.

s,

ADDRESS.

PUBLIC
U

Co.,

N,W.i.'Phone;

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
List (trade nnly).-Write Leonard Hoyo,
CLEARANCE
36, llrsey St.. Blochpool
[1799

watts

OCT TESTING INSTRUMENTS AND ANALYSERS. Woermetna. etc,,

19G.

'UESTMINSTER CHASSIS ('u.. Ltd.,

Tono.

RECEIVERS

t-g

COMPLETE
artist/c cabinets:
Supeehet., £9115; A.C. Superhet
AC.£10/15;
Radiegrom, £15115; Itadisgram
£18/15.

IIANUFACTURING

Camden

3105.

£15.

1juli,,

UTESTMINSTF.R CHASSIS Co., Ltd.. ion 011cc theic
Y
neo 1956 model chassis, ideal foc fittiog loto esist.
log caLicot, boukcasr, etc.. o: eisbinets; loud speakers and
rcmplcte sets
be soppbooL

t

ICMSTIÌONG 4.;olse AC. Radiogrum Chassis, bnod.
square peak, 3 pentodos; £511816, including

A RMSTRONG COMPANY Can Supply uoy Chao,is ou
Eotended Payment,.
A RMSTRONG Ciuuosis are Sent 7 Days' Appruosl, cae.

Rece see sesopie ut Isla
ease,, 030 ssuslel,, big

kW. BULB SETS.

eiaosnin cocees

ARb.TSTRONG 5oalue 0.stoge Superheterudyee Rodio.
gram Chaaoie. iocorporutic
Q.A.V.C. eolume und
tone .iuotculr, clock Osee tuning, laondpaou iopsst, iteptude
feceoeooychooger, kuodpass coupled to HF. pentodo.
band pass coo pled to doable diode triade, RC. cospicui 31/e
wsttu peetode output, Beiti,b tbroughoeet; £7/to/S. in.
cludiog s'due,.
ARMSTRONG 5-caler 7-etage Superheterodyne Rodio.
gram ChassIs. nit!, A.V.C., dodu luce tuning. etc.;
£7/7, Including solees; B,'itisls tbcossghout.
ARMSTRONG Uoieersul 7-doge Chuosio, A.V.C.. 3
cotte output; 7 gssineue, soith coleen.
RMSTRONG Uoiuersal 4.oalre itadiugeam Chuesie, loll
baodpaso, 545am peuh, 3 peotodes; £511810. in.

IF?ÁLIO LIE.

44a, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, W.2.

BATTERY All-nicer 6-colee Supeehet, Class B output,

c,-uoelauudo, cud fines really geod

quality repeootoetiee;
refinemrnto iurlocle . quiet A.V.C.. tozar, relame oeil
squelch ceutrols. 1go-1 miero-ceenler drier, manuel
ocoutch filtro end t one rentrai operates os gramoplsoor.
pickup leach mop fie peemanretly cooucrted; proniecou
for operating peemoueut megeet, nrfl.euecgieed or D.C.
oprolcec oithaut alteration; eiicuit, loondpese input. cetocle
loeqsienryehouger, bond ponceau pled HF. peutede. henil.
neroupled double diede, ItO. coupled cmplifieo, It.C.
coupled to l.'uu'grcorrertect pentodo; ronspcneeternactlp
Os 8-relee described obere; paire 9 guiseue, complete o,rth
3

Cuota uo 7 loco'

moderate cast.

-

Colonial O-calce Allo-ire SuprnlseteruARMSTRONG
dyne Chassis, using trsnumilting colors in pushpull. designed to gier good perlormanee en three caen.
bando, tutet/eec a/tb quolity reproduction oui rodio and
gcumoplooee; chaonis incnrporotro quiet A.V.C. wath
manual coutrol, proeieioe to opez'ote permanent magnet.
oell-eaeegiseol or D.C. epeokec, 100 to 1 micro-reruler
driee is fitted, atoo relame, toue end eatoelcic colei mutroto. pick-up feeds mop ho prrmenentlu rounerted, cii'cuit bsudpass input, Ortocte frequency ehaugee. boucipacu
coupled H.P. t'eutodr. boudpann coopted double diodo.
ItO. coupled L.F. amplifier, parallel lecaueformer coupled
large triedro io posh-pull; componeoto. all Iiiitash,
Weartte moine tranularmee, Wearite omeathing choke.
SVeorite coils end 1F. ti'unoloi'meeo, Weorite go'itclaing.
Ceutcolob volume, toue, end uqurlch contrats, .lackoou
Bros. ganged rendeunec. T.C.C. covrlessere. Weorite psah.
been y atad chose le; pram 10 forzados.

I

" Third Edition Post free 8/-
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-

-

PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES for Guaranteed P.A. Bargains.
1.R. SUPPLIES.-Remaekoble oppoctonity; brand seis
Webster 15-nett power o,nplifiera, AC. 100-250
,elta with built-in ,aicrophone stage, complete with new
saine, und lull working instructions, in makers' oeiginnl
eases; .035 model tael0 guineas, carriage paid, 7 only
felt; take immediate odrantage of tisi, enceptianal oler.
1.I.R. SUPPLTES..-Tno T.262 high-gain 16-watt poner
000plifier, AC. 200-250 colts, with built-in raiceophone stage. complete with new salee, 12X 0026 output);
£26 ¡redel loe £10115.
],[.It. SUPPLIES.-G.E.C. 1568 power amplifiers, 12watt, foe AC. main,, 200-250 coito latest model,
complete with Oseam salsee, £8/il; also G.E.C. 1564
uoiceophone preliaeinarie,
to suit, with Oarans solee,

I;

Poire 0-gang Usitoab and

1/-1

aieupu,'ecf.

Otsi.

-

92,;

4

mId.

neckIng,

450

2/3; 3 nf.!., 513; 5 mId., 102,
3/0; 5 mt,l.. 4i6 2 eol,I. 305. 1/-.

100's.

o.,

mId.,

I

ELECTROLYTICS. liefoby, etc., 500v. r-ookiog
i+4116i851521li10+S3/1L.4mtdlj3_
Bliss ELECTROLYTICS. I.C.C., ileloby, 50 neId.,
00e., 1/9- oc enei., 20e., 11 nil. 100e.. 12- 0 n/d., 2+2 mId. 68.,
DIALS. Polar, Utility, latest Otrtaight line, 3)11
Uf/br sI/n. 1)0; USi/i! mlewdiw. 3/lt.
SMOOTHING CHOKES.
Interleaved Stalloy,
O,T. 2Ohr.. 120 mn., 230 chue. 3/U
f/5 5fa,p 100 ma., 2/11
Lisie, oll,nlnatar, 1/3.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Saylieq,etc., 350-350,
-

USED SETS FOR SALE

fee.

ATTWATER

celtaS. 2/..

HF. CHOKES.

Tebea Radiogeand,

hoc.

P,
P.

219;

/Oat7/tl,I/laj 'a '2.7.11. ,pmkee,'

al S.C. speaker., 2,11: t'nenfrrd. lili.
ROTARY CONVERTORS,
EDO., £7, new,
40 o.,., 6v. isput. 37,0
satira)
13e., 251..
M ILLIAMMETERS. Pia/oh 21/n., 5/9; noper 2(in.,
69: nc006ge,e.alm,o..Itomps.,Vj,os/soaiagmeteoso,/gesisc,5/9,
PUSHBACK. Connecting wire, 6yals., 6d. heavy,
sait

BÙRNDEPT
ALL-WAVE Barnslrpt, AC/D.C., mrd fortnight, per1
fecI, cost 10 gateros', sacrilice £6/1O.-Bos7450,
.

lfoeld.

30

tacet

-

TRANSFORMERS.

Te/sea, doe, 5,0,/e toe lamas,

(1823

re, heMer,, 94,
64.

955.,

9 gross Sachets

mUrs tags, 61.; eretseoged

mo.,

4VLV, posh-pull, seo battery.
2 accmla., malees ooeshaulcd, cost £15/15; only
£5/5.-Haggitt, Flat 41, 26, Chasing Cs'ota Rd.. W.C.2.
(1813
238V.

2.3

4

/.-Pacamoasst W,W. PA. chohe, 36h. 120
19
odO
500 ohms, post od.
/ß,-Pasamonnt W.W, PA, choke, 12h. 220 ma.
/

8

MICROPHONES, Western Electric famous, 2/9
1/6; Brash ach/ui typea stocked.
MIDGET JACKS. Igranic, 3d
Brilinglec safety,

FOit Sale; "Wireleon World Four" AC. rondel, in work.
ing ordr or specified, eal'en and Thrcmal delay switch,
200-25Cc. Soc; also moine energined 0TH. spralsrr, 200250c. AC., 50 o., calce errtifler, perimE order-Phone:
Areco 0958. Reo, W. 8. ProbeR, 3, Layer Gardens,
'
l[1794
Wert Arton, W.3.

ant mehrt. 63. ; >s/ctlated teem/sd/s. anode 0000eetore,
Guay ta/corer loads md p/Oat, 64.

filmy,

MISCELLANEOUS

M
4

8)

and Rolo -Speaker

;

4pin, l,

thread/ac,

9I

January)

eroe

-

r,,iact/os I/let e/sil. 3011 Lilasesand. 055 5e.. 1.1".',. 5/6
b,'ss-krlo. ILS 'peel. ce,bsct/oO A/Al, Bd.

AMERICAN VALVESOCKETS.
60. socS:

03

-,

'0

9I
'o
,Q I
1

:

50 c/Ale

Ocet

SssbOolk.

[1796

..

V
yOIOTEXtON Lead

esOsa.

Chassis type,

Again

.........

VORTEXION Special 00cc.

'

4-stagS Amplifier loe Qnulity
ì dhU WATT
Microphone aed Pick'ssp. with tono

H0TNE'9

'

rr'

PtQfTOUdd

''

!ormt to W.W. peoifiotrno, 17J6; ,00lti- atïo, 20/-;
,peokee leid repicoement choke, 1,250 0e 2,500 ohm,,
..

-

ENQUIRERS must vend

TIlE

esreptionu/culsse.
cotton iutnsleaced, 20 H. 120 ma,
HOVNE'S,-Chnkeo,
9/6, post Od.; 30 R, 140 n/a., 12/n. post I/n,
1OVI6E'S.-Tsossbnrwers built ta specification, Isreeens
price, Sert mistesiai and wsc/smanhip, quotation bs

(G5N1)

-

I

Mail Order Dept.:

44

HOLLOWAY HEAD, B!RMINGHAM i
Telephone: MID

.

.

(Tb/c ade,rtnemeoh :6otcoccod /o tO/pd eo3omo.)

"HandboohoJ TécI:nicat Jnstysctjon

HOYNE.

.

jop

VireIèss

AJIpotr Tnror,,,e; Ltd.

Øgg

cod Wock. 8e, ClodeSpoe Rd.. Wimbledon, S.W.19.
TeL Liberty 3303. .
(1469
ANTALTJM it' s.C. Chorgees, HT. acd LT-Block.
mii 39th g iV, k Ltd G to L
(1594'
J. -I.

3254.

.

.

.

-

DALE END.

SQUARE DEALERS

RADIOMAIT

37/n.
TORTEXJON Specified Quality Amplifier ce Msondial
Teanoloensee, 425.1-425-120-150 ma., '40. 6-ia., 4v.
V

-

II

-

input loe

110,'

.

-

and rhoken, thr arl/ncw/rdgra
HOVNE'i.-Gsaranteed rompeuentn. primarie,, secerned
and ,tapprsl, sIl filaments centre SoppesI, stout alu'
minium rlamps. teonsinisl steips On all models, aheouded
scodels fitted with cerco treminals throughoat.
HOYNE'S,-Sprrioed oithOnt altrruncioe by "W.W.
for Vaeiable Sclertieity lv; 13/6. post 1/-.
HOVNE'S.-250'0'250o, 60 ma., 4s I to 22.. 4,. '2
In da. peice 10/.. post 9d.
'L_J'OVNE'S.-A.C.3 or Feernrarc Ill, ZOO'O'350e., 60-70
nsa., 4e. 2 tA 3a., 4e. 2 to 4a., peien 12/6, poaS
1/'; with estes 45, la wiodiug, 13/6. pont 1/; shrouded,
17/0, post li'.
HOVNE'S.-3500-3500., 120 ma., 4e, 2 to 3a, 4e
4 te ta, 40. io.. 4e. In.; Dries 18/', post 1/-.
140 ma., 4e. 2 Oo 4a.
HOYNE'O.-500'450'0a150-500e.,
4s. 4 te fia., 40. Os., 4e. .2a.; prias 27/fi, pest 1/.;
or heater, to any specificatinu ne t cocee ding oottoge.
smp/iDee teannlormee 25/., posI
HOVNE'S.-Qaality
113; 7/30-henry choke. 9/b. pesi oá.; 20-henry
rIco/se, 7/0, poat Od.
WW." Qsality Amplifico romp/etc -to
HO\',NE'S.-"
specification, n-iced and tested. le,s oolsrs;- £5/17/6;

catalogue

Relail Branchons
l0,dOHN BRIGHT STREET

.

InOVNE'S.-Trossbormern
bent

ca/cecil/I.

/s.nao//y the mosS esopeehene/rn
rob//shod and 0,8, lbnassi,d, nl
kae//m 11E : leo/n revS for 21.

end robnnee
ecnteoln, complete in steel carrying case, fiin.XlOin.xgie.
high, weight 251b.; kit siCh valses, O gnisaeaa; asrembled,
.
0½ guineas.
Quality 20-watt Model, £15; 40-ss'att, £20;
HL011
W.W.P.A. ampliflee, ekecoded leade, 30/'; terminals.

21gA

Ascoeic,,n

55

-

H.

-

CLEARANCE

shrouded, 14/-. post 9d.

_.-5O005O0e. 120 mn,, 4s'. 2,5a,, 4v. 4e., 4r 5o.
CT., 450e, Or 400c, tame pcicea, ,hecndrd,

,.

CATALOGUES.
SHORTWAVE Revised st

.

I I

I

-

.

V,

PT

i

200-250e. 50 cycles.
R /ß.-Paramoont moins choke. 30k, 60 ma 500 ohms,
n__p,
post 9d.
PARAMOUNT Mains Transbormecs."-R, R. Salter,
66, Rártfirld Rd., Wimbledon, OWlS.
'Phone:
Liberty 3226.
11775

a sed Op/n, 108. / ceennole. scar 7 lee 55,
se/nieles' dir/esse/cl sor 4211, 103A. c'e., 4/6.

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

-Paramount auto moins translocenern, 120 wottn
IOO'l2Os. to 300-250v. orvireeecoa , shrouded,
Od, ; 60 ssatts, 8/.; shrouded, 5/., post Od.
.-250-250c, 00 ma., 4s, ia., 4e. 4a., CT.,
shrouded, lis., pont ad,
-350.0-350e. 75 ma,, 4s, iSa., 4c,- 4e:. CT.,

19/', post 1/3.
£)_5 /t0.-500-O.500r. 150 nia., 4s. 2.5a., 4e, 40., 4v. 55.,
Ç.alÇal/ 8/P
4o, la., 40. la., CT., 450e, se 400o, name
pciCr, shrouded, 25/., post 1/3; filaments can be nItrerai
ta pour eeqnirensrntn, ant cocee diag wattage, all peimorieu

CERAMIC COILFORMS. American 4-pIn, 1/6;
6.pls1/9: trunow/ttln0000sss,l.lnll/n 56.
TRANSMITTING RES ISTANCES,ELECTRAD.
ail sis,, to 30.000 alise'. 12 senttlf9;5a natO. 2/9;75s'sll.316;
lsO,css/.46:2/lwott.vo-ssh/eI!0.
HAMMARLUr'JD. Natiooal, PTO. Peak, Çalbins,

11030

.

eeessnle. dISte,

rIo., 1/-

0

10/0. pent

ca

2,1.

200

s

CONDENSERS. Rsadioplsone 0,00010 super ceramic,
3/6 / reSe, gop tais, 2J9 mlareosriabbes, 15, 40 anald., 3f. ISO
sonsA, 1/3 leslnutite. 70 m,nld.. 1,/mure,, 4,1,
MICRODISC DIALS.
Utility,
famous high

op't'dats

S.T7'ó0
o-5a1 coces 1-flisdlr. Fristen. Sansoenni[haeo.

16/':'

lobos

/l'p/n. nithcr otenduM ce 7.pin onagro leer, liB

Od.

1-5 1
SATISFIED Reader of W,W. Sly trens)opmre is Oit,,
in every osay sind in ceetaonsly the hesS salse loe

_

/

nl all Mehrt sod Types nl
Reenirere, at tho barst poanoblr peicrs.
ILOMAY RADIO EXCHANGE.
and 8. Pretooville Rd., London. Nl,

V.

n.a_a

/

:

'UTE llave Storlis
VV

B. 416

.

COILFORMS. Latest ribbed Ihn.

''

'

Ospouec, 3/3

10.1055/Rem, oct there. 7/fis rack, 2/9 / 'bart-nass OsP. el/sic,
Very sfficicst l,ids" Wleelnu Wce/d."/.

'Locking loe a Receieer. buttery or mains,
and cannot find your eeqssierments bere,
Un.

;

Osi,

TF Vta -ore

'w RITE

2!9

l'a,

u.P.5a, V.H,I'.T,, 5/fi. Asonaban Typar, 50. lO
40, 07. 043, 5A7, 5cl, 40. 37, 75, '4/3. 00, Sl, aals. 4Jfi

-

(1740

-

4j8

Non.ringWF., detectofi,

BARGAIN,PA8CELS. Vaine 30/-, containing font
750 s, L ccsdeser,, fose saboehelders, bisoaulae, H.F.0., 5.0003
0,0053, saciables, r/eetrsbysier, er,l,Oancm, etc,, li. ; louder, encoel
ss/ne scm £4 1//n Soc 10/. / fi5 maIns or battery.
SPECIAL Set Linsen 3-gang Snperhet ColIn, two
CABINETS. Climax horizontal set a14' speaker
eukinetu,OIl 5-reOca/3M ears pc,lagrfid. eatea;Bkccnleasuin,a
es ,s,nsdr. 15E
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS. A foa-tsinate
porabaar st Aosseiea,: 1556 eqslpmeos. Sorci etas,p ene ihn,
SHORT WAVE.
All Eavmart shart waveeolbsandfos'piesy nous iflesulded
in "R1s04" bloss material.
INTERCHANGEABLE Short-scone Coiln cover

4, Glastonbury Rd.,

3,

LPa,

;

13.

clISes 6/fi,

[1001

guineas-Francis,

lient 0lIre 10

; Cba.'a

27, 50,

W.W.Q.A. SUPER
'UT.W.Q.A. Super Receioer, brand nra, with calore;
V

LP., 2/3

v.M.u.tl., 5/.

W.W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER
Receicee, br use ccliii "Wireless World" Quality
Q.A.Amplifier, in fient class condition, only 3 montbn
use; £7/iS, oe-.nllrr,-Millar, 122, Went Campbell St..
.

k0.RL, PP.4,

BATTERY VALVES.

-.

Gleiten.

Famous Continental A.C.V.M.P.,

A.C.U.P.F., V.M.S.0., A.0.S.0.. AGO.
A .0. l'an, 5/6 ; nina rece Cres
i

-

in

;

A.C. VALVES.

ohms, post

nsa.

L8._'0tmms5t hi; of parta loe W.SV. PA. nnoplifior,
L3/15.-Poenmosent kit nl porta loe W.W. PA. merder
unit, less salves.
L20.-Paeamount W.W,' P,f. ompliíirr and ¡céder IOniC,
osith specified sobes, oired complete,
'S') /t,-Paramonnt W,W. quality amplifier trans.baí-alI
)ormrc, poet 1/3.
_.-Pisramannt inpat and cutpst tranolaeoners, aoy

Os' s.s/a,

mn/ao plog

id

Ampi/Orco.

to opreihration, post costra.

9051cc,

rnrosattcu/u)aooce,2/fi.

W.W, FOUR

-

f.52,-Paeamount W.W. PA, amplifier majos traoslormee

6, 1, 3 amp., 2d. l Tebeo
a.seoeted TrIed seid hake, fia,: 13 a/es cadet

(1.P.O. t,onsl000ec

.

pA.

FUSES. Tubular glass,

103

-,

Teonsfnemers."
pARAMoUNT Moins

'34//c.,

PYE-

'LIVE GIS.

nan., 5/6; 02h., 60 mo., 0/6;
120 ma., 10/6; 301.. 150 ma., 12/6; 701.,
10/a.
'UTE Sapply the G.P.O., B.B.C., LP.T.B., Borough
Conseils, nod most people oho most has-c redorme
nreueacy oad obmiato reliability.
'tTORPF,XIOI9, 102, The Bcondmay, Wimhledon, S.W.19.
Tel.: Lib. 2814.
[18(M

C ma.,7-13h..

Temen, binocular (l/st 5/-) 1/11

Climas bioorolsg, 1/3; Loto, ie0000eed, 1/Ii
Amp//on
seregori, 1/ji; Tehra rreessod ehOrt.sos, 1/11.

-

od..

POOKES.-toh., 60

tapeced gamed to .essacaag 50,066 I/at 1516>, 16; Qantaulab and
lassais. 90,0.10, 02.000. 4 meg., 4 meg., 1 mm.. 2mm.. 1/8; 66th

ATTWATEII Kent; 1936 eadiogeam, as neo, 8-salee.
nll-:oasr AC. 6up. 6 metta osstpast, h daomr 'noinut cabinet, cOst 3.6 guineas; £24/1O.-9, Ookhill Creacent, Woctllned GrOen.
(1789

Wit-rIced

16/6; 500 watto.

COILS. Lissais screen switchpd 3-gang eriperìtet,
4/6; band-pus, 2-gong 6/11; LInea nl/-casa 2-essa concerts
8.0.3 to sIl-osee), 1016 ;.Imnaorod ,ecmr.5 matched csut 2/ft
POTENTIOMETENS, Froot :;icewound 10,000

AND WANTED

The

-

2! 0.0., 4cl CT., oheosdnd. 1310, tantoS
00 watt.
11.198 or UTS. sskh LT.. 126
mtob smelter, 19/6;
OVeetlsabsole LT. teas065eossee, 6/0.

9/6

-

o

4/11.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS.
Non-inductive
ec,.teseer,, Dnbitrr, P.0.0. rIo., 0.5, 0/05 0.1, 0.02, 0.005. 3d.
figtt 0.1 nil. puak,. 1i9 1.500e. tuleel.a'e. all ,iaee lo 0.2, 60.
0.23, 0.3.

e

/.-Vcetecion

550/120.
open
type;
lt/O:
oheoudod; pout 1/-.
TORTEXI0N, 420 oc 400, 0e 500.110 n.a. esper, Os.
4a., 40. 2a., 4e. 2a., 40. 2a., 4e. 2.52., ail CT.; 2½%
regulation, open. 26/-; shrouded. 30/-; post 1/-.
450 or 500-125 ma., 5% ecguiation, 3 fils to
4 (11h or Opec.,
Oper type, 19/.; ohecaded, 23/-; post
1/-; 300-0.300 oe 7, 350-0-350. 120 ma., 4e. 2.1. 4e. 4a.,
4e. 1-2a., 10/6; ,heosdeel super model, 40. 4-7n., 4e. 2.5,
40. 1-2, 4e. 1-2. all CT., 21/- shrouded.
i) (1-60 40. 1.2, CT., 4e., 2-4. CI., 10/.; open type.
12/0. abrauded.
t1á'1e. 250 ma. Transformers, 26/-; lIllo. 250 ma.
t.?5Y'J
teossforosres, £2/5; sepoeate filament toan,lormeen. alcott 10/6, 60-watt 12/6; simply quote cabes
ased, Eogliah, American, or Coatioental; eec-md, ta the
trade; lar all receioer triso,loeosoes motO ,oindisgs in
stcch, beet prices; 503 rotta 250 mii. rectifiera, with
hase. 0/6.
A UTO Tenosloemoes, 100-120 to 200.240, or sire weesa,
00 natta sloeonded, 9/-; 120 watts, 12/O; 200 watto,

CONDENSERS. 3-gangs, Risdiophone straight or
1101ro. Paeae Alio ti., 7/6; OuIlle otoulghfi er 1101cc,. 5/9; Utility
lOuse 0.0000, Unitnob. nega dho drlon. 3/li.; ditta, stale dha,
I/ 2 ingIn. 8.0003, 0.0005. 9d.; Teluei 41ff,,, 0.0003. 5/3; 0.00015

(1807

-

i

W. NIGHTINGALE (G5Ni)
Lowest Prices, no j/oak; A sqaare deal alocoyw

Selsby

Holborn 7058.

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
(Thioadeeeliueesenrcontinned/eooa flraeoualane.)
flEGULATION Choke; 7/6.
350/60 opon type; 15/-; shrooded.

RADIOM RI

SUPPLIES Draw Your Eaeneot Attention to the
Factthattheycan SarelouCouaiderable0serheads in your PA. Peogramme.
We hase the Soest
bargains in m. t'oit horn arito and hoces. conceder,, amplifiera, microphones, stood,, etc.; we incite enquicies,
0hkh /ecei/e immediate ottentianl pleaae acnd alomp
for list and state requirements.
SIIO. SUPPLIES, 11, New Oclord St., London, W.C.1.

o/o

a

-.

.00.

I.

(rS

11/1

-

£2/il.
1%

1I7T1Di'T t'CC

-

pl

Telegraphists" Put-it ¡idiliun 'Post fese 15/9
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

WuId YOU

CABINETS
MANUFACTURERS Clearance

-

nl high class table
isbed; prices 6/6
18/6 (send dimensions of elssssts and opeukerl..
ALCYON Rudiagrasso Cabiceto. rich, darlo. figured
J' osalnut 33x23X21. 45/-;
details and olloostrat100a
on request.

Ileeeis-ed.--A large collection
JUST
cabinets io Sgsred nabot highly
6

tondiognom Cabinet, sso 6gored sootnot,
BRU7/SWICK
£3119f6; many ctheeo, 33/. upoarcla; photos loe
ceteeteun sent on request.

Your Set iota

o

Otadiogeam by Standing it

CONVERT
on a Playing Desk bureau 39/6 table

neootet, 21/-.
Pedestal Cabinet, Mdm. ooalcot, modern
ULTRA
design, neo and undritleot, 34x22x12iu.. 39/..
and Speaker Cabinets, 4/6

uperardo.-

SET

" Table Cabinets, 2Ox16'4x9//

U

10/6; 28x18x11 (drilled). 10/6.
SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 upoords.

(ondrilleol),

QENI) Pasoieolàos cl Yooe-Reqoiresoents tSivisog 050e 01
S.J
set, etc.), ne rail rod snake your e/solee- irosn nue
oterbs ot osee 100 ditterent types; trom 3,6 lo £4110.
L SMITH and Co.. Ltd.. 287-9, Edgeraoee Rd..

H. London,

W.2.

Te).

[0485

S'adst. 5091.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
'UTATES Ilstara' Converter. K.W.08. 220 volts, D.C. to
neo-IO. N Nattee,
VV AC., soith aPenco cabinet.

Putt-in-Craven. Nr. Keigbley.

(1795

h.p. Pettee Engine. seith 230 s-oIt 25 amp, dynamo and
B to 16 soIt 180 map. C.C. charging dynamo soitk
s'ooteol panels. £75; veey little usest.-Matthearn Stores.
[1831
Ltd.. Broadasay, Sheerness.

8

B&ieveit

We are very often asked if we manu-

facture an Amplifier with Radio Feeder
Unit at a much lower figure than the
normal £25 odd charged for our
SUPER QUALITY- 4-12 Watt equipment.
Repeated enquiries of this nature
only promote a frantic strain of unrest
in the. minds of our technical staff,
whose sole object in life is to make the
BEST in every sense of the word.
Supposing we were to produce a
cheapior equipment, what would be the
nett result; would YOU believe that
an Amplifier equipment, etc., costing
say £10 less than our present list price,
was just as good ? If It wasn't, we
would not get any fun out of making
it, and if it ovas, then all our present
customers have paid £10 more than
they need.
:
We shall always believe that "WIRELESS WORLD" readers will not be
satisfied unless they can have the BEST
that money can buy, in any case this is
the type of fellow we cater for, not only
with QUALITY EQUIPMENTS, but
with TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES,
etc. . . . and we are working overtime.
May we send YOU further particulars 2

-

4

'

A SIERICAN Vetoes, test goode. in sIt tepes, 50,05
Maiestie types roo ilobte; trade supplied-Metropoliton Radio Secche Co., 1021, Finebtey Rd., NOV.11.

Sl000doetl 3000.

6

16

2

t

by

7. 0,ioard

H

ULBERT. 6. Conduit St.. Wi.

St., London, E.C.t.

Nose.

Repeat

[0457

SECOND:HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
TjJXOtALL.-Magoaroo mains energisesl. 2,500 or

6,500 field coil, lOin, rane, 17/6; 7m., cone. 12/6.
permanent osagoets, unjoersa
VAUXBALL.-Magfla'os
passer or pentode, 7m. cone,
euitable tor Clasa
06/fil loin, cane, 22/..

METERS, ETC

O-1

amp. thermal instrument. 2216.

72, Wcltingtua A1,

N.15.Stamford

lOitI

(1833

NEW COMPONENTS

Arahre,ylOßt'2-3

.Â(kNow'LEoED
:.T"HE BEST"

bEELFO'RAO" "Wireless World" Specified Kite,
i. J. PA. amplifier; £12/5/6, complete (Feeder Unit.
£414).
"l'el'ELFO'RAD" "WOO'." Q.A. Super, complete aped.
LI fled sit, inclnding vhuasis and ,acressoeics; £1113.
PTJSH-P1JLL Amplifier; £10/to, complete; sletaileti
geatix
(Trade
suppliedt._Metle.R.sd.
catalogues
Qssren's Place, Hove. (Agents ssaoled.t
11827
a

P.A1 AMPLIFIER.
CHASSIS RigidI eaostesantrd at
15g.

valve-held cas eyeletted io postino. ¿ers hate dr,tl
esuelly te speniflnstiuo (teed through hulee are eyelctted).

,For/
AMPLIFIER

19 6

B.T.S,-YAXLEY

Type C 125

SWITCH

B.T.S.

96

COMPLETE

Co,npiete Kit nl parts tor
Amplaflrc, loas s,slac,.

Complete Kit et pacts (or
Feeder UntI, less solees.

Every pa rl guaranteed
to fit blue- '1sJ.Ç.
pri nl exactly
£5: 12:0

3

of above and of B.T.S.
ASK-YOUR

Assembled

and

SUPPLY STORES.

Our ljioplayesl Ada'ertiaement on page ii Coser.

HTeanslerriag tke Little Denmark St, Branch to 83,
IS Neta Osloei St., W.C.1. and to s.srr eemoaal
es penses
and caned stark
PA.

nl
and talkie equip.
Allnsustl:eclearedbyenai
Callers es.paciatly invited. Stamp Inc lists.Telephone: Tesaaple Bar
T7XPERIMENTERS Sorplao, all os neta unless other..
Ui aise stated; luff list for stamp; oilers invited.
Motor, complete, 18/il; xpningg
Tr-il. AC. Gramophone
.1%. ditta. 8/lt; Rrtheemel beusk pieno De Luxe picS. j
up, £2/19/6; Gasreord ois-gaines unisersal geaoas-usit.
complete, £3/12/6.
oSoco a large

m.:ntatfinork'outPeiees.

2620.[1773

ot month.

Specihed Valoea £2: 0:6

Tested Chassis.
DEALER for B.T.S. KITS

P.

Bigh St.. Clupisam, S.W.4 (Phone: MaeusluT
2 0.22.2301.2).
and 165a, Fleet St.. ECO ('Phone: Central 2833). All past ordres to Bigk SI., Clapham. [0908
FRANKS

Everypart guaranteed
to fit blueprint exactly

Seelastweeb'sadvertisementforfulldelails

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC

SEE

KITS

FEEDER.IJNIT

COMPONENTS

pREMIER SUPPLY STORES.'

5 16
9 "6

AMPLIFIER

-

Tennslormers.-A.F.5r. 17/6; 0.P.M.4o,''
sersstcheal, 13/6; A.F.6, 16/6;

'ESERNANTI

.0

and COMPONENTS.

15/.;

A.F.4,

6/it.

O.P.M.Se,

Amplifier Mains Teaoalormer,

PA.chokes.kits £1112/fl;
parts lot

BRITISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES LTD.
Faraday liasse, 8-1O,Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Diclionay of Wireless

Technical Terms

Sepond Edition

[1768

.

p I1EMIER

/

B.T.S. TONE CORRECTION CHOKE

Requiee Realty Eoerllent Miceopbonrs.
"W.W.' transceraea'uerent; complete
parts (no cateas), 8/6 nett.
4. HINDERLICH. 2, Bridge Rd., London. N.W.tO.

RLMIER SUPPLY STORES.

For
FEEDER UNIT

DA.snchAmplifiera
as the
ti.

:'B.T.S.areSPECWlEDforthe

"B'

TAUX0lALL.-Alaoee. fully gua ranteed, complete wills
hombocfisng rails; state p00cc or pentode fresas.
farmer; unused ,asoolartoerrs' stack,
delireey. carriage paid, lists
VAUXUALL.-Insmealiale
lera; cash saith oe:lererc.o.d.-Vaunlsall Utilities.
163n, Strand. W.C.2 (Temple Bar 9338).
[0406

(0501

ALL Standarsl Makes; svhnlexule snly.-Le000rd Baye,
3t.Henry St., Blavkpooi.
[1800

5 SpeciSed Valves'

LOUD-SPEAKERS

-

OBoe-Ferranti meteco, t o aea condition, test
SpEC8AL
meter type V'PI., 1.0Cl cpa'., £212/6; 025 sotto.
15f6; 0-150 colts. 05/.; 0-500 suIts, 500 ope., 301'; 0-75
amps., 15/-; 0-1.5 rmpa., 15/'; OEil n.a.. 15f-; 0-150 ma..
05/-; 0-050 softs. 0,000 ope., 25/-; 3-ronge tush pattern,
0-7.5-150 ma., 30/'; 0'7.5'150 ostts a ad 7.5 m.a., port.

2

0cc of Tlseoe Genuine'Bsegoios
SECUJ6E
orders comiog in doily.
CAStI \9ith Order or Cod.

Manntactoeer. Com-

Welt-knnon Nos-ring
VALVES
pleto range at battery, AC. nani nacertitee,; brand
near stock, aritb 6 montha' gnaeastee. 2-enti: deteetne.
2/3; po:occ, 2/9; seems grid, ('enlode. 11.1?. Pentodo.
SI--Waite for other peins to Dolci Etectricat Co., Ltd.,

.-Eneegised lOin cone, 2,000. 2.500. 6.500 ohms

3 /loemee;

10436

MERICAN Vaters-All normal trises 0/' each;
A, Notional tfoion
gloso and metal valses st keenest
peices, moins teans)oeaeseeo etc.; corito loe tiste-E. Fel.
[1750
lesso, 94, Palmero/oc Ceeseent, N.13.

cone, 2.000, 2,500. 6,500 ohms,
pacer pentodo or univeesal tranoleemer.

/
power pentode oronic'eesa i keansiormer, posvee
lui quality epeakee saith die cast frame.
-Permanent magnet, 7io. cone, without trans.
V / ¿' learner; ojth teanslormer. 12/6.
fijo. cone. without traes.
1 /6.-Peemanentsvithmagnet,
translormee, 15/6.
-Permaneot rnngnet, lOin, cone, without teans.
1 eII./ laemvr; soith transformer. 17/6.
/6.-eemonrnt esagnet, Sin, cone, without teens.
These
I
vitn tracslormee, 19/6.
laemee;
npeakera hase largo Alci magnets, noted loe eBcieney.
1 /_.-Permanent magnet, lOin, cone, without trane.
/
former; svitts transformer. 24/-; s'itt large
Aloi magnets, ideal, for quality receivers, die fest frame.
Auditorium, energioed. JOin, exponential
"Q /.-D.C.
cane, noted loe realistic repeodnetion, 30 to
magnet "lIb rnoamoos fluo density,
large.
eyelet
9,000
ene nl the i,est qaality specters eblainablr, sssuul price
Field resist.
£6; price includes forge output Iranslermer;
onces, 1,250, 2,000, 2,500 er 5,000 obras, ideal foe W'ieeEsreptiosat bargaio.
lesa Would Quality Amplifier.
t'
Auditorium, enege. lOin. exponential
/ - -AC.
I
cone sa abose, bof seitla Westinghouse rectifier
and full smoathiog eqnipmeot. List price £9.
/9.-Braud neo cabinets foe Oies. opeakees only.

-

ARO, 46. Fueren-dos SL. London, E.C.4. Telephone
[0452
Ilolboen 9733.
'

(Contractors to
the G.P.O.)
'Phase:

Tel.
[0451

VALVES

HENRYS,
2(07.
LIMITED

-

r.o.&; rend foc hat.

A LL Topes cl Amerieon Volees is Stock, st Raytheon,
Sylvania, seed Arctueos snobes at cosopetitiee process.
guaranteed loe sia months. Send for loll list. 350 shoes
tine coeds, 2/o.

type, 391-; also

MARLBOROUGH RD.
UPPER H0LLOWAY
LONDON, N.l9.

or

Hollaoes 9703.

/6.-Energised 8m,

-

pajot; rash oeitb order

7ARD. 46, P'orringdon SL, London, E.C.4.

tor Quality Suep'as Speakers,

They are brand neo and made
feos than hall list eire.
by one st the bust koosun oaanalactoeers of quality mooiag
cnil speakers. The auditorium models are Stted scith ttae
latest caeced ne enpoueotiat cones, and at 59/6 and 77/they represent the finest burgaiss ia quality moving coil
speakeas available at the present time.
ohms, poner pentode

1
1.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
D.C. 152 (Sin, cone). 22/6; Mag nacos
154 165-/in. cone). 16/3; all nith huuobucloisg costs.
poser or pento/e teanelsenoers and 2.500 or 6,500-oho,.
fields; lslagnoo;su P.M.254, 10/-; Maguaron FR252.
22/6.
A TTENTION to All Orders Within 48 flours; carriage

ti.

'WHATEVER Your lteqoieeeoeots, sue ran supply the
best mosing coil spaakeee that money can bay st

'o

LOUD-SPEAKERS-SECOND HAND,
-

IA°°X

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
JJULBERT

APRIL lOTIS,

-

0/6; ten

kit

LI/ls/fi;

ceoistans,

18

for

set cl

amplifier:

complete amplifier und fecdee.

ham.[1826
Eliminators,

BATTERY
C25v, Ekco

Lt/l9/6;
Post free

2/Z

A.C.12,

AC.

(Wentingk000e).-Attas

L1/9/6; K.25, £2/7/6; 5(12,
£S/3/6.-98. Wake green Bd., Birmio5.

A.C.25,

-
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

.

IÇ

-

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

.

itios

..

VUXhLA1sL
TAUXllALL.-Po1ee Midget 3-g'sng eondencees, stcoight
onsutseohet., 8/9; PoIse loll nision. honiosutal sr
Accusate dial and dc/see, 4/6.
ITAUX1IALL..-Flai, sheet alunuioisem, bard' coIled. 18

l2is.Xl2is., 2/6; 1818, 5/.; othee

gauge,

sizes peo

'V'AOIXIIALL-J.B. Squaeeplueoe dc/sc large obloeg scale
bosase, completo js/tb station named dial; 4/6.
TAUXP1AT.L.._POior staticos ne mml roules. lar borGV
acetal diets, Istest mIt/cgt; 1/9 each.
ITAUXflALL.-T.C.C. electexÌytio cooderoeee..8 cold, and
V
4 eItel., 550 exIt, 3/.; 500 suIt. 2/6; 450 seIt, 2/5.
condeneees,
tuba/or. nue-indue.
tise. 0-l. Gd.; 50 retId., Situ. onotO/ng, '116'; 50 mid..
10e.. 1/3; 0.05. Gd.; 0.002. 0.0002. 0.001, 0.0001, 4d.

celestion, Soandeo

VOIGT 9611905 105

-

We have pleasure in announcing that the
Home Constructors Corner Horn, previously known as the'Improvised Corner
Horn, can now be supplied by us readymade, in the white, at z 055., ex Works.The blue print is still available at 28. 6d.

VOIGT
CORNER HORN

£2:15:O

TAUXllALL-T.C.C. mica 6.002, 2,000 volt test. ltd.;
,0.030a, 44.; 0.001, 0.01, 1/-; sold. Manoboidge, 1/3.
ITAUXIIALL.-ltesistasces by oell-hnoonn soanalacturern.
1

cosi

i

coced

IF. teen'..

loemers, bases, teeminala, 110 to/c; 6/6, gaaeanteed.
TAUx14ALL.-Set manulaotueeee' sueplas, skeleton type
Weut/ngbouso rectifiera, OaTs, 9/6; O/TO, lITIO,
10/.; completo nith Suing beacheus; Weetectoes, SV.4.
W.'X.6. 5/9
7AUXHALL.-Colneen 0.1. G.2, 0.3, oc 0.1. 0.2, und
0.8, eaperhet.. type. 30/-; Co/pubs. £214; Polar
leises, 4/6.
ronteols, Erie. Cohere, Centea.
labs, 2/.,'oith switch. 3/ ; all oahseu, Irom 3,000 lo
V

V--'o3°°°c
2,nreg.;

B" tranotormccs,

Benjamin elsss

to 1.

1.11k

TAUXlLtLL.-B.T.H. Minor, 16/6; Senior needle armatare, 29/-; Radiophone, 14/6; othero from 10/-.

V

Tru.speed

gramophone

motors,

VAIJXHALL.-B.T.H.
30f-; Uniroraul D.C-AC., 47/6; sea/ed cartoos.
TAUXIiALL.-Collaro 32 model, 32/6; Uoioersal model,
V
47/6; completo unit, AC. 200-250e.. first quality
pich-npo cod volume control. 48/-.

TA3JX11ALL.-T.C.C., 200 sold. 10-volt, 3/-; Con.
tinental ralee holders loo Universal culver, a/its ter-

V

minato,

Od.

17AUXIIALL.-Clix valveholdero, terminals, 7.pin

Od..

V
5-pis. 7d., W.B. 5-pin 41/a.; baorboard mounting 6d.;
post paid 2/6. oc ocre, or esA
ICAUXIIALL UTILITIES 163a, Strand, W,C.2. oer
V
Denny'n, the Boohsrlirrs. Temple Bar 9338. OcmI
postcard loe lists Irre.
(0453

11ADIO CLEARANCE..
A
ti.

IL

Lineo Adoertioed Last Week Still Asailab(e; send
3d. io stampa for illaotrat.ed catnlogae.

CLEARANCE

RADIO
Tel.: llolborn

HN's
GI-ditioo;

4631.

63,

high.

Holborn,
.

W.C.5.
(1838

.

/

.

tise

Corner Horn
which is fitted svith a
bass chamber
and has many other refinements.
The performance of the Voigt unit
with the home Constructors Horn is
such that the purchase of the combination is fully justified when the cost
of the Standard Corner Horn makes the
equipment too high-priced for individuaJ
convenience.
PRICE CONCESSION Tothosecustomers who purchase a Standard Corner
Horn subsequently we shall be pleased
to make an allowance depending on condition and age in respect of the Home
Constructors Horn already supplied.

--PRICES,

Unit and Home Constructors Horn
Unit and Standard Corner Horn, from

GTP TEN SITO.

VO

The Courts, Silverdale, London, S.E.26
Tel.: SYDENHAM 4114.
-

Org. 015m: 22, Carta Stereo, E.C.L

..

-

WORLD-WIDE RECEp
ON

sneth

-

'.DO

MIN IO N

SHORT-WAVE

A.C.

SUPERHET

5.8-16.3, 15.5-311. 10.5-59.5.
58.5-180. 200-550 METI010.

5 W,ns-,enge,

we0010efnllpsrtiecfsesadeopy

cf' Wlee.lcr,

-

World" Test llepael.

Free Demonstratbonaa,'s'arsged.

\%ÏESTINGIIOUSE Beetiflees. KTO. 8/6; lIT.3. 9/6.

DOIVIINION RADIO,
,,740 Forest Road, Walihamnto* London, 6.17.

und ENGINEERING SUPPLIES, 88, Edgoneev
11830.
Losedon. 'Phooe: Pod. 6652.
COMP

guarunteed 12 months;

best

f

TRMSFORM.ERS

SÂVA'G.:E

RESISTORS,
condensera. etc.. etc.,

Vale.[1793

new, less kotterles;
AVOIsfieial B(aikiinge. Ehbn

.2,-Beenee,

Im-

,

tons; £4.

Sbnct.aase Adaptor Kit, complete soith all
DEE5IABK
aersaoucico br adapting set lu 14-150 metees, 20/.;
saperbet nlooes,-oane conoectos ail, 20/-.

G--

-S.C. D.C. -Mains 3-salse Sels, complete nith
3 Queues o-a/urs, in eooquinitc Baloelite cabinet, uoitls
Oaram lsI.C. speaker, crady lo pIng in ta any mains.
asninersal soltac, amen, ip sealcd escluso. fully gusacaotecd;
£311916 1/ist £7/Ill.
1:l'OUSE Telephones-special bargain brand neo' one
.1,
baud telepkcnes, complete nu stami, unit/a or usithoat
aatosooatic dials; cost £4 euch ta mas oslacluce, 10/- each;
wall telephones, complete ui/lo genes-atas, 15/. each.
latest type, AC. matou,
ELIMINATORS.-ttegeutooe.
200-250 volts, type W,5a, complete eitb trick/u
charger, 3916; Wie, less trickle chaegee, 30 milliomps,
33/-; all oes- and booed.
0.0005, billy screened, dials,
CONDE24SEBS.-Latas
meatuiseoo, etc, O-gang, 11/-; 2'gang. 713; Dyblocb
s/ogle, 0.0005, camplete, 4/-.
aqaare peak coils. Bi7.5, complete, 2/3
COlLO-Vade7
each; Tolsen lateet type irsu cored esile, Type W349,
midget sise, 4/6; type W478 Itminl. 9/- paie; 170e 9V477
triple), 16/- set; Type W476 ltciplc, tupeebet selectee
and pocillaton). tO!-; atl ganged cools are meusted coso.
plete enrolo ss'iteh; 3F. tronotormer snil, lype 56482, 5/6;
all sen and booed.
fl01'ENTIAL Dividetu, Liosen, cire mound, 3-reclino,
J. 65 molt, 4,500, 3,000. 2000 ohms 2/- each; 3section, 60-natt .8,000, 12,000 cod 15,000 ohnor, 2/euch; 2-cectioo. 60 s-ott, 2.500 and 500 ohms, 1/9 each'
2-section. 5 satt, 50_000 cod 30,000 qhms, 1/8 rach; all
floro and guacanteed.
'FELSEN AC. D.C. Moltimeter llatost type). 5-rnogc
J. br erery conceivable test toy radio aval de,meatio
electrical appiiaores. 9J6 each; board nd fleco.
P.O. microphones, complete nith
MICROPHONES_-Ace,
J
traooformee, ron be used os ooy ort; 5/- euch.
D ESISTANCE5.-' Truohm" i aoott. oc/re ende, colour
.11 coded und morhed. 36 on caed, aosorted rapocioles;
7/6 per card.
Voices-A lull cargo cl valreo los all
A'cIERICAN
Ameriraoreeeiarrsat 0/- each calce.
CIOL3THERN RADIO Brunches at 271-275, ILias Rd..
Z
SVillesdeo Green. N.%V.50; 46. Lisle So., W.C.2.
All
mail orders to 323, Posten Rd., Lcodon, N.W.l
RADIO, 323 Eueton Rd., Loodno N.W.l.
SOUTIIF.RN
(nene Warren Street Tuhe(. 'Phone: Museum 6324,
-

-

11765

tusers' Suep(us; all goods are guaranteed unased
and portect; immediate dclioery.
toi aercal Gramophone Motore, oith autoG:tRRARD
stop, etc., £3110; Blue Spat Clam "B' oatpat
chokes, 3/6.
Radiaphane Condensers, lall,eereeened. rupee.
BI6ITISH
bet, or straight types. 3-gang and 2.gang; 7/6.
Resistances, I-n'alt type, 6d.; 2.:eatt
CENTRALAB
type, 1/2; 3-seatt type, 2/5: BIC. S ml. cod 4 ml.
550 nolte peak electrolytic coodrnsre, 3/3.
(ILIX Chassis Type Valoe holders, 4- or 5-pin, 6d.; 7.
or 5.pio, 6d.; R.C.A. American salse holders, 4.,
5-, 6-, or 7-pin, Sd.
'rteEAISCONI Model 25 Pick-ups, 21/; Cesmorord, 22/.;
B.T.II. pick.op tone arms., 3/..
Units loe Coeocetissg D.C. Iteeeiceen to
CONVERSION
AC. moins operution, op to 80 notte; £2 each.
4 .C. and D.C. Elisssinatoes, fleet class make, lapping,
.tt.
S.C. detector, and peore, 150e. 25 ma., D.C. type,
12/-; AC. type, nith Westinghouse eeetiflcation, 251-g
AC. type, n-ilk 0.5 asno. teicklechoegee, 30/
WESTINGHOUSE ReetiSees, L.T.4 ne L.T.5. nitI
mains tean,loemee; 18/6. 'fAINS Peonslormees.-350.t-350o. 60 ma., 40. 4 amps.,
4v. 25 amps., 12/-; 425-0-425v. 120 ma., 4e. 1 aesop.,
40.1 amp., Os- 7 amps., Os-. 2.5 amps, loe "W.W."
Quality Am liSce, 26/-; LT. transformers. niOb teso 4volt 3o. CT. nindings, ne 2.5o. So. In. 2.5a.. 8/0.
ITOLUME Conte-ois, with nr- without switch, by Rotor.
V
ohm, Ccutealab und ether geod makers, any salue,
2/6; sl-rol chunvis -. Wireless Woold " Quality Ampliflee,
fl/t; Poetridgo 32.watt aenplitrr, 11/-.
UTE Stock All Parts tor " Wireless Woeld' Qssollty
Amplifier, Quselity Amplifier Receiree, Impend
Short Wane Sin and 1936 hlnnodial.
-Continental Valses, all types in etock.
AC. or .A.C./D.C. (20 volts, 0.15 oneps.l, variablemu, outpat triodes. detertoes. etc.. 4/0 each: output'
pentoslro, S/t; tOO-colt certifiers, indirectly bested or
otherwise, 7/-; ne cae also supply a correct replacement
side-contact
foe any British. type nl noIre, Including
uni-ceesals. and 60-scott output triodes; price upou request.
Paid; cash n-ilk ceder ne cod,; send foe
list.
TAS1LEY 3-gang Coil Sets, type BP 13 and BP 15,'
naperhet or sre.ight; 13/6.
Tel.
WARD. 46, Fareingdnn St.. London, EC.4.
VV
Holboen 9703. (0459
--

sssk!,e,

ELIMINATORS.
Westinghouse eectifiee, 200-260 colts input; 150.-90,
60 volts at 30 milliamp. oatpat. D.C. 8/6. AC. 20/.;
AC. uith 2 volts ut % amp. teioklechoegee, 27/6.
valveboldere, electrolytic.s. tuniseg. packs,
os bobee; stomp loe complete
lint; eeatch tor neo advert. nest week.
IAINS RADIO DEVELOPSINNT COMPANY. 4-6.
.
11809
.V1 Musoeti Hill Rd., London, N.6.

permanent magnet,
n'mb ten

eat/u transloemee lac use noth any ceceieec, inclndiug.
Class B and Q.P.P., 14/6 eacb; Te/uve loud speaker
unite, 2/8 each; all neo and booed.
Melody Maker 3-salees Battery Kits, Model.
Cassoit
341, cumplete soith Casuel salera, epeakee and cabinet,
neon, io original sealed castons £3/s.
Stelody Maker 3-ualneu All Main Kils, lar
C082010
200-250 toIts AC.. complete nith raInes, man/ng.
coil speaker and cabinet, model 357. neun, lu sealed cae-

i

-.

GUARANTEED

-

Sc,eened Inteensediate Band-p;ee Translceinees,
LISSEN
126 Sc.; 2/11.
AIRPLANE Diols. 8402CC type; 4/6.

r..

£17.15
£29. .5

Write for informative liteeature.

ERIE

Oscillator

goods

su

UTARD Irr Unparalleled Bargains in Set Manotee.

D.C. ex-Works.

(A.0.,tfltoC7evtns.)

-.

-

HORT-5VAVE Condensers, no/sse, 0.0001 to 0.0005, stpo
nod lost deine, 2f-; 2-piece dial, li-.
Coile, 13-22 melees, 20,44 m., 40-90 ca.,
SJIORT-WAVE
4-pin type; 2/8. eoch.
Renistoncee. 1-nett, oli values; 6d.

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT

Voigt

Standard

-

RADIO sod ENGINEERING SUPPLIES.

1)ADIO
fl
Rd..

structors
Corner Horn
should not be
confused with
Co n

.

o'

Ereord Changer, AC. 200-250, io oem con:
£6/JO.

Teaoolormrro, io neo condition, A.F.5 and
FERRANTI
A.F.6, 12/6; O.P.M.lSc. 54/'; O.P.M.16c, 14f-; A.F.3,
7/6; A.F.5c, 14/-; O.P.3o', 05/-; Bl chokes. 9/-.
D.T.hT. O.K. Senior, complete railla ontpat tranolnomee
and AC. rectifier, £3/5; Marconi model 90 D.C.,
200-250, io cabinet, 35/-; ale, one lees sabinet, 25/-;
both complete n'ith aotpot transformers.
W.W. Resistances Adeentised Last Week
FERRANTI
Still Available.
.72, Wellington Ac., Rin. Stomloed Hill
JENRY'S,
2907.
11834

Home

This

l.a'aU. type, 6d, each; all salace.

ITAUXIIALL.-Centee tapped

-

Baegain;

SPEAKEIIS.
11/-; Telson latest type permanent magnet,

V,-1',V

Wireless

.

V

V

5

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

's

7

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Westinorelaúd Road, Stanmore, Mdx.

-

Send
CizLabotae.

.

.

tddjcis/,se Qs.e,etfry Met. Sd,stfcsl
- Telephone: COLindale 7531 ( hsie)

'?adio,Receivei.Measure,nents.'

E"

C-1M

.

-

Price 4/6 :By post. 4/9

-
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'ADVERTISEMENTS.
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COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

lle,j

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

' S

7PEC1AL Offer of Peinen Thplc Matched Icon Cose
Coils, fully seceened, type W476. sopechet. neW, 12/6
net 3; snip, 5-watt ampliftec, mith cuises, £2
RYALLS RADIO.
[1808

FE

i%.

'APRIL 10TH,

'

PATENT AND TRADE- MARl<
AGENTS
G9O Cs.-Paten assi Trade Marks tbrougloat tier

'

'J'

H'douce

-

l

E
t

f

F

t-10

f

....

-.

'-'

M

k

St

h

f11

8837)

1

4

S

4

'1

It

If

-

.

I

_

364u-

EXPERIMENTER
compoisests, foud.npc.ìkcestoinsloeeoec5. efe, at

i

'

'

e

,

has fo Dispose of Good Sespechet

PRACTICAL lOuts on Puteofo." ieee on application.
-The impeciuf Patent Seceice. Fient Accoue House,

High Hulboco, W.C.1

:

Pref)n:ieocy cousu tot/on

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

I

1

OLIVER, 676,Cheistehucyb Rd., floscomfue. Slants.
sffce -Re/e resistunies, OSOutt cpfooc ednd. uil
coloca. 35,/il. cuch, 3/-duero; Clic chassis mounting ourse
holdcci. 5-pin, 3d. euch;, 7-pin, 4sf.
Ocume. Motoco. IfO-2t00. A.C. Uoitplute,
COLLARO
oulo-stop, fosistuhle. etc.. 23/6; rosopfcte oith posh.
up. io chruminns und blurt, 37/6.
UTESTINGHOUSE Ifcctiflees.-L.T.2, 6/6; H.T.8. 8/6;
VV lITS, 5/-; H.T.10. 9/9; Radiu.phone screened IF.

:;

/

s;

ISTAVOX SERVICE

.

f

r

e

.

..;

RAllE Seco/ce-Aif mohos of English und Aolericurs
rceeiuees; quotat/on by cetuco,
DEWIPIUINPL-Maino. L.F., cod output trundoemees
J.
speukec4. heudphuoen, etc.; kces,eut tecmu toc runtracts.
ISTAVOX RADIO' SERVICE eu., 119. Runhifl Rue.
London. E,C.1 'Phone: National 8589.
(1573
..
ERVICE With u Smile."

J

s

.5

i

I
-'

-

'--------'
-

.

.

,'

-/

V

t

-

'

-

I/li.

.

::

L

-

Yoo cao recognise the genuine ser'

mId., 2/4; 4 mId., 2/1; 50
ELECTROLVTICS-B.t.
mid., 500.. 1/3; 25 mid., 25,., 1/1.
8

Poeoo-etecteir, 50f-; I4othrrmei
needle oriiontore niDi eolueie control, 30/-; Marroni
model 25, 21/..
676, Christchurh Rit., Beocombe,. JOusts.
[1024
Orders under 5/- postoige entro 3d.

O1-',

Toni ,sro,se Speokep. 40 mutt, complete
certifier, beRe, £6/iS; Feerunti 250
noltmetee, 1,000 ohms .016. 30g.; milliomnieter 200-200,
12/6: Inotomat Mojoe olpot leoustormee, 8/6.-69,
[1803
Woodlord A.., Iltoni.

ENRY FORD RADIO, Ltd.,

-

vice eclgioeer by this gold "AVO"
Service Sign.
It- means that hn
equipped w[th the most accurato and
efficient instruments to provide
prompt and competent service wook.

-P1-'o1

RADINO Sereice Speeiotiots for American Streeiners
ois. British; teaite woek peetieniarly; estimiste, tree:

-

'

fiuIoond

"

Tysssrrn:r Repoirt,

in the, shortest possible time5
Look for the "AyO
Service Sign-

Liiereisine

TRANSMITTING 'APPARATUS

ei

Cureie. Lurgeok Stork, British ossi AmenRAI)IOMÍ.RT
ron Gear, ROI., Oenoossir roil lonmO, battles, Rom.
nisrlund ecos, etc. For other short 00,0e lines pieuse sore
ose dioploy sdoenlisemrnt 0,5 pn'e 3. Pee0000l attuo-

Tdephnoeo Visiono 3404-7

o'

-

-

PRODJCTS

gnapinec'a

MISCELLANEOUS

-.

:

T

Motors,

W.W.

TRADERS.-" Olympios

P.A.

clothing, electric, .rod,o, peraosbnl.stoeo, sports goodn, etc.
NEWS,1' W.W., St. Matthews, Burton.
-C.OLYMPI&N
on'Trent.
[1505

MPUFIER:

ELECTRIC

PERMANENTLY

LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS LTD.

.

-

-

-

ÑEW (SECOND)
THE

EDITION

-

-

L

-

RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Eotablioheol 1925),
supply or. roneenieot terree, componente oreas-arjen
and tete. any make; 1O dono, balsero over 12 s000tks;
send list al reqriremeots,-11, Oat lace, London, E.C.2.
[0337

L00N

-

ByA.T.Witts, A.M,I.E.E.
This is a book you eilt cant if you are
inlerested in modtrova dio. A praclical

Training, all toaron., loo leen, proopectan tree.
Slanicipnl Technical Collo-.
(1673

-hall

Trained loe All Beanehes Wieelesn Profession;
Y00JT}lS
Beitoin'o (coaling college; training tee payable alteo
cppointmentn; students boarded: London reprenentotion
toe intercieo-o; proopertan irce,-Wircleos College, Cal ay n

abort their corking, cooslruc.
tian and maintenance. Ask your book'
netter for a copy, or senda P.O.
for 3l0 (to include postage) / net.
you all

at/reo! to

PT°0,'1',

(0388

WANTED
ItTANTED. oseillatis
VV

14, Aldoed

PITMAN,

Parker

St.,

Kingoway, W.C.2

Radio Dala Charts,'

A

Series of

Abacs

rinder, eheap.-G. Hopkins.

[1822

Cash

lue

Modern Componente, speakers, seso.96-90. Sooth l.ambeth Rd..
[1425

SPOT
Economia Radia,

Vale.[1792

Connecter, 230 fl.C..230 AC., 180 nonttn, :a-ith
in cntoinet; boos Sde trade boyce; sahst
condition-B rea-tr. Radio Staren, Ebbe

E.D.Cliltee,
oSera?

State

't7TE Pay the lhigh'est Spot Cask Price

in the Trade toe
Good Modern Second-hand Radio Sete, parta, meteco,
etc.; brin or send. ne asilI call. Oyen 9'S.-Unioeeaity
Radio, Ltd.. 142, Dnammond St., Eanton, N.W.1. 'Phono:

Vlaoeam 3810.

-

o-oil

Rd., 36.W.6.

Wireleor Reek, 1929; 2/6 offered loe clean
COSSOIt
copy-Baa 7415, e/o The Viertens World. [1790

-

and handy guide to Superhels, telling

'

oldest established 9am Ors ocery radio
need on easy teems; screener ice, kite, reedy annembledinstrnmeoto, receivers, etc. nenet us a list- et your' reniremenin; ace ciii' qante by eelorn.-Pe[o-Syott Co,,
Ltd.. 77. City Rl 0.00doro, E.C.t.
[0508

.

-

-

-

'ADlO

-

SUPERHETEROYNE
RECEIVER:

EXTENDED 'PAYMENTS

10394.-

TUITION
-

Bay.

EXCHANGE-

n

-

L.T.P. Workn, Cobbold Estate, WiIlesde, N.W:IO
Wlllondon 3565, 7743.

lt,FAXIMUM. Allonoaore an High Claso Compaaoentn in
.1.1 Part Eschange.-Coomic l0adia Seenacen, Ltd.. 23,
Vatee St., LioeepocI.
[1819

P

DEPAI5OS to Stoning Coil Sprakees o Speciality; cones
Lt and coils fitted, Oelnls oltered; peirço, incladieg
eliminators, qonted; load opeakern, 4/-; LP. and output
tcsneloconern, 4/-, post Cree; goaeonteed satinfortion; trade
lnc,ted; estimates Ires; poo,opt se,-cice.-Lasd.Spenker
Repair Worts, 5,' Bsllssm Grone, London. Battersyo 1321

[0444

-

Transformer Seesice.-Repeirs, eewinde, or con

strortion to operific'al.ino ol nay type; competitive
prompt sorvice.-Stucdy Elec(ric'Co., Diptoo,
Rcocont!e.on.yoe.
[0516
.1

prices sod

-

QPF.CIAL O.tIer.-Sepeeioe AC, moins elerteic clock
07 ns-cemente, 200-250e.. 50 ryclen, drier
ta 10-inch
hands; 16/6. poet 6d.-Weite detaila. Emory Bridge Radio
Ce., 33. Ebory Bridge Rd., S.W.1.
Phone: Sloane 8407.

-

fAINS

SATISFACTION

TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES
Write ta un-

and Fereanti:' anthorined distrihotoen ta the
SMITOS
trade enqoirien ncticit.ent).-Leopnrd Hoya, 36, Mers-y
[1799
St., Blackpool,

.

(LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.l,
L.T.p.
Willrsdea, N.W.1O. Wit. 35.68 and 7743.
[1650

Our New Catalogue describes over 400

CLOCKS

loe Repairs and Renoindings

GUARAN'FEED Repoirn.-Anp . teonsloenner, choke.
ec,otor, ormato,e, coocecter, dnamn, etc.; keenest
prices; immediato qsotatioso; prompt., dependable seecice.

brand neo-, 200-240e., 2,-425 roes.;
4
£2/8/9; corna e paid; lists lree.-Easco, Electrical
Seecice, 18, Brioton Old, S.W.9.
[0455

Neon," post lt/.d.; gices bent
nl nspplo cycles, etc.. nwmp,ng equipment.

--

ta Connecters,
motors, traoslormrrs. cocoons
cleaners,
etc-l.
IliOn Place. Oslard St., w.1. Gerlard 2201..
11764

RELIABILITY AND

AC,

'

S.l..

tTALRADIO

LTD.

A

jh.p.

-

O6JD.SPEAKER Repateo, Beitish Sund American, any'
mohr; 24.hour seroice; modecate prices-Sinclair
Speakers, Alma (Icone, London,
[1635
J--4

CIVE You

MPMETERS, BW., l/ smp., genuine Sollirant, neu;
5/6; pontage 3d.-Beatono Electrical Stores, 630,
[1825
Chalk Farm Jod., N.W.1.

'ItIETROPOLJTAN RADIO SERVICE C.. loe Osaran.

Ameronais Midget ucd Stoodurtit
BnitihRoeeiueeu
CLARION and Plairstie Scenico Depot-S.F. osd mojos
translormcrorcnound. American solves und porto;
trade nap lied.-Metropolitoo Rodio Seraier Co., 1021,
Finchley Std., London, N.W.11. Speodwell 3000.
[0435

'

loe Mocies; corneras and peojectneo Dom

EVERYTHING
25/- to £99; see this wecke 29e 8ea,tene PSele.
Big Bargain Liot.-lllottro Enterprises. 159
[0496
Wardoor SL, London. Geerord 6889.

dis-

especieseo-I soith our reo-iodivg servire; e,tiioote by reRepairs, 194, Totssorih Rise, Ki,igntoo
By.Poss, Surrey.
Phone. Deroest 2060.
[1781

LONDON TRANSFORMER

[0486

qnotd; trude

tono.-Geoli000s

-

loe Monies, cameras ood pro5ec-toes trono
159, Wordsnor
-

oog oí the "A VO"
cuoco, free on rcqoeit fo:

teetee elockt

dnoer/biog

org ins

[0507

monts-Sec

.

The AUTOMATOC COIL WINDER &
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD..
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Impulse Excitation. Method
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tion."
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handy volume is very much more than a Dictionary.
lt not only takes the technicäl terms of wireless and explains their meaning, but in doing so it concentrates into
a small space a large amount of information on wireless subjects. It has become, in fact, a compendium of
wireless knowledge, and an invaluable handbook for all
who are interested in wireless transmission and reception.
Diagrams and illustrations are freely interspersed throughout the book to amplify the explanations o} the text.

Two alternating quantitien
are said te be " in phase " if they have
the same frequency und pass through
their respective maximum and zero
.values at the same instants. The defi
nitton applies only where the two waves

TIME

are of the same shipe.

ph5w.

See PRA5E

DIFFEI5ENCc.

Indirectly-heated Valve. The type

of
vafvs in which the cathode is indirectly
heated by a separate heater resistance,.
the cathode being a hollow cylinder to
accommodate the heater within it. The
heater may be supplied with A.C. or
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liaclucecl Current. A current produced
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by a changing of the magnetic flux
linked with the circuit.
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Price of Valves
Effect on Radio Development

quantities the price paid is very differe:ltfrom what would be paid for an
individual valve over the counter.
So long as this is a determining
factor in the choice of the set, so long
will the public hesitate to buy any s~t
using a number of valves if a smaller
set with, say, three or four valves
could be made to do.
When television sets are on the
market the very large number of valves
in use will probably discourage the
public from buying, in view of the replacement cost of valves, even more than
the initial cost of the sets themselves.
In America valve prices are very
much lower than they are here and
this we believe to be one of the principal factors which have contributed to
the popularity there of the set of many.
valves, Where the designer is limited
.10 the smallest possible number ·of
valves, his receiver can never be anything but a compromise and must fall
far short of what could be done if he
had a freer hand. It is here that
American designers have opportunities
denied to those in this country, and it
seems to us that the whole question of
how far we can hope to progress in
receiver design in the future is dependent upon the attitude of those
who control the prices of our valve
supplies.

INCE the beginning of oroad. casting. and for a long time
before, the valve has always been
the heart of the wireless receiver.
Unless the efficiency and reliability of
the valve are maintained at a high
standard every user as well as the
whole industry which has been built
up on wireless, would suffer since the
performance and life of receivers can
never be better than that of the valves
used in them.
For these reasons there is much to
be said for the policy of the valv,e
manufacturers in maintaining the prices
of valves at a fairly high level, even
during a period when set m,mufac-'
hIrers have been reducing their prices
to levels which have often brought
them dangerously near financial disaster as well as impairing the efficiency
of the sets themselves.
But we are compelled to ask whether,
without jeopardising the quality of
valves, it is not possible for manufacturersto take a long view of the
present position and consider a substantial reduction in prices which, we
believe, would in the end result in an
all-round benefit. However dependable
in the matter of performance and life
Quality Must Stand
valves may be, the average user of a
receiver still continues to" look upon
Let it be clearly ~nderstood, we do
them as those components of a wireless not want to see a price competition
receiver which he must expect to have between valve manufacturers which
to replace from time to time throughout would result in a cheapening of the
the life of the set. He knows, too, that product to a point where reliability
valves are expensive things and that would suffer, but we believe that if
the more valves there are in his set valve manufacturers collectively .will
the higher will be the cost of upkeep.
look ahead to the possibilities which
~ It may be asked how it is that
would. result from an all-round re:'
manufacturers' sets can be so cheap duction of prices and the elimination of
when the valves they have to supply the growing competition of valves of
with them are so costly. The answer foreign make, they could satisfy them:..
is, of course, that when set manufac- selves that there is much to be "said
turers place orders for valves in huge in fa~our of such a policy.

S
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Hearing Aid for the

Deaf
By T. S. LITTLER, M.Sc., Ph.D.
small portable hearing-aid described in this' article
T HE
embodies a carbon microphone comhining high sensitivity with
a good frequency response while the amplification afforded by its
two valves is such tHat it will prove of c,!nsiderable' help even in
cases of serious- deafness.

'AGOOD

deal of attention has been trast to the more common type of congiven in ,the Press in recent "duction along the ear passage known as
years to the discussion of hear- air conduction,
ing aids for the deaf, and a
Apparatus and technique have been
;number of articles have appeared in this developed in recent years in the Departjournal and elsewhere on the fundamental ment of Education of theD'eaf at Man,principles of hearing and measurement of chester University, whereby the effective
hearing,l Briefly, the basic principle in an
amplification of hearing aids may be
electrical hearing aid is that some form of measured throughout the audible frequency range as well as the effectiveness
of the aids for producing intelligible
speech. The writer has described the
method elsewhere, 2 and it is hoped to
give accounts in this journal of designs of
other hearing aids that have been found
of great help to ?- large number of deaf
'patients if the pJ;esent article proves of
interest.
The hearing-aid described in the present
article makes use of the Siemens Neophone, a carbon granule microphone combining a fairly high sensitivity with quite
_

cation a hearing-aid can be made which
is of considerable help to a large number
of seriously deaf subjects. The latter
form of the hearing-aid is the one described here, Modifications of the design
are possible, but this particular model has
been chosen because it provides ;J,
hearing-aid which is quite portable, while
at the same time the miniature batteries
are not so extremely small as to give a
great deal of trouble. Standard types of
miniature batteries are used, but, if desired, it is possible to use smaller types,
when the aid can then be made of smaller
dimensions. In this case, however, it will
be necessary to renew the batteries considerably more frequently than if the
standard batteries are used,
Two-valve Circuit

The circuit of the hearing-aid is given
in Fig. 1. It consists of a two-valve amplifier with parafeed coupling between the
two stages. The first
valve used is a
Hivac Midget Type
XD, in the anode of
which is connected
the tapped resist+
ance of the paraI
I
feed unit, the tap!45V
ping HT z being
I
used for anode de•
..L.
P1icrophone is, in
coupling through
effect, substituted
the electrolytic confor the subject's
denser C1. For the
ear, the acoustic
second stage an
\\
energy being thereLPz valve has
3
by transformed to
,been used as being
Rl
3,000 ()
electric form and
an
extremely
amplified, and the
efficient
sma 11amplified energy is
power valve comthen allowed to
bining high sensioperate a telephone
tivity with very
Fig. I.-Theoretical circuit diagram of the small portable hearing aid,
re!2eiver applied to
small power conthe ear. In some
sumption. A midforms this receiver has a stiff vibratory' a good frequency response, When used get valve can be used in this st(!'ge, if
element which is allowed to press on the in conjunction with a single valve am- desired, but, of course, the effective
mastoid process or some bone of the head.
plifier the sensitivity of the microphone IS amplification will be less. Automatic
This is known as bone conduction in con~ sufficient to help some moderately deaf bias of about I l- volts is us'ed on the
second valve, RI -being the bias resistance
people, and with two stages of amplifi1 .. Deaf Aids" The Wireless World, August
shunted by an' electrolytic low voltage
9th and Oct(}be~ Uth,I935.
,2 Journal 'of Scientific Instruments, April,-I<}36.

•
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condenser, Cz, of 50 microfarads. For
the first valve the fall of potential along
the filament is used to maintain negative
bias on its grid, the grid return of the
micJ:Ophone transformer Tr being connected to the negative end of the filament.

crystal element. When moving-iron types
of receivers are used it will generally
be found that since quite appreciable DC
current flows through the receiver in the
maximum sensitivity position, the polarity
of the leads is quite important for the
most sensitive operation of the amplifier.

each constructor, and many variations are,'
of course, possible.
A diagram of the layout is given in Fig.
z, which shows the position of assembly
of the components. The door of the case
must have a hole cut in the position shown
to expose the microphone, which is held

U

I/
WOOD 14 THICK THROUGHOUT

For intensity control a 50,000 ohm potentiometer is connected in the anode of the
last valve, and the telephone output is connected across the variable tapping. A
double-circuit automatic jack is used for
operating the instrument so that the insertion of the telephone plug switches on
the low tension supply at the same time.
The telephone used is a small disc receiver with headband, but modifications
of this may be made to suit the user. For
example, a pair of standard telephone
receivers, or piezo-electric receivers, could be used, but in the
case of the latter modification.

Fig. 2.~Layout of
the components and
the practical wiring
plan.

(Below) Since constructing the unit
shown here, an HT
battery with sockets
has been introduced.

BI.OCK

x

15j,'~ x 1 ~/~HI~K

suspended to three small hooks by means
of a triangular piece of rubber cord or
string. It is an advantage to remove the
top of the cabinet during the assembly.
The parafeed unit, bias resistance, electrolytic condensers and microphone transformer are mounted on the back of the
cabinet with the midget valve holder in
between the microphone transformer and
the parafeed unit. On the side of the
cabinet to which the door hinges are
attached, are mounted the standard valve
holder, the valve control and the telephone jack.
Wiring

care must be taken to insert a condenser
in one of the output connections to prevent
a DC voltage being applied across the

The apparatus can be assembled either
in the form of an attache case or in a
small box; the latter style of assembly is
described here as the type of attache case
would probably differ with the feelings of

The wiring up of the circuit, which can
now be done, requires little comment. It
is sufficient to point out that care should
be taken to ensure that the polarity of the
electrolytic condensers' conneetions are
correct. When all the connections have
been made flexible leads should be connected for the battery supplies, spade terminals being used for the LT accumulator and plugs for the HT battery. A
wooden block with a sheet of metal serving as a clip can be used to keep the

APRIL I7th, I93b
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batteries in position. If alternative sizes
vf batteries are used the size of this block
must be altered accordingly. When all
the connections are completed the cabinet
can be screwed together and hook
fasteners placed upon the door. When

feed back and always occurs in a hearing-aid when the effective amplification
is above a certain value. In general, the
pitch of the howl is somewhere near the
frequency at which there is maximum
effective amplification, and it is the same
effect as the howling that occurs in public
address systems. It will sometimes be
'found that when a hearing-aid is used at
its full.sensitivity howling will occur when
the receiver is lifted from the ear of the
user. To prevent this it is a good plan
to place the thumb over the telephone
opening when the receiver is taken from
the head of the user.
A list of components is given for the
convenience of. those who desire ·to construct their own:' hearing aid. The author
has supplied a design to Messrs. Griffin
and Tatlock, Ltd., who will make up the
complete instrument.
LIST OF PARTS
I Transmitter Inset

The dimensions given here ·for the cabinet
are outside measurements. The wood is
lin. thick throughout.

connecting the telephone to the telephone
plug care should be taken that the positive lead of the telephone is connected to
the plug contact that makes connection to
the HT side of the automatic jack. In
most telephone receivers this polarity is
indicated, but if difficulty is experienced
a test should be made to determine the
most efficient connection.
After the instrument has been completely assembled it may be tested by inserting the telephone plug.
If it is
correctly assembled and' if all the components are in order the telephone should
howl when'it is frllowedto:face the microphone and is within two. feet of it .. The
howling produced is due to the aco,ustic

Siemens "N eophone" No. 13
(Obtainable from Peto-Scott).
Microphone transformer, ratio 30;1, T I .
Savage .. liB"
Valve holder, 4-pin
CUx "Midget,"
I Valve ho1der, 4-pin
W.B. ~igid Type
I LF coupling unit Benjamin Transfeeda 8670
I Electrolytic condenser, 2 mfds., 200 volts
working CI.
T.C.C ... AT"
I Electrolytic condenser, 50 mfds., I2 volts
working C2
T .C.C. "AT"
I V'Olume control (wire wound). 50,000 ohms
~2
Claude Lyons "Clarostat "
I ~esistance, 3,000 ohms, k watt, ~ I
Bulgin IIW1
I 3'spring automatic jack
B. T .S.
I Telephone plug
B.T.S.
I Telephoue ear.piece, 2,000 ohms and headband
Scientific Supply Stores
I HT hattery, 45 volts
Drydex X3258
fLT batter~. 2 volts 5 a.h.
A.E.F. Type M7
2 WlInder plugs and 2 spade ends
Eelex
Peto·Scott
Cabinet
.
'Valves:
1 XD' Hivac, I LP2 Osram or Marconi.

flexible coupling and two bevel gears; witn
a reduction of about I to 2.25, and a;t
normal turntable speed gives approximately
go threads to the inch on the record. This
results in a playing time of a shade over
two minutes.
For recording broadcast matter practically no additional apparatus, other than
the recording unit, is required, for the cutting head is of the high-resistance type and
can be connected across the primary winding of the output transformer with a fourmfd. condenser connected in one of the
leads.
Where terminals or sockets are provided
for an extension loud speaker the methdd
of connection will be llimplified, though jf
this be intended for a low-impedance mod.!)l
it will be necessary to employ a suitabJe
step-up ratio transformer.
Both methods have been tried wifu
various types of commercial receivers, and
very good recordings obtained. We foun,d
that surface noise, or needle scratch, was' a
little more noticeable than with professiohally made records, but if the receiver is
fitted with a tone control much of this can
be removed without spoiling the reproduction. The hardness of the record's surface
after baking is largely responsible for the
needle scratch, but it is not excessive.
A few failures were experienced at first,
due to a variety of causes in no way asiociated with the apparatus, but in
nection with the method of using it. Haying available a 4-watt amplifier some of the
records were cut with too deep modulation,
others had not been sufficiently w~ll
brushed, but on rectifying these defects,
and after a little experiment with different
volume levels, it was founC( possible to pro,duce a very good record indeed. So early
failures must not be allowed to give rise to
a false impression, and a few experiments
will S0011 reveal where the defects lie.
The most surprising part about this unit
is its price, for complete it costs only
£3 17s. 6d. Yet the workmanship throughout is of a very high standard.
Double-

con-

Permarec Home Recorder

·
T

HE Permarec home recording unit is

designed for easy attachment to an
existing gramophone, and it can be
used either with an electric model or one
fitted with a good spring motor, as it requires very little more power to operate
'than would be absorbed, for example, in
playing a I2~inch record.
One reason why it can be used with
quite ordinary apparatus is that discs of 7inch diameter only are employed, but
another, and equally important, factor is
that the ·recording blanks have a very soft
surface and so do not impose a heavy drag
on ..the cutter.
The reCording unit is intended to be used
with any standard wireless receiver.
The recording blanks have analuininium
base and, as mentioned already, are coatedwith a plastic material which would wear
very rapidly if reproduction were attempted immediately after recording. In
order to make the record durable the surface
is hardened by baking in a warm oven, which
process takes about three hours. After this
the surface becames glass-hard and ordinary
steel needles can be used for playing back.
. Prior to the baking process the discs must
be carefully brushed with a soft camel-hair
brush to remove any particles of the surface·

A Soundly Designed
Inexpensive Unit,
Easy to Instaff

and

Simple to ()perate

Permarec home recording unit Im!de by
Musikon, Ltd.
material that may have been left in the
grooves by the cutter, though the major
portion of .this comes off as a fine thread
and winds itself round the centre boss.
Unless the brushing is carefully dbne these
particles will be baked hard in the grooves,
and when the record is played back will
make their presence known by a series of
sharp explosive sounds.
The travers':lg mechanisnl is driven from,
the spindle of the gramophone-motor"l:Jy a

sided recording blanks cost IS, .titl.. each.
The only criticism we have to make is
that the operating instructions could, with
advantage, be expanded, for while the unit
is simplicity itself to install, there are many
little details we have included in this report
that were only discovered by experiment.
Tne makers, Musikon, Ltd., are to be
congratulated in evolving an inexpensive
and most .satisfactory. home· recorder.

.",

':FL"B. D.
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CURRENT TOPICS
Aircraft Watch Keeping
maintenance of a conT HEtinuous
listening watch by
aircraft operators during flight
, is strongly recommended in an
i Air Ministry notice, which
'states that important radio
messages have been missed on
occasions owing to the radio
wakh being interrupted.
It is
recommended
that
should a radio watch be interrupted by atmospheric storms
the appropriate radio station
should be notified.

Amateurs to the Rescue
. DURING the recent disastrous
I
floods in the north-east of
the United States, amateur
transmitters provided the sole
means of communication during long periods in many
centres.
In Pittsburg and
several other towns where the
electricity
sup ply
failed
, amateurs employed batterydriven transmitters to maintain contact with the outside
world. Others operated under
instructions from the militia
during the martial law period.

Scholastic Amateurs

'A T a certain Warwick school
there are two amateur
transmitters. One is a master
and the other a boy pupil at the
school, and both manage to
transmit without serious mutual
interference. There is no truth
in the allegation that when the
master wants the ether to himself he gives the boy a hundred
lines to keep him occupied!

Have You Heard
Jerusalem?
Palestine broadcasting
T HE'
service is now in full swing,
the Jerusalem station having
been officially inaugurated on'
. March 30th by Lieut.-Gen. Sir
A. Wauchope, the High ComFive hour
promISSIoner.
grammes are broadcast in English, Arabic and Hebrew.
, Jerusalem transmits on 449.1
metres, and thus clashes with
North Regional.
No interference, however, has been reported.

Television Lecture
HIS year's Faraday lecture
T
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers will be given
by Dr. E. Mallett on the subject of "Television-An Outline," at a meeting for members
and associates only which will
be held at headquarters on May
7th following the annual general
meeting at 6.30.

EVENTS OF THE WEEK
IN BRIEF REVIEW
Addis Ababa Still Calling
short-wave listeners
B RITISH
have been able to put their
sets to grimly practical use
during the last three weeks in
picking up war news from Addis
Ababa. It was on Sunday,
March 29th, that Station ETA,
Addis Ababa, opened its weekly
news bulletins in English on
25.09 metres, requesting that
British listeners should forward
their reports via The Wireless
World.
Since then a large
number of "Q.S.L.'s" have
reached the offices of this
journal and have been forwarded to the Operator-inCharge. The addresses of the
senders reveal that short-wave
reception is popular all over the
Kingdom from Cornwall ,to
Northumberland, and a notable
feature of the reports is the
obvious clarity with which the
station is being picked up.

every Sunday at the same hour.
The caU sign is " U tvarp
Reykjavik," pronounced "Ottvarp Raykyaveek," or sometimes in English: "The Icelandic Short-wave Broadcaster."
The wavelength is 24.52 metres.

Wireless Link
UR Special Correspondent,
discussing in "Broadcast
Brevities" the question of the
possibility of a wireless link
between Broadcasting House
and Brookman's Park in our
issue of April 3rd, was un.
necessarily sceptical about the
suggestion put forward, not as
a fact, but rather as a possibility, in one of the bestinformed of the lay papers. Sir
Noel Ashbridge has denied that
such a link is contemplated, but
he would not, we think, quarrel
with the idea on any technical
grounds.

O

Demand and Supply
THAT lonely women feel tbe;r
position mest keenly aftel
10 in the evening is the theory of
the Directors of the Radio Cite
statioD,. Paris, which has inaugurated a· "Lover's Hour." An
artificial amoureux takes his
place before the microphone and
broadcasts "sweet nothings"
on 280.9 metres.
A similar
" quarter-of-anhour" has been inaugurated by
Budapest for the benefit of
"anonymous and invisible lady
listel),ers. "
This feature in·
eludes a Wireless Serenade, and
for the sum of 15 frs. a woman
listener can choose a musical
selection addressed to herself.

N.P.L. Standard Frequency
TraRsmissions
IN view of the incidence of
Easter, the usual monthly
emission from the National
Physical Laboratory of a modulation frequency of 1,000 cycles
per second will be postponed for
a week from April 14th to
April 21st.
The time, 10.40
(G.M.T.), will be 11.40 Summer
Time.

"Fair Practice" in
American Radio
"FAIR practice, standards"
set by the American
Radio Trade Federation Trade
Commission may shortly hold
sway in the U.S. radio trade,
the aim being to eliminate
questionable chims for radio
sets such as "Hong Kong Any
Night" or "Tune in Anywhere
Anytime."
The American R.M.A. asks
for exact definitions to be applied to different types of radio
sets, and also demands a code
of rules covering advertising
claims, brands, trade marks,
etc.
.. TIME, PLEASE." An interesting exhibit in the Post Office" village"
For example,. it asks that
at the Ideal Home Exhibition, Olympia, is the telephone clock, with
"standard broadcast" should
the four records made by Miss Ethel Caine, "the girl with the
apply only to sets that cover
golden voice."
continuous s p e c t rum
frequencies from 540 to at least
The station is situated eight
French War on Static
1,600 kc/s. "All-wave," it is
miles outside Addis Ababa at
RELENTLESS warfare is still
contended, should cover the
a height of 8,oooft., which may
being waged in France on
s p e c t rum
from
540
to
account for its excellent radiaall forms of interference with
18,000 kc/s (16.65 ·metres).
tion with a power of only
broadcast reception.
Eve r y
thus embracing not only the
3t kilowatts.
month a communique is pubconventional North American
The English bulletin is broadlished showing the rate of probroadcasting band, but the
cast every Sunday evening at
major international and other
gress.
2I.30 to 21.50 (G.M.T.) on
short-wave programmes
s~r
During last month there were
25.09 metres (II,955 kc/s.)
vices.
6,277 investigations-269 mor~
with the call-sign ETA.
than in February-and as a
Claims
for
reception
of
result II ,542 offending pieces of foreign, police, aviation, and
Short Waves from Iceland apparatus were traced and their amateur stations must be held
CELAND opens a regular
owners called upon to fulfil their
within definite scientific bounds
I service of short-wave broadkgal obligations.
At the so that purchasers may not be
same time nineteen refractory
misled into believing they can
casts on April 23rd at 18.40
" second offenders" were prose(G.M.T.), and programmes will
tune these stations at any time
cuted.
be broadcast from Reykjavik
at will.
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Amplification on Ultra-Short
Wavelengths
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HF Stage in a

T. COCKING

Superheterodyne

UGH the superheterodyne
ALTHO
is probably the most satisfactory
of receiver for the ultra-short

type
wavebands, its use does not necessarily
make HF amplification unimportant.
The performance of a superheterodyne
can be considerably improved by the
use of a single stage of amplification
at signal frequency, and in this article
details are given of an arr'lmgement
which experiment has shown to be
highly satisfactory.

HE problems underlying the de~
sign of a frequency-changer for
an ultra-short wave superheterodyne were discussed in a recent
issue of The Wireless World,' and it was
shown that an entirely satisfactory performance can be secured by using a triodehex ode valve in a suitably designed circuit. It is, of course, perfectly possible to
build a· superheterodyne in which the frequency-changer is the first valve in the set,
and for many purposes this arrangement is
very satisfactory. It is not entirely so,
however, when a high degree of sensitivity
is needed, for, apart from the signal-noise
ratio, it becomes difficult to obtain adequate IF amplification with stability.

T

1

The Use of an

The Wireless World. March 27th, 1936.

The intermediate frequency chosen for
receivers of this type is of the order of
5 Mc / s, and two stages giving a gain of
50 per stage are inadequate unless a fairly
high degree of LF ampliiacation is used.
Three stages, however, are very difficult
to stabilise when giving this degree of amplification, and even when stability has
been achieved the problem of noise re-

mains, for the post-frequency-changer
amplification is really excessive. The solution, of course, is the use of only two
IF stages with a signal-frequency HF
stage, provided that such a stage can be
made to I:,'.ive a reasonable degree of amplifiGation.
On broadcast wavelengths it is easy to
secure a high gain from such a stage, for
tuned circuits of high dynamic resistance
are readily constructed and valves have a
high input impedance, while the frequency
of operation is low enough for feed-back
effects through the grid-anode capacity of
the valve to be small: None of these considerations applies on the ultra-short
waV(?band, however.
Tht~ attainment of a high dynamic resistancc for the tun~d circuits is naturally
the first consideration, for with a given
valve the stage gain is proportioned to this,
provided that external damping is negligible. This means not only that the
efficiency of the coils must be as high as
possible but that their inductance must be
high also, and this naturally demands that
every effort be made for the reduction of
stray circuit capacities to a minimum. If
+250"1.0

15,000 0

5,oooQ

30,oooQ

75,000 0

1.000 0

0·0001 mfd

L2

L1.

c:
0'01 mfd

!'"
c:

15

0'01
mfd

HT-

.,.
Fig. I.-The circuit diagram of the HF and frequency-changer stages of an ultra-short wave superheterodyne. Ordinary valves can be used
with good results.
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the capacity of a tuned circuit can be
halved, the inductance can be doubled,
and this doubles the dynamic resistance
and the stage gain-always provided that
the external damping is negligible.

Advantages of Low Gain
In practice, however, valves have a
fairly low input resistance on these wavelengths; it may be as low as 5,000-20,000
ohms. When it is remembered that the
dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit
may be no greater, the difficulties in the
way of obtaining high amplification will
be realised. Now, because of the high
operating frequency, feed-back effects are
much more serious than on the medium
waveband, and for a given amplification
it is more difficult to achieve stability. In
fact, it would be impossible to stabilise a
stage if it gave the amplification we are
accustomed to on broadcast wavelengths.
The low gain of an ultra-short wave amplifier is consequently not an unmixed evil,
for if it were possible to obtain high amplification we could not use it without resorting to neutralised circuits.
Practical e,xperiment shows that it is
readily possible to build a single-stage amplifier which will give a worth-while degree
of amplification without leading to any
difficulty from instability. Measurement
at the frequencies involved is difficult, and
results are consequently unreliable, but the
writer estimates that at 7 metres a gain of
about ten times is obtained from a stage
feeding a frequency-changer.
The circuit diagram of the arrangement
which the writer has found the most suc-

of 370 mmfds. capacity, are inserted in
the signal-frequency circuits. The advantage of this arrangement is that the trimming is carried out on the comparatively
flatly tuned signal-frequency circuits instead of the very sharp oscillator circuit,
and the ease of adjustment is much
greater.
In the case of the signal-frequency circuits, the stray capacities are best roughly
equalised by the adjustment of the tapping points on the coils. It has been found
that with 40 mmfds. tuning condensers Lz
and )...3 should be about 0-45 ftH, and
coils consisting of seven turns of No. 14
wire spaced eight turns per inch with a
diameter of iin. are entirely suitable; Lz
should be tapped at 4i turns from the
earth end, and L3 at 3i turns. The oscillator coil L4 must be about 0.5 ftH, and
eight turns are satisfactory. Such coils
are naturally self-supporting, and slight
alterations to the inductance values are
readily made by compressing or stretching
the coil as required.
Additional capacity is needed in the
oscillator circuit, apd this must be about
4 mmfds., and is provided by a parallel
trimmer across (5. The exact equalisation of the capacities in the two signalfrequency circuits is effected by means of
very small trimming condensers.
Practical tests with this unit and a twostage IF amplifier have been very satisfactory. No difficulty whatever from instability or modulation hum has been
found, and the HF stage definitely amplifies to a degree adequate to justify its
existence. The use of two signal-frequency tuned circuits, moreover, greatly
reduces the chance of second-channel in-

nary valves becomes very low, and it
seems that special valves of the Acorn type
would be necessary.

Wireless Technique
in Medicine
Katllodenstrahe-Oszillagrapllie in Biologie
und Medizin, by Wolfgang Holzer.
1936. Published by Wilhelm Maudrich,
Vienna. 155 pp. +x, illustrated.
T the beginning of this book the author
aptly sets the celebrated dictum of
Maxwell, that the most important step in
the progress of any science is when measurements begin to be made. In his introduction
he states that his object is to do for biology
and medicine what Watson Watt and his
colleagues of the Radio Research Station
have done for wireless in their well-known
volume, "The Cathode-Ray Oscillograph
in Radio Research."
The book is divided into five sections.
Section A, after an introductory discussion,
deals with cathode-ray tubes, a detailed description being given of the high-power metal
tube developed by Knoll and the author at
the Berlin (Charlottenburg) College of Engineering ; while another chapter is devoted
to " Braun tubes," a term which the author
limits to sealed-off glass tubes such as those
developed by von Ardenne.
Section B
deals with auxiliary apparatus and measuring technique. Here, a very long chapter
devoted to the increase of sensitivity by
means of amplifiers is followed by a short
chapter on the decrease of sensitivity by
voltage dividers, and by another short
chapter on the conversion of non-electrical
quantities (changes in pressure, brightness

A

Fig. 2.-A view of the
early stages of the
equipment showing the
method of construction
adopted. It is one which
leads to particularly
short connections.

cessful is shown in Fig. I, arid a photograph showing the construction, which is
just as important as the circuit, in Fig. 2.
Short leads are essential, and the arrdngement adopted permits this to be readily
achieved. In particular, the horizontal
mounting of the valves enables very short
leads to be obtained in the coupling, for
the top-cap of the HF valve is the anode,
whereas the top-cap of the frequencychanger is the grid.

Coil-winding Data
Ganged tuning is used, and for ease of
adjustment the oscillator operates at a
lower frequency than the signal. This
means that the padding condensers (2, (4,

terference. Experiments with this apparatus have shown the use of an HF stage to
be well worth while when high sensitivity
is needed on wavelengths of the order of
7 metres, and that ordinary valves can
be used.
The gain of the stage undoubtedly
varies with wavelength, and is highest
around 8.5 metres, the maximum wavelength of the set. It falls off appreciably
at lower wavelengths, but is still appreciable at about 6.25 metres. At still lower
wavelengths in the neighbourhood of 5
metres, which is below the tuning range
of this gear, it is doubtful whether much
amplification would be secured. At such
wavelengths the input resistance of ordi.

of light, etc.) into potential variations suitable for the oscillograph. The section ends
with a chapter on time bases and one on
photographic recording methods.
Section C, the really specialised portion of
the whole, deals with some examples of the
medical
and
biological
applications.
Separate chapter;, describe and illustrate the
recording of action potentials of muscles, the
making of electrocardiograms, the recording
of llerve action potentials, and the recording
of heart and pulse sounds, etc. Section D,
on the comparative advantages of the
cathode-ray oscillograph and of alternative
apparatus such as the string galvanometer,
makes out an overwhelming case for the
former, even as regards cost. The final section, E, gives a bibliography of some 200
items selected from the whole field covered
by the v')lume.
H. D.
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Judging By Ear
Critical Estimation of Receiver
Performance Without the Aid of
Measuring Instruments

a year ago, a conABOUT
tributor described methods of

H

ow,

failing the possession of a
few hundred pounds' worth of
laboratory apparatus, are we to
decide whether a receiver suffering from no very obvious defect is really
in first-class order in all respects? And,
having done so, can we determine whether
the limitations imposed by its original
design can be tolerated?
There are, unfortunately, no completely
satisfying answers to such questions. But,
by putting prejudice aside and cultivating
our critical faculties, it is possible to form
a useful opinion by carrying out the aural
tests to be described in this article.
Starting in the usual-and apparently
illogical-manner, at the output end of
the set it is necessary to determine whether
volume is sufficient when receiving the
local station.
Failing any standard of
comparison, it is none too easy to do so
by direct means. But if the output and
rectifying valves have lost emission (a
primary cause of poor volume) it is probable that other valves are in the same
case; in a "straight" receiver difficulty
in provoking self-oscillation at all wavelengths by operation of the reaction CQildenser is a pro::>f that this is so. In a
superhet failure of the oscillator to do its
job over part (usually the upper part) of
one or both wavebands conveys similar
information.
The Signal-frequency Circuits
Partial failure of an HF or IF valve is
not at all easy to detect without making
measurements either of the valve itself or
of the overall sensitivity of the set. It
may, however, be suspected as a possible
cause in a case where the sensitivity of a
set turns out to be disappointing. There
are usually no other symptoms of a wornout valve in this position in the set. A
check can be made, as in all cases where
a valve is suspected, by replacing the
dembtful valve temporarily with one
kl10wn'to be sound.
•..
However expensive and multi-valve the
set may be, whatever may be its prowess
in receiving distant stations, there is no

locating faults Yvithout any measuring instruments whatever. Without
suggesting that there are any real
substitutes for scientific methods, the
present article describes how, by
critical observation and deduction,
the capabilities ot a receiver may
also be estimated bv
ear with more ',
I
J
:J
than the usual accuracy.
:

J. _____________________________________________ J
I

getting away from the fact that for much
of its time it will be used for listening to
the local station.
The most important
test of all must, therefore, be to make sure
that the reproduction of the local station
programme is good enough, for if it is
not, no amount of other virtues in the set
will compensate for this one failing. But
before settling down to study the fidelity
of the reproduction it is quite essential,
if we are to be fair to the set, to make
absolutely certain that tuning and other
adjustments are set to the best possible
advantage.
If the set is of the "straight" threevalve type, consisting of HF stage, detector, and output valve, it must be remembered that quality can very easily be
spoilt by overloading the detector. A set
of this type usually has, in effect, two
volume controls; one is a means of adjusting reaction, while the other usually varies
the bias on the variable-mu HF. stage.
For the local station the reaction must be
turned back as far as it will go, and the
bias control must be turned up only just
enough to give the required volume.
Turning it up too far may not cause the
signals to become too loud, but may very
easily cause overloading, and consequent
distortion, at the detector.
In a straight set the tuning WIll probably be rather flat with the controls set
as just suggested. so that the exact position of the tuning-dial will be of little consequence from the point of view of quality.
In a superheterodyne. on the oth~r hand,
tuning will be very much sharper, and to
obtain a true impression of the repro<iucHon given by the set it will be necessary
to adjust the dial to a setting exactly in
the centre of the small range over which
the signal is heard. If tuning is slightly

offset from this point reproduction will be
shrill; the point of exact tune is that where
shrillness is most completely absent.
If the set is a fairly modern one, fitted
with AVe, the manual volume control
should be set to give reproduction at a
level safely short of that at which there
becomes evident distortion due to overloading the output valve. In the case of
an older superhet, with a manual volume
control operating on stages preceding the
detector, the precaution against detector
overload mentioned in connection with the
straight set must again receive attention.
In either type of set the "tone-control,"
if one is fitted, should be turned to " maximum brilliance."
Standards of Quality
In listening to the set, now adjusted for
the maximum fidelity of which it is normally capable, to decide whether the quality
of reproduction is up to the standard we
require, it is not enough to absorb just a
general impression. In any set of reasonably up-to-date design there will be practically no distortion in the strictest and
most literal sense.
That is, the loud
speaker should not noticeabty emit any
sounds not present in the original perBut
formance before the microphone.
many sounds, clearly enough audible to
anyone present in the studio may fail
to reach the listener, while others, present
but not obtrusive in the original performance, may be magnified far beyond their
true proportion.
Faults of this kind do notalways strike
the uncritical listener at once, but unless
the ear becomes atrophied, they are apt
to attract continually increasing attention
as time goes on. In such a test as this
it is therefore well to listen for them
deliberately. First, the bass.
There is no reason (save, perhaps,
lack of power) why the bass should not
be pre:;ent in any fairly modern set with
Often, indeed,
a moving-coil speaker.
th~re is too much).
Attentive listening
will show whether the bass is true bass,
enabling drums of different pitch to be
really distinguished, or whether it is a
resonance that turns every low note, no
matter what ~!s true pitch may be, into
a thud that owes its character to the loud
speaker instead of to the instrument in the
studio.
It is only fair to add that one must
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not be too critical in this direction. If,
on attentive listening, the bass reproduction seems to be if not the. truth, at least
an aq;eptible silbstitute for it, the set has
passed its test.
Tests for High-note Response
Now let us transfer our attention to the
high notes, the point being !o see whet?er
they are present in 'suffiClent quantity.
In iistening to speech the sibilants should
be clean and crisp; "such" should not
be rendered as "shush." A more stringent test, passed by many straight sets
but by a minority only of superheterodynes, is to tune in a powerful foreign
station (accurate tuning; no reaction) and
see whether speech in an unfamiliar language can ,be followed. -r:he language
chosen should be one of whIch we know
a little, but in which we are not completely
at home. If listening gives the impression
that it would not be difficult to write
down, as from dictation, every word
spoken, even though the m?an~n~ may be
quite obscure, then t.he set IS grv:mg really
first-class reproductIon. Bur If only a
word here and there can be caught, and
the rest seems unintelligible jabber, we
may at once be sure that the reprod~c
tion of high notes leaves much to be aesired. That speech in English should be
entirely intelligible is no test at all; one
unconsciously guesses a half-heard word.
This test depends on the fact th~t the
consonants, upon which speech relIes for
its intelligibility, consist very largely of
sounds of high frequency, and can only
be correctly reproduced by a set that h.as
a good response to high notes. Ml~S.IC,
except for those who are very famlhar
with instruments of an orchestra, shows
up a defect o~ high notes :nuch less
readily, and so IS much less smtable as a
test.
It is only fair to say that there are few
sets that would emerge as perfect from a
really stringent application of the tes~ j.ust
described, and to add that any set gIvmg
such unusually good reproduction as that
suggested would inevitably. be of very
poor selectivity compared WIth the average superheterodyne. Each owner of. a
set must decide for himself whether the
degree of intelli~ibi~ity achieved by the
set he is testing IS hIgh enough .for ~IS requirements. On . the whole, .It WIll be
found that straight sets give better
quality of reproduction than superheterodynes, for the latter are practical.ly always
designed to gite the rather high sele~
tivitv that the public has come to aSSOCIate ~vith the name" superhet."
In many sharply tuned sets a very considerable increase indeed in the high-note
response can be had by slight mistuning.
If the set under examination seems to
require it, this expedient c~n be tried
while receiving the local statIon. If we
are willing to accept the small ex~ra
trouble of having to find the exact tumng
point that gives the best overall balance
on the local station every time it is tuned
in, the selectivity so useful for our long-

range reception may be found compatible
with very acceptable reproduction of
every-day programmes.
Having formed our opinions of the set
in the matter of quality of reproduction,
we have to extend our tests to its other
qualities. Is it sensitive enough? In
many cases this can be settled in a ~ew
seconds by finding a setting of the tum?g
dial at which no station is heard. If, With
the volume control at maximum, there is
heard a greater amount of background
noise than would be tolerated when listen~
ing to a programme, the set will bring j~
any station which, at the place where ft
is being tested, is louder than the backOne would never use
ground noise.
greater sensitivity than this. Alterna~
tively, one may seek for a station which,
with careful tuning, can barely be persuaded to give a full-strength signal in the
speaker. If the background noise accompanying such a station is only trifling, it
is probable that a more sensitive set would
bring in more stations of programme
"alue.
But there still remains the probability
that the set under test may provide a
sufficiently satisfying supply of fore~gn
programmes; no one but the prospectIve
purchaser can decide that point.
In the question of selectivity it is even
more difficult to set up any standard. A
straight set must be expected to tune
rather flatly unless reaction is applied;
with its aid, it is reasonable to expect that
the louder of a pair of stations on adjacent channels should, in most cases, be
receivable clear of its neighbour. But the

skill with which the user handles the controls is really a much larger factor in
selectivity than the design of the set (Qut
the number of tuned circuits counts).
In a?li~rhet~rodyne the selectiyity is
• i built in," and does not depend 111 any
way 0!l the user's skill in tuning. Unlike
the straight set, the selectivity is the same
(or. neariYe so) over the whole of both
wavebands. In any part of Southern
England a very g()od idea of selectivity
can be had by"attempting to tune in the
Deutschlandsender at a time \vhen both
Droitwich and Radio ParieS are transmitting. If the set" gives really high
quality, the German station will not be
found at all. At the other extreme, ultrahigh selectivity will enable this station to
be heard with only the slightest occasionai
side~band splash from its two powerful
neighbours,· but a sef that tunes in so restricted a frequency-band as this must
necessarily be deficient in high notes.
Most snperhets offer a compromise between these two extremes; Deutschlandsender is heard with the accompaniment
of a good deal of side-band splash, but
when tuned to that station the programmes from Radio Paris and Droitwich
are not heard in intelligible form. Such
a set combines acceptable, but by no
means irreproachable, e quality, with a
selectivity sufficient to provide a very wide
choice indeed of interference-free foreign
stationS.
In this direction, as in others, the tester
is the only possible judge as to whether the
compromise offered by the set is a satisfactory one from his own point of view.

INVESTIGATING DEAF-AID PROBLEMS

Some of the test gear used in the production of Ardente amplifying and deaf-aid equipment.
Among the units shown is a beat frequency oscillator, a peak sound indicator, cathode-raJ
oscillograph and a noise level indicator.
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U N BlASE DPhoto-electric Clock
EOPLE are getting so lazy nowadays
that they can't even be bothered to
read their newspapers properly. It is this
modern attitude of mind which accounts
for so much of the litigation which chokes
our courts. If people only bothered to read
properly the various contracts they sign,
our judges, and more especially those of
the Divorce Division, would have far less
to do, for fully 90 per cent. of the contracts would never be signed once their
signatories had fully grasped what they
were contracting to perform.
These melancholy reflections on the
frailties of human nature are prompted by
the number of letters I have received concerning the new sun-driven clock which
I mentioned the other week. I distinctly
stated then that this absurdly complicated

P

==================FRE E GRI D
the mechanics upon which his own trade
is founded. Judging from his letter to
me, he seems to be unaware that the
ordinary car engine has to be fitted with
a device to tide it over the periods during
which the spirit that moves it is out of
action.
I r.efer, of course, to the ordinary flywheel with which every form of reciprocating engine must of necessity be fitted. Instead of applying this delightfully simple
mechanical principle to the problem in
hand, he must needs go into details of an
elaborate and quite unnecessarily complicated invention of his own. I would gladly
publish his screed, together with his name
and address, for everybody to read, but,
fortunately for him, beneath a rugged exterior I have a tender heart and should not
like to feel that any action of mine contributed toward his having to hang his
head in shame before the scornful glances
of his fellow roadhogs.

I Visit the Palace

" wireless" sundial, with its prodigious
battery of photo-cells and other impedimenta, had been invented by an American:
yet a number of readers have written to
me in sarcastic vein demanding to know
what keeps the clock going during the sun's
nocturnal absences. It is quite evident that
they think that I am the inventor of the
wretched thing, and they have therefore
given only a slipshod reading to my notes
on the matter.
I have no notion, of course, of the
manner in which the inventor keeps the
works of his clock on the move during the
sun's temporary absences, but, naturally,
I presume that he has engirdled the earth
with prodigious batteries of photo-cells on
the reasonable assumption that, as the
song says, "Somewhere the sun is shining " no matter what the hour or the time
of the year. By means of simple wireless
transmitters these photo-cells could then
pass on the necessary impulses of energy
to his clock, no matter where it was
situated.
While I can, perhaps, stretch a point
and forgive the ignorance of the majority
of my readers, who cannot be expected to
know any beUer, I do not think I can
extend my clemency to a particular individual-a scion of the great motoring
industry - who seems extraordinarily
ignorant of the elementary principles of

ficiently high up, and it was at first suggested, so I learned, that a sort of imitation Eiffel Tower should be built with
both studios and transmitter at the top.
However, expense ruled out this project, but as a result of the development of
the co-axial cable a startling suggestion
was put forward by a hanger-on of the
engineering staff who is renowned for his
ingenuity. His idea was to put the transmitting apparatus into a large captive
balloon anchored at a height of several
thousand feet above the palace studios.
Had it not been for the development of
this special cable it would have been impossible to separate studios and transmitter by so many thousand feet and, of
course, it would have been inconvenient
to have the studios in the balloon, since
it would have meant constantly winding
it down in order to permit artistes to enter
and leave; apart from this, many of
them would have probably been air-sick
due to the swaying of the balloon in the
wind, and the B.B.C. ground staff would
probably have objected to this.
One fatal objection to the scheme has
been raised, however, and, unless it is
overcome, the transmitting apparatus may
have to be housed inside the Palace after
all. The objection has been raised by an

ONSIDERING the fact that tele.
vision transmissions are supposed to
start some time during the summer, it is
extraordinary how little the B.B.C. let us
know about it.
A definite hush-hush
policy seems to have been adopted, just
as though Broadcasting House were half
ashamed of it ; not that there is anything
to be astonished at, even if they do fef'l
a sense of guilt after promising us transmissions for months past.
In order to satisfy my curiosity I took
the opportunity the other day of paying
a visit to the Alexandra Palace to see
exactly what is happening, and was
astounded at what I saw.
There was
chaos everywhere, and it certainly looks
as though things will never be ready. It
is, of course, against the B.B.C. 's ruks
to permit people to wander into any (If
their premises, but, provided you arrive
Providing you arrive in an imposing
there in an imposing equipage with a sufequipage.
ficiently glossy sjlk hat and an adequate
pomposity of manner, you can get away eminent psychologist whom the B.B.C.
with anything.
consulted. He fears that the small boys
The reason for the delay is, I dis- of the neighbourhood will arm themselves
covered, a highly interesting one. It ap- with air rifles and indulge in the sport' uf
pears that, although the palace is situated bringing down the balloon. It is all very:
on a high hill, or a lofty eminence as an well to say that the police will look into
official to whom I spoke insisted on call- the affair and that, after it has been done
ing it, it is feared that the range of the once or twice, sufficiently severe punishtransmitter will not be as great as was at ment will act as a deterrent. It must be
first thought.
The radiation limits of remembered that every time the balloon
ultra-short waves for a reliable service was shot down it would mean the loss of
are not much greater than those of light some of the engineering staff up aloft, and
waves, and consequently they. do not get the insurance companies who handle their
far over the normal curvature of the life policies would undoubtedly object
earth. Obviously this difficulty could be even if the engineers themselves were as
overcome by putting the transmitteJ: suf- willin' as Barkis ..

C

Think 1 am the inventor.

By
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Recording in Public
NE of the things that cheer
the B.B.C. Recording Unit
on their adventurous expeditions is the wholehearted suprort which 'they receive .from
the public.
Mere mention of
the fact that the queer-looking
green van, with its coils of cable
and collection of microphones,
is "something to do with broadcasting" always elicits the
greatest enthusiasm; indeed,
the man in the street is usually
::'0 ,interested that he is inclined
to trip over the wires in his
eagerness to see the works.

O

Helping the" Flying Squad"
I remember a year ago a ceremony at the Guildhall, London,
when the" Flying Squad" was
arranging microphones in the
courtyard in order to report the
arrival of Australian bluejackets.
Some difficulty was
encountered in finding a suitable
suspension point for one of the
" mikes," which was intended
to pick up the first strains ofthe
Hpproaching band.
Immediately one of the bystanders volunteered to hold
the microphone,' such was his
enthusiasm for the " cause. "If his offer had been accepted
hE might have stood there for
hours, for the procession was
late.

R 0 A D CAS T
BRE VITIES
the last train has gone? Where
does the conditioned air come
from?
These are some of the questions which will be answered on
May 8th, besides many others.

Talent-Spotting
pEOPLE who think it must
be grand to be a "talent
spotter" for the B.B.C. might
change their minds after a chat
with Mr. F. Boulton, who has
just toured 120 towns and villages and seen (and heard) about
1,500 artists of all descriptions,
from the ages of 6 to 60.
He visited every kind of
Theatre
and
Hall - Royal.
Masonic, Floral and all the
other varieties-and the net
result seems to have something
"'kin to a sick headache.
One

No Originality
The outstanding revelation of
the tour, it appears, was the
lack of originality on the part of
the artistes. Even highly paid
comedians used gags as old as the
Ark. Young artistes made the
mistake of copying older and
well-known people instead of
trying to kindle a spark of
originality.
Very few seem to
have tried to do something
which would make people stop
talking when their broadcasts
began.

Spa Logic
logic has come to
FRENCH
the fore in a demand i1"om
the Mayors of Auvergne and
Eourbonnais-both places noted
for their spa treatments-that
the district should provide asite

It

Tube" Questions
Answered

Of course there were peculiar
problems in taking " sound
photographs" of the Under('round Railways.
The recordinl-' van had to stay above
ground, while long stretches of
cable were fed down shafts to
,the platforms a hundred or more
feet below ground level.
There are many questions that
passengers put to themselves
when
rushing through
the
tunnels. How is the signalling
svstem operated? What happens
""hen all the lights go out?
How do you get out of the
Underground when shut in after

Misplaced Generosity
Now this same courtyard
backed on' to the Hotel Continental, . and as soon as the
music began to go round' and
round and the engIneers started
recording, unexpected sounds
were :registered on the discs.
There were the squeaks of opening windows, and a few seconds
18 ter the jingle of a stream oj
ccppers . . . .

" Queen 'Mar.y's" Maiden
Voyage

Underground
This same keenness has been
met with during tile recording
of sound vignette'S on the London Underground for Felix Felton's feature programme on
May 8th.
The" tube" staff
were given an opportunity to
make the organisation speak for
itself, and were only too willing
tl.- go out of their ",:ay to help
tht producers to give a true
picture.

'" hich Barbara gives her millionaire father an impression of her
Salvation Army activities.
It
v'as decided that the best course
would be to have the brass section of Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra playing in the open, so
thE:' players took up a stance in
a small courtyard next to the
broadcasting headquarters.

IS IT A PORTABLE? This German five-valve" straight" set has
been so designed that it can be used either as a portable or as a
drawing-room receiver. When in use at home it bears no semblance
to the average" portable."

bright spot was a week touring
the concert halls attached to
puhlic houses, but M1. Boulton
thinks he deserved it.

Didn't Even Twinkle
The would-be stars that failed
to twinkle warrant a book to
themselves. There was the girl
singer who brought a gentleman
friend to the audition to hum
the accompaniment, a gentleman who played on a bicycle
pump, another who drummed
'Qll match boxes, and a large
lady who played a violin which
was bordered by a couple of
dozen electric lights.
All walks of life were represented by the prospective broadcasters.
There
were army
officers, railway porters, shop
2ssistants, insurance brokers,
asylum attendants, and probably, as Mr. Boulton observes,
several of their patients.

THE B.B,C. Variety Director,
wishing to celebrate the
"Queen Mary's" maiden voy<-.ge with a musical work, has
commissioned George Posford tc
write a symphonic rhapsody in
the moderfI, idiom. This special
work, entitled " Tral;lsatlantic
Rhapsody," will be played in
London by Geraldo and his
Orchestra in the programme
" Romance
and
Rhythm,"
during the time of the voyage.
The occasion will be important for Mr. Posford, and
should help to place the seal on
his success with "Good-Night,
\Tienna," and "Invitation to
the Waltz."

Descriptive

for a great central broadcasting
station which would cover the
whole of the country.
Evidently their thoughts are
directed towards Droitwich, also
famous for its spa.
Incontestibly Droitwich covers the
British Isles, and who is to say
that this fact is not traceable to
the mineral nature of the soil?
And if Droitwich why not
Auvergne gnd Bourbonnais?
Hein?

The "Rhapsody" is descriptive, first portraying the departure and, the colossal activity at
the docks and then forming a
kaleidoscope of cheering crowds,
bands playing and sirens of
tugs, as the giant liner leaves the
quay. The second theme is the
open sea-a romantic theme on
thE' grand scale, depicting the
achievement which the "Queen
Mary" represents in British
shipbuilding.

The Band in the Yard

Life on Board

GLORIOUS true story
, reaches me from a Scandinavian friend. It concerns the
recent broadcast in Norway of
Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara."
During the preliminary work
oi the Effects Department the
producer was anxious to get a
realistic recording of band music
as a background to the scene ill

Theme three seeks to represent
the conflict between two great
forces, the ship's mighty engines
and the sea.
Next comes a
descriptive picture of life aboard
with its dance bands, swimming pool. cabarets, etc:
The
finale provides a glimpse of the
mighty liner as she ploughs her
wa y through the seas on a
moonlit night.

A
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Resistance-MEAT or
Reconciling Apparently Contradictory
Statements About the Effect of
Resistance on a Tuned Circuit
By "CATHODE RAY"

POISON?

is 1,880; and X' is 3,550,000. Dividing
this by 80,000 we get 44.5, which is the
equivalent series resistance. Thus the
loss introduced by the valve is nearly three
times as much as that residing in series
with the coil, and the total is 59.5.
If you wanted to think in terms of
parallel resistances only you would divide
3,550,000 by 15, giving 237,000 ohms to
add in parallel with 80,000. This being
more than 80,000, the effect is less, as
already explained; actually about three
times less, agreeing with what we have
found already. The combination of two
resistances in parallel is always less than
either. My policy is never to give anything in mathematical form without explaining it, I hope clearly, in words, so
that the mathematical operation is something for which the reason is obvious; but,
to depart from this course for once, as a
matter of interest, the resistance equiva. para11el'IS RI
R2 D'
1ent to two m
RI+x Rz'
omg

ETWEEN the vast number of the resistance lying in the direct path of
people who are happy because business (Fig. I (a)).
they know and care nothing at all
You would view with less approval1a
about wireless, and the very proposal to reduce the resistance of the
minute number who are happy because station exit running in parallel with your
they know all about it, there are a shop. Such a reconstruction would tend to
middling number who know just enough carry potential customers past you, with
to be perplexed. ~
no sweet scent of blooms to jerk their
Here is one of the perplexities. Typical heads out of the Late Final.
extract from a technical article: ,. The
If you were affected by the craze for
selectivity of the tuned circuit is improved business psychology you might even study
by reducing the resistance R introduced the situation so far as to determine what
by. . . ." Another extract-might be reduction in resistance to your shop
r;================, (effected, say, by
from the same issue
or even from the
installing working
[ ]
mechanical models
same article:" The
R··
R
in display windows)
selectivity of the
tuned circuit is imis equal and oppo- that to 80,000 and 237,000 the answer ;s
proved by increassite to a reduction 59,800. And transferring this total loss
ing the resistance
in resistance to into its series equivalent as explained
R introduced by
alternative
exits.
(dividing 3,350,000 by it) we get 59.5,
" Of course,
(a)
(b)
The problem of the thus arriving by a roundabout route at
lhere is a difference
effect of general the result previously obtained. It gives
in the Rs, as is
Fig. I.-Although the presence of resistance
structural modifi- a pleasant feeling of confidence when two
easily seen if they
R in either position introduces a loss into a
cations could then systems of navigation show the ship to be
appear in a circuit
tuned circuit, the effects of varying R in the
be simplified by ex- in the same position.
diagram (Fig. I).
two arrangements (a) and (b) are diametricpressing them all
Finally, just to consider this resistance
ally opposite.
rhe same identical
in terms of shop business from ar,other angle, what do you
R cannot blow hot and cold in this way, resistance only (or, alternatively, of other understand by no resistance? Don't reply
or we shouldn't know where we were. exit resistance only).
too quickly!
But unless one has quite a clear underPerhaps that is too clever for florists.
If R in Fig. I (b), or the valve effect
standing of the matter it is very confus- But, of course, it is elementary to the which it represents, were erased or dising to read in one place that the selec- radio engineer. If there are, say, 15 ohms connected respectively, there would be,
tivity is better (or, what means the same in series in a tuned circuit, and the valve clearly, tloresistance due to this factor.
thing, the losses or damping are less) to wl'tich it is connected has the effect The source of loss having. been anwhen the resistance is higher; and, in of putting 80,000 ohms in parallel, it nihil2.ted, the tuned circuit is, of course,
another place, when the resistance is would be very interesting to know how • much more efficient. But suppose, mlower. It is easy to wonder whether re- these two losses compare in their effect,
sistance is bad or good. Resistance and and how much each contributes to the
losses are generally regarded as much the total, and, in fact, what the total is. It
same thing so far as a tuned circuit is certainly is not 80,015 ohms, as anybody
concerned. Hence it is disturbing to be can see who has really been following
told that the losses may be cut down by my argument. Becoming quite technical
increasing resistance.
for a moment, I will explain how to do
lhe calculation. It is necessary to know
An Analogy
the reactance of the coil (or of the con(a)
(b)
If you were the proprietor of a flower denser, for that happens to be the same
shop situated at a large suburban railway when the circuit is in tune). If L is the
Fig. 2.-In which of these is there no
station you would regard with intense inductance of the coil in microhenrys, f
parallel resistance?
satisfaction an arrangement whereby one the frequency in megacycles per second
way for the throngs of homing business (kilQcycles divided by 1,000) to which stead, that R is successively reduced from
men to ePlerge from the station ran right the circuit is tuned, and rr is 3.14 . . . as 80,000 down to 10,000, 1,000, la, a frac. through your shop. You would be par- usual, the reactance X is 2rrfL. To con- tion of I, and, finally, zero. There is
ticularly gratified if it were what might be vert the parallel resistance into series now, obviously, no resistance. But is the
described as a low-resistance exit, so that resistance, or vice versa, divide X' by the tuned circuit "the better for it? On the
it formed by far the easiest path for the resistance.
That is not absolutely contrary, it has become worse and worse,
use of the said business men, the accurate, but it is good enough \Vh~n, as until finally it is short-circuited and put
majority of whom would thus be brought usually happens, the parallel resistance is out of action entirely.
within a sphere of influence suggesting a much more than X and the series resistIt is curious how the simplest language
handy peace-offering for taking home. The ance is much less.
can land one into paradoxes like this. It
Suppose Lis 200, and the wavelength is just shows how careful one must be when
less the rt:sistance the better the business.
nat is what is known as series resistance; 450 metres, giving an f of I.5. Then X writing or reading.

B
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
BULGIN IOO·HENRY CHOKE
HIS high inductance LF choke is a new
T
model recently introduced by A. F.
Bulgin & Co .• Ltd., and is described as the
Type LF34. It has a nominal inductance of
100 henrys and is designed for light loads
only; the maximum DC permissible. before
any appreciable reduction in inductance
occurs. is stated to be about 15 rnA.
Many occasions arise when a choke of this
value is needed. such as anode decoupling
where voltage loss cannot be tolerated. and
HT smoothing for an early valve in an
amplifier. to mention but two of its many
useful applications.

New Bulgin
high inductance LF
choke type
LF345.

The new choke is available either in skeleform or enclosed in a metal case of the
nniversal mounting kind adopted by this
firm for their LF components.
The specimen tested had a measured resistance of 1.760 ohms, while its inductance
was 120 henrys with no DC flowing. II9·5
with 5 rnA. II4 with 10 rnA. 107.5 with
15 rnA, and 100 henrys with 20 rnA of DC.
The well-maintained inductance values
up to 20 rnA of DC throulfh the choke is
accounted for by the very generous size of
the iron core and the careful adjustment of
the air gap.
In skeleton form this choke is described
as the Type LF34s, and the price is lOS. 6d.
Housed in a metal case it costs 12S. 6d.,
and is then known as the LF34.
tOll

Recent
Products
of the
Manufacturers
ing purposes, and each has tappings for
mains supplies of 210, 230 and 250 volts,
or, if required, for 200, 220 and 240 volts.
Some specimens have been subjected to a
rigorous test, and although overloaded by as
much as 50 per cent. in current, have shown
no signs of being overstressed, though, of
course, considerable heat was generated.
Though bare wire is used and the turns
spaced slightly in lieu of insulation, the
choice of materials and the method of winding are so well judged that even after a
lengthy test with higher currents than their
rated values the wire remained as firmly
secured on the former as before testing.
Neither was there any discoloration in the
wire, which remained bright throughout,
and no indication was left after these tests
that excessive currents had been passed
through them.
They are well designed and soundly made
resistances and will prove perfectly satisfactory for the purpose they are intended.
The majority of the models are wound on
single formers of the size mentioned, and
these cost 3S. 6d. each. One model, intended for a single valve only, and naturally
requiring to have a much higher resistanct',
employs two formers, and it has been
necessary to increase its price to 6s. 6d.

LYONS.HICKOK ALL·WAVE
OSCILLATOR
THIS oscillator, which is essentially a ser_
viceman's test set, is especially interesting in that it exemplifies the modern trend
of design of this type of apparatus used
largely in the U.S.A. Not only does it provide a modulated HF output over the extensive range of 7.5 to 3,500 metres, but it also
gives an audio signal for testing LF amplifiers and components.
Used in this

B.T.S. POWER RESISTANCE

The instrument is fitted with a two-range
DC milliameter-{) to I and 0 to 10 rnA respectively-which can be used for checking
anode current of the valves in the set, or
connected as an output meter, a rectifier
being included for this purpose. Leads and
valve adaptors to suit American valves are
included, but provision is not made for
using the output meter with a set having
British valves, though, no doubt, the req¥ired changes in adaptors could be effected
without much difficulty.
The oscillator is AC operated, the transformer fitted being suitable for standard
supplies in this country. Incidentally, all
the necessary changes in the internal connections for the various functions of the unit
are effected by switches.
Our first test was to check the calibration
of the HF oscillator. It should be mentioned that these instruments are apparently
individually checked before dispatch, because a chart accompanies each giving the
exact setting of the HF correction control
for several points on each of the eight frequency ranges.
Taking into account these corrections, we
find the accuracy is particularly high, for not
one of our check measurements showed :t
disagreement greater than one per cent. in
frequency.
The output control is adequate for almost
every type of set, be it a sensitive "superhet
or a simple two-valve receiver. The 400 c /s
modulation does not affect the HF calibration.
Used as an LF oscillator a slight impurity
in waveform was noticed due, it is b!:)lieved,
to a little mains ripple. This oscillator is,
however, quite a useful addition and certainly enhances the value and scope of the
test set, which is obtainable from Claude
Lyons, Ltd., and the price complete is

£17

Television SupB RITISH
plies. Ltd .• has developed
a new-style power resistance
for use with the universaltype AC-DC valves.
The
range
includes a
dozen
different models covering the
requirements for most combinations of one to seven
valves of eitht'r the 13-volt or
the 4o-volt variety, and also
combinations of the two
styles.
Thev are wound with
New power
nickel~chrome resistance wire
on slate formers measuring 3i x Iiin. by
a shade under tin. thick. Metal feet, insulated fronl tht' winding, are fitted for mount-

Lyons-Hickok all-wave service test oscillator.

lOS.

The Radio Industry
IL-IMMERSED and air-cooled choke coils
for the new Northern Ireland Regional
transmitter were supplied by Ferranti. The
largt'st air-cooled type has an inductance of
20 henrys when carrying 0.6 amp. and stands
over six feet high.

O

--0>-0>-0>

resistances for AC-DC valves made by B. T.S.

manner the test set becomes, in effect, a
beat-frequency heterodyne oscillator with a
range of 0 to 10,000 C / s.

Our note regarding the public-address arrangements for dealing with the crowds visiting the Queen Mary at Southampton related
only to the occasion of the ""public view."
Equipment used on the arrival was installed and
operated by Clifford Lister, Ltd., 209, Portswood Road, Southampton: 18 loud speakers,
three miles of wire, and oue of the firm's
SEA-L IOo-watt amplifiers were used.

'
,
. Isteners Guide
L
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad
VVITH characteristic modesty
Englishmen are not
prq,~e to celebrate St. George's
Day with the he:irty enthusiasm with which thQse of St.
Patrick and S1. David are
celebrated. Next week the
B".B.C. Drama Department
will make a bid to change all
this with a special St. George'.,
Day programme (Nat., 8) by
Laurence Gilliam, which will
take~heform of an English
Pageant, the story beginning
with the legend of St. George
and the Dragon. Passing over
several centuries the programme takes up the thread
again on Shakespeare's birthday. which happens to fall on
the same day. Then, continuing to more recent time:;,
this fateful date is traced
through modern historyZeebrugge and the daring
deeds of the Dover Patrol, the
advance on the Dardanellesgreat episodes of April 23rd.
<V

<~

<v

ALBENIZ

A SELF-TAUGHT mUSICIan
who could not write down the
music he composed until he
was forty and had had lesson:;
in composition is to be commemorated in "Foundations
of Music." He is Albeniz,
founder of the modern Spanish
school, who died in 1909. His
pianoforte music, which is ',0
be played by lrene Kohler. is
a valuable contribjJtion to the
literature of the instrument.
<-!>

0

~t:>

TITUS OATES

Two public whippings and
rather frequent appearances in
the stocks were the portion ot

" SPEED " is the
subject of the
talk which Max
the
Beerbohm,
famous wit and
cari caturist
i5
to give in the
Reg i 011 a I programme
on
Sunday at 9. This
"Autoca:"
drawing of Sir
Malcolm Campbell's record - breaking
•• Blue Bird" symbolises the
hurrying, breathless spirit
of this modern age.

Titus Oates, the notorious conspirator of James II's reign,
whose "Famous Trial" is ~o
be broadcast on Monday (Nat.,
8.10) and Wednesday (Reg.,
7-40). The trial of this unpleasant agent-provocateur has
been compiled by C. Whitaker
Wilson from an early print in
the Guildhall. On the bench
was the infamous Judge
Jeffreys, whose only regret
was that the law, even in those
days, did not permit him to
pass sentence of death on a
perjurer. However, the appalling sentence of two public
whippings was enough to kill
ten ordinary men, but Titus
Oates survived and was pensioned by William III.
<l>

<l>

<l>

ALL ABOUT LAVENHAM

LAVEN HAM , an ordinary
Suffolk village, has been
selected for a quite unusual
broadcast on Sunday at 10.15
p.m. (Reg.). The feature will
open with a brief history of
the village given by narrators
from' a studio. Listeners will

then be transported to the village of Lavenham itself, where
a number of villagers will
come to the microphone to
speak of their lives and daily
work. They will have the
broadcast entirely to themselves, no one introducing
them and no visitor asking
them questions. Listeners will
hear the ringing of the very
fine peal of church bells.
¢-

<l>

¢-

WELCOME THE INDIAN TEAM

VISCOUNr HAILSHAllIf. President of the M.C.C~, will proposethe-Toasf of Jhe Indian
Cricket Team at the luncheon
to be given bY,the Royal Empire Society at the Hotel Victoria.on. We,dnesday; April
22nd. The speeches w}H be
bn'ladcast (t'fat.,I,40),
During the summer, broad:casting will - bring us many
descriptions of • the Test
Matche3; so map.y enthusiasts
will w~lcome :the -opportunity
of meeting the Indian Team
in advance' via their loud
speakers.
..
The captain of, the Indian
visitors, '.Mahanij :Kumar (If_
Vizianagram, \vill' respond to
the Toast on behalf bf the touring team.
<l>

¢-

¢-

CUR IOSITIES

JACK JACKSON and his Band will be heard broadcasting from the
Dorchester Hotel on Tuesday next. This picture shows the popular
band leader in characteristic pose before an "H.M. V." microphone.

" STRANGE to Relate" is the
title of a new Brewer-Baily
broadcast at 8.30 on Wednesday (Nat.). It is described as
" a miscellany of music,
actualities and personalities"
built up from material collected by Leslie Baily from the
fields of music, literature and
drama. Every item in it will
have associated with its origin
some strange fact or anecdote
known only to few.
How
the Haydn "Surprise" and
" Good-night"
Symphonies

derive their names may be
quoted as an example of t~e
type of things listeners WIll
hear.
Supporting the programme will be the B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra.
<l>

<l>

<l>

ANALYSING THE BUDGET

GRIM reaJism may be expected to be the basis of the
Budget Talks which are to be
given next week, the first by
the Rt. Hon. Neville Chamberlain, Chancellor of the Exchequer, at 9-45 on Tuesday
(Nat.). On the following day
Mr. Attlee, representing :he
Official Oppositioa, will be
heard at 9.50 on the National
wavelengths, which will also
carry the Budget comments of
the Rt. Hon. Sir Archibald
Sinclair at 9.50 on Thursday.
<l>

<l>

.1;1

JACK JACKSON'S BAND

JACK JACKSON, whose band
provides the dance music from
the Dorchester Hotel on Tuesday, has been a regular broadcaster ever since he left Jack
Payne's orchestra in 1933 to
form his own dance combination.
Jackson does his own musical arrangements. Two pianos
are a feature of his band, the
other instruments being three
saxophones. two trumpets,
trombone, guitar, string bass
and drums.
<l>

<l>

<l>

OPERA ABROAD

OPERA lovers will find a very
full week ahead of them :lS
they search through the Continental programmes. Moscow
begins at 4.30 to-day (Friday)
with a gala operatic performance in which the whole world
will be told what is going on
by means of commentaries in
practically all European languages. The title of the opera
has not yet been announced.
The most intriguing transmis-
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Week

for the
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I

:

I HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK :
FRIDAY, APRIL 17th.

!

!

I Nat. B.B.C. Dance Orchestra. \
:
8.15, Rad;o Play: .. The Game" :
Whilip Wade). '\1B.B.C. Orchest

!
I

i

Ira.

:

: Reg., r red Hartley and his Novelty :
:
Quintet. 9. Two-piano Recital :
by Cyril Scott and E,ther Fisher. !

!

i Abroad.

\

: Radio-Paris, 8.45, Operetta: "Les
Saltimhanques" (Ganne) from
:
the Theatre du Tli.non-Lyrique.
:
SATURDAY, APRIL 18th.
Nat.. Saturday Magaz;ne. 8.30,
I
.. Music Hall." '\)13.B.e. Theatre
I Orchestra.
: Reg., 8.30,
Saxophone Recital
I by Walter Lear. '\l" Carmen"
(Act II) from Sadlers Wells.

:
:

!

i

I

:

i

I

:
:
:

I

!

: Vienm, 7.30, A Musical Joke:
" Masquerade in Operetta Land"
:
(Gribitz).
SUNDAY. APRIL 19th.
: Nat., 3, Scouts' Service from St.
:
George's Chapel, Windsor. 9.30,
:
Albert Sandler and the Park Lane
:
Hotel Orchestra.

:
:

: Abroad.

:

!
!
i

!
!
:
:
:
:

Reg., Troise and his Mandoliers. 1
9," Speed," by Max Beerbohm. :
: Abroad.
:
: Berlin (Funkstunde), 8, Band of :
Herr Hitler's Bodyguard.
!
:
MONDAY, APRIL 20th.
:
Nat., 8.10, "The Try.l of TitlIs
:
Oates." ~iB.B.C. Dance Orches- :
I tra. .. World Affairs." '\lRoy:
:
Fox and his Band.
:
: Reg., 8, "Romance in Rhythm" :
(Geraldo and his Orchestra). !
:
9, B.B.e. Orchestra broadcasting :
from Paris.
:
:
: Abroad.
:
: Deutschlandsender, 8.30, r est iva! :
Cantata:" Der Flu" zum Nieder- :
:
wald .. (Windt}."
TUESDAY, APRIL 21st. .
: Nat., 8.15, B.B.C. Symphony Or- :
I chestra broadcasting from Zurich. :
9.15, Rt. Hon. Ne;iile Chamber:
lain on .. The Budget."
:
1 Reg., 8.1S, Variety. ~B.B.e. Scot- I,
,
tish Orchestra,
,
I Abroad.
:
i Paris P.T.T.. 8.30. European ConI
cert: French National Orchestra I
and Rauge! Choir.
i WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22n:1.
: Nat.. Recital by B.B.C. Singers. :
:
8.30, .. Strange to Relate." 950, :
I Mr. Attlee on .. The Budget."
:
Reg., 7AO, .. The T ryal of Titlls
:
Oates." ~Teddy Dobbs and his :
r Band.
:
: Abroad.
:
Leipzig, 8.4S, .. A Soldier's Life" !
:
-Tales, Songs and Marches.
:
:

!
!

sion to-night, however, is Warsaw's opera-comique,~ "The
Zaporogian C.ossack" (Arte'mowski), which is offered at
7 o'clock. This is a Ukrainian
work on a Russian theme.
Frankfurt, at· II, will give
an English commentary on
an electrical recording of
Ecklebe's four-act 0 per <l,
"Genovova."
.
Boito's four-adopera, " Mefistofele," is perh<ips tlie most
promising operatic item tomorrow, coming as it does
from Milan I at 7.30, though
the Radio-Paris transmission
of Lazzari's opera-comique,
" Le Sauteriot," at 8-45 should
be worth tuning in. An allnight performance of Mozart's
" Figaro" is offered by Frankfurt at 12 midnight on Sunday,
the performers being the
Deutschlandsender station orchestra and chamber choir. It
is, of course, an electrical
recording.
An almost unknown opera
of Dargomijsky's comes from

i

i
!

!

i

!

I
i
!

!

!

i
i

THURSDAY, APRIL 23rd.

J Nat.,

:

i
:

~

J
:

t

I
~

8,

.. St.

George's

!

Day," :

';IB.B.C. Dance Orchestra. 9.50. 1
Rt. Hon. Sir Archibald Sinclair
on" The Budget."
Reg., Variety. 9, B.B.C. Sym..
phony Orchestra hroadcasting
from Vienna. 10, Heavyweight
Championship: Jack Petersen v.
Jock McAvoy.

Abroad.

!
:
:
:
:

!
:

:

: Prague, 8, Dvorak Concert from the :
:I
Smetana Hall.
:,

I

,

I·-----------------------... --------..!.

week. On Monday at 5 p.m.
Berlin (Funkstnnde) is broadcasting a saxophone sonata
(Dressel) by Ingrid Larssen.
and the composer will be at
the piano. Then on Thursday
Leipzig is offering at 7.30 :l
Viola da Gamba Quartet in 'it
recital of sixteenth and seventeenth century music, including music by our own John
Dowland, John Ward and
Antony Holborne.
<3>

NATIONAL AND FOLK MUSIC

!

!
i

B.B.C; ORCHESTRA'S TOUR. Under the leadership Qf Dr. Adrian
Boult the Symphony Orchestra gives three European concerts next
week. Monday finds them in Paris, Tuesday at Zurich and Thursday
in Vienna. Above is the Tonhalle, Zurich, where the orchestra will
be heard in William Walton's Viola Concerto, with Lionel Tertis, on
Tuesday.

CARL LIST, one of the permanent conductors of the
Munich
Radio
Orchestra,
photographed while conducting
one of his own works in the
studio.

Moscow at 6-45 on Tuesday.
It bears the attractive title:
" Le convive de Pierre."
<?

<?

,,,.

SAXOPHONE SONATA

UNUSUAL items in chambt'r
music are not often looked for,
but there are two such next

turing in the Berlin (Deutschlandsender) programmes. A.t
3. IS there will be a "PoliSh
Peasants' Spring Festival."
<1>

<?

4>

ITEM

"The Fuhrer's Birthday"
is tbe title of "Homeland
Song," which wiII be heard at
8. ro in the Munich programme
on Monday.
<-$>

<!>

0

HILL-BILLY
MUSIC
FROM
DENMARK
HILL-BILL Y music has seized

ONE of the best ways of ex- Denmark by storm and is
ploiting the idea of "touring being treated very seriously,
the ether" is to pick up pro- for Mr. Peter Sorensen will
grammes of national and folk sing Hill-billies in a concert cif
music. In this way we can Danish music from Copensense the differing atmosphere:; hagen on Sunday afternoon
from 3 to 5.
of the countries" visited."
The next seven days present
some good opportunities in ANATOLE FRANCE NIGHT
this direction.
To-night at
FRENCH students should not
8 o'clock Radio-Paris offers miss the Anatole France celefolk songs of Gascony and bration which is a feature of
other provinces of the South the Paris P. T. T. transmiss:on
and South-west of France.
to-night at 8.30. There are to
To-morrow Hilversum offers be performances of two of the
a folk-lore programme, at 6.55, great man's plays, "Crajnque~
and on Sunday Berlin (Funk- bille '~' and "La Comedie de
stunde) has a most attractive Cellli qui epousa uue F.emme
feature, "Berliners of Yester- Muctte," and to attempt to
day 'and To-daY"-a street follow them wille be a good test
cabaret setting forth ,the of linguistic ability. ,
characters and entertainments
peculiar to the German capital. A WOMAN JUDGE
On the same evening Munich
DENMARK has one woman
will broadcast folk songs and jUdge, Miss Karen johnsen',
music of the Rhone district who takes her seat everyday,
rendered by fol~k-songsters,
in the City Court of Copen:
children's choir and village hagen. Although English lis;'
band. Then on Monday we teners will probably not under~
find HaIllburg .transmitting rt. stand a •word she. utters)
folk festival at 8. ro. Erzge- curiosity~ina:y. 'le~d them: ,to
birgefolk songs and humour. tune in Her Worship at 7.I5
figure in the Leipzig trans- on Thursday next, when she
mission at 6 on J:uesday.
delivers a talk from Kalund... :rHE AUDlTOR..' .
Wednesday finds Poland fea- oorg.
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Pentode Transmitting
Valves
SIMPLER CIRCUITS AND
HIGHER EFFICIENCY

D

IFFICULTIES and limitations in receiver design were successively overcome
by the introduction of the SG valve a1ld, later, of the screened pentode. In
the field of transmission, development seems to be proceeding on parallel lines, and
the recently introduced transmitting pentode offers advantages in several directions.

T

HOSE whose radio interests are
confined to problems of reception
may sometimes wonder why the
transmitting engineer has for so
long been limited in his choice to triode
valves. So many of the problems affecting
transmitting circuits obviously differ only
in degree, and not in kind, from those met
with in the radio-frequency circuits of
receiving apparatus, and these problems,
• so far as reception is concerned, have been
solved in whole or in part by valves of
the screened tetrode and the screened pentode types.
It must not be imagined, however, that
transmitting engineers have been unmindful of the advantages to be obtained by
adopting the tetrode and pentode princi~es to radio tran&mission.
Delay in
doing so has,.beell due entirely to difficulties in the design and'construction of suitable valves, more particularly by way of
freeing from gas the greater .bull(of metal
represented by the extra electrodes, and
of maintaining good insulation.

Neutralising Unnecessary
Work has been progressing towards this
end, however, for many years, and
screened·tetrode transmitting valves were
introduced about six years ago, their function, as in the case of their prototypes in
tne receiving range, being to avoid the
necessity of neufralising, with all its complications' and vexatious critical adjustment.. While achieving a full measure
of success in this direction, the transmitting screen grid valve, as might
be expected, had precisely the same
limitations as the receiving screened
grid valve, namely that secondary emission from the anode occurred and was
colleCted by the screen grid' if the anode
voltage swing was sufficient to render the
'anode potential less than that of the screen
at certain portions of the cycle. This
secondary emission gave the, anodevoltage/ anode-CJ.urent charact~ristic of the
valve its familiar "dynatron kink," and
over the whole of the region represented
by this abnormality operation was unstable. Stable operation could be assured
only by somewhat "critical adjustment of
circuit conditions, these adjustments ill

many cases being in direct conflict with
those
for
maximum
quantitative
efficiency.
As is well known, the problem was
solved for the reception engineer by the
screened pentode, in which a third grid,
known as the suppressor grid and maintained at cathode potential, is interposed
between the auxiliary grid and anode, so
that secondary emission from the anode
cannot reach the auxiliary grid. Quite
recently it has been found possible to produce tninsmitting pentodes having'similar
advantages. The Mullard PZI~35, the
first of a complete series, is suitable for
maximum anode voltages up to 1,000, and
is rated for a continuous anode dissipatLon of 35 watts. A I5-watt valve is about
to be released 1 and th~. projected range
covers ~Z~!; JFom tho~needed by the
amateur transmitter to outputs suitable for
large commercial stations.
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Fig. I.-Indicating improved output and
efficiency of transmitting pentode.

In order to appreciate the full advantages of the transmitting pentode, a rather
fuller examination of the points already
mentioned is necessary .. There is no need
to stress the value of avoiding neutralisation, since this feature is also. shamd by
the screen grid valve. As, however, there
will be many transmitters who will" in due
course, change over from triode to pentode without graduating through the sereen
grid stage, it will be as weUto point out
tha:tin addition to avoiding the adjustment of the' neutralising arrangement,
there is a considerable saving in space
and cost by the omission of the neutralising condenser. It is interesting to note,

The new Mullard
PZI-35·

in this connection, that in thePZI-35, the
suppressor grid itself, and not the highpotential auxiliary grid, functions as the
screen, with the result that a very low
value of anode / control-grid capacity is
achieved, the published figure being 0.06
m-mfd.

Screening -grid Voltage
The benefits conferred by avoiding
secondary emission effects have been summarised by stating that high output and
good efficiency are attained without critical adjustment, and that certain circuit,
simplifications are possible. These statements require considerable amplification.
It has been shown that with the tetrode,
the condition for instability was when the
anode potential became less than the
screen potential. This meant that the
amplitude of the AC voltage swing at the
anode could never be allowed to exceed
the difference between !the mean anode
and screen voltages.
This called· for
means for somewhat critical adjustment
of the screen voltage in order to secure
stable operation, and it was found necessary to u~e for this purpose a potentiometer rather than the simpler and much
less costly voltage-dropping series resistance. Not only is this arrangement more
expensive in first cost, but the running
cost is also high, since a fairly large standing current in the potentiometer must be
allowed. The secondary emission effect
being avoided in the transmitting pentode,
the auxiliary grid voltage adjustment is
not critical, and may be obtained by a
simple and inexpensive series resistance
of fixed value.
So much for the avoidance of critical
adjustment. Attention must now be paid
to the claims to high output and good
efficiency. It must first of all be remembered that in the case of all screened'
valves, i.e., tetrodes and pentodes, the
AC output is represented by comparatively large voltage changes and small
changes of current, whereas with a triode
the output is represented by a comparatively large current component and a
sm.aller voltage component. With screened
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valves, therefore, the condition for high
output-high gain is possibly the better
term-is a high value of ,load impedance.
Now the load impedance can be represented on the anode-voltage / anodecurrent graph by the slope of the load line,
a line more nearly approaching the horizont;:d corresponding to a higher impedance than a line approaching the
vertical. Fig. I shows the typical forms of
the anode-voltage / anode-current curves ot
a screened tetrode and a pentode, the
latter in full line, and the former coinciding with the pentode curve except in
the negative resistance region, where it'
follows the dotted line. It will be clear
that, in order to avoid the region of instability, the load in the anode circuit of
the screened tetrode must not be greater
than that represented by the line AB.
In this diagram the point A represents
the mean applied anode voltage with th':)
valve working under Class "C" conditions, and it can be shown that the
efficiency of the valve is approximately
proportional to the anode voltage swing
divided by the mean anode voltage, or
.
AX
Effi Clencyoc oX
In the case of the pentode, using the
same load and therefore represented by
the extended line, AC, the anode voltage
swing is extended to AY, and the
efficiency is therefore correspondingly
higher, as is 3.lso the output. It will be
seen from the graph that theoretically it
is possible to use still higher load impedances, such as that represented by the
line AD, but there is, of course, a limiting
value beyond which an increase in load
impedance will produce a reduction in output, due to the impossibility of accommodating a sufficient current swing.

For Compact Transmitters
Another claim for the fransmitting pentode is its high sensitivity, by which is
meant that a maximum output can be
obtained with a given excitation power,
or, conversely, a given output can be obtained for a maximum excitation power.
This claim is based on the fact that the
grid current component of the excitation
power is much lower in the case of a pentode than with other types, in addition to
the fact that a smaller grid voltage swing
is required. The high sensitivity of this
type of valve is, of course, of considerable advantage in all branches of transmitting practice, since les,; HF amplification is needed in the earlier stages, so that
the equipment is simpler, cheaper and less
bulky. It is particularly advantageous
for such applications as aircraft transmitters, and for marine and military service, where compactness and portability
are of great importance.
The advantages of the transmitting pentode so far mentioned are, of course,
merely the counterparts, in transmitting
practice, of the advantages of the receiving pentode. The pentode transmitter
has, however, another important advantage. in that its output can be modulated
for telephony from a modulation circuit

)95
of low power by means of the third grid, the control grid, auxiliary grid and two
for which purpose this grid is brought out filament connections. The third grid,
to a separate connection. Over a certain which functions as suppressor grid and
range of third-grid voltage adjustment, the screen, is connected to the metal shell of
relationship between the third-grid volt- the base, and the anode to a terminal on
age and the HF output current is linear,
top of the bulb.
so that audio-frequency voltages of amIt 1S suitable for telegr aphy service down
plitudes falling within
this range, if applied
to the third grid, will
modulate the HF output with very good
quality,
With the
PXI-35, modulation
to a depth of from 90
per cent. to 95 per
cent. at excellent
quality can be ob·
tained in this way with
a carrier output pow~~r
of 12 watts. The mean
+
negative third - grid
voltage will be approximately 90 volts.
The basic circuit for
this form of low-power
Fig. 2.-Pentode transmitter modulated at the suppressor grid.
modulation is shown
in Fig. 2, which is self-explanatory.
to 50 metres with an anode voltage of
1,000, when an output of 50 watts is
As already mentioned, the first of the
new series of transmitting pent odes is
obtained, or 25 watts with an anode
type PZI-35, a 35-watt valve rated for voltage of 500 volts. On lower wavea maximum anode voltage of 1,000. It lengths the anode voltage must be reduced
is of tubular shape, measuring 180 mm. to a maximum of 800 volts at 14 metres,
in length and 50 mm. in diameter overall.
while the anode current plus the secondThe base is the standard 4-pin American grid current must never be allowed to extransmitting type, the four pins forming ceed lIO milliamps.

DRI~

Laboratory Equipment
INEXPENSIVE OSCILLOGRAPH OUTFIT

INJ. response
to numerous requests Mr.
H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.LE.E., is
arranging to reproduce in marketable form
some of the equipment in use at his
laboratories.
The first of these equipments is the Cathode Ray Oscillograph illustrated herewith.
The main contains the tube and the time
base giving linear frequency over a range of
2 or 3 per second up to 10,000 cycles per

second, together with all necessary adjuncts
such as shifts, amplitude, and synchronising
controls. Two sensitivities are provided,
one for normal work and the other for photographic reproduction, while provision is
made for the attachment of a synchronous
commutator enabling three wave forms to
be examined, at the same time.
The power unit is separate, being located
a few feet away from the oscillograph proper
to avoid interaction from magnetic fields.
The complete outfit sells at £25. Enquiries should be addressed to The
Furzehill
Laboratories,
Boreham
Wood, Herts.

Cathode Ray Oscillograph with separate power unit designed by Mr. ]. H. Reyner.
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Letters to the Editor
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ll.elays and the Ullswater Report
IN

accepting your invitation tor the
personal opinions of your readers on the
Ullswater Report, may I take this opportunity of entirely disagreeing with your
paragraph relating to Relay Exchanges.
You mention" these rival organisations,"
etc. Do you honestly ask us: to believe that
these concerns ani in any respect rivals to
the great and omnipotent B.B.C.?
I was fully under the impression that by
Post Office reglliations they could only relay
programmes from
public broadcasting
stations;' a feat that private wireless sets
can do on a smaller scale. Following your
line of argument, a wireless set is, therefore, a potential rival to the B.B.C.
Also, if the Post Office take over and
develop the Relay Exchanges as advised by
the' Report, surely we shall soon see the
Government as a formidable rival to the
, wireless industry as a whole.
I have been interested in radio since its
earliest days, and, from personal contact
with relay,subscribers, I state here and now
that thesecOl;npanies enable a considerable
, number of, people who for various reasons
do nbt wish to have a wireless set to live
in the great world of broadcasting, and that
they are, therefore, at the present time complementary to broadcasting in every sense of
the word.
FREDK. J. PALMER
Margate.
(M,P.S.)
[Official "Relay" replies to the recommendations of the Ullswater Committee
h<\ve been prepared by Broadcast Relay
Service, Ltd., Bush House, Aldwych,
W.C.2, and Relay Services Association of
Great Britain, 23, Bedforp Row, W.C.I,
from whom copies can be obtained by those
interested.-ED. ]

Television Interference
I AM very interested in Mr. M. G. Scroggie's letter on "Television and Motor
Car Interference."
I am therefore taking
the liberty of writing you, as my work entails the fitting of car radio and thereby
the suppression of the ignition interference
of cars.
I agree in dtttail with Mr. Scroggie's
timely comments, and consider he has put
the caSe as fully as is necessary.
As has been mentioned in The Wireless
World, cars in America are already having
suppressors included as a standard fitting
before leaving the works. One may therefore conclude that in, say, ten years' time
interference will be negligible. By that
time considerable harm win have been done
to television.
The problem is a very difficult one,
especially as thousands of motorists who are
not concerned with television are involved.
From the technical side, two things stand
out in the elimination of interference:I,. That the igIJition system must be electrically perfect. If given sufficient publicity, the fact that such things as minimum
gap of plug points and distributor contacts
improve engine performance may help the
desired result.
2. That properly screened and propf',rly,

earthed engines have a considerable effect
on suppression.
A thorough investigation should be made
into the fact that one of two cars, neither
of which is fitted with suppression, may be
silent comp\lred with the other.
At my own home, close to the road, interference is severe at times on all wavebands,
but worse below 25 metres.
In couclusion, may I wish The Wireless World every success, as. it fuJ1ils a need
to both radio engineer and· ordinary listener.
GEOFFREY R. BENNETT.
Cowes, I.O.W.
[We would draw attention to it note
appended to a letter from Mr. E. H.
Robinson in last week's issue.-ED.]

Reception of W8XWJ
I

HAVE received a letter from station
W8XWJ, a copy of which is appended.
The information therein may possibly be
of interest to other readers of your paper.
Weymouth.
ROGER C. SWANN.
Dear Mr. Swann,
Thank you very much indeed for your report ou
receiving W8XWJ. YOIll' report was amongst the first
five, all from I~ngland, which we received from outtiide
the United States.
W8XWJ has hecn opcr,ating on 31,600 kc/s since
January 29th of this year, and on a temporary
antenna. With weather clearing and warming UP. we
hope to have a llew vertical antenna in place en top
of the aircraft heacon tower atop the Penohscot
Building.
The change of radiator will undoubtedly
increase Olll' signal strength a lot ill all parts of the
world.
'nur transmitter is an R.e.A., type lOO·F, high-fidelity
unit, with audio-frequency capabilities of from 30·15,000
cycles.
.
,
The present operating schedule follows:
WeekdaYR. 11.15-17,30. HI.00-22.00, G.M.T.. 00.00-03.00.
Sundays. 19.30-00.30 G.J\LT.
•
Thanking you again for your fine report, and hoping
to hear from yon ag-ain.
I .am, sincereJy,
e. II. WESRER.
Ol.erator-jn-charge W8XW J.
4465, Penot..cot BuiltHn!!,
Detl'Oit, Micbigau, L.S.A.

Transmission Quality
criticism~ of. transmission
REGARDING
quality, it would be of assistance to

readers in assessing the valu!l of such criticism if writers would state the type of receiver in use.
,
This afternoon I listened especially to
the.B.B.C. Dance Orchestra in view of your
correspondent:s criticism. The receiver is a
Single Span with Quality Amplifier, and on
this particular transmission the balance was
above criticism. I have not previously
noticed a lack of bass on HenI)i Hall's
transmissions. I take it that Messrs. Moscrop and McNicholas do not want to hear
"thump, tbump" only.
,
In my view your correspondents, would
be better employed if they kept asking the
B.B.C. to expedite the use of the ribbon
microphone in Regional transmissions. A
ribbon microphone was on exhibitioll
amongst other" historical mikes" at Manchester Radio Show. This seems to have
been the only occasion .on which sucb nn
instrument "visited" Manchester. Is it
to be historical?
The following extract from a letter received by me from the Chief Engineer's
Dept. may be of interest:"In the case of the Droitwich transmitter,
the
overall
audio~frequency
response of th,e transmitter and· the land
lines connecting it with the control-room
in this building varies within ± 2 db between 50 and 7,obo c / s. In the case of the
London Regional transmitter and land lines

to this building the 'variation is within
± I db between 30 and IO,OOO c j,s, and
practically the same figures would apply in
the case of the North Regional transmitter
and the lines cOllnecting it with the Manchester studio centre.
" It will be seen, therl)fore, that normally
the audio-frequency range, except in so far
as is limited by the type of microphone in
use, is greater in the case of North
Regional than in the case of Droitwich.".
As Reisz-type microphones are in use and
cut off at 5,000 c / s, the audio-frequency
response is defiIJitely poorer on North
Regional than on Droitwich, excepting
when North Regional is taking a transmission from it London studio equipped with
ribbon microphones.
In spite of land-line deficiencies the
quality is usually better.
In view of the frequencies transmitted by
the B.B.C., the, limitation of the frequency
response of the new QA super to 9,000
cycles is sound sense.
Only listeners to London National ~ith
its "special high-quality line, substantially
fiat from 25 to 15,000 cycles," can take
advantage of a wider frequency response.
Why this special consideration for a
lI,linority of licence holders?
Liverpool, 19.
WILFRID BROWN.

Japanese Reception
IT may interest some of your readers to
know that 011 the night of March 24th
at 7.15 p.m. I tuned in station J.V.M. operated by the International Wireless Co. of
Japan at Nagaki, Japan, on a wavelength
of 27 ·93 metres. Signals were consistent and
of good quality at R5-R6 with slight highspeed fading. Announcements were made
in Japanese, French, German, Spanish, and
English, and the programme was received in
its entirety until the station closed down at
8 p.m.
It would interest me to know if any other
reader has heard this station, or does it con.
stitute a record? The receiver used was
an American eight-valve all-wave.
NORMAN J. MICHEL.
Northampton.

Service Engineers
AS a service engineer and a reader of your
excellent paper for many years, I was
interested in the paragraph on service
engineering in general which appeared
under Random Radiations in the issue of
October 25th last year.
You complained of a lack of good men
for this branch of the industry and that
manufacturers were unable to find them.
There was a description of a modern
service engineer as a rather inane-looking
individual with a pair of pliers, a screwdriver, a moving-iron voltmeter (of ancient
vintage), and a permanently puzzled expression. Whilst this description is probably true to a large extent, why don't you
explain the honest reason for this, which
you surely must know?'
Radio service work is one of the most
skilled of our modern professions. A good
engineer 11eeds sound technical knowledl;l'e,
to which he must keep adding, an intense
knowledge of all types of British and
American receivers; and an· ability to carry
out mechanical repairs, sometimes with
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nature.
He must have the tact alld
diplomacy of an Anthony Eden in dealing
With ignorant clients who haven't the
faintest idea of what a modern receiver even
looks like and fondly imagine that a set
should go on working for ever, and will
not even grant their receiver the same
amount of service as their motor car.
He must be honest, smartly dressed, well
spoken, work from nine o'clock in the morning until ten o'clock at night.
He must
have testing equipment, if he is going to
do his job at all successfully, costing approximately twenty pounds.
Finally, he
must own a motor car.
Now. what, we might ask, would be the
salary ()[ such a man? Well, the aVErage
nett· il,come to-day is fifty-five shillings a
week. This, you will find, is three pounds
a week less than a first-class electrician
who works seven and a half hours a day,
ten shilling a week less than a " navvy,"
and five shillings a week less than the \Vestminster Corporation dustmen.
It is no good manufacturers or traders
squealing because they can't get good men.
The organisation that I \\Cork for sell every
conceivable type of receiver and pay their
engineers three pounds seven shillings per
week, and out of this magnificent sum they
must pay the expenses of their cars, which,
you will agree, amount to thirty shillings
a week.
I have been in the radio business since
its inception, and yet, could I earn five
pounds a week, would probably be the bestpaid service engineer in the British Isles.
A disgu'"ting state of affairs. A state of
affairs that, I trust, you will have the
courage to expose by printing this letter, as
I think you will find that every word is true.
Middlesex.
" FAIRPLAY."
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larity. When it is remembered that electric blankets are in use mainly in the few
hours before bedtime and in the winter
months, the serious nature of the interfereoce thus caused to listeners can be
imagined.
In view of .. Free Grid's" article, and
the correspondence we have had in the past
few months with The Wireless World
readers on this subject, it may interest him

New
Variahle -Mu HF Pentode

D

EVELOPMENT in modern valve'S for
use in HF or IF stages continues
towards the attainment of a high
value of mutual conductance with a high
internal AC resistance. These factors are
essential if high amplification is to be secured together with high selectivity. Alone,
however, they are not enough, for if large
amplification is 10 be secured with stability,
it is essential that the grid·anode capacity
of the valve be very low.
The Ferranti VPT 4B meets the requirements of modern amplifiers excellently, for
it has a high mutual conductance and a low
grid-anode capacity, while its anode AC resistance is exceptionally high. It is of the
indirectly heated type and consumes I ampere at 4 volts. It is rated for operation at
an anode potential of 250 volts with JOO
volts applied to the screen, and at -- 2 volts
grid bias a mutual conductance of 3.2 mA/V
is claimed. The internal grid to anode capacity is given as 0.0025 mmfd., an extremely
low figure. The valve is copper metallised
and fitted with the standard 7-pin ba~e and
pIng top-connector.

A New Effect ?
WONDER how lliany listeners noticed
the" sad sea waves" effect on London
National on Friday night (March 27 th )
during the broadcast of the" Ringer" ? It
was especially noticeable then, and took the
form of very rap;d fading of about onesecond interval. I first noticed it when the
West Regional was synchronised with the
London station, and now with the North
National on the same wavelength the effect
seems to be more pronounced.
I presume it is a result of imperfect synchronisation, and the actual change in aerial
volts must be considerable, judging by the
swing of the tuning indicator. The set in
use that night was in West London, and is
an adaptation of the Variable Selectivity
IV, having the addition of an HF stage
(signal frequency) and being for universal
operation. As this is the first occasion on
which I have written to you, I should like to
say how much I appreciate your paper,
which I regard almost as an encyclop;edia
of radio practice and theory.
Leigh-on-Sea,
R. F. WOOD.

I

Thermostat Interference
OUR contributor .• Free Grid' , has
drawn attention to a source of serious
radio interference caused by the intermittent
switching of thermostats in
electric
blankets and pads.
From tests we made on some of these
appliances we found that fairly heavy loads
of from 0.4 b 0.9 amps. are automatically
switched on and off a t intervals varying
from 5 to 30 seconds with monotonous regu-

Y

to know that we anticipated the prayer in
his last paragraph two years ago by designing and marketing Electric Bhinkets, which,
whilst still being safe, dispense with thermostats entirely, and are therefore noiseless.
So far as we know, these are the only Electric Blankets designed on these lines.
THE WARM-GLOW CO.
FREDK. GRISLEY, Proprietor.
Leigh-on· Sea.
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GRID VOLTS

Measured characteristics of the Ferranti
VPT4B.

The accompanying curves show the
measured characteristics of one sample with
an anode supply of 236 volts and JOO ~'olts
screen potential. At - 2 volts bias the
mutual conductance is 2.4 rnA/V, and the
AC resistance no less than 1.8 megohms.
The mutual conductance of this specimen
is lower than the makers' :figure, but not unduly so in view of the complicated nature

The
Ferranti

VPT4B
of the dectrode
assembly. Under
these
operating
conditions
the
valve draws an
anode current of
5.6 mA, and a
screen current of
2.6 mA, so that
an automatic bias
resistance of some
250
ohms
is
needed.
Under many conditions, however, it
mutual conductance of this order is too
high for stability, and a higher initial bias
may often be advis:lble, At
3 volts bias
the mutual conductance is 1.9 rnA / V, and
the AC resistance reaches the figure of 3
megohn:s; as the anode and scrE'en currents
are now 3.4 mA and 1.55 mA respectively,
an automatic bias resistance should have a
value of 600 ohms.
The valve is of the short grid-base type,
and a very low value of mutual conductance
is obtained with quite a small grid bias.
=Ihis makes for good A VC action, but some
care is needed t::> avoid dIstortion if the
valve b2 used in the last IF stage.
In
general, this stage should not be controlled,
or, at any rate, controlled only partially.
The most valuable feature of the valve is
undoubtedly its high resistance. This is
often considered an unimportant figure with
an HF pentode, but it can actually be extremely important. for it is not cOl1stant
but varies with the AVC bias. In these
days when it is easy to obtain IF coils hav1I1g a dynamic resistance of 0.5 Mr/, considerable damping may be irnpc:sed by a
valve having an internal resistance of I
megohm or so. The damping, and hence
the selectivity. vary moreover with the
signal strength on account of the bias contfvl of amplifica tioll. U nfcrtuna tel y, the
variation of resistance is in the wrong
direction to enable automatic variable
selectivity to be achievetl, for the effect
tends to reduce selectivity when the sensitivity rises, just when high selectivity is
most required.
The effect can be reduced to negligible
proportions by cheosing a valve of sufficiently high resistance at its initial bias
point, and the VTP 4B is particularly good
111 this respect.
The valve consequently
forms a welcome addition to the range of
HF pentoder. at present available.
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Random Radiations
The All-wave Superhet
T'S a pity that some short-wave supe~
hets-and some all-wave sets on theIr
short-wave range-are so designed that they
bring in stations at two differ~nt set~ings
of the dial. This was usual 111 medIUmand long-wave superhets som~ years ago,
but it is a fault that we seldom, If ever, come
across to-day on these ranges. The n~ed
for selectivity and for accurate calIbration
on the short waves is becoming greater as
the number of stations increases. Particular
attention will have to be paid on the shortwave range to the suppression of both
" second dial readings" and second
channels.
There is a tendency at present to make
the lower-priced all-wave sets cover the short
waves from about 16 to 60 metres on one
range. This is a satisfactory arrangem~nt
up to a point; it makes for low product~on
costs and therefore for a moderate se~hng
price, and if a fine tuning device is provIded
in .the shape of a very slow-.motion tumng
controf there is no great dIfficulty about
picking up most of the more strongly received short-wave stations.
But the set
which has two or three short-wave f';lnges
is a much easier thing for the ordmary
listener to use, since it calls for n? feats
of hair's-breadth tuning. Naturally It costs
mor:e, but the extra expense is very well
worth while, at any rate to th?se who take
short-wave reception at all senously.

I

......

Battery All-wave Sets

some time there have been on the
F ORmarket
small all-wave sets of .the
straight type designed for battery operation.
Bat1;ery altcwave superhets, however, ~ave
been few and far between. ~ am glad. to
see that makers are now paymg atteIl~lOn
to thls class of receiving set, and I beheve
that"they wi.ll find. there is a ready market
for a set which hI' a good perfonner and ~oes
not impose too great a drain on t?e hlghtension battery. Not everyone. realises t~at
the number of homes in ·which. battenes
must be used for operating the Wireless set
because 110 electric mains are available runs
to between four and five millions.
Th~se
figures do not take into account homes ,,:hIch
have electric lignt but cannot use the hght~
ing system for operating receiving s~ts. ~n
many places, for example, the. ma~ns stIll
supply DC at 100-110 volts, WhIlst 111 so~e
10caHties the direct current, though of SUItable voltage, is so rough that it is exce~d
ingly difficult to reduce background nOIse
to a reasonable level.
Then there are
country houses which have their own lighting plant.
This is usually DC, apd the
voltage ranges from 32 to about 100 111 mo~t
cases.
The number of battery users IS
therefore very large, an~.I am sure ~h?t
there is a big market WaItl11g for the nght
kind of receiving set.

By
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DIALLIST "

tances. Actually he had made no use of his
transmitting gear for several months.
Another form of piracy is the use of the
amateur short wavelengths by broadcasting
stations which send out more or less regular
programmes upon them. As it isn't difficult
to identify this kind of offender one hopes
the Governments concerned won't be long
about taking steps to put an end to the
nuisance.

.......

The Super Organ
of the huge organ .which
T HEwillbuilding
be installed this summer
St.
III

George's Hall goes rapi9.ly forward: It is
expected that it will be installed III July
and that the final adjustments will have
been completed before the middle of September. This organ is going to cost £10,000,
and it will be one of the finest of its kind.
Myself, I have never been fond of t~e theatre
or cinema organ, whether heard dIrectly or
over the wireless. To me its performances
always suggest an elderly lady dancing the
can-can. There is, though, no doubt that
organ music is enormously popular with listeners, and ,the B.B.C. has done the right
thing i:n orderino- the finest instrument that
can be obtained~ I am told that it has four
manuals and more than 250 stop-keys.
The installation of the organ-is going to
make matters rather difficult for Mr. Eric
Maschwitz, the B.B.C. 's Director of Variety.
St. George's Hall will have to be closed
during the greater part of July whilst th!,
organ is being erected, and again for a fortnight just after the Exhibition whilst it is

Loud

Speaker for the P A
Amplifier

Studio Design

......

A

VERY interesting section of the 1936
B.B.C. Annual is devoted to the subject of studio design and acoustics.
The
ground plan of the "corrugat~d studi~"
and the description of its acoustic properties
will appeal to many readers, particularly in
view of the correspondence on the subject
of quality at the transmitting end in recent
issues of The Wireless World. It appears,
though, that the last word has by no means
been said on the subject of, studio design.
Dance bands which make use of the Maida
Vale studios have ·complained that the corrugated room does not suit their particular
style. It is excellent for military bands and
for speech, but it does not enable the dance
orchestra to be at its best when broadcasting.

Shall We Specialise?
I should not be at all surprised if in the
future broadcasting stations in all parts of
the world go in more and more for studios
designed to make the most of this item or
that. We may, in fact, find that the more
important broadcasting stations have their
special studios for intimate speech such as
the news bulletins; for debates; for orchestras playing classical music; for those discoursing lighter fare; for operas, operettas
and musical comedies; for variety (at which
an audience seems to be almost essential) ;
for plays; for the Children's Hour, and so
on.
The whole question is a most interesting
one. 'Ve certainly haven't arrived at the
perfect studio for all purposes, and I very
much doubt if we ever shall. So long as
there is a need for a control panel we are
clearly not getting the real thing from broadcasting stations. In the future studio design on scientific lines may make a world of
difference to the reality of the transmissions
-and it will then be up to the makers of
receiving sets to provide us with apparatus
which will enable perfect transmissions to
be received perfectly.

......

N. Ireland Heard in India

A

......

Unauthorised Stations

is·a great deal of unaut~ori~
T HERE
working going on at the present time m
certain parts of the short waves .. In some
cases the call signs of licensed amateur transmitters have been used by "pirates." One
friend of mine was much surprised at receiving recently several "v~rification cards."
from amateurs who had pIcked "UP trans~s
siOllS with his call sign at considerable dIS-

undergoing its final tests and adjustments.
As St. George's Hall is the best of all
variety studios, and .as~e demand. for
variety is at its height durmg the holIday
months, he will probably have to fall back
on outside broadcastS'- to a much greater
extent than usual during July, August and
September.

The Epoch Domino Type 101! whichisillustrated here can be recommended for ,:!se
with the PA Amplifier.
The frequenyy
response curve published in. The Wirai!8s
World for l~arch 29th.. 1935; shows it to have
a wide response and it is of a type which is
capable ofhandlingiawge input.

YOUNG relative who is at present
stationed near the middle of the Punjab·
writes to tell me that he had first-rate reception of the new Northern Ireland station
whilst it was making its preliminary tests.
He usually switches on his set whilst dressing for early morning parade-and in India
early morning parades are early!
This
reception took place at 6.30 a.m. Indian
Standard Time, which corresponds with
I
a.m. G.M.T.
The set used was an
II-valve superhet of the all-wave type, and
he was very surprised to find a mediumwave station coming in so well. It will be
interesting to know whether the Lisburn
station is heard in the East now that it has
taken over the full programme service and
finished its small-hour tests.
Listening
times, however, are not very convenient at
this season of the year, and will become
less so as summer draws on. Dusk in this
country occurs just now at about 12.30 a.m.
Indian time, and it is 5.30 in the morning
there when our stations close down.
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Below 100 Metres
Notes from a
Listener's Log Book

I

THINK I may say that my prophecy
given in the last notes regarding an expected improvement in conditions during
the first week in April may be said to have
been fulfilled, although conditions did not
really become fully excC'llent until Monday
and J'uesday, April 5th and 6th.
In this connection it is noteworthy that
sunspot activity has not yet regained the
high levels of Febrnary and early March,
although a new group was observed on April
6th. During March it will be remembered
that sunspot activity was at a minimum
round about the 21st, and conditions were
very poor on this date. This adds interest
to a report from Alberta, Western Canada,
t) the effect that the "Northern Lights"
were observed on March 20th. This hct
has been noted on quite a number of occasions, that is, visible aurora in Western
Canada are generally associated with bad
short-wave conditions, and with a dip in
sunspot activity, an interesting negative
correlation!
In addition to the above, two" Ddlinger
fade-outs" have been reported during the
past fortnight, one by the japanese at 0400
G.M.T. on April 2nd, and one in this country at 1400 G.M.T. on Monday, April 6th.
The first of these would not, of course, have,
been audible in this country. The effect is
presumably a daylight one only, and the
second does not appear to have been a complete fade-out.
It was on record that a fifty-four-day
fade-out teok place on February 14th last,
while another was predicted for April 8th,
and this duly took efIect between 4.50 and
5.06 p.m. G.M.T.
Finally, there does not seem to have been
quite enough sunspot activity during the
past few weeks to have made the ultra-short
wave bands good again, although signals
have been heard spasmodically, bnt conditions down to 12! metres have been quite
satisfactory.
Consistent signals on this
wavelength bave been intercepted from
Brazil as late as 9 p.m. The Empire transmitter GSH on 13.97 metres has also, one
understands, been giving good service in
Africa, the East and the U.S.A., and is
being relayed in most cases daily by Hong
Kong, Colombo, Nairobi, Lagos, Accra and
Sierra Leone, with excellent results!

a rough AC modulated unstable CW signal,
presumably emanating from either electromedical apparatus or from an electric furnace. It should be noted that if the modulation is 60 cycle, then the point of Oligin
i" probably in America, and if it is 50 cycle,
probably in this country or elsewhere in
Europe. (If it is I6i cycles, probably the
Swiss National Railways! ! !)
Sunday, March 29th, saw a really noticeable improvement in conditions, and
W8XK was really good on 19.72 metres at
r 1.30 p.m. This was a fine performance,
and, as is usual with such conditions, the
band of useful waves extended upwards as
well as downwards, and W2XAF and the
other "longer wave" transmitters were
very good too!
The travel t31k from
\V8XK on Vesuvius and Pompeii was
follDwed in its entirety, with 100 per cent.
intelligibility.
At 9 p.m. on Monday, March 30th,
W2XAF was completely blotted out by
LKJ 1, but later, after Oslo had gone off the
air, W2XAF was a local-station signal.
WIXAL and W8XK were good in the 25metre band, hut W2XE on 25.36 metres was
spoilt by a bad heterodyne from Hj4ABA
Medellin.
The best reception for a long time was
obtained on W3XAU on 31.28 metres at
10.10 p.m. on March 31St, but by far the
best signal again this evening was W8XK
OJ) 19.72 metres, and it was noted that the
T.A.T. transmitter WKF on 15.81 metres
was still an excellent
signal at II p.m.
On April 1st very
strong signals were
obtained from EAQ
at 8 p.m., testing on
its daylight wave of
15.2 metres with New
York. Several halfwaves of U.S. commercials were strong
on I I metres at 9
p.m.
A really good signal from
W 3XAL
was intercepted at
7.40 p.m. on April
2nd-a definite pro-

gramme value signal and considerably
superior to W8XK on 19.72 metres at th:s
time.
No comp'lrison could be made with
W2XAD, as, since April 1st, this station
has been working from 3-7 p.m. daily, and
is not a really good signal until about closedown.
A more suitable schedule for
\V2XAD would be from 7 p.m. until midnight.
The skip distance was short on 30 metres
in the evening of April 2nd. GSB on 31.55
metres showed a strong down-coming ray in
London at 7 p.m. On 10 metres W3DR and
WAj (half-wave) were good at 7.45 p.m.,
and the signals from Rome on 31.13 metres
were about the strongest ever recorded. The
\VAj half-wave on I I metres was still very
strong at 9 p.m., but, strangely enough,
conditions seemed to deteriorate very
rapidly at 11.20 p.m., and continued to be
distinctly poor and fluttery on April 3rd.
An improvement was again noted on
Saturday, April 4th, and W2XAF was
really excellent in the late evening. An outstanding station in the morning was PMA,
which now uses a simple multiplex system
similar to that of CGA.
Peak conditions similar to those of early
March are now being experienced at the
time of writing, and I shall conclude by remarking that information from Buenos
Aires indicates that peak reception of the
U.S. ultra-short-wave stations, such as
W8XAI, W2XEMjN, W9XAZ, and NSS,
also occurs in the Argentine round about
sunset, as I feel it does in this country,
and that good reception of these stations
coincides with a period of general good con·
ditions on the normal short waves.
ETHACOMBER.

Improving Conditions
Dealing now with the fortnight's listening, and starting with Wednesday, March
25th, we find conditions were improving
slightly. W2XAD, however, was showing
signs of weakness before the close of his
hour's transmission at 8 p.m., although he
strengthened .up somewhat then, and even
\V2XE on 19.64 metres was equal to
W2XAD at this time.
Later in the evening the Queen Mary
GBTT was heard testing with Rugby GBC
on 67 metres, but as the transmissions intercepted were not of a broadcast nature no
details may be divulged here.
Conditions were passable again on March
26th, but a fairly good signal from W3XAL
on r6.87 metres in the early evening was
spoilt by interference from" The Shadow,"

SOUND EFFECTS
The calibrated scale
behind the record in
the top picture indicates the particular
groove carrying a
known sound effect
which the needle is
traversing at any
moment. This method
is used by E.M.l:·
An American system,
illustrated in Electronics r e c e n t I y, and
shown on the left,
selects the desired
sound effect by an
ace u rat ely timed
mechanism operated
by ·a push button.
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Recent Inventions

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents
will be included in this section.

DlnECTIONAL WlnELESS
known scheme for guiding
ONEaircraft
and other vessels along
a predetermined course is to
radiate
two
"overlapping"
beams, one of which is modulated,
say, with the morse letter N, i.e.,
a dash followed by a dot, and the
other by the letter A, which consists of a dot followed by a dash.
Along the centre line of the two
beams, these two signals supplement each other and merge into
a continuous" dash," which tells
the navigator that he is keeping
on the correct course.

TnANSMITTING AEnIALS.
HE aerial is constructed of
T
tapering form, the diameter
at all points being a logarithmic
function of the distance from the
end. The aerial may be made as
a dipole, which tapers off in the
same way from the tentre towards
both ends. The natural wavelength of such an aerial is' less than
that of a standard aerial of the
same length. When erected vertically,
high-angle
radiation is
minimised.
P. S. Carter (Assignor to Radio
Corporation of America).
No.
2007640 (U.S.A.).
o 0 0 0
SHonT.WAVE OSCILLATOnS
NSTEAD of using ordinary wire,
the oscillatory circuits and
supply leads of an ultra-shortwave generator take the form of
two parallel but discontinuous
strips, the broken" sections of
which are arranged in staggered
relation. In effect these constitute a number of series capacities
through which the high-frequency
currents flow in such a way that
the inductance of the current path
is substantially nullified.
A. Leib (assignor to Telefunken
Ges fur Ilrahtlose Telegraphie
m.b.h. No. 2008286 (U.S.A.).

I

Incoming signals before and
after rectification.
The invention relates to means
for giving a visible indication to
the navigator, instead of the moreusual audible one. For instance,
the pointer P of a centre-zero ammeter shows when he is on the
centre-line course, and when he
strays off-course to port or star~ard. The incoming signals, having the form shown at X in Fig. I,
are rectified at K, Fig 2, and set up
voltages of the form shown at Y
across the resistance R. A condenser C filters out the directcurrent component, so that the

The following abstracts are prepared, with the permission
of the,lController of H.M. Stationery Oftice, from Specifications obtainable at the Patent Ofllce, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- each

mental frequency of the completed unit to be predetermined
before the cutting operation is
commenced.
It also enables a
crystal oscillator to be cut which
will exhibit a constant frequency
in spite of variations in temperature; or one which will have
either a positive or negative temperature
coefficient.
The s e
characteristics are independent of
any relation between thickness
and diameter.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (assignees of C. F. Baldwin and S. A. Bokovoy). Convention date (U.S.A.) April 21st,
1934· No. 441438.
o 0 0 0

SCANNING SYSTEMS
MIRROR-SCREW
scanning
device is arranged so as to produce a real image upon the viewing screen. As shown, a ray of

A

-.'\

o }

....".
M

000 0

nADIATING pOWEn
GROUP of frame aerials,
arranged in vertical planes
pointing outwards from a common
centre, radiate an intense field of
annular form. This is intercepted
by distant receiving aerials, which
feed the induced currents to any
desired load circuit.
Alternatively, the," power" may be
radiated in the form of beams

A

Scanning system combining
mirror-drum and screw.
light from a source S is passed
through an aperture A, and then
through a lens L which focuses
the rayon to the viewing-screen
V. From the lens the ray passes
first on to a rotating mirror-drum
M, which, in turn, traverses it
across the mirror-screw MI.
If
the aperture A is fitted with a
rotating disc bearing two curved
slots, the system can be used for
interlaced scanning.
C. O. Browne. Application date
June I2th, 1934. No. 44z0()8.

making a duplicate of the original.
C. P. Hall and H. Flynn. Application date July 25th, 1934.
No. 441558.
0000

LIGHT VALVES
certain organic
W HEN
stances are in

subth e
.. nematic" phase, that is haltway between the solid and liquid
states, they are found to exhibit
the well-known Kerr effect to a
greater degree than when they are
either definitely solid or definitely
liquid. This fact is utilised to
constm~t a' light valve of high
sensItIvIty, SUItable for television.
Suitable organic substances are
ethylanisalamino-cinnama te,
and
cert a in
other
cinnamates.
Methods are described of preparing
these substances so that they
remain .. nematic" under ordinary temperature and pressure.
l',Iarconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., B. Levin and N. Levin.
Application dates July J3th and
August 3rd, I934. No. 441274.
000 0

LIGHT·nELA YS
THE well-known Kerr effect
depends upon the fact that
the plane of a polarised' beam of
ligl:t is rot,;,ted through an angle
whIch vanes directlv with the
voltage applied to a ;, sensitive"
crystal or liquid. As used in television the light-sensitive cell is
placed between two crossed Nicols
and the incoming signal voltag~;
are applied to it so that a lirrhtra y of varY:'ing intensity is I)TOduced to bUIld up the picture.
ThIS Kerr effect is now applied
to a cathode ray tube as shown in
the drawing. A" sensitive" crvstal Q of quartz takes the place' of
the usual fluorescent screen and is
mounted in line with a pair of
crossed Nicols N, NI and a source
of light, S. The fluctuating voltage reqUIred to produce variations
in the intensity of the light, as
seen at M, is supplied by the impact upon the crystal of the electron stream from the cathode C of
the tube. The device can be used
either as a simple light-sensitive
relay, or as a television receiver if

000 0

R

Fig.2

Circuit of the aircraft guiding device.
voltage applied to a pair of crosscoils S, Sr, set in the field of the
magnet M, is as shown at L, in
Fig. I. This gives a dead-b~at
movement of the pointer P, Nhi-::h
is not affected by the changing
distance of the aeroplane from the
beacon transmitter.
Telefunken Ges Fur Drahtlose
Application
Telegraphie m.b.h.
date (Germany) June 4th, 1934.
No. 441370.

directed on to
stations.
J.
Kolarz.
(U.S.A.).
00 0

the

No.

consuming

2021557

0

PIEZO.ELECTnIC CnYSTALS
PIEZO-ELECTRIC unit is
cut from the mother crystal
in such a wav that. the electrode
faces are set' at an angle to all
three of the major axes of
symmetry. This allows the funda-

A

TELEVISION nECOnDS
TN the early days of high-defini1. tion television, the hOUTS of
transmission will probably be
somewhat restricted. It may accordingly be convenient to have
some way of putting a television
feceiver through its paces-either
for test purposes, or for amusement-at times outside the official
hours of transmission.
According to the invention,
.. bottled" records are prepared
which, when applied to a television receiver, will reproduce an
original programme item, or any
similar performance, as and when
required. The record is prepared
by applying both picture and
sound impulses to separate optical
modulating systems, which simultaneously impress them, in parallel
tracks, on a travelling light-sensitive film. Both the audible and
visible impulses are recorded in
graphical. form, as distinct front

L ___...

_ r

+
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Light-sensitive relay using a
cathode ray tube.
scanning electrodes are inserted to
traverse the electrons over a
"mosaic" surface of quartz.
K. Pulvari-Pulvermacher. Convention date (Germany) November
30th , 1933. No. 442381.
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"WIRELESS WORLD"
HEARING AID FOR THE DEAF
THIS
exclusively

is

UVOCX
specified, for this

BATTERY

extremely

efficient

'

instrument.

Another tribute to 'Drydex.

'

'

'

5/-

DRYDEX TYPE X325-45 volts-Price

Obtainable from Exide Service S!ations and all reputable dealers.

Exude

Branches at löndon, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol,

Batteries, Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester.

Glasgow and Belfast.

'

[Wire1ess

IVAÇ

ThE SCIEITIFIt

/

All parts exactly to

MADE

All or any, of the Components supplied

i

COMPLETE
OF PARTS,
L.T.
Cabinetand Head-band Receicer
...
13 8
2 SpecIfied Valets, 17/6 extra
SIEMENS Neophone No. 13 Inset 9/BULGIN HW7 3,000 Resistance
SAVAGE HB MiC. Transformer... 6/6
B.T.S 3-spring Jack...
CLIX Midget 4-pin Valee-holder
7d.
BT.S. slack Plug
W.B. Rigid 4-pin
,,.,,
Sd.
SCIENTIFIC Deaf-Aid Head-band
BENJAMIN 8670 "Transfeeda"
Receixer
Unit
11/6
DRYDEX X325 HT. Battery ...
T.C.C. 'AT' 2mF. Elect. Cand .... 2!3
A.E.F. Type M7 L.T. Battery ...
T.C.C.,. 5OmF.'
2/3 2 Wander Plugs & 2 Spades..
C. LYONS 50,000 ohnes Clarostat... 7/6
PETO-SCOTT Cabinet
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT built ready forusn ...
10 0

1
i

1

by the leading

i
i

"Deaf-aid"

i

...............

Radiogram.
SPEECH

HIVAC SPECIFIED FOR THE

I

All

I

awiIxb!

e,

'

&MUS

One Type, XD ........

gilt

113-ill,

FARRIT4GDON ROAD, L0?D06,
.

-

Mention

of

"

.c.i

'P RCA CE
ne.

THE RADIO COMPANION

c5)Ò73;

3-VALVE POCKET RECEIVER, 7rx42'X1, for -Motoring,
Hiking, i3oating, Travelling and Camping.
COMPLETE KIT, including case (grooved for Aerial) mith Hinged Lid, drilled

i06

HIGH,VACUJUM VALVE CO. LTD.

-

A COMPLETE

I

.

-

A Sensitlee yet Economical Battery Set.
COMPLETE KIT (less Valoes) £3 19 6. 2 Valoes 24/-extra.

DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE
a

£6

UNIT.
any Set or

SHORT WAVE -TWO

"WIRELESS WORLD"
HEARING AID
Actual Size

6/3
..... 12/6
8d.
......

i

1

SPECIAL ITEMS FROM THE
RADIO PROGRAMMES.
GREETINGS & MESSAGES TO
SEND TO FRIENDS ABROAD.
SPEECH & MUSIC FOR HOME CINES.
PRICE,e,lth full instructions, £3 lT 6

I

1

,,.,,...

6d.
2/3
1/3

.................. 25/5/-

1

...

HOME RECORDING
Simple ta attach ta

manufacturers' :
throughout the World.

.......
.........

1
1

1

"MIDGETS"

XSG

required.

as

£4

:
'1

Used

KITSI
W.W.' specification.

"W.W."KIT HEARING
AID
including HT.,

'-

BRITISA

'

.

-

£1 5 0

-

Panel and Special Phone Plug ...
Valves 33/6 extra.

Batteries 9/9 entra.

I

'Phones 12/6 extra

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES (WIRELESS) LTÓ.,
126,

Newingon Causeway, London,

Tite Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

S.E.1.

roInpl attention.:

.

'Phone: HOP 1600

.

-

-
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2

HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.
CentraI 2833.
165A, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

20-22,

&

165
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-
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Macmi lay 23131/2

--

(Next Door to Anderton's Hotel)

All goods guaranteed perfect. Set J ranufacturers' Surplus. Carriage paid oc er 5/- ; under 5/- postage 6d. extra.
I.F.S. and Abroad carrkige extr n. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent C.O.D.
NEW

1936

LIST READY SHORTLY

SPECIAL OFFER! I! COMPLETE KIT FOR i
VALVE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER OR ADAPTOR. WITH COILS. CHASSIS AND CIRCUIT.

P.A. AMPLIFIERS
PREMIER S..prr P,bli, Addr., A,.phulrr. i,,,rp,r,ti,,g th,
6B5
(,rr Wirrlr.. W,rld." Jt.ly 5): I0-.tt t,,drl.
All AC,
,.t.t.... 8., ph
r.n.rr..t... £7 7t. .ith
20-t..tt m,dd, £10 IO.. Sr.it,bkSp,,krrt in t,,k.

LOUDSPEAKERS

,

,r,.,f,r.,rr,.
,tp,t
M,,.t,r,, 252, 9' di,r.«t.g,

SHORT WAVE COMPONENTS

Prr,,,irr Sh,rt 0V,,,, T....i..g r,,ndr,,,r, lS.L.F.), r.mrplptr
Crr,t,ti,. ln,,.I,ti,,. Sil,, Spr.yrd Br,,, V,,,.. N,i.rlr,,
WORLD-FAMOUS COÑTINENTAL VALVES
Pigt,il 0.00016. 0.0001, 2/9 ,,.L Dttnhlr..p,rrd, 0.00005.
M,in.. Tìpr..
0.000015, 0.080025. 3/- r.,h. Prrmi,r 11-hr.,. Sl,,r, W,,,r
ACHL ACL'S.G. V,yi,blr M,. I, 3 ..d 4 .,.t dirrtly ',,.,dr.,,rr,. 0.00015 .,.ith mttrgr,l .!, ...,t8., 3/9. B,iti,h
h,,trd O.tp... Pr,,,. HF. Pr... V,ritblr M, HF? Pr...7 R,di,ph,,,ç, II ht.,.. 2.g.r, .8,,« ,,,,,r cn,tdr,,,,,, 0.00015,
250
60 ,... F,ll-.'r
All 4/6 ..,h..r 20
rnrh,rrti,n,5/6r,,h. Or..,t,,d, 0.00025, O.K. f,,r Shttrt
8 mp. AC/DC ty,.r,. Srrrrn Grid.
V.8bl M... H. HL.
,,,rrell,,.,,l,r, 1/6 m.A. With .1,« ..,,tint,, 2/- ra,.h.
P,.,,rr. Pr,. All4/6rth.
O,.,,nd. 0.00025. .8.,, ..,,ti,, ,tg,dmn,rr.. .11. hj,... ,,prr
350 .,lt 120 ,,,.,/
120 m..
RrrtiOrr.. 500
2/6. Or,,,,d. 0.00025 .4th .prinl L,ggi,,gDi.l. idm,l
I,r:
F..11 W,,., Rr,.tj6,,,.
28 t.tt i,dirrctly hrtrd Pr,... 20
6,rb,..d.rt't,,g,2/-m,,h. Sh,,tW,,,rRrt,.tt,,,C,,dr.grr,.
dirrrtlyh,,tr,JP,,,,rr. &Jl5/0,.,,.h. 2,,ItB..ttrryrypr., 11 b,,,., i,trgr,,lSl, M,tin,. 0.00015, 2,8 r,ph.
HF.. L.F.. 2/3. Pó,,. L,. C,,,t,.ttpti,..
S,tprr
P.1,.,,. Midgrt: Mi,., C,,,,d r..,,., ,,irh Wirr ,..d., 0.00002,
P,.rr. 2/9. S,rrr., Grid. V,rirblr M, 4. r S-pi.. Pm,. 0.00803. 0.00004. 0.00005, 64,. rtrl.
V,pi,bl, Mt.., H.F. Pr,.. All 5/- ,,,h. Cl... B VaIrr,, 316.
6-pi., typ,,,
Prrmirr S,iprr Sh,rt W,,,, C,iI,, t.1.h rir,nit. 4.
Am,rri,,r Typ,. 250.210. 245,47, 46. 24, 35. 37, 51, 55,57,
13-170 .,.trr.. S,t ,t 4, rith« ty r, 7/-.
58. 80, 6A7, 2A7, 2k). 27. 77, 78, 281. Ail 4/6
Pr,n,irr LS,,,, Ltt.,. 4.
6-pi, ,ibbrd f,r..,,,,. Il' d,,n,rtrr.
All thr f,ll,.ri,g s..prr q,,lity Amrrk..t. typr,. Hy.r,..
ll..r,tq,nlity. 1/- r.,h.
B .d. 5/6 ph: lA6, 106, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7. 287, 6A4. 6A7. 687:
Plr,,r..ntr th,t,,tlyth,.rryhi.ghr.t,.r.drPl,.tirn,,trri.lt.
6C6, 6F7, 2k), 9, 24A. 26. 27. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34, 35/51. 36.
i. titi. .n,t.d,,t,rr nf Prr,..irr Sh,rt W,r C,iI, ,,d
37, 38. 39/44, 41. 42. 43. 45. 46.47. 49. 6D6. 53, 55, 56. 57, 58,
F,.rn,,r,.
59. 75. 76. 77, 78. 79, 85. 89. 6A6. 83, 5Z3. 25Z5, 12Z3, IV.
Pr,,t,i,rSh.rt W,., V,l. H,ldrr,. Str,,titr I,,.,l,.i.., 4., 5.
R.7-pin. h,.,i, typr, Od. r,I.. B,,rhg.,rd, 84.
THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
11,61, M,r. K,,. .4th C,E, rnnr,,,,d g,, B,hrliir b,,,. 2/.
Rrlinhlr Sh,r. W,re Cnil,. 4-pifl typr, 14-150 ,,,rtrr, ,,ith
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS
,irr,dt. 41- ,,,t 1 3. . S,,nd-,fl ln.nl,t,r,, V, 284.. Il' 3d.. 2"
B.T.H. Tr..r.pmrd l..d...i,,. t,p. AC ,,Iy; 00-250 v,lt,.
414.. 4' Sd ........................... .
30!.. DC di«, 42/6. C,l8... Gr,,m,phò:,r U..it, p«,,i,ti,g
COILS
hl,h q.«lity Pi,,k.,p',d
1 AC M,p,r, 100-250
45/-. C.lI.r.. M,t,,p ,..ly, 30/.. C,ll,r.. Unirmr,,l
Li,,r,. S.,,.g B,nd P... Sgrrr.trd C,il,. rn,,,plrtr ,,itl.
Gr.n,,ph,,,,r M,...r. 100-250
AC-DC, ,.d.h high q,lity' i.,,,, ,,d hl..rprint. 6/11. Li,,n All-.,,,, 2'e"g Srrr,nrd
.d D.rr.,r.
Cgil, f,r Srr,rnrd Grid Tn,,rd H.F. .t,gr;
Pigk,,,p rd ,In,..,. ,«r,l. 67/6. C,ll,,, U,,i rr,, M,t,r
rly, 49/6. Ed7.,. B011 D,nbIr Siring M,t,r.. ind,di, 12 t,, 2000 ,,trt,.. Cnmplrtr,,in.nit dl,,«,,. .,pplird. 12/6.
T...,,t,,blr .nd II Otri..,.. l5l. .
Snfr,.tir Ir.,, C,rrd C,,il, .,ìth i,r,it. 2/II «Ch. V,dey B.d
Aniiol Cojit, B.P.7. 2/9.
P0
PICK-UPS
Sptciol 06 yr. Set nf three Li,.tvtt Biad Pnir Soeeraed Cour
ooith Smeityhine. Utility )-gatto C dva,peaad lllaooitiatyd
ovoed PipO-np,, onith oem mol voltate vivaI, svoodrrfol
Dyivv. 4-taime COntrit tad Vnlsv hnldvveond blapprint,
Du
soleip, 10/6 ynoh. Coett,000ed Pith-op nttly. fit, oay gyatttnphnnv
14/6 the Jet.
totora,, 4/6.

lt

lt

4

254,

7"

12/6.

,,p,t

di,tt'.rtrr,

16/6.'

29 PM 8" di,-'
E,rrgi.,d M,,i..,

Sp,t

22/6.

4.h,,. tr,,,,f,rmrr.

15/

6t,,rd
tr,,,,,O,r.orr, (,..«it,bl. f,r1
7' di,.,.,t,r. 500 ,r 2,500/
W.B., 8" di,o.r,rr, 2,500 8.,. 6,ld. 9/il.
M,,,,,,,x bC 54, 7' di,.,.t,p, 2,500 hr.. ñrld, 4 .,,tt. 12/6.t
M..,,,,,. DC 152 IM..,.., 9" di,,t,tr, 2,500
3-Id, 6
t«.t, 37/6.
8' .li,mmt.r, 1.500
7.500
6.ld,,.
8/6. AC E.:rrgi,,d U,.it, f,,. ..y 1 Er ,b,,,r Spr,krr,. 10/-.'
M,,,.r.,, 6,. Firld M,E1, 6 t.gtt,, 12/6. M,.,.,,, 9' 152,'
2,500 8..., 17/6. M.,...,, 7.1..,,,, D.C. 154. 2,500 6....
3-Id, 5
25/-. All typ,., PA. Sp..brr.i,rt,,k.

Coil Spr,krr,.
8,«,.
t.',).

8..

ll.ld.

.11

K,l,,,r B,,d,.,

7/9.

,

BilI.,

8..
8,,

.,t,

TRANSFORMERS
Prro.irr M,i,, Trnn,f,rmrr, h,,,rtn- p,d Prin.,,.ir,. .1
CT., LT.'.
P.,,ri,.
.4th NP. Trr60,l,. All,
p,prr i,,trrlr,,,d. C,o.hi,rd H.T.8 .nd H.T.9A
4,. l-2,, ,..d 4,.. 3-4,., 0E. \Vr,ti,,gh,,.r 'R.,ti6r, 9/6'
r,t,.,. H.T.lO .4th 4,. l-2,. «.d 4,,. 3-4,., 10/.. W,,tit,./
h,,,r lOr,tiñ,.r, 9/6 r,,fr. 250+250,,. 60 rn.,. ,..ith 4,'. 12..,

.4

4

lt..

.trr,'

lt

R,rti..

C,,,,,. 0- P.r...,t,,., M,g,rt Spr,krr., 13/6. R,,li,hlr Prrr.,.,,r..t.
'M,g.«. Spr,krr,. 10/6. M,,i,.g C,il Sp,nkrr,, II £,trd

4,'.'2-3i... 4,,. 3-4,., 10/-. 300+300.'. 60 n... .6,64,.. l2,.
4,'. 2-30., 4,,. 3-4,., 10/-, 350+350,.. 150 o.... .4th 4.. I-2..,
I,. 2"3,., 4,. 34,., 12/6. A..,, T.'nt,f,i'n,,.r.. t,pprd. lOO,,.
110,,., 200,., 223-., 240.. Strp ..p
d,,', loo ,,r,., 10/50 :,,t.., 7/..
M,,,,f.,t,,,rr', typr Tr,,,,f,p,r,rr, 350+356,,.:
120 o..,. ,hh 4,'. l-2,., 4,,., 2-3,.. 4.. 3-4... 10/6
500+5000/
50 r...,. .1.8 4,.. 2 3.., 4,, 2-3,.. 4,'. 2-3,.. 4,. 3-4,., 19/6.1
5001+500,. 200 r.,,,. 1.8 4,. 2-3,.. 4. 23t., 4,.. 3-5.
Rr,.ri6,.r. 6/6 r,,r.',.'
5,,. 3,. f,r Ar..,k,,, Rr,ti6rt, 25/-.
1,000+.000,. 250......, .1,6 4,., 3,., 4,. 3... 39/8.
High'g,',dr Ph.P,Il l,p,,t Tr,,,f,rn,,.r., 4/6 ,,rh. High,r,dr l..tr,.-,,l,, Tr,,.f,,..,rr,. 3/6 r.,h. "V,ltr." l,trrT.',..,f,rrr., 1/9
Frtt,, A.F.3 Tr,r.,f,r.or,.,7
6/11. Mi..g C,il M,lri 11.6, O,tp, T,,,f,,.n,rr,. 2/6'
votO. l-I or 2-1
Ttvvf inter 26
Mkrophony T
50-1 ittol
00-1, 2/b yoyO. Telmo
' Clots B" Dyimyr Trastfoy,,pep,, 2/9.
Costar "Clot, B"
Dyisee nod Oatpat
2/6 uth1 typy. "Statidned
Telyphoeer," Clon, B' Dyiter Toaoo,lotrnee, 2/6.

8.

r

4

lt.,

I

rh.

Otpt

ITEMS ADVERTISED LAST WEEK ARE STILL AVAILABLE.

ALL

PRICE

so,

The

I

Sn
t.
..................
13 £

.

6

t1rr;

I.

mde,0

lu

.........

0

0

6

1PET'0.SCO'TCAb,lthbInik:,.:
Enepieve, trin botti nnd lead
1
2 npevilled Battendo

l

I

15

0

COMPLETE KIT

!L,,_6

leu salees

0

7-

.

-.

13 3

-

sd
gI
'oltect
fitted with impregnated
insulator. Electnedes

tlaU,mmeseul
B.T.S.

-

TO DEALERS AND FACTORS.

9/

Rgdty

test

B.T.S.

£6 6 0

A
for

engineering
perfect
easy attachment to

ob
any

spe,cial!y
Set

or

one NAT. 2521.

designed
Radiogram

HEARING AID EARPIECE

neat and light
earphone, made specially for
the "W.W." Hedrmg Aid.
Complete with Sestead, headbaud and soft ear pad to ensueecomtortm use-Resistance
ohms.

-

-

2,000

.

ad

Price.'3.17.6

-

433614.

-

-

Write for illustrated
leaflet fully describing
this and our lârger pro-

-

-

-

.

-

'

,

'i
"

-

MUSIKON,

B1
-

BRITISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES, LTD., Faraday Hause, 5/IO, Charin,g Cross Rost,
Telephone: Tereple Rar 0x34-5
Telcgrañtu: Teleview, Ldnqsare, Londob.
London, W.C.2.

0/

Te/epil

QUALITY
RECORDING UNIT

HOME

-

'Euteemelv

Foil tecjeteeet, a9 g9,eo

Mention

E.C;I

-

PERMAREC 'THE

FINISHED INSTRUMENT

Cns

-.

24 ALDEPSGATESt LONDON

-.

omprisiug complete "HEARING
AID re dy wired and ssrmbl d
speciñed Peto-Scott cabinot with pacte

t

Constructed with very latest
high perojeability core, ensuring maximum stage gaio
with lease possible wright
and sloe. Supplied with
coloured loads for conneotion.
Type wWMT 6/6

O

.SH.AFTESBURYMKROPNONES

¿ ..

,d#

.

motchrassdfit the diagrams exortty.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

-

4

o'-

i

appyO

.

All components are guaranteed to

SIEMENS TRANSMITTER INSET
Hh-gcale carbon mtcr.oj
pa

I2".

i

i

......

.................

M

-

Comprising all neCessary Components OS
I ding
det d
d; no g
I ei
earpiece, battrries, cabinet and valves.

4 6

3 W.9. Benebettol Valerbnldne
i CLIX 4-pin Midget Yalethollee
2 LT. SpaSm and lilT. Pioge, vn,tnept'
9.1.2.

i
-..

'Neo,
UTMOST RELIABILITY
.J4
HIGHEST QUALITY
REASONABLE PRICES
FOR PA. EQ U 1PM E NT.for every parpase, incladinçi
Mico-ophOnee, Stands, Amplifi em and Speakers of all

d.

4 3

1 B.T.S. Witt WIned Vnl,nne (teateni
2 T.C.C. Type AT Eletenlytiootandentee,
I

r

.

eoeeent tnooeopbnne ii ihr ennebti, e i t ,tandonl
ninth er bote ttt In, oil OSAFThBBURY PA.
Eteptnrat. the thief ttaioete ti oehieb oar

WORLD"
SIEMENS Neophont

a.

(Prov. Pal.)

____"WIRELESS
Tvn,enittevintyt

55'.

i:

'BIO.TRAN
MICROPHONE

ACKNÓwLiDD1siBEST
1 9.1.9.

SHAF-TESBIJRY

Ltd

Recording Studios,

s

'-.

-

-

LISLE STREET, '-,
LONDON, W.C.2. Tel,: Gee,aed7lil5and3$02.
19,

-

-

The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
.

HI

NOTICES

NUMSERED ADDRESSES
For the cossenience of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to numbers at "The Wi,elvss World"
Office. When this is desired, she sum of Od. to defray
Ihr cost of registration and to roser postage no reptirs
must be added lo tbr advertisement charge, which mast
include the scordo Beso 0011. c/e "The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed lo the Boo number
ebosco tas the advertisement, c/n "The Wireless World,"
Dorset Moose, Stamford Street. Loados, SES.
Ross/ces who eepfy to Ros No. aa/,,cefiuoeents ace waestd

CHE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. tor every

additional word.
Earls paragraph is charged separately and name and
address most be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed ts Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecative insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, asid inthe absence at fresh
instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previous ivsue 13 consecott'ee inserlions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these colamos are accepted
ap to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previons
to date of issue) at the Head Offices ot "The Wireless
World," Dorset Rosse. Stamford Street, London, SEL
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Brooch Offices,
IS, Herttocd Street, Coventry; Gsildhalt Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 280, Deausgair,
Manchester, 3; 26e, Reofteld Street, Glasgow, CB.

Advertisements that arrise too lato for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the fqllowing issoe
wilcos accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements io this oecliun must he strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refose or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders asid Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to ILIFFE
tisements should be mude
Notes being
& SONS Ltd., and rrossed
untraceable if lost in traanit should not be sent as
remittances.

_-5Ç
,._-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end at each advertisement
and the date o! the issue in which it appeared.

The proprietors are oat responaible tar clerical or
printers' errar,, although every care is taken to ovoid
mistakes.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

A.
A.
Offer Brand Neu 1936 Reces;ers. nssd.

DEGALLIER'S
geta, tobte models, causales, also charnu lar copees.

mentors, every one guaranteed sss England agausas hialty
svoeknsasstsip, sud components this al,o raspes values);
tlaese aereivera sn handsome walnut cabinets. nith aaoo,ng
coil speakee, ready ta plug in saithaat any annoyingeutras,
recessers having ultra ahartoave bauds guaro steed to get
stations on these bauds including the Americas, etc., na
ssiseepeeseatatioil nl wane lengths, each receiver covers
the bauds stated; all arts bela's na-h uith order or cad;
illustrated lists acoilable, sue, with all rnqssiesrs.

'l%IOTE.-We would call readers' attention to the fort
that many American receivers now coming into the
country empioyisg os ososy al 8 values ore actually Midget
chorois; to osoid noicrepeesentution we stole the esoct type
cl sets advertises! gieisg tbe actosol weight to pense that
goods ore loll sired lobs coing standard eompooents nod
not made dow,, to a price.
hALVES los coy Known Ameeicao Receiver leom 8820
to Dote, oil lot's, ,nith gs,ornntee; sealed esortons
(retail typel, 1a6, 1e6. 1V, 2o5, 2o6, 2o7. 2b7, 5Z5, so?.
Sb?, 6c6, sd6, 12n, 12a5, 12a7, 1213 19, 24, 25Z5, 26,
27, 29. 31. 32. 33, 34, 35/51. 36. 37, 38. 39/44, '21,

IT'S G.A. 12 S

As we said a fortnight ago, we still
don't know what the Wireless World
is going to say abáut its performance,
but we have heard vague rumours
that they are rather pleased with it.
At any rate, the report will be coming
out (for all we know it may be in this
issue) but we are trying to make it
clear that ve are not creating an
"advertising tie-up" with the Editorial Department.
Without adjectives but with Hartley
Turner performance, the price of the
GA. 12 S. is I3 xos., complete with
valves. Overall response is, within

2dB, flat from

40-13,000

cycles.

Un-

ornai systems. (lEo.V. Donblet As.
3 2 /fi.-Dcoblet
trono studs Mn. 9631, lntest nod moot efficient unit hocen, completely assembled reody to erect,
comprising oeciols, insulators, lead-in, o-eatherprool transimpedonce
mission line, bermetically sealed matched
coupler, voeioble crer 4042.400 meters, completo with
post
gd.
invtrncti000;
lnllevt
L3/50.-Midget Clsallenger 7X10X6. 5.solce T.R.F.
meclinm cod long cove, A.V.C., illuminated oieplase
dicI, incorpoeoted aerial, these Midgets really get stations
getting three only,
on both bando, ost os in most
carriage 1/4 (ideal lue traselloes. etc.l; another, some
opecilicatioc booing ordincey dirlo bnt not so efficient
und o cheupec coSmoS ositb illuminated dials at £3/5;
these are Uniceesol 200.250 V., weight bibs.
7.-Midget Chollenger " 650" 9%0X12%x7%, 6-colse
airplane dial, 100.250 volts
vopeehet, illnminoted
AC/D.C., 3 bands 17-52, 190-550, 900-2,000 meters.
PU. teeminals (topped inpnt, so hoc curds to l,other
oitb). 2'.4, cotto undistorted, A.V.C.. tone cunteol, shielded

Illustrated literature free on -request.
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HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.
-

THORNBURY ROAD,
ISLEWORTH MIDDLESEX
.

Telephone:

"Radio Dala Charts,"

A

HOUnslow
Series

01

4488.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
(Tisi, udv,etteemeat 'rontisaed (coca dril eolaosn.
Grand Dr Luae Ctsullcnger 0," 2153X
L13/13.-Tatto
1524311½,' t-valve superhet., 16 toned circuits (4
hands), 11-32, 254to, 190550, 000-2,500 motees, pnnvtatoea
for 'Doublet unliinterfreenre aerial," delayesl AVG.,
censitinity rantrol, N.U. tesminalu, dual Ion motion dial,
split second toning, han an Rh'. stage tuned on all feeqaescies, push'poll asstpat triodes an AC. model and pentodes on AC/D.C.. gseing 7 and 5 watts respectively,
rapucitative asid switnetir caupling give mavimum efficiency on all bands, erueneeatice leequeney changing gives
an unequal conversion gain, available in AC. or Universal
AC/D.C.; weight 47fb.; carriage 4/6.
ce espeeisoesitce'n Challenger 0, less cabinet,
L12/18.-F
completo in evoey attise detail; careiagr 4/.;
this chaccia can aleo be sappliesi uith matched British
Rois 0.52 highs fidelity spoaher, l2iss, diameter, PA, type,

loras additinnal 40j; carriage 5/'.

L17-Challenger Model 8 Console, 37',4xl9',4x12'.
urne ehsasia as incccperated io £13/13 model, csmplete with British Rolo 0.12 12m, diameter high fidelity
speahee; ceate Inst retoenoblel 5/-, carriage 10/'.
'DEFER to "The Wireless World." February 7th. pages
.L
138-139. icr loll report on Cbalieogee 0, nr suelte br

L3i/1/5.-18-salve sssprrbet. Ibtidneot Console Mndel,
595/1X24X14'!0 41 2,400 meteco io 6 bonds, A-C. 100250 cOlts, pro-siomnn loe ' Doublet" oeeial, bands call'
boated is' mecca, oce.gacysieu, and RC., illuminated
pointer isdicotor, silent tnning ontomatic slonoi band
seleetse, Fidel-a-stat programme reg,slnlue, silent tooiug
contenl, beat srciliator, all metal sa/sos, shielded switel,ing. no dead spa/to, 38 toned selector circuito, 10 tuned
circuito in cascade, output 20 ,a-ntto undistorted, citht
12m. Publie Addeeso speaker, pecer audio deiuer otage.
dsuble A.V.C.; carriage 10/': less cabiost, R.T.18, £26/5;
weight 16016., caeriage 10/-. L50-Midwest 24-value Royale toi n cbossis. with I
matched speaber, 45/1-2,400 metros. 40 suottv Undis'
torted; eureioge 17/-; this receiser auailoble altee 7th
April, limited somber Only, intending porch users are
odviae-3

fu

lEFt

8/10.-Cbsllengee 600 table model. 17X13x19, sasse

l

Readers ocho hesitate to send mosey to advertisers
io these colnssssssmay deal in pes-fect safety byacading
themselves of our Deposit Systrm. IS the money be
deposited with "Thr Wireless World," both parties
arr advised of its receipt.
The lime allowed for decision is three days, resonliog
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides sotto retain goods, they must be relamed to
sender. Ifa sale is effected, buyer instructs us fo remit
amount to seller, bat if not, seller instructs os to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by tise buyer.
hut s the event of no sole, and subject te there be,sg
no different arrangement between boyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller tabes the risk of loss
or damage in transit, for which we cake so responsi'
busy. For all transactions ap to £10, a deposit fee al
1/- s charged on transactions over £10 und ander
£50, the tee is 2!6; oser £50. 5/-. AIl deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
Loados, SEl, and cheques und money orders should
br made payable to llifir & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertisemonta und reculve no answer to their enquiries ace
rsquenlest ta regard the silence as an indication that the
gooda adeertised have already beco disposed ut. 'Advertisers adieu receive so many enquicies that it is quits
impossible to reply lo rich one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, ntaxnp tar retaru
ahoukl also he included for une in tise event o! the
application peoviug unsuccessful.

That isn't our way of saying it.
We leave the superlatives to those
who need to use them. For our part
we are content to say that the G.AI2 S.
is a Hartley Turner product, yet you
couldn't build it yourself for very
nearly twice the cost.

distorted output iz watts, peaks up to
i8 watts without noticeable distortion.

coil nystena, wcsght 9lbe., caresage 2/6.

'ss

In the jargon of the day we would
say that it is the " more-than-perfect
all-mains amplifier which owing to
enormous sales, following its stupendous success, can be retailed at the
astounding price of L13 ios., complete
with valves."

42. 43, 45, 46. 47, '29, 55. 56. 57. 58, 59. 71. 75. 76,
77, 78, 79, 80. 82. 83, 84, 85, 89. 2a3, 617, 22, 50. 81.
Metal Volees 6h?, 055, 6hs. 6(6, 5Z4, 6L7, 5Z4; oIl
the oboes 7/6 euch. Con cito be tupplied in 2nd'v, tech
an Ilytenn, 'Friad, Kesrad, at 3/. roch. Line yosds, any
Ameeicon recelo-re, 4/9 cccl, complete esitI, pinot.

L

agulsot orsdirsg s'emsllavce theossg/t f1,o pool except In
eegssteeed ensoto/seo
alt each rauco Ihr sor of the
Deposit Svutess io ercasvv,esukuf, usci /hr erice/o/se uhoald
be closely ,ssaeked "Dejsooit Depael,oecl."

Our amplifier, which is rapidly
making a name for itself, is not a
G.A.S.12 as somebody called it the
other day, and it is not an "all-gas"
mains model.

turesense.

'l'siIcCARTIIV itadio.-9Ve stuck this eseeluce in chassIs
LIT (oem; aldo av complete onits, oith speahee in cabinet,
l,TEARF.ST Point Mueble Arch, down Boyvwater Rd.,
UI 2nd eight Alhion St., top Albino and Sunthcnicb
Streets, in Suuthuick St.
HOURS ol Bu,inevs, 11.30 ass, until 7 p.m., Saturday
9 p.m., or latee demonoteatsonv by oppu,ntment.

'Phsee.

DEGALLIER'S, Ltd., 20. Polygon Mews Sooth, London,
W.2. Paddington 2745.
(1864
RADIO Cu.
-

ART

prices to suit all pockets; all reteed
na
e0t

loom 5 to 11 cuIses
Ily g

D

ht

I

pInte; ese rodio eeCeiveen, American calces Call and in.
npect nor stock-21. Eant lId., Nl. Clerkenoell 4871.
(1821
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"The sensitivity of the set on all
three wavebands cannot fail to
.WRJLESSOLD

6-oake

AC.;

15 guineas.

console model 219, 6-calve

AO.;

20 guisocas.

209.

lable

model

251,

7-volve

AC/D.C.;

14

console

model

220,

7-colee

AC/D.C.;

20

-

Sets Fully Guneanteed, orders taken by poet, cook
order or cod., you are medially incited te
inspect end bundle these modelo et the lollowiog address
Ank your local dealer for desuonsteatiun, er write asking
loe " W.W.' teat report; immediate delioeey 01 all models
can ka assured. Agents, wholesalers unni retailers cnqs ire
llar epecial terms,
KING RADIO. 155. Shultesbuep Ac: Casebridge
j' [fi.Circus.
W.C.2 (ScsI Soar aboce Barcays Bank).
Opm all day Satuedsys.
'Phone; Temple Bar 8116.
(1501
All cl our receicees assembled in England.

-,

ALLo'itb

ut
tA

-

Saving is Yours by Dealing Direct oith the
Actucl Imporlors,

e all-scaeo superhetes-odyne chausia, 4
L9/19,6.-8-e&le
souse-band,,
11-2,000 meteor, fi ostia Output,
matched openkvr, 15/6; complete ceceiser in cabinet. 10
guineas; AC. Oc AC-D.C. 110-200e.
17.2.000 metres,
oil-erare chassis,
L6/l0.-6.00leo
speaker. 12/6; complete receis-er, £7/12/6.
AO-DC. chassis, 2 issued stager, ali
i 6--'°'°°
Pentodo circs,it. exceptIonal cash colee;speaker (moving coil), 1016.
/ ,,,.-All-ccoee doublet aerial; the best; eeeey set

49

i

ahoaldhaoeone.

Qd. Stampo Secures Complete Lists. Receicees. chassis,
oslelk (learn 3/6); will cace you pounds; demonuteatioss daily.

-

NGLO-A74ERICAN RADiO TRADING COMPANY
(Dept. W.3(, Kings Head Yard, Coptic St., Neo
Oslord St., London, W.C.1. (Telephone: Museum 9607.)
(1840
11ARSIAUR RADIO.
A

.tt

A RMSTRONG Colonial S'calve All'scure liupeeketees'
dyau Chassie,, using teunamitting calves in pushgood perlormance ou three macebands, together with qoslity reproduction on radio und

I;

ALL-WAVE,.ALL MAINS

SUPER HETERODYNE

Complete, with B.V.A. valves
excellent results on the shari wuveband
ail European short-wave broadcast stations cerne in
with a signal strength comparable withthe perform-"-Wireless
ance on the medium waveband

.....

World.'
8 sta5a, ail - wave baud - pass superheterodyne
7 tuned circuits. DAVO. with "squelch" circuit
wtornoiso suppress ion. Illuminated" Airplane"
dial. Octode frequency changer. 3.5 watts pentode,
Switching fur gramophone pick-up. Wave ran ges;
57-52, 200-550, 800-2,000 metres.
Cue/s os 7 /aya' appros'al, coso/siclo with knobs. pslol lamps
ma/s, gable w/ll, cosebi,salios /sha. Sai)ableSpeahee'c asad Cabi
su ,asosssths' gsaraatee.
O, ea deferred lersssa
so-la is abcS.
Tise Lose/su Radio Supply Co., un, Oat Lace, R.C.a.'
ls-sss

Full panicular,, circuit diagrams,

MCcÁi1i

rit.

on applicatiuss.

î?AiIC

IIIa

44a, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, W.2.
Baoswafee 320)/2.

Trleyhoee

OR 111gb Class Guaranteed 1936 Ames/con-Bosch All
Wave Sets, Freed-Elsemann unieeraal receice ru, misiget types, medium and long scare car radio Raytheon
dent aitk Roamaur Radio Co., Ltd. Trade

PI1E HARMAUR RADIO

I. Neo Bond St., London,
ROYAL RADIO Co.

Co,. Ltd.. 8. Clifford St.,
WO. Regent 4336.
(0399

SPECIFIED

5,

C'

ESTABL1SR

1908.

Reuse

naseReeeieeea.S,

FIVE Vnlee

CAR

the Trade loe ente latest All.

S,andll

colees.

Compacte...

RadIo.

Sets Guaranteed by Ourselees against
ALL
Workmanship ned Moterial.
ALL Types al Ameeiean Valves and Spares.

SEND for Catalogoe

"Wireless World

for the

ist

OC

POP

Faulty

us a Visit.

DEMONSTRATION Any Time by Appointment.
RADIO Co., 5, Backieghom Rd., South Woodfortl. London Rb. 'Phone: Buckhaest 2736.
(1674
SERVICE with a Smile."

R°

DEAF AID APPARATUS
Savage Type H.B Microphone Transformer specially desigiked to "Wireless
World" requiremento. Has a 30: 1 step-up
and la supplied in tise "manufactorers'"

,t-ype(asoprelfied),

PRICE 616

-gAV6 .I,
Wesimoreiand

Ruad. Stanmsee,

Middlesex.

Phase: Celinsiaie 7131 (3 lines)

S/a'ndard. moine
¡ial

tronofos'oses'

ma

aid

choke

RADIO. The Broudno,e Co.. Puek Paeocle,
London, N.W.lO. Willesden 7268. 11138
RADIO Co. Stock All Types of
TRANS.ATLANTIC
Midget Receivers from £2/19/6; All-cure madela
tram £7; American coloco, 61e.; arito fur huIs-15. Percy
[1829
St.. WI. Muoeum 3056.
'E'OR the Finent Value In All-move Receicera, eco
,L' McCaetluy udcectiaement on thin paga.-McCurthy
Radio, Ltd., 44n. Weatbourne Grove, London, W.2. Tele.
(0501
phone: Bayonatcc 3201.
.

A RMSTIOONG 5-naive 8-stage Superbeterodyne Radio.
gram Chuasis, inroeperatin Q.A.V.C. sofumu and
tone controls, clock iaee tuning, bandpass input, Heptcde
lreedoesey changer, bondpass coupled to 11F. pentod
baadpass coaplroi to double diede triade, B.C. coopted 3
cotta pentede output, Beltish throughout; £711516, Including 'volees.
A RMSTIOONG 5-volee 7-otoge Saperheterodyne Radio.
gesm Chassis, svitk A.V.C,. clock lace tuning, etc.;
£717, inclading calces; Beitisis throaghoot.
ARMSTRONG Universal 7.stage Choesia, A.V.C.. 3
matta nastrut; 7 guineas, eoith salves.
ARMSTRONG Uoieersaal 4-solee Itodiogeom Chassis, till
boodpasu, sqssara peak, 3 pentodes; 55/18/6, including salees.
ItMSTRONG 4-volve AC. Radiogeam Chacal,, hood-pass. square peak, 3 pentodes; £5/10/6, iocludlng

A RMSTRONG COMPANY Can Sapply ony Chassis vn
Extended Payments,
A RMSTIOONG Chassis are Sent 7 Days Apyrseal, eat.
rioge paid.
MANTJ'F&CTtJRING Co., SII, Eing's
A IIMSTRONG
21. Rd.. Camden Toue, N.W.l.
'Phone; Gsllieee'
3105.
(1655

BATTERY All-n-are Ocalee Supeehet, Class B output,
in sealant cabinet, clock dial, speaker, brand ceo,.
lally goaeanteed, specially built ¡or Colonial ase; £9/5.
'itEAINS All.scaoe 7.calve Soperket, complete as abane;
J. £9116.
'ltiIAINS 5.esloe A.0 Sayer Dynamic. £7; mains 5-ralee
AC-D.C. aaper dynamic, £7; battery 5-col ce saper.
bet. £6/15.
SEND lar List el Borgnino; cad, nr "W.W." deposit
syotem.-Ilarmer, }'yliagdales, Ccllingharn, nr. Leeds.

-

-

[1804

rosit

flOWARI)
Wlllcadeu.

refinements includo quiet A,V.C.. tone, salume an
squelch controls. 100-1 micro-cornier since, manual
scratch filter sud tose eon tesi o erute, on gramophone.
pick-up lead, muy he permanently connected; peoviciuo
lar npeenttnc permanent magne;, sell-eneegis.sd or D.C.
speaker without ulteestion; circuit, bsndpess input, octodu
leequeney changes-, buodpssa 000plesl 10F. pentode, baudparu coupled double diode, B.C. coupled amplifier, B.C.
coupled to lasge correctes) pentodo; components cose/li
as8sulcu doseelbed aboco; prim 9 gaificas, complete susth

UTESTMINSTER CHASSIS Co., LIaI., nao aller their
nec 1936 n,a.fel chassis, ideal lue filling iuta valut.
ing cabinet, houkcoac, ele., oc cobinetu; loud uyvakera and

TOTE.-Nealaddrenu.

envelope.-

Colonial 7-calce Ali-osso Superheteeo-

ARMSTRONG
dyne ilndiogeuum Chassisk thin popular chassis corees
soaeehuods, assi gises really good quality reproduction'

3

e-s'gioco).

ENRY FORD RADIO. Lt.I., Eloetconie Houa., 22.
Iluoland St., Totleoham Court Rd. Moseana 5675.'
OWARD RADIO, The Bcoodasce Co.. Pork Forado.
Willcaden. London. N.W.14. Willcaden 7268.
for Your Car-Loading mukeu In ntock; Philips,
RADIO
S'hilco, Botch, Rosnued, Marconi, Motorolu, etc.; ex.
demonstration und pact exchange models at bargain peiceu,
gua cuateed.
Cu Quoto You .Beloee Von Buy Cur Rodio; rupert
LETfitting undeutaken; any make cue radio installed at
moderate coat.
Homo Rodio, the finest obtainable, mudo
JJOWaà0RD
by American oldest audio manufacturer. 5-vulce
AC/D.C. All'noce Special Sia, Hussard World Seoen,
8.oal'en Junior Grand, Homard Grand 19.oalae; priccu
1mm 6 tu 95 guineas; natalogue on receipt el S:A.

gramophone; gbasaís Incoeporutes quiet A.V.C. wilh
manual control. prueision tu operate pecmouent magnet.
seIfenecgssed ne D.C. apeabas-, 100 to 1 micro-ceroler
dricu is fitted, aleo caluma, lene aed nquelch salsa con.
trela, plcku p leads may be permanently connected, cie.
cuit bandpaos input, Octode lreqaeocy cbanger, bundpuss
coapleol Sty. Pentode, bandpuso coupled doable diode.
RC. coupled LF. amplifier pss-sllel teanalaemer coupled
luego triodes in push-pall; components, uil l.isttiah,
%Veurite mains trsnsloeu,er, Weasito smoothing choke.
Weseite coiLs aod 1F. tvonuloeosees, Wearite csnttchi.ng.
Centealub salume, taue, and sqaeleh controls, Jackson
Uvas, ganged condesase, T.C.C. condensers. Weaeite push.
us5nsl0s5?50r heavy steel chacals; price 10 gasnea,.

.

South Woodlord, London, E1S.

Buckinghnm Rd..

COMPANY Introduce Two Neo ChassIs
ARSIST11ONO
of Unusual Design und Outstanding Peeluemauce tie
meet tlso Demand for Large triode Output; illustrated
techaicul dala sheets deocribing these models sent an
request.
6-volee
Sapecketerodyne
Rosliegrom
A I1MSTIIONG
£1. Cloasois, wiSh troasmittiag
output; this
sulea
chassis lias many rellnemente, iucludiug quiet A.V.C..
solsame and tono cootcolo, aim proeiolasn tu use permnocnt magsuet..aell-energiscd ne D.C. nlseabec without ckssaiu
ulteeatiso; gramophone scitclslng completely separating
cadis 1mm geamoplasne pick-up leads may be IdI permanently connected. eof000e und tono scruteh liltee Seuoteula aba opeeate an gramophone; circuit, buadpouu lespot.
Octodo leeguency cbanger, bond aus cou pled oars'able.mu
H.P. Pentocle, loandpaus soapiest ta double.diude, It.C.
coupled tciude smplifiee, RC. coupled lange triode output;
casoponenta. Beitiub tbraaghoot, icclude Weaeite mains
traoslormnr, Wearite snoosthing chohe, Weaeite mila ond
IF. translurmees, Wearite snitghing, Catcelsb eulumu
and tena coesteuls, Jachson's ganged condenaer, T.C.C. run.
bmoy ateel clausola; £7/19/6, camlulnte with

pall- designed to give

-
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conoole model 217, 9-calce _A.C.; £27110.

Sohle model

i

WflPT

gice satisfaction."

Latest In All-score
High Fidelity Radier
oRb wane b do cunee Ing
14-2.250 metres, i000rporstng the nesoeal nll.soetol onloea
end b000ed in besutilssi Engliah band-robbed pianofinished cabinets.
KING. toble model 213, 9-salse AC.; 20 gaineas.

the

Offer Tosi

wiRd r

T1Tr

ADVERTISEMENTS

EXPONENIIAL

R ES LO

HORN ONuS

METAL HORNS
MICROPHONES

Unequalled in
rolinbility nnd finish.
Full details and trade terms an request.
parfnrmannna

RESLO SOUND EQUINIENTS,

97, Hampateud Road N.W.l.

Telephone: Moo.ua: 1958.

çbIQR4s
is1i

Elernentay Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

completa neta can ka oopphied.
-VALVE Superhet Chassis (7.ntuge), complete
vi B.R.V.5I.A.salees, mired, ready ta nniteh n'ith
an
Inpeaker only entro reqaiceall, 9hc nepueslian delayed
A.V.C. clod-face toning, A.0 sud Unisersal mndeln;
£717.
Model, £711116, on obere pIne quiet A.V.C. taneRG.conIcal
and apeciully fitted loe radingrom noch.
Sets Nao' Available citi: Loud-upmkee, in
COMPLETE
aetiutic cabinct.o
Saperhet., £9/IS; AC. Superhet De Lune.
AC.£10/is;
I0udiogram. £15/15; Radingrais De Lone,
:

-

£18/15.

A Ll..HRIT(SR Theo'aghoot; cempnnents h- aroeld-famous
T.M.C.. etc.; 12
ncoaths' guacantee; inasceoliute deli:ery. Carriage paid. 7
days appeocal; deferred tecma il deaiced; fallout partiesloca on reqoest.
'UESTMINTER ChASSIS t'o.. Ltd., 21. Wentnnloater
Palace Goedena. London, S.W.1. Teade Enqulrieu

Li. maautucturecn; TOC. Woaeite,

Incited.10446

]t,9'AJESTIC" 4-tobe Supechet. nlfered at .74/10, lang
.L .1. and medium Cunee band.
AC-DC, anainu; 6-lube
£6/jO; 7-labe 3 aune band. £13/jO; alan a len-

ao abone.

TRE.

5. and 6-luke receivers learn

£2/jo.

RADIO,' 173,
JNTEICNATIONAL
E,C.1. Clerkenmell 9456-7.
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THE 'WIRELESS W,ORLD,
'o

AND AMPLIFIERS

RECEIVERS

'UTE Cao Supply Kit, nl Sprcified Parts osith Vahes for
any " Wirrirso World" l6ecrivrr or Amplifier, including thr " 1936 Monodial AC. Suprr Rrcri'cer,"
Quality Amplifier," end Imperial Short Wasr Si,. Miro
purchase torme cou
ou the abose goods and
any other radio equipment. Details opon application.

QUAL

Furringston SL,

46,

Holborn 9700.

V

-,

(0458
-.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
List (trade ooly).-Write Leonard Iteys,
36, Henry St..
CLEARANCE
6-salse AC. supeehet
Ameeican Prince'
three u'uvebaods, aeeoplane dm1, 95e. selectivity, lull
A.V.C., 5 'aatto susdistoeCed oat ut. large Oso. dynuosso
speaker. ovaloot gabinet; ditto all-oave 7-value AC-U-C..

-

-

Blaclspoot(1799'

2

Valve lsolders arc ose
the euseatials far the

555

.

VN

'

of

24

ECl.,
List

.

.

ssmmouswrth
'

Ql
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MISCELLANEOUS

tht

'1nstruxnnt

In8trument Knob

-

,

I

S

st

100-120 to 200-240. o
AUTO T&nsforme,
'
b
d d 9/
00
120
12/6
16/6
%ttL 35/-

type

fllß

trans-'

40-avutI 30/6, 60-watt 52/6; simply quote ratees
used, English, Americas, 'or Continental; yes-sods te the
teade; lun all receiver tnaosto,-meeo most windings in
stock, best pricer; 505 cults 25g n.a. rectifiers, ntth
bare. 6/6.

4:6

-

.

-

E

SW.

-

t.P!J5J teasslormees, £2/5; sepaeatr filamrat
former,.

3/-
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Standard Typer
-

POSITIVE INDICATION

supio
10.tt

,

O

J'

ms,n,5e,l.

SpIe eso:P-toOr0

tokeasultprr.ceteosdrnieeuof00eoC So. l.WSOO. 2-ove"
mus, cas-arise eschare ms,oste,5 os u No. 8.W.iO1. 3-oay
ta,sk,llto taue ritt Staats end mclm. Oo. 5,W,102, 4-coy
No. 5.W.104,'5-osy
for luise parpe.er.

TORTEXION. 184, Ths Broadssay, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
(0815
Y
Ser also Neo Mains Equipment.
'lEIB. SUPPLJES.-Amptifier bargain s udecrtised this
.51 column last seeris; oevrs-,sr still available; unte sm
Í1869
editely.-11. iNe Oföd St., Londofl, W.C.1.
F I LS 6 Thit8. £41 15 eUch 3 R K B T 11 u it
Ii 2 8h ft b
m k
b
£2
'
th ect £3/10
£4/10
1 AmpIin tbIe mike. £5; i Amplion
A.0
Mjo[ P.M. LS,, £3/5 ch;
2 Grmpi

USED

or 451 oc 500-120 n.a., 5% regulation, 3 filo to
spec., Open type, 19/-; shrouded, 23/-; post
300.0-300 or 7, 350-0-350. 120 mo., 4e. 2.5. lo. 4e.,
4e. 1-2a. 16/6; ,heoudrd super medrl, 4v. 4.7a, 40. 2.5.
4v. S-2, 4v. 5-2, ali CT., 21/. shrouded,
(5-61 4V. 1-2, CT., 4v., 2-4, CT.. .10/'; open type.
boO)
12/6, sheooded.
A(So. 250 n.u. Teuoslurmerv, 26/-; 1.001v. 250 n.a.

-

goad
mpIlhe. AC., £10; F.1 p ercoe £6110; all
ocdcr.-tl. k IL. Ijotefield, Bidgc St., Macchcte. [1853

.

400 sr 450. on 500-150 n.a. su er, 4e.
VOR't'EXION,
la.. 40. 2e., 4e. la., 4v. 2a., 4V. 2.5e., aIl CT.; 2',fi%
regulation, open, 26/.; eheouded. 30)'; post 1/-.

gubseas

O

4
I.!

't

'MULTIPLE

kit; Vortexiun 20'
oats '4-stage PA. amplifier, in steel ease, 8izs.a
lOiu,XSin. high uit.h carrying handle, input ssith cuatrolu
loe microphone and pick-up, and tone control. osstput 1cc
74z and 15 ehm opeakers. soright lStb.; ooly 55,4 guineos
oith salseo.

.

94.

350/60 opes type; 15/-; shrOuded.''
open
type;
16/6;

1 .1 /fi.-Vorte,ion050/220,
shrouded; pact 5/'.

rath.

Nu.

No.

'

REGULATION Choke; 7/6.

For
Eoteemely
ctgsusjs mounting, with tmucd
fitted
a
tu
'contacts
tobolar
"Preqacnsstc" bese.

.

Guioeuu assembled.

O

06/-.

-

low-loss.

PUBLIC' ADDRESS 'EQUIPMENT

SPE0lA'edu1

Specified Quotity Amplifier or Mgsnodiat

VORTEXION
Trunslormee, 425-0-425-120-150 oua. la. 6-ta., 4c,
2a. 40. lo,, lv. la., att CT., super sbeoodrd model,
2'ts% regulatIon, 26)-, carriage 1/-; Q.A. eotput transloimee to W.W. spcciflcatiun, 17/6; molti ratio, 20/.;
speaker grid replacement choke, 1,250 or 2,500 ohms,

qualsty

SOCKET TYPES

t8.00atact

V.H.24,

No.

6860.'

P','-'

5

SIDE-CONTACT TYPES
moonliog,
Chassis
moulded batselite seilh
rcsdsent tsussed contacts
and une-pseee tagt.

o!

tGlt Quality 2k-natI MadrI, £15; '10-watt, £29;
W.W.Ì'.A. aospliSee, ,hroaded leads, 30/'; teeminalu,

37/6.
f 'lD

[0500
Clearance Baegais,.-Ultva. Portadyne.'
sil mains
orts-, as neo' all hall price.
Ltal., 54, Lamb's Conduit St., London, W.C.l.
bIbern
(1865
loe

-

guineae.

I'

eusploysng prodocls sssth,a
same sod atsvghrepotahofl

°'__.._JUjE/

SEND
Halcyon. Climas. C.A.C.. and Areodync

-

-WATT 4-stage Ampullen loe Qoality Input lee
fl Miceophone aod Pich-up, litS tone und entume
control,, complete in rIcci carrying case, Sin.xIOin.>s9in..
high, xeight 251b.; kit uith taises, 8 gssineae; assembled,

s

listed 16 guineas, lue £9.
loe Illustrated Leaflet; rash oit!: order, caer.
SEND
paid; god.. cureiage loeoaed.-Kay. 167.''City Rd..

Agabo
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I-TV

Te!.:

London. E.C.4.

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

-

ti N

'B111

TTNIVERSAL Amplifirro, soith. undistorted output cf
'J 8 watts, 2 pentudes io purullel in output stege.
£6/10; AC. amplifiers, double B.C.e. push-pull, soith 2
triodes vn output stage, undistorted output ol 5 watte, £7.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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CABINETS

.

DITTO-PLUS

-.

'

J%JANUFACTURER'S Clearance
Reaeiaed,-A large callectian of high einer table
JUST
cabinets in figured enainut highly finished; prices 6/6
to 18/6 (send dimensions al cisnasia and upeakenl.
ALCYON Radiogram Cabinets, rich, slaCk, . figured
[J scalfiut
illastratiana
Onqsest 33x23x21, 45/.;, details and
Rodiagrum Cshiuet, la figured oulnut,
J3RUNSWICK
£311916; Inuny others. 30/- upuurdu; photos loe
selection sect on request.
VERT Your Set into s Rudicgeam by Standing it
CONon o Pluying Desk bneeuu 39/6 table nsodel, 21f-.
Pedeolul Cabinet, Mdci. sslout. mudeCß
design. neo und oudeilled. 34x22Xl2ifl., 35/..:
SET und Speaket Cubiflets, 4/6 upuuedu.
Table Cabinets, 20x1614x914 )andrilled),
IJLTRA
10/6; 29X18x11 .)driiieull, 10/6.
Cubinetu;
4/6 npaurdo.
SPEAKER
VEND Porticulses nl Your Requirements gleing eire of
set, ein.). or cull ucd snake your choice from one
stocks of oece 100 different types; horn 3/6 to £4110.
SMITH und Co., Ltd.. 287-9, Edgouro ltd.,
(0485
Landen, %V.2. Tel. : Pudd. 5891.

DYNAMOS, MÓTORS,

ETC.'-

8*9.

'8h-p-tee.0so1°-co0'°0°ed
volt
Cl'. charging
little used.-Mattlaeok
control
£75;

dynamo ccitla
Stores.
[1831

180 amp.

8 tac 16

panels,

oeey

Ltd.. Beoad'ssy, SbcoForos.

-

t'a-

'GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS AND
RECORDERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
Recorder, complete, as nose, cost £45; 12.
PAEMEKO
o-att amplifier ond Jenkins and Adnir microphone
and stand; accept £50; ssrite lordekailo.-Bs'oadeostond
Acnastin E oip,neat Co., Ltd., Beaomcnt Chambers, flake
St., Noeaich.
[1842

Yooy RequIrements,

muufct

I

SsECURE
orders

Cod..

remiss in daily.
Oedee or

CASH With

IIULBERT.
-

6, Conduit St.,

885, Tyburn ltd., Erdingtosa, Birminghaos,

'ford Mill 2907:

-

NEW COMPONENTS
-

A Lt Standard Makes; 's laolesale only-Leonard Hcyc,
1, 38, lleney St.. Blaebpool.
[1800
'7n1'ELVO-RAD" "Wireless World" Specified Kits,
IVI PA. amplifier; £12/S/n, complete (Feeder Unit,

Amplifier;

VA LYE

Î-i

O.L D

''

,

.

--

,

.::

;:V

e/i
i

iIle

UTARD. 46. Frringdo
YO

Itolborn 9703.

St.,

London.

E.O.4.

H'

lIA
1)d.

-

.

-'.

:

..

""

-

2.

.

5w

83

W.C.1 a rsf osuce aemosaf erpenses
offers a I. rgeos d sar, ed stock o) PA. and talkie equ,n
m-set ut knock-cut prices. All must he cleared hy ens!
ol month, Callers erpecially mdcl, Slump loe lists.Telephune: Tewpfe Rar 2620.
[1773
I

RADIO sod ENGtNEERING SUPPLIES.
guaranteed 52 months; Wesliugbooso
ELf%IINATO14S,
certifiers. 200.260 soft,. AC., output 550, 90 and
60 Volta ut 30 milliamps, 20/.; sub 2 sOft 'yy amp.
trickle charger. 27/6; tute ysitsge and nei,
Cendensar,,-O,000b In e_0005 Value,,
ShOST-WAVE
oCh abc and Inst drive, 2f.; quality iron-piece dial,
Coils, 1322 metres, 20-44 su., 40-90
-

-

ohaet.wuoe, noper-soc low.lo,u, SO-lOO metreu,
-

'

. -

OLAlt Midget 2-gang Coedewsers, lots-st type; 7/6.,
AIRPLANE Dials, oqsiure lypc; 4/6,

I

'V,7'ESTI7'ldIbOUSE Rectifier,, If.T.8, 8/6; fiTs. 9,6.
RADE Enqnieies; send stamp for latest trade lists.

-

'T

-

ansI ENGINEERING SUPPLIES, 55, Edgstare
Len,foe. 'Phone: Peuh. 6t52.
(1862
Lines Aufoerliseni in Last Week's 1/sue StiIfAoailALLable.
UTARD. 46, Fureingdon St. Telephone: Rolborn 9703.

-'

RADIO
Rd.,

de,(niplivr/olhe,"W"

LTD.

-[0450
-,(1859
ABt,

Adveeti.ed Lust Week Stili Aoail.ahle.ALLHesryn. 72, WIhington Ao,, 75.15, 'Phene: Stu,olord IIi!! 2907.

____________iii.

-

-

-

eeperme!ters.1uepluLlessthuI

I

Bronn. Ktng

Wireless Téchnical Terms" Secosd Editibn

-

Linen

79a. Rochester Row, London, 5,WJ,

of

:

-

ITeonslevriog
New Oultr.! SI.,

':

Dictionary

e

..

tise Little Denme:f, Si, Branch

CllORES,
bd.

,..

.

traf 28331. All pont orders to iligis St., Clapham. [045g
FRANKS
,
-,

"MASTER" PLUGS
,.,
You seed these for the
Hearing Aid. -,

Tel.
[0451

SCORES.

Among the 40 perfect.contact

TERMINAL8

-

Our Displayed Adoerfisement on psg

1/-.

be classified an " Midgets"
roe if)ust,'ute the ssrealf models
0f ClIn,

-

high St. Clupham, S,W,4 l'Phone: Macuoloy
2 0.22,238t.2(,
anal 165a, Fleet St., E,C,4 ('Phone : Cesa

One Clix 4-pin

LECTRO LINX

rWci. 48Hoursearelage

PREMIER SUPPLY

SHORT.WAVE
u-pin type, 2/fi each,

Scud/or one

-

COMPONENTS

SMALL BUT EFFICIET«

SPADE

(l8t8

-

P

s RE

"Ivìidget" Va)veholder

;

Loud-spesker, haulst Febcuaey;'
sacrifice 85/..-'P.O., CessIon-n, Dnmfrles,

'

RE5tlER SUPPLY STORES.

-

lhf.C.

-

SECOND.HAND, CLEARANCL SURPLUS, ETC..

R-S

E

Specified for the'.

-...
With soldering slot.

:

'

"HEARING AID"

TURNER 1935 P.M. Re-entrant Cone, fiat
HATIILEY
Lb/b: £5/is. o/Iees.-Wehstee, 74. Plaistoo
Lane.
Bromley. City 4690.
(1844
52. f9fn. cese), 22/6; Macearon
1b1'AGNAVOX D.C.
.1.1 151 (s/4in. cone), 16/3; alf with homhucking coils,
p00-er or pentsole trnnsfo.rmeeu. und .2.500 or- 6.500-ohm,
fields; .M'sgnasos' P.91.254 .18/'; Magnason P.51.252,
22/fi.
-

AT'

detailed

,

.P.
REMIEIt'SUPI'LV STORES..

I

-

complete;

XT1RE(.ESS WORLD " T roosne uwe ar-cee t Microphwnr
ParIs. complete; 8/6 (no entruu(.-A, Hinder-br),,
[f557
Te'ansteemeee.-F were-s f tone, quality, the Nichols'
J',F. L.S,3[/
is Ike fissent instrument maie, cci ht t7on. ;
12)6. post feee.Nuchol,, 84, Amu'efl SI lfoddesdoo.
Recta,
.
,
11846

Here is another exaiople of the way Clix
These
aid progress in radio practice.
"Midget" pin type chassis mounting
valveholders were specially designed and
produced for' use wilh the marvellous Hivac
"Midget" valves dvertised on .page i,
only ones available.
aisd they are th

-

'

£10110,

PUSfl'PL°LL
catalogues
gestas
/Trodc
suppliedl.-Mello-ILsd,
Qcteen'a l'tace. Hace.
(Agesto slanted.)
([027

-

-

"MIDGET".

-

list £7,

-

Ussyecsal Set 'rester, including oscillator, os
Cccl 12 guineas trade; ofleru?-M,etin, [72s,
Blao'kstock Rd.. 5.5.
[1847

(Coerlractoru to
the G.P.O.)
LIMITED Plane: Ae,huorl6tl-2'3

(0457

TAUXHALL_Istagnaeoe mains eseegised. 2,500 or
6,500 field coil, 101o, cose, 17/6; 71w. cone, 12/6.
TAUXHAL1,._Msgoanou peeroanuest magnets, ueiyer-oaf,
' V
ruitahle loe Class -. B' power or pestode, 7m, cone.
16/6: lOin, cone. 22/-.
TAUXHALL.-Ahooc. folle guaran leed, complete a/tb
V
hombncksng enfIn; at-ste perser en pentodo tcansformer; unused nsunsrfacturecs' stoyb.
,TAUX1tALL.-Immediete delirycy, carriage paid, lists
V
Irre; cash with order or e.o.d.-Vauul,oll Utili ties.
163u. Strand. W.O.2 lTemple Bar. 9338f
1Q456
Scotlund.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

-

PHILCO
neu,

iìÏ'

V

FERRANTI Mi+

-[1858

'

-

,

SECOND-HAND. CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

'

(1843

..

METERS, ETC.
Lires Adrertiaed Last Week Stili' Anailohle.ALLHenrys,.
72, Wellington Ac., 5.15.
'Phone: 51mo-

--

'
-

-

LOUD-SPEAKERS

fil

2, Bciufge Rd., London, N.W,lO.

-

WI.

175t
.
Munulucturer. CornVALVES
ploteeunge
hultery, AC. mulas rectifiers; brand
reo sleek, odtb 6 months guursnter. 2-colt: detector.
2/3; poner, 2/9; sucres geid, Pentads,. H,F.-Penl-ude.
SI--Write loe other prices to Dolci Electeicul Co., Ltd..
7. 0,iuued 81., London. ECl.
(0501
C'ILARIO7I Vulees, all beund nro, buttery types, 2-voll,
18.2, H.L.2, L.P.2, 1/9; sopee pooce, P.2. 2/6;
serrons sad L.F. pentedes, 3/9; AC. muss 4-colt, 1-amp.
general purpose. 3(3; powSe. 4/.'; userons u ad L.F, peestodes. 4/6; lull noce rectifiers, 3/6; postuge paid rauh
o-sIn orde: of c'od, noce lO/..-Claeion Vais-m, Dept. W.,

'.

.

-

-

Fel-

by WeIl-hassen Non-ring

SOU

me

they repreSent the fierOt brgoins
qoolity Inorieg coil.
.
oeykecooeu labte yt the peeceet time.
/6.-Eflegieed7in.cone, 6500 ohms pooer pentodo.
8m. core, 2,000, 2,500. 6500 ohms.
io /6.-Eoecgised
peOre pentodo orooiycr sal teansforener.
.-Energiscd lOira cone, 2q00. 2,500 6500 ohms.
14
pacer pentode or anis'eroal tcnncfoemec poorrful quality apoaker cith die coot frame.
/6.-Permaoont magort. 7m. cose, withoat teyns'o
soith teansfoemes, 12(6.
.-Pecsaoaout esagerI. tisa. Cone. ojthoat trono1 _O/ 13 former; esito trnofstorer . 15/6.
magnet, lOin, cone, o'ilhout teens'/fi._-Peemaoeot
ei!
former; with transformer. 17/6.
I LO -Permanent usagnet, Sin, cone, without tesos.
J_tO
UI '- foroorr; unto transformer, 19/6.
These
e
ahora baso forge Aloi magnet.s, noted for efficiency.
/_.-Peemaoent magnet, lOin, cone, without teosa.
I
former; citla transformer. 24/-1 'culs large
Afni magneto, ideal for quality receivers, dc coot frame.
-D.C. Auditorium. energi.sed. Oin, eopooential
/
r
i
cone, noted for realistic repeoetrrctioo, 30 t.
I e)
.9.000 cycles, large magnet with enoriooae fian density,
one el the beat quality speakers obtainable, usual price
£6; price includes large-output transformer; Field resist..
unces 1,250, 2,000, 2.503 or 5,000 ohms, ideal for WireEuceptiono bargain.
leso World Quality Amplifier.
fT '7' / _.-A.tJ. Auditorioro. eseegised, lOin, enponestiuf
4 I I
cone ou shore, but with Westinghouse rectificr.
und lull smoothing cquipmont. -List price £9.
cabinets for 81e, speakers only.
2 /9._Bransf neroThese
Geeuin Bargains Nsa. Repeat
One o!

.

also

lista-E.

£4/I).
"lNIELFO-RAD" "W.W." ÇA. Super, complete sperI.
I I. fled ai inciadiog chassis and accessorlea; £11/3.

MARLBOROUGH RD.,
UPPER HOLLOWAY,
LONDON. hiS.

cao sa pply tice
VV. brut moving cosi spaakere thot money can bay ot
less than half list unce.
Thee are brand nno and made
by o
of Lh beSt kno
u,ers ot quIiLy mobg
The uidìt.orhrn mdeI &e btted iLh Lhe
Ites tCu ed or eopoarnLiol corro. ord a 5916 ornI 77I

speke.

£0436

each

-

ULBEET loe Quality Sarp!us Speakers

'UTHATEVEIt

.

-

prices, moins teusuformeru, etc.; cucito fur
loas, 94, Palmeeston Crescent, N.13

May we send YOU further partiCulars?

-NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
JJ

Speederli 3000.

-

[0455
ris1on 'kd.
Concerter, NelCo 150 cotta, input 220240
ROTARY
D.C., aaatpot 220-240 A.á.. perfect condition; £5/5.[1845
Oeley, 29, Queen Anne St., WI.
Sereice, 18,

AS5gj

su

AC.. brand nere, 200-240r.. 1,425 reos.
e paid' lisis toce-Lasco, Electeieal

Metoec,

£2/8/9' carrie

.

first grade, In al) types, noose
ASIERICAN
Majestic types neuiluble; leude supplied-Metro.
pelitan Radio Seesice Co,, 1021, Fiockley Rd., N.W.11.
Voleen,

WorldS'

[J.L

4

guaranteed lar sin months. Send loe loll list, 350 ohms
Iseo cardo. 2/8.
1,,TARD, 46. Farcingdan St., London, E.C.4. Telephone:
[0452
Hoiboen 9703.
'
,

Amplifier.
The SOUND,SALES 4-12 WATT PARA-PHRASE P1jSHPtJ')L QUALITY AMPLIFIER has
"Wireless -World" certified
- frequncy response ci beh oarieu only 8 D.B.
from 20 to 10,000 cycles (see test report
14th December, 1934), in other words, the
time-honoured SOUND SALES QUALITY
AMPLIFIER is the came as the latest
"WIRELESS WORLD" design plus iodependent sanable grid bias und n super power
pcck employing one special rectifier which
ss'e can guarantee from experience sc-ill
probably outlast any other vdlve in the
equipmint owing to 'Ilse fact that it can
deliver 250 miiilamps at500voitc continuously.
May we compliment the "WIRELESS
WORLD ' sun their cleverly designed FEEDER
UNIT embodying independent tono coátrol.'
We have now added this Unit lo our range
'and -can supply Complete Units al £7/2/6,
so that the SOUND SALES 4-12 matt
QUALITY AMPLIFIER can be purchased
complete with the latest " Wireless Woeld"
FEEDER UNIT for £24/l2/6, which we think
reresentnaCons-iderable saving in cost.

-

lh.p.

VALVES

!lepeo nf American Vaines in Slack, of Raytheon,
ALLSylnonia,
and Aecturus makes st cainpetitice peleen.

Let us explain our heading. The Sound
Sales 4-82 mutt Amplifier seas introduced
over IS months ugo, and the circuit is exactly
the same, apart from the Poseer Pack, as
the now 'Wireless
PA. Quality

U'

-

APRIL 17TH, 1936.

Coughion, Alcester.

[1841

.

Post /ree

zf z
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THE WIRELESS

-

'ADVERTISEMENTS.

7

-

)COMPONENTS-SÏCOND-HÂND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
fioul reductions.

RYALLS RADIO-Realisation sale;

RADIOMARÎ

RADIO, 280, High Ilolborn, London, \V.O.1.
oue closing dosso sale
:
from this addresa. basing secu,ed au eotension of time.
ELSEN Teipfe Matched Iron Coee Coils, full screened,
type W476, supeehet type, ness; 1216 pee set of

RYALLS
Tel. HOI. 3529.-We contino,

W NIGHTINGALE (G5No)
Lusoest Prices, no junk: A square deul ulwuya

CONDENSERS.

3-gangs, Jtadioplione straight or
Fake 400 ks. 7,'fi ; c05t trolght ne IlOte. 5/9 ; 001157
or 0.0005. Unlkoob, low. dico dOss 3/11 dIto., Oogle dim.
2/3 511gb. 00003. 0.0005. Bd. Trims duS o.50oa. 513 0.00035;
1!- : Polo, 2 -caos USkoub assI dIal ul,,puced. 4111.
110ko.

2.

WESTINGHOUSE H.T.1, eased, with teeminals, 200e.
loo ma., 15/-, neo; H.T.2 350e. 100 osa., 30/-;
LT. rectaSe,,
H.T.12, cased, ssitb terminals, 9/6; R424,
6o. 2 amp, neo, eased, with terminals, 1716.
pERRANTI 'Q.P.P. Intercalo, Teansforcoee, A.F.lIe,
neo, 1816; Feecunti AFOSe, class B, 15/-; A.F.6,
12/6, to eles,; O.P.M.17c, 9/-.
4-gong Midget, lull y sceeened, 1213; ditto, twin,_
pOLAR
5/9; both straight type.
Panels, blughonite, with reverse side polished
EBONITE
blaek, 0206 and 12x7 at 11- each; 12x8 at 113;

(EIIiIII::

10010.

-N

3d..

B1-

-

-

305y. 120 ma.. 250
Linen ,limlsuts, 1/3.

cT.

Incomparable for
reliable, accurate
consistent and
economical sawing

-.

DOUBLE

HIGH

AND

EDGE

SPEED

all

Cor

onStage,.

Hack

Saw

R

Frames

y

Tool Dealers

-

-

5,1,
JAMES

SEILS & CO

Ceapait.

SEal

Lb'., 2/3
V.M.S_G..
27.

(Sh,Cfi,ld) STD.

li.

jl

EEI57Á

-

-

5/,

;

Nonoring H.P., detector,

Sus-sec. 353

3

reclamI.

oolt,.2/6;

Oso,I

SHORT,wAVE.

15.100 arlen,, 'el
Od. Veey caseicos

J

-

same

fortunate

A
sse

ist.
-

7/2; euch. 2/9 ,hc,taeoeo
leide' Wleel,s, World.").
thee,,

ILl°.

cheLo,

-

COILFORMS. Lateot ribbed 1I,in. blocs 4-pin, 1/61
O-pou, eitbee ,tzndurd or 7.55 mass Sync, Sy9; tloea,bIog, 2d. os
CONDENSERS. Itadiophone 0.00016 supes ceramic,
3/O; lc0esgnp ts,/e, 3/9; a,oeoauoablea, 11, OImmId., 1/.
mold., 113; loOlantlOc. 70 mmcd., telmo,,,, 4(1.

DIALS.

MICRODISC

Utility,

fumas,

300

high

,'odue,I/os.lilst sial. 3/11
LIt,seound, 40cl ko., 1.10e, 5/6
beuekel,,. 38:3 ,peed, ,e.I,,ecios 1,01, Sd.

estos,

Chassis

type,

;

AMERICA N VALVESOCKETS.

ed. cash; cerceo),, dOlo, dosd2 p10,10(1.; eee,m:e. liege 71cc CIti
05, ele., 1)- : 30». lAIe Micieley dI,lcsloc) sae 4111, SOSA,
4/6.

CERAMIC COILFORMS. American 4'ptn, 1/6;
O'pin.1/Ø, leunnoittlzogemsed, SOSOs.. 5/6.
TRANSMITTING RES ISTANCES,ELECTRAD.
to 50,500 oSos, IO 'soIt 1/9; co OslO.

HAM

ND 55N

2/5;

kk4f

'ecnl

2/9,7c,cnct,3/6;

UTC Peak

C

lib

CATALOGUES.
SHORTWAVE RevlsedA

Z

of Aoe,icnu eule,,,

TAUXHALL.--T.C.C. mica 0.002, 2.000 soIt test, bd.;
0.0001, Od.; 0.001.0.01, 1/-; 1 mld.'Masvbcidge, 1/3.
TAUX5tALL_b6esintances byoell-knoon msnulagtsorees,
j.seatt type, 6d. each; all salues.

IF.

-

3/9 ; esel poosom6t. eot,n ; Ekmubros,io,u

Amorices 1036 e,lOie,srec

3rT7T'53'l5.Jlbt3'.

7AUXJlALL.-Centee topped iron cored

'I

-

4163

All Raymart short miter coilsandformeeszowmosoldrd
in "PnM4" bloss material.
INTERCHANGEABLE Shart'wave Coils cover

mId. und

450 volt,

os

-

Squ'areplsne drive large oblong scale
bronze, complete ooith station named dial; 4/6.
station earned scales, loe hOeiVm'-5b0to'
dialo, latest settings; 1/9 eaCh.
uontal
0.2 und
TAiJXBALL.-Coloc,o 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ne 0.1,
Colpulzo, £214; Polar
' Gd eupeehrt. type. 301-;
drives, 416.
Cobero. Centea'
ITAUXIOALL,-Volume' control,, 'Erie
va/oes. leom 3,000 to
V
labs. 2]'; nith snitch,
l-1'], ta 1,
2 mcc.; Benjuoio clasv,'B" teassloetners,
500

5.0.0
bI

50

mcl,

Va/ac 30/-, conlain/ng loor

puBc31DDRESS AMPLIFIERS.

0

O

Tye,,,
01.

o

eabisos,.2)U

-

lId.

CLEARANCE

-

catalogue

rsbll,hnl nsdlldo thsssoosl,
b,renis,,

teosos'

lid.:

bo101

ENQUIRERS

lormecs. bosco. teeminolo, 110 k/c; 6/6. guaran toed.
type
TAUX0tAI,L.-Set mooslactscees'- surplus, sbeleton
Y
Westinghouse rectiOces, H.T.8. 9/6; H.T.9. SITIO,
10/-; oomplete voith floing -brocheto; Westoctoes, %V.4,
-...
W.X.6, 5/9.
V

Triple cone assemblles,wilh carved sided mai nl
cone and dual haSchte and duralumin cones
combined, for improving frequency range of
existing Baker Saper Power Speakers, 25/-.
Fitting free.

B. 4

Clac,

CABINETS. 'Climax hocicontab oct und cpeakro

TAUXRALL.-'1'.C.C. - condensere, tabirlar, flas-indoctise. 0'S, OsI.; 50 nsld., hoc. oorhing,,.116: 50 mId.,
15v., 1/3; 0.05, od.; 0.002, 0.0002, 0.001. 0.13001, ad.

Descriptiee leaflet "Load Speaker Tailoring" yoars
for Che asking.

;.

V.B.P.T., 5/6, Amceieas
47. lAc, 2d7, S'o, a6, Ac, 75, 42. 50,
J0.P.T.10

;

430

see, £4

puesto,,

VAUXIOALL.-T.C.C.
a mId., 550 colt, 31-;200 mId. 10'oolt, 3f'.

RdS

2/9

LP.2, P.5,

;

IO,

-

r. 5.

valus

AUXOIALL

elceteolytic condenser,;

comi010co;

nos,!,

o_0000.

6/6,

-

f

eoedmsee,, tO,e eslertchjee,, blumolue H.F.L, 0.0063
solubles. el,e'.ecletie, ,e,ithzsem. cte., 5/. 'seden eacoel
SO,. lue 10/- ; isOla mois, or bastees..
SPECIAL Set Li.sven 3'eazg Superhrt Coils, two
IJaoo If.',, l'ouzo opeebet rondesoee ; ,'nloe, sa/-, Io, 50/-.
705

31-;-all

LANGEO
fPth Itt

i-i,

BAR'A IN PARCELS.

eata.

Wek,, SHEFfIELD,

en0000rrd solder,

1

-

BATTERY VALVES

ITAUX10ALL-JB

M,lat-,v

f

tug,, Od.

A.0.1J.P.T.,
d.C. P05, 5/0 ' aleo ,m050e,.

Accurate dial and drives, 4/6.
rolled, 18
ITAUXSIAI.L.-Flat. sheet aluminium, hard
gauge, lZin.xl2in., 2/6; 10X06, 5/-; ether 010es pro

-

alle,

ccoo psntcso

Famous Contjnenlat A.C.V.M.P.,
V.5.0.0., acto., ALB. AGil Oc. P.T.4, 4/6

(1063

-

u

AC. VALVES.

condensees, stcaight
ITATJXHALL.-Polae Midget .3-gang.vision,
horizontal or
se capertrt., 0/9; Polae tufi

Obtainable from all

with

;

-

-

-

50;

2 meg.

;

Wsstt Colour Coded Resistan,/es,
1
made by one u! the baaL EsosO manulactorers, price 2,1. each; in-sise, only 2,590, 7,500. 9,000.
10,000, .3e.000,'40,000, 50,000, 150,000, 300,000, 44 meg.

'Eclipse'

I osco..

mains piso sod ,mket Ed. o i5ioln5I carmIonS,
lo, O-coy laotteey lessI, und elms, 60.

-SPECIAL
nith sien, cods,
Always use

1

1 3 am ., 2d.
Telsen
gold 150k,, bd.
32 niet mdrd
satt ee,lsfaoce,,. 2/0
MICROPHONES 'Weobam Etretcis famoso, 2/91
G.P.O cnnsloemee to sais, 1/6 Bes,h res-tel typos stoeked.
MIDGET JACKS. Igranic, 3d. ; Bellinglee safety,

el

011er

1

FUSES. Tubulur glass,
n.a.. Id.; 4 s05501ed T,kco

sl

-

/

Linea all-woes 2-gong Scocsret,
leoocor,d cemsol matched coil,. f/fl
-

.100

-

STEEL

houer, 9&l

loe

100i.,' gdeach;
-T.c-c,
25 ml. 25e. at 9(1: raeh 50s. 50 ml., BIC., at 1./I
eagh; and T.C.C. 2 inI. 200X., at 7,!. each, to clear; d,tto,
T.C.C. 6 ml. 50e., at 3d.'each.
mELSEN Reaction Condenser,. 0.0001 and 0.00015, nod
-.
0.00015 dillEcentiaL alf Ed. euch.
AC. Induction Geemophone Motors, odh
COLLARO
asta stop ucd 12m, tsrsstxble, nra; to clear 25/-;

ALL-HARD, FLEXIBLE

f/fl

:

truasfrsouees, 3/-.

Four Types

cutt.

55

e;'.b ,ccoiose. 1916f

7HOKES. Toben binocular (list 5/-) 1/11 ;.
Cfimso bioucola,, 1/3; Lota, Irooeuosl, 1/11; lupins OnmI
,eenrsnl. l'li a Telo,o opsro,d 500-nase. liii.
TRANSFORMERS.
TrIsen itudiogrand, 2/9;
Trino> Ae,. rrdo.Iae /upei 0cc 51s57j01. 1/fl; ss.T.ILeprake(.
guIS o/I S.0 ,p,ukre. 2111> P5roIrd, 1/11
ROTARY CONVERTORS.
E.D.C. £7. new,
outpat 7411,.. 40 m-a.- 0g. lnpst. 3710 520.. 25/-.
MILLIAMMETERS. Finah 21/n., 5/9 super 21/n.,
uIl
rsog,s.25 n.a..I0 une,.. O/ial tacing omcer,aolgewise,5/9.
0)9
PUSHBACK. Connecting wirc, Oydn., Gd. heavy,

oeo-ieduCtive tubular coedemcet. 001,
euch; BI. /1.1 ditto at 3,1- eASE-

in

,k,ossl,d 12/8; -npposl cate,.

CT..

lemnio. 25.000. f0000 j meg.. Imeg..

SALE.-r.c.c.
ami 01, at fd.
Made

n.a.. 2111

POTE?o74"METERS, Frost wirewound 10,000
tupserd gsooel to meute 50,000 10,0 15/5), 1/8; Crotvslac og.O

clase B deisee teunslc,mers, 2-1, 3/SALE.-Multitane
each; RI. D.Y.40 2-t drtue,s, 3/6; 30.0. difeed L.F

15

4,2

3-guo
9.0.3 so .0-oar,> 10/0

-

Elcteslyti5.

20kv.. 100
-

4/fl; hmd-cua,

30F. Clabeo,8sI. each; Telmo stan-

Biuu Tyi,e

I.>s-oC

COILS. Liasen screen switched 3-gang ooperhet,

DETEX.Uoioersol
dard serreoed 11F. chokes, 1/3; Telsen loan-screened
31F. chokes, 1J6.

ait

U.T.5 ce 11:7.9. nith LT 13/6
Wcalsoghoo,e L.T. leacslarmers, 0/6.

918;

drue, nearly all

ooeeull, 3'/asn, long,

fouaces, fi-eibbed, 2in

.

2> (57..

Os.

SALE-Coil
2d.each; Beecl.ehcnite.

.00.

MA INS TRANSFORMERS. Baylios, ete, 350-360,

marking.o eocept osatput. also plain acailable, 3d.
each; St type, 15kd. each.
fRMOND Mica Condenares, midget type, in moulded
-eases, with solde, tugs, loop, ajees 0.0001, 0.0002.
0.0003, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002. 0.003. uIl ut 2d. each;
Telsen 0.0004 mico, wifh tecmioals, 2d. each.
class 7-pin busrboaod salse holders, W.B.
SALE-Good
type; 4d. each.
6 ohm Baseboard 5fider Resistance, 64. each;
PREH
Regeostut 10 wstt (100e-100 m.a.l sociable elsjsthoe,s,
sait uny eliminator, etc., 1/6 och.-

BLADES

I

;

Ilsoodingees, foe baseboaed 0e undee
LISSEN
chassis mountiog, all ebonite, all insulated parts; 8d.
B Type Termina/s, to

;

:

30 ohm

HACKSAW

;

;

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS.
Non-inductivo
mndeo,er,. Doblas,, T.0. eso.. co. 015 0.1 0.03, 0,005. 3d f
elhl 0.3 mIl. pucks. 1 9 000,. takeL-,,,, s3 40cc In 0_I 6d. ;
O.250.3,fd.;4mrd.iOOs. L 213;umld_,1/3;loifd.. 1Od
H,kbvuolossklnc lmld..3/8;Omfd4J8-Omrd,34i01/..
ELECTROLYTICS. ileluby, etc., 600v. working
o + ali6l o mId. 2/11
10 + s. 3111
OmM. 1/3.
BIAS ELECTROLY"rICS. T.C.C,, Ucloby, 60 mfd.,
50e. 5/9:55 511. Iii,, lIna-a. loOs., 1i lt mrd.. 2+3 mId. Od.,
DIALS. Polar, utility lutest otraight line, 3/11
U000y 18,1(0> U5100r ssioodiw. 3ILL
SMOOTHING CHOKES.
Interleaved Stalloy,

II

L_ .,.'

,enc

ob

34,

tos

qbUSt 5es,!

Retail Branche,;
BRIGHT STREET
-

,

19, JOHN

tslfo;cs1

110,DALE END.

-

BAKtRS 5LÑUPST RADIO-LTD.
73

£77 SaSSES ROsD..LRQypO

°

SuORt(.

(

TAUXEALL.-00l1aro 32 model, 32/6; Uoisersal model.
V
47/6; complete onit, AC. 200-250e.. first qooliey
pick-ups- and oolume control. 48/-.
TAIJXHALL.-Hioae or Tuogsram ralees, all typos, foe
V
iosmedite deliseey, IcIly goasanteed.
ITAUXIIÁLL.-Clix'sa5ceboldees, ter-missels, -7-pin OsI.,
V
5- ib 74., W.B. 5-pie 4',4d.; baseboard mun(ing,
64.; all goods to salue of 216 oc oore. Postpaid Or- cod.
7AOJXHALL UTILITIES; 163a, Strand, - W-C.2, oter
Dene's, tir-o Bookelleee Temple Sor' 9318' Send
10450
postcacd loo lists Ieee.

"Radio Receiver Measureynents."

-

Price 4/6

TRE SQUARE DEALERS

RADIOMART

(G5N1)

Mail Order Dept.

44
-

HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM I
Telephones MID 3254

-

s.
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THOR

"w

HEARING

KIT "A "

AID

£2 : 6 : 3

Or 6 monthly payments of 8/6
Authsr Kitt uf Fost Spee.,fitd poets, lots reIsen, e:epicco,
cabinet sot boIterie..

-

KIT-Autjtoe Kit of F,r,t Specified port:, jodedins vu/cot, cob/oct. caepirorusd flatterten.
Conk sr COD.. Corriste Paid.
:14 : 6 sr 2 ,nssthly
peymest, st 10/6.
Pets-Scott Specified Cbiset soith p:ck fist handle
iIIa,t.otrd brios'
12 6
COMPLETE

£5

.......................

Sste:geMiorsphoceTcootfsemre ......................... 6
B.T.S. 3 Spriog Astso.otio Jack s'ith trlrphsee pIcs 3
I Scientific Enepiese oid, Itendbond .0d lles lend £1
5
2Sprriflrd Bottertet ............................................. 13
I

2

6
5
0
3
Spew/fled Ve/ce,. ............................................... 17 6

'I4TEO

TRADE DISTRIBUTORS FOR TI4E

SIEMENS TRANSMITTER

'7\

Ç

INSET

High-goode porfien ,oigrsphsnr. loroepor.
ote, ,prrrsl stde ongle sotIerro, amt. fitted
c'id, impceis:ted silk ints lstor. Coo.ttrsctioo o/loor toll tp,iog ,coent,cs. if

erqs,red.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

TSD

9/

Typo Secphoee No.53

i

/'a,jfUISOEE.AD.-4X4 told., 350-volt oogkisg condessee
bat/to, unused; 2/6.
goacanteed 02 months; best ttscke,
ELIMINATORS,
Westinghouse rectifier, 200-260 volto.inpst; 150. 90.
60 volts st 30 millisanp. ootpot. D.C. 8/6, AC. 20/-;
AC. wit/I 2 tolto at 14 amp, trickle choegee, 27/6.
one s-ott, rubor coded, eire ends, unused.
RESISTORS.
best noabe, per/md. o.ny sise, 50 ohms to 4 megohms,
311201. euh, 3/. per dosen; pose choice.
559 ko. 5F, Tennsloemers, secreted,
RADEO5'RONE
teimmeen, and screened load; 2/-.
VALVES, unuced. perfect. soro pped. Eueops moms
Y
solees, oli AC. end Unieeeosl 0.181 types. 4/6;

TO

£6 :15:0

ord8essoethlopoytsaeeseall4/..

77,W.W.7,CITYRD.,

PET'u- SCnTTI%
uO.
u
ErS Shre,oe,e,:

63,

ECl.

LU.,LOltDOtl,

W. WO,

H19

No.56cm,

WOk

Losda,s,

EST.1919.
'Ji

iI

la tree-t/e io Jloing

fr"

;g

':'

tOrrada,"
Seidths est teA/dee. "wall/

Sises asicg FLUX! TE.

I jnal ia/er e delight
la tiskreiea-esod

-

.

A
Id/ia4

asi,frids.'

I

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering

is needed. Used (or 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 411., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialComplete with lull instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art o! "SOFT"
SOLDERING-and ask for Leaflet on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERiNG TOOLS

with FLUXITE.
TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will NOT keep round anS

true sinleasthe spokes are ties! with fisse wire at the crosssags AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It'ssimple-witk FLIJXITE-kutIMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GU
is

always

ready o

pat

Fluxtle

-,.

15

ly

Pelosi/fi

,k

I.

,-./

A'

'

ir

))

(I)

Sounders

flanQP.P.ness34/6nd eochTeIscss
loaned.

C°ou

loud ypcker

1h11

JJ

acesacries for odspting at ta 14-150 netres, 20/-;
tapet-heI aho soso» .00noertor hit, 20/-.
¡'5 EC
AC. D.C. Mains 3-reise Sote, complete ssith
'3 Osensa rsi,eu, in roqaisito lilokelite cabinet, sith
Osata MC. speaker-ready to plug ita to any mains,-tsttiaerotl so/tage, sew, in sealed cartons, latir gaseantoed;

£3/19/5 (list £7/15).

HOUSE Telephones-Special bargain, brand new ene
hand telephones cpmpiete en stand, with er asitbeot
automatic dials; coat £4 each to manulactore. 10/- each;
naIl telephones, comjalete snub generato! 35/- racla.
'LlMINATORS.-Regentose. tabak type. AC. mains,
200-250colta, type W,5a, complete wIth trickle
charger, 3916; W.la, lesa trickle charger, 30 milliamps,
33/-; all new and based.
CONDENSERS-Lotus 0.0005, lallysereenrel, dials,
escutcheon, etc, 3-gang, 11/-; 2-g.ng, 7/3; Dyblack
single, 0.0005, complete. 4/..
COILS.-Varley eqoare peak coils. B.P.S. complete, 213
each; Trisen latent typr iras corral coils, typ! %V349,
midget tiar, 4/6; type W478 (tain), 9/- pair; type W477
(triple). 16!- set; type W476 (triple, soperhet selector
und oscillslor), 16!-; nIl ganged coils are mounted coin.
pletr snith snitch; 1.1°. tranalormer coil, type W482, 516;
ail new and toned.
POTENTIAL Disidets. Lisses, wire wooed. 3-section.
60 watt. 4.500. 3.000, 2.000 ohms 2!- rack; 3section. 60-watt 8.000, 10,000 end 15.000 ohms, 2/'
each; 2-section. 60 watt. 2.500 and 500 ohms, 1/9 rack;
2-section. 5 matt. 50.000 and 30,000 ohms, 1/6 each; all

new and gaacnnteecl.
rJ1EIo.SEN
AC. D.C. Maltimeter (latest type), 5-range.
for eceey concrisable test br radio sud domestic

elretrical appliance,, 9/6 each; booed and neu.
Th1IICROPHONES.-Ace, P.O. microphones, complete u-ith
.11. teaeaiocmer, roO (se s'ed on any tet; 5f. each.
ESISTANCES.-' Tcaohm -, 1 watt,, wire cods, colour
D
.3-L coded and marked, 36 ok card, assorted capacities;

-
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-
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-RADIO DATA CHARTS-now issued in a
completely revised edition provides designers of wireless apparatus with a ready,
convenient means of solving all the more
familiar problems connected with the design
of modern radio apparatus without having
recourse to complicated formutss and
mathematics.

-

-

In order to keep abreast of the great
advances in wireless communication since
the first edition of "Radio Data Charts"
apeared, obsolete abacs have been omitted
from this second cditionand important fresh
material added. The, book is now completely
up ta date.
-

.-

Valves-A full ronge el valves lar all
Assarriran receisers at 1/. each calve.
RADIO Brunches st 271-275, ugh Rd..
Green, N.W.lO; 46 Lisle St., W.C.2. - All
323, Revlon Rs)., Lendon, N.SV.l.
RADIO. 323, Eastern Rd.. London 'N.W.l
Incas IViserea Street Take). 'Phone: Museum 6324.
(1765
Surplus Condensera-2 sold., 800v. workIng, 2/3;
G.P.O.
a sf51.. ditto, 3/9; 2 m(d., 1.000e. working, 3/3;
4 mId., slitto, 4/9; poet000 4e!. or c.o.d.-De.Wisve, 364.
Fulhaso Rd., S.W.10.
11866
('tLIVER. 676, Chriatchorrie Rd., Barcombe, 'llsnts,
slier -Erie reaiatans'ee. 1 scott, colour coded, ¿sIl
s'rinea, 3)4e!. cask. 3/- doren; Cli a chassis moanting voter
holders, 5pm, 3d.; 7.pin, ad.
Bl. 8 voId., 2/4; 4 sold.. 2/1; 511
ELECTROI.YTICS.
oafs!. 50v'.. 1/3; 25 saId, 25v.. 1/1; l4isdiophone
sceerned S.F. trsvsloemers, 465 k/a's.. 1/11.
Condenaers.-0.0001.0.002, 5:!.; 0.01. 0.05,
TUBULAR
0.1,0.5. 6d.; Pleasey Nicare LO'. trisnslormees, 2/6.
SNG Condenaers.-Rosdiophone screened sspeehet,
2/0; Amer/ran MIdget, 5/6; Redtophonr 2.gang, 5/6;
all os/tb trimmers.
676. Ohristkhurch Rol., Boscombe, Slants.
OLIVER.
Orders under 5/. postage estes.
(1055
A
ti.

SERIES OF A.BACS
providing, most of the essentla
Data required in Receiver Design

oÇer

:

7/Speecerd.

-A.

WeleosBargans.

MERICAN

1OUTBFhtN
t
Willroden
mail cedeva to
ClOT/THERM

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
ADIOMART Carries Largest StoCks British and
D
Lt can Gear. K 0.1. Ceeaaaoc coil torsos, bottles,AmenMaso.

moeluad gear, etc. Fon othee short saune hers please see
taon.-G5NI, G2AK, 44, Holloscay bleed, Ba'msnghanL
JTELTD.,1},yt.W.W..DRA000WOItKS,BERs!000uJlYSr.S.E.

SIMPLIFIES

A\

iI

By the use of the new "Radio Data Charts,"
such abstruse problems as the design of
tunin coils are solved almost as easily as the
simple applications of Ohm's Law.

CHARTS and 46 Diagrams)

Price 4/6 net
By Post 4/10

From ali leading booksellers or direct
rróm, the

Publisherss-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House,

F L'EJ X i F

lIT

-

'41

L MECHA}flCS WJL HAVE

I

.

Chatsis Volt-r Holders. 4-pin 51,44., 'S-p,n 2544.;
7-pis, 4d.
Condensers. new, wire cods, 400-colt sockTUBULAR
hog, 0.0001-0.05 mId.. Sd.; 0.1 told., 6d.; 0.25, 0.5
told., 7d.
TGEANIC 10,000 ohms Potentiometers. u,th nw,tch,
L 1/6- Sobe 25.000 ohms. Od.; Ceoteslob 500.000
ohms, 1)-; Rgtorohns. 1 megehm. with switch. 1/5. unused, per/ret.
4-6.
1OIAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. finSi
IVIMssoell Hill Rd., Londos, N.6.

:t
HEARING AID rends' halt sed tested ks
skilled mgi seer:, nith tret specified poets, i,solsdetg calces.
buttere:, esep,ece assi Peto-Scstt aubteot. READY TO LiSE.
Cueh oeC.O.D. Carnsae Pad
se 35/ deps:,:
.'

Revised

CLIX
Pleoney,

Clises

SPECIFICATION

Wee!

Completely

AC/Pen, 5/6.

anta, 2/9 each; ali

" W.'3

Second Edition-

jJIJAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
1tAAINS RADIO 00er Guaranteed Barga/no; unbea6able
eroke; carriage paid; ca/I, 'Phone: Tudor 4046.
8 told., 500-colt dry electrolyt:cs;; 2/-; 10 told..
TU-U
200 volt, 104.; 12 other o/sp, os belote.

peenannent magret.
1h ten
11/.; Telson laIcal type permanent mgnet.

EXACT

The

/

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

INSTRUMENT SON9NdRI
Celestion,

FINISHED

APRIL 17TH,

-

ALL SOLDERING

"Radio Data Charts." A

Series of

Abacs

Stamford

St.,

London S.E.x

CXCCX
ww3
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AbVERTISEMENTS.

-

Roundabout

Etepie,.

i,,ited.-fl1u,tra

-

London.

Wardon,

159.

.

eomplinièiït

St..
Ivano

Lt Us Send You
This'4Ö-Page

MISCELLANEOUS
Priatiog.-1,000 billheods, 3/6; samples foce.-

CHEAP
Creteway

Pocus, 18, Busted,

Susses..

9

-

-

[1585

1TBEATSTONE Beidgee, P.O. patters. (sil vango sn
order by high Class makeva; 80f-, cuvelage too-used.
-Boaton'a Electrical Stoves, 63. Chalk l°aem Rd., N.W.1.

[1851
UTIRELESS lssdustcy OScos Well-paid Posto to Quolifled Men; by studying at home with the T.I.G.B.
you, too, cao become qualified; write to-day for "The
Engiaeer's Guide to. Ssscceus,' Ieee, which contains onoold's
widest choice ol wireless and engineerin noseoses. oser
200. and alone gis-es tise poeticulaes nl the examination
eegssiations for A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.W.T., ARadA., C. and
G., etc.; mention branch, post, or Qualiheatinn that inteeests you-The Technological Instituto al Great Britain,
52, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917.
19,000 successes.)
[1752

Booklet-Free

-

FROM

A

CLIENT AT OSWESTRY

About twelve mouths 0go I bought, a 3otage Am1ifier (aowalts) fro;s(yos ossI I
'oust soy -el bao psoved very aaliufa hoy.
Massy people hove resfs,urked os 'be excellent
quality, ïstlading,"aladasce, the sou ojo
svell-boowu fair proprietor.'

and Fereonti; unthorised disteibutoes to the
SMITHS
teude (enquiries soliciteoi).-Leooaed Beys, 3t, Henry
St.,
[1799

Blaclepool..

It

is a long time now Since we ourselves
attended a fair and our recollections of the

L
T ONDON

Ltd., 77, City Rd., London,

and
GEEo'arld,

Handbook free.
(5001
N. and W. S. SKERRETT, Chnrtered Patent
Agents, 88-90, Chancery Lana, - London, \V.O.2
(Hot. 8837), and 24, Temple Ero. 'Birmingham.
(1190
H.

REPAIRS' AND SERVICE

.......

D

ON

with

DOMINION
SHORT-WAVE SUPERHET
W-connes: 8.8-16.3, 15.5-SU, 30.5-505,
58.5-186, 200-510 METRES.

A.C.
5

W,Oefocfnil pceliccJae, cod cepo

of"

Picolo,,

Wend"

Te.: Rcpo':.

Free Demonots-ati onsarrangesi.

DOMINION RADIO,
WAL

"doe

lidi.

V

,

',

'

Tisera Coovertees nra msnatnctared by ¿or nf the moss
omirent .esnc(oatpeerr irs tise U.S.A. ardan nf the.
higheet sessdecnestraatirn. Modal, rs,nIsbI far l°.A.
Sr Dom home. Of special interest will he the type' - with to A1l-Wáve Filter to operate a Radio Receiver
down tolO metres without any interference.
FULL SETAILS UPON APPLW4TIOJS.
Te,ttb0n6tsee0000C.t
CHAS. F.

work..

'

'

The Radio Indu,stry is progressing with
amàzing rapidity.
Only by kndwing
thoroughly the basic. principles can pace
be kept with it. I.C.S. Instruction includes
American broadcasting as well as British
wireless practice. It is a modern education,
covering every department of the industry.

'

-'

LEADING Serktce 'Specialists for American Recnioe's,
clos British; trade crank farticalarty; estimates Irre,
E'LECTRONIC House, 22, Rowland 81., Tottesham
,U.S
Court Ed., WE. Museum 5675,
[0434
Loud Speaker aod Tennoformee Repaies.

GRA5IAM'S
24 houes' nervice guaeaotood,-Soe bebo,
Loud Speaker, LP. teunsloemer, oe plck.op, 2/6;
( NY
output teansbormee, 4/.; postage cuEca; mains transtornees, moping opilo, electrio clocks qooted; toado discounts-See boinas.
RADIO SERVICE-Send so pose roceisero,
GRAHAM'S
all types eepaired pith the promptness you hase
nopeecenced pith oue rewinding neeriee; estimate by re.
tuen.-Oeaham's Repaies, 194, Tolurortls Rise, Kiogeton
[1701
By-Pass, Sueney. 'Phone: Deroent 2060. 1IÎETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. Cor GuarantU. teed Repaies ta American (Midget and. Otandaedi

and British Receisees.
aod Majestic Service Depot-IF, and
CLARION
traoslorsoeesreovounsl, American valses sod
trade sup lied-Metropolitan Radio Seecice Co.,
Fincloley ltd. London, N,W.1i. Speedwebl 3000.

multis

pacts;

1021.
[8435

Then thereisre Preparatòry Courses for
the City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
We will be pleased. to send you details and
free advice on any or all of these subjects. Just
fill in and post the coupon, or. write in any
other way.

International Correspondence Sohools, Ltd.
-' Dept 38, International Buildings,
e
Kingsway1 London, W.C.2
-

Without cost or obligatien, pieuse send me your "Radio"booklet al information about tls Çaurscs I have marked X,

BrItish er
Rodio Sersiees,

on

[1819

.

-

T OUD-SPEAXEI6 Repaire,
LI make, 24-houe recaigo;

Bettish and American, any
moderate peicea.-Sinclaie
Speakeet, Alma Goose, London, 5.1.
(1035

'7ALRAD1O for Repaies and Rewindings to Conveetees,
motors, transformers, sacrum clea.tseet,
etc-1,
Hills Place. OstnrdSt., Wi. -Geerakd, 2201.,
[1764
Ser-aice.-lteyaire to Majestic and alt- types
'({ AJESTIC
receivers undertakes by specialista; alt replacements

loe Majestic sets; welts tor details
MajrstiC set modernisation scheme.

Includec in the I.C.S. 'range are Courses
dealing with the'Itsstalling of radio «sots and,,,
in pas'tilulü, with their Servicing which to-day
intimately concerns every wireless' dealer and
his employees. The Equipment Course gives
sound instruction in radio principles and practice.
There is so a Course for the Wireless
Salesnian This; in'additiofi to inculcating the
art of' sa'lesmanship; provides' that' knowledge
which enables the oalesman to hold his ¿wj
with' the most technical' of his customers.
.

V

11ENRY FORD RADIO, Ltd,;

-

Sole Dîstribs.ators of
JANETTE ROTARY CONVERTERS

Radio,

OUR COURSES'

'TtIERSEYSITOE.-Gssaronteed repairs
loreign eadlo apparatus-Cosmic
Ltd., 23, Wates St., Liverpool..

740 Forest Road Walthamsiew, London, E.17.
'FOes,,:

9;'

It. gives full 'inforniation regarding
various I.C.S. Courses of Instruction ils

.

'T'RADE Seooice.-AIl 'makes of Esgltsh and American
J. recesen qsotation by return,
REWINIIING.-Maine, L.F., and output transferme,
speakera, headphrnes, etc. hersent termo for contracta
DISTAVOX RADIO SERVICE Cr. 119, Bsnhill Reo,
London, E.C.1 'Phone: Nationni 8589.
(1573
(ERVICE With' a Smile.

r'

WORLDWIDE RECEp

k

Office).

(2

N

GUARANTEED

[0508

Co-PatosO and Trade Marks thrsnghsut the

born 1525.

WESTMORELAND ROAD, STAISJMORE,
MIDDLESEX. 'Phoe,e COLie,dsslo 7131 (3 l.e,eo)

cO

ECl..

P. CEE. Men. R.S.G.B.. A.M.I.R.E., 51.52.
H.r,
Chancery Lane, Landen, W.C,2, Established 1905
dorer firm (looernment Patent
'Phase, ,HoI.

'

T

every -eadie

10e

PATENT' AND' TRADE MARK
AGENTS

SAVAGE
E'
I

eldest established firm

PETO-SCOTT,
need on easy terme; accessories, hits, ready assembled
iseteoments, reves'sers, etc,; send us a list of your eaqoiremenlis; ne will quote b return.-Peto-Scott Co.,

D IS'EAVOX SERVICE.

.'BR V'A

'L»I'»M'

10337

P

by

W

-

RADIO SIJPPLY Co. (Established 1925),
,LI supply on convenient teems, eombonrntu, acecosorles
and sets, any make; 10% down, balance avec 12 months;
send Ost 01 reqeirements.-11, Oat Lune, London, E.C.2.

Equipment

Address

PAYMENTS.

EXTENDED

occasion centre rouúd the wheezy blast
of music that issued from the internals
of the. big roundabout. We were, accordingly, a little worried at first about the
amplifier of our friend in Oswestry. We
need not have been, it seems. Times have
changed on the fair grounds as in other
fields of popular entertainment.
To-day, without a doubt, the general standard of reproduction from power amplifier
equipmentisimproving rapidly. And we at
Queensbury believethat Savage equipment
has done, is doing and will do substantial
work in furthering that tendency.
To that end, we consider that an equipment that presumes by elimination and!
or accentuation to "imprdve" upon the
sound to be reproduced is a poor one and
a revelation of the incompetence of its
designers. For Savage reproduction we
claim one thing only-fidelityirnpersonal, impartial and impeccable fidelity-no more and
no less.

Public

110

:

CLOCKS

ELECTRIC

-

E,

al our' atteaCtree

COMPLETE RADIO
RAD!O SERVICING
RADIO.EQUIPMENT
RADIO SERVICING & SALESMANSHIP
WIRELESS ENGINEERING
EXAM INATI9N (state which) -'

D
D
D
D

o

-

Names

....

Address. ....

.....................................4go ................

-

......

..

.'

....

-

WARD,

Ltd. (formerly Majestic
IMPERIC (SERVICE)
Electric Co., Ltd.), Majestic Works, Pactel Rd., N.17.
[1699
tpattenhnm 4461.)
Ca.,

.

"Elementary Principles

of

Wireless Telegraphy 'and Telephony

" TlzrsdEditton Post
-

free

8/.
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______'S

SV_______

SPEAKERS

ADDRESS

PUBLIC

i

-

Mg. S.C.,

cette si

15

Larios,

avit

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
UARANTEED Repairs-Any transformer,

A

Li

vii,.

-

S'leve, dOso. lang, £6/SI-.
V
'iifrmV/
Mnreaaipbongs. P.M. Ohort Horn, Madri PA., )1lI(ifflhiJJdliR
1v-la v'attI, a! sosa. Vorioss H/ala Parer P.51.
.*tpeakvrs on ho/I/ru osd in eabloot. cheep.

e.pple

.

2torlOaotl 5flsso
Public Addrse pa Doses 5l,vd Pucloble citi, sulk, sod speaker, £12.
Phil/psI estS 110/210v. rao,aA,C. MologAmpliOne, £4/SO!-, la cdi AC.,
PLIFIFìS,

a

li5

lila/av .Mnptaer, 200/030e., nrc, silk salves, steel as,e, £1.0 etc.,
Rrcasd_isg Ososo typs ditta. rlthtii,-siabln. pick-np
sod salir, £15. Lorca Soi lar lt ests, oatpal, 0/tb

,,,

uI0.

it

sAL

050

BIO TRANSFORMERS.

lOT

00

0

-

sta..'

s.

choke,

ENGNEERING

pe/ce
TP. (LONDON- TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.),
WiUraden, N.W.10. Wit. 35-68 and 7743.
[5650
1t',IAINS Transformer Service-Repairs, eevvinds, or contU steuctian to specification 01 any type; competitivo
prices and prompt service-Sturdy Electric Co., Di Lou,
Newcoatte.on-Tyne.
10516
'DEPMRS to Moving Coli Speakers a Spcciaiily; cones
Lt und coil, fitted, Ends altered; pricca, including
elim,satoes, quoted; loud speakers. 4/-; L.F. and output

-

50 epcls

A

KW. a.E.g. Heavy LT. for

Ootimt

for 100/400

lis

J'ooT
A,'Mi 'W

Teeming, all reamo., loe fees, prospectos ieee.1
-11 Ii M
p
T h
1 C il g
[1673

/R/d

.

ROTARY CONVEFITORS 2nd ALTERNATORS,
seo, far 200C. D.C. or rMee 550 sad 200 055to, 03/17/6. 408 coAt,

sa
In
orts cheap.
made, n,aphlsr esO groe,
HOMERECOROERUNIT. OsgI
pick-ar, ratt.rr bead, dis,aood nerI/le. Ready n/iaohn.cat
tortor

'Sl/ence Ca/dort, LiP.

ta glacis.,

.tI,o

'0 endll,50,an,

50

sed 00

21/0.

BELL PUSHES Isp
Od.

Es.W.D.

BINOCULARS.
Opero

,lae, 15/-.

TELESCOPES. Buey

satt

osdbesss,

Moe,, L,arn,rs Sel

F.ogti.h Bells. 2/-.

0,01.

f/iotlL..

55/-; Field SInnes, 40/-:
1716: 1S,d patUag, 25/-; S/let

Periscopes, 011o. tnlorae,6d.
WE MAgE SWITCHBOARDS. SWITCHOEAR. CHARGERS. ROBOS.,
AUTO CUT-OUTS, PUMPS. BLOWERS. LEE,,l0
DYNAMOS. ROTORS AND ALTERNATORS.
noah/c Io call, orad for I/targa/o Lai

If

or wrsle, s/a/sag yo/sr waNts,

if loo pee,

Upper Thames
'Phone:

EVER?
.

Dorset

Street,

E.C.4.

JNAL

"F could have sold
this article 42
times,-"t hank's -to
your paper."
..

EQUIRED. nell-spoken yeosyg mon, nuder 21 years,
1
J.L
West End manulncturer, onme

by cell-established
userhuniawl und electrical knowledge essential; good prospects; salary during teamIng-Write D.C., c/n Dinons.

WI.-

150

I"A,rc. Elfin nod TELEVISION.
floreenJ Esgiurcesng. Soliflue,
usni Eoiplopmeu), etc. Write

waiting for you.

Hap.[0388
195, Oxford SL,

"

err riven oi nerv

ThpieossCase.lnn5br'oohrv

Insert a small advertisement i. "The. Wireless
World." As the ,followln5
comment from a recent
letter shows, the bu yers arc

I

THE PREMIER POULTRY
Poultry keepers rverywhece will find this
journal uncommonly interesting and helpful,
Specimen copy of recen t isnuefros on request
from The Publisher
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.o

-

De/e/Ls

COMPONENTS?

APPLICATIONS Are "Invited'' loe ' thr Following
Vacancies Existing in a Large Pro0-reosis'e East london 9fnulactarreo.
.'I'EN nitO Actual Experience i Mass Peodaetion Radio
I)roign a/sa
I Engineers Assistants, men willi Ifonours
RESEARC3
Engineering Degree or equivalent; cIné
fully experienced in construction of test
ENGINEERS,
gens', inuit buce snunil knowledge of andIn and H.P.
,UTRITE, stating age, euperienre in lull, und salary reWY quirrd tu Bon 7400, do Tie Wieefeuu B'oefd.
11849
Engineer Requieecf, roust be repoblé of serSRVICE
vicing modern sets of ulf makes; neu test equipment
us udeantage; permuneut position for right nsan-.Bon
[1850
7492, cJe Titi Wireless World
ITOUTHS Trained for All Branches Wireless Professino;
Britniu'o leading college; teuining fee payuble oller
appetutments; students heurded: Lenden representutioo
fur iuterriene; prespectue free-Wireless Cellege. Colnyn

Cenlral46ll."'"""

,LAE.

AMIBE.

Wm
ÑOT SELL
YOUR SURPLUS

SITUATIONS VACANT

ox

"IV,"

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
218,

-

World.(1848

Rigsiork,olltepra.fro,n
Battery sad Besase ox

c/b

P45matic,
2451..

-

A

to, Usi, mligkiesisg H..udbcat la-dey, FREE and past lare.
BRITISH INSTITUTE 0F ENGINE9EIN0 TECHNOLOGY
Nh,ke,oncee Sons,, 17, 18, 19, Glrxllosd P/soc. W1
L307'

SPOT Cal/I for Plo/tern Components, speakers, seto.Economic Radio, 96-08, South I,ansbetk Rd., S.W.8.
(1425
PAll-Ware A.C. Set, (2) Ultra-short contener. (3) Sin.
P.16. speaker_lInee, Asherolt, Pembury, Kent.
(1854
'U/ANTEO, Fleming diode, round s'aSse, 'French horned
R M.foe, Olcmenta intaCt peeleooed.-Bori 7479, c/n
Fhe Hire/dos
UTE Pay the Highest Spot Cash Pelee In the Tesdr for
Good Modern Secondhand Radia Seta, parts, meters.
etc.; brin -or send, or will call. Open 9Si'University
Radio. Ltd., 142, De,tmmond St., SusIne, M,W.1. 'Phone:
Museum 3810.
(5622

50/40/35/.

.

so 000 so/ta

eifL

'?!..E

'ADlO

WANTED

tsi

ropa,

.

500 WATT WESTON 100 e. 50 rye/es
DIII,, 250 enti, 2/tO es/i tono yo/O N

L

sad tu/lee qsul/5ostlooe
WO GUARANTEE-,,

Z

[0394

Welding, etc., '220v.

BpvO

.1

A.51.I,W.T.,

1

/

1

I&IOPPÓRTUNITIE'
kin

TUITION

la

-

FIEE!

transformers, 4/-, post Irre guaranteed satisfaction; teed,
'incited;
-estimates leer; prompt sernice.-Loud-Spealarg
Repair Works, 5, Bullism Grove, Londoa. Mattersra 1321.

E1EI$

5 KW. Fotg5, 415
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570 pages
525 diagrams and
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION' for
Demy 8va

Co.,

55'eoioghouse Broke & Signs) Co.. Ltd. Inside Bock cover
Wright & Wesire, Ltd

7

"

'

Provides a complete theoretical course for, students wishing to qualify for the Postmaster-General's
Certificate of Profidency. Additional chapters included In this new edition are those on Echo
Sounding Apparatus, Short-Wave Marine, Transmission and Reception, Marine Telephony and Band
Repeaters-all recent developments which concern the sea-going operator. AIL sets In general use
(Marconi, Siemens, Radio Communication) are also described. A chapter on Direction-finding Includes
Information on laying-off bearings, specially drawn direction-finding charts 'and methOds of
calculating great-circle distances.
'

LTD.',
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efficient and permanent as they
were previously. Westinghouse half-wave type Westectors
have, owing to increasing demand by home. constructors
requiring distortionless detection. and efficient A.V.C.,
been reduced in price. Whether yu. run a "straight"
set or a supernet you too-can now envoy tne aavantages
of a Westector. Write for full details to-day.
of course

L
-

-

-

-
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price

W.4,
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WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE .& SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82,

YORK

KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.

ROAD

-

JWEST NGHO.U$EJ

Pease send me theAII
1936," giving full details of

.

i

W EST E CTO R S
Address......
Westectors,

Name...............................................................................................................

-
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SPECIAL OFFER
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AT HALF

World

PRICE-

DIARY

1936

fór

post free
9d.

This handy pocket volume contains 76 pages of facts, formuke and general
information which are of permanent value to the wireless amateur. You
will see from the contents given below the variety and extent of its subjectmatter. If you have not already purchased a copy of "The Wireless World"
Diary, take advantage of this half-price offer. Fill up the Order Form below
and post it to-day to the Publishers, Iliffe .& Sons Ltd., Dorset house,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.

.

V

FOR

O R D E R

TABLE OF CONTENTS

M

To ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.c.,-.

SwnxoaryeRegfflaonsCootroflmg Reeieiog Liceureo

1936

Priorip.d Shorl.Waec Beoadcastio5 Statioos of the
World
Electrical Interference

Please send me
copy/copies of "The Wireless World"
Diary for 1936 at half price, 9d. post free, for which I enclose
.

remittance for

Use

copper Wiie Tab1r, Sices, Weights arai Resistances

-

Symbols Used in %Vie&ess Diagraurs
Circuit Diagrams and Notes

NAME....:

ADDRESS
-

W.W.

-

'o Wndrg Data
Practical Hints and Tips
Valve Data
VaInc Base Concoction

RAbio RECEIVER ..
MEASUREMENTS'

III...
S

i

By

R9y

M.

Barnard,

B.Sc.,

A.M.I.R.E.

(1934)

Although primarily designed for the benefit of the radio service engineer,
this concise handbook is also of practical value to the amateur experimenter.

:

lt describes the methods of measuring receivér perfothiance and provides
provisional standards as a basis for judging performance. Measurements of
sensitivity, selectivity and fidelity are explained at length and the interpretation
in estimating receiver performance is carefully set out.

.

Details are given of methods of receiver testin with full descriptions of
commercial signal
enerators and their application to the adjustment of
superheterodynes and "straight" receivers.
-

Complete with fifty-three illustrations
and diagrams, summaries of method,
four appendices and a general index.
-

PRICE.

4'6

net

y

-

By post 4"9

From all booksellers or direct from the PublisheTs

ILIFFE

&

SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREE'f, LONDON,

S.E.r
w.w.59
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many people h ove eopre-coed their desire to
hepr our 4-12 Watt SOUND SALES PUSH
So

..

The Test

'

-

.

¿-

effort and broken aa-/ to hear the Amplifier
during our norn,aI business hours have invariably placed av order, and ¡n any case the
¡

n

Facilities

THAT

-

:ttY2

Ampisfiec can do more t o convince you

'

Enuneers depend on
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RED THE REPORT.ON THE

/

PERMARÈC"The HOME
RECORDER
World"
publìshed

of ApriI 17, 1936?

Wireless

n

Here-are some excerpts:
" Tise most surprising part about this unit is ils price, br
complete it costs only £3. 17 6, yet the worl'nsanship
throughout is of a very high standard."

S

.

.

"A soundly designed, inexpensivé unit, easy to install and
simple to operate."

.

-

"The makers are

to be congratulated in evolving an
inexpensive and most satisfactory home recorder."

i

-

S

-

-.

-

-;

'

-

-

PRiCE £3 17 6 (for cutting 7 in. discs).
Also supplied to cut up to 12 in. discs, list
price £4
O, for which a special Permarec
5
Heavy Duty Type S Motor is recommended,
.

.

.

.

S

-

-

'

AL! particulars /rom

MUSIKON

-

.17.6.

price £3

-

/
-

V

LTD., Recording
TEL.

V

Studiòs,

GERRARD

11.05

ì

-

19 LISLE STREET, W.C.2
and 3862

i

THE

PREMIER SUPPLY ST RES

Macaulay 381/2
SEET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4.
r"
Central 2833:
FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
(Next E 'oor to. Anderton's Hotel)
AU goods guaranteed perfect. Set Manu facturers Surplus. Carriage paid ot 'er 5/- ; under 5/- postage 6d,0extrc.
I.F.S. and Abroad carriage extra Orders under 5/- cannot be sent C.O.D.

HIGH

65

&

.

165A,

NEW

1936 LIST READY SHORTLY
FERGUSON ALL-WAVE SETS

VARIABLE. CONDENSERS

Utility 0.0005 2-asta,' lsskIite dielysteis, ,eo,i.,hiytdysi eon.
d,ster, Stoic Mytiso cd Ucikoot, Tron,er. 3/1l Utility
0.0005 3gno toll y tereesod scith Tritto,neys snd llla,ni,nut:d
Dito Dein,. 7/6. Solo, Sto,. 3.gssg, 0.0005, faTty nerysnod
sgi:h
5/6. PsIw 0.0005 soith slo,v motiog, 3111.
Liotets 2.go:,g 0.0005 citIs Fetaint Tei,n:nsee ottd D:nc De,se,
0.0001,
5/11. Bokolite R,ovt/sn o,,d Tonus,' Cdnsees
0.00015, 0.0002, 0.0003, 0.0005. 0.00075, Od, e,ck Segels,
.002 sn's'.. 6d. pooh.

Toge,.

FIXED CONDENSERS
.
Poper Types.
Electrolytics.
.
Dohilier:
T.C.C.:
.4/_
4tst. 500y. ,:'orkiaa
8sf. 050,.

4f. 650V. (.argc
ISmi. 50 ... -....
t5f. 00v...........
5Osf. l2

......

Dub/lice:
4,,s8. 5011 s'
Oint. 500v

8+4sf.

.

.............

.......

U.S.A.

1/

Wonteett Elo:,5,
400i. 250c. ,,.,,ykino
mf. 250V. scoekina
4nsf. 350V
2rnl. 350v. ,c,nkion

11

2'-

II6d.

CONDENSER BLOCKS
All 250

Dabiliee:

rsltt

2+2+l+l+lnsf.

H.M.'.

4+1+1+1+5+5+

2/6
.Sonf ..................
Lnsofl'.
2/.6
l2+8n,l.SOOe. pesI.
4+4+l+ln'tl
l2+4,,f. 500,.. petk 2/6
1/9, Atf. 3/..
Weo tsf. 'ISO,'. socking 1f.,
'0',,, 2otf. 700e. socking 2/.. 4,of. 3 6.
Wegs '/ml. 650v. socking 36, 2f. 5/6.

8+osf: 500v.'pruk

2 6
216

scorkig,','

2+2+2,01 .........

.......

2/-

26,
1/6

3/-

I

DIALS

Clg,/ntt Mppittg Light Sint. Mptipn Dipl. ,pfth 2" kppb.Idypl
Utility Ditc Drier. eetttpIrty tgith'Z"
1er Shert W,re, 2/-.
OteO. JIdepi fer Shert We.'re.2,'-. 4" Sn!.rlitn Kt b-D.eh, Gd.
Nett Pre.eirp dpel-ptgtitt, fell-eitlen dpiep, rntig. IO I end
150: I. Pyt-feet fee thert peep,, 66,

Mendion 0/

"

00-250v.

AC/D.C.. £7-15-0.

-.

8 valve Superhets, l2i,.2,030 metres.
100.250v. A.C. or AC/D.C. 7 watts output, £12-10-O.

These are lull-sized recewern: Ned Medgets !!!
Send
for Illustrated lists of these and oIlier Receiver Bargains.

G.E.0 AC/D.C.

G.E.C. SETS
All Mains These.

75/.

Fl051, ntOcetts,', 21
O"t00, O-150. 0250,
All end AC and DC.
B.E.S.A.. 6es, geosft.
0-1 MA., 2*" 'dioos,gtey, 16/8: 0-1 MA., 3*' diameter, 22;6.
Multiplier5 ior some. ,nyro,gc, 1/. ench. Wen:ínglioo,n
ReciNge, foe tonic. 17/6 eank. All Niet,,'5 IlasIt s000ntina
bokelittaysse,. Vite,sl T'nilo, Meten.
und 12 ,nilli.,mp
typos. 5/.. Neon Tune,,, 31. eoh.

Britink-mode Moví::, lesa Motees.
distort0:. 0-lO, 0-20. 0-30, 0-50,
0-500 ,s,illion,p,'; 0-1, 0-3. 0-5 sine,'.
59 gash. Moving Coil Milfiunsntern.

WIRE-WOUND RESISTANCES'
tap to 50,000 nhms, 1,- och. 8 suttt up to
50,000 slants. P6 gaol,. IS soutes opt' 50.000 ohms, 2.'- euvh.
25 o'nstn ap to 50,000 ,,ms, 2,6 .,elt. IS. und 25',nott Resisto,,
c'ont, 'ny soling

cas be ,apslied sy,o'yaeioble st 6d. entes. 1,0100 oho,. ISO seo.
sgn,':.y,rioble Reni,tgsseg. 2,'.. l,000 olin,, 250 ses. R esisto
tspped foe ose tsntber nf 0.16 osee. soleen. 36. 800 lan,
350 nno, sapped von/stoner, 2!-.

POTENTIOMETERS
By by.t p
tprp,t, 200 350, 500. 1,000, 2,500 5,000,
8.000, 0,000, 5,000, 25,000, 0,000, 00.000,250,000, 500,000,
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Television and the Radio Show
"Sitting on the Fence" Must Stop
HA T part television will
play in the Radio Exhibition
at Olympia this year is a
matter which, not unnaturally, interests most of us at the present
time. We know that the B.B.C., in
co-operation with the Baird Company
and E.M.I., are busy preparing the
transmitters at the Alexandra Palace,
but there have been considerable delays
and the date for the first transmissions
to begin has been put off again and
again. Now it ~eems probable that,
with the Exhibition Qccurring somewhere in August-most likely the latter
part of the month->the television
transmissions will have been in operation a short while before the Exhibition
opens.
There is, as yet, no indication of any
feverish activity on the part of set
manufacturers to produce television
receivers. They have been, perhaps,
rather afraid that this new interest
would detract from the sales of their
broadcast receivers and it was for this
reason that television was discouraged
at last year's Olympia Show.
This year, unless the radio industry is foolish enough to contemplate
a boycott of television, they should
welcome it with open arms and make
the very most of the opportunities
which the Exhibition will offer to
educate the public on two essential
points. The first is to provide ample
demonstrations which will enable the
public visiting the Exhibition to form
an accurate idea of what television has
to offer, and the second to use the
Exhibition as an opportunity to make
it abundantly clear that a television
receiver is quite a separate entity from
the broadcast set. This should dispel
the impression which has, we think,

fJ/

got about that by waiting a little while
the public will be able to buy a set
for ordinary broadcast use which will
incorporate television.
l\{any months ago The Wireless
Warld recommended that the moment
the television service opened facilities
should be available for members of the
public within the service area of the
station to see demonstrations of television at the large stores and other
suitable places. This suggestion has,
. we know, been auopted, and the B.B.C.
has investigated suitable sites, taking
into consideration the question of their
freedom from electrical interference and
suitability for accommodating the public. But the Raclio Exhibition provides
the ideal opportunity to give demonstrations, and it is to be hoped that the
organisers will make the very most of
the chances which offer to educate the
public and eradicate the erroneous
notions concerning television which
have been circulated.

A Better Alternative
If the argument is put forward by
any section of the radio' manufacturers
that their annual exhibith:m ought not
to make television a centre of attraction because television receivers may
not be ready and that it would divert
the attention of the public from the
normal broadcast receivers, then our
reply is that it is far better to bring
the public to Olympia to see television
demonstrations which are so closely
associated with the industry than to
continue to draw attendances by means
of the B.B.C. " Music Hall " side-show,
which never has had any effective link
either with broadcasting or the industry, but has undoubtedly taken the
public away from the radio exhibits.
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Improved Reproduction
The Possibility of .Increasing Playing
Time and Decreasing Surface Noise

,

By F. N. G. LEEVERS, B.Se., A.C.G.I.

T

HE introduction of the piezoelectric pick-up has proved an
important contribution to high
quality reproduction.
When
operated under the conditions recommended by the makers, it gives a good
response over a wide range of frequencies
from commercial disc recordings, and its
average sensitivity is remarkably high.
Moreover, the inertia of the moving parts
is small, and the damping very light, so
that very little weight is necessary to make
the needle follow the record groove even
at large amplitudes.
The amount of
record wear is therefore small. But refer-
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from Discs-----i
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I Tdiffers
is pointed out that the piezo-electric pick-up
essentially in certain respects from the
I
IJ
I

:
I
I

:
:
!J earlier electro-magnetic reproducer. To obtain best :
I results from the piezo-electric device, it is necessary :
II to bear this fact in mind.
Simple methods oif :I
:
correction are described.
:
L_____________________________________________________________________ J

the voltages produced
,
by motion of the
needle point will be
proportional to the
I
amplitude of motion
and be independent
of the velocity. This
means that the piezo-electric pick-up is
fundamentally an amplitude or pressureoperated device, and in this respect is
essentially different from all electro-magnetic pick-ups. The latter generate voltages proportional to the velocity of motion
of the armature, and are therefore called
velocity-operated devices. This difference
is of great importance, since it determines
the type of frequency response curve obtained with the pick-up on any given type
of recording.

Constant Velocity Recording

I

I

-

I

:

high frequencies to indicate that the
amount of boost is adjustable and is
usually increased as the cutter approaches
the centre of the recording blank.
In 'plotting the response curves of pickups it is customary to correct for this
characteristic and plot the voltage against
frequency at constant velocity for the
whole range 50-8,000 cycles, although
this condition is never realised in practice.
Fig. 3 (b) shows such a curve for it

.t:l
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+10
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Fig. I.-Piezo-electric crystal element.

ence to the principle on which the pick-up
functions reveals several interesting
characteristics which are unusual in an
electro-mechanical device of this nature.
The conversion of mechanical energy
into electrical energy is done by a piezoelectric crystal element. As shown in Fig.
I, this consists of two laminations, A and
B, cOut from a crystal of Rochelle salt.
Each lamination has electrodes applied to
its major surfaces, and the pair of laminations is then cemented together so that by
bending the whole element one lamination
undergoes longitudinal compression and
the other undergoes tension. Now longitudinal distortion in a suitably cut crystal
of this nature sets up a voltage across the
electrqdes which is proportional to the
force applied and which is independent of
the rate at which that force is applied.
This is known as the piezo-electric effect.

Crystal and Magnetic Pick-ups
Compared
For the small amount of bending
possible with these crystals, the resulting
voltage will be proportional to the bending"foroCe, so that if a needle chuck is suitably connected to one end of. the elem~nt
and the other end is fixed as in Fig. 2,

The recording characteristic favoured
by the principal gramophone companies
is based on the constant velocity principle.
For notes of equal volume the velocity of
the needle point (RM.S. value) is constant
at all frequencies. Under these conditions
the amplitude becomes inversely proportional to the frequency, that is, it increases
by 6 db. for every octave fall in frequency.
Fb.ysical limitations, however, prevent
this characteristic being used for very low
frequencies, since the amplitudes ~e
veloped become very great. FrequenCIes
below about 400 cycles are therefore
attenuated to approximate to the constant
amplitude type of
characteristic. A typical recording characteristic is shown in
Fig. 3 (a).
The rise at high
frequency is intended to compensate for the processing losses, and
reproducing loss due
to the physical
F:ig. 2.-Method of dimensions of the
using crystal element needle point bein a pick-up.
coming comparable
to the wavelength
of the higher frequencies on the disc. The
latter factor wiII increase as the needle
approaches the centre of the disc, since
the linear speed of the· groove past the
needle decreases with. decreasing radius.
The curve is accordingly shown dotted at
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Fig. 3.-Diagram (a) shows normal recording
characteristics, while the curves of diagram
(b) indicate response of a normal RothermelBrush pick-up shunted by resistors of
different values. Diagram (c) shows curve
(b) corrected for constant amplitude.
Rothermel~Brushpiezo-electric pick-up on
open circuit. The same curve taken at
constant amplitude (Fig. 3 (c)) shows even
more clearly that the pick-up is of the
amplitude type, the irregularity around
4,000 cycles being due to the mechanical
resonance of the needle and stylus bar.
This may be reduced by an equalising
circuit.
Since the electrodes of the element are

Improved Reproduction from Discs.insulated from each other it is necessary
in practice to shunt the pick-up by a resistance when connecting it to the input of <l
valve amplifier. This modifies the original
response curve because the impedance of
the pick-up is mainly capacitive, and in
the case of the Rothermel-Brush standard
type is equivalent to a series condenser vf
about 0.001 mfd.
The lower the value of loading resistance, therefore, the greater the loss at low
frequencies, and if it is desired to retain
the original characteristic, this resistance
should be at least 5 megohms.
By varying the value of this resistance,
a useful adjustment of the response at low
frequencies may be obtained, as shown
in curves I, Z and 3 of Fig. 3 (b). It
will be seen that a value of 500,000 ohms
is suitable for normal disc recordings, as
it allows sufficient bass response to make

0'005 mfd
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Fig. 4.·-Pick-up circuit for high-impedance
input.

good the attenuation previously mentioncd. A value of ;roo,ooo ohms gives d.
response proportional to velocity, the
maiu stylus resonance giving sufficient lift
at frequencies up to 4,000 cycles. Above
this frequency there is a serious loss due
to the compliance, or flexibility, of the
needle and stylus bar. This has the same
effect as a small inductance in series with
the pick-up would have in reducing high
frequencies when a low-resistance shunt
is uscd.
In view of the foregoing, the method
of volume control used deserves special
consideration. The normal method for a
high-impedance input with a potentiometer of 500,000 ohms resistance suffers
from the defect that a loss of high frequencies takes place when the slider ;s
moved from the maximum position. This
is due to input capacity of the YalYe, and
may be counteracted by connecting a
small condenser between the slider and the
" live" side of the pick-up.

A Compensating Resistance
The large output of the pick-up mahs
possible the arrangement shown in Fig. 4.
With the values given, the output voltage
available is reduced to one-sixth that
given by the pick-up alone. The high
frequency loss when using 100,000 ohms
across the pick-up, as mentioned earlier,
is made good by resista'nce R, which is ()f
the order of 5,000 ohms.
In public address, broadcasting and
sound recording work, low-impedance
volume controls and amplifier inputs arc

standardised, zoo ohms or 600 ohms being
the usual values. By suitable choice of
values in the circuit in Fig. 4, the pick-up
may be connected direct to a low-imped-

given size of disc can be increased by cutting the grooves closer together, since
there is no undue danger of low frequencies overmodulating. In this way a
playing time of over ten minutes could
easily be obtained on a IZ-inch disc.

Hot1}e Recording

2011
60011

Fig. 5.-A low-impedance input circuit
giving good control of high- and lowfrequency response.

ance input without the use of a matching
transformer. Fig. 5 shows an arrangement used by the writer in re-recording
from disc to film. Variable resistances
R I and Rz give a wide control of high and
low frequency response respectively, thu,;
enabling the matching of discs of widely
different origins.
This special attention to the method of
loading the pick-up is necessary on
account of the normal recording characteristic, which was shown to be a compromise between the constant amplitude and
constant velocity systems.
But why compromise? The constant
amplitude system of disc recording has
several advantages where electrical reproSince adequat~
duction is concerned.
amplitude is maintained at high frequencies the surface noise is reduced considerably, while the playing time for a

It has been suggested that overmodulation and distortion at high frequencies would take place, but in practice
this does not seem to be so-possibly
because any spurious harmonics are above
the useful frequency range, and consequently are not reproduced.
For home recording and other purposes
where immediate playback is required,
blanks consisting of a cellulose material
coated on an aluminium base are becoming popular. When cut correctly, this
type of disc shows a marked absence of
surface noise, but unless the amplitude is
restricted distortion is usually experienced, due to the peculiar properties of
the coating. Unlike wax, the cellulos,'
compound used shows a certain amount
of resilience under the cutter; and after
the groove is cut heavy amplitudes tend
to "straighten themselves out."
This
effect becomes evident as amplitude distortion and a certain loss of bass (since
the greatest amplitudes usually occur at
low frequencies).
The employment of
the constant amplitude characteristic
would to a large extent avoid this trouble
by preventing the development of excessive amplitudes in the bass.
Although such recordings would not be
suitable for reproduction on acoustic-type
gramophones, the rapid increase in popularity of the electric type would seem to
indicate that a gel:eral adoption of the
system is feasible, particularly since the
introduction of a type of pick-up which is
so suitable for this method of recording.

Electron lUultipliers
Pictures

from

U.S.A.

THE accompanying
photographs show electron
multipliers of the types described in the article on
page 336 of our issue of
April 3rd. On the right is
a I-kW amplifier and
another rated at 4 kW
with air-cooling vanes is
shown below. The panel
illustrated on the left shows
a master oscillator unit
for a frequency of 5
megacycles.
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Better Service for Southern
L
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W
New Regional Scheme Possibilities

By LESLIE BAILY

RITING from the South Coast
during my recent tour of investigation for The Wireless
World. I described the inadequate service given by the B.B.C. to
that part of England where Droitwich
National provides excellent reception but
the Regionals are a sadly second-rate
alternative. while the only South Coast
transmitters Bournemouth and Plymouth-ha\(e an effective range nowadays
of hardly 10 miles. I reported that most
listeners down there make Fecamp their
chief alternative to the National programme. and I remarked that this was
hardly a position that a self-respecting
British broadcasting organisation could
long tolerate.

Isle of Wight
Now we learn that something is to be
done abQut it. A mobile transmitter has
visited the Isle of Wight. preparing the
ground for a new station with something
like< IO kilowatts to replace Bournemouth's
I kilowatt.
Similarly, Plymouth will get
more power.
This will extend the range of Bournemouth and Plymouth, but the expansion·
is 'limited by the fact that these transmitters will continue synchronised on a
i:ommon wave. Considerable areas of the
South will be in their common "mush"
area. Brighton, for instance (a town
wh~re I heard strong complaints of the
Regional service), IS not expected to be
within the service area of the new Bournemouth transmitter. What is to be done
to "mop up" these unlucky tracts of
Southern England? One may ask the
same question of East Anglia, around
Norwich, where listeners are troubled likewise by London Regional fading.
The increase of London Regional's
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THOSE unlucky tracts of Southern England which can scarcely be said
to be included in any of the B.B.C. regions may find their rightful
niche in one of the interesting schemes now simmering in the melting-pot
at Broadcasting House: Basing his remarks on the experiences of a personal
tour of all the Regions, the author here foreshadows the end of "diagonalisation"
and the institution of a three-programme scheme-National, North and South.
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power from 50 to 70 kilowatts, now being
undertaken, will not minimise this fading.
A further increase, to at least roo kilowatts, will be made when this station is
rebuilt, a task the 13.B.C. intends to tackle
before long. If it were possible to ally
these power increases with the provision
at Brookmans Park of an anti-fading
mast-aerial like that at the North Irish
transmitter (which has proved itself an
undoubted success), there is little doubt
that most of South-east England and East
Anglia would win a first-class Regional
service. I am confident that the 13.B.C.
has such possibilities well in mind, but
the snag seems to me to lie in the Air
Ministry regulations which restrict masts
at Brookmans Park to 200ft. Would so
Iowa mast-aerial be effective?
If that way of solving the problem of
Regional coverage for South England
proves impracticable, the alternative will
be a series of low-power relays. The idea
of a Norwich relay has not been forgotten
at Broadcasting House.
But such efforts by the engineers are
insufficient in themselves to place the
B.B.C.'sservice to Southern listeners on
a par with (for instance) its service to its
Northern audience; a radical programme
reform is also needed if the South is to
have a system" Regional" in something
more than name.
The so-called·" Regional" programme
relayed by the LoridonRegional, Bournemouth, and Plymouthtmn~mitters is; as'

everyone knows, representative in no way
of the Region it serves, as are-at least
in some measure-the Northern and the
Midland and other Regional programmes.
It is a second kind of National programme.
I suggest that a fundamental reason why·
the B.B.C. alternative programme scheme
fails to satisfy is that these two programmes are a merely mechanical contrast, item by item, instead of being a
contrast secured by a basic difference of
inspiration and temperament-such as
the North-country listener gets (as I say.
at least in a measure)-because his
North Regional programme has its roots
in Northern life.
Local Programmes
One very drastic suggestion has been
actively canvassed within the B.B.C. It
is highly interesting. What may be called
the South Region Plan seeks (a) to cultivate programme resources in the southern
counties and .in East Anglia, and \b) to
link this fresh supply of programmes up
with the West and Midland Regions, to
form one comprehensive South Region,
with a programme always different from
National and always different from every
other Regional programme. At the same
time, it is suggested that the North Region,
being the only Region that could possibly
put up a 100 per. cent. local programme,
should be given tile requisite money and
staff to pru:mit i(to do so"
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Thus we get three alternative programmes, always different: National,
North, and South. Additionally, the
,Welsh, Scottish, and North Irish Regions
would continue on their present basis,
combining a certain amount of local
material with a selection of items relayed
from other Regions.
The present Midland Region has studios
at Birmingham, a good Regional orchestra, and a keen (if none too large) staff.
It would be possible, in my opinion, to
increase the output of this Region without
lowering quality, but there are clear limits
to such expansion. To support a "IOO
per cent. local" programme, there is
neither the talent for studio work nor the
material for feature programmes and outside broadcasts, etc.

A Southern Region
Examining the West Region, with its
studios at Bristol and Plymouth, one
comes to a similar conclusion; indeed, thl'
possibilities of exp3..Ilsion in the West seem
less than in the Midlands.
But by pooling these two regions and
by adding to them the hitherto untapped
south-east counties-Kent, Surrey, Sussex.
Hampshire, Berks, Bucks, Hertfordshire,
Bedfordshire, Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk
-we have an area capable (it is suggested)
of supporting a full programme of entirely
Southern complexion, day and night, week
in and week out. This, it seems to me,
is a contention that merits close examination, for if broadcasting could be effectively rearranged in this way it would meet
the criticism of those who object that not
infrequently only two programmes are
sent out simultaneously by all B.B.C.
stations; it would thus bring more variety
into British programmes, it would give
Southerners a fundamentally different
alternative programme, and it would perform for them the duty which the 13.B.C.
is already doing in other Regions of underlining the attributes and history and
modern activities of the locality. This
" local pride" is absent in Southern listening because the counties named above are
a B.B.C. No-man's-land for which no Regional Director is responsible.

lLet us examine some of the implications
of this Plan. " Diagonalisation " would
obviously go. The rule that the National,
North and South programmes must
always be different would only be relaxed
for the rarest occasions of State importance, such as a speech by the King. The
present all-stations broadcasting of fat
stock prices would be remembered as a
crude folly of B.B.C. adolescence. Feature
programmes and plays which justified
more than one performance would have
to be repeated at widely different times
on the same wavelength; a National play
twice on the National wave, or even three
times. if "big" enough.
It is, presumably, the aim of each Regional Director to present to the world a
programme characteristically Western,
Scottish, or whatever it may be, but under
present circumstances the local character
is severely watered-down by the considerable amount of "foreign" make-weight.
By creating a South Region big enough
to support a full-time programme of its
own, this weakness would be overcome.

The present West and Midland Regiou~
would lose their "independence," hut
what is independence worth when it only
results in a local programme of occasiomil
bits and pieces? The Midland, Western,
and Southern counties of England have,
temperamentally, much in common; they
contrast strongly with the North of
England. A South Regional Director
could do great things with all that southern
end of England to build his programmes
from-and for.

Headline Links
All the studios and Regional transmitters in the Midlands, West, and South
would, under this scheme, be permanently
linked by landline to a South Regional
headquarters, not necessarily in London.
It might not be a bad idea to let B.B.C.
headquarters concentrate on the National
and Empire programmes!
One could continue at length to speculate the pros and cons of the South
Region Plan. I have said enough to indicate the extent of the idea.
On full examination it may
prove unrealisable, but, if so,
what is to prevent the B.B.C.
going forward with a lesser
scheme, leaving the Midland
and West Regions as they
now are, but making the
" No-man's-land" counties
named above into a Southern
Region, with an improved
London Regional transmitter
and the new Bournemouth
and Plymouth as its transmitting points, and with ,i
South Regional Director to
inspire something more than
the existing deadly mechani·
cal sort of alternative programme service?

TELEVISION TAKES SHAPE
Equipment designed and developed by the Baird Company
in preparation for the opening of the official B.B.C.
television service. The top picture shows two Baird Telecine
disc scanners, to the right the control desk and check lOUd
speaker for the sound system, and on the left, a close-up
of an optical and disc scanning unit.
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CURRENT TOPICS
Testing Aircraft
Transmitters

A NEW Air Ministry: Notice to

Aircraft radio operators
states that aircraft transmitters
must not be tested on the
ground in the vicinity of Air
Ministry radio stations without
prior authority from the radio
station supervisor.

Russian Amateur Tests
THE Leningrad Short Wave
Amateurs' Club has just
concluded a highly successful
world-wide communication test
1ll
which twenty-two of its
members
took
part.
The
" star" two-way contact was
held to be that between a
Russian amateur and a DX
man at Tahiti, in the Pacific.

£80,000 to Fight
Interference

are encouraged to recommend
his own car radios by the inducement of a dollar commission for every sale resulting.

U.S. to Take Stock of Radio
WHAT is the future of radio?
This question is being
asked in no idle fashion by the
U.S. Federal Radio Commission,
which appears to be somewhat
overwhelmed by the widespread
ramifications of modern radio
developments, and the practical
step is being taken of calling an
extraordinary conference beginning on June roth in which the
nation's radio engineers concerned with all phases of the
subject will troop before the
Commission to give their views
on the future of television,
facsimile transmission, ultra-

taxis for the entertainment of
drivers.
By means of an automatic device on the company's
vehicles the wireless receiver
cannot function until the driver
" throws the flag" and the passenger turns the switch. Says
the company; "The radios are
thus primarily for the entertainment of the passenger rather
than the driver, aud observe
the city's police regulation in
this respect."

Popoff Commemorated
in English

POPOFF, whom Russia
A . C.claims
as the inventor of
wireless in 1895, is to be commemorated in a special programme in English to be broadcast from the Moscow trans-

to a recent quesREPLYING
tion in the House of
Commons, Sir W. Womersley,
Assistant P .M.G., stated that
the number of engineering
officers at present employed
in dealing with cases of
interference
with
broadcast
reception
of
British
programmes, expressed in terms of
full-time staff, was 234. The
total annual expenditure was at
present about £80,000.

Total Eclipse

4\'

621, 602

Salesmanship!
NoVEL dodges to sell car
radio receivers are reported
from the United States. Some
dealers endeavour to sell a car
radio to each new car buyer, but
others are more discreet, and
wait until the car instalments
are paid off before suggesting
any
extras!
Long-distance
hauliers are said to be good
" prospects," when they are
persuaded that a radio will keep
their drivers alert.
One wireless trader in Oklahoma appoints all the local car
dealers as his agents. They

be ready for testing at the end
of this year. The other site, at
Noyant-sur-Allier, nea;: Moulins,
was intended for the new
Colonial short-wave transmitter
operating on 100 kW.
Work is going ahead on the
construction of the new Bordeaux high-power station, and
plans are being executed for
giving good radio "coverage"
to the French Alpine districts.

TO assist in observation"
during the total eclipse of
the sun in 1937 the New
Zealand Government is lending
a portable wireless transmitter
tc an expedition visiting the
Phcenix Islands, 600 miles north
of Fiji.

More Wireless Licences

WIRELESS recelvmg licences
were issued by the Post Office
during March, 1936. This figure
represents a nett increase of
44,004 in the number of licence
holders during the month, after
making allowance for expired
licences and renewals.
The total number of licences
in force at the end of March,
1936, was 7,617,797, as compared with 7,OII,753 at the end
of March, 1935, an increase
during the year of 606,044.
During the month there were
354 successful wireless prosecutions.

RUSSIA'S WIRELESS PIONEER,
Prof. A. C. Popoff, who carried
out radio tests in 1895. A commemorative programme in English
will be broadcast by Moscow on
May 8th.

Melba's First Broadcast
SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS photographed during a recent
visit to the works of Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. at Mansfield.
They are seen watching work on a Kandula machine, which winds a
transformer in a few seconds. A break or kink in the wire automatically switches off the machine.

short wave broadcasting, aircraft wireless, ship and land
services, and all the other
manifold offspring of Marconi's
invention.
The whole of the radio spectrum from ro to 28,000 kc Is
is to be explored, and it is
probable that, to co~ with the
increasing congestion on certain
wavebanqs, there will be a
wholesale re-allocation of waves
to the various services.
Although the findings of the
Commission will directly affect
only the United States, their
verdict will be closely watched
by the radio authorities of the
world.

Taxi Radio Again
T least one taxicab company
in New York has successfully circumvented the municipal ordnance against the installation of radio receivers on

A

mitters (1,724 and 25 metres) at
p.m. G.M.T. on May 8th.
The latest developments in
Soviet radio will be described.

9

More French Giants
pROMISE of broadcast. developments " in advance
of those of other countries"
was held out bv M. Pellenc,
Director of French broadcasting, in a speech given on the
recent "radio day" held in
connection with the Lille Commercial Fair.
New budget credits, he said,
had made possible a start
on the latest projects, which
had made possibI'1 the acquisition by the broadcasting service
of two large sites in the centre
and south-west of the country.
The first site, nine miles to the
east of Vierzon, was intended
for the great National transmitter of 150 kW, which would

last the American
ON NSunday
.B.C. stations broadcast
the identical concert given by
Dame Nellie Melba on the occasion of her historic appearance
before
the
microphone
at
Chelmsford in 1920.
The programme was presented by Frank St. Leger, who
filled the same r61e at Chelmsford sixteen years ago when on
a world tour with the celebrated Australian soprano.
The report of the Daily Mail
on April 20th, 1920, read;
"The singer's glorious voice
was clearly heard in Paris and
Berlin and also at the Hague.
. . . A grand piano was close
by the transmitter, and the
carpet where Dame Nellie
Melba stood was rolled up lest
the sound of her voice should
be interfered with."
A description of the event as
heard at the Daily Mail office
stated; '" Hallo, hallo, hallo,'
sang a voice into the receivers.
. Dame Nellie Melba is going to
sing to you.' And then followed an apology for the Marconi Company not having COlltrol over the atmospherics."
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Simplified Volume Expansion
A SYSTEM NEEDING NO EXTRA VALVES
s

the subject of volume expansion
has been covered quite thoroughly
little will be said about the purpose of the expander, although
the writer would like to state that it has
become nearly as important to him, and
many of his friends, as wide frequency
response. Regardless of the fidelity 0f
reproduction, a receiver which does not
employ expansion leaves one dissatisfied.
Expander reproduction grows on the
listener until he is discontented when
listening to a receiver not equipped with
the device.
In the writer's view volume compression by electrical (automatic) means
should at once replace manual control at
the transmitter. The compressor should
contract a 60 db range to 30 db. The

A

OUTPUT

]i
Fig. I.-Simplified diagram to explain the
action of the Crosley volume expander.

listener who is forced through economic or
family pressure to listen at low level would
be at least as well off (probably better
off) as at present, due to more consistent
operation of the compressor as compared
with the monitor, and also to freedom from
over-modulation and higher average signalto-noise ratio than when transmission of a
wide range is attempted. The listener
with plenty of output power, and the desire to listen to a symphony orchestra at
a volume level simulating the original performance has everything to gain.
An expander designed to operate in an
inverse manner to the compressor, both
regarding volume range and, of almost
equal importance, speed of action (time
constant of the compressor and expander
should be nearly identical) would almost
perfectly restore the programme to its
pristine condition.
Therefore, neither
class of listener should suffer; instead,
both should gain by the change in technique.
One of the difficulties with the expanders
so far described has been their somewhat
complicated natGre, and the fact that in

By W. N. WEEDEN

T is well known that the resistance of an ord£nary lamp filament
Iexplains
increases many times when heated. An American contributor
how this effect has been turned to account in devising a new
compensating circuit for restoring the original volume contrasts in
reproduced music.
several systems the valves must be very an increase in their temperature and also
carefully matChed-not only at the normal their resistance. This increase in the filaoperating point but also at plate current ment resistance produces the same effect
cut-off. If they become mis-matched the mentioliled previously-to cause further
"unbalance" in the bridge, and the conpossibilities of distortion are very real.
A new system has recently made its comitant development of more power in
appearance in a medium-priced American the speaker. This continues until the full
receiver manufactured
by Crosley. power of the receiver, minus that lost in
Although the range of expansion is not so the resistors Rr and R2, is applied to the
great as that offered by some of the more loud speaker at such times as the orchestra
complicated systems, nor is there any pro- reaches a crescendo. It will be realised
vision for selecting the desired degree of that this progressive unbalancing of the
expansion, the advantages of simplicity bridge provides a greater volume range
and cheapness should far outweigh the from the speaker than at the receiver input.
limitations mentioned.
thus true volume expansion is accomFig. r shows a simplified diagram of the plished.
Crosley "Auto-Expressionator." It will
be seen that the four resistors are conExtent of Expansion
nected to form a Wheatstone bridge. If
this bridge were perfectly balanced, no
This system differs in one respect from
sound would be heard from the loud most of the expanders operating through
speaker. However, if the resistance of R3 valves. In most cases full expansion can
and R4 be increased (it is assumed that be utilised regardless of the acoustic power
their resistance is initially equal to that of developed by the speaker. In the case of
Rr and R2) the signal across the speaker the Auto-Expressionator, however, this is
will increase until the point is reached not true. The degree of expansion dewhere the total signal from the output pends on the setting of the volume contransformer (less the power commmed in trol, or the amount of power developed
resistors Rr and
R2, which are in
series with
the
voice coil) wIll be
impressed on the
speaker.
In the Crosley
Aut 0 - E x pre sOUTPUT
sionator, this is
precisely what happens. Resistors R3
and R4 are replaced by two incandescent lamps,
similar to automobile head lights.
When the applied
signal is small (e.g.;
pianissimo passage
of orchestra) the resistance
of
the
/
1amp
filaments
(cold) is nearly
L l,Cl} 40 CYCLES
L2,C2
equal to that of Rr
and Rz. Nearly,
but not exactly,
Fig. z.-Circuit arrangement of the "bridge" volume expansion
thus causing the
system, in which lamps are used as resistances in two of the arms.
bridge to be slightly
unbalanced, so that some voltage is de- across the output transformer. Also,
veloped across the speaker voice coil. As with most systems with which the writer
the signal increases the current flowing is familiar, the listener may use a limited
through lamps rand 2 increases, causing degree of expansion-if he does not care

Ji
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to restore the original volume range of the
performance.
One important feature is the time constant of the circuit. The change in balance
of the bridge should not be so rapid that
single notes of increasing volume seem to
jump at the listener. This is taken care
of by the thermal lag of the filaments or
the time required for their temperature
(and resistance) to change.
The listener has the option of employing the expander or not by the manipulation of a control which opens Sr and S2
and closes S3 and S4 (Fig. 2) when expansion is desired, and closes S1 and S2 and
opens S3 and S4 when the expander is not
desired. When the expander is not in use
the bridge is removed from the voice-coil
circuit to prevent waste of power.
In Fig. 2 will be seen two inductances
with associated condensers (LI, Cr and L2,
C2). These form two parallel resonant
circuits tuned to approximately 40 cycles.
At low levels, the impedance of these
tuned circuits at and near their resonant
frequency causes unbalance of the bridge,
accentuating the low frequencies in much
the same manner as a tone-compensated
volume control. As the level increases the

bridge becomes more unbalanced, thus
preventing the impedance of the tuned
circuits from affecting the low-frequency
response. This bass compensation does
not function when the expander is out of
operation. With such a circuit the low
tones should be comparable in intensity
with those of medium pitch even at low
levels. The writer is not convinced of the
desirability of this bass accentuation when
employed in this manner, because of the
fact that during pianissimo passages the
bass tones will normally be very subdued,
even if one is listening directly to the
orchestra. If one is forced to listen at such
low level that orchestral peaks seem to be
lacking in low notes, the automatic bass
compensator might prove useful.
A point which the writer has not had
time to consider is the possibility or probability of mis-matching of output valve
impedance to speaker, due to change in
impedance of load circuit with level. It
is probable that the impedances are
matched at high level, when the load impedance is maximum. At low levels the
tubes will work into an impedance probably much lower than their plate resistance, but the distortion will probably be
negligible at this low output.

stable even without an earth connection,
and the hum level is exceptionally low,
though screened input leads are essential in
view of the high overall gain. Incidentally,
an input volume control of 50,000 ohms is
included.
Valve.
IHt Stage (:\IIU)
2nd Sf,a,!;c
(MHL4)

Output Stage
(l'X2i>'H)

Anode
Volts.

Anode
Current.

215

5.S

100

8.:1

530

(1)

,on

(2).';1

Cathode
Volts.
2.9

4.0
45
·t5.8

The above llWaSUl'elllcnts were nut.dc frol11 the chassis.

The amplifier has a particularly good frequency response for, as the curve here reproduced shows, it is ostensibly flat from
about 50 c / s to IO,OOO c,l s, and this includes
the output transformer.
The rated undistorted output of 12 watts
was actually exceeded with our model, the
output, measured at the anodES of the last
stage, indicating that a shade under 14
watts is given before noticeable distortion
appears.
To obtain this power an input of 0.7 volt
was required, which gives an amplification
of approximately 430, This is sufficient for
many types of transverse current carbon

Hartley Turner GA12S Amplifier
Inexpensive AC ..operated Model with
a Good Frequency Response

T

HE GAI2S amplifier made by Hartley
Turner Radio, Ltd., is a gel1eralpurpose model for AC operation and
having a rated 1l11distorted output of 12
watts. It employs four valves, excluding
the rectifier, and the circuit consists of an
input stage resistance-capacity coupled to a
penultimate amplifier and then two PX25
valves operated in push-pull, the coupling
between these two stages being a parall('lfed transformer.
An output transformer with a ratio of 40
to 1 is included to match the last stage to a
4-ohm impedance loud speaker.
The power supply is quite orthodox apart
from the fact that generous smoothing is
employed.
LT is obtained from two
separate 4-volt windings on the mains transformer with the load equally distributed
between them and each supplies one e:uly
stage and one of the output valves.
The valves fitted are Marconi MH4,
MHL4 and two PX25'S, while the mains
rectifier is an MU 14.
Provision is made to take power for operating a wireless receiving unit, the supply
point giving about 20 mA at 530 volts ror
thp- anodes, and 2 amps. at 4 volts for the

filaments.
Voltage d r 0 p pin g
resistances
will,
of course, be
needed to bring
HT supply down to
the required working
value. If more than
two valves are used the extra L T current
could be obtained by tapping across the L T
winding not internally joined to this supply
point. An additional two amps is available
from this source.
Although the amplifier is designed on
strictly economical lines, liberties have not
been taken to further this end and each
stage is adequately decoupled, and separate
cathode bias resistances, with electrolytic
by-pass condensers, are fitted. This also
applies to the pushpull stage, so in the
unlikely event of
one valve failing, it
cannot lead to damage to the other.
As a result of
the s e precautions
the amplifier is rock

n=============================n

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Response curve of
Hartley-Turner 12watt amplifier.

and
was certainly ample
for
The Wireless
Warld model.
Investigation reveals that the output
stage is operated at about 485 volts and the
bias resistances increased to 900 ohms,
which gives a grid bias of -- 45 volts in each
case for an anode consumption of 50 mAo
This, no doubt, accounts for the slight increase in power output observed during our
tests. The early valves are operated in the
normal manner, the Table giving the measured voltages and currents for each stage.
With each model is supplied full instructions as to the method of installation either
for radio, for gramophone, or for microphone reproduction, together with a circuit
diagram giving the value of all components.
The latter will be found very useful by all
users, but especially so by experimenters
who may wish to employ the amplifip-r for
purposes not envisaged in the instructions.
To sum up, the GA12S amplifier is a
soundly designed model fully capable of
giving its rated output power and it has a
characteristic which is virtually fiat over
the normal working range of audible frequencies, and at the price of £r3 lOS., including valves, it represents good value for
money.
H. B. D.
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New Empire Flying Boats
THE

VVIRELESS

EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED

Provision for Working on Short, Medium
and Long Wavelengths
problems confronting the designer of wireless equipment
OF forthe many
aircraft, that of ensuring efficient operation under all
conditions, yet in no way detracting from the air performance of the
machine, is possibly one of the most difficult to solve. How it is being
tackled in the case of the new giant flying boats is briefly described
in this article.

C

OMMERCIAL aircraft to-day is expected to maintain the same regularity in its services as that of any
other form of transport, no matter
what the weather conditions may be, and
the fact that it bears favourable comparison is due in large measure to the very
efficient organisation of wireless for purposes of communication and navigation.
Anyone who has listened on the aircraft
wavelengths knows to what extent pilots on
the Continental routes rely on the assistance of Croydon, Lympne, and other
ground stations, many of which are
equipped for direction-finding, so that
within a few minutes the position of any
machine can be given with extreme
accuracy.
The giant Empire flying-boats now
under construction for Imperial Airways
will be expected to maintain the same
regularity as other air services, but navigation will be a far more difficult matter

less equipment will have to be relied on
almost exclusively.
While the flying-boats are taking form
at Rochester, the wireless equipment is
being constructed in the Aircraft Establishment of the Marconi Company at
Hackbridge, near the Croydon airport.
This consists of a wide-waveband trans-

The three-waveband 120-watt
transmitter.
The wireless
cabin is situated immediately
behind the pilot's cockpit, so
avoiding delay in passing
messages.
Sketch by courtesy of i ' Flight ..

as they will not have the assistance, at
least at the outset, of a well-organised
chain of wireless stations, so that ,for
position-finding the machine's own wire-

mitter, a communication
receiver, direction finder,
and a homing device.
In' order to avoid duplication of the apparatus,
the one receiver is used
for all purposes, though
for direction-finding a
small loop aerial replaces
the fixed or trailing
aerials that are to be employed for communication work.
The installation includes a
nominal 120-watt transmitter designed
for working on wavelengths of 16 to
75 and 600 to 1,100 metres, telegraphy

being employed on the short wa ves
and telegraphy or telephony on the other
wavebands.
A superheterodyne is used.for reception,
its waverange being as for the transmitter,
but it extends up to 2,000 metres. Ther~
is a separate tuning control for the short
waves and another for the direction finding
circuits.
We have had an opportunity to examine
the equipment during its manufacture,
and it is interesting to record that the receiver embodies a number of standard
components of the kind available to the
home constructor, though, of course, there
are many parts that have been designed
for the special functions the apparatus has
to discharge.
Since these machines will have a speed
of over 200 miles an hour, particular

attention has had to be given to the avoidance of wind resistance in all parts of the
wireless equipment outside the cabin; the
DF loop already referred to is arranged so
that it can be lowered within the hull when
not in use, whilst in place of the usual
wind-driven generator, power for the
transmitter is derived from a motorgenerating set housed inside the wireless
cabin and driven from the aircraft's 24volt battery. This is kept. charged by
generators coupled to two of the four main
engines.
The wireless power generating plant includes, in addition, a small two-stroke
petrol engine which can be instantly
coupled up by a sliding clutch. It is
tended for use only in the event of a
forced landing, when the possible failure of
the battery supply (for the cells are of

in-

mining the location of the mac.~ine, and
this should prove a valuable asset during
poor visibility and when flying at night.
Provision is also made to utilise the DF
equipment as a homing device; that is to
say, the loop is fixed fore-and-aft, and
any ground station used as a beacon to
fly on, its signals being heard at equal
strength in both earphones while the
course is kept, but becoming stronger in
one if any deviation is made. A throwover switch gives indication whether the deviation is to port or starboard, and the course
corrections can be passed
on to the pilot's cockpit,
which communicates with
the wireless cabin.
A new development of
this homing scheme may
be embodied in the equipment. It dispenses with
the aural indication of
course deviation, and is
replaced by a visual in:licator which would most
likely
be located on the
One receiver with separate tuning controls is used for communipilot's dashboard.
cation and DF work.
There is no doubt that
batteries fully charged, for they will be very great care is being-devoted to the perneeded to start up the main engines when fection of this new aircraft equipment, and
repairs have been completed. Of course,
everything is being done to render the
adequate precautions are taken to render navigation by wireless of these giant
this auxiliary petrol engine absolutely safe flying-boats as perfect and as reliable 3.S
when used in the manner described.
possible. The air communication side of
the equipment has, of course, received just
as much care, for the Marconi Company
Aerial Systems
has a wide experience to call upon, but,
Finally, a word about the aerial throughout, the Aircraft Establishment is
systems. As mentioned already, three leavipg nothing to chance in the design or
separate aerials are available-a loop for in the manufacture of the apparatus.
DF work; a long, trailing aerial for use H. B. D.
in the air and a shorter fixed one running
fore-and-aft.
The trailing aerial will be led out
through a long fairlead which will project
through a trap-door in the hull. It can
be withdrawn when not required, and the
y best thanks to those kind correstrap-door, being fitted with a water-tight
pondents who have sent me some
joint, automatically seals the aperture
of them maps and ot~ers .calculawhen the fairlead is drawn up.
tions in answer to the question that I asked
The fore-and-aft fixed aerial is sup- a while ago: Would a great circle track beported at the forward end by a kingpost tween my home in a Chiltern valley and New
just above the wireless cabin, and extends York reach me from a north-westerly direcback to the tail. It
will be used when
the machine is on
the water or for
short-range
communication.
The
short kingpost is
telescopic, and
could, for emergency work, be
raised several feet,
so giving a longer
Self-contained motor generworking range in
ator plant including a small
the event of a
petrol engine for emergency
forced landing.
use.
Th~ loop aerial,
when raised through its trap-door, can tion? The reason for the question, readers
may remember, was that I do find that the
be orientated from inside the cabin, and
range of hills on one side of the valley
bearings read off directly from a compass screens me from certain European stations,
card. Any two or more ground stations though that on the other side does not act
of known position can be used for deter- in the same way towards North American
New Empire Flying Boats-

.

comparatively small capacity) woul4 put
the wireless out of operation at a time when
it was most needed.
With the self-contained generator communication will be possible for an indefinite period, for there should be 110
lack of petrol, and, furthermore, the motor
of the generating set could, in an emergency, be employed as an L T generator
driven from the petrol engine to keep the

DISTANT
RECEPTION NOTES

M

stations, which are very well received. It
appears that the great circle track in question does run north-westwards from me, and
as that is, roughly, the direction of my
valley, the failure of the hills to throw a,.
wireless shadow is explained.
This is confirmed by some old notes that
I have just come across which were made at
the time when I managed to receive U.S.A.
stations not this time with a portable, but
with a superhet using a two-foot frame
aerial. This set, which had nine valves,
was a particularly sensitive one for its time;
there was, in fact, practically nothing in
Europe that it would not bring in. On the
night in question I was receiving American
stations extraordinarily well with another
set connected to an outdoor aerial, and decided to try what the frame-aerial receiver
could do.
Having carefully pointed the
frame to the west I switched on, made a
careful search and received exactly nothing.
Quite by accident the frame was turned
through about 30 degrees towards the north
and a station was instantly heard. A fresh
search, with careful variation of the frame,
brought in fifteen more. The notes record
my surprise that the radiations should appear
to arrive from a north-westerly direction.
Possibly readers who, like myself, failed to
take great circle tracks into consideration
may have had similar experiences and have
been equally puzzled.

Listening in the 'Small Hours'
It is probable that. Radio-Normandie,
usually known as Fecamp, will suspend
for a while its small-hour transmissions between midnight and 2 a.m. This will be
welcomed by listeners who indulge on occasion in the fascinating pastime of sitting up
for North and South American stations. To
them any European transmission which goes
on much beyond midnight is a nuisance, in
the same sad way that to the grower of
good hay the buttercup is just a weed!
By the time that you read these notes
Bologna should be at work with 50 kilowatts, for the opening of the new station,
which bears the proud name of "RadioMarconi," was due on April 21st. The
opening of this station completes the original Italian Regional programme, though,
as I mentioned recently, there are to be additions in the shape of an increase to IOO kilowatts in the power of Rome I and in the
construction of a second Rome station, also
with a power of IOO kilowatts. I hear that
once these two IOo-kilowatt stations are in
operation it will not be long before considerable increases take place in the output rating
of Florence, Milan I, Genoa, Bari I, Turin I
and possibly other stations. In a long, narrow country like Italy it is by no means easy
to provide an adequate broadcasting service
even with a considerable number of stations. The difficulties are largely increased
by the rib of mountains which runs down
the country from north to south.
The French Government had at one time
the intention to increase the power of RadioParis to at least 150 kilowatts. A change of
policy took place, and it was decided to construct an entirely new station-a French
National corresponding to Droitwich-in a
much more central position.
A site near
Bourges has been chosen and the work of
construction will start quite soon.
The
French National fong-wave transmitter,
which should be opened next year, will
probably work for a start with an output of
150 kilowatts.
The plant, however, will be
so constructed that an increase to 300 kilowatts or even more will present no great
difficulties.
D. EXER.
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BROADCAST
BREVITIES
At the

II

A.P."

HERE are not enough preT cedents to enable one to
say that the Alexandra Palace
is at last looking like a television station, but as it is certainly beginning to look like
nothing else on earth one may
safely say that progress is
being achieved.
The passer-by now sees the
new lattice mast rearing upwards to a third of its ultimate
height above the reconditioned
East tower. If he climbs the
spiral staircase he may be H'warded with a blow on the ear
from a cement-filled pail as it
swings gaily upwards on <J
crane hook through the staircase well.

Open-Air Television
A new concrete "apron" on
the terrace covering an area
equal perhaps to that of a bandstand suggests an open-air stage
for televising with the "electric
eye."
Inside the B.B.C.'s wing of
the Palace work goes furiously
ahead.
The Baird engin.eers
have already installed a large
part of their apparatus, and the
space is now clear for installing
the twin transmitters for sight
and sound. A miniature cinema
with regulation fire-proofed projection room is practically complete. This will enable producers to see films prior to televising them and to effect any
necessary "cuts" and general
sub-editing.

The " O.B." Department
THE B.B.C. Department suffering most from the anticlimax following Jubilee Year is
the "0. B." Last year was
filled with notable events which
offered splendid opportunities to
the men with the wandering
microphones. There was Jubilee
Day itself, followed by the
Roval Review of the Fleet, the
Royal Inspection of the R.A.F.
at Mildenhall, a bumper Tattoo
at Aldershot, and countless
other highlights.
This year it is differE'nt, and
I call1lot find that the "O.B."
people have any outstanding
items in their programme except
the "Queen Mary" broadcasts.

Things Have Changed
Appearances are deceptive, of
course, for the organisation of
this department has undergone
a change. VI/hen Mr. Gerald
Cock was" O.B." Chief he was
practically given carte blanche

to
seek . outside
broadcast
material; having caught the
hare he presented it to the Programme Department, who were
usually thankful for small
mercies, and big ones as well.
D nder the direction of Mr. de
Lotbiniere, the "O.B." department has become more Executive in type. It is now the job of
the Programme Department to
devise suitable outside broadcasts, the" O.B." people being
entrusted with the sometimes
more difficult and delicate task
of carrying them out.

Those Breakdowns, and
Why

By
Our Special
Correspondent
WOMAN TELEVISION ENGINEER.
MissEleanorThomas,
18 years old, who
has just graduated
in radio - television
engineering at
Kansas City. She is
assistant con t r 0 1
engineer at station'
W9XBY:

A

NUMBER of breakdowns
ha ve occurred on the
Scottish Regional transmitter
during the past few weeks. The
reason is that experiments are
being carried out to investigate
the distribution of field strength
in Scotland, and for this purpose a temporary aerial is being
used.
It is necessary that the work
should be done in programme
hours, but as it creates considerable inconvenience to listeners who disembowel their sets
to see what is the matter, the
tests will be terminated very
shortly.

Baseball
FOR the first time on record a
commentary on a baseball
match is to be broadcast to British listeners, the date being May
23rd. The match will be between
White City and \Vest Ham, and
will be played at the White
City. Mr. Robert Bowman, of
ice hockey fame, is to be the
commentator, so is it necessary
to add that the commentary will
be full of pep and excitement?
Baseball is becoming increasingly popular in this country,
though the players are principally Canadians and Americans
temporarily residing over here.

Radio Gazette
DRAMA TISED news suggests
all kinds of possibilities, so
there should be a goodly number
of listeners for the first broadcast of "Radio Gazette," which
is to make its bow in "Saturday
Magazine" on
2nd. It will
consist of a summarised news
feature presented in the form of
aq exciting sound news-reel relating not only to home events
but to happenings all over the
globe.

The B,B.C. 's Mobile Recording Department is being enlisted
to help, aud in addition the engineers at the Tatsfield receiving
station will always be ready to
pass on any suitable foreign news
for recording purposes.
If successful, "Radio Gaz.
ette" may eventually branch
out as a short regular feature on
its own account.

New Talks Series
THE B.B.C. 's summer talks
programme sees the introduction of several new regular
features
"This Time Last Year" is
the title of a seasonable series of
talks in which speakers are to
describe how i.hey spent their
holidays in 1935. They are to
be given on May 4th and subsequent Mondays at 6.50 p.m.
Talks for discussion groups con_
sist of four series. The first is
being given by Professor J.
Ritchie on Mondays at 7.30 p.m.
on "Behind the Scenes in
Nature," and deals with familiar
happenings in tJ:e country
which the listener can observe
for himself.

Yesterday and To-day
A new Discussion Group series
entitled" The Voluntary Social
Services' , is being broadcast
every Thursday at 7.30 p.m.,
and when the series ends on May
21st it will be followed with
talks by Lord Elton on "Public
Opinion and Politics in Great
Britain during the Last Centnry." Finally, there are the
talks with the self-explauatory
title "The British Commonwealth and Colonial Empire,"
which are being given by Prof.
R. Coupland and H. V. Hodson
on Tuesday evenings at 7.30.

" Having a Meal"
The really conversational talk
has set a new vogue on Sunday evenings, recent notable exponents being Max Beerbohm
and G. K. Chesterton. Arthur
Bryant will soon be heard on
"Travelling," Mrs. H. Richardson on "The Seaside," and
Alice Ritchie on-is this the best
title of all?-" Having a Meal."

Bells on the Air
CARILLONS in varia bLy
. broadcast well.
An interesting recital will shortly be
given by Nora Johnston, who
comes of a family associated
for generations with the making of church bells, and is the
only Englishwoman to hold
the diploma of the Belgian
National
Carillon
College.
Some listeners may have heard
Miss Johnston on the Hyde
Park Carillon, where she gave
no fewer than thirty-two COllcerts.
Miss Johnston gave
thirty-one
recitals
on
the
Jubilee Carillon in 1935. She
uses a bell clavier specially constructed for the stage. It is :1
replica of the one at Malines
Cathedral belfry, which dates
back to. 1556.

Wanted: a Fatstack Uncle
COpy of letter received last
week
bv
" The
Announcer," Fctt Stock Prices,
Oxford Circus, London, W.:Hin,",-A fe\v
ago I ordf'red
of fillit L(ld
at the local
wright 41hs. 6ozs.. price they
eharged 7.1. I thought this price was
far beyond what I sho1l1d have paid
])1:'31'

a

piece

~tore~,

(fiUit of veal waC} not. boned), and am
I doing right at paying their pricE' I
ask '? Thanking yon for a reply.
'
Yours truly,
(Sigued) .

Clearly there is an opening
for a Fatstock Dncle to give
advice in such cases.
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UNBIASED
Broadcasting's Stonehenge
Easter is behind us and we
N OWare that
all beginning to think of removing our winter woollies and getting our
summer undies off the dusty shelves of
the pawnshop, the B.B.C. also is awakening from its long winter sleep.
One of the earliest of the summer departments to get going is, of course, the
nightingale party. It will be several
weeks yet, of course, before these, tiny
toilers of the night return from the
Riviera or wherever it is they spend the
winter, but there is much to do before
then. I do not, of course, refer to preparations in connection with that old
canard concerning the use of gramophone
x:ecords which was started many years ago

By
FREE GRID
by some unscrupulous person; my 01<;1
readers will remember that I was one of
the first to point out that this story was
obviously untrue; for if it had been true
the B.B.C. would have had the good
sense to go on to greater triumphs such
as the broadcasting of the Bul-buls from
Baghdad-which, of course, they didn't.
However, it is not about nightingales
that I set out to talk to you.
What I
wished to ask you was whether you
realised that London, the greatest city in
the world, possessed one of the most
antique broadcasting stations. Brooklands Park is now well over six years old
-truly a venerable age for a broadcasting
station-and you realise this only too
painfully when you compare its efforts
with those of the North Ireland Regional;
why, even the wavelength is different! It
is now nearly three years (12.5·33) since
I gave a solemn and public warning to
the B.B.C. of the direction in which it
was heading, and now we see the fnlit of
its lackadaisical attitude in the shape of
a transmitter held together by string and
old bootlaces and fully ripe for handing
over to the old-iron man, and yet with
nothing ready to replace it.

London possesses an antique
broadcasting station.

tion to the production
of all-wave sets so
that there may be at
least some valid case
for urging the public
to renew their receivers. It is quite
useless to ask the
public to buy new
sets on the grounds _.
that they are capable, as they undoubtedly are, of giving better results on the
ordinary broaqcasting wavelengths than
their last year's ones if the transmitters
haven't been renewed in order to keep up
with that progress.
It will be seen, therefore, what big
effects can arise from comparatively
obscure causes, for had the B.B.C. kept
their transmitters up to date so that they
were really worthy of the sets being
marketed, we should not have been
treated to the sight of manufacturers
getting kil~ed in the rush to produce allwave receIVers.

Television Truths
HEN you see it stated, as you not
infrequently do, that modern television provides better results than a good
home cinema, it is fairly safe to bet that
the writer is fully acquainted neither with
home cinemas nor with television.
He
is, in fact, about on a par with the writer
of sea stories who talks about "the deep
diapason of the typhoon" or the equally
famous lady novelist who once told us,
anent. the Boat Race, that" all were rowing fast but none so fast as our George."
At any rate, good as high television
undoubtedly is, not even its most ardent
advocate would claim that it is better
than a first-class home cinema show.

W

fVanted : Aspirins

Keeping Abreast of the Times
What on earth is the use of our noble
and altruistic set manufacturers working
their fingers to the bone and sacrificing
all their profits to their research departments when the older transmitters of the
B.B.C. fall far below the capabilities of
the sets which they are turning out. It
is, of course, realisation of this fact that
has induced them all to turn their atten-

used to spoil good paper some dozen or.
more years ago. Television is quite good
enough to stand on its own merits without
the doubtful bolstering up supplied by
this sort of writing.
Another kind of mis-statement to which
I take strong exception concerns what the'
B.B.C. are supposed to be going to do if
they can't come to terms with the big film
magnates regarding the televising of sections of popular films. I have heard it
hipted that in the event of any trouble I
they might merely book up a whole row
of seats in the cinema where the film they;
want to televise is showing. These seats
would be occupied by B.B.C. cameramen armed with small r6-mm. cameras.
As number one camera-man came to the
end of his reel of film, number two would
take on, and so on, so that by the time
the final camera-man had finished his
reel, number one would have re-Ioaded
ready to start the whole process over
again.
It would, I think, be rather unfortunate if the shutter mechanism of the
B.B.C.'s cameras were not in step with
the projector, as they would then stand a.
good chance of drawing a blank, although
I suppose they could avoid this difficulty
by racing the B.B.C. cameras at double
speed and then correcting for this in the
television projector. Also no mention is
made concerning the bottling of the sound
side of the films, but doubtless this would
be overcome by putting a man in the front
row with a microphone dangling on the
end of an umbrella. However, I fancy
that the B.B.C. television staff, like their
brethren on the sonic side of broadcasting, are far too clever to have to descend
to crudities of this sort in order to get the
better of recalcitrant film magnates.

"DO tramcars start coming through
your loud speaker? " asks the
writer of the wireless notes in a wellknown Northern journal. I have always
known those fellows up North to be hardy
sort of individuals, but, speaking person~:
ally, I have always found it best, when
this sort of tl,1ing happens to me, to'
swalJ9w a couple of aspirins and take to
my bed for a few hoUO'--

1

I

Rows of B.B.C. camera men.

Such statements do as much harm to television as did the lyrical lies about broadcasting with which unprincipled writers
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New Apparatus Reviewed
Recent Products of the Manufacturers
M.R. ELECTRIC CLOCK UNITS
AN electric clock embodied in the wireless
cabinet not only gives the set distinction
but also has a real utility value, and it may
therefore be of some interest to know that
m".vements for constructing them can be
obtained from M.R. Supplies. These units
are well made and are of the svnchronous
type, being designed for oper~tion from
time-controlled 50 c / s snpply mains.
Thev are full-size instruments capable of
driving large hands; the smaller model.
measuring 2in. in diamett"r, can be fitted
with hands up to win., while the other
model, which is tin. larger, will drive hands
up to I5in. long.
They run at the comparatively slow speed
of 187 r.p.m. and are perfectly silent.

the soldering iron from affecting the temper
of the springs.
This new valve-holder is made in four-,
five-, seven- and nine-pin types, and costs
6d., 7d, 9d., and lOd. each respectively.
Several specimens have been tested, and
from a close examination of the spring con-

New Benjamin sk"C!eton-type chassismounting valve-holders.

tact action we feel confident that it will
prove quite reliable, and make good contact.
with all pins even after a long period of use.

ZENITH DOUBLET AERIAL
THE Zenith Doublet Aerial consists of
two 30ft. lengths of aerial wire separated in the centre by a triangular-shaped
insulator, where they are joined to a lowimpedance feeder consisting of a twisted pair
of well-insulated flexible wires.
A special transformer is supplied to
match correctly this low-impedance feeder
to the input circuit of the receiver, and this
is contained in a cylindrical metal case
measuring 2!in. in diamHer and 1±in. deep.
I t has two screw terminals for the feeder
connections and two wires for joining to the
Electric clock movement obtainable from
aerial and earth terminals of the set, also
M.R. Supplies.
a two-position switch, the function of which
is apparently to change the aerial tapping
Three concentric spindles are provided for
on the transformer when conditions warrant.
fitting hour, minute and second hands, and
The unit is sealed, however, and cannot
the prices are 13s. 9d. for No. I size and
readily be examined to verify this point.
165. 6d. for the larger model.
The advantages of this type of aerial lie
mainly in the better signal-to-noise ratio
BENJAMIN PLATFORM VALVE.HOLDER that can be obtained in locations where
man-made static is bad, for this i,~ often
HIS new product of Benjamin Electric,
T Ltd., is a chassis-mounting valve-holder
more troublesome on the short wavelengths
of the type used largely by set makers, but
than on the medium- or long-wave bands.
Though the dimensions of the doublet are
it is available also to the home constructor.
The contacts are of special interest as they
such that it favours the short waves, per·
are made in one piece, with the socket part
fectly satisfactory reception is obtained on
consisting of two spring contacts gripping
the medium- and long-wave bands, where
the valve pin on two sides. These are reinany loss in signal strength is of little conforced by two half-rings of metal which close
sequence with modern. receivers, as their
the contact .springs when the valve is withsensitivity is usually sufficiently high to
drawn.
compensate for such losses as may accrue
Connection is made to the sockets by
due to the shorter effective aerial length.
soldering the wires to an extensionlng which
The Zenith aerial tested was found to be
is sufficiently long to prevent the heat of, quite satisfactory from about 12 metres upZenith Doublet aerial kit.

wards, and on all wave-bands gave a lower
background level at a receiving site where
electrical interference was particularly bad.
The noise rejecting properties of the system, however, are only really effective provided the horizontal span of the 8.erial is
either raised above the interference zone or
located far enough away from buildings to
be outside the noise area.
It is well, also, to bear in mind that on
the short· waves, the doublet aerial is
markedly directional, best results being obtained when it is erected at right angles to
the direction from which the signals are
received.
The Zenith aerial kit comprises, in addition to the parts already mentioned, two
insulators for the free ends of the aerial and
two stand-off insulators for the feeder down
lead. It is marketed in this country by J.
Toubins, of Manchester, and costs 25s.

BULGIN MIDGET MICROPHONE
TRANSFORMER
ONE of the most recent additions to the
Bulgin range of components is a midget
microphone transformer intended primarily
for use ill deaf-aid appliances and small
amplifiers where space is strictly limited. It
is truly a midget as the overall size is only
riin.xrin.x1iin. Yet both windings have
surprisingly high inductances considering
the size of the component.
The primary, with no DC flowing, has
a measured inductance of a shade over one
henry. while that of the secondary, under
the same conditions, is over 600 henrys.
These values decrease rapidly when DC is
passed through the primary winding, so to
obtain the best performance the microphone
should be operated with the lowest possible

New Bulgin Midget microphone transformer.

polarising voltage. For example, with 8
mA flowing in the primary its inductance
falls to 0.32 henry.
Even so, this value of inductance is satisfactory for carbon microphones of about 50
ohms resistance, and although it could be
used, of course, with higher resistance
models, or with larger primary currents, the
bass response will not be so good.
The primary winding is centre-tapped for
use with microphones consisting of two
buttons arranged in push-pull, under which
conditions the magnetising effect of the
microphone current will be neutralised and
the no-DC value of primary inductance then
realised.
The overall step-up ratio is I: 35, and
this new transformer, Type LF35, costs 55.
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" AIDA." Act I of Verdi's great opera comes frum Covent Garde~n
Opera House to National listeners at 8,5 p.m. on Thursday. Tl1e
pl1otograpl1 below, taken during an actual performance of tl1e opera
in La Scala, Milan, gives an idea of tM imposing Egyptian setting.

Listeners'
written one of her characteristic monologues, and Claude
Hulbert and Enid Trevor are
to be heard in a typical domestic "scene."
<S>

<S>

THE CUP FINAL

Outstanding Broadcasts at Home and Abroad
OF all the episodes of the
great war, none gripped
the, public imagination more
than the bravery and resource
of the Australian and New
Zealand forces at Gallipoli.
Consequently when the time
came to fashion a radio play
on the subject the graphic
materials were to hand in such
profusion that the major task
was that of selection. This
task Val Gielgud carried out to
such good effect on the twentieth anniversary of the landing at Suvla Bay that General
Sir Ian Hamilton-an eager
listener to the original production-wrote to offer his congratulations to the author and
to enlighten him upon points
of detail of which only the
Commander-in-Chief co u I d
have cognisance.
This fact alone gives added
significance as a historical
document to the revived broadcast next week of "Gallipoli,"
which will be heard by
National listeners at 9.25 on
Sunday and on the Regional
wavelengths at 8.IO on Tuesday.
Besides a vivid sound picture
of the landing at Suvla Bay,
the broadcast includes extracts
from the works of Winston
Churchill, John Masefield,
Rupert Brooke, Henry Nevinson and Compton Mackenzie.
<9-

~"

<!>

GALA NIGHT AT SADLER'S
WELLS

A SADLER'S WELLS Gala
performance really is a gala
performance,
so
listeners
operatically inclined should
not miss to-morrow's special
broadcast from the theatre of

Act 2 of Smetana's" The Bartered Bride," which has been
selected for this End-of-Season
performance (Reg. 8). The
cast-an exceptionally strong
one-includes Tudor Davies as
Jenick (tenor), Arnold Matters
as Kecal, John Cross as
Marenka (soprano), and other
leading artistes.
" The Bartered Bride" is an
opera in the lighter tradition.
Act 2 takes place in an inn,
where Marenka, the heroine,
tries to rid herself of an unwelcome suitor only to find
herself betrayed-or so she
imagines-by the man she
loves.
<S>

CRICKET

8.15 on Wednesday (Reg.) Mr.
Longstaffe will also bring to
the microphone for the second
time Leslie Elliott, a woman
artiste who has not only made
her name as an entertainer at
the piano, but is well known
for the number of successful
numbers which she has written
and published.
Some misgivings are felt in
Nina
Devitt's
regard to
" turn," for this talented Australian artiste is to sing a
special song appealing for dogs
of all kinds, and it is feared
that the front hall of Broadcasting House may be quickly
filled with canine applicants.
Mabel Constanduros has

To many listeners the
broadcast of the week occurs
to-morrow-the running commentary on the F.A. Cup
Final match at Wembley between Arsenal and Sheffield
United (Nat. 2.30). We shall
miss the familiar voice of Mr.
George Allison, who prefers
fresh fields and pastures new;
but "the game's the thing,"
and in Messrs. I van Sharpe
and F. N. S. Creek, the International
and
Corinthian
player, the B.B.C. has chosen
worthy commentators for football's biggest event.
-$>

<S>

COVENT GARDEN

THERE are so many dazzlillg
distractions at Covent Garden
on the opening night of the
Season that it is safe to say that
the music lover can ~ obtain
almost as much satisfaction
from the performance by listening to it on his loud speaker as
by sitting in his boiled shirt in
the auditorium itself.
"The Mastersingers," Wagner's great work, has been
chosen for Monday's inaugural
performance, and it is important to note that the three acts

EVERY type of Cricket is to
be represented, from Test
Match to the back-yard
variety, in " Willow the
King," a Miscellany written
and arranged for broadcasting
by Herbert F~Hjeon.
It was
first heard at the beginning of
May last year and, in response
to requests, is to be repeated
in the Regional programme at
7.30 on \Vednesday next. It
is a Bristol production.
Not the least attractive element in the programme is Mr.
Farjeon's
gentle
satire,
directed both at himself and at
his fellow cricketers.
<S>

<S>

" LIGHT FARE "

M ABE L CONSTANDUROS,
Claude Hulbert and Enid
Trevor are three favourites
who will appear in "Light
Fare," another of Ernest
Longstaffe's programmes designed to appeal to the largest
pos~ible number of tastes, At

" GALLIPOLI." Tl1e story of the bravery of the Australian and New
Zealand forces in the Dardanelles campaign will be retold in Val
Gielgud's broadcast, "Gallipoli " on Sunday and Tuesday next.. !he
above wartime photograpl1 sl10ws a corner of the Anzac POSitiOn.
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Guide for the Week *
are all being broadcast. Act I
will be heard Regionally at
6.25. Act 2 on the "Nationals" at 8.25, and Act 3 on the
Regional waves at 9-45. Sir
Thomas Beecham is the conductor.
<2>

<f>

<f>

ANOTHER GREAT TRIAL

BURLESQUE sometimes comes
as a breath of fresh air, and
more than one listener will gulp
the oxygen which is wafted
to London via Aberdeen at
7.20 on Thursday (Nat.). This
is "The Trial of Harry Gordon," in which one of Scotland's most popular comedians
will be heard pleading his own

r--------------------------------1
I HIGHUGHTS OF THE WEEK I

!

I
I

FRIDAY, APRIL 24th.
.
I Nat., 8, B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra at Budapest .. 950, .. The
I
Budget" by Mr. W. S. Morrison,
I
M.P. 11.1 S, Joe Loss and his
I
Band.
I
Reg., Fred Hartley and his Novelty 'I
I Quintet. 855, Organ Recital by I
G. Thalben Ball.
,
I

!

!
I

I

: Abroad.

,

I Rome, 8.4S, Opera: .. Iris" (Mas- I
cagni) from the Scala, Milan.

I

i
'.:
I
I
I
III

!

SATURDAY, APRIL 25th.
Nat., 2.30, FA Cup Final. ~Band
of H.M. Irish Guards. 8.30,
.. Tone and Colour."
Reg., 8, .. The Bartered Bride"
(Smetana) from Sadler's Wells.
10.30, Henry Hall's Hour.

Abroad.

I
I'
I

I
I
I'

: ' Vienna, 8.10, .. Spring" -vocal and ,
instrumental potpourri.

I

SUNDAY, APRIL 26th.

!

I Nat., Troise and his Mandoliers. I

6.45," The Drama of To-day," I
by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. 9.25, II'
I
"Gallipoli," by Val Gielgud.
,
I Reg., London Symphony Orchestra, /'
conducted by Albert Coates.
I
9.30, B.B.c. Theatre Orchestra. ,
I

I

I

I Abroad.
I
I Oslo, 8, Schubert's Mass in A Flat. I
I

MONDAY, APRIL 27th.

I
I

"I, Nat., 8.25, .. The Mastersingers" I
Act II, from Covent Garden.
I
10, World Affairs.
I, Reg., 6.25, .. The Mastersingers"
Act I.
~Victorian Melodies. I
I 9.45," The Mastersingers" Act I,
III.

!

MABEL CONSTANDUROS is
one of the favourite artistes
appearing in Ernest Longstaffe's
feature, "Light Fare," in the
Regional programme on W ednesday at 8.15.

cause before the bar of public
opinion.
THE WEEK'S OPERAS
ABROAD

NOT all operas with a magnificent stage setting ha ve
equally attractive music. More
often the setting and the music
are in inverse ratio to each
other. But in Strauss's" Der
Rosenkavalier" the pleasure
which comes to the eyes-the
opera is always beautifully
staged and dressed-does not
overshadow the delightful
music, and listeners will find
that the. broadcast of the opera
from Bordeaux-Lafayette tonight at 7.55 well worth tuning
in, particularly as the musical
standard of this station is unusually high.
To-morrow's best operatic
" draws"
are Ponchielli's
4-act "La Gioconda" (The

I' Abroad.
8.10, Ballet Programme
II Strasbourg,
from the Paris Opera.
I TUESDAY, APRIL 28th.

I

I

I Nat., 8.30, The Fol-de-Rols. 10.20,
:
B.B.C. Orchestra, conducted by
John Barbirolli.
, Reg., Henry Hall and the B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra. 8.10," Galli'i poli." ~Billy Merrin and his
Commanders.

!
I

Abroad.

I Frankfurt, 8.10, Operetta:" Der
:
Bettelstudent" (Millocker).
I WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29th.
; Nat., 8.15, B.B.C. Orchestra, con ..

I

ducted by Constant Lambert.
,I
9.15," Is that the Law? "
~Bransby Williams.
I" Reg., 7.30, "Willow the King ",
a Cricket Miscellany.
8.15,
I
.. Light Fare." ~Casani Club
Dance Orchestra.

I

I Abroad.

I Brussels I, 8.30, Brussels Philharmonic
Chamber Orchestra:
I' .. Youth 1936."

I

THURSDAY, APRIL 30th.
I Nat., 8.5, "Aida" from Covent
I Garden. ~Henry Hall and the
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra. 'lLeslie
'
Bridgewater Quintet.
, Reg., 8, Snooker Championship at
I
Thurston's. ~Piano Recital by
Iso Elinson. ~B.B.C. Orchestra.

!
I

, Abroad.

I Stuttgart, 8.10, Mozart's "Requiem " by Station Orchestra and
" Choir.

"OFF DUTY." An interesting glimpse in the station canteen at
Copenhagen. Miss Grete Otto, the well-known woman announcer,
enjoys a well-deserved cup of tea while chatting with artists. Note
the inspiring mural decorations.

I

,
I
~---------------------------------~

Ballad Singer) with its brilliant ballet music, to be broadcast from Milan at 8.45, and
Mozart's " Don Giovanni"
which has been selected as the
midnight studio opera performance by Stuttgart.
The remaining opera broadcasts of the week consist of an
electrical recording of Wagner's
"Parsifal"
from
Frankfurt at midnight on Tuesday, and a relay from the Paris
Opera-Comique (opera unspecified) by Eiffel Tower at
8.30 on Thursday.
OPERETTA HIGHLIGHTS

" FERNFLOWER," by Malinowski, an operetta very popular in its composer's country,
Poland, and scarcely known to
the outer world, is featured in
the Warsaw transmission at 7
on Saturday. Malinowski was
born towards the end of last
century, and is chiefly known
for his pianoforte music and
songs.
A good "follow-on" will be
the Radio Toulouse concert
version of Oscar Strauss's" A
Waltz Dream," which will be
heard at q.ro.
There are two other operetta
highlights next week. At 8.30
on Monday Lyon-la-Dona is
offering Lecocq's tuneful" Le
petit Due," and at 8.ro on

Tuesday Frankfurt is featuring
" Der Bettelstudent," the jolly
3-act operetta by Millocker.
<!'-..

~"?>

<i>-

NATIONAL MUSIC

PROGRAMMES in English
corne under the "National"
heading to-night. At 8.15 Athlone is offering a Donegal folklore feature, while at 10.5 Moscow presents a programme for
English listeners which will include cavalry songs. Musically speaking, a more attractive
programme comes from Vienna
at 9.5 entitled "The Heyday
of Viennese Folk Song."
Most interesting of the
week's National features, however, should be the Deutschlandsender offering at 3.15
on Monday-" Songs and
Tales from the Banat." The
Banat is a part of old Hungary, and thus was dealt with
by the Treaty of Trianon, belonging now in part to Roumania and in part to Yugoslavia.
Many of the people
are of German origin, and as
most of this part of the Continent is unspoiled, the broad-;
cast should provide much that
is new, all of it interesting.
"Irish Airs and Parodies"
is a promising item in the Athlone list for 8 on Thursday
next ..

Wireless World, April 24th,I9'36.

The

Cas Discharge Tube
By R. POLLOCK

T

HE rectification of AC for power
supply units involves the use of a
device which might have the
following idealised properties. It
must conduct in the required direction with
a very low voltage drop and in a manner
free from discontinuity which might cause
interference. It must be an insulator in
the opposite direction, and to be fully
effective the transition from these states
should occur as the applied alternating
voltage passes through zero.
An approach to the ideal rectifier
characteristics outlined above is only
found in the comOper~tion
mutator
switch,
and here the incluVapour
sion of the noninterfering clause
renders the device useless for ordinary
purposes. To what extent, then, does
the mercury vapour rectifier approach
the ideal?
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Fig. I. Characteristics of vacuum and mercury
vapour tubes compared. Note that the latter
acts virtually as a short-circuit after the
critical voltage is reached.

It is essentially a high vacuum rectifier
into which has been introduced a quantity
of mercury giving a "gas filling" ,of
rb.ercury vapour. On the application of
anode voltage the electrons from the
cathode will ionise mercury atoms when
a voltage of some thirteen volts is reached
(the ionisation voltage of mercury) and
t,>1ve rise to positive ions as well as negative electrons. The ions, flowing towards
the cathode, neutralise the shell of negative space charge surrounding it and
remove the barrier to full emission of all
available electrons to the anode.
It is therefore possible to pass anode
currents of some amperes at voltages between 13 and IS volts, and this represents
the only loss of voltage in such a valvea negligible item in rectifying some hundreds of volts.

account of the comparatively hi"gh voltage drop occurring in most
ON rectifiers
of the high-vacuum type, mercury vapour rectifiers are
finding a widening sphere of usefulness for feeding Class" B " amplifiers,
receivers operating at frequencies approaching zero, and for other equipment
of fairly high power where the relatively poor regulation and wattage
loss of the ordinary "hard" valve is a serious drawback
Inverse current is zero for voltages in
the opposite sense as the anode is a nonemitter and ionisation ceases as the anode
voltage is reversed. There is a possibility
of radio interference from rectification,
and this will be discussed later. It is
of Mercury evident, however,
that for rectification
of voltages
Rectifiers
well in excess of
IS volts the mercury vapour rectifier is ideal, as can be seen
in Fig. I, where anode voltage/anode
current curves of a standard type of rectifier and a mercury vapour type are
drawn to show the comparative voltage
drop at a given anode current. A rough
calculation shows that, at 250 rnA the
mercury vapour discharge represents a
loss of some 3.8 watts, while the hard
rectifier wastes nearly 30 watts, and, moreover, contributes an impedance of some
160 ohms to the rectifying circuit, giving
rise to poor voltage regulation. The impedance of the mercury vapour rectifier,
under the same conditions, would contribute only 6 ohmsand
would thus be an
inappreciable item in
the presence of even
a
well - designed
smoothing choke in
its effect on regulaDELAY
SWITCH·
tion. Before reviewing a few of the practical aspects of these
rectifiers it will be
necessary to discuss
the precautions
necessary for correct
operation and freedom from failure.
In the conductive
direction the discharge is a close
approach to a shortcircuit between
anode and cathode,
Fig. 2. A practical
HT unit with two gas
discharge tubes giving . ful1~wave rectification.

+

and direct application of HT will, unless
external circuit resistance exists, result in
sufficient current passing to damage the

cathode. This will also happen if the filament is operated at too Iowa temperature,
for then a normal value of anode current
may represent the total possible emission
from the cathode. In these circumstances
the positive ions bombard the cathode with
consirlerable energy, there is an accompanying rise in anode-cathode PD, and
the emissive coating of the cathode will
be destroyed. Actually, visible shattering of the coating can be seen at times
under these conditions and it is usually
accompanied, when operating with an
alternating anode voltage, by breakdown
in the reverse direction.

Delayed Anode Voltage
It is therefore necessary when using any
power supply unit with such rectifiers to
delay the application of anode voltage,
preferably by means of a thermal delay
switch, until the filaments attain normal
temperature before any current is passed.
Such a thermal delay switch is now made
by most manufacturers of the rectifiers and
is operated from a separate LT winding on

OUTPUT

the transformer, or, if 9f suitable rating,
from the rectifier LT winding. It consists
of a bi-metallic strip contact} sqitably

'\~Yfhp@n@~~

W@TI'n@l,
The Gas Discharge T~b~<",

A circui,! such as this may be found
advantageous in place of the usual biphase system, apart from any considerations of voltage doubling. It will have an
improved ripple content in the output, for
reasons that are easily appreciated. The

mounted in a high vacuum or inert gas.
actuated by a heater connected as indicated. Suitable delayed action mercury
switches are also on the market and are
suitable for switching a separate primary
circuit energising the
HT winding. The
thermal delay switch,
operating in the HT
circuit, is shown in
4mfds
01
Fig. 2, which shows
a bi-phase circuit
...::;)
using two rectifiers.
Do
The switches are
5o
rated for various
delay periods at cer4mfds
tain heating voltages.
02
For the usual type of,
rectifier this should'
be at least thirty
seconds. On some,
large i n d us t ria 1
Fig. 3. A voltagedoubling circuit giving full-wave rectification.
I

equipments, \ where large heat-shielded
cathodes are found in the rectifiers, the
initial heating requires some thirty
minutes!
The circuit of Fig. 2 shows a small
resistance in the anode lead of each valve.
This is an important component in some
installations, as, with the application of
HT a surge will flow through the smoothing condensers during the period of initial
charging and may represent an instantaneous short circuit unless some resistance
is present. A similar action might be experienced at each half cycle if the rectifier
is working under a fairly heavy load, so
that the rectifier's output is more of the
nature of a series of sharp pulses and imitates the effect obtained when an HT
battery is suddenly connected to an uncharged condenser.

Suppressor

DC output has a voltage at any instant
given by the sum of the voltages to which
the condensers are charged. Suppose the
load to be adjusted so that at the instant
C2 receives it full charge C1 is drained to
half charge; it is evident that the next
half cycle will not find C1 drained completely, as this is when its charge cycle
begins and C2 begins to drain. In this
condition the ripple will be that due to
variations between full voltage and threefourths full voltage, whereas a bi-phase
circuit would have fluctuations between
full voltage and half full voltage.

When Leipzig Stands By

Resi~t3.nces

When operating a radio receiver such
a power unit may cause severe interference
unless the anode resistances are used in
the rectifiers. Quite low values of resistance will be found to produce quiet operation, and 25 ohms will usually be ample.
and still sufficiently low to cause no serious
regulation troubles in the output voltage.
A very useful ano. interesting rectification circuit, yet one which has not found
great favour on account of its poor regulation characteristics, is the voltage doubling
arrangement using two separate valves.
In this arrangement, outlined in Fig. 3,
two condensers arc connected in series and
alternately charged on each half cycle, the
DC load being connected to their outer
terminals.
The effectiveness of this arrangement is
controlled by the ability of the rectifier to
fully charge each condenser under various,
loads, and the low impedance of the mercury vapour tube makes this possible.

Random
Radiations
By "DIALLIST"
Smart Work
ONE of the quickest bits of police work
with the aid of wireless took place during
the Easter holidays.
The Brighton headquarters police, wj;1O are thorough believers
in radio as an aid, received a message from
London at 3.5 p.m. that a motor bicycle
had been taken away without authorIty and
was last seen proceeding in the direction of
Brighton.
The message sent out from
Brighton Headquarters was picked up by a
constable on his beat, and exactly an hour
and a quarter after the communication from
London he spotted the machine in question
and an arrest was made. This is the second
time within a week or so that Brighton
police radio has. been in the news. On the
first occasion it led to the arrest of a burglar
who was actually given three years at the
Quarter Sessions within eighteen hours of
indulging in a little housebreaking. Pretty
good work!

......

Europe's Listeners

THE charts recently published by the
International Broadcasting U n ion
which show the totals of licensed listeners
in European countries at the end of 1935,
and the percentage increase or decrease
during the previous twelve months, reveal
many interesting facts.
In only three
countries-Great Britain, Germany and
France-does the total exceed the million
mark, though Holland, Sweden and Czechoslovakia are not very far short of it. Perhaps the most surprising figures are tho"se
for Italy, which ha3 now a pretty extensive
broadcasting service. The fourteen Italian
stations at present in operation include two
of 50-kilowatts, two of 20-kilowatts, two of
IO-kilowatts, and eight of smaller power,
only one of which (Turin No.2) is rated at
less than 1-kilowa tt.
Yet there are only
530,000 receiving licences in force. France,
,though her receiving licences now number
over two and a half millions, has not so far
sh?wn the enthusiasm for broadcasting that
mIght have been expected.
The Eiffel
Tower was the first station, certainly in
Europe, and, I believe, in the world to
transmit regular programmes, and under the
nearly completed Ferrie scheme France has
a splendid array of Government stations as
well as a good many that are privately
owned. She rejoices also in excellent antiinterference laws. In view of all this and
of, the fact that France is remarkably pros~erOlls, h?w is it that the proportion of
hcensed lIsteners to the population is so
small ?

Germany Catching Up

The interval signal at Leipzig is of the
electro-magnetic type and consists of a fournote chime.

At the end of 1934 this country had it
long lead over Germany in the matter of
wireless licellces, but on December 31St,
1935, this had been reduced to only a little
over 200,000.
The actual figures were'
Great
Britain,
7,403,109;
Germany,
7,192,952. During the year the percentage
increase in Germany was rather more than'
17, and that in Great Britain just over 9.
Should these rates be maintained Germany
will soon deprive us of the proud title of

the most wireless-minded country in
Europe.
Actgally, at the beginning of
March our lead had been reduced to a little
under 50,000.
The reaSOD for Germany's
big increase is quite possibly to be found in
the growth of her high-powered stations, all
of which, with their anti-fading aerials,
have very large service areas. If all of the
B.B.C. Regionals could go up to 100 kilowatts there would probably be a big jump
in our own figures.

Radiolympia

......

to be avoided. Needless to say, it is never
seen again by its owner. I have no sympathy with unlicensed victims of this
.ramp; they deserve all that they get. But
it has been worked successfully on households where the receiving licence could not
be found at the moment. Hence, it is best
to make it quite dear to yours that neither
B.B.C. nor G.P.O. officials have any right
to remove a set, and that the latter, at
any rate, carry with them a card proving
their identity.

. ....

Bedtime at Ten

AS

I write it is still undecided whether
this year's Radio E~hibition at Olympia is to be held from August 19th to 29th
or August 26th to September 5th. I hope
that the later period will be chosen, and I
hear that there is strong support for it in
the wireless industry. I have always been
against mid-August exhibitions for a good
many reasons.
Chief of these is that so
many people have, willy nilly, to take their
holidays during August and are therefore
prevented from coming to Olympia. I can't
help feeling that the ideal dates would be
during the first fortnight of September, for
people would then mostly have returned
from holiday-making, whilst boys and girls,
who are amongst the keenest of wireless
enthusiasts, would not have returned to
school. Failing the first half of September,
I would like to see the Exhibition held in
Mayor June. The old idea that tl1ere is a
wireless season which begins with the ending
of Britlsh Summer Tiine and more or less
ends when we put our clocks forward in
April still petsists, though the truth of the
matter is that wireless is an all-the-yearround pastime nowadays.
There is, of
cOUrse, more listening done in the winter
time; when everyone spends longer hours at
home,' but there .are few houses in which
considerable use is not made of the wireless
set :right through the summer.
In recent
y~ars a good many firms have taken to
brmging out new models long before the
Exhibition, and this policy has evidently
beerLsuccessful since they continue to work
on the same lines .

.. ... .

An Old Ramp Revived
queer old days, when the chief kind
I N oftheman-made
interference that we knew
was the squeal due to a neighbour's oscillating receiver ("A considerable amount of"
interference is. reported in the neighbour-·
hood of the High Street, Muggleton. Will
listeners living in that area please look to
their sets?" Do you remember?), in those
days there were sharks who made house-tohouse calls, carefully choosing a time when
paterfamilias was absent, and reaped no
bad harvest. Their method was to say that
they. had been sent by the Post Office to
investigate complaints of oscillation and to
demand to be allowed to examine the receiving set. When permitted to do so, they
announced that it contained an illegal circuit and that they were authorised to remove
it for alteration.
Hundreds of sets were
stolen in this way.
The up-to-date method is an ingenious
adaptation of the old scheme. Nowadays
the crook, who may be wearing some kind
of uniform cap: states that he is acting for
either the G.P.O. or the B.B.C. and asks
to see the wireless receiving licence. If it
is produced he moves on, but if there isn't
one, or if it can't be found, he announces
sternly that his orders are to confiscate the
receivIng set and that it had better be
banded over forthwith if serious trouble is

A RE the possessors of loud loud speakers

becoming more considerate? Or has the
error of their ways bee:Q. brought home to
them by the installation by their friends and
neighbours of sets also capable of great
volume, thus making reprisals possible?
From several sources I hear that it is now
becoming customary for sets to be switched
off-or at any rate turned right downshortly after ten p.m. The records of the
relay companies show the same thing. As
soon as Nationals and Regionals have
finished their second news bulletin, or new!;
summary, as the case may be, the load falls
steeply away.
That is probably why there is now a big
demand for Henry Hall and other dance
band leaders to appear more often in the
main' evening programmes before 10 p.m.
1£ you like dance music, it's not much fun
having the best of it broadcast at times
when you can't listen.

......

"The Indian Listener"

I

HAVE just received a copy of •• The
Indian Listener," the official organ of
the Indian State BroadCasting Service. This
is a newcomer amongst radio papers since
its first issue was published in January. As
there are only three Indian State stations

in operation at the moment its detailed programmes don't cover many pages, but they
will require a good deal more space as time
goes 011 and a full broadcasting service is
developed in that huge country.
The
stations now at work are Delhi on 340.136
metres, Bombay on 350.9, and Calcutta on
370.4. Bombay also transmits on 31.36
metres and Ca:Icutta on 49.10.
On
weekdays the programmes run from
midday to I I p.m. with an interval
from 2.30 to 5.30 or 6 p.m. The hours are
of course Indian Standard Time, which is
5! hours ahead of Greenwich. So far I have
not heard that anyone has recorded direct
reception on the medium waves of any of
these stations, though Delhi at any rate has
a 20-kilowatt plant.
All three stations,
however, are rfc-ceived well over a large part
of India. 'Where stations are few and far
between it is surprising what distances can
be spanned with comparatively small
power.

Lost Opportunities
A glance through the advertistllllent pages
of "The Indian Listener" shows that only
a few British manufacturers realise the possibilities or the Indian market.
India's
population is very nearly equal to that of
the whole of Europe, and there is already a
big demand for sets of the right type.
American and other manufacturers are qnite
alive to this fact, and unless our people
wake up they lllay find that they have lost
great opportunities.
What is required in
India, as in many other parts of the Empire,
is an all-wave set of the superheterodyne
type, preferably with a high-frequency
amplifying stage. There is a demand both
for mains and battery models of good performance. The market for mains sets is a
growing one owing to the rapid strides that
are being made in many parts of India with
electricity supply schemes.

Letters to· the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

The Little Nationals

MR.
P. G. A. H. VOIGT'S letter in your
.
issue of April 3rd is interesting, but
such inherent quality as may be present in
the transmissions of the Little Nationals is, I
am afraid, only of advantage to
listeners who live very close to one of these
stations.
Since the change over to the common
wavelength it has been impossible to listen
to North National in the Liverpool district
for any length of time without distortion and·
fading, due presumably to interference
phenomena between the signals from all the
Little Nationals. Upon switching over to
Droitwich one gets the impression of considerably better quality and infinitely greater
pleasure in listening.
Prior to the advent of the common wavelength the quality and signal strength of
North National were consistently good.
Liverpool.
T. A. LEDWARD.

those

Old Sets in Use
RECENTLY one of your contributors remarked upon old sets in regular use.
The only set I have had, and that in regular use since autumn, 1927, is a Wireless
World "Everyman III" made by myself.

The original 2-volt valves are still in use.
About five years ago I added a metal rectifier HT unit. In May, 1933, lightning burnt
out the aerial aperiodic yoil and the HT
fuses, even thopgh I use the bell-wire system
as an aerial.
I get the two London programmes, and
these cover all my requirements, on the originalloud speaker.
W. E. WARREN.
Surrey.

Twenty-five Years

I

WAS very interested to read that The
Wireless World celebrates twenty-five
years of publication this month, and on behalf of the staff of "The Irish Hadio News ..
would like to extend our hearty congratulations for the occasion.
JAMES KITCHEN, Editor.

you

will have, undoubtedly, received a
great number of congratulatory messages on The Wireless World attaining its
Sil ver Jubilee, and it is with extreme pleasure that .l add my voice to the general
acclamation.
I am sure that others will attempt to assess
the considerable progress in radio science
attributable to the efforts of your journal,

as this happy occasion provides an opportunity for anyone desiring to wax historical.
and equally for those bold people who want
to prognosticate. I prefer. however. merely
to say that among the present-day technical
radio publications of the world your journal
is one of the select group that are really
worth reading.
Its timely and stimulating Editorial Comments. its practical designs incorporating the
latest innovations. its critical and trustworthy
Test Reviews of Sets and Components. and
its valuable Correspondence Columns are
several of the features that combine to make
The Wireless World a sme qua non for the
professional engineer and enthusiastic amateur. \Vith all good wishes for the "years
to come."
DONALD W. ALDOUS.
Ilford. Essex.

Short-wave Reception

I

WOULD like to report reception of the
following stations working on 40 metres.
My set is a Phi1co All-Wave Empire S. and
this "bag" of stations represents my first
and second attempts at station searching on
the short waves:
First attempt, Friday, April 3n!.
G5ML
W3XAL
W8X K

Kenilworth, time lU.45.
Bound Brook.
Pittsburgh.

14.88 mc,'s.

SHOIId attempt. Sunday. April 5th.
Times between 10.15 a.m. and 11.11
Me/5.
G60S
Hull.
7.1 approx.
G5GS
7.27
G2LC
Essex.
G5TD
7.:{
G6QB
Croydon.
7.1:\
G~D

G2BH
G6UF

a.m.

G6llI
G5lJI
G6MD
G2NH
G6MN

:\ff .'-.,;,
7.2

versions of the latest releases, gradually
ousting the present obsolete system as the
other's advantages became known? They
cannot plead expense, as the new system
entails 110 radical change in pressing, etc .•
and the "talkie" discs are just as difficult
to produce. " High-fidelity" sound-boxes
for acoustic gramophones, and moving-coilaI'
crystal pick-Ups for radio-grams, could
easily be marketed through that world-wide
organisation which is the boast of the
gramophone ccmbines. C. T. KILLICK.
London, S.\V+

Radio Set Testers
MANY of the radio set testers now on
the market are supplied with adaptors
and multi-core flexible cable for testing
valves while they are in the receiver. Owing
no doubt to the capacity of the flex, when
these are used the set very often becomes
unstable, rendering the readings obtained
useless.
" As every schoolboy knows" when he
makes his first battery set. if you twist the
anode and grid leads together the set will
very likely become unstable. So while
valve manufacturers are taking every precaution to reduce grid anode capacity to
a minimum. the instrument makers are
supplying test leads, running anode and
grid leads side by side.
For one set tester it is claimed that, by

the leads from one pin to another, but the
set will probably remain stable and the
readings undisturbed, which is worth considering.
H. ELLIOT.
Harrow. Middlesex.

A Southend Amateur Station

AN unusually amilitious amateur radio in-

stallation is that of Mr. Victor A. Sims
(G5VS), of 14, Kilworth Avenue, Southendon-Sea, and the photograph gives a very
good idea of the general layout:
The transmitter. which is on the left, consists of crystal oscillator, first and second
frequency doublers and power amplifier
llsing the following valves: DESB, LSSB,
LS5B and P6so. Battery grid bias is employed. Keying is effected by breaking the
negative grid bias feeds to both the second
frequency doubler and the power amplifier.
Underneath and to the right is the speech
amplifier giving an undistorted output of 2S
watts. To the right of this is the power
pack, feeding both transmitter and speech
amplifier and consisting of a soo-o-soo transformer and a Tungsram full-wave rectifier
followed by two 4 mfd. 7So tested T.C.C.
smoothing condensers. Next can be seen
the distribution panel.
The aerial system is the well-known
" Zepp" fed antenna, the "dummy"
being dropped for transmission on 1.7 Mc I s.

7.18

G~P

Barn,,]cy.

G"WR

7.21

All received at fair loud speaker strength.
Also two French stations at approximately
7.08 and 7.2~,Mc/s, th~,former broadcasting
a song from Carmen.
I trust you will be able to print this letter,
and should any of the amateurs above-mentioned read it perhaps they will send me a
QSL card. I should also be very pleased to
hear from any reader in Birmingham who
could introduce me to a radio club.
DONALD F. DEAKIN.
!l0, Billesley Lane.
Moseley, Birmingham.

Hill and Dale

I

\V AS luuch interested in your recent
editorial reference to the great advantages of hill-and-dale recording. It is greatly
to be pitied .that Edison's method of rec
cording was ever abandoned, as month by
month the tonal quality of records (to
which. under the present system, no
improvements can now be made) is made
poorer by comparison with the extending
response of wireless receivers.
Can it be that the gramophone companies, alarmed by the fall in the sale of
records and by the growing popularity of
wireless, and fearing the "expense" and
inconvenience of any change in the method
ot recording, have decided gradually to
abandon records in favour of wireless manufacture? Their apathy in this matter certainly seems to point that way.
One of your correspondents snggests the
hill-and-dale recording for the subscription
societies, but this seems unwarrantably conservative. Since Columbia already issue
special recordings, i.e., "talkie" discs revolving at 33 1'.p.I11., and H.M.V. special
effects records for which the sale must be
very limited, surely they could issue vertical
lecordings as alternative, "high-fidelity"

STATION GSVS, owned and operated by Mr. Victor Sims, Southend-on-Sea.

the touch of a switch, the meter can be
put into any part of the valve circuit. But
what is the use of the reading when the
set is in a state of abnormal oscillation?
One maker of high-grade test gear, when
tackled on the subject at Olympia last year.
admitted, after a long dissertation on the
ease and simplicity of application of his
adaptors, that they were useless for HF
valves.
The split-pin adaptor with a break in
each pin to include the meter in the circuit
is hard to beat. Grids and anodes are never
tapped together. It means more work and
expenditure of time for the user in shifting

The short-wave receiver comprises a
screen grid valve as detector and a steep
slope Pentode with high amplification as
the output valve. To the right of the table
is the eliminator gear for the 1.7 Mc i s receiver. and the broadcast receiver on the
shelf above. On the floor to the left can
be seen the gramophone turntable and a
B.T.H. generator which. however, is not
now used, the mains supply having
recently been changed over to 230-volt 50
cycle AC.
Mr. Sims extends an invitation to enthusiasts who may find themselves in
Southend to visit the station.

Wireless World, April 24th, 1936,'
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The following abstracts are prepared, with the permisSion
of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office, from Speci.
fications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, SO!lthampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/- each.

Recent Inventions
MII{I{OI{.DI{UMS FOI{
SCANNING
MIRROR drum in the form
of a truncated cone is fitted
with a series of reflectors arranged
so as to mark out two or more
different spiral and continuous
tracks. An aperture is provided
for defining the size of the scanning spot, and a selecting device
is interposed in the optical path
between the mirror drum and the
aperture, so that the different
tracks can be combined for interlaced scanning. The track of
the light spot across the scanning
surface is kept substantially rectilinear.
J. C. Wilson and Baird Television, Ltd. Application date July
26th, 1934. No. 44T41O.

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio
devices and improvements issued as patents
will be included in this section.

A

o

0

0

0

FLUOI{ESCENT SCI{EENS
s the fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray tube is bombarded
by the electron stream it is liable
to build up an electric charge
which tends to deflect the oncoming electrons, thereby giving
rise to distortion. This can be
prevented, for instance, by so constructing the screen that it readily
emits secondary electrons, and so
maintains a more or less constant
potential.
But then' auxiliary
electrodes must be provided to
collect and draw off the electrons
so emitted.
According to the invention a
very thin layer of metal is incorporated with the fluorescent
material of which the screen is
made, 'and this acts as a conductor. The layer must obviously
be made extremely thin; otherwise it will not be transparent,
and some of the fluorescent light
will be lost. Actually, a wire of
molybdenum is volatilized by
heat, and a coating of metal, approximately two atoms thick, is
deposited from the vapour upon a
sheet of glass, which is then used
as a "carrier" for the fluorescent
materials forming the screen.
N. V. Philips' GloeilampenFabrieken. Convention date (Germany) August 4th, 1934.
No.

A

44 181 j.
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MAGNETI{ON CII{CUITS
HE split-anode type of magnetron valve has recently
come into prominence as a
generator of ultra-short waves.

T

of power, and is therefore generally drawn from the mains.
For a portable outfit a permanent magnet can be used, but
it is then necessary to be able to
adjust the strength of the control
field, since this is a critical factor
in the production of oscillations of
a given wavelength.
As shown in Fig. 1, a magnetron
valve V is located between the
pole-pieces of a permanent magnet M, and the field across the gap
is controlled by means of an iron
bar B, which is pivoted at P, so
that it can be swung up or down
to form a variable shunt. Fig. 2
shows an alternative arrangement
in which a disc D of iron is moved
v

000 0

TI{ANSMITTING AEI{IALS
HE aerial is a self-supporting
tower structure which acts as
a radiator and is insulated at the
base. In order to increase its
radiating efficiency, and to reduce
ground losses, a wire screen is inserted between the mast structure
and the Sllpporting insulators.
This lao-operates with a second
screen which is placed below the
insulators and earthed, so as to
form a large condenser. This is
stated to prevent the formation of
an intense electrostatic field on the
surface of the ground.
C. E. Schuler (assignor to International-Stacey Corporatiun) . No.
2008931 (U.S.A.).

T

o

CI{YSTAL.CONTROLLED
VALVES
HEN a piezo-electric crystal
is used to stabilise the frequency of a valve used, say, as
the master oscillator of a wireless
transmitter, the natural or fundamental frequency of the crystal is
to some extent vitiated by the
effect of the inherent capacity
across the crystal electrodes. In
order to overcome this difficulty,
and to identify the. crystal frequency more exactly with that of
the valve oscillator, a small inductance ·is inserted' in series with
the crystal of a value such as to
resonate
with
the
electrode
capacity.
J. K. Clapp (assignor to General
Radio Co.) No. 2012497 (U.S.A.).

W

-by a variable reluctance.
in or out of a gap formed in one
of the limbs of the magnet so as
to act as a variable reluctance in
series with the main magnetic
circuit.
Telejunken Ges. jur drahtlose
Telegraphie m.b.h.
Convention
dates (Germany) February 2jrd,
and July 5th, 1934. No. 441740.
o

0

0

0

FI{EQUENCY.MODULATED
SIGNALS
REQUENCY - MODULATED
signals are received on an input circuit which comprises, first,
a substantially pure resistance
having constant impedance but
a rapidly varying phase-angle,
over the frequency range involved.
In series with this is a paralleltuned circuit of inductance and
capacity having constant impedance and phase-angle over the
same range of frequencies.
The
frequency modulations are thus
converted into amplitude modulations, and are fed in this form to a
rectifying valve.
Marconi's T¥ireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (Assignees of J. W.
Conklin). Convention date (U.s.A.)
March 23rd, 1934. No. 441591.

F

TELEVISION
HE synchronising impulses are
transmitted on the same
carrier-wave as the picture signals.
At the transmitter a constant
positive bias is applied to the
modulator during the whole of the
time that picture signals are
present, but as soon as the synchronising impulses are formed the
bias is lowered to a constant and
definite value. The process is repeated for each line and frame.
The method ensures a "dark

T

o

0

0 0

SELENIUM CELL AMPLIFIEI{S
HE response .. of a selenium cell
used· to reproduce sound
records tends to fall off at the
higher frequencies. In order to
offset this the coupling transformer in a subsequent stage of
valve amplification is made of
relatively low inductance and with
a rising frequency characteristic.
In addition the primary winding
is shunted by a series circuit which
attenuates the middle frequencies.
The combination gives a substantially flat response curve over practically the whole of the audible
range.
H. G. Tasher (Assignor to
United
Research
Corporation).
No. 2004253 (U.S.A.).

0

0

0

SHOI{T·WAVE SIGNALLING
ULTHA-SHORT wave oscillations are produced by the
Barkhausen-Kurz method of applying a high positive voltage to the
grid of a triode valve, the anode'
of which is kept substantially at
the same potential as the cathode.
Signals are then superposed by
causing low-frequency currents to
vary either the strength or direction of a magnetic fleld produced
in the interior of the valve by
windings mounted outside the
glass bulb.
W. Weihe (Assignor to Teleftinken Ges fur drahtlose Telegraphie
m.b.h.). No. 2013773 (U.S.A.).
o

000 0

000 0

Magnetic field controlled by a
shorting bar orIn operation the valve is located
in a strong magnetic field, which
controls the passage of the electron stream 'across the electrodes.
The production of the field requires a fairly heavy consumption

fly-back" for the spot on the
fluorescent screen, and also lends
itself to the control of fading.
Radio-Akt D. S. Loewe. Convention date (Germany) May 19th,
1933· No. 441761.

According to the invention the
difficulty is overcome by using a
screened-grid input valve, which
is so connected that it acts as a
negative resistance, by dynatron
action. The valve is adjusted just
short of the oscillating point, and,
being in shunt with the tuned
coupling, it tends to reduce the
damping resistance at high .frequencies.
W. F. Curtis.
No. 2013650
(U.S.A.).

0

0

0

MUTING CII{CUITS
SEIUES resistance is inserted
in the anode circuit of a highfrequency pentode so that its
amplification factor first rises
rapidly, and then falls off. The
rising part of the curve is used,
through the resistance, to mute
the valve automatically.
This
cnts out inter-station noise, when
tuning, "llulil a worth-while signal
arrives to trigger the valve back
into action.
L. E. BartOl! (Assignor to Radio
Corporation of America).
No.
2010252 (U.S.A.).

A

000

0

CA THODE·I{A Y TUBES
DEFECT of the ordinary
cathode"'raY tube is that the
glass bulb is subjected to severe
tensile strains, both at the centre

A

T

000 0

PI{E.SELECTOI{ COUPLINGS
HEN a highly selective cir. cuit is inserted between th",
aerial and the first HF stage of a
wireless receiver, the effective resistance of the coupling generally
rises as the signal frequency in-'
.creases, and this militates against
its . efficiency .in cutting-out undesired signals.

W

Reinforced bulb for cathode-ray
tube.
as well as along the line of connection between the bottom of the
bulb and the main body. This
weakness is particularly noticeal~e
in large tubes built for receiving
television pictures.
According to the invention the
bulb is shaped, as shown in the
drawing, so that there is a neck
portion N containing the electrode
system, joined to a cylindrical
portion C with spherical ends S,
S1. The fluorescent screen is held
in position by means of a pressring P. This constructidn is stated
to distribute the strains, so that
there is no risk of tube collapse or
«'implosion."
Radio-Akt D. S. Loewe. Convention date (Germany) July 1dth,
1933· No. 442519.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMEN
NOTICES

w

NUMBERED ADDRESSES

Ift

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in

thre

12 words or less, 31- and 3d. for every

additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately dod name aod
address must be counted.
-

IN CASE

YOU

KNOW

DON'T

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
au Inflows on orders Sor consecutive insertions, provided a
contract io placed in odvassce, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy" io repeated from the
previous issue: 13 ceseculiveinaertinos 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% t 52 consecutive, 11%.

For the convenience of privale advertisers, tellers
may be addressed 50 numbers al " The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, ehe sum of (Id. to defray
the coat ut er ulraliou and t o cover poslage ou rephes
must he added to she advertisement charge, which muse
include ehe words-Box 000, C/a "Thr Wiretess World."
All replies should be addrcsseoì io she Bon number
shown a Ike advertisemeot, c/n "Thy Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Sta,eaford Siren, Landen, S.R.l.
Raiders wits ce/sly tu Ros Nu. adueelise,seslo a,nwae,icd
isgasssl sceau,,,' eeseittaecc through 1/tn past except tu
,egeslered receto/ss: jei all soci i casos ti,c ose of the
Da/seil Syshu is ,'eco,o,scssded, a/id lic escalo/a afraid
br aCuity exacted "Deposit Dc/visd,:esl."

what the G.A.12S amplifier does, this
week we are repeating the details of its
,performance.

ADVERTISEMENTS loe these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices ut "The Wireless
World," Dorset House. Stamford Street, London, SEl,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Merttord Street, Coventry; Goildhall Building,,
Navigation Street Birnoingham, 2; 260, Deaosgaee,
Manchester, I ; 26e, Renfteld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Frequency Response
Only 2dB down at 45 and 23000 c/s, 5dB
down at 28 and i6000 c/s.

Amplification
With volume control at "maximum"
± 74 dB from input to power valve
anodes, or an effective voltage amplification of 5000: this means 12 watts output
from 50-60 millivolts input.

Advertisements that arrise loo late for a particular
issue will automatically he i.aserted in the following tome
unless accompanied by inotructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must he ntrcctly prepnsd.
The proprietors retoin the -right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at these discretion,

Postal Orders an( Cheques aunt in payment foe adverpoyable to ILIFFE
tisements should be made

..-.---'

Hum
-conditions
33dB on output; under
this means about

Notes being
&SONSLtd.,anolCrossril
untraceable il lost in transit, should not be sent at
remittances.

of hum..

AI letters relating to advertisements stould quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date oï the issue in which it appeared.

the worst
6 milliwatts

-

SPECIAL NOTE-Reader, who reply to advertisesweats and receive so answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that Ilse
good, advertised hove already born disposed of. Adver-

Distortion and Power

Not more than 5% total harmonics at
12 watts output ; distortion still not
noticeable on peaks up to i8 watts.

The proprietors are not responsibie for clerical or
printero' errors, although every care fo taken to avoid
mistokes.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

2

Raiders who hesitate to send money to advertisers
iii Obese columns may deal in perlero safely by asailhesg
ihemsels'rs of asir Deposil System. IO ehe money ho
deposited soith "Tise Wireless World," bui/i parties
are advised of its receipt.
The tune allowed foe decision is three days, couistissg
from receipt at goods, aller which period, if boyer
decides i,ot to relain goods, Obey mast he 'eturneit lo
sender. If a sale is effecled, boyer iostruets os io remit
am000t to seller, but if not, selles instroels as to notaires
amoonl lo deposilor. Carriage is paid by i/ic hoper,
bui in Ike event of no sate, and subjeel to there being
so different aerangemene brossera boyer aisd neller, each
'pays carriage ose tray. The seller lakes the risi: of loss
or damage in transit, foe which ss-e take ,io responsibdiisc. Por all iransactioss op to I0, a deposil fee of
1/- is charged: ois traosacliuos oser Loe and under
£50, ihr fee is 2/6: over £50, 5/-. Ail deposit maltera
are ScalI sviti, ai Dursel PIanse, 5támlord 5treni,
Loodon, SEI, ansi cheques unit money oestres shoalS
be made payable to 1116e & Sons Limited.

tisers

oft-en receive un many enquiries that it it quite
impossible to reply to ecca nne by yost. When sending
remittances direct to na adverliaer, atanip br return
should also be inclaitoci foe use in the event ob the
application proving uns'.scceno(sf.

Stability

NEW

RECEl VERS

Completely stable earthed or unearthedbut you niust use screened input leads.

AND AMPLIFIERS

A.
A.
A.

Construction
Steel chassis, 3m, deep, pin. by 13m, in
plan; overall height with valves sin.

PRICE

Offer Brand New 1936 Iteceisees, midfor esperi.
menters, eseep one guaronteed in England against laulty
ssorhmanship, and components (this also cosess vahes);
these reenisees io handsome unmut cabinets, with moving
coil speohee. ceady to plug in without any annoyingestcas.
receisees havisag ultra shortssase bonds guaranteed to get
stations on these bonds including the Americas, etc., no
mioeepreaestation of o-ase lengths, each receiver cocees
the bands stated; all sets below cash ssith poder or cod.;
illustrated lists asoilable; send large odd cessed enselopo

DPXIALLIER'S
gets, tolde models, consoles, also chassis

£13..

10.0

complete with valves
-

Good-bye

to an old friend.
Now that we have introduced our SA
Radio Chassis and our G.A.izS amplifier,
all of which are a considerable technical
advance upon the corresponding S and
G.A.12 kits, we have decided that the
latter will be entirely withdrawn from
sale. We shall of course maintain the
replacement stocks of parts for them.

Illustrated literature free on request.
"New Notes in Radio "contains technical
description of our apparatus, 2 volumes,

30

x/- post free.

TJ1

AC/D.C. ,,'ithout olterotiou.

£7-:._ illunsdains1se1aL

O50solt

I

3 bands 17-52. 190-550, 900-2,000 metres
terminals (topped input, no line coeds to bother
dAVO
h Idesi
2/6
ght111'bt

P.11.

u

24Ib

pek

g

d m

h

]

17x13x19.58me
b
t w ht

g

(This

adveriisement

cnniinucd in third column.)

AMPLIFIERS

De Lane "Challenger 8," 2l3.X
superbet. j tosed ciscasts (4
bassds), 11-32, 25-100, 190-550, 900-2,500 metres, prosisio'a
(or " Doublet anti-/nteelerence aerial," delayed AyO..
sennstssity cooteel, PU. termivals, dual stoss motion dial.
split second tuning, has on H.P. stage tuned on sil Irequencses, push-pull output triodes on A.C. model and pentodes on AC/D.C., giving 7 asd 5 svotts respeetisely.
cojsacitatise and magnetic coupling gise mssimnm cReiesce on nIl bands, regenerative lrequency cbanging gives
as unequal consersion gain, asailohle in AC. or Universal
AC/D.C.; soright 47fb.; carriage 4/6.

Geoust
L13/13-Pablo
l5'Ya011½, 8-sal s'o

rnpeeimenter's Challenger 8, Ires cabinet.
every othoo detail;
carriage 4/';
this chassis ran also be supplied a'ith matched Britiah
Rota 0.12 high ffdelity speahee, 12m, diameter, PA. type
loe an additional 401.; carrioge 5/..
L17.-Challenger Model 8 Cunmle, 37°,5X195otX1214,
come rlsassis as incorporated in £13/13 model, complete oith British IbIs 13.12 12m, diameter high fidelity
speaker; erste (not retocnable) 5/-, carriage 10/-.
NOES tu "The Wireless World," Fchcuscy 7th, pagea
130.139, loe lull report on Chollenger 8, or os'rite lue

H.A.IRTLEY

TUR]NER

R

ro

L18.-Challenger 12-cal co super bet "clssssio, ralees onsl
12m. anditcrium speaker," 11-39, 30.108. 590550,
900-2,000metres (4 distinct bands), A.C.ID.C. 100/250
cults, 10 catIs undistorted; for generol technical data
and specification Ice Challenger 8; carriage 6/6.
superhet, Mido'est Cunsole Mm-lei,
L3l/l/5.-18.oalr
39b/X24X14'4. 4C,s-2.400 metres in 6 hundo A.C. loo.
250 nolte, pcosislon br " Deoublet " aerial, (sands call.
heated in metres, megacyclea, and XC., illumisatrol
pointcr indicator, silent tuning automatic cisual bond
selector, Fidel-a-stat programme regolator, silent tuning
control, teat oscillator, all roetal coloro, shielded snitchiog, no dead spots, 38 tuned selecto c rirrul'to, 10 tuned
circuits in cascade, output 20 c'atte undistorted, ocith
12m. Publie Addrese spcaber, poc'ec audio dri,'er stage.
dooble A.V.C.; carrlsge 18f-; lees cabinet, tt.T.18, £26/5;
ocight 3601b.. rscrisgc 30/-.
L50.-Midnest 24-s'al-ce Royale t,oin chaotic, o')th 3
matched speahers, 4'/-2.400 metres, 40 oatto undistorted; carriage 17f-.
TEAREST Point Mueble Arch, duos Baysoater ad..
,L'
2nd right Albiun St., top Albion and Soutbos, ick
Streets, su Southnsck St.

11. g '"p.m.''

.

h

1

g

AND

L12/18.-S'or
complete in

loo stoospnecessory).
,T0TE.-We could coil resodees' ottentiou to the tort
,L'
that nsony American recrisecs floss coming into the
country employing os many os 8 calces ore actually Midget
chassis; to so-oid miscepeesectatioc oestate the enact type
sol sets odsertised gi,'lng the actoal ooeight to prose that
goods are loll siood iob, usina standard components and
not nsade doce to a price.
'TALVES br any Muons Ameelcan Iteceioer from 1920
V
to Date, oil lsts, sith gaorasstee; scaled cartons
(retail type), lo6, 1c6, 1V, 2a5, 2a6 2a7, 2h?, 5Z5. 6a7,
6h?, 6c6. 6d6. l2o. 5255, 12o7, 12i3, 19. 24, 25Z5, 26,
27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35/51, 36, 37, 38, 39/44, 41,
42, 43,, 45, 46, 4?. 49. 55. 56, 5?. 58. 59. 71, 75. 76,
77, 78, 79, 80, 82. 83. 84, 85. 89, 2a3. 6f?; 22. 50, 81.
Metal Valees 6h7, 605, 6456, 616, 5Z4, 6L7, 5Z4; all
the abose 7/6 each. Abose types also snppiied in Ryteon,
Menead. etc., at 3/- each. Line cords, any Ameeicc
receicee. 4/9 roch complete silk plugo.
/6.-Doublet serial systems, G.Es,V. Doublet An.
/
treno stock No. 9631, latest and most effIcient unit tenon, completely assemblesl ready to erect,
comprising ornais, insulotors, lead-in, ,crsotherprsol truesline, hercerticolly sealed matched impedance.
coupler, caniable uoer 4542,400 metres, complete scith
fullest instructions; post 9d.
L3/10.-Midget Challenger 7X10X6, 5-calor T.R.F.
mediam and lout 000e, A.V.C., illuminated airplane
diol, incorporated oecial, these Midgets really get ot.tions
on both bands, not as in most T.R.F.s getting three only.
carriage 114 (ideal br trasollecs, etc.); 200-250 sollo

AC/D.C..

NEW -RECEIVERS

(Ttsseasiceeliaeosesslcostisardl,o,ufleeteolauu.)

THORNBURY ROAD,
ISLEWORTH
.
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"The sensitivity of the set Ofl all
three wavebands cannot fail to
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the ne,s-est oil-metal valses
beautilul Eoglisla kaüd-rubbed piano-

REIGN, conuole model 257, 9-solve A.C.; £27/SO.

soY

-

RINCE, table model 209. 6-valse AC.; 15 guineaa.

r-

coaaole macle! 219, 6-valve A.C.; 20 guineas.

pAWN

L'-'t'
COUNT.

table model

215,

7-voIce

AC/D.C.;

14

model

220,

7-salee

AO/DC.;

20

conasSe

N
/-

Seta Fully G uaeasateed. ordees takes by pout, cash
order or cod., you are coedially Incited to
inspect and hnndle these models at the lollocs-ing addeeoo.
Ask ynue 1mal dealee los- demonstration, or arito asking
loe " W.W." test vepoi-t; imoeedwste delioeey of all models
can be aosaeeol. Agente, sclsolesalees und retailecaenqU ire
lar epevial tormo.
4 lit KING RADIO. 115 Shaltesbuey Av., Cambridge
d'I. Circus, W.C.2 (first floor ahoco Barclays Bank).
Phase: Temple Bac 8116. Open all day Saturdays,
All oi our re jorro assembled is England.
11501
ALERT RADiO Co.

ALLcoith

,.,
ALL-WAVE, ALL MAINS

SUPERHETERODYNE

MOW is the Time to Buy that Ness Set; your old receicer
taken io part es.rbange for one of our 1936 All.Waoe
models; these can he supplied io chassis iorm il desired;
densoestratioss, 'arrasg
io your oun home (oithiu 20
miles of London); rosging from 5 to 23 vals'es.21, Esas
(1808
Bd., I'll. Clerlseseell 4871.
ROYAL RADIO Co.

5,

Buckingham Bd., Suuth Woodford, London,

Complete with B.V.A. valves
excell entres silts

EIn.

and 11 valoes.

Casis ois 7 days' approcai, coospiodc Willi hecbu. pilot hs,,st's
susses cable millo ccsuisiaaliuss plug. Suilable Spoaheru acid Caltiseis lu slogO. Za osu,siha' gusssuesiee. Or os deferred lercio
fr;. Thu Loiou Radio Supply Co., xx, 0usd Lane, R.C.a

Valve Conspacts.

FIVE
(lAR Radio.

Guaranteed by Ournolcea ugo inst
and Malarial.
Types cl Auserlean Valves and Spaces.
Sets

ALLWoek,oaoship

ALL
SEND

Full particulars,

Faulty

by

circuit

diagrams,

el,. on application.

UÁL1C

MCCÁPLflhI

tTIP.

44a, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, W.2.

los Catalogue or pry nu a Visit.

DEMONSTRATION Any Timo

Ihr shnrt wavrbaod

..... -"

House in the Trade kir orry latest All.
6, 0,

On

short' svave broadcasl stations came In
with a signal strength comparable with ehe performance on the medium waveband
Wireless
World.'
superheterodyne
8 stage, all - wace band - pass
7 tuned Circuits. D.A.V.C. with "squelch" Circuit
valve for noise suppression. Illuminated "Airplane"
dial. Octode frequency changer. 3.5 watts pentode,
Switching for gramophone pick-up. Wove ranges:
17-52,200-550, 800-2,000 metres.
all European

ESTABLISHED 1908.

C1IEAPE8T
oase Rereisere,

Tulep!,oue

Appointment.

RADIO Co.. 5, Buckingham Rd., Sooth WoodE.18. 'Phooe: Buckhurut 2736.
(1674
ARMAUR RADIO.

s

Ba05u,al,e

3251/1

ROYAL
toed. London,

Sets, Feeed.Eiseocafl!t
get types, medium sud long caco car rothu Raytbecu
ralees, etc. dosi silk Huemaur Radio Co.. Ltd. Teadu

.1.1(0511

Our stocks
well-known

numerous
American
Receivers,
Componenta and Valves.

RADIO. The Broudoace Co., Par!, Purade,

STAMP FOR OUR
COMPLETE LIST
SEND

guaranteed.
Go Quote You Before You Buy Cur Radio
LETfitting ocdcrtakrn; any moka cor rodio inctollcd ut

the finest obIs! noble, made

5-rolo,
HOWARD
fry Anorricuo oldest rodio mocofoctorrr.
World Seren,
AC/D.C. All'coce Special Sin, Hocord19-calco;
prices
8-calce Junior Grund, ltoourd Grund
receipt cl

ENG.
"Tite Radio Amateurs Paradise,"

RADIO. The Broodoaee Co.. Pork Porode.
Willosdon 7268. f1138
UTESTSLINSTEI1 CHASSIS Co.. Ltd. eon oIler them
VV' now 1936 model ebeusis, ideol loe fitting ioto ascotsog cabinet. bookcase. etc., oc cabinets; loud speakoes und
complete neto eau Iso oupplird.
Supeehet. Chassis (7.stege), complete with
5-VALVE
13.R.V.M.A. naiven, ,,iord, ready to switch oc
teuneqs,irrd). 9ko ooporotlon drioyeel
(opeako: only
Ayo, clock-lees tuning, AC. and Uniceesel Modelo;
£717.
Medrl, £7/18/6, ou obese las quiet AVG. toneconteol and opocially Stted loo radiogram mock.
Sets Now Available e ith Loud-syeakee' n
ertiatic cabinets
COMPLETE
Supeohet., £9/15; AC. Soperhet De Lose,
AC. £10/15; Radiogrom.
£15/15; Rsdiogeam De Luxe,

HOWARD
Willradrn, Lccdoc, N.W.l0.

If
\B/Çntiì
P

RG.

thi

t

LL.BRITISH Thron hout; oompeeento by world-famous
mooulacturero; T.C.C. Wenrito, T.M.C.. ate.; 12
months' guacan toe; immediate drlioery, carriage, poid, 7
days' approoal; deferred terms il desired; fullest particulars oneequest.
TXTESTMINSTER CHASSIS Co.. Ltd., 21, Westminster
VV
Peluca Gardens, London. S.W.1. Tende Enquiries
A

.tS

existing

Incited.[0446

BAI(ER'S 5ELPiURST RADIO LTD., c°e'os

of

nowo,

CR00009,

RMSTRONG

watt, cutout;

calves'

RM6TItONG COMPANY Can Supply cuy Chosala on
Estended Poymruto,
A RMSTRONG Chocoio ore Sent 7 Doy, Approrol, cor.
ti. riago paid.
A RMSTRONG
MANUFACTURING Co., 100. King's
ti.
Rd., Comdeo Towo, OWl.
'Phono: Clolliser
3105.
(1615
A

£2.
(1926
RADIO o. Supply Al I Types of
TRANS-ATWTIC
Midgets fr00: £211916; AII'OVunerrceioe,o from £7;
oli American raiceo, etc.; seite fue ficta; Amenico
orn- speciality-iS, Percy St., W.t. Maccorn 3096. (1891
UTE Can Supply Kits of Oper/Scsi Parts o-it!, Volees icr
aoy ' Wsreleso SVcrld ' Recrirer nr Acspffner, in.
chiding tise ' 1930 Munodinl AC. Sucer Reerirer,"
Quality Amplifier,' und Imperio! Short Ware Sia. Mire
purebuon toroso roc be orrocged oc the abose good, und
any other radio equipment. Dctuilc upon applirntio,s.
NIVE1OSAL Amplifiers, soith sssdiotoetesl output of
¡J O seotta, 2 pentodos io poeallrl
ir out sst stege,
£6/to; AC. ,,mplifieeo, double NCC.. pooh-poll, with 2
t:icsles io 051ml stage, undietorted output nl 5 watts, £7.
1VARD. 46, Fareiugdon St.. London, ECO. Tel.:
Itolborn 9703.
[0458
10, Long St.,

.

Baker Super Poseer Speakers,
25/-. Fitting free.

73877 5855C0

I

Supeebeterodcnr Radis-

t

in design. Variable frequency response between 30 and 14,000 cycles,
remote control, dual magnet, carved cone, etc:
Masic L overo should write for Description leaflet"Lnud
Speaker Tailoring," yoars for the asking,
Triple cone assemblies, with curved sided main
cune und dual bakelite und duralumi neones
combined, for improving frequence range of

£18/15.

Superkev,ero.

A RMSTRONG 5-calco 8.otogo Superbeteecdynae Rodio.
gram Churris, ineorperatin Q.A.V.C. ,olume and
tone controlo, clock loco toning, bandpau, input, fleptodo
frec1uenCy changer, baedpasu coupled to 11F. scenlode.
bnndposs coupled to dooble diode teiche. RC. rouplcd 3%
esatte pentodo output, Bcitioh throughout; £711816, tu.

sabre-Write

Lichfield Street,
G 2N0 WOLVERHAMPTON,

SA.

Ejementary Principles

Colonial 7.enlce atII.uaee

ARMSTRONG
dyne Radiogram Chusols; this popular clsassis corers
3 ccsrebands, and gives coally good quality reproduction;
refinements include quiet A.V.O., 'tone, ;oluoae and
squelch control,, 100,1 micro.eeeuier drire, msnsul
scratch filtre and tune control operates os gramophone,
pick-up leads may ho permanently connected; procisios
br operating permanent magnet, selI.eneegised
or D.C.
npealaer veithout alteration; circuit. handpuos input, octodo
irequency chnsger. hand paon cou pled HF. pentodo, hand.
poso coupled doublo diode. .RC. eouolrd nosnlifior. RC.
coupled to lur4e corrected pentcde; components scantly
un O-calce described above; pelee 9 guincan, complete oith

6'rolve l'otage oil-ss ore AC/D.C.
EASTWOOD.-Latect
Superhet rodiogranc chassie, puts the send at your
fiscgert,pc; loll details by retorn; price £6/iS, oitic

All Pool orders deopatched same day.
NO 1)ELA Y THE EVE'S WAY.

ucoderote cork.

coo

also include

-

drive is fitted, siso volume, tono und squelch valse eco.
trola, pick.up leads may be pernsunentl;' connected, circuit bondpasa inpat, Ostode leequescy changer, bandpass
coopled H.P. Pestode, hundpu5s coupled double diode.
RC. coupled LS'. amplifier parallel trnsssloemer coupled
large triodes te push.pull; compoueuts, all British.
Wearite mains trauslormer, SVearite smoothing choke,
Wearits voila and IF. transformers, Wrarite sveitchisg.
Centealob volume, tune, sud squelch controls, Jackson
Bros. ganged condenser, T.C.O. cosdenserr, Wearite push.
pull transformer, beaoy steel chassis; prier 10 gursoas.
including calcos.

issue of the
can be

in thi

.EVES RADIO LTD.-

Willeaden, London, N.W.14. Wiliesden 7268.
HOWARD
for Your Car-Leading makro in clock; Philips.
RADIO
Philco. Bomb, Hosard, Morrooi, Motorola, etc. oc.
demo,cotenti0000d portenchongarnodeloatbaegaiflpricoa.

to 55 gui croc; catalogua

4 RI5ISTRONG Colonial 8-onice All-svoee Supeeheteeo.
.tl.
dyce Chassis, acing transmitting valves in push.
poil- designed to give good performance an three save.
banda. touetlaer with auolite renvoduction on esdia and
gramophone; chassis incorporates quiet AVG. nith
manual control, peosisios to operate permanesl muguet,
sell.euorgised or DO. speulaer, 100 tu 1 micro.oernler

Unirernul 7-stage ChoisIs. AyO., 3
7 guineas, siEh snlarn.
A RMSTRONG Unieernol 4-ralce Rudicgram Chaima, 1h11
squaro peak, 3 pentudes; £511816, in.
cludin
,
RMSTRONG 4-calce A.C. Rndicgram Chassis, band.
pouaro peak, 3 pentodeu; £511816, Including

supplied by

Smile.'

TTOTE.-lÇco oddrcoo.

O

6-oales
Superheteroolyne Radiogenm
A RMSTRONG
Chassis, with transmitting valen output; thie
chassis lias many refinemoota, including quiet AVG.
volume sod tono contrais, also provision to use peeman.
cnt magnet, oell-energiaed ne DO. speakoe ,sitboat cloasais
alteeatlon; geamophoon switching completely aepaeating
radIo learn gvumophone, pick.op leads may be lelt pee.
monently connected, aolomo sod to ne sceotch filter control, also apneate on geamophone; circuit, bandpass input.
Octode ieequeocy changer, bandpasa uanpled variable-mu
95F, Pentade. kandpasa coupled te double-diode, lt_O
coopled teioda amplifiee, RC. ccopled largo teinde oatyUt;
components, Beitish theooghout, include Wearite nssinu
trooslormer, %'e'carjte smoothing choice, Wearlta calla and
IF. teunslornaees Wesrita switching, Centralnh volume
&nd tons conteols, Jackson's ganged condenaee, T.C.C. can.
bocoy' steel chnssis; £711816, completo nitb

A

"Wireless World"

FORD RADIO, Ltd., Eleetronie Rocce, 22.
HENRY
Hoolond St., Tottenhom Court Rd. Museum 5675.

trono

To Ne Chsis
tUgPL
m

ALL SHORT-WAVE
referred to

IIARMAUII RADIO Cc.. Ltd., 8, Clifford St.,
(0499
Neu Bord St., London. SV.1. Regent 4336.

rplfE

-Borne Rodio,

L

ARMSTRONG
gran, Chassis. oRb P.V.C., clock lace tuning, etc.;
£717, including cal,en; British througbout,

COMPONENTS

J.'Waco

ccitlu a

AND AMPLIFIERS
Int,oduce

5.vulee 7-stage

Amerlcan-ticoch All
L'OR High Clans Guu.eantaod 1936
saoisernal eceivees, mid.

J.
QERVICE

RECEIVERS

request,

table model 213, 9-salee AC.; 20 guineas,

115G,

NEW

ARMSTRONG COMPANY

IC

Suenes.

1Vireless Telegraphy and Telephony

AND

RECEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
List Itoede osly).-Writo Leonard
CLEARANCE
36,
Henry St.,

Hope.
Bluckpnnl.(1793

Neo- Seta

at Half Price, meey esches: wad
167, City Oid., ECO.

BRAND
loe illustrated leefiets.-Eay,

(0500
List of Cleuronee Barge isa-DItes. Portadene.
Halcyon. Climos. GAG., and Aerodyne ail mains
orlo, us oes,; all hull price.

Sfor

6860.(1860

Ltd., 54. Lamk's Conduit St., London, W.C.1.

P.A.c.,
Ilolborn

Sacs-2
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i.

8'

Guinea, aecembled, 8 guineaS kit; Vortexion 20
2 oxatt 4-etage PA. umpliter ineteel Case, 81n.x
IOin.x9iu. high with corrying han,úe, input with control,
¡or microphone and pieh-up, and tono control, output for
7½ and 15 ohm speaker,, weight 251b.; only 8½ guineas

-

with seines.

VORTEXION, 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19.

The Soundest 1n2'estment

Sre also New Mains Eqaapoornt.
[1815
4 RDENTE" Announce the Follossing Important 1936
London Contracts Secured Since January 1st.
Band Amplificution. The Royal Bandstand, Hyde Park, for His Majesty's Office of
Works. Ses-en microphones, eight loudspeakers.
A RDRNTE" Band Amplifiration. The Victoeio Em-ti.
bankmrnt tfardrnu Bandstand, foe tise London
County Council. Three sssicrophosses, eight loudspeakers.
-. ARDENTE -, MultODiffusion. Thr White City Stadium.
Moving Coil microphone and seventeen loudnpeokeeo.

A'°)',

in ìhe Radio Indus try

A RDENTE" Malti-Diffasion. Tkr Haeringoy Stadium.
Morsng coil microphone and eight loudspeakers.
', Multi-Diffusion. The Cusnkerland Hotel.
ARDENTE
Feue erbksu microphones ond eighteen loudsprakrri.
A RDENTE" Multi-Diflooicn. The Mungono Restaurant, Regent Street. Two eibkon miceophunes and
sintrrn louduprahces.
,,
Multi-Diffusion. The Gerot Hall ut
ARDENTE
Cannon Street Restaurant. A eibkou miceupkone
and tsselro inudaprakero.
,,
Stage Amplification. The Vaudesille
ARDENTE
Theater, London. Music and speech amplification.
Ose microphone and two loudspeohees.
A RDENTE" Sound Amplification. The Seren Price
ti.
Stores, Oalord St. Musing roil miceophonr and
eight
A RDENTE" Literature sud Details al Increased Tradr
.ti. Discounts May be Obtained from:Apoustic Laboratories, 11-12, Pollen St.,

THE' SET MAMJFACTUJRERS'

GENERAL TRUST
e

loudspeakers.-

(0517
ABDENTE,,
Lofidun, Wi. Mayfair 1801.
20es-sOt Undistoeted Type 1750 Amslifires,
PHILIPS
complete -sigh salsee list 42 guineas. our prire..JlS.
Super Power Spralsees, typr 2203, with direcPHILIPS
tional flores; list £20, une prire £6.

of servicing.costs go
in servicing Mains

L.S.5 Horn Units, perlent Conditiou; £6/15.

F''

P.M. Horn Units; list £15, rus- prier £6/IS.
Horns, 7lt. 6m., bell 3lt, lOin., Teu000
ALUMINIUM
nun-resonant horns, 716. 6iu., boll 316. lOin.; £5/5

TROX

receivers which

Dynamic Rotaey Cons-rrtres, input 12. outECTRO
put 400v. 0.3 ampo., input 38e.. output 400v. 0.125
ampo., input 230 D.C.. output 230 A.C. 80 watts, cunspiete
seitk smoothing and sitenrerokina; £5/10 rauh.
.H. DAVIS and SON (SOUND SYSTEMS), Ltd.. 154.
13 Hamlet Court Rd.. Weoteliff.cn-Seo.
[1884
Bargain.-Complrte super quality public
GENUINE
£45-Hunt,
address Outfit, in special trail er caraoan;
Fou Hill, Haywardn
lt,1.R. 5UPPLIES.-Aospiiflee bargains adoertised this
column April 10 1936; seserul still aroilabie; np-ito
immediateiy.-ll, Neo Oxford St., London, W.C.l. 11869

I

have broken down
due to high switching voltages.

Heath.(1911

USED SETS FOR

,
-

-,

.

FERRANTI

.

-

SALE

-

AND WANTED

.

..

-

.

servicing costs.

-

.

-

.

denser

.

G.E.C.

.

-

-

-

200-24Cc. 4-polpe Radio (Nomad modell.
.X just oscehouled, non pulses. gaaraciteed peclect; £5.
[1890
-Box 7559, e/o The Wireleuo lVo,ld.

.

D.C.

-

HAYNES
6-scott Qoality Supechet, dual Mognuvox, Fer-

-

J]AYNES
ranti meter, electrir motee, Picco pick-up; £l4.-46,
[1895

.rc.

PHILCO
HOLCO lip. Superhet. A.V.C., oil-n-ace, 10-600 asetees,
10 notts. including Philpo, all-nape uecioJ, chassis,

speaker;

£12-li.

-

.

.,i.

Wseing, 07, Sacoy St.. Oldkom. [1814

The Trust is cumulative;
with the growing number ofT.C.C.
Wet Electrolytics used in the
various products so does the confidence of the Trustee rise. The
capital value of the investment
enhances accordingly.
t5).

-

QUALITY AMPLIFIER
Receioec,

in pep-feet condition, complete nith
5, Lanrence St., Glasgon. [1901

_______

-

Q.A.Palees; £6-Smith,
-

u.S.
67

S.S.

j

a

OLYMPIC

Olympic Siu Chuesis. sc-jIb pulpes, 3W.; £6, or near.
oSier-203, Blacklen Rd., SkIp-up,
[1889

________

W,W. QUALITY AMPLIFIER

Continuity of operation of
every set fitted with T.C.C. Wet
Electrolytics is assured. A Special
Fund of unique experience is at
the disposal of the set manufacturer, the Trustee.
(4).

-

-

Battecscu Bcidgc Rd., S.W.11.

Every wet electrolytic conis a good dividend payer
-each one a soutid investment.
(3).

ERRANTI 1936 All Wape AC. Ssspechet., non, cost
£13118; sole reeson selling. PO piçk-up connections;
[1874
£9.-\Voodhead, Burcombe, Lenes.

(1 .RC.

Set makers are enabled
through the Trust they have in
T.C.C.'Wet Electrolytic Condensers to send out every set secure
against damage due to "no load"
voltage rise caused when switching
on whilst-(a) the speaker is disconnected, (b) the wrong Mains
transformer tappings used, (e) the
Pentode valve left out.
(2). The financial yield which
such confidence promotes can be
calculated in actual dividendsprofits are not robbed by heavy
(1).

" UT.W:" Quality Amplifier nith palpes, Quality creek-ce
seith solees, Magnavox " 66' sod Picco speakers.
Picco pick-up, sen; £18-Si. Flat. MonteO St., Nl.
[1886

W.W. UNIVERSAL

ET

"UT.W."

Universal Gramophone AmplifierCloud Rd., Choelton-coen-Hoedy, Maocester.

VV

[1881

MISCELLANEOUS
936 H.M.V. MOdel 541, os brand sea, listed at 22
1
guineas, one only, £14; AC. mains, 200-250-salt.
936 Macansi Model 284n Bntteey Rereicero, complete
1
nith solves and moving coil speahees; £4/2/6

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
For

Perca
ÏMILDMAY

A.C. Moins Poctoble, AC. mains supeahet
cadiogeam; list at 12 guineas, £615.
RADIO EXCHA7OGE,

6

Pentonville Rd.. Laudan,

Nl.

full

details write to:

:

-

-

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, North Acton, W.3.

6751.[1520
und 8,

ELECTROLYTIC

Terminus

EXCHANGE OR WANTED

TT.W.

VV

Q.A.

Super, nvith push-pull

completr.-lJucies.

W

uaiity amplifier

indooe H000e. Shreasbury. [1513

-

-

-

Handbook oJ Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists

'
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NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

ADDRESS SPEAKERS

PUBLIC

V
V
V

'APRIL 24TH, 193G.

sitS Tose

Coeseot Slog, ossi slissgo. 5es- Press.
lt 55tH oitt,cot ,ii,toetiois, 245g.
Fiore. Cils. sog 28/6/-.
F.M. Ohisot floes. Model PA.,
oese. V loo, 115gb PooH P.M.
12-15 ,-sttg.
l5prckee
0455es sod lo oobiost_ ohe5p.
AMPLIFIERS. We son coppie loom doch 5,6er 10 natt MoSso or
fluttery .to;pftter. lo pn,-tubie or phares, mPm nl louent prism. Special
Public Adder.. nr Dunce Bond Pur-table ,riih sib. and npcaker, £12Pk101pei u-ott 110/150e. rood AC. Milo, Aocpiller, £4/10.'. 10 noii AC.
Molo, An4cliOOr, 200/Solo.. neo, oith raiera. cOpeO poor, £10 cte., rio.
Recording Gramo lyr, ditto, ultk tar-r,iublr. pick-ac
and mike, 61.5. 1.oepe&,t loe il e-att. notpnt, 00k
Meg. MO..

V0R10N

M5Ssoeo.
Leed Agrio.

OSTEXION Speciul 05cr.

-

Quolity Input for
Microphone ud Pick-op. with tone oeil colonie
controls, complete in steel curcying cote. Sin.xlOinXOin.
high, oriiht 251k.; k-it with ralees, O goocneoo; osoembleil,
fi½gninncio.
Quality 20-Putt Model. £25; 40-eoatt, £20.

016-WATT 4-stege Amplifier

toe

type;

open

DET, i/OW;

16/6;

DYNAMOS, 14070ES ANIS AL7EI5I5ATOMS,

If ouaUe Io call, toOl foe Barga/ss

-Fromour

.*

-

'Standard lists

-

10 cycle io

40/-;

Bunco.,,

.yuttlug. 25/-; SUch
CBAEGER1, 60605.,
stuck, nl iso ieisv. ut
Liol

"1V,"

-

SWig.

E.C.4.

componente, prlsuurc,o, screened
anal tuppeel, sIt filameete centre tapped, ste,ot aloHOYNE'S.-Gus000teed
mioiom clsmpa, tecminel otripn to II models. shrouded
soodels fitteel enith screa terminals thrseogl,oeit.
OYNES._Spectfied without siternatice by "0-W."
I' tor Voeieble Selectkslti IV; 55/6, pont t (-.
4e., 1 tos 2a., 4e. 2
60 nsa
to 40. price 10/-, pest 94.
HOYNE'fi._250.0.250e
OYNE'S.-A.C.3 or Ferrocart III, 350.0-350V., 60-70
u. 4e. 2 to 3e,, 4e. 2 tO 4a., price 1216, post
2/-: oith catre 4V. la. winding. 13/6, peel 1/-; shrouded.
17/6, post 1/-.
120 mc., 4e. 2 ta 3a., 4e.
4 to 6a., 4e. la., 4e. la.; Prien 18/-, pest 0/-.
HOYNES._350.350c,
140 ms.. 4e. 2 to 4a.,
4a. 4 to 65.. 4e. 2e., 4e. 2u.; price 27/6, pent 1/-;
HOYNE'S.-500-4500450-500°'
nr healers ta nny oprcllicstiOc not esceeelsg :uttage.
amlelifier trasnlOrnser, 25/-. past
1/3; 7/30.henry rhoke, 9/6, pOet Pol.; 20-brory
HOYNES._QoahtY
cboke, 7/n, post 94.
W.W." Quality Amplifier, complete 5e.
specification, wired end tested, leas salsee; £511796;
HOYNE9.-"

ADDRESS

WESTMORELAND Rd., STANMORE, MIDDLESEX
,OdJolol..e Q,,ecoslara Seer, at 'Phone: COLiudate 7131

WORLDWIDE RECEp

GUARANTEED

O

DOMINION
8fi-16.3, 15.5-31.1. 30.5-59.4,
58.5-286. 200-550 METltlil.

5 W,e-esngeC

al" 9j-,te.e World" Te,!
Froc Demonstrations arcanqed.

O'e'lIefo,f,,ll purelealacs pod cop,

fleper.

,,T4l Forest R:

HOYNE. All.poeaee 'l'eaeslorsssera. 1.td.. 010cr
1h4
Ûledstnoe Rd., Wimbledon. 8.0-59.
II
and
3303.
Liberty
'l'ei.

WallhamSOus.I.OfldOe,

DQR'4fnis

-

'/

22/6-

/ _.-Pacoosoesnt

qualety

omnplsfier

leans-

0

My trunsloeoeee is O.K.

-

Ii
19/-, poet

(Thin adreelinemeal goatiassed fa

TYPE CHOKES

Wyspeesalsse

t

e.,

third

-

Henee.

ta.3H
Pnce3'ff5H- 4/61.5 H -6:; 2.0 H
6/9
1.0 H
5'9'th PO estre p a Pa

U

-

-

-

-

Cse,tdyye

re's!1,

-

Bree/se/o.

for Tap/nags.

Slight

POSTLETHWAITE BROS.,
KINVER, STOURBRIDGE.

retomas.)

"Dictionary

pesducteas al DeseChakes

ol all asare, fran, .005 H ta 2

-

L

.

-

DISC

I,

4e.echa

/

/

-

Clearance
Roer-mrd-A incgr coiiectino ni high clans tobte
cabinets io flgoceci nuoloat, highly finished; prier-o 6/6
lo 18/6 (or-od diosenoinas ol chotoco lind
speaker).
IIALCYON Radiogeam Cotoinetu. rich. dork, figored
woinot 33x23X21, 45/.; details and ill,;itrationa

onroqoent.

BRUNSWICK Radiogetm Cabinet, in figured couloiR.

£215916; many athen, 30/- opcaroin; photon foc
seIecL,on sent on request.
ONVERT Yost Set into s Rodiogeam by Standing It
on s Playing Desk bureau 39/6 tablt model. 21/...
.
Pedestal Cobioet, 21dm. soloed, muderu
ULTRA
slrs,g,, Bem od uods-iUgd 34x22012io., 35/-.

C

" Tablt Cshinttt, 20x16/4x94 tosdeilied),
YLTRA
10/6; 28x18x11 (deilled), 10/6.
Cabisots; 4/6 Upu-aeds,

SPR

-

-

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC
Incecler,

input, 220e.

520°'. AC. output:
A_TR.
55/--50. Ducsdsas, Portsoy.
[1840
220 12.0.230 AC., 251) a', cabinet, filter, laeaed
E.D.C..
oes-, 0000ml, lioteel £22/5; oaerifice £11/SO-Ron
SOc.

7569. c/u T9p Wiraleee' JR'ocld.

-

(190k

DOTARY Concerter, KD.C.. 90 watte ioput 010 D.C.,
output 230 AC.. smoothing, cabinet, cte., sonna;
£6110-SO,
lmeny Moosions, Droste St., W,C5. (5925
ltìl.L. Notary Treonlormer, enitehle t,or car sInce, osstpat

240 anits at 1 smp., 55 coplee; £6/SO; eSso Villors
oleice sense; sell oeprostc.-40, Nocmae Rd.,
St. Lpona,ds-osu-Sea.
Qh.p. Petler Engise. eeith 270 volt 25 amp. dyuanou end
8 te 16 colt 180 amp. 0.1'. chaegsng dysemo will,
control panels £75; Very little used.,-Matthews
Stores.
Ltd.. Broado'ey Sheorsoess.
[1831

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
IJLBERT tor Quality Surplus' Spasheru.
117 JIATEVER Your ltequiremente, we con supply tIse.
best seoa-ing toil oprahren that money ceo buy at
lese than halt list pciee. They re brand sew and m.,dr
by ssc 5,1 the boot hso:cu manalocturers of quality mocilsg
coil opeahero. The auditsacivae mcdele ore fitted with tbp
tutest carcr,i or axponential cuneo, enel ut 5916 ucd 771they repreoes t the finest bargains in quality moving coil
speaherns,ss,ilabls at the Present time,
uhms, Douer pentodo
/6,_F.nergiopel 8/s. cone, 2.000, 2,500, 0,000 obme,
l
pawec pentode oc usie-sesal teunuformer.
jOin, cose. 2.000, 2.500, 6,500 ct,mO.
1 /.-Esecgisod
power pentade or uniceeaa I tpanolormec. power.

1
1

P

:

cssst lr:onoe.

/P.-0'rrmas:esr
Oie, cune, without teaou'
) tocneer; willsmosses.
teenslormer, 15/6.
/

'

-

-Perms neri magset, 'lOin ceno, o'ithaut trans'
itS
teunslormer,

07/6.
us:sglort. Rin. cone, c-ithont
1 6 /6.-Pee'seoenent
uith' traunlnemer, 29/6.
locsner;
tl,ruoer3

lea ce

teaseThese

luego Ami m:,gooete, noted toe efficiency.

trafisluego
Aloi esgolets. dpal toc quntit5' 'rrceicers. dic cost t,ume..
Asditerium. 'energined, IO/e, exponential
/6._D.C.
/
cene, noted. tar realietic cepeaductian, lOto
6,000 ay-cIro. largo ',nagnet
enscns005 fluo density.
este at the best quolety speahers obtoinobte, nasal price
£6; pire includes large Output transformer; Field resistcarra. 1,250, 2,000, 2,500 tsr 5,000 ohms. Ideal tor hfiee.
lesa World Qua lily Amphore. Exceptional bargain.
t,' t,'
/ _.-A.C. Auditorium, eneegised,
lOin. espaneettul
soar at above, bet soith Westinghouse rectifier
end 1,111 smoothing equipment. List peice £9..
2 /9._Beaod nos. cabinets lar 8m, speaber, only.
QECURE Oar al These Ç.enaine Bargains Nons. Repeat
6.
ordern coming in daily.
CASH With Order or Cod.

59

SAT1SF1FD
in eeeey coy and as certainly the beat salue foe
aato maint teaselormee's, 120 oatla
eea. threaded,
100-120e. ta 200.250e. ae
10/6. poet 9d.;60 natta, 8/-; ehraasleel, 9/-, passt 9d.
2e,
4e,
9/
'9d4°'
_.-050-0-350e. 75 nsa., 4e. 2.5o., 40. 4e., CT..
1
.1
shrouded. 14/-. 00,1 Sd.
5'
120 ma., 4e. 2.5e.. 4e. 4e..
1 / ,..-500-0-500r.
5u..C.T., 450e. at 400v. astee priera; shraaded,

aeo i0/i.

'

-

macnet. loin, cene, without
2 1 //_.-4°ermauens
tacn,ee: ss'isb teasolormer, -24,'; uith

input sod output translOrmeee, any

Readee of W.W.

(1931

.

ANIJFACTUREItS
MJUST

speakers

e

200 ohms; past 94.
Pscanoonfl
W.W.

.oeIl.koocntt

enageset, 7m, pone, without tr::ss'
11h /6.-Pps-maeeet
larsoer; ,nitto trurelecceer, 12/k.

2-.Pucae000nt W.W. PA. amplifier moine trarsiormer
letsroodedt, to npeciticstiofl, open type; 37/6; post
.-Puramnunt W.W. PA. choke, 365. 120 ma.
50e s:hmn; peut 94.
1
,Q/._Paromoont 50W. PA. choke. 12h. 120 mc.
03

by

CABINETS

tul queute ppa hoc uilh die

11463

Mains 'reanslornsees.'

stock

O
4

DOl!NION RADEO,
E.I7.

HOYNE'S._TeonolOrosers

pARAMOUNT

SHORT-WAVE SUPERHET

A.C.

1tJOYNE5._C1501e0. cettoo icterleueed. 2011. 120 so.,
LI 9/6, pent Od.; 30 11. 140 rea.. 12/6. pont 1/..
i'oilt te speeifleutien, keenest

P.

ON

oct65

e,ceptiosalel0e.

:

Tcansioo'ntecn,-Largr

Lisle St., W.C.2.

rrgino lo

H

.WOehs. Ro,

AIMS

200-0-200, 3/9; 300-0-300, 5/6. olth
L'in;manufar-tocyro,
r-bobo., 60 ma., 2/6; weite lcr complete 1606.-23.

-WELL
-

'

,

*wsoailteust9IPMENTJ

lernt.

EQUIPMENT

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

L. SMITIO osti Co. Ltd., -287-9, Edgs,ueo Rd..
E'. Loodon, \V.2. TeL: l'udii. 5891.
10485
5/silo Wireless Slssdt in White OLsrd000d,
VV
ready loe painting Or pOlinhiog; taps lVhin.os
10/Ass.; height 10-n. 4/6. lOis. 6/9, 24m. 7/6; carriage
pomi Englood 0e Wolcs,_Esceftior Choir Works, Kitchener
Rd., Righ Wycom he.
(1807

:

tRADIO REtAY1

OYNE'S._TeaOslOrmcas enel chokes, the acknosciedged

11775

QEND Partaeulot, ai Yost Iteqoirenseot, (giving rice st
set, oto.), or cull sod mub, your choice from our
tuch, oh os-cr 100 different typru; lioso 3/5 to £4/b.

461

spèeilìcatiòns. PUBLiC

flOYNES.

32-26.

TANTALIJ5I far- .k.C. Charger-n, liT. and LT-Blochmciii Meiaiinegir-ci Works, Ltd., Goruton. Liccepoot.
[1504

SET sod Speuker Cabinet,, 4/6 upused,.

or to your

2814.(1924

II.

.9

Field

Street,

218,

-

Liberty

MAINS
o.

ita

ELECTRADIXRADOS,
Upper Thames
TTiiL.,iTE'P/5n,: Crotrsl

PA°"

-.

55/..

POatte,

Wetcon haue, 4/8.
BitiOCtILASS, Eo-W.D. Ptt,m.tic, 05/.;
Opero eke, 15/-.
TELFSCOPEI, 5,5-p Ooo, 2410., 17/6: Baud
Pvriueupen, ails, ulero,. 68.
WE MAI66 SWITCRBOA110S, SW1TCBGEAE,
Aupo cup-ouTs, PUMPS, BLOWERS. tse,,

O'-

2 ')

T3, TOA
roch.

----

250 soS. Transfepsoero. 28/-; 1.000m. 250 ros.
51 trosniorrieco, £2/5; seporste filament teso,formoso, 40-soOt 10/6, 60-vott 12/6; simply quote ,:sise,
usud. English, Amreicon, st Continental; ,-eioinsio tu tise
6,-ode; for oli rePriser trisnshorme,s moot si-inslingo is
stock, best prIces; 500 s-oIls 250 mo. restiflero, oith
base. 6/6.
AUTO Tegnoformero, 100-120 to 200-240, orrie,erso,
60 molt,, shrouded, 9/.; 120 mutt,, 12/6; 200 meLts,
16/6; 500 motto, 35/..
CI{O1(ES.-30h., 60 tos., 5j6; 406., 60 mo., 8/6;
7-13h., 120 mu., 10/6; 306., 150 mu., 12:6; 70h.,
30 mo.. 10/6.
'UTE Supply the G.P.O.. B.B.C.. t.P.T.B.. Borough
Conseils. end most people sobst most hate e.sl,e,oe

J'

0,e000

100e.,5.000e. e.d5,000e ........................... £5 4 0
3! 5W, 2000. 70cr-cl, to tOO/iSo c. 4 tapo, 07 alape
.. £3 10 0
1 KW. GEE, fleecy LT. for Spot Weidiog, etc.. '235 ro
50 cycle.. CO 14/17 colto, 4 top., 70/100 n.ape --------50/400 WATe SAMIOS 115/410e. SOr-pulo, 14 natcol tip,
lao t0001400 colte
413/,
500 WAST WESION Ito e. 50 oyelro te Sua Volt,
t'lite 250 'otto 202 eolttc 00 cclt5anp.. -----35/.,
ROTARY CONVERTORS and ALTERNATORS. ta
new, roe 210 p. D.C. ne dr-icr 150 und 200 oetto, 03/17/6. 400 rotta io
Silence Cabloct, 616/.. Alec 00 ,nd 00 pelt orto pksep.
HOMERECORDERUNIT. Engineer-mode ,aookise cat near.
tenckee neo pIck-up, putter head, ,tl,ncnnd nr-rolle. Steady ottaokascnt
to ocean., nr r-adlcc000. 27/6.
BELL PUSHES la cnr-crb,i,, ond br-nm. ltigoioch,ulllypm.feosa
Od. i°.000.h Belio, 2/'. Barn Lm,ue:o Sel '6k Sattecy cud Bouler no

4 00

Tel.: Lib,

o

1,02

VORTEXION, 500 or 450. or 500-150 m.a. sopee. 40
2a., 4e. Io., 40-. 25e., iii CT.; 2½Z
Oa;, 40
regulation, open, 26/-; ehcoaded. 30!'; poet 1/-.
or 450 or 500-120 m..n., 5% trgoistioo, 3 SI, to
rpm., opes type, 19f-; shrouded. 23/-; port
45.,
1/-; 300-0-300 or 7, 350-0-350, 120 mo.. 40, 2.5, 4'-.
4e.1-L.., 16/6; shrouded sopee ,oudnl, 4,. 4-lo., 4:. 2.5,
4v. 1-2, 4v. 1-2, ail CT., 21/-; ohrooded.
4,., 2-4, Ci'., 10/-; open sope,

oceueaey aod obsoirste etisbility.
%TOItTEXION, 180, The Broodosy, Wimbledon,

itS uott

al £0 ,,len at 45/n,ti AB500 SlaOaed nod T7A On000,,
4410 TRANSFORMERS. 5KW.
und

VORTEXION Tronolorolne. specified for W.W. PA. ontpilfir-o, 30!-; cbr-ouded, 12h. choke. 10/6: olceoildelt.
36k. choke, 12/6; skcoodeol W.%V, type output trouslormcr to coy specification, 17/6, shrouded.
or Monadcai
VORTEXI0N Specified Qaality Amplifier
S Teansloemec, 425-O-425-120-150 mo., 4v. 4-ha., 4s.
model. 2k-eZ
ehrnaded
noper
la.,
all
G.T.e
4e.
30., 4e. la.,
cegolotion, 26/-, coeolaie t!-; Q.A. output tronoincmor
ta WW. specification. 17/6; moiti ratio, 20/-; speaker
ficld replacenieOt choke. 1.250 cc 2,500 nhniu, 16/-.
REGULATION Choho; 7/6.
/6_'0rto600n 350160 opec typo; 15/-; skroadcd.

-12
/6._-Voctexioo350/ 120,
14
aheouded; putt li-.

£25.

apr-ober-..

4

Ancplilyicg Value,. Latee,

111044

(Tisis adverlisessent con ISsued frises first column.)
/t.-500-0-5002. 152 m.ss.. 4e-. 2.5e., 4e. 4e., 4.
'0'
50. 45. is., 4V. le,, CT., 450c. or 4555. come
price; obeositled, 25/-; post 1/3; filos-esto coo be ole-eres5
posse eeqisieemcsts, got cxcccdiesg oettsgr, sil priti,
msseies 200-250e. 50 speSso.
/.-Peeemouot ms/os choke, 30h. 60 ms. 500 ohms.
4,0
post 9d.-°
Stains Traosformncn."-R. H. Salter.
66. MactSr-id Rd., WimklrdoO, S.W.19.
'Phone:

-

of

J'

''th

IJLBERT. 6, CoasSait St.,

-.

Wi.
(0451
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APRIL 24TH,

'ADVERÉISMENTS.
COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

LOUD-SPEAKERS

CLEARANCE,

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
VAtXHALL_Mognoeox moi no eneegiced, 2,500 or.

-.

6.500 field coil, loin, cone. 17/6; 7m. cone. 12/6.
AUXllALL._Magn000x peemonrnt mogoeto, onieersal,
soit.nble for C/go, 'B' poner or pentede, 7/n. cone,
16/6; lOin. cooe, 22/-.
VAUXRA1'._Aboee. Icily goci'.uoteed, complete ith
humbocking roue etate poarr or pentodo trans
former; aootrd
o!actos'es't' clock,
paid, lieto
TAUXllALL.-lmmediate delieey
V
froc; cash uith order or c.o.d.-Vaoohali Utilitirs,
[0456
1632, Strood, W.C.2 (Temp/c Ber 9330).
T OUD-SPEAKER Voit. Film UndoEr/re L.S.5; origioul

cige

co,t 15
Sbamrock St.,

goi000s,

tobe £7, little sited-Fraser. 29,

Dundee.,

[1804

TURNER Staodord, 2.500 o/cm field, £3;
soith certifier, £3; Primattastie. model
D, 10/- Role J50. 2,000 obm field. 10/--58. Slasobledou

HARTLEY
N.E. Senior,

Roadbed.[1893

Av., Bierley,

lt,EACNAVOX D.C. 152 91e. 000e), 22/6; Magnasos
154 (614m, COCO). 16/3; all nith hombocklng collo,
poseer or pentodo toantloomrre, cod 2.500 or 6.500-ohm
arIde; MegoasOn P.51.254, 18/-; Magoa005 P.51.252,
22/6.
to All Orders Within 48 1mars; careiage
A TTENTION
paid; cash osith neder re cod. 'end for fiel.
Tel.:
WARD. 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. (0451
180190cc 0703..

VALVES
of Raytherop.
A LL Types of American Valoe, usatSl,och,
roonrortitese preces,
Syloania, and Arctarue makes
goarantord foe ois months, Seed fac fall lot. 350 ohms
line corde, 2/0.
1,.TARD, 46, Farringdoo St., London, E.C.4. Telephone:
f0452
Holhern 9703.
Volees, first grade, in all types, come
AMERICAN
Majestic typenasailahfe; trade eopplied.-Metco:olitao Rodio Seeoice Co.. 1021, Feochfey Rd., N.W.11.
Sprrdeoell
Vale-es-All oarmol typer, 5f. each: also
AMERICAN
NatioOnl Ijoiao glare and metal salsee at heenest
ricco, mains toaneforroros, etc.; aceito foe lots-E. Frl.
11910
Incoe, 94, Polmrreton Crescent, N.13.
ConsSTALVES by \Vell-hnnon Non-ring Mooalsrtorer. brand
V
flirte ronge o! battery, AAl. masos rrctefiere;
drtcctcr.
2'e'nit:
gaaraolre.
menthe'
:aith
6
stroh,
oro
Pestode,
2/3; posare, 2/9; cerceo grid. Pentode. HF. Co.,
Ltd.,
5/-.-Writn loo other pricra to Dalci Electrical
[0501
ECl.
7, Linard St., London,
types,
2.colt.
battery
(ILARION Val recoil brand nro,
11.2, H.L.2. L,1'.2. 1/9; enfler poner. P.2, 2/6;
serrens end L.F. prntodes. 319; AC. macno 4.e'olt, l.amp.
general arpose. 3/3; peore, 4/.; scrrers sod L,F, pro.
todro, 4/6; full soase certifiers, 3/6; prst.agr poed cash
soith ordre nr rad. norr 101--Clarion Valera, Dept. W.,
[3843
085, Tybaro NJ., Erdingion. Birmiogham,

3000.[0436

"

METERS, ETC.

-

UNIVERSAL
used, 30/-.

£3/5;

Asomisov, unused.

CONDENSERS.

3gangs, 3-allophone straight

7/6:

or

5/9:

3/11;
4/iL

2/3;

1/.:

SMOOTH ING CONDENSERS.
000.broor,, Dnbileg. T.0.

H-

3d.;

0.03, 0.000

39

odd,,

000ki,,e,

fi

5/fi

old.,

1/-.

2 mid. 000.

ELECTROLYTICS. Reloby, ote,, 500V. working
4+4.t/ß;8,ni5/.2/fl10+9.3/1t;5,aSl.,1/3,
BIAS ELECTROLYTICS. T.C.C,; lllrboby, 50 mfd,,
30e,, l/d 23 nui. '/Oe., Dcl.!, 100e., 1/. 0 told., 3+2 nId., 60.,
OtALS. l'ofar, Utility, latest otcaigist line, 3/11
/
SMI)O.T.1H UÑO
t'loterleaved Ste/toy
(hT. 000y., 120 on.,
c'or 308e,, 100 nba., 2/It
skin,., 3/li
Limen rblsnlnatoe, 1/3
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. JIayl)ss,ete., 350350.
:

¿.

AUXBALL_Polar Midget 3-gang condensers, straight
nr soperket., 8/9; Polar fo)) ricino, horinnotal or
Amorate dial and driers, 4/6.
AUXBALL._FIOO. sheet aluminium, hosed eollrd. 18
gassgr, l2io.)cl2jn., 2/n; 181o;8, 5/'; 01her riges pr

4e. 2 CT. 4,5 OET., ohrssdnl, 12/6; tnp1,cI soro,,, so cutI,
9,6: UTS se UTS, ,rltb LT., 12/5 cIt/s roil are, 19/6;
OVsntisghesoc LT. Icaaslremar,, 8/8.
COILS. Lisses screen switched 3-gang oaperhet,
4/6: bund-pass /l.gang, 6/11. Leseo ell'enec 3.gong f000rerto
0J4.Otoeli.oraro) 10(6; iroosoced orornoss ,aa0cbcl coO,. 2/U
POTENiVIETER8, Frost wirewound 10,000

lgeuslr.

to srpneuso

HF.' CHOKES.

96;

50.000 f fist 15/05,

local

i,neg.,

00,000

05,800,

'Frison,

Io,

05,5cc,,,

I/Il;

r,,,, /s,e

l'erstcnd,

:

otation named scabs,
VAUXHALL-Polar
ooatiol diado. bc/eel orttioge; 1/9 each.

CooS-s/uS assI

1/IL

7/81.1/11

lilt.

drices. 416.

ROTARY CONVERTORS.
E.D.C., £7, new,
esepsl 040e,. 40 su., 0e. apeO. 37/6' 14e., 25,'-.
/61 ILLIAMMETERS.
Flush 21m., 5/9; super 2in.,
Ps/O: all eso,en,'22oo.a.'lbamcs., Vlosaltonfsgoeesers,odgeoc/'.',5/9.
PUSHBACK. Conoectiog sc/re, 1/psIs., Od.; hcavy,
err issa'gro, 98.:

mId. I0-ooit, 3/-.

Tubular gla.so,
Telsen
1, 3 amp., 2d.
se,e..'i.ì;ussnrreni Tr/ere5, gid honks. 82/: 11 c/es sccisel
MICROPHONES. Westens Eiectric famOus, 2/9
fl.l'.O. tro,,luroec so Sot, 1/6; Brss,fs eros/al toy,. Sockel.
MIDGET JACKS. Igcanic, 3d.; Belhnglec eafety,
FUSES.

f

100

oslo,
1:1.

STAUXH-\L10-T.C.C. mira 0002, 2,000 s'oIt test, lud.;
0.000;. 4d.; 0.0/li, 0.01. 1/'; 2 mId. Monobridge, 1/3.

STAUXHALL-Rrssstancrs

,crkrt. 50.; assisted soco:ne./,. erode asonorior,,

pises osd

V

bottery lead, a,d clac, 01.

Sorne

s

AC. VALVES.

Famous Cosstincotai A,C.V.M.P.,

a.au.s'.r.,

5.00.0.

a.C. cre, 5/S

v.n.s,a..
:

olor

AS-IL

£0.11.

moor,-,.

1.1',,

oLl'.T.'2. V.H.P.T., 5/8.
Mo,elraa Typen. 20. 10
l,5.47053.0.e7,5I/. l/,1.77,74.a54,05,Ol,350a, 4,/6;

5,'.

27,04.155.

ut h-es 6/S

Aoososnov, na-

£2/2/6.

Mosiog Coil Metevo, 0.2 milliamp., 211-;
FERRANTI
0.5milliasop., 10/6; 0.75 055(5., 15/-; 0.150 volt.
16/-; 25 colt, 15/6; Feovanti colse testee, type VTO.
£21216; Div onemetee auth 6 buots, 37/6, as
EDGCUMBE Meter, 0.5 soul., 15/-; 0.3 volt
EVERE,Inr
AC. vevtified model, 25/-; 0-200 milliosnp., 14/-;
0-1 amp., 14/-; olI tIse oboce moving voll.
72, WellingtonAv., N.15.
Stamloed Hill
HENRY'S,
2907.
[1927
VO Minos, D.C.. osithesse. oess.27/t;S'ee,onl.i moteos.
mo..
ma.,
0-1
27/6; 0-5
56/6; 0-10 omps.. 14/6;
Weston meteco, 0.300 o. D.C.. 17/6; 0-150 s. AC., 12/6;
send P.O. 0e c.o.d.-ft.P.R. RodiO, 112, Peotfinoillo Rd..
[1930
London.

A

5.

cae/atoro. e/o'rolytle,, re,lstaooee, cte., 9/.

sIe, caer Cu loo.

loriS-

I

',n,fem cercos

bnttery.

Ode, osoSa,, or

SPECIAL Set Liasen 3gang Supérhet Coils, two
Losco,, IF.,. l'gung oceebet pood,00rr: su/or, 05/-. ls,59/.,
CABINETS. Climax horizontal set and speaker
2/U ; recfluai, 1/9 ps's p000ao,'s84. entes; EkpoOfopoofosu
sce,tarde,j7)9/
PUBLIO ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS. A fortunate
cseobses s! torchas 1936 eoso;posool. gerd stomp loe Ost.
SHORT WAVE.
All Raymart short wave coiloand formvrsnosymosilded
loboS material,
iso ' 1t\t4
INTERCHANGEABLE Short-wave Coils cover
cooS, 2/9: eboct-,.ovs 56F. vl,dkm
52-194 ,cniee, mt theeo,.7/3
Vvcp Reimt (sIde" Wleelec. Weckt").
Od.
COILFORIVIS. Latest ribbed 011o. loboso 4-pm, 1/6
ruOS5010,

:

.5-pin, eithee ,toedavi oc
socle, asp

7-pin

tels. 3/9;

.00ket type. 1/9

themdlng,

1

Iseo..

omM., 1/3; 1.olantite,

MICRODISC
cedaction (list

34.2

bcseke).s.

e/fil,

75

DIALS.

3/11

;

Utility,

dials 94.

AMERICAN VALVESOCKETS.
63.
so,

weh' c,rauslo. d(tio,

steil.:

u

famous

Nl.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT
Londoo,

sod

Opio,

104.

1

high

Obier Gnacaotecd Bargains; usbeatablo
service;- coeciago paid; coi1, 'Phone: Tudor 40/6.
8 saId., 500-soit lcy eleetcolyties;; 2/-; 15 nsld.,
TC.C.
250 colt, 104.; 12 otbec sises, os bobeo.
'/%[UIRHEAD.-4x4 m/d., 300-colt aspiring csndensee

Chassis type,

¿coyote, neve

roe

7

10,

boe.(Alr5slsiotrpdisiceiele(:oe425l.00uA.s'.o.,4/6.

CERAMIC COILFORMS. American d-pin, 1/6;
O-pis .119: tonouss/Ulug gesos,4, esIlio.. 56.
TRANSMITTING RES ISTANCES,ELECTRAD.
sisees, 20,000 ohm,, 52 satt te9;0O coiL 5/9:7owaso,3/6:
nil

100

ott. 416:23

vs/S.

osviablo 36,

-

as/os, soused; 2/6.

gaacantccd

Peak, Collins.

ooly.-Lesnoed Rece,

,ilaoicu,o, st cliieirn

Should be Made on s -. Real"
as the "W.W.." completo speciBiod,s'Iieh, 2, Bridge Rd., London.
[1919

CLEARANCE

[1800

os

Announeotv

SPORTS
Microphone, such

fied psvts;

N.W.10.

8/6.-A.

'abiluhed sod

-

-

bueonluu,

one mott, eslose coded, s'ire ends, nsnoe,l.
4 soogobms,

p

SUPPLY STORES.
pREMIER SUPPLY STORES.
,'I)REMIER SUPPLY STORES:

lit,:

Osto

'35/tsi.

118

secO

Sos

ETC.

Chassis Visive Holders. 4-pis 1°,4cl., 5-pis 21,4ad.;
7-pis, 4d.
Condonsecs. neo, solco ends, 000-colt oorhTUBULAR
ing, 0.8001-0.05 mId., 54,,; 0.1 mId., 64.; 0.25, 0.5
mId,,
ATOR 25,000 Ohms. 94.; Ceotralab 508,000 ohms, 3/-;
Sotorohm. 1 mcgshoo, with switch, 1/5, unused,
perleet.
1AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 4-o,
LVI Musicell 01111 ltd., Londos, NO.
11861

'

Relail Brauches:
19, JOHN BRIGHT STRET

-

RE oar Displayed '.drertinemest on Inside Frost
Csser.
High St., Clapham, S.W.4 ('Phone: Macashy
2O-22,
2381-2), and 165a. Fleet St.. E.C.4 ('Phone: Ceotra! 2833) All pest orders to Nigh St., Clapham. [0408
rESISTANCE Wire No. 42 IJ.S.C. Chrome! for Sale
19. cheap, in apr quantity; atoo 14,, 26 n.B.C., copper
-Amalgamated Srrsieeo, 161, Wnrdour St., Wi. [1908
'

THE SQUARE-DEALERS-

RADIOMART
Maü Order Dept.'

-

D.C. Eliminator, littlo used;

EECO
Noclhnmbce(aOd

(G5N1)

-

HOLLOWAY HEAD. B(RM(NGHAMI

44

7'

'° h

-

MID

3254 .

-

-

.

'

.

.

.

.

'

.

.'

"Radio Receivet Measurenlents."

s

'

Price 4/6

.

'

74.-

screened,

CLIX
Plosocy,

35,

-

-

Teanslormeco.

A,C./Pen, 5/o.

11O,DALE END.

-

-

-

S.F.

unused, pcelcct. n'capped, Europa mains
VALVES.
saltes, ail A.C. sod Unis'ecsal 10.381 types, 4/0;

lid,
catalogue
thcs,asd, of

hoth

ks

RAIMOI'IIONE
irimmocs, and screened load; 2/-.

,ccicrc

ENQUIRERSm5l5t send

COMPONENTS
$ECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS,

P.RE3IIER

A,socicas voice,,

12

RESISTORS,
best make pecleet, a,sy oioe, 50 ohms to
roch, 3/. per doses; y000 cholos.

CATALOGUES.
SHORTWAVE Rev/sed &

NEW COMPONENTS

make,

snontho; beat
ELIMINATORS.
Westioghooso eectifie'r. 200.265 colta inpnt; 150. 90,
60 volts-at- 35 millin-mp. output, D.C. 8/6, A,C. 20/-;
AC. with 2 colts at ½ amp. teicklochoeger, 27/6.

-

Stsndovd Mabes; noholesalo
A LL36.lienry
St., Blsckpool.

[2912

COMPANY.

itilAINS RADIO.

esSes,

lYs. 5:0

USeososod. 462 w,.

'pse4, sc'lsvtios

,

.

'UTE Hold the Locgest Varied Stoch; eoecy moho assil'V ahle; list Ieee-Post Radio, 103, Caledonisn Rd.,

Od. eu

miccosuvasble,, 11. co omisE, 1./mmi,L, telmmee,. 44,

by seeIl'hnoo,n ma,alactsrrro
cook; all caloso,.

flEADPHONES.

CONDENSERS. Radlophone 0.00010 super ceramic,
3/Sl

Od.

tapped Irson rorroS IF, teats.
V
lansoer,, baoes. Oerminabs, 110 k/c; 6/6. goananterd.
STAOJXPIALL.-Set manoolootseeco' tarpino, skeleton typs
V
Wcstinghoo,eeectiflrr, B.P.S. 9/b: MPS.
10/'; completo ;':jlh fixing beosckeis; Weotrotoos.M.T.io,
W.4.
W.X.6, 5/9.
STAUXIIALL.-Collssr, 32 cordel, 32/6; Cni tersaI 'modpl,
V
47/6; romplrie a,it, AC. 200-250e'.. fleet cisslity
pick-ups gaol robsmr control, 401-.
or Teongseam taler,, sil type,, br
VAUXHALL-Ritac
immediate dol/oery, belly gsaranteed.
STAUXIIo9L0s.-Chi s'als'ebsslders, terminals, 7-pin Sol.,
V
5. sss 7d., W. B. Spie 4'/.d.; baseboard melosoting,
Od.; all goode to valse oS 2/6 or osrr pool paid or cod.
ITAUXHALI, UTILITIES, 163o, Sopead, W.C.2. 'ocre
V
Denny's, the Btoksrlbess. Templo Bac 9338. Seed
pOsseara Isp lists
s.
'15453

BATTERY VALVES.
Non-ring UF., detector,
23; IsP.2. P.5, 2'9; Cocasse. 2/3; (Iseo B, 4/6; 0.0.1
\'.C.S.S..

l'o':o/t typr,

STAUXIIOL.L,-Crstre

4/5.

P.2/4,

le,

-

ITAUXHALL,-T.C.'C. rosdeospre, tobslar, non'iodosctior, o-i, Od.; 50 fluid., 50e, oorkioc. 116; 50 mId..
15o., 1/3; 0.05. Od.; 0.002. 0.0002. 0001. 0.0001. 4d.

park's,, solder eng,. td.:rr,,'opersd co/oler,

2 resse

bon-

STACX}1ALL,-V,lume rosS-rol,, Erie, Culeern, Centra.
V
lobs, 2/.; uitia ,uileh, 3/-; obI soloore, Irons 3,000 ta
2 meg.; Sen;areeio eS-ss
' B"
teaoslsempr,. l-l'A to 1.
0/6.
STAUXHALL-T.C.c. rlertroslytjp condr,sers, S mId. sod
V
told., 550 osit, 3/-: bOO oft. 2/6; 450 salt, 2/5;
200

2/9;

BTU. ,pgskec,

/

Isc

STAUXMALL.-Csjcrrn 0.1,0,2, 0.3, or 0.1, 0.2. and
V
0.8 ouperheL type. 30/'; Cobpobs, £214; Polar

£snplloo Oaeet

Tebeo Jtudiogrund,

a/I

Sqososrrplane drire ksre sbhsng scale
YAUXIIALL.-J.B
brsosc, completo with tatjgg named dial; 4/n.

binocular (Ilot 5/-) 1/11

Trieras

lit:
TRANSFORMERS.
flor. 'dr
MOE sleakcrs. 2/11
salt

'0

V

meo., Smog., 116: cr019

Cllmns bisroniur, 1/3' Lolo, lrs000re,S,
mrneoni.
Tnhon srocconol slsort.scsoe.

FRANKS

y AUXHALI..

hes)

Lpe,00 ga00c,i

J

"

Tranu)rrrjng tkr Little Denmark St. Branch tu 83.'
Is Neu Ottlord St., 'iCi,' and
tu save reenocal copemos
offrrs a largr and naried ttoch of P.A. end talkie equip'
ment at koork-ost prices ail louai be cleared by rod
of eronth; callers rtpri'ialiy nested; stamp loo lieto.Telephone: Templo Bar 2620,
11773

d.

H,2kr 430

neo,

;

Non-inductive

6.1,

0.32.

0.1,

sOc.,

go

Teanslormees nod Ckokea in Stork. Let
FERRANTI
u, kcoa your requirement,.
ENRY'S,
li/il
J' 2907. 72, Wrllington As.,' N.15.Stamford [1928

Cous- 46.1 k,.,
GUilty
Utllliystm/ght or 310ko.
2.gseo 0.0003, Utlkoeb,
dice dolse,
dItte. do0le lice.
cIoto. 8.0003, 0.0003, 9.1
T,Oe,, dIO,, 0.0003. j13
5,00611
'olee 2-cana Uniacob oeS dial, ,000pas,e.l,
130ko.

s,

'UTSIEATSTONE Bridge by Baidvis lostenment Co.
£215; poctablo D.C. Spot Calvo, by Tossley an
Co.,

IARC°Nfi
90, 35/-; Garrard, AC., record changer,
Rohe G.12 P.M.. £3/2/6, as nein.

Lt/lo;

W. NIGHTINGALE (G3NI)
A square dea) a/ways

Lostest Prices, no junk:

5.0005,

UTESTON Selection Analyser, as nro'; best oller escores,('1885
Boa 7538, e/o Thr Viceless lVrrld.
'UTESTON Analyser. corn lrtr io case, practically 'neo,
cheap.
cnmponeote.
also
comber
usrd;
little
£10/30;
[190516
'-Boo 7568, e/o The Wireleoo lVrs'ld.

-

¡J.C. Storing Coil Speaker, io cabinet, type

BARGA IN PARCELS. S°ic/ae 30/-, cools/sing four
osodesoep,. eor ralrebulde,,. bisecestsc, E.e.C., 0.0003
850

TESTING EQUIPMENT

SURPLUS, ETC.

J1NRP'S.

-

-

12/6.-Jorsis,

68,

St., London, F.14.
[1916
YALLS RADIO-All lines adeertised last oreek still
Holbern,
WC.].
18 aca;labtr.-280, High
[2932
ERRANTI 3-range Meter, 30f-; Clam B amplißer
£4; romponento.-Fnll particulars, W.B., 114, Ham
[1903
kalt Rd., S.W.4.
OILS, transformers, rondensers, etc., tos cheap to,
aatvrrtfoe; rend for bar am price list-F. L Bollen
[189e
Radio Engineer, Piddietrentfaide, Dorchcster.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

-

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

Multi-Coñriectòrs

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

-

RADIO

Second Editioncompletely Revised
-

ond ENGINEERING StTPPLIES.
goes-sn teed 12 months. 200-260 s-oIt,

ELIMINATORS,
AC, output 150 55118 t 30 soitliompo, soith Isppingo, 20/-; oith trickle chorger, 27/6; carriage, 1/coSes; stole sottuge and set.
ERIE Resistances, 1-matt type, ail s-sines; Sd.

VALVE
-pio

'APRIL 24TH, 1936.

-

Holders. Cita Chassis mounting, 4-5-pin 3d., 74d.
Screened Intermedista Band-Pass -TransLIsOEN
formero. 126 ko.; 2/11.
AIRPLANE Dials, 0400es type; 416.
-

-

-

RADIO

IOVESTINOHOUSE Rectifleos, H.T.8, 0/6; IJ.T.9, 9/6

10-PII'!

No. l23L

Complete.

3/6

EI

H1Scaretullydesig0ed plug is specialty suitable
loe coonectiog poseer pack to chassis, amplifiec
tu receiver, etc. All actai pacts silver plated aud
sell-aligoiisg. The fls part in baketite u'ith losaliesg
key audside entry cord grip. No single pie can
tuaecoutact urstll locating key has fonod is
pnsitioo the eight o'ay round. Can be conceded
with eves shut. Single screo assembly. Shielded
socket entry. Too contacts are aidely spread for
earryog trains.
Sorb an attractive hoe that it is well worth using
ecco with a oumber of idle pias.

5-PIN

TRADE Eaqoiriru;

RADIO'S

IS//o.

Complete, 2/6

- -.

Please send free book, 'Radio Connections."
Name.................................
Address................................

.............................

ANOTHER NEW
P.A.

N
EQUIPMENT

Universal microphone and

£31916 fliat £7/15t.
latest type, AC. moias,
EL5MINATORS.-Retenlouo,
200.250 colts, type W.5a, ecnspteto milk trickle
charger, 39/6; W.Ia, lesa teickleclioeger, 30 milbomps,
33f.; all usc sad based.
CONt)ENSERS.-Lotus 0.CCO5, fully seeeened, dio/a.
escatcheon. etc., 3.gatag, 11/-; 2-ging, 7/3; Dybfaek
single. 0.0005, complete, 4/.,
('IOILS._Vaefeysqs.00e peak coils, B.P.5 complete. 2/3
each; Te/seo leteat fypo iron cooenl cools, type W.349.
midget sine, 4/6; type W470 (tofo), 9/. poic; typo W477
(teiple), 16f- set; typa W476 (triple oupeehet selector
and osaoillotoe/, 16/.; oIl gonged coils ore onnooted cono.
pfete soith solteh- IF. transformer s'oit, fype W462, 5/6;
off noon and bose,1.
P(PrENTIAL Dtoidees. Linee, nice oono,l. 3.section,
60 aatt. 4500. 3.000. 2,000 ohms 2/. each; 3section, 60.00tt 0,000, 12,000 and 15.000 ohms, 2/cacti; 2-aertioo. 50 eatt, 2.500 and 500 ohms. 1/9 eon/i;
2-sectiao. 5 oott, 50.000 und 30,000 ohms. 1/6 each; alt
neo'and ascanfeed.
'T'ELSEÑ AC. D.C. Mottimetee (latent type), 5.raego
-I.
for es'ery conceiestale test for rodio sod domestic
elorteieol appliances, 9/6 each; booed cod 050e.
PsiIICROPIIONES.-Ace. P.O. nsit'eophsnea. complete aith
.1-I teaoeloeoaef, run be need on any set; 5/- each,
RESISTANCES.-" Tenohm' i o-att, ice ends, cotone
coded and machod 36 on caed, ossoeted capar/lien;
7/6 per cord.
ASaIERICAN Volees-A fall range of cosInes for all
American eec/osees at 7/. each so/ac.
SOUTHERN RADIO Bronches at 271.275, High Rd.,
Willeolen Groen. N.W.l0: 46. LinIe St.. W.C.2. All
insel osders to 323, Eoston Bd,. Lo,odse, N.W.i.
QOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Entine Rd., London, N.W.t
L
(eeoc Worsen Street Tobe(. 'Phone: Moseom 6324.

'J

ITARLEY"

4-gong (BP lOt(, permeobilit touer, oct
551.-Roto, Clock SI., Kilnten,ock. (1871
IXTARD iór Vpoeolleled Boegoioo in Set Menottetureen' Surplus;
goodo Ore goura ntoed unused
tod perfect; itomeoliate delis-cry.
Unloerool Genosophone Motoro, toitS totoGARRARD
stop, cts-., £3/jO; Bito Spot Clise 'B" output
,-hoke.'. 3'6.
teoteol;

Ill

BRITISH
het. or

3-osatI type,'i/9; B.I-:C. 8 otI, tod 4 ¡nl.
1oeok eles-teolytis- coudenoer, 3/3.
Chuooio Typo Volee Iloldeso. 4- or 5-pin. Bd.; 7or 9-pin, 6d.; R.C.A. Amerisnn solo-o holders, 4-,
oe 7-pio, Pd.
IBTARCONI Modol 25 Pick-up,, 25f.; Cosmos-ord, 12f-;
LTJ. B.T.II. Pick-up tone eroso, 3/..
VERSION imita loe Ceooerling RC, O(oeeioeeo to
CONAC. mai o, otoeeotion. up to IO u-otto; £2 eoph.
A .C. tod D.C. Etiminntotn, Pent oleo, meSe, topping.
1
SG. ulrtrptoe, und pteoorr, 150/. 25 mo., D.C. type.

550 sollo

('ILIX

THE SOUND PEOPLE

5-,p,

TANNOY PRODUCTR

(Ono IO. Fouoyth, Lid.)
CANTERBURY GROVE. WEST NORWOOD. SENT.

list a 5,e).

w
Gen

SiEd

ne

MINEERS
AREYOU
EARNING

2

4

sppreoilas gel

Tcg000LOGY
Lssdao,

919.

SERIES OF ABACS
providing most of the essential
Data required in Receiver Design
By

R.T. BEATTY,M.A., B.E.,D.Sc.

'

Offices

the

of

"THE WIRELESS WORLD"

-

'RADIO DATA CHARTS-now issued in a
còmpletely revised' edition
provides designers of wireless apparatus with a ready,
convenient means of solving all the more
familiar problems connected with the design
of modern radio apparatus without having
to
mathematics.
recourse

complicated

formulne

and

In order to

keep abreast of the great
advances in wireless communication since

the first edition of "Radio Data Charts"
appeared, obsolete abaco have been omitted
from this second edition and important fresh
material added. The book is now completely
up to date.

By the use of the new "Radio Data Charts,"
such abstruse problems as the design of
-tuning coils are solved almost as easily as the
simple applications of Ohm's Law.

12/.; AC. type,. u-ith \Veutioghoouo ees-tificetioo, 25/.;
AC. typo, toitS 05 omp. teicklecheegee, 30/-.
'IITESTINGHOI.TSE Rectifiers.' L.T.4 nr L.T.5,'sx ith

(37

CHARTS and

46 Diagrams)

Price 4/6

60 m.d., 4e. 4 amps..
12/'; 425-O.425a. 120 ma., 4e. 1 assi)..
amp., 4v. 7 amps., la. 2.5 ampe. loe " W.W.'
Qnotity Amplifier, 26/-; LT. trsoolormees, coiffa ton 4volt 3n. CT. oivding nr 2.5e. ta. 5o'. 2.50., 8/6.

4e.

from

Published

maiss teanstornser; 18/6.

on o-ithout reading our
The book explains clearly and
definitely masy ways nf carving ont a successful
correr. Among other things, it esplains thr Services ut
our onique Appointments Department; outlines HomeStudy Courses (as all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aera, Wireless, "Talkie" Engineering,
Television, Building, Govt. Employment, etc.. and gives
details ol B.Sc., A.1fi[.I.C.E,, A.M.I.A.E., A,MLR.E.
A.M.LW.T., G.P.O., Mairie., und ail
Esansa. We Gaarantee-" No Pass-No
\
Fee." Wb,ike,ran b, un nid bc1 ne $
so, you
DIS-page Handbook.

337, ukake,ov,a

A

ltjf AIRS Traasloemeru.-350.0.350e.

£10 PER WEEK?
ThAN
LEft
If
cannot afford to carry

bndthnv

Rodiophone oodenoero, fully oe,eenrd. noperoteoiglit types, 3-gong end 2-gong; 716.
Rosiuteneru, 1-toIt type, Od.; 2-o-oit

CENTRALAB
type, 1/2;

to

T

III'1IJ

goods

11921

gramophone amplifier, entirely
self-contained, universal mains
operation. Moderate in priceTannoy performance.
A revolutionary equipment.
Write for full details of the

8tu,Lt,00:

all

Maker' 3.eulceo Buttery Kits, Model
Conoe calces, speaker and cokinel,
neo, in original sealed cartons; £3/S.
D.C. Moins 3.catse Sets, . complete oith
G.E.C.AC.
3 Ourom calces, in euqnisite Baketil.e cakioet, erith
Garces MC. speaker, road5 to plug in to soy mains.
univoccol roltsige, neo, io sealed curIons, oily guaeanteed;

bo

7

Bargains;

Wireless

transtormer, 14/6 each; Telsen loud opeokee nuits, 219

t

24.4.36.

br

SOUTHERN
gucennteest seul post l)aid.
Celeitson, Sounder
perm ouest magnet.
SPEAKERS.
11/.; Telsen permanent magnet, u db ten ratio

tpedes'

00W.

trade heading

list.
ADIO und ENGINEERING SUPPLIES, 88, Edgmare
1)
J.t ltd., London. 'Phono: Pad. 6652.
11922

in design to

No:

4/6; all guaranteed.

send stamp and

COSOR5letody
341, complete cith

ml

t

send lue lists.

.A.MEAICAN Vulves, normal types;

Pufm

,f

IVAC Volves;

net'

4e. 25 amps.,

By Post

1

o' vitknat soiteh, by Baby.
VOLUSIE
ohm, Cevtenlab und Other gosd maker,, any value.
2/6; steel chancis " Wireless World " Quality Amplifier,
8/6; Porteidge 32.scatt nmplifier, 11/..
Stnch All Parts far " Wirrles, World" Quality
Ampliflei, Quality Amplifier Receiver, Imperi/I
Short Wore 'Sia and 1936 Monsedial.
" Costiflental Valves, nil types is etock;
EUROPA
AC. or AC/D.C. (20 volt,. 0.18 amp,.), variable.
nsa, output triade,, deteriore, etc., 4/6 euch; output
pentvoles, 5/6; 500-volt rectifiers, indirectly heulest or
otbeva'isr, 7/.; sae ran also cupplyurovvert replacement
lar any British type of. valve, including side-contact
unisersalo, sessI 60-unIt outpat triodes; price sapvn reqae,t.
CARRIAGE Psid; saah uith arder ov cod,; send for
3-gang Coil Sots, type BP 13 sod BP 19,
V
sapoehet. or straight; 13/6.
'UTAllD, 46, Farriogdoa St., Larodon, EVa. Tel.:
VV Holbora 9703.
[0450

4/10

Coastrolo. niCh

ITAlY

v'Radio Dala Charts,"

A

Series of

Abacs

From all leading booksellers' or direct
from the Publishers
-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorsì House,
St., London

Stamford

-

S.E.r

fkw.g3

Post free 4/Lo
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ADÑT!ÉMETS.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAN),
-

Teryace

IXPER1MENER Giiug tp-4-12 Quality mp1ifie,
13 feeder, Mogoacon 33; flu, amplifier, RK Senior;
components, speakers-Requirements and cash offers tat
[1877
Box 752's, do Th t5"is'oleua World:
Translormers.-AF5c, 15/-; AF5, 12/6;
FERRANTI
AF3, 7/6; Class B, AFl5c, 14/6; AF17c 7/6;
OPMS7c, 7/6; W.B. Stastorium Senior, 22/- 16.0. oc
c.o.d.-R.P.R. Radio. 112, Pentonsille Rd., London.
(1929
Flush Meters. 150 m.a., 15. m.o.. 16/6
FERRANTI
each; Amplios MC., 2,500. less teanstoemee. orse,
8/6; RiSS Toecter, 10/.; Saos.ge, 50 11/100 Choke, 8/6;
loue "Hydra" 1.500v, test.3/- each; 4 ml.; T.C.C..
mica, 2-6.05, 2/6 corSa_33, Fryent Way, Kingsbury.
Middlesex.
[1902
676. C°tc/i.*occh Rd., Boseombe, Hoots.
OLIVER,
oller Erie resistanero, 1-watt, colour coded, sIl
caluca, 3½d. each. 3/. per dos.; Clix choasd mounting
volve holders. 5-pin 3d. euch. 7-pin 4cl. each: Igranio
vols,me' control, 5,000 ohms, 'oith snItch, 1/5.
Gramo Motees, 110-210e. AC., linitplxte,
auto-st-sp, turntable, etc., 23/6; completas seitk pickCOLLARO
up, in chromium and blach, 37/6
UTESTINGROUSE Rectifiers, LT.2. 6/-; lIT.8, 8/6;
VV KTO. 91-; H.T.10, 9/9; Radiophono screened 5.9'.
transformers. 465 h/c's, 4/11.
4 MERICAN Volee,, Hytron, all types, sealed boues, 6
.21. months' gau000tec, 5/- euch; Coetineotal replseoments lorll.2 amp, AC/D.C. calces, aide contact hases,
6/6; guaranteed perloet.
G,12's, 79/-; F,7's, 28/-; F6200, 24/-; P.720',,
ROLA
25/-; u leo only.
8 mId., 2/4; 4 mId., 2/1;
ELECTROLYTICS.-B.1.
50 mId., 50v., 1/3; 25 mId., 25e., 1/1.
676, Cheistchurch Rd., Rnscombe. Hauls.
OLIVER,
Orders ur,sler 5/- puri, 3d.
Eighth Wonder cl the World Ribbon Microphone,
P.M. speakers.
THEItoh is second to none, 7 guineas;M.B.3,
neo listed
flea, vs'ith keanslormor, 14/6; Mullord
8 gosinessa LS/lO; amplifier hire loe dances, parties or
meetings; Crnssley Mid et 5-colee superhet.. L. sud S.
scare, L4/15.-Wilteo Charging fitation, 47 Wilton Rd.,

ELECTRICAL SURPLUS AT

A010MART Carries Lnrgcst Stocks British and ArnesiGear, E.O.I., Ceramic roil forms, bottles, Hornmorlussd groe. etc. For other short mase lineo please ser
our display osleertisernent on page 5. Perosnol atOen,
tioo.-G5NI. G2AK, 44, Hofls,say 58 rad, Birmioghaso.

lamp., 50/-; lOO,., lOa., £3; 50/7Sv.,12a.,65/..

G.P.O. Glass Top Relays, 7/6. G.P.O. Vertical Galvanometers,
ERN ELECTRIC Miccophones, solid back, 2/6.

-

(0486

,

Printing.-1,000 billlseuds. 316; Samples free.15870
CHEAP
Ceetessay Press, IS, Busted, Susses.
MW., 5,4 amp., nero, genuiue Goreroment,
Chalk
Stores.
63a.,
Electrical
AMPMETERS,
5/6; post 3d.-Bratofl's
Farm

Rai..

N.W.1.11897

Motors, AG.. brand nro, 200.240e., 1.425 reos.;
4
£218,9 menage paid lists lrec.-Easeo, Electrical
10455
Sorcicr, 18, Briotois Rd., 5,5,5'S.
FORCE-Young men ellI be suonted- as engsoeers,
4 IRclerks,
ti.
etc.; eor,postal courses eill get you through
the entrance esomisntinns; particulars free-Dept. L.92.
BE BENNETT COLLEGE. Ltd., Sheffield.
(0505
UTIRELESS Thdflstry Olfees Well-paid Posts to Quali'
fled Mes; by stadying at home ,sith the T.I.G.B.
sa, too, ran brcosoe qaalified; ente tu-doy for "The
Engisrer's Guide to Sucersa." tree, which contains sorrIdo
ssidrst choice of ssieelrss sod e,sgisseerin rourses. oser.
200, and nions gives the particulars of the esusoinotion
regulations fur A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I,W.T., A.RasLA.. C. ond
G., etc.; mentinu branch, post, or qualifiration thnt inter'
rets os-The Technological Institute of Great Britasn.
tFounde4t 1917.
62., Temple Bue House. London, ECO.
(1752
t9,00 O successes.)

lh.p.

T

ELECTRIC

CLOCKS

sed Ferranti; sothorised distributors to the
SMiTHS
trade (enquiries sulicited).-Leônard Beys, 36. Henry

St..

Blaehpccl.[1799
011ec.-Sopeeisr

AC. mains electric

clock

SPECIAL
movements, 200-250e., 50 cycles, drive op to 10-inch
hoods; 16/6, post 6d.-Write details. Ebory Bridge Rodio
Co., 33, Ebuey Bridge Rd.. SB .1. 'Phone: Sloane 84g?.
(11448

EXCHANGE
ItEAXIMUM Allosoance on High Close Components io
Port Eochooge.-Ooo,nic RodioSeroices, Ltd., '23,
11818
Water St., Liseepool.
J.

I

EXTENDED

PAYMENTS

-

L
T ONDON, RADIO

SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925),
supply on cosirenient teems, c500psneots, accessories
ond sets, any mohr; 10% dono, holanes seer 12 months;
send ILS ol reqriecmests.-11. Oat Lane, London, R.C.2.
.L4

oldest established firm loe erery radio

PETO-SCOTT.
need on easy terms; accessories, kits, ready assembled
instroments, receioers. etc,; send os a list of your reoieemeotn; we soul qoote by setura.-Peto-Soott Co.,
Ltd., 77, City Rd., London,
-

ECl.

[0508

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.

Puhlig Address Manolactoriog Compaoy
-PR0'75E
Additional Capital to Develop Assured Neu
director with technical or
Market; opening

amps, 2/6 rath.
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS, fully adjustable, 2/6. Larger murer heys
5

in aluminium case, 3/9.

office

making
qualifications'; busjness cell established
steady profits; £1,500 secures dsrrctorshsp, sssth gond
salary and one-third of net profits-Write Boo 7525, c/s
The Wirgleec World.

-

[1878

Elementary Principles

Post

Od.

BELL TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 s. to 3, 5 nr 8 s., new,
3/6, wut 6d.
PEDESTAL TELEPHONES, complete with automatic dial, 7/6.
G.P.O. WALL-TELEPHONES, late typr, rnagnrtn ringing (no
magnetnn) witis automatic dial, 12/6.
FIRE ALARM Telephonrs, compirte in 8mb case. "Break
Glass and pull" type, 15/-.
DIATHERMY MEDICAL treatment set, complete and in
scnrking orden, 95/-.
2k KILOWATT Phillips transformen, 200/30 s'. input, 200,
50 and 25 s. output, 30/-.
ONE KILOWATT Transformers, 200/230 n'. input, output not
huons, good svindisgs, 15/-.
TALKIE FADER, fittest resistances, switches, etc., 12/6.
TANGYE Iron clad Bells, 6 inch goog. 6/12 s., 4/6. DitSO, 12inch gong, 15/-.
7-PIECE TERMINALS, O BA, ness 65. por doz., post 3d.; on
5s. per grnss, ost Irre.
PATHE CARBON ARC, standard eine nice, 30/-.
RESISTANCE MATS, 24 inchrs
600 ohms, k amp, 5/-.
LABORATORY CONDENSERS, 3 Mid. fitted 10 hosfesscitçhes,
hghi voltage, 15/-.
PHILLIPS I MS. CONDENSER, 8,000 n'. ss-onhing, 12/6.
WESTERN ELECTRIC 2Ml. condensers, Sd. each.
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALS, with sss-itchgrar, 2/-.
BROWNS A Typè single earphones, 2/- roth.
HAND COMBINATION Telephones, complete, 4/6.
MAINS CHOKES, 20 and 30 henry, 40, 80 and SUm/a, 1/3,l/9
and 2/6 each.
TRANSMITTING Vaeiafale Condmnsers,0.0005,in Glass casr,12/B.
ROLA P.M. SPEAKERS, typr FO, list 39/6, latest ripple cone.

sare,

-

COLLARO INDUCTION, Gramophone Motor a'ith automatic
Stop, 12hs. tuentabIe 110/250 s', 30/-.
EX TOTE Multiple switch and relay, 6/8.
3oAMP. TESTING Set scith 80 ohm calibrated resistance and
moving coil meter, 15/-.
FAN MOTORS, large sine, 110 and 290 sj., D.C., 5/- each.
ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110v. AC. lo 100 s'. D.C. at 1 amp.,

35/-.

ROTARY CONVERTOR, 25 y., D.C. te 10 y., 4 o.. AC., 30/-.
R.A.F. Arco lane Speed Meters, 40 to 160 m.p.h., 5/-.
QUARTZ TUBES, 10 ins, by
7/fi per doc.
PRESSURE GAUGE for water Oto 4,480 lbs. per square jock,
s'ith tell tale, 6 inch dial, 25/-.
HAND DRIVEN GENERATOR, 800 volts aod S volts output,
by " Evershrd Vignoles," can be used as Rotary Convertor, 39f-.
2/- per doz.
SHEET EBONITE, 12m, by his, by

j

s,

GIVE US A CALI
LARGE SURPLUS.

Dept.

.5

W.W.

LEE

of

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

5,

[cool

-

H'

PATENTS

Hints on Patento," leer on sppliration,
PRACTICAL
-The Imperial Patent Sersice, First 4 venue
House,
High Hnlborn, W.CI. Prelimiuney sonsultotion tree,
[0401

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

j

ISTAVOX SERVICE
D
TRADE Seeder-All

make, nI Engli,h und American

receivers: qnntation by return,
DEWINDING.-Mnisss, L.F., and output teanefocmrrs,
L syoskera,

headptseaeu, etc.; heenest teems for conRADIO SERVICE Co.. 119, Bunhitl Roo,
'Phone: National 8589.
11573
SERVICE With a Smile."
11ENRY FORD RADIO. Ltd..
Sertice Specialists for Anseriran Receiver,,
LEADING.
'also Beitish; trade v-orb purtleslorly; bstimatee Irre,
Hesite, 22, Neuland St., Tnstcnhnm
ELECTRONIC
Coud Rd., 50.1. Museum
Load Spraker and Transformer Rrpairs.
GRASIAM'S
24 busses' sorcier gaaranterd.-See below.
4 NY Moving 5mo Loud Speaker, L.F. transformer, or
pick.up, 2/c; output transformer, 4/-; postage rates;
moins transformerr. moving reilo electric clocks quoted;
trade olisconnta.-See brios.
RADIO ulslOVlCE.-Sesd ass s our rrccioers.
GItAHAM'S
all types repained with the ssromptnrss so husa
enperiencest with on r reusnding szrs,ee-, colmate by retnrn.-Gesha.m's Repairs, t94, Tnlssorth Rise, Kingston
By-Foss, Surrey. 'Phene: Demuent 2060.
lt7SS
RADIO SERVICE Co. for Guaran.
P8jETROPOLITAN
teed Repaico tu American IMidget and Standardi
and Beitish Roceioecs.
und Majestic Sersice Depot-IF, and moins
CLARION
tranaiorrneesrrunund, Amrcioan valses ami paros;
trade onpplied.-Metropoliton Rodio Sorsine Co., 1021.
Finchley Std., Londun, N.W.15. Speed,cell 3000. (0435
loe Repairs and Rescindingn to Converters.
yALMADIO
motors, transformers, sacuurn cleaners,
etc-1,
Hills Place, Oslord St., 55.1. Gerrord 2201.
[1764
Repairs-Any transfnrfnec, choke,
GUARANTEED
motor, acmnture,.çocregtee, dynamo, Ste. keenest
pelees; immediate quotations; prnmpt, dependab/eseeoiee.
TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS, Ltd.(,
L.T.P.(LONDON
Willesden. N.W.10. . Wil. 3400 and 7743.
[ttSO(
'ìrAINS
Transformet Oervice.-Repaies, rewinds, or essaI. struetineo to specifiratios nf any type; competitive
rires and prompt seroice. Sturdy Electrir Co., Diptess,

tracta.

DISTAVOX
London, E.C.t

-

-

5675..[0434

-

.

i

[I5tt

Nru-castloo-Te.

l'aIAJESTIC Srrcice.-Re aies to Majestic and all types
LVI receioers undertahen b5-rpmcsslists; all eeplugemeots
for Majestic sets; seite 10e detallo of nue attrartise
Mujestin set modernisatio.. scheme.
(SERVICE) Co.. Ltd. (formerly Majestic
IStPERIC
Efectrio Co., Ltd.f, Stajestin Works. TariS Rd., N.17.
[1099
fYottenbam 4461.1
to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; ropes
REPAIRS
and coils fitted, fields altered; pesces, inclndsng
elirnmcutnes quoted- loud spcahees, 4/-; LP. and output
transformers, 4/-, poat (ree; guseonteed satisfaction trade
inoited estimates Ieee; prompt oervsre.-Loud- peuher
Repaie 'Wombs. 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

TUITION

TADIO Training, all eosms., low lees.
-Hull Municipal Technical College.

prospectus free.
-

[1673

Bay.[0380

Trained for All Branches Wireless Profession;
YOUTHS
Britain/s leading college; training Ire payable after
appointments; students hoarded: London eepreseatatiyo
ior ioteesieees; prospectus lerc-7Viorlrss College. Colsero
Ahead with R.T.I. Training-Radio ood television

GETprogress

domando sprcisl, ossesso loe ambitious
students; weite free particulars pontai and pnsa.te tuition;
easy paymeots.°-Radio Training Institute (Gcrot Britain).
39.47, Earl's Court ltd., London, SV.8.
11899

WANTED

input 6v. D.C., output 11cr. 60 watts,
CONVERTER.
AC. or D.C-Bridge. Henlolsi, Tyldenfey.
[1879
lar Modern Component,. speakers, sets,96-98, Sooth Lanebeth Rd., S.W,8,
[1425
]I'ILNES High Tension Uniti state condition, siar,
./. 1 peicc.-Munter, Soothfield, Garmoutb, Morayshire.
11083

UTANTED. P.M. quality -speaber in enchange for AC;
sssniun rquipment.-Santlre, Vale Bonne, Anminster.

HIGH ROAD,
LEW.ISHAM, LONDON, S.E.13
75,

and' w

'Phone: HoI-

SKERRET'P. Chartered Patent
Agente, 68-90, Chsneer
Lane, London, W.C.2
(Nul. 8837), sod 24. Temple Roo, Birmingham.
11192
's,'

Cush

STOCKS ON VIEW.

GLPI

A.1'.t.I.R.E,, 51-52,
Established 1905

rom
oseekment Pâtent Office).
born 1525. Handbook leer,

SPOT
Economis Radio.

Closed Hal) Do-j Thursday. Tramo und Buses Puss the Door
Neoresf Station, Lewisham Junction.

1%eqoiros

foc. a

Sucra-

phone Transformers, 2/6.
X-RAY COIL, 17'inch sparh, on oak stand smith condenser, £4.
Large motor driven merceacy break to suit, 50/-.
'X-RAY TUBES, new ansI unused, large sire, 15/-.
TWO-INCH Spark Coil, complete in casc with intercepter 17/6.
MARCONI MAGNETIC detector in glaoed teak case complete
with Mutue drive, 35/-.
R.A.F. Automatic charging Cut-out and Voltage regulator,
suit up tu 20 V. dynamo, 2/6 each, post Od.
MAINS RESISTANCES, sound with Eureka n-inc fon one to

10337

P

Il

40v.,

7e. AMPLIFIER$,complete adthvalveu, battery, srorkiog,19/g.

EQUIPMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

;

l4a. 65/- ; 12 y., 8 a., 15/-. Also other o/ces.
CHAhGING RESISTANCES or Shunt regulators, stoat and
ses-itohanu t e, frouo 19/- to 17/6 each.
SLIDER RESiSTANCES, 10 ohms at 10 amps., 17/6
AUTOMATIC chacgiog Cut Outs, any voltage, 7/6.
RIGHT ANGLE DRIVES, Rallo I to i and 2 to 1, for high
speed ss'orh, ball bearing, transmit 1 h.p., 15/-.
AC. MAINS, chargiogset (Ach Emoaa typv). G.E.C.orCrypto,
200/230 v.50 cycle. 1 ph. input, 17v, at 10 amps. D.C. output,
complrtr silk Rotary Cosiveetur. Translorisuer aud no-itoh.
board, 95/-.
ISENTHAL" Variable resistance to carry 10 tu 15 amps.
fitted 0-15 ampmetrr aud pilot lamp, as oese, 15/-.
D.C. MOTOR, 200/220 y.,
h.p., shoot wound, ball bearing,
adjustable brash gear, as oese, 37/6.
AC. MOTOR, 1 h.p. inductiou type, wants re:riisdiog, maker
Broohs, 20/-.
D.C. MOTORS,
h.p. with laminated fields, sriO rescind So
goad A.C. motors, 411/- each.
ELECTRIC LIGHT Cheek meters, hilosratt hour type. 200/240
y, 50 cyolr, single phase, for subletting, etc. 6/-, post 1/';
DITTO, 1/- slot prepayment meters, 25/-.

1h4OVIE CassieraS. projectors, screens. Sims; snspeetiOn
iVI. ios'it'ed.-011uatra Entreprises. 159. iVardour St..
Loodon.

[1917

P. GItE, 50cm, R.S.G,B.,
H-T.
Chancery Lane, London, \V.C,2.
doors

LATHE, S.C. 4m, by 45f. fija., compound slidr rest chaogr
whrrls, stand, counlecshaft, no fittings, £6 lOs.
OIL ENGINE, 2 h.p., Hopper cooled, 2 flyseheels, Magneto,
etc., portable, or stationery, £3 15e.
DYNAMOS, all shunt woaod, for lightiog or charging, 290 y.,

10507

CINEMA

5

T

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED AND THREE DAYS' APPROVAL
FROM DATE OF DELIVERY. CASH WITH ORDER OR
COD. (CHARGES EXTRA(.
-

R.8.11910

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

N

Meer,

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
-AGENTS - '
god Co-Patent and Trade Marks throughout the
GEEsnoctd,-

BED ROCK PRICES

entra,[1909

R

ETC.

¿1IL

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

Ilalston.

MACHINERY, TOOLS,

-

7

N.2.-

[1896
TXTANTED, Ano oscillator, goad condition; state price.
S V -Tillett, 55, Cattybrooh St., Lawrence Hill, Bristol.
[1894
Conceeter, 240 nolts D.C. to AC., 135 watts.
ROTARY
with smnohhing onit.-Wgite Fietb. 33, Aylmer Par.
ade,
11875
TSTANTED, "Wireless World," Volo. 25to 31 (1931-32),
VV
preferably konsol; state peice.-Horniman, 43, Isiuncastergute, Yoeh.
(1872

Third Edition Pöst free 8/-.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

8

APRIL 24TH,

WANTED
UTE

RADIO RECEIVER

send

or

will

FIFTH EDITIoN...
Revised and Enlarged

for

call

Phone:

HANDBOOK
,of TECHNICAL

(1622

VACANT

SITUATIONS

for the Folloniog
A PPLICATIONS Ace Inytted
Vovuoclen Evtsting lx a Large Progeessioe,East Lou.
don lsfunolxctores'a.

MEASUREMENTS

INSTRUCTION
for WIRELESS
TELEGR.APHISTS

ltl'EN

with Actual Enperienca io Muss Production Radia
rtmigx; also
Evgiseers Assistants, men with Housses
RESEARCH
Engioeering Degrm or equivalent; alio
ENtJtNEERS, loll y experienced in coostroction 01 test

By Roy M. Barnard, B.Sc., A.M.I.R.E.

oluudioand HF.

geur, osost hase osund knowledge

-

Trade

In the

Op
Radio, Ltd., 242, lJtummoud SL, Eustox, N.W.1.
liluseuix 3810.
bthsg oe

etc.;

(1934)

Pay the Highest Spst Cash Price

-

'SXTRtTE, statiflg

age, experience

VV quirest tu Bao 7480, c/u

in hill, und salary re.

By H. M. DOWSET'r, M.I.E.E.,

Tie Wireless

M.Inst.R.E.

Warfst. [1549
Learn Theory and Practice

W.8.[1900

Although primarily designed for the benefit
of the radio oorice enginer tini n concise
handbook Is also of practical value t'a the
amateur experimenter.

PPRENTICE Required t
.l1 Radio Retail und Service; small premiom.-Write,
Servire Serties, R.T.L, 39, Earl's Court Rd., Losdos,
A

'DADIO

Taut (lene Designer-Senior engineer,

vitit

PROVIDES a complete theoretical
course for students wishing to

cc.

1%, proiroce ol design si production test gear, wanted.0%'rite, gising lull particulars, tu Chin Engineer, Pkilro
11882
Radio Corporation, Penisole, Mrddle,ez.
Laboratory Mechonir Required tue Cosoteurt.
JUNIOR
ing Rodio Rcoeurch Appaeatuu.-Apply by letter
only, 'otaticg roe, eoperienre, and solaey eequieed. ta

lt describes the methods of measuring
receicer performance and procides procisional
standards as abasis for Judging performance.
Measurements of sensiticity, selecticity and
fidelity arena pial ned ut length and the interpretation in estimating receiver performance
is carefully set out.

auaflfvforthePostmaster-

General's Certificate of proficiency.
Additional chapters included in this
new edition are those on Echo
Sounding Apparatus, Short-Wave
Marine Transmission and Reception, Marine Telephony and Band
Repeaters-all recent developments
%vhich concern
the sea-going
operator. All sets In general use
(Marconi, Siemens, Radio Communication) are also described. A
chapter on Direction-finding i ndudes information on laying-off
bearings, specially drawn dlrectlohfinding charts and methods of
calculating great-circle distances.

Belling ond Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Rd., Ecfield.

(1892
Researrh Engiceer Required for Loboratuey st
hVell.hnoo'o Musulauturee; must hare had bog esperiecre is denigs rl radio eereirees, especially all sane
cetu,-Write folly, stating qoolifirations, age cud salary
required, tu Boo 7570, c/u The Wireless World.
(1901
and Assistaot Designers loe Radis EquipDESIGNERS
osent aod Rertifireo, required by bree Oem not lar
truss Leodoc; applicants should state age, qualifirutions,
eypeeiesre, and salory required Usiseestty qualIfications
[1073
as sdsastage.-Bos 7521, e/o T/e Ficelas florId.

'DADIO

IL

Details urn gieen of methods of receicer
testing ecith full descriptions of commercial
signal genera tors and their application to the

adj ustment

of superheterod ynes and
slraight," receieers.
Complete with fifty-three illustrations and
diagrams, summaries of method, four
appendices and o general i,iriex.

WANTED

SITUATIONS

Required with Radis Firm, preferably io Sooth

POST
Engbood, oith

PRICE 4/6

sic-c partnesship; uppiirantafed 22.
has 000d technicol troining ad esperiel000 sers-o-o, re'
pairs poblic address woeS-WeRe Boa 7522. cío Tise

net

11876

lJ'OSid.

By
F

11

ILIFFE

post
¿

MIDGET ACCUMULATORS

5f aM PSi

& SONS LTD.

Typ

th SMALEST
accurrsuiatos'.
Write for illustrated catalogue to:

-

DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LcNDON, S.E.s

MANFG.

A.E.F.

PRICE 15/-

DEAF AID

BySm

Obtai

M?

bytheW.W.s

CO.,

/

17.Queeosway. Potiers End. Middlesex.

Tel.

& SONS

Ga)juns Stores
..........................................
Gaeesrsi Eng. & Mtg. Co., Ltd ............... Back Cover

............................................

6

Hanses Wood Products ..................................
Hartley Turner Rodio Co., Ltd .........................
Sisynro Radio ............................................
easuuss Voice Co., Ltd ...........................

.............................................

Laotro.Lino,

J.td .........................................

IMPROVED Reception Assured

No Barrrtters, Breaking Down

CONVERS!ON the next best

thing!
Half

Let us Convert your set into a realty modem Receiver. A Rese Set at
the Cost.
Techoicat Experts carry Bot Conversion, thereby assarieg improeest results that ssiU

-

Escoge. W, Brian

tú SppiySt

Weiee/oe Paeticslaeofresrs Sole Ageeds of Great

Rodais:-

28/39, Soathampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.

Tel. Temple Bar 8604.

HYVO LISTAR

4

......................................

Chas,!,.

Send ta-sin

nue

.oppllrd

AGAIN FIRST

IN

.

THE FIELI!

*

RECTIFIER.

Working perfectly from 100-250 volts D.C.
Undistorted output 3 watts.

gas,

Tnble Model. 15 Sn..

n;X;=

¿

Tnbl

Radlogs,og, 21 go,.

ta. lllagtrntod catalogas rus,tslnisg oar full ranos nf O,,puelegt
la

3

Wave bands 16-2000 metres.

lit
po0

Ita.liugrss, and De Luso logs,.
,nd norcletng nelsgear.
VOLTAGE RADIO LTD. lDcit.

(Lonas, Tubi,.

pedal opprovat

6

Ward, Chas. F...........................................
Weoeioghoase Brake & Signal Co., Ltd ................
Wriglst & Weaire. Ltd.................................

Mestas

PRICES Ins CHASSES
tficLvDlsga V.4,LVES.
S

br

a

-,

Tisenoy Prodswts
........................................
Telegraph Cosdeaser Co., Ltd ........................

Fully Universal A.C. D.C.

PRICES

5

Scott Sessions & Co ............................. Back Cocer
Sholtrokury Microphones, Ltd .........................
Sound Sates, Ltd. ............................ Feast Cacor

VALVE SUPERHET INCLUD!NG
plants.

a

FeOsst Cocer
4

Rodiamart. Ltd.........................................
Resto Sound Euspmento ..............................
Rich & Bundy, Ltd .....................................

.

Neil!. Jasorn. & Co. (Sheffield), Ltd .....................
...................................
Nortlsero Polytechnic

BUILD Your SET and SAVE CASH!

a

'

........................................
IslrCorthy Radio
2
..........................................
MR. Supplies
Musilon, Ltd ........................... Inside Front Cover

All.Wavr Receivers Radiogesms sied AmplifIer KITS with complete
Layoot aseS isscovporatizsg Ilse Fansoos Botar-Cine Unisecost Higis Voltage Valves,
_FRRE BLUEPRINTS sod ADVICE. Seed tar Price List.

amare you.

'

i

Islannophone, Ltd

2

Save Money
Use Ostar-Gaeo High Voltage Valves.
Resistances or Teaissforsoers reqoired.

A

....................................

Premier Supply Stores ................ Diside
Prism Munutoctoeing Co

Internalionst Correspondence Schools, Ltd

We otter Universal

EUGEN J. FORBAT,

i

Ltd .... a ........................... ,' ...........

Pottiethosite Bros

S

.

Ltd .........................................

:

Petu-Sçott, Ltd .........................................
Ployacs Cigarettes

8

i

C.A.V ........................................... Frost Cocer
Caicern, Ltd .............................................
Dominion Radio
........................................
a
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925t, Ltd
Frost Corer
Edison Soon Electric Co.. Ltd
Inside Bark Corers na Bnrk Corer
Electeadis Rsdjog ........................................
4
Eta Tool Co
Eside Batteries
......................................
Radio,

OsniCaide,

'

British Rota Co.. Ltd ...................................
British TriecisiOn Supplies
British Thontoon-ifouston Co.. Ltd ......................
Bulgin, A. F., & Co., Ltd...............................

Eyes

.

FlanEe,

British Institute o! Esogineeeing Technotogy ........ 6
British Insutoted Cables, Ltd ......... Inside Bock Curer
.'
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Francis Day & Hooter, Ltd .............................
French, Cyril, Ltd. (Crlestion) ..........................

Lee

LTD.

-

DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST..

A.E.F. 'litonfg.
.
Ali-Poecer Transformers
.
Armstrong Mttg. Co
Auto Coil Windee-Eleoteical Euiprncnt Co., Ltd.
Front Coree
Baker's ' Seihoest " Radio .............................. 2
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Post
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570 pages
diagrams and Illustrations

Bemy Suo
525

115

F.Insl,P.,

Author ut "Wireless Telrgraphy & Telephony,"
Wiceleaa Telephony & Broadeaslisag."

SS'

Ask loe detalle

f

.

tsalhnoploo Siegel,

6
7
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VALVE.. 13go..
VALVE.. 151go..
VALVE

. 21go..
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CONDENSERS

The.

S.J. FIXED CAPACITY CONDENSERS for Wireless Receivers,
Battery Eliminators, Smoothing
Circuits, etc., are made in several
different types to suit the various
uses ¡or which Condensers are
nequired in connection with
\Vireless circuits.

__________________

s.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

AL

I

MICRO HOE.'
-0

1

-

These Condensers are the result
of over 30 years' experience in
the manufacture of all kinds of
Condensers from the smallest
sizes up to Condensers weighing
more than 2 tons.

p

r'

In addition to the Standard
____________________
-

-

Types, B.L Condensers can be
supplied in special forms to suit
manufacturers' requirements.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.
-

z

-

(

Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers

PRESCOT, LANCS.
TeIephoo No. PRESCOT 6571

London Ófflce:

SURREY HOUSE, EMBANKMENT,

Telophooe No. TenpIe

ir

Ba,' 4793, 4,

5

&

'

MICROPHONE

W.C.2

£2126

6

.í

\

MICROPHONE'
AND STAND

-31OO'

'.

Note

YOUR

For,public address systems, wireless telephony
and similar work, this microphone is ideal.

Notepaper-

OTHERS DO!

The instrument is particularly sensitive and
has an excellent frequency respbnse curve.
It may be used with any suitable amplifier by

-

connecting it in series.with a 6 volt battery
capable of giving 20 milliamps and the
primary of a 30-1 step-up transformer!
The B.T.H. Microphone is beautifully finished
in cellulose black with chromium plated grille,etc

-

CARBON

M
PEPJEëT FOR ANY PEN
YOUR

STATIÓNER

WILL

E

SUPPLY

D

I

S
THE
155

C OPHO E

WA
EDISON

R

SWAN

ELECTRIC

A D
CO.

O

i

LIMITED,

CHAR1NG CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Distributors

-.

N

br

the

Bri(sh Thomson-Houston Co-

H

Lid.,

Rubu.
I

-

_____________________________________________
Mention of The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensupe prOmpt attention.
-
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REPAIRS
Make

,i

/

To Every

every
J

-including

\.

all

of Set

"Wireless World" de-

signs built by readers. Special sets
designed and built for Sclv'ols, Colleges,
Hospitals, etc. Send

i

iader cati

1936.

4TI1,

to4'!

afford to be

.

.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIII

"QUALITY MINDED".
wheñ buying a

Ctf"\TT

for
.

DELUXE
SETS.

pick-up

I

.

4

for

OVER

I

:SESSIONS

:.

HAU'L.S

Work a Speciality'
SCOTT SESSIONS & CO.
Trade

V

.

i.

Radio Engineers and Consultants

-:Ç--

EXCHANGE WORKS,

.

NiO

MUSWELL HILL; LONDON,-

(Contractors to HM. Government Depts., County Councils, etc.)

'PHONE SCOTT-SESSIONS

TUDOR
GARRARD

L
PRICE

ì

47!A
IM

A really first-class pick-up at a reasonable price

-.

-:

4101:'

,_.

-

Qua lity'Products
t'

--

Sendtor
illustrated

-.

-I
\

-

--

..

-

leaflet
to-day

\

4

-

'

.

-

-

:

-

designed and made by engineers who understand
the meaning of fidelity in reproduction.

4

* Output -10 volt
*

5,000 cycles
at 993 cycles
Self-contained volume control
Range 70

-

'

**

97% perfect

*

:

-.

u86

-

-

't

.

tracking'

Beautiful finish

-

Ioe

Ask your dealer about it.

EDISW N RAI )IO.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
155 CHASING
CROSS ROAD, LONbON, W.C.2
Disribuwrs foe rho British Thomson-Houston Co. Lid., Rugby
.

'°4!gY

:-':.

R.P.284

GARRARD ENGINEERING &
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD..
SWINDON, WILTS.
Telephone: Swindon 534 & 535(2 lInes).

17,

GRAFTON STREET,
'

W.1

Telephone: RegenS 7598.

L,/

-

,
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